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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

Or

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

OFFICE OF EDUCATION,
Washington, D. C., efuIte, 1931.

SIR : I transmit herewith a manuscript entitled " Bibliography ofResearcb Studies in Education, 1929-1930," and recommend that itbe published as a bulletin of the Office of Education. This is thefourth manuscript on this subject which has been prepared by mem-bers of our library staff. There are many indications that thisbibliography meets a real need on the part of students of education.It is hoped that it will assist in coordinating the efforts of variousgraduate schools of education as well as those of city and Stateschool systems engaged in the experimentii study of local schoolproblems.
Respectfully subMitted.

The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.

WM. JOHN COOPER,

Comminioner.
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE

SCOPE OF BIBLIOGRAPHY

The Office of Education presents herewith the fourth annual com-pilation of research studies in education, comprising masters' anddoctors' these§ and other investigations compfeted from July, 1929,to September, 1930. A slight..change has been fouud necessary inthis volume regarding the period covered. All studies completed upto the beginning of the school year 1930-31 have been included. Infuture issues it is planned to cover the. school year rather than theyear beginning in July and ending the following June. The increasein the number of studies in this bibliography over the number inprevious issues is accounted for, in part by the longer period covered.We have included all studies reported to us for 1930, except in caseswhere we have had definite information that the study was com-pleted after September 1, 1930. In sortie instances abstracts ofstudies completed before September 1, 1930, have appeared in publi-cations issued subsequent to that date. Inasmuch as these studieswere actually completed during the school year 1929-30, we haveincluded them, even though the publication containing the abstractcarries a later date. This is true in the case of die University ofPittsburgh studies, abstracts of which are found in the Universityof Pittsburgh bulletin for November 1930, and the University of Col-orado studies for December, 1930, containing abstracts of the Univer-sity of Colorado theseA. The data contained herein were received
in response to letters sent out in kay and October, 1p3o, to all
agencies known to this office to be engaged in educational research.
Universities and colleges, city and State research bureaus, and other
research agencies were included. In addition, atmut 25 educational
magazines for the period covered were examined and studies ¡elected

-for listing herein. The information received from the various coop-erating agencies was sometimes indefinite and incomplete, but all
pertinent data reiiirted to us have beefi incorporated. Annotationsfor the periodical references as well as for many other studies were
made in 'the librah of this office ;'annotations for masters' and doc-tors' theses have in most instances been furnished by the person re-
portipg the investigation.
11111

I Earlier bulletins in this series are : 1928-27, Bulletin, 1928, No. 22; 1927-281929, No. 36; 192349, BuUUn, 1980, No. 23.
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE'

The material assembled herewith has beep classified And indexed in
the library division of the Office of Education, by Edith A. Wright,
with the assistance of Ruth A. Gray. As in the.earlier volumes, an
author and subject index immediately follows the list, which, with the
cross referenc'es at the end of most of the sections, should make the
material on any special phase of educatian readily accessible. The
index of institutions and organizations at the end of the volume
shows the various agencies which are cooperating.

ANALYSIS 'OF SUBJECT MATTER

Three hundred .and sixty-eight institutions and organizations are
represented. Of 4,651 studies listed, about 55 per cent represent
masters' and doctors' thesiilf over 15 per cent periodical references,
and the remaining entries are for studies of city, State, and various
independent organizations. F.or ptirposes of comparison, the 122'
subjects included in this bibliography have been combined and
reduced in the following table to 25 main topics in order that some
idea may be had of the fields which are receiving the most attention
at the present time. The tabulation shows the number of doctors'
and masters' theses, the number of city school studies, etc., with the
total nuinber of all studies in each subject, and the percentage that
the total number in each case is of the grand total. While these
percentages indicate to a certain extent the subjects in which there
is most interest, they do not show thè real situation in every instance.
For example, the number of studies listed under Elementary Educa-
tion is very small. However, there are many studies classified else-
where which deal with education at the elementary level. Such
sections its rural education, specialssubjects of the curriculum, school
management, and testing, will be found to contain many re4rences
to studies at ,the different levels. This fact should be kept in mind
when examining the table. With due consideration to the over-
lapping which of necessity occurs in a list of this kind, an examina-
tion of the percentages reveals the fact that the greatest emphasis
during the period covered kT., been on the special subjects of the
cuiriculum. Twenty-three per gent of the totttl number of studies
is credited to that topic and this does not include a number of inves-
tigations in curriculum making which are listed under School
Management. Of the various subjects of the curriculum, English
leads in interest, with reading and arithmetic following. Ot special
note is the amount of educational research which : s been done in
the field of training and status of teachers. It is nd in interest
to the topic Special Subjects of the Curriculum, and it also Loa*
second in the number of doctors' theses comple.ted in the field. While

4
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE XI

the accompanying table has its limitations it will show not only the,
special phases of educion which are commandihg attention fo-day,
but also the subjectshich graduate students of education are
investigating.

Number of &ware?", Studies for 190-30 in Various Fields of Education

Subject

Educational history and biographyCurrent educational conditionsUnited States.....Current educational conditionsForeign countries,international aspects
Educational theory and practice, special methods,individual differences
Educational psychology, child study, etcTesting and research
Special subjects of curriculum
Elementary education, including preschooLkinder-garten, and primkry
Secondary education
Teacher training and status
Higher education
School administration
Schoot management
School build
School health and physical educationPlay, social aspects, and child welfareRural education
Moral and religious education._ _ _ _ ___________

_ _ _ _ _Guidance
Vocational training, including agricultural educa-tion, home economics, commercial education, andprofessional education c -*-4.Civic and military education
Education of women
Education of racial groups
Exceptional children
Education extension and libraries

Total

Typen of studies

Poctore Masters', City
theses theses ' school

3 4

5 52
2 27

12 35

12 70
10 , 49
10 39
59 606

4
12
37 145
19 37
30 132
12 1M
4 30
8 102
8
2

15
3

19

92

60
110
48'

6

10
3

47
107

9
14
30

2
17
85

8
19
4

_

2
10

20
13 3

4 23
10 32 4
10 47 13

11

323 1 2, 259

Others

15
32

11

89
118
296

24
67

181
75

114
121
40
71
28

40
39

75
4

12
18
39
45

425, 1, 644

A pprqt-
Total I inlets

per cent

7

72 1. 50
67 , 1. 50 k

59 I 1.25

157
160 ;

214
1, 068 ;

59 !

185
393
133
293
383

82
200

95
87

167
100

322
20
39
64

109
123

3. 50
3. 50
4. 50

23. 00

1.25
4. 00
8. 50
2. 75
6. 25
8. 25
1. 75
4. 25
2. 00
1. 75
3. 50
2. 00

4, 651 100. 00

AVAILABILITY OF STUDIES LISTED 3

Miny of the studies listed are available for consultation in variousPublic and institutional libraries. Printed material here mentionedmay ordinarily be obtained from the publishers. Unpublished stud-ies, which are, for the most part, masters' and doctors' theses, areindicated by the abbreviation " ms." after the number of pages, sig-nifying that the study is in typewritten or mimeographed form.star indicates those theses which are on file in the library of theOffice of Education. They may be borrowed for a limited timethrough the interlibrary loan system. For information concerningother theses, address the institution or organization under whosesupervision the studì was made. *The Office of Education can notsupply the publicitions listed, other than thów expressly designatedas its own.
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III INTRODUCTORY NOTE

As comparatively few of the masters' Theses have appeared in
printed form, it is with difficulty that one learns of the results of
these investigations. It is therefore with satisfaction that we note
the growing tendency for institutions and organizations to issue ab-
stracts of theses in education prepared under their supervision.
Arreg the publications containing such abstracts may .be noted the
following: The University of Pittsburgh bulletin, November, 1930:
the University of Colorado studies, December, 1930; News Letter,
Alpha chapter, Phi Delta Kappa, Indiana University, April, 1931,,
listing Indiana University theses in education.; University of Illinois,
bulletin No. 55, 1931, 4nnotated Bibliography of Graduate Theses in
Education at the Uñiversity of Illinois; and Bulletin of the Depart-
ment of Secondary School Principals of the National Education
Association, containing abstracts of unpublished masters' theses in
the field of secondary 'school administratión of the University of
Southern California. There has also been published recently an
Annotated Index of Theses and Dissertations in Education of the
University of Southern California and Abstracts of Studies in Edu-
cation at Pennsylvania State College. Such lists and abstracts will
aid materially in acquainting research students in education with
what lias already been done along certain lines and will make avail-
able a vast amount of data contained in masters' and doctors' dieses,
which up to the present time has been rather inaccessible.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY OF RESEARCH STUDIES IN
EDUCATION, 1 929.1p0

[Stars indicate theses on file in the United States Office of Education library.]

EDUCATIONAL HISTORY

1. Allen, Rufus B. A fragmentary study oe the .influences in East Jersey
education during the sveteentIí century. Master's thesis, 1930. Rutgers
university, New Brunswick, N. J.

2. Beck, John X. History of education in Porto Rico under the rule of tbe
United States. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Bedenbaugh, Milferson Holland. A history of Newberry college, New-
berry, S.C. Master's thesis, 1930. University of South Carolina, Columbia.

4. -Bermann, Sadie. The clearing of the ground for democracy in American
education. Master's thesis, 1930. College of the City of New York, New York,

.N. Y. 109 p. ms.
Notes the changes during the seventeenth, eighteenth, and early nineteenth centuries inthe social institutions of New England, particularly Massachusetts, which bear uponeducational changes. Relationships are drawn between the social changes and the educa-tional movement.

5. Cltfft, Warner Wardell. Early history of Ilardeman county, Tenn.
Master's thesis, 1980. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn.
60 p.. rns. 4%.

A brief account of the early history of Harsdeman county ; settlers, surveys, organisa-tion, churches, schools, etc. Findings: Settlers came from South Carolina, Middle Ten-nessee, and North Carolina. They organised in 1823. Churches were Prdtestant ; schoolswere denominational and academies.
6. Coon, J. W. The development of education in Halifax county. Master's

thesis, 1929. University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill.
Tbe study deals with historical devel pm s, present conditions and recommendationsfor future growth, in Halifax county, N. C.
7. Crawford, Esther K. History of the North central association of colleges

and secondary schools. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago.

A study of the organisation of the association, eligibility, requirements, institutions ofhigher education, secondary schools, curriculum developments, methods of Inspection, and
influence.

8. Dabney, Mrs. Elizabeth Jefferson. The history of education in Mason
county, Ky. Master's thesis; 1930. University of Kentucky, Lexington.
261 ma.

9. Donovan, Ignatius. Early history\ of the New York public school system.
Muter's thesis, 1930. Catholic univers140100 America, Washington, D. C.
48 p. me.

W. Douglass, Henry Sherman. An historical survey of the elementary
schools of Los Angeles, Master's thesis, 1930. Stanforil university, Stanford
University, Calif.

Drikke, W. B. Higher education in North Carolina prior to IMO. [19801
University of North Carolina, Chapel HILL

..
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2 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

12. Frazier, Annie C. X. Attitudes toward child life as revealed in letters
to children. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers,
Nashville, Tenn. 179 p. ms.

A study of letters to children from English and American writers, ranging in date from
1450-1921, for the purpose of discovering changing attitudes toward child life revealed in
them. The letters of the fifteenth and sixteentbkenturies show that the child was re-
garded as the gentleman to be. In the seventeenth century the child was regarded as a
soul to be Akved. The eighteenth century letters reveal tbe influence of Locke's disciplin-
ary theory qt education and the utilitarian point of view. Toward the close of the century
there is a tendency toward a more liberal attitude toward children. Early in the nine-
teenth century, both in England and in America, the influence of Rousseau and his follow-
ers, and of the Romantic movement is felt. There follows, as reflected in these letters,
rapidly increasing sympathy for and underttanding of childhood, resulting in a spirit of
playfulness in the letters to children. Toward the end of tbe century and at the begin-
ning of the twentieth century, the influence of the psychological studies of childhood is
seen in the more intelligent understanding of child nature evinced in the letters.

13. Garrison, Charles. Studies in the development of standardization and
uniformity in the public schools of North Carolina from the Civil war to 1927.
1930. Duke university, Durham, N. C.

This study of the legal provisions for uniformity in the public schools of North Carolina,
from the Civil war to 1927, is largely concerned with the development of rural schools
and that part of other systems controlled under state uniform laws; the development of
uniformity and standardization in term, curricula, certification and salaries, school
support. buildings, and equipment, and school libraries. The general conclusion is that
increasing state support bits meant increased uniformity and state control in all of
these particulars.

14. Gates, Samuel Eugene. History of the University of Southern Cali-
fornia, 1900 to 1928. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern Cali-
fornia, Los Angeles. ms.

15. Giannotta, Rosario Oliver. Education in the colonial city of New York
(1664-1784) with a view 4of Dutch conditions (1660-1664). Master's thesis,
1930. College of the City of New York, New York, N. Y. 118 p. ms.

The study describes the aim, schools, students, faculty, curriculum, methods and
systems of education at the time, referring to primary sources.

16. Gibson, Harriet Davis. History of public education in Illinois, 1912 to
1928. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Colorado, Boulder. 97 p. ms.

Findings : There. should be a revision of antiquated tax systems, and a reorganisation
of common school district. Schools need increased financial support.

17. Gwynn, Price H., fr. The implications for education of religious
freedom in Virginia. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Yale university, New Haven, Conn.

A study to determine from the original records the influence of be Presbyterians upon
the ultimate adoption of the principle of religious freedom in the Virginia constitution
and to estimate the bearing of their action and attitude in this matter upon the subse-
quent secularization of American public school education.

18. Hammond, Gertrude Best. Public education in Californiq under the
Constitutions of 1849. .Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern Cal-
ifornia, Los Angeles. ms.

19. Holloway, William Jesse. The contributions of the Ex Officio and State
superinttndents of public instruction to the development of the public school
system in Texas from 1836 to 1884. Master's thesis, 1929. University' of
Texas, Austin.

20. Huey, Robert Garnett. An educational history of Fleming county, Ky.
Master's thesis, 1930. George PeabodÌ college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn.
64 p. ms.

History of education in Fleming county from 1798 to 1929. Findings : A growing
interest in schools, tendency towards consolidation, improvement of buildings and
teacher qualifications.
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RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATI9N 3
21. Johnson, Jesse Butler. The history of Ogden college. Master's thesis,1929. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 163 p. ms.
22. Kidwell, B. F. History of education in Greenup county, Ky. Master'sthesis, 1930. University of Kentucky, Lexington. 170 p. ms.
23. Kiefer, Elva Partridge. The first 30 years of secondary and highereducation in Los Angeles county, 1863-1893. Master's thesis, 1930. Univer-sity of Southern California, Los Angeles. ms.
24. Lawrence, C. G. Development of education in Elbert county, Ga. [1930]University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill.This study comprises historical development, present conditions, and recommendationsfor future growth, in Elbert county, Ga.
25. McConnell, Robert Ervie. A history of the development of the depart-ment of public instruction in Iowa. Iowa City, University of Iowa, 1930.122 p. (University of Iowa studies, first series no. 188. Studies in education,vol. 6, no. 1.)
This study gives a picture of the conditions in Iowa where there is a decentralised typeof school control. Education in Iowa is a function of local government, but such activi-ties as have been brought under the direct control of the State have been under severaldepartments or bodies, not under a single centralized department of education. Thehistorical development of the department of puiblic instruction was traced from its originin the territorial period to the year 1928. A comprehensive bibliography is included.26. Mullins, Carroll Lind. A history of the schools of Caldwell county,Texas, to 1900. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Texas, Austin.27. Myers, Mrs. Minnie M. P. The origin and beginning of the Universityof Mexico, 1553 to 1580. Master's thesis, 1929. :University of Texas, Austin.28. Noble, M. C. S. A history of the public schools of North Caro Ma.Chapel Hill, University of North Carolina press, 1930. 463 p.The story of public instruction in North Carolina from earliest colonial days to 1900.29. Schools of New Orlevs during the first quarter of the nineteenthcientury. 1930. Tulane universlt?, New Orleans, La. (Louisiana historicalquarterly, 14:65-78, January, 1931.)

An intensive study of official documents, memoirs, newspapers, etc., for the purpose ofchecking the data of the local histories of education. Contains an account of the tirstpublic school ; types of private schools; and history of the College of New Orleans, nowextinct.

30. Passmore, W. H. Educational history of Blair county, Pa. Master'sthesis, 1980. 'Pennsylvania state college, State College, Pa.Based largely on original sources, especially for last 80 years.
31. Payne, William A. A study relating to public education in New Orleansprior to the Civil war. Master's tliesis, 1930. Tulane university, New Orleans,La. 56 p. ms.
An intensive study of the schools of New Orklans from 1826 to 1860. Shows NewOrleans system to have been one of the pioneer city systems.
32. Pearce, Clarence Spence. The education of Hebrew youth from theearliest times to the Maccabean period. Master's thesis, 1930. University ofCincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio. 62 p.
The historical method was used to discover the educational influences surrounding theyouth of the Hebrew people. Findings: There was no system of universal populareducation. The child's education began early in the home. The necessities bf life com-pelled the learning of an occupation. The national and religious festivals contribute4 tohis education. Hebrew education exalted women and made the home a vital factor innational life; taught obedience, patriotism and religion ; produced a people wbo werelovers of education and seekers after wisdom ; developed the idea that education should befree for all.
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4 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

33. Pitman, J. Asbury. Salem normal school : past, present, and future.
Elementary school journal, 30: 416-30, February 1930.

The history of the Salem normal school from its opening in September 1854, with a one
year course, to its present four year course leading to the degree of bachelor of science in
education, is typical of the evolution of the whole American system of teacher training.
The author outlines possible fields of growth for normal schools In tbe next century.

34. Potts, Philip C. Secondary education In Maryland before 1800. Doc-

tor's thesis, 1930. JohnsaHopkins university, Baltimore, Md.

35. Reisner, Edward H. The evolution of the common school. New York,

The Macmillan company, 1930. 590 p.

36. Richards, J. G., jr. History of secondary education in SouthSarolina.
(Reported by Division of information and statistics, North Carolina State
department of education, Raleigh.)

37. ttippy, Jird. A history of the school lands of Tennessee. Master's

thesis, 1920. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 69 p. ms.

a& Robinson, Ivor James. A history of Oakland city college. Master's

thesis, 1930. Indiana tiniversity, Bloomington. 130 p. ms.

39. Schellhammer, Fred M. A history of educational progress in the

Colonial South. Master's thesis, 1930. College of the City of New York, New
York, N. Y. 84 p. ms.

Findings : The prerevolutionary era does not reveal any distinctive trends. The' basis

of demands for compulsory education was essentially economic and social. Education
followed strict social lines.

40. Sheffield, H. Abell. Education in Caswell county, North Carolina.
[1930] University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill.

This study summarizes historical development, present conditions, and recommendations
for future growth in Caswell county, N. C.

41. Sheldon, Henry Davidson. A critical and descriptive bibliography of

the history of education in the State of Oregon. Eugene, Oreg., University of

Oregon, 1929. 16 p. (University of Oregon publication, vol. 2, no. 1.)

42. Short, George A. Development of education in Wilson county, North
Carolina. [1929] University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill.

The study summarises historical development, present conditions and recommendations
for future growth in Wilson county, N., C.

Sledd, Gladys. Secularization of the elementary school as revealed in
theory and practice since the time of Comenius. Master's thesis. 1980. Wake

Forest college, Wake Forest, N. C.

44. Smith, Ruth X. Education in American literature of the 1850's. Mas-

ter's thesis, 1929. Southern Methódist university, Dallas, Texas. 167 p. ms.

A study of educational theories, practices and tendencies as revealed in the writings of

the leading men of letters and minor writers of the period; and ideas revealed through
literature of subsequent periods reminiscent of tfie 1850's. Interesting information is

summarised concerning types of schools, buildings and equipment ; improvement in library
facilities, methods of teaching and educational practices.

45. Squires, Vernon P. History of the University of North Dakota. 1929.

First part published in the Quarterly journal of the University of North Dakota,

18 : 818-44, July 1928; 19: 3-33, November 1928; 103--181, January 1929.
History of the University of North Dakota since 1888.

46. Tyler, IL W. A course in history of education.- Educational research
bulletin (Ohio State university), 9: 57-65, February 5, 1930.

An experiment in selecting and organising content in a course in the history of educa

tion which will make more certain the development of courses actually helpful in ex
plaining the present educational order.

.%
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ILIKULARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

47. Tyree, Elizabeth Davis. The development of public secondary educa-
-tion in North Carolina. Master's thesis, 1930. Duke university, Durham,
N. C.

A historical survey of North Carolina secondary education, beginninii with the gradedschool movement and tracing gtandardization, classification, and growth, down to 1927.
48. Vorhees, W. C. History of education in Stokes county, N. C. Master's

thesis, 1930. University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill.
Shows the development and present problems of education in Stokes county, N. C.
49. Wesley, W. M. The history of education in Mercer county, Ky. Mas-ter's thesis, 1930. -University of Kentucky, Lexington. 205 p. ms.
50. White, Joseph E. Education in Texas from 1865 to 1876. Master's

thesis, 1929. Southern Methodist university, Dallas, Texas. 123 p. ms.
A study of education in Texas at the close of the Civil war ; schools in the reconstruc-tion period to 1870; and public adoption of tire Constitution of 1876. Findings: Facilitiesfor higher education were practically wanting ; academies were the means of secondaryeducation; primary education was in private institutions and from common schoolsunder the management of civil authorities; free public school system was unsatisfactory.Tells of the development of private and church schools and the authorization of cityschool systems.

51. Wilkerson, Burford. A history of the Eugene (Oregon) public schools.Master's thesis, 1930. University of Oregon, Eugene. 59 p. ms.
A local historycovering years of 1897_1915.
52. Woolworth, Elizabeth. A history of the development of the highschools of Texas. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.
A study of the development of the high school of Texas from 1878 to the present time.
53. Worthington, Elinor Lee. A history of the develoDment of public highschools in Michigan. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago,Ill.
An historical account and study of tbe evolution of the public high schools of Michiganfrom the beginning down to the present date.
54. Yarbrough, Mrs. Eunice R. Education in American literature of the1840's. Master's thesis, 1929. Southern Methodist university, Dallas, Texas.206 p. ms.
A study of educational ideas in the writings of leading men of letters and minorwriters of the period; and ideas revealed through literature of later periods reminiscentof the forties. Information is summarised concerning kinds of schools, materials andequipment, educational practice and popular tendencies.
See also 143-144, 153, 173, 472, 645, 1134, 1186, 1193, 1264, 1380, 1480, 1490,1525, 1624, 1678, 1706, 2070-2071, 2078, 2120, 2137, 2229, 2269, 2291, 2462, 2567,2609, 2645, 2672, 2686, 2712, 2782, 2973, 3301. 3423, 3439, 8641, 3777, 3827, 3834,3881, 3929, 4131, 4272, 4374, 4382, 4415, 4514, 4535.

EDUCATIONAL BIOGRAPHY
55. Albertson, Genevieve. Schoolmasters and abolitionists. A study ofThoreau and Alcott. Master's thesis, 1929. Teachers college, Columbia univer-sity, New York, N. Y. 61 p. ms.
56. Biedl, John Orth.. Life and philosophy of Orestes A. Brownson. Doe-tor's thesis, 1930. Marquette university, Milwaukee, Wis. 129 p.
67. Burlingame, Jane. The relation of Matthew Arnold and Thomas Arnold.Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.
58. Clemens, Richard. Herder In relation to the philosophy of history.Master's thesis, 1980. New York university, New York, N. Y.
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59. Cook, Elsie X. Educational views expressed in Wordsworth's poetry.
Master's thesis, 1930. New York university, New York, N. Y.

60. Ezell, Mrs. Eula Doherty. Hollingsworth and his times: 1874-1883.
Master's thesis, 1929. University of Texas, Austin.

A history of O. N. Hollingsworth's work and his contributions to education in Texas.
Hollingsworth Was State superintendent of public instruction for Texas from 1873 until
tbe abolition of the office in 1875, be was tben made secretary to the State board of
education, an office which be held until 1883.

6L Ferring, Clarence A. Friedrich Wilhelm Foerster, character educator.
Master's thesis, 1930. Catholic university of America, Washington, D. U. 70 p.

62. Fiedler, George Louis. The work and leadership of William T. Harris
in American education. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago,
Chicago, nl.

63. Galloway, Dorothy. . James Mickleborough Greenwood, educator. An
evaluation of his services as au educator and of his contributions to educational
thought. Master's thesis, 1930. Washington university, St. Louis, Mo.

64. Hardy, Treasie Ellen. Luther A. Weigle as a religious edpeator. Mas-
ter's thesis, 1929. New York university, New York, N. Y. 109 p.

65. Harris, Alfred Perego. Walter S. Athearu as a religious educator.
Master's thesis, 1929. New York university, New York, N. Y. p.

66. Harveson, Mae. Life and work of Catherine E. Beecher. Doctor's
thesis, 1930. University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.

67. Kelm, Charles Kane. Isocrates aswn educator. Master's thesis, 1930.
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. University of Pittsburgh bulletin,
27: 307, November 1930. (Abstract)

A

68. Knight, Edgar W. Notes on John Chavis. 1930. University of North
Carolina, Chapel Hill. (Published in the North Carolina historical review,
July 1930)

Brings together a complete bibliography on this prominent ante balsam negro preacher
and teacher; shows no evidence of the tradition that Chavig studied at Princeton but
does show that he was a student at what is now Washington and Lee university.

69. Mass, Andrew H. Pere Girard, Swiss educational reformer. Master's
thesis, 1930. Catholic university of America, Washington, D, C. 111 p. ms.

70. Sample, Sue Alice. A study of Louise Clarke Pyrnelle. aster's thesis
[1930] George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 79 p. ms.

Life and character of Louise Clarke Pyrnelle, and her treatment a southern life and
childhood.

71. Thomas, Marjorie. Mary Mapes Dodge as editor and author of ehil-
dren's literature. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers,
Nashville, Tenn. 276 p. ms.

A thorough study of the life, Juvenile writings, and editorship of Mary Mapes Dodge.
Findings: She was versatile in ber literary pursuits, and successful in each type of work
that she undertook. She was an innovator in three fields: in that of Juvenile poetry, in
that of juvenile prow, and in the editorship of Juvenile publication.

72. Walker, Evelyn. A study of the Traité des indivisibles of Giles
Personne de Roberval. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia univer-
sity, New York, N. X.

After a study of the translation of tbe Treit4, the other. works of igobqgri, search
among the letters of Roberval and his contemporaries, and the reading of st*temeats of
his contemporaries and later historians of ma elastics, it was fount*hat Roberval
invented a method of integration by amino of tesimals, founded hie treatment of
intnitesiniale upon an arithmetic basis ; applied his I in wider to establish a number

82
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or quadratures and cubatures, and to find the center of gravirtY of certain plane and solidfigures. He set out to draw the first trigonometric graph. He made researches inconnection with the cycloid, and constructed the to the cycloid. His influence asa teacher, member of scientific academies, and ca.spondent with other scientists watmore widespread than has been generally realised.

CURRENT EDUCATIONAL CONDITIONS
GENERAL AND UNITED STATES

73. Abel, James F. A graphic presentation of statistics of illiteracy by agegroups. Washington, United Stata Government printing office, 1930. 14 p.(U. S. Office of education. Pamphlet, no. 12, April 1930.),
74. Andrews, Edward D. The academies and county grammar schools ofVermont. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Yale university, New Haven, Conn.
75. Bueno, Ramon. A study of the progress in the development of educa-tion in the Phillipine Islands. Master's thesis, 1930. University of SouthDakota, Vermillion. 85 p. ms.
76. Burke, J. E. Some criteria for a program of public education. Doctor'sthesis, 1930. New York university, New York, N. Y. 219 p. ms.An analysis of 24 selected books regarding conditions and trends in contemporaryAmerican civilisation.
77. Burr, Samuel Engle. Some recent developments in public education.1929. Public schools, Lynn, Mass. ms. (Research bulletin no. 9.)
78. California. State department of education. Biennial report, 1928Part II. Sacramento, Calif., 1929.
79. Statistics of California city school districts. Sacramento,California state printing office, 1930. 76 p. (Bulletin no. J-2)
80. Caswell, H. L. Is the school survey movement dead? Peabody journalof education, 7: 108-14, September 1929.
This contains two tables, one showing Ow number% of surveys made from 1910 to 1927,by yeasrand another showing the agencies making the surveys.
81. Clagett, Arthur Ellis. A school system wikining the confidence and sup-port of the community. Master's thesis, 1930. University of California,Berkeley. 38 p. ms. -,.. ,
Describes a survey of community and home life of tbe village of Oakwood, Ohio, tbenauguration and pursuit of policies for improving tbe school system and for winning °theconfidence and support of the community, and the outcomes of the policies inauguratedand pursued. Suggests school curriculum based on occupations, interests, education,.hurch affiliations, and future plans for children, of the families of Oakwood, u estab-lished by a questionnaire.
82. Collings, Ellsworth, and others. A .. vey of the Bartlesville, Okla.,school system. 1929. University of Oklaho ,

at
Norman. 120 p. ms.An educational surrey covering the ability and achievement of pupils, personnel,curriculum and supervision.

R3. Columbia university. Teachers college. Institute of educational re-search. Division of field studies. Report of the survey of the schools of thePanama Canal Zone. Mount Hope, Canal Zone, Panama Canal press, 1930.221 p.
N. L Engelhardt, director.
84. Cook, Leroy Lincoln. A survey of the Mooresville schools, Mooresville,Ind. Muter's thesis, 1980. Indiana university, Bloomington. 248 p. ins.
86. Davidson, G. C. Scotch-Irish aid education in North Carolina. [19301University of North Carolina, Chapel 11111.
86. Davis, Chester Kerr. A survey of the schools of Miami, Ariz. Master'sthesis, 1930. University a Southern California, Los Angeles. ms. 4

41nt
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87. Dawson, Howard IL and Little, Harry. A. Educational surveys of
counties in Arkansas. Little Rock, Ark., State department of education, 1930.

The following countiA were surveyed: Ashley, Baxter, Bradley, Calhoun, Chicot,
Clay, Cleveland, Columbia, Dallas, Drew, Greene, Independence, Johnston, Lee, Lincoln,
Marion, Monroe, Montgomery, Nevada, Newton, Poinsett, Polk, Pope, Prairie, Saline,
Searcy, Sebastian, Sevier, and Van Buren.

88, Deffenbaugh, W. S. Significant movements in city school systems.
4 Washington, United States Government printing office, 1929. 24 p. (U. S.

Office of education. Bulletin, 1929, no. 16)
Advance sheets from the Biennial survey of education in the United States, 1926-1928.

4
89. Estrellas, Angel R. A comparative evaluation of the public-school

systems of the United States and of the Philippines. Master's thesis, 1930.
University of Arizona, Tucson. 111 p. rns.

A comparison 18 made of supervision, administration, ,teacher-selection, teacher-
placement, and finance in the United States and the Philippine&

90. Gwyn, Morgan H. (Taylor, Pa.) Study of illiteracy in Pennsylvania.
[1930]

Findings: Illiteracy is decireasing, but agencies in many cases are inadequate and lack
concerted- effort properly directed to attack the problem vigorously.

M. Harrington, Gerald F. Analysis of thè city of Scranton to determine
the influences affecting the present and future of Scranton's school population.

:Master's thesis, 1930. New York university, New York, N. Y.
92. Harton, Benjamin Love, Jr. The development -of public education in

South Carolina as revealed by legislative action and supreme court decisions.
Master's thesis, 1930. Duke university, Durham, N. C.

93. Hathaway, J. O. Phases of educational interest since 1900 as indicated
by a study of selected sample of educational periodicals, and addresses and
proceedings of the National education association. Master's thesis, 1930.
University of Illinois, Urbana.

94. Hurley, Dwight Pennington. Survey of public schools, Charles Town,
IV. Va. Mastèr's thesis, 1929. University of Virginia, Charlottesville.

95. Indiana. Department of public instruction. Annual report of the
Department of public instruction for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1929.
Indianapolis, Ind. [1930]

96. Kaator, Charles A. An educational survey of the Goddnrd public
schools. 1930. University of Wichita, Wichita, Kans. 86 p. ms.

97. Knight, Edgar K. Education in North Carolifta. [1930] University
of Nortg Carolina, Chapel Hill.

98. Education in the South. 1930. University of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill. Outlook and Independent, 154: 47-49, January 8,.1930.

Shows why the Southern States are below national standards in education.
99. Lynn, Mass. Public schools. Department of research and statistics.

Some recent developments in public education.* 1929. 26 p. ms. (Research
bulletin, no. 9, November 18, 1929) 1

Presents recent developments in public education., in summary for= No attempt has
been made to present a complete statement of all developments throughout the country,
but only those of particular importance in connection with possible local developments
have been thomen. Shows how progressive communities are translating philosophic
principles, psychological truths and research findings into tangible educational practices.

lock XeCabe, Martha R., comp. Record of current educational publications,
January to Deceml)er, 1928, with index. Washington, United States Government
printing odic% 1929. 128 p. (U. S. Mice of education. Bulletin, 1929, no. 24)

ir
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101. Record of current educational publications. Jarivary to June1929; July to. September 1929; October to December 1929; January to March,1930; April to June, 1030. Washington, United States Government printing
office, 1929-1930. 54 p., 31 p., 70 p., 46 p., 49 p. (U. S. Office of education.Bulletin, 1929, no. 33; 1929, no. 37 ; and 1930, no. 4, 15, 32)

102. Martin, Charles William. A survey of the public schools of Imperialcounty, Calif. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern California, LosAngeles. nrs.

103. Myers, C. E. Princess Anne county survey report. 1929. State depart-ment of education,*Riclimond, Va. ms.
104. National education association. Deparfment of superintendence.Education discussed in lay magazines, February 1, 1930; April 1, 1930; June 1.1930. Washington, D. C., 1930. (Educational research set:vice circular,no. 2, 5, and 7, 1930)
105. Research division. A self-survey plan ir state school sys;erns,Part I, Checklists; Part II, Handigok. Washington, D. C., 1930. (Researchbulletin, vol. 8, no. 2, Mart 1930; vol. 8, no 3, May 1930)
106. Newton, Beulah T. A survey of Hamburg public schools, Hamburg,N. Y., school year 1928-1929. Master's thesis. 1930. University of Buffalo,Buffalo, N. Y. 80 p. ms.
The study shows tbat Hamburg is supporting an efficlect school system and that itsfinancial resources show it is capable of supporting an efficient school system
107. North Carolina education association. Committee On public informa-tion. Education in North Carolina 1900 and now. Raleigh, Bynum printing

company, 1930. 62 p.
Takes up the study of education and wealtb in North Carolina, the old school and thenew in regard to curriculum, scope, cost of teaching, taxes for school purposes, value ofagricultural education, etc.

1084 Ohio. State department of education. A two-year report 'of tht Statedepartment of education in Ohio. Part I. Columbus, Ohio. [1930]
109. Pennsylvania. Department of public instruction. Report of the

superintendent, 1926-1928. Harrisburg, Pa., 1930.
110. Penrose, A. Z. Survey of Morgan county. Master's thesis, 1930. ,Ohiostate university, Columbus. 97 p. me.
The conditions in the entire county were studied. Findings: The 16 school districtsshould be reduced to eight ; four high schools are needed in the county instead of eight ;one county board and one clerk are needed instead of 16 local organizations.
111. Phillips, Frank M. Statistical summary of education, 1927-1928.Washington, United States Government printing office, 1930. 16 p. S.Office of education. Bulletin, 1930, no. 3)
112. Statistics of city school systems, 1927-1928. Washington, UnitedStates Government printing office, 1929. 193 p. (U. S. Office of education.Bulletin, 1929, no. 84)
Advance sheets from the Biennial survey of education in the United States, 1926-1928.
113. Statistics of state school systems, 1927-1928, Washington,United States Government printing office, 1930. 58 p. (U. S. Office of educa-tion. Bulletin, 1930, no. 5)
Advance sheets from the Biennial survey of education in the United States, 1926-1928.
114. Place, George A. A survey of Salamanca public schools, Salamanca,N. Y., school year, 1926-1927. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Buffalo,Buffalo, N. Y. 104 p. ms.
In his conclusions the author makes recommendations including a change In the methodof election of the commissiOner of education, the adoption of a single salary schedule, thecoordination of extracurricular activities, etc.

9
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115. Rankin, Mrs. Osa Fisher. The development of education in gedgwick
county, Kans. Master's thesis, 1934). University of Wichita, Wichita, Kans.
161 p. ms.

116. Rhode Island. Public education service. Survey of public schools of
East Greenwich, R. I., authorized by the State board of education. [Providence,
R. I.] 1930. 20 p. (Rhode Island education circulars)

117. Survey of public schools of Johnston, R. I., authorized by
the State board of education. [Providence, U. I.] 1930. 24 p. (Rhode Island
education circulars)

Findings : A great need of educational accommodations was found; older schools
need to be improved and new endeavors should be Oade to reach all pupils.

118. State board of education. Sut\-ey of public schools of Glou-
cester, R. I. [Providence, R. I.] 1930. 16 p. (Rhode Island education
circulars )

From this survey it was found that the main handicaps of the school system are widely
scattered achool population, small buildings pot adapted to school work, poor hygienic
conditions, a large number of small classes in each schoolroom, and insufficient equipment
for effective work.

119. Rogers, Marvin Alex,ander. The small town as a factor in American
education. Master's thesis, 1930. Stanford university, Stanford University,

120. San Diego, Calif. Public schools. Superintendent's report Statistical
summaries, 1921L-1929. 1929. 0

121. Scott, A. S. A study of the Fessenden school. Martin, Fla. Master's
thesis, 1929. Ohio state university, Columbus. 82 p. ms.

A study to ascertain the conditions at Fessenden school as shown by comparisons with
other schools and recently established standards. Findings: Pupils are housed in poor
buildings; not enough of the principal's time is given to supervision ; teachers compare
favorably with those in two other schools; the school is offering sufficient training in
the traditional subjects and too little in studies that will do tbe things that need to be
done; the pupils did poor work in arithmetic, algebra, spelling, reading, and writing.

122. Seaman, Wallace M. An educational survey of Cheney, Kans. Mas-
ter's thesis, 1930. University of Wichita, Wichita, Kans. 103 p. ms.

123. Smith, G. Wheeler. A survey of the Simi Valley union districts_
Master's thesis, 1930. (University of Southern California, Los. Angeles. ms.

V 124. Starr, Mary X. Educational trends in the United States as shown in
the proceedings of the National education association. Master's thesis, 1930.
Yale university, New Haven, Conn. oh,

125. Steinmetz, Kathryn Elsie. A survey of educational progrtss in a.
Chicago school. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.

126. Stewart, John W. Curriculum enrollment trends in Ohio: 1912-1930..
1930. Ohio state -university, Columbus.

127. Strayer, George D. and Engelhardt, N.AL. Report of the gurvey of the 411:
schools of Holyoke, Mass. 1930. Teachers college, Columbia university, New
York, N. Y. Holyoke, Mass., Board of education, 1930. 479 p.

128. Strohecker, Henry O. Present day public education in Abe county and
city of Charleston, S. C. Master's thesis, 1930. University of South Carolina,
Cdiumbia. 113 p. ma.

A! 12a Thorne, Mary H. Relations between crime and education. Master's
thesis's, 1930. New York university, New York, N. Y.

ISO. Toalson, Norma Anne. The waste of time in American education.
Master's thesis, 1930, Stanford university, Stanford University,

lo
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131. Trenton, N. J. Public schools. Annual reports and statistics for theschool years ending June 30, 1926, 1927, 1928, and 1929. 68 p.This report includes the usual financial and educational statistics for the four yearsnamed, together with a narrative cbainer regarding the most outstanding happeningsduring that period.
132. United States. Office of education. Biennial survey of education,1926-1928. Washington, United States Government printing office, 1930.1229 p.

133. Vaughan, William Andrew. A survey of certain aspects of the publicschool system of Caroline county, Virginia. Master's thesis, 1930. Universityof Virginia, Charlottesville.
134. White, W. W. and Pierce, John X. Preliminary survey of the city'government and schools of Alhambra, Calif. 1930. California taxpayers' asso-ciation, Los Angeles. Calif. 25 p. ms.
136-. Whytock, N. R. and Fritch, C. Lorene. Educational survey of theGlendale intermediate schools, school year 1929-1930. 1930. Public schools,Glendale, Calif. 15 p.
136. Wipperman, Aim) Arthur. The reorganization of the educationalsystem in the Markesan community, Green Lake county. Master's thesis, 1930.University of Wisconsin, Madison.
137. Wood, Lynn A. A comparative study of the public schools in Missis-sippi. Master's thesis, uno. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville,Tenn. 71 p. ms.

comparison of 12 delta counties and 12 hill counties in Mississippi as to educationalachievement and educational burden. Findings: The bill counties have attained thehigher degree of tducational achievement and they have the greater educational burden.138. Wright, Frank M.. A survey of the El Monte school district. Master'sthesis, 1930. University of Southern California, Los Angeles. ms.
See qlso 155, 162, 166, 186-187.

FOREIGN COUNTRIES

139. Abel, James F. s National ministries of education. Doctor's thesis.1930. George Washingeon university, Washington, D. C. Washington, UnitedStates Government printing office, 1930. 158 p. (U. S. Office of education.Bulletin, 1930. no. 12)
Discusses the history, characteristics, nature and functiohis of the national ministriesof education and their relation to the three levels of education. Describes in detailthe ministries of England, France, and Mexico. findings: Fifty-Bye countriei have suchministries. Their authoiity Is limited to generar education. The relation to elementaryeducation is complicated and varies much in different countries; to secondary educationit is direct, authoritative add fairly well defined. The relation to higher educationvaries from the entire freedom of English universities to the entire control exercised bythe ministry over the universities in Spain. A ministry of education is not essential toa good natfônal system of education, nor is its existence a guarantee of good schools. Bytaking Into consideration their own conditions, history, scheme of government, andcultural status, the people of each country must work out for themselves the advisabilityof administering or directing education through a national ministry.
140. Aikenhad, John Douglas. Consolidated and nonconsolidated schoolslu Manitoba& Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago, M.
141. Ambros, Veichods. Study ot the foreign institutions preparingteachers of physical education. International Young Men's Christian associa-tion college, Springfield, Mass. [1930?]
Between 36 and 40 suds iastitutions are covered by the study.

I
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142. Anderson, Carl Anthony. An educational^ index for the provincial
scbool system:. in Canada. Master's thesis, 1929. University of California,
Berkeley. 32 p. ms.

A review of studies already made as guhles to indices to the Canadian provincial
school systems. The data of this thesis .and the findings warrant the conclusion that
there are marked differences in the efficiency of the school systems of the provintes of
Canada'.

143. An-arson, Hobson Dewey. Historic development and present status
Of physical culture in Russia. Master's thesis, 1930. Stanford university,
Stanford University, Calif.

144. Bogoslolzsky, Aft-8. Christian Stael von Holstein. Recent educational
developments in Sweden in the light of American experience. Doctor's thesis,
1930. Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y.

The study. based oil a brief history of Sweden, chool legislation, and American
influence on the most recent Swedish cducationn 1 activities, proves that there bas been
American influence on Swedish education in better school buildings, educational opportuni
ties for women, child psychology, libraries, etc. Survey of important educational problems
in Sweden suggests that their treatment might profit by positive and negative experiepce
of America, and that Sweden could offer valuable experience to America in many linei of
educational development

145. Borgeson, P.IC. Training elementary school teachers in Sweden.
mentary school journal, 30: 650-68, May 1930.

In Sweden therè are 15 normal schools with four-year courses designed to prepare
teachers for the higher elementary schools. There are 28 primary normal schools for
training primary school teachers. Elementary school teachers must be ipembers of the
Swedish state church and must be known for their creditable conduct ; must be free from

I. sickness and physical defects that would make them unsuitable for teachers ; must have
passed elementary school teacher's examinations; must be 21 years of age. The number
of students stowed to enter normal school is limited.

146. Buongiorno, Rose. New IdellIs and practices in the public instruction
of modern Italy. Master's thesis, 1930. New York university,'New York, N. Y.
84 p. ms.

Historical development of educational progress in Italy. From this study it was found
that the new education is more democratic and the requirements more rigid for all profes-
sions than formerly.

147. Chey, Soon Ju. A suggested commercial curriculum for the Chosen
Christian college in Korea. Dpctor's thesis, 1930. New York university, New
York, N. Y. 271 p. ms.

A survey of the conomic background of Chosen to determine its needs and possibilities.
Findings: A complete revision of business education is necessary if business education is to
aid Chosen in its period oteconomic reconstruction.

148. Conway, Joseph. La mbrale laique of the French schools. Master's
thesis, 1930. Catholic university of America, Washington, D. O. 88 p. m.

140. Corey, Stephen M. American interest in foreign education a century
ago. 4urnal of educational research, 22: 44-46, June 1930.

This study concludes that much interest lo shown to have existed at the time indicated
in the title. ,

150. Cummings, J. B. Teaching Bible to non-Christian collegé students of
the Punjab. 1930. Westminster college, New Wilmington, Pa. 132 p.

Investigation of students attitudes as related to Bible study and consideration Of means
to present the Bible in the light of these attitudes. Student attitudes opposed to effective
Bible teaching were fear of social, economic, and physical harm, ignorance of religious
instters, traditional bias and nationalistic bias. Means toward effective presentation found
were adequate preparation of the teacher in religibus experience and in 'scholarship and
in application of numerous specific remedies.

151. Davies, Everett S. A curriculum of Christian religious education for
West Africa. Muter's thesis, 1980. Yale university, New Haven, Conn.
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152. Dickinson, Frank. The teaching of agriculture in union high schoolsin the province of Sze Chuan, West China, to meet rural Tieds. Master's thesis,1929. Cornell university. Ithaca, N. Y.
158: Dining, Hu Ida A. History of the education of women in Egypt. Mas-ter's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.Historical background; organization of tbe educational orystem; beginning of educationfor girls; development of primary and secondary schools and colleges for women ; andInfluence of the education of women in the civic and social order, are taken up in thisstudy.

154. Edwards, Joyce. A philosophy of education for federated Ifidia. Doc-tor's thesis, 1930. New York university, New York, N. Y.
155. Eginton, Daniel P. A. comparison between the control of education inEngland and New Jersey as a State in the United States. Doctor's thesis,1930. Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y.This is an interpretative study and includes all the various phases of national life ofEngland and America as they influence the control of educational developments anddetermine the underlying principles. A survey of New Jersey as a State is comparedwith England. Hignificant findings are taken up under: England, United States, andNew Jersey

lkEsterly, Virginia Judy. The higher education of women in Denmark.Master's thesis, 1930. University of California, Berkeley. 207 p. 1118.A historical study of the educational systems of Denmark with the hope of findingsome suggestions as to American needs in women's education and education that willproperly fit them to be home-makers. Findings: Data show strengtitof the private girls'schools; state system is extremely conservative; there is much eiVerimentation in theprivate schools; Danish folk high schools are tbe most significant and effective free experi-ment in Denffiark ; nursery school's and kindergartens are all private; church influenceis strongest in private schools; and there is a definite move toward .higher humanisticeducation for women, but still much room for iMprovement.
157. Gardner, Dorothy Aline. Mental fatigue of Japanese children. Mas-ter's thesis, 1929. University of Denver, Denver, Colo. 124 p. ms.The purpose of the stud,' was to determine how Japanese children compare with chil-aren of other races in their ability to relist the onset of mental fatigue; mental fatiguebeing used throughout the study in the iense in which it has been defined by Garth asa loss of internal efficiency in mental piocesses.
158. Gordon, Devapriam S. Educational reconstruction in South India.Master's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y.33 p. ms.
159. Grunberg, Agnes B. , Secondary education in Gelnany after the war.Upper Darby high school, *Upper Darby, Pa. 60 puis.
160. Howrani, Raja Faris. The proposed naTonal school of Damascus.Master's theis, 1930. Teachers college, Coltmbia university, Ne'iv York, N. Y.20 p. ms.
A study showing the need for a native (national) school in Damascus and the reasonsfor choising Damascus in Syri.a.
161. Itsu, Marian. A program of study for junior grades of the first highschool in Foochow. city, China. Master's thesis, 1929. New York university,New York, N. Y.
162. Hsu, Princeton S. America's contribution to the new education ofChina. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville,Tenn. 79 p. me.
Pits study covers American mission education, Chinese students in America, Americanremission of Bioxer indemnity for educational purpose, and other important Americaninfluences.

163. Kakouris, Nicholas. Teacher training in Greece. Maker's thesis,1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. 99 p. ma.

z
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1644 Kane, Mrs. Julia I. The present status in laws and practices in the
education of women. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Arizona, Tucson.
92 p. ms.

A study of educational practices in Japan, Italy, Russia, England, Spain. No
material difference was found between the education of men and that of women.

165. PICilander, Holger F. Science education in the secondary schools of
Sweden. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia university, New
York, N. Y.

Science classes in all types of schools in Sweden pere visited, conferences and dis-
cussions were held with science teachers, authors of science texts, and other educators ;

science education literature including courses of study, etc. were studied. Findings:
Science holds a prominent place in the interests and activities of Swedish people ; science
training occupies a place of much more importance than in the secondary schlols of
America ; it begins earlier in Swedish schools ; each science is taught yearly, so that a
student is studying three sciences simultaneously; laboratory work is very limited though
demonstration experiments are numerous. There is uniformity of agreement in regard
to the relative place of stress on sciences between different school types. Stress in lower
grades is on practical content and application ; in the higher grades it is on the theoretical
and mathematical. Instruction centers around teacher and class demonstration rather
than upon textbook. Trend in science instruction is toward individual laboratory work ;

elimination of nonessentials. Secondary school teachers have training equivalent to a
master's degree.

166. Knight, Edgar W. Reports on European education. New York,
McGraw Hill publishing company, 1930. 316 p.

An account of the influence of observations of European education in tbe early part
of the 19th century upon education in the United States ; deals especially with the
impressions reported by John Griscom in 1819, by Victor Cousin, in 1831, and Calvin
E. Stowe, in 1887.

167. Lee, Ling Ayi. Mass education movement in China. Master's thesis,
1930. Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y. 33 p. ms.

168. Lei, Stephen Chiang. A religious curriculum for Christian schools in
China. Master's thesis, 1930. Yale university, New Haven, Conn.

169. Lin, Mosel. Public education in Formosa under the Japanese adminis-
tration. 1929. Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y.

,The object of this study was to make a survey of the educational system, the process
of Its development, and the principles determining its development ; to study analytically
the causes and effects of the cultural conflicts and harmonies upon educational
activities; and to find out constructive ways for their improvement.

170. Ling, C. L. Recent technics of supervision as related to the improve-
ment of instruction (with particular reference to their use in Chinese educa-
tion). Master's thesis, 1930. Northwestern university, Evanston, Ill.

nt Liu, Sao Dso. Extra-class activities of puling in a junior high school
in China. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago,

172. Loftfield, Gabriel E. Secondary education in Norway. Washington,
U. S. Government printing attic*, 1930. 112 p. (U. S. Office of education.
Bulletin, 1830, no. 17.)

178. Lyon, William B. The history of the development of religious educa-
-tioiCin Korea. Master's thesis, 1930. Northwestern university, Evanston, Ill..

174. Manikam, Doss J. Nationalism and education in India. Master's
thesis, 1930. Teaobers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y. 67 p.'ms.

175. Marshall, ?Korth:12'er Villiers. An evaluation ot the present teacber-
training program in Nova Scotia with recommendations for its .improvement.
Doctor's thesis, 1930. Harvard university, Cambridge, Mass.

Findings : The program for teachers in training in Nova Scotia is carried out by the
Provincial normal college; two summer schools, and departments of education in flour

0
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universities. Teachefif licenses are granted on the basis of an examination. Studentsat the Normal college are of meagre scholarship, and expect to be trained in a short time,after which they are given life certificates entitling them to teach any subject to anygrade in any type of school.

'176. Meier, Lois. Natural science educatiou in the German elementaryschools. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia university, NewYork, N. Y. New York City, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1930. 158p.(Contributions to education, no. 445)
The study was undertaken as an investigation of natural science education in German,elementary schools and teacher-training institutions with possible implications fornatural science education in similar American institutions. Observations and research'for the study were carried on in Germany over a period of 13 months in 1927 and 1928.From a study of educational practices in Germany, certain implications with regard tonatural science education in the United States are evident. The situation in the UnitedStates is less open to analysis than in Germany where natural science and its intro-ductory study Heimatkunde are prescribed subjects of the curriculum which is determinedby the Ministry of education of each state.
177. Miller, Ernest Edgar. The problem of national education in India.Master's thesis, 1929. New York university, New York, N. Y. 127 p.
178. Moore, Jessie Marie. Woman's work in Brazil of the MethodistEpiscopal church, South. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college forteachers, Nashville, Tenn. 150 p. ms.
A study of the educational and evangelical institutions in Brazil which belong to thewoman's department of the Board of missions, Methodist Episcopal church, South.Emphasis is placed on tbe effort of this board to improve the religious, moral, and socialconditions of Brazil. The evidence presented gives clear pronf that woman's work has hada wholesome effect upon Brazilian society, which amply justifies its continuance.179. Paw ley, Annabelle. The deyelopment of education for *women in Japan.Master's thesis, 1929. New York university, New York, N. Y. 76 p.
180. Salas-Silva, Irma. The socio-economic composition of the secondaryschool population of Chile. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Coluraiauniversity, New York, N. Y.
Data based on the Sims score card for the measurement of the socio-economic status,were collected from 3,102 school children in Chile, tabulated and analysed. Findings:iligh school becomes progressively selective; secondary school is slightly more accessiblefor boys than for girls; geographic location is of relative unimportance in connection withproblem of selection in high school. Commercial schools are less selective than the highschool. Chilean high school pui)il is relatively rich in cultural possessions ; materialpossessions and outside contacts are not equally satisfactory. Mortality of parents, andorder of birth affects persistence in high school. Seventy-eight per cent of the girls and70 per cent of the boys entering high school expect to graduate, 70.6 per cent expect toenter the university. Expectation of preparing for liberal professions is greatly influencedby parental occupation.

181. Shuman, W. L. Organization and administration of public education inCanada. Master's lbsis, 1929. Ohio state university, Columbus. 130 p. ms.The study deals with the organization of provincial systems of education, local organi-sation and administration, financing education, teacher training, and compulsory eduoation.182. Siddalingaiya, M. Reconstructing village elementarf education inMysore, India. Doctor's thesis [1930] Teachers college, Cofumbia university,New York, N. Y.
Reports, surveys and trends of education in the United States, Philippine Islands andMysore and India, were studied and compared. Findings Present day educational phil-osophy and methods as used in Mysore must be abandoned, and replaced »y a new synthe-sis of knowledge and a radical redepartmentalization of the curriculum in the light of theinterests, needs and activities of child life and adult society and environmental condi-tions. New textbooks must be set up ; objective tests must be devised and administered ;primary èducation must be eapanded and spread and compulsory education effected ;coordination and continuity of work between grades musk 4e Improved. Work of one-
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teacher schools must be improved by adopting devices of alternation and combination of
grades or alternation and combination of subjects. A new type of school called the rural
community school should be organized and linked with it should be vocational schools.
Curriculum of normal school must be revised so as to have professionalized subject matter
courses and special courses for training of village teachers. Special attention must be
Paid to the education of girls and adult women.

183. Smith, Harold Fred. Elementary education in Shantung, China;
study of the reorganization of the curriculum to relate it to rural life, and in
connection with this, a course of education for teachers. Doctor's thesis, 1930.
Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y. New York city,
Harold Fred. Smith, 1930. 32 p.

Social, economic, industrial, and educational conditions In rural China, with special
reference to Shantung, were studied in an attempt : (1) to formulate objectives for rural
education which will make the most :..of the peculiar advantages of rural schools while
surmounting as far as possible their limitations; (2) to experiment with a socialized
currkulum ; and (3) to draw up curricula for tbe preparation of teachers on the
secondary level. A study was also made of rural extension work, and normal school
curricula in America with the idea of adapting the methods to work in China. Findings:
The traditions of uselessness of education to the ordinary person, memoriter and lecture
methods of study and teaching, divorce of manual and mental labor, and long hours of

school, Interfere with progress. Since 1920 modern education has been greatly hampered
and often stopped by general political and military upheavals. Objectives for education
in America are generally applicable to China and have been fairly well formulated by
Chinese educators. Rural school should be recognised and the curriculum simplified and
regrouped so as to give the teacher more time. Normal training for teachers of primary
schools in Shantung must remain on the secondary level for many years.

184. Smith, Matthew. Factors contributing to the development of the cur-
riculum of public secondary education in Mexico from 1867* 1927. Doctor's
thesis, 1930. UnIversity of California, Berkeley. 156 p. MS.

This study Is limited to the National preparatory school and the carious public institu-
tions a secondary instruction in the 28 states. Findings: Conservative character of

secondary education in Mexico is the product of the dominating influence exerted by

legislative authority, professional requirements, and social distinctions. Curricula are
formed by legal enactment ; subjects have been strictly preparatory in character; techni-

. cal, industrial and commercial education has been completely separated from the prepara-
tory schools and not admitted to equal rank with academic subjects in secondary
education; schools have not been responsive to social needs. American education has
furnished inspiration for modern reorganization of the secondary curriculum along
psychological and democratic lines.

185. Stearns, Virginia Hardin. Egyptian education with special reference
to secondary education. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Colorado,
Boulder. University of Colorado studies, 18: 107-108, December 1930.

(Abstract)
Describes two systems of education, the old and the new, which exist side by side in

Egypt.

186. Thomson, Marjorie Utter. Origin and development of the Danish
folk high school with some implications for 'American education. Master's
thesis. 1930. University of Southern California, Los Angeles. ms.

187. Weil, Truda Theresa. Creative education in contrasted European and
American schools. Master's thesis, 1930. New York university, No; York, N. Y.

50 p. m&
This study covers Die Odenwaldschule of Germany ; Die Landerziehungsheime move-

ment in Germany ; Versuchacbule 46 and Die Darerschule of Dresden ; the Haldheime of
Germany; the fellowship school of ElwItseriand ; state schools of Arles, France; the
Bronxville schools, Matiumit school, etc. of America. Both American and European schools
are making rapid progress with the new education, but Flurovan schools are richttr

188. Wright, Bdwin hi. The background of present Moslem education in
Persia. 'Master's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia university, New
York, N. Y. 46 p. ms.

#
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189. Yanbey, Zesal B. Methods of developing native Christian leadershipin China. Master's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia university, NewYork, N. Y. 33 p. ms.
A study of incentives leading to types of preparation for, and opportunities for a trueChristian leadership in China. Findings: Two influences have been dominant in thisfield, one toward information and one toward practical efficiency in the field of service.190. Yoshikawa, Tetsutaro. Social change and educational theory and prac-tice in Japan. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern California, LosAngeles. ms.
gee also 27.

INTERNATIONAL ASPECTS OF EDUCATION
191. Addison, W. D. The educational activities of Kiwanis international.Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.A tudy of tbe educational activities of Kiwanis related to the public schools. Adetailed descriptive and statistical analysis of various types of educational work spon-sored and encouraged by tiwanis clubs of tbe United States and Canada.
192. Hewlett, Theodosia and Connely, Willard. A decade of internationalfelowships. A survey of the impressions of American and foreign exiellows.New York, Institute of international education, 1930. 40 p. (11th ser. Bulletin

no. 2)
aperiencee and reactions of Institute fellows air .. and in the United States duringthe past ten years. Several hundred American and forign fellows contributed throughreplies to questionnaires, special communications, etc.
193. Lew, Edward L. International peace and the elementary school. Mas-ter's thesis, 19PAD. Catholic university of America, Washington, D. C. 67 p. ms.
194. Lovell, Katharine and Hewlett, Theodosia. Fellowships and scholar-ships open to foreign students in the United States. New York, Institute of.nternational education, 1929. 88 p. (10th ser. Bulletin fio. 2)
195. ?Kitchell, Ruth C. Foreign students and the immigration laws of theUnited States. New York, Institute of inte4ational education, 1929. 36 p.(11th ser., Bulletin no. 1)
196. Sackett, Everett B. The administration of the international schoolcorrespondence of the Junior Red Cross. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers col-lege, Columbia univeridty, New York, N. Y.
A questionnaire was sent to 200 school officers in tbe United States who had hadexperience with international school correspondence. Replies were received from 101. ItWas found that the Junior Red Cross school correspondence has educational value becauseit motivates school work in a wide range of subjects and gives the children an opportunityto work with other members of the group. Correspondence tends to bring home realisa-thin that citizens of other countries are human and furthers international solidarity ofthe Junior Red Cross. Improvements in the administration of the activity are recom-mended.

See also 1541.

EDUCATIONAL THEORY AND PRACTICE
197. Baxter, Tomps.le. Discussion as a technique in teaching. 1930.Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N Y. 18 p.A treatment of group discussion technique in developing character confidence in one'sif, a more open-minded attitude toward other people's opinions, qualities of leader-iv, etc.
1t,: Some techniques and principles used in selecting and teaching1 unit of work. Teachers college recoid, 31: 148-60, November 1929.
199. Burns: Zed Houston. A consideration of Herbert's philosophy withpine of its influence upon modern educational thought Master's thesis, 1929.ilabania polytechnic institute, Auburn.

k
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200. Cam, F. C. The organization and administration of a program of study
for the improvement of instruction. Master's thesis, 1929. University of

Minnesota, Minneapolis.
20L Carpenter, W. W. and Fort, Marion K. What effect do visitors have

upon the recitation. Journal of educational research, 22: 50-53, June 1930.

(Biised upon a master's thesis at George Peabody college for teachers, Nash-
ville, Tenn.)

This study seems to indicate tbat children actually recite better in the prSence of

visitors.

202. Cole, Thomas R. Where teachers and pupils progress together.
Nation's schools, 5: 25-32, June 1930.

The Summit demonstration school of Seattle shows teachers what the administration
expects them to do, and interprets to the superintendent's staff the difficulties, successes
and needs of the 80 other elementary schools of the city. The school has .confined its
activities to an interpretation of courses of study in terms of classroom procedure.

203. Coleman, Beulah. The educational ideas of Louisa May Alcott. Mas-

ter's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn.
59 p. ms.

A study of all books by Louisa May Alcott, biographical writings, and educational
books of Miss Alcott's day. Findings: Louisa May Alcott's ideas of education were
modern in theory and practice.

204. Courtis, S. A. Significant criteria for the appraisal of contemporary
educational philosophy. Educational method, 9: 66-72, November 1929.

205. Craig, George W. My own philosophy of education. Master's thesis,
1930. Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y. 23 p. ms.

A study of the works of Dewey, Briggs, Kilpatrick( and other dsitinguished writers on
the philosophy a education. Findings: Too many pupils fail and leave school. The
writer's philosophy of education provides for the education of all so far as their
capacity will permit. It is a remedy for the failure of all normal pupils. Under it no

failures result.

206. Curry, Nellie M. The educationil philosophy of Benjamin Franklin.
Master's thesis, 1930. New York university, New York, N. Y.

207. De Vineau, Rev. Charles E. Bishop Dupanloup's philosophy of educa-
tion. Master's thesis, 1930. Catholic university of America, Washington,
D. C. 35 p. (Catholic university of America. Educational research bulle
tins, vol. 4, no. 10, December 1929.)

208. Gatto, Frank X. Pupils' questions: their nature and their relationship
to the study process. Doctor's thesis, 1929. University of Pittsburgh, Pitt*
burgh, Pa. University of Pittsburgh bulletin, 20:65-71, October 15, 1929. (Ab
st ract )

An analysis of pupils' questions was made for the purpose of discovering 'their nature
and classifying them according to study acitivities suggested by them. An attempt was
made also to discover tbe influence upon the question of grade, subject, sex, age,
intelligence.

209. A résume of certain studies on massed versus distributed lea
ing and the whole versus the part method, with an experimental study on th
reading of history, dealing particularly with the latter issue. Curricul
gaudy and educational research bulletin (Pittsburgh, Pa.) , 4: 183-92, March
April 1930.

210. Good, Carter V. An analysis of studies in educational theory. Ed
tional administration and supervision, 15: 51W-48, October 1929.

The author says that in spite of the conflicting views now current with regard t
the place of philosophical methods in the solution of educational problems, imports
contributions to educational literature hare been made by -the *se of procedures
are primarily of a subjective nature. H. includes ta the ankle a selected ball
Of 417 items on educational theory, with a topical index to same.
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tbe
211. Gould, Sister Nary Francine. A comparison and evaluation ofeducational treatises of Vergerio and Sadoleto. Master's thesis, 1930. St.Louis university, St. Louis, Mo.
212. Green, Alice Evangeline. The educational theories of Matthew Arnold.Master's thesis, 19301. University of Southern California, Los Angeles. ms.213. Gunnoe, Otway M. Check list for comparing theory and practice inhigh school teaching. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teach-ers, Nashville, Tenn. 96 p. ms.
Ten textbooks on principles and methods of teaching in till high school were analysedto.obtain a set of principles which would represent the basis of theory. A check list wasconstructed that provides for scoring each of the items or principles representing thetheory of teaching, by classroom observations.
214. Handloser, Emma. Educational theories in English prose of the seven-teenth century. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.University of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27: 280-81, November 1930. (Abstract.)215. Herriford, Margie. The laboratory method 1of recitation. Master'sthesis, 1930. pniversity of Wichita, Wichita, Kans. 97 p. ms.216. Herriott, X. E. One measure of outcomes of instruction in the tech-nique of teaching. Educational administration and likervision, 15: 514-18,October 1929.

A list of 80 obetervable characteristics of teaching was prepared and given to studentsin 10 sections under five instructors in the technique of teaching to see if a course in thetechnique of teaching would bring inexperienced undergraduate students into agreementwith experienced graduate students in their judgment as to the significance of character-istics of teaching. Data indicate that an eledientary course in the technique of teachingrenders the judgments of undergraduate students more in agreement with those of grad-uate students having teaching experience; changes produced in tbe students vary withinstructors ; the students' Judgments appear to be more stable after taking the coursethan before.

217. Huebsch, Arthur. Jean-Jacques. Rousseau and John Dewey : a com-parative study and a critical estimate of their philosophies and their educationaland related theories and practices. Doctor's thesis, 1930. New York univer-sity, New York, N. Y.
21& Jones, Lonzo. An administrative technique fo the facilitation ofstudents' achievement at the level of -their ability. Doctor's thesis, 1929.University of Iowa, Iowa City. 110 p. ms.

r219. Knight, Edgar W. An acre in Middlesex. Journal of adult education,2: 161-67, April 1930.
A defence of the democratic theory of education. ,220. Ladenburg, Amanda. The study of the reliability of the Morrisonattention checking technique. Master's thesis, 1929. Unive;sity of Minnesota,Minneapolis.

o

221. Lancelot, W. H. Handbook of teaching skills. New York, Jòhn Wileyand sons, 1929. 198 p.
222. Leary, Daniel B. Living and learning: a philosophy of education.New York, Knopf and company, 1930. 450 p.The whole field of philosophy of education is covered.
228. Lepley, Ray. Dependability in philosophy of education : its meaningand improvement. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia univer-sity, New York, N. Y.
The subject is discussed under the following headings: place of philosophy in theudy and conduct of education; deliberation and the problem of dependability ; philosophyd educational conceptions; philosophy and educational sensitivities; philosophy andthod in the study and conduct of education; dependability of philosophy of education.

a
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234. McKoy, Charles F. The art of Jesus as a teacher. Doctor's thesis,
1929. New York university, New York, N. Y.

225. Meyer, George. Problems concerning children as reported by teachers.
California quarterly of secondary education, 5: 165-70, January 1930.

Three handed and eighteen problems concerning children taught during the previous
year were handed in by 169 teachers dugng a summer session at the University of
California. The problems fall roughly into 10 classes.

28. Morgan, Barton and Starrak, J. A. The nature and purpose of educa-

tion. Ames, Iowa, Collegiate press, 1929. 324 p.

227. Morgan, L. D. How effective is specific training in preventing loss due

to the summer vacation? Journal of educational research, 20: 388-402, De-

ember 1929.
Gives the results of a study carried on in two sixth grade cluses in Kansaa.

228. Nash, Leonard V. The question as a means of education. Master's
thesis, 1930. New York university, New York, N. Y. 56 p.

Findings : Varied degree of agreement among 25 authors coneetning itssentials, functions
and technique of questioning.

229. Nickles, Florence. A comparison of the main educational views of
Ross I. Finney and David S. Snedden. 1930. New York university, New York,
N. Y. 67 p.

This study reviews the educational works of Ross I. Finney and David 8. 8nedden.
Findings: Both Finney and 8nedden emphasize needed changes in the curriculum, the
elimination of worthless material and the use of material tbat is socially worth while.

Both emphasize the importance of the social sciences. Both believe there should be a

greater emphasis placed upon vocational courses. 8nedden advocates a strict separation
of cultural and vocational. courses. Finney advocates universal vocational training and
universal cultural courses. In administrative policies, Finney leans strongly toward,
centralisation of authority, and advocates federal taxation. 8nedden points out the
danger of centralization of authority.

230. Peterson, Harry Nathaniel. The administration of a program of

remedial teaching. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Minnesota, Minnea-
polis.

23L Reeves, Orion H. Lesson planning as an aid in learning to teach.
M#ster's thesis, 1930. Lafayette college, Easton, Pa. 102 p. ma

232. Regis, Sister Mary Francis. The educational ideals 6f the Rt. Rev.
John England. Master's thesis, 1929. Universitt of Notre Dame, Notre Dame,

Ind.
233. Rogers, Fred S. A study of pupil participation in assignment. 1930.

West Virginia university, Morgantown.
234. Ross, Nannie F. Quintilian's principles and practices of education com-

pared with modern views. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for

teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 88 p. ms.
The purpose of this study was to find bow similar tbe modern views of education are

to the views of the Roman schoolmaster. Findings: Quintilian and modern educators
are in thorough agreement as to the general principles of education.

285. Rugg, Earle U. Educational concepts found in educational literature
1930. Colorado state teachers college, Greeley. 5 p,

A frequency analysis of educational concepts found in 15 educational magazines and
in O systematic educational books for beginners.

236. Rutledge, R. E., Lindquist, R. D., and others. Program of work fo

the improvement of instruction. December 1929. Public schools, Oaklan

Calif. 27 p. ma.

ms.
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237. Salzman, Samuel. A comparison of the educational theories of JohnDewey and Bertrand Russell. Master's thesis, 1930. New York university,New York, N. Y. 100 p. ms.
The study contains a brief outline of the two theories and a comparison. This includespsychological approach, educational methods, aims, moral training and sex, interpretationof culture and the influence of their individual philosophies.
238. Scales, William Grant Improvement of instruction through diagnosticteaching. Master's thesis, 1930. Indiana university, Bloomington. 156 p. ms.239. Scalisi, Victor F. Tolstoy's philosophical and educational views. Mas-ter's thesis, 1929. New York university, New York, N. Y. 94 p. ms.
240. Smith, Heth O. A comparative analysis of pupil activities under variousconditions of instruction. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago,Chicago, Ill. 99 p. ms.
A study of pupils' activities with good, average, and poor teachers, with specialemphasis on class group attention. It was found that pupils are more attentive in theclasses of good teachers than in the classes of poor teachers.
241. Snyder, Martha D. Procedures employed by teachers in teachingdeveloPment rooms in Los Angeles elementary schools. Master's thesis, 1930.University of Southern California, Los Angeles. ms.
242. Speicher, Rev. Normand. Sadoleto on the education of boys. Master'sthesis, 1930. Catholic university of America, Washington, D. C. 48 p. ms.
243. Spoerl, Elmo E. An experimental study relative to a change in methodfor the improvement of instruction in Metuchen high school. Master's thesis,1930. New York university, New York, N. Y. 43 p. ms.A study was made in various high school classes, grades 9 to 12, employing differentteachers to ascertain if the contract method is more efficient than the daily recitationmethod. Findings were in favor of the contract method.
244. Stegmeir, Clarence Conrad. An experimental study of the daily recita-tion and the masterly-technique methods of teaching. Master's thesis, 1930.University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill. MIPThis study tends to show superior results for the masterly technique method in classesin European history.
245. Strongman, Henry Russell. The group study plan versus mass teach-ing considered from the point of view of results obtained in content knowledge.Master's thesis, 1930. College of the City of New York, New York, N. Y.38 p. ms.
Tests related to spelling and English literature given to Junior high school pupilsshowed that the group method was superior with most pupils and that the superiority ofthe group method was greater with the higher
246. Taba, Hilda. Dynamic thought and education. Doctor's thesis, 1930.Teacheis college, Columbia university, NeW York, N. Y.In the present study an attempt is made to look into some ways of thinking and intosome concepts which may be useful for a dynamic philosophy of education ,and to followthe implications of such basic conceptions into some phases of educational theory, namely,into the conceptions of purposive behavior, learning, aims, and the curriculum.
247. Thompson, Prances Itae. A study of teaching procedure. Master'sthesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 112 p. ms.
248. Thompson, Merritt Xoore. The educational philosophy of GiovanniGentile. Doctor's thesis, 1930. University of Southern California, Los Angeles.249. Warner, Bertha E. Educational philosophy as shown in school build-ing% school management, school supervision, and school theories and practices.Master's thesis, 1930. New York university, New York, N. Y. 52 p. ms.Findings: Modern educational theories and practices show that the philosopher, thepsychologist, the teacher, the sociologist, the physician and the psychiatrist all unite in

64120-41----1
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their attempt to fulfill the modern aim of education, which ii the harmonious development
of the personality of the individual through tbe interweaving of the physical, intellettual,
social, moral, spiritual and religious phases of life.

2541 Whatley, Allan. An investigation into the teaching methods of Jesus.
Master's thesis, 1929. New York university. New York, N. Y. 55 p. ms.

See also 12, 43-44, 190.

SPECIAL METHODS OF INSTRUCTION AND ORGANIZATION

ACTIVITY PROGRAMS

251. Bell, Lila Main. An activity curriculum at work. The experience of
a first grade teacher. Master's thesis, 1930. Duke university, Durham, N. C.
92 p. ms.

A presentation of a series of activity units, with an attempt to evaluate them. An

effort is made to clarify some definitions of outcomes in order to guide and direct more
effectively the Naming of children.

252. Brown, Mary. Some results ,of " activity periods " in the classroom.
1930. Wilson teachers' college, Washington, D. C.

This study covers classroom projects carried out by grit grade children.

253. Bruin, X. R., jr. The activities period in the high school program.
Master's thesis, 1929. University of Virginia, University.

Covers the activities period in representative high schools throughout the United States.
Findings: The daily school schedule should provide a period of from 30 to 60 minutes in
length extending horizontally through the program to be known as the activities period
and to be devoted to the activities of the school. It is recommended that this period
appear either about mid-morning or mid-afternOron.

254. DicIF.son, Julia E. and McLean, nary E. An integrated activity pro-
gram tryout in a first grade of the public schools. Educational method, 9: 31-
.12, October 1929.

Deals with 31 unselected little children, their nature and needs, their worthwhile
. activities, and their accomplishments through their activities. The desire to preserve to

the end, to assume responsibility, to enjoy the achievement of others, were some of the
larger learning outcomes that Justified thiN year's work. The integrated activity program
furnishes a rich background of experiences out of which an unusually large speaking
vocabulary is built, sets up a strong motive for expressing familiar ideas, and initiates
a love for reading.

255. Elizabeth City normal school, beth City, N. C. sAn activity
program attempted on a limited scale. 1

256. Grinnell, Grace R Activity as a theory of education. Master's thesis,
1930. University of Southern California, Los Angeles. ms.

257. Hawaii (Territory) Department of public instruction. Activity pro-

gram for the primary grades. Honolulu. Hawaii, Department of public instruc-
tion, 1930. 278 p. (Elementary curriculum series)

This bulletin is divided into three sections: (1) Suggested ways of approach into an
activity program, organisation and planning, suggestions for gaining a better understand-
ing of children; (2) suggested activities for first, second, and third years; (3) bibliography
and reference.

258. Some descriptions of progressive education in the public
schools of Hawaii. Honolulu, Ha\vaii, Kawananakoa enerimental school, 1929,
287

Part 1 describes the work of the Kawananakoa experimental school, and Part 2

desaibes the activity work in other schools in Hawaii.
259. Lewerenz, A. S. An -activity program readiness test for primary

pupils. 1930. Public schools, Los Angeles, Calif.
A test is devised for initiative and self-directing ability of young children.
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260. McLendon, Lucile. A farm project as a part of an activity program.1930. Elizabeth City normal school, Elizabeth City, N. C.This study seeks to teach principles of community life through a worth while activity.The children made a model farm, wrote stories, read stories, and learned how to do manythings done on the farm.
261. Peeler, Annie Laurie Smith. The stenographic report of a classroomactivity in improving instruction. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody col-lege for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 49 p. ms.An experimental study made with 10 teachers of tbe sixth grade. Stenographic reportswere taken of their activities in geography, copies were returned to teachers of theexperimental' group. Tbe results indicated that an accurate stenographic report of a clapactivity placed in the hands of teachers tends to improve instruction.
262. Pratt, Helen- G., Dunlap, Jack W. and Cureton, tdward E. The sub-ject-matter progress of three activity schools in Hawaii, with a note on statis-tical technique. Journal of educational psychology, 20: 494-500, October 1929.Three activity schools in Hawaii were studied in 1927-1928 to show whether subject-matter achievement as measured by the Stanford achievement test tends to improve,remain constant or decrease under such a program as compared to the traditional pro-gram of studies. The three schools maintained about the same rate of subject-matterprogress &der the new program u under the old.

263. Wannamaker, Elizabeth. An activity curriculum in the third grade.Master's thesis, 1930. Duke university, Durham, N. C.Sre also 327, 1524, 1866.

CONTRACT PLAN
264. Blaine, William D. The present status and future possibilities of theproject method in public school teaching. Educational method, 9:94-104,November; 166-76, December 1929.
The purpose of this study was to determine to what extent the project method Is beingused by public school teachers, the attitude ofttthe teachers and supervisors using themethod toward continuing and extending its use, the subjects of the elementary schoolmost often taught by the method, difficulties and advantages in ts use, and future possi-bilities of the project method in public school teaching. A total of 121 satisfactoryquestionnaires were received on which to base conclusions.
265. Central City, Nebr. Public schools. Using the contrat plan in juniorand senior high schools. 1930. 16 p. ms. (Teachers' bulletin, no. 30-2)
266. Shepafd, E. L. Contract vs. traditional method in teaching sixth gradehistory. Universityllof Pittsburgh school of education journal, 5 : Decem-ber 1929.
The purpose of this investigation was to make a comparatlie study of the effects of thetraditional oral, assignment-recitation method and of the written " contract " methodin sixth grade history in a school system where departmental teaching is not possible.Comparison was limited to a study of s;verage gain in historical knowledge, and averageretention of information gained. Conclusion : The results achieved in history by sixthgrade pupils of a nondepartmentalised school appear to be equally as good under tbetraditional plan of daily oral assignment and recitation of lessons as under the contractplan with its written assignment and directions for study.
267. Thompson, Donald Hammond. The contract plan of lesson assign-ments in the Longview, Wash., high school. Master's thesis, 1930. Stanforduniversity, Stanford University, Calif.
268. Virginia committee for research in secondary education, The unitmethod of teachilig. University, University of Virginia, 1930. 127 p. (Uni-versity of Virginia record extension series, vol. 14, no. 9, March 1930. Second-ary education in Virginia, no. 9)
The unit method of teaching set forth in this issue is based upon the experience of thestaff in secondary education in charge of practice teaching at the University of Virginia,and Is presented with the hope that it may be of assistance to high school teachers andprincipals who are desirous of recognizing individual differences in classroom instructionand in directinetbe !earning activities of high school pupils.See also NS, 1644.
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METHODS OF STUDY

269. Althaus, Carl B. and Gilliland, James F. The value of instruction in
how to study. University of Kansas Bulletin of education, 2: 3-4, October 1929.

Review of a master's thesis entitled "An experiment to determine the efficiency of
instruction in how to study," by James F. Gilliland, University of Kansas, 1928. The
conclusion reached in the study was that instruction in bow to study as given in this
experiment did not function in prodticing better school work.

270. Crawford, C. C. The how-to-study course in the high schooL School
review, 38: 16-27. January 1930.

The writer suggests a definite course in how to study resembling the ordinary courses
in English, or science so far as credits, hours, teachers, textbooks, and assignments are
concerned. The specific aim of the course is to teach boys and girls how to study and
to develop actual habits of practicing the best study procedure. The article presents
the major eonsideracions which seem to favor such a course, and the major obstacles,
objections or difficulties which would be encountered in connection with it. While the
plan is comparatively new, it is not an untried experiment.

271. and Hamren, Lloyd Herbert. An eiperiment with the use of
printed study guides. Educational method, 9 : 541-44, June 1930.

Reports an investigation involving the use of printed or mimeographed study guides
consisting of questions, problems, tests, or exercises. In which the students are expected
to hunt up the necessary information, fill in the blarks, or solve the problems, and by
doing so acquire the necessary information or skill which the colirse is intended to de-
velop. Two classes of twelfth grade pupils in the high school at Huntington Beach,
Calif., were used in the study, one class used the study guides while the other class used
customary methods. After five weeks the classes exchanged methods. The authors are
undecided as to the true value and merit of this.plan of teaching, especially as regards
its services in improving study habits.

272. Flemming, Cecile White. .t,The improvement of instruction on direc-
tion of study in the high school; a series of studies prepared in connection with
graduate course in education, College of William and Mary, Summer 1929.
1929. Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y. 150 p. ms.

This series of studies emphasises the improvement of instruction and the more effective
direction of learning in the high school, with emphasis both upon the diagnosis of pupil
needs, development and application of remedial instruction, and the improvement of the
assignment, with special interest in the development of the so-called unit or contract
type of assignment. The report is enriched by varied and adequate illustrative materials
worked out by classroom teachers In the fields of reading and English, hiatory, mathe-
matics, and chemistry, and includes selected bibliographies.

273. and Woodring, M. N. Directing study of high school pupils.
New York City, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1929. 133 p.

A monograph prepared to aid high school teachers toward a more economical and
effective use of the class hour and an improved direction of learning for high school
pupils. The monograph includes consideration of the problems in directing study, n
survey of previous investigations, a development of diagnostic techniques as a basis for
the direction of 0114, and a presentation of materials and methods for training high
school pupils in specific study procedures with emphasis on reading. An annotated
bibliography on study is included.

274. Fowlkes, John Guy. Shall supervised study follow or precede the
recitation. Nation's schools, 6: 82, 84, 86, July 1930.

In an attempt to discover whether supervised study should follow or precede the
recitation, a study was made in the James Whitcomb Riley junior high school, South
Bend, Ind., for the school year 1928-1929. The study involved send,Ing a questionnaire
to the 52 teachers in the school, and to 78 pupils in the 7B history classes having the
highest IQ's, and a controlled experiment based on 27 matched pairs of pupils. The study

, indicates that the study recitation sequence is superior to the recitation study requence
in United States history in the junior high school. d

275. Hartill, Rufus X. An experimfttal investigation to determine
worthwhileness of a given teehnicite in studying. Master's thesis, 1930. Ne
York university, New York, k Y. 54 p. me.

Equivalent group method was used with about 100 sixth grade children for about one
month. No significant gain In ability to study was shown by the experimental group.

0:-
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276. Logan, Leslie Emory. An experiment in teaching normal-school stu-dents how to study. Master's thesis, 1930. Duke university, Durham, N. C.277. Mathews, C. O. A diagnostic blank for study habits. 1930. OhioWesleyan university, Delaware.
This includes a description of a blank useful in advising students in regard to studyhabits.

278. Meek, Edward Colton. The effectiveness of study habits in a city highschool. Master's thesis [1930] University of Oregon, Eugene. 74 p, ms.Six tests were given, the second and sixth tests were subjectives, the others wereobjective; the subjectg matter in the tests was selected from books not used in highschool course of study. It was given to four groups (representing the four years in highschool) of a large Portland high school. Findings: Most difficulty was found in the useof a8s6Ciation in the process of memorization, and in ability to select and organizematerial.

279. Miles, W. E. and Bell, H. M. Eye-movement records in the investiga-tion of study habits. Journal of experimental psychology, 12: 450-58, October1929.
This article describes a study made of the eye-movements of 16 advanced stuyents atstanford university.
280. Minning, George Alvin. A summary of the literature ofYpenkedstudy. Master's thesis, 1930. Cornell university, Ithica, N. Y. 96 p. ms.
Magazine articles and books were abstracted to determine: the meaning, plans ortechniques of supervised study, summary of investigations, and the merits claimed forsupervised stqdy. Two hundred and fifty-seven books and magazine articles were selectedOut of more than 500 examined, as revelant to the problem. Sixteen definitions werefound for study. There were 38 definitions of supervised study. The 21 techniques ofsupervised study described indicate that It is in the experimentat stage. A sufficientamount of evidence warrant the conclusion that supervised study is superior to the-recitation-assignment method.
281. Ouzts, Edith W. Survey of " How to study" courses for college fresh-men. Master's thesis, 1930. Cornell university, Ithaca, N. Y. 96 p.This is a survey of courses in " How to study " in American colleges, based on catalogueinvestigation and personal letter to college executive. Data were collected from 22colleges and universities. Findings: Courses in methods of study are necessary forcollege freshmen.
282. Roy, Ralph. Supervised study as applied to the tenth, eleventh, andtwelfth grades. Master's thesis, 1930. University of North Dakota, University.283. Sheldon, Vera Genevieve. The value of training in specific habits ofstudy. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.
284. Throckmorton, Adel Foster. A comparison of two types of supervisedstudy recitation. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Kansas, Lawrence.
285. Touton, Frank C. and Kleinsmid, R, B. von. Effective study pro-cedures. 1929. University of Southern California, Los Angeles.
286. Wright, Louise B. The value of a motivated assignment: an experi-ment in directed study. University of Pittsburgh school of education Journal,5: 04-67, December 1929.
The problem described was to determine the value of a motivated assignment infactual material in the elementary school. United States history was the subject selec-ted for the study. Pupils were selected from three rooms in a city school. Dataindicate that there was an increased gala in knowledge through motivation of the studyperiod.
See also 1904, 2902, 3004.
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PLATOON SCHOOL

287. Hays, Oren W. A study of a comparison of the quality of the work done
in three types of school organization. Master's thesis, 1930. University of
Oregon, Eugene. 50 p. n.

A comparison of small traditional, large traditionaVand platoon type of schools in
Portland, Oreg. It was found that the large traditional school and the platoon organi-
sation of large schools were better than the small traditionai school.

288. Lewis, Chkrles E. A traditional room in a platoon school. In Portland
elementary principals' association. First yearbook, 1930. p. 74-78:

Traditional rooms were opened in the Alameda school in the fall term of 1929, in the
tirsi three grades. Achievement of pupils in the two groups, traditional and platoon,
were studied in grade 1A, in reading. There was no measurable difference sin achieve-
ment in reading. The two systems have no effect on school attendance. The presence
of the two system's introduces admikiistrative problems which decrease the efficiency of
the school for the rest of the pupils.

289. McMaster, James Floyd. The organization of auditorium work in the
platoon schdol. Masttr's thesis, 1930. University of Southern California, Los
Angeles. ms.

290. 'Masters, Harry Gail. The present status of the platoon, school. Mas-
ter's thesis, 1930. University of Pittsburgh, Plittsburgh, Pa. University of
Pittsburgh bulletin, 27 : 329, November 1930. (Abstract)

291. Pittsburgh, Pa. Public schools. Department- of curriculum study
and research. Subject time distribution for platoon schools, grades 1 to 6.
1980. (Printed)

292. Shrad,er, John Calvin. A survey of the community activity work in the
platoon schoolS of Pittsburgh, Pa. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Pitts-
burgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. University of Pittsburgh bulletin, 127 : 379-80, Novem-
ber 1930. (Abstract)

293. Tracy, Bettie M. Ritchie platoon school. 1930. Public schools, Wheel-
ingW. Va. 4 p:

A comparison of achievement of pupils in 8A platoon school with those of similar IQ in
non-platoon sciosol. Findings: Thure was a slight gain in, platoon school.

See also
RADIO IN EDUCATION

294. Chapman, H. B. and Denues, John. Radio in education. In 100th
annual report of the Baltimore board of school commissioners, 1928-1929.
Baltimore, Md., Department -of education, 1929. p. 43-44 and 78.

An investigation of the status of the schools with respect to radio receiving sets, and,
more especially, with regard to the reception of the concerts in music appreciation under
the direction of Walter Damrosch.

295. Jones, R. G. The radio as a medium of practical instruction in the
schools. Nation's schools, 5: p5-57, January 1930.

Six classes of third grade arittmetic were tautiit by radio in the public schools of
Cleveland, Ohio, during the school year 1929-1980. The lessons were scientifically grad-
uated in difficulty. Data indicate that the radio classes made more improvements than
did classes of the same grade in the same district of the city, and in the city generally
which had not had radio instruction.

296. Perry, Armstrong. Radio in education. The Ohio school of the air
and other experijnents. New York, The Payne fund [1929] 130 p.; 2d ed.,
October 1929. 166 p.

The data on which this report is based were obtained in several national investigations
coaducted by representatives of the Payne fund and others.

297. Roes., L. W. The radio takes on education. American pchool board
journal, 80: 39-41, 134, April 1930.

The growth in the educational use of the radio is described.
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29/3. Sells, Alice- P. Education by radio (twelve dramalogs). Master'stijesis, 1930. Ohio state universitY, Columbus.
Parvotal education in dramalog form via radio was the subject of this study. Givesnumber and type of responsgs, and method of broadcasting.
299. Tyson, Letkring. Education tunes In: A study of radio broadcastingin adult education:'1 New York, American association for adult education,1930. 119 p.
A study of : (1) Government control of broadcasting; (2) educators and broadcasters--a study of attitndes; (3) present educational broadcasts; (4) a suggested remedy for thepresent chaos in educational broadcasting; (5) educational broadcasting in Europe; (6)financing educational broadcasting in America; (7) problems for research and experimen-tation ; (8) the Wilbur committee and its work ; and (9) a digest of successful educationalbroadcasts.

300. trnited States Department of the Interior. Advisory committee oneducation by radio. Report of the Advisory committee on education by radio.Columbus, Ohio, The F. J. Heer printing co., 1930. 246 p.A survey .of present conditions regarding radio education with suggestions as tofuture action.
301. Wisconsin. University. Radio research committee. The Wisconsinexperiment in radio education. 1930. UniVersity of Wisconsin, Madison.The Radio research committee of the University of Wisconsin conducted an experimentto messure the effectiveness of the radio in teaching current events and music to studentsin the sixth; seventh, and eighth grades in 25 schools in Dane county, Wis. Twenty-five control schools as nearly like the 25 experimental schools were also chosen. Dataindicate tbat the broadcasts were successful in arousing the students' interest and inteaching tbe subject matter of the courses.

VISUAL INSTRUCTION

302. knacker, James Cleveland. The comparative influence of motion plc-tuAs in teaching American history. Master's thesis, 1939. George Peabodycollege for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 55 p. ms.
An experimental study to determine whether or not motion pictures increase achieve-ment. Findings: Motion pictures, when used in connection with regular instruction,increase achievement.
303. Anderson, Winston S. The use of movies in the teacliing of chemistry.1929. Rollins college, Winter Park, Fla.
304. Bliss, Walton B. Determination of principles and effective proceduresin the use of visual aids in secondary education. Master's thesis, 1920. Ohiostate university, Columbus. 129 p. ms.
stitvey of practices and derivation of criteria in terms of educational principles.Findings: ViSual aid is effective and educationally 'desirable only when provision is madefor pupil activity; it is effective only when it is a natural outgrowth of the pupil's ntedsfor concrete experiences in the furtherance of some interest which he holds ; it iseducatiOnally desirable in a drill lesson only when it sets a model better than the teacheror fixes associations with less effort than other methods; it is useful for intelleAtualpurpoemi only when it can be presented in such a ;ay as to arouse a problem. rt ispeculiarly serviceable for appreciation lessons only in its own field of visual impression, asin art ; it 'fosters incidental or direct cultivation of attitudes in genéral only when itsrealism is pertfnent.
305, Brown, Emmett H. Motion pictures and lantern slides for elementaryvisual education. 1930. Teachers college, Columbia university, New York,N. Y. 110 p.
Consitits of 20 pages of discuskion on the uses of motion pictures and other visual aids inthe elementary field, indicating methods for using them and results to be expected, andabout 90 pages of annotated classified titles of visual material.
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306. Conrad, Herbeit S. and Jones, Harold Ellis. Psychological studies ofmotion pictures. Berkeley. University of California press, 1929. p. 245-84.
(University of California publications in psychology, vol. 3, nos. 7A8,, November
22, 1929)

The first study is entitled "Fidelity of report as a measure of adult intelligence"; thesecond, " The technique of mental-test surveys among adults." The tint article givesthe specific results of a survey which employed, in a tentative and experimental form, abattery of tests based upon motión pictures; the second. attempts to summarize certaingeneral suggestions pertinent to further work in this field.
307. Deen, t];)a.isy Pearl. Effectiveness of pictures in teaching American

history to eleventh grade pupils. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college
for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 74 p. ms.

308. Gray, Marguerite E. Hornbeck. An experiment in the use of visualaids in general science teaching. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Cali-
fornia, Berkeley. 45 p. ms.

The purpose of this study was to determine the relative efficiency and economy ofteaching general science to a group of boys and girls in high seventh grade by means ofvisual aids. Findings: Visual aids are of distinct benefit to pupils of average and lessthan average ability in learning general science; to pupils of more than average abilitythere is little indication that visual aids are of particular berte4t. Tendency of -Visualaids to lessen range of variability seems to indicate, that visual áids are effective sub-stitute for drill work conducted by the teacher and tellti tó economise both learning.timeof pupils and teaching time of the instructor.
309. Holaday, Perry Ward. The effect of motion pictures on the intellectual

content of childrep. Doctor's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa, Iowa City.
316 p. ms.

310. Kitson, Harry D. Teaching by talkies. Nation's schools, 4 : 45-48,
October 1929.

An experiment was carried on with talking pictures at Teachers college, Columbiauniversity, and later at a number of the lekding summer schools throughout the country.Data indicate that talking pictures will be of great service to educators.
311. Kooser, V. L. Present trends in the use of visual-instruction aids.

American school board journal, 80: 56, 144, February 1930.
A study was made of several different types of visual-instruction inst ns that maybe considered as service organizations in the visual field.
312. Lawson, Oliver Crook. An experimental study of visual methods in the

teaching of eighth grade history. Master's thesis, 1930. Stanford- unrversity,Stanford University, Calif.
313. Lewerenz, A. S. e, Academic achievement in relation to movie attendance.

American school board journal, 81 : 78, 80, August 1930.
The purpose of the study was to gather educational and social data ip would throwsome light on the value of the motion-picture film as an aid to

data
. It involveda study of 1,372 Chicago and 581 Los Angeles elementary-school,pupils. It is noted thatthe old, dull pupils go to the movies most frequently, and that the young, bright pupilsgo least frequently.

314. Some results of a vistral education lesson in junior high school
social studies taught with the aid of flat pictures. Los Angeles educationalresearch bulletin, 9: 4-16, November 1929.

The type known as photographic still was studied to ascertain the amount of informa-.

tion gained from the set of pictures studied as to sex, mental level, chrodological age,and with respect to style of finish. True-false tests were prepared and used with 500pupils. Data indicate that boys observe better than girls; and that mental level has adistinct influence on answers to test ; that children with a relatively low IQ made thegreater gain from study of pictures; finish had very little effect ; the story element is ofgreat value in educational pictures; a favorite picture receives its sppport in generalfrom those with average or less mental ability ; visual education is a more effective toolfor those of less than average intelligence; girls are more unanimous in their choicethan boys; boys seem to enjoy a variety of pictures; pictures selected for boys and girlsshould be selected with reference to inherent interests-of each sex ; pictures for childrenOra superior mentality should require serious thinking on the order of unsolved problem.
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315. Lower, George G. Visual education as applied to geography. Upper

Darby high school, Upper Darby, Pa: 30 p. ms.
316. MacLean, W. P. A comparison of the effectiveness of colored and

uncolored pictures. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.
A controlled experiment using 76 high school boys in the control and experimental

groups, respectively, td secure data on variation in range and accuracy of report in visual
education due to color. Slides, fiat pictures and stereographs were used in history,
geography, biography and art studies.

317. Massachusetts. Department of education. Motion pictures and stere-
opticon slide service. Boston, Department of educatioc, Division of university
extension, 1929. 20 p. tBulletin, vol. XIV, no. 6A, November 1929)

318. Mehnert, Martha C. The value of still pictures in the teaching of
fourth-grade history. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago,

319. Praxl, Hannah Emma. Educational value of visual instruction in
therapeutic gymnastics. Master'we thesis, 1930. University of Wisconsin,
Madison.

320. Re ller, Louis Smith. A salesmanship stilifilm. Master's thesis, 1930.
UNversity of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. University of Pittsburgh bulletin,
27: 361-62, November 1930. (Abstract)

321. Snyder, Harry Anderson. Historical motion pictures in the junior.
high sc!lool. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.
University of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27: 385-86, November 1930. (Abstract)

322. Tilton, J. W. and Knowlton, Daniel C. The contribution of ten chron-
icles-of-America photoplays (o seventh-grade history teaching. Journal . of
social psychology, 1 : 78-96, kebruary 1930.

A full report of this study including detailed descriptions, tables, tests, and supplemen-
tary materials will be published by the Yale University Press.

The purpose of the experiment was to measure the contribution of the photoplays to
enrichment, retention, and the creation of interest. The results show that the photoplays
ontributed materially to the gaining and retention of worth-while knowledge, particularly
of knowledge of inter-relationships, other than time ; they produced more pupil partid-
pation in classroom discussion ; and they caused the pupils who saw them to read volun-
tarily more supplementary history reading material under controlled classroomyconditions.

323. Weber, Joseph J. Visual aids in education. 1930. Valparaiso uni-
versity, Valparaiso, Ind. 220 p.

The study aims to compile for the progressive educator a balanced summary of the
available scientific evidence on the values and limitations of visual aids in education,
and to inspire the educator to make a common-sense adaptation of visual materials and
methods to the purposes of the school. Visual aids were taken up to show: (1) values
and limitations and methods in the work of tile school ; (2) experimental uses in various
school subjects; and (8) needed research in the visual aids movement.

324. Wolfe, Harold G. The motion picture as an aid in classroom teaching.
Master's thesis, 193. University of Rochester, Rochester, N. Y. 140 p. ms.

Summarizes all experimental studies to January 1930 and includes a personal study of
junior high school children in social studies. classes. Findings: Motion picture increases
the effectiveness of teaching but effects permanent retention to a less degree than
immediate recollection. Superior children profit less from the motion picture than
tverage or inferior children.

See also 1571, 2081.

INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES

325. Bailey, Hilda X. Reorganization of the school system in accordance
with individual. and social principles. Master's thesis, 1930. University of
Dalifornla, Berkeley. 76 p.

A study of : (1) status of the present class system ; (2) Individual differences among
)uptia; (8) relation between individual and social principles; (4) application of these to
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an individual system, and (5) evaluation of the system. Findings here is dissatisfaction
in schools today on part of pupils, teachers, administrators, and business men employing
products of schools. Main cause is the class system (mass instruction, group promotion,
learning at uniform pace). Pupils differ widely, and development of the individual means 3
a better developed social organization. The individual system is proposed as a remedy for
these conditions. It is the type of educational system that uses individual inbject pro-
motions instead of class promotions and allows each individual child to move forward at
his own rate int the mastery of each subject.

326. Billett, R. O. Administration of homogeneous grouping. Doctor's
thesis, 1929. Ohio state university. Columbus. 500 p. rns.

Controlled experiment dealing with approximately 1,000 pupils in ninth grade English.
Findings: In general, bomogenepus grouping of pupils in ninth grade English, on the basis
of the higher of two intelligence quotients derived from two forms of Terman group
test of mental ability, provides an educative situation more favorable for learning what-
ever can be measured by standardized and informal objective testa, so far as slow students
(whose IQ's range from approximately 70-95) are concerned. Average and bright students
(IQ 95-140, approximately) are, in general, not benefited by homogeneous grouping as
defined in this study.

327. Bird, Grace E. Successful experiment in child education. Elementary
school journal, 30: 539-46, March 1930.

The Henry Barnard school, the laboratory and demonstration department of the Rhode
Island cellege of education, strives for the development of the whole individual, beginning
as early as poasible. The moue of method employed is free activity involving liberty
without license, an opportunity for individual initiative and self-criticism, and thcforma-
tion of serviceable general habits of work and ttf social adjustment that will fit the child
to contribute his best to the group. Tbe achievement of the children in this school has
been investigated. With one exception (d1ctationspe11ing-1n one grade), the median
attained in every grade in every subject of the test was well above the standard.

328. Bobb, Arthur Earle. A study of individual differences in a small high
school. Master's thesis, 1930. Stanford university, Stanford University, Calif.

329. Bolenbaugh, Lawrence. Failures and college recommendations as
affected by a modified ability grouping. California quarterly of secondary
education, 6: 102-108, 1930.

Findings: Correlation between teachers marks and intelligence of pupils is steadily
increasing; last semester it was .557. More students are being sent to the university with
an ever increasing number of freshmen ranking above the lower one third at the niver-
sity. Last semester 85 per cent ranked above the lower third.

330. Bowen, Mrs. Alice Day and Latshaw. Harry F. Experiment n ability
grouping. National education association, Department of elemen ry school
principals bulletin, 9: 312-18, April 1930.

A basis for ability grcuping of children in an elementary school containie many grades
of the game year.

331. Brown, Emerson Lee. An investigation of individual o fferences in
vocabulary ability of high school children. Master's thesis, 1929. University
of Kansas, Lawrence.

332 Burr, Marvin Y. A study of homogeneous grouping in terms of indi-
vidual variations and the teaching problem. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers
college, Columbia university, New York, N. IV.

Standard test scares were secured from six cities for about 8,400 pupils in grades 4, 5,
and O. Overlapping in grades, overlapping in subject, and variations in achievement of
I vidual pupils were studied. It was found that the problem of meeting individual
utieds of children is only slightly reduced by practice of homogeneous grouping. Sug-
gested alternatives to homogeneous grouping are : grouping according to achievement in
various subjects; sectioning pupils at random bu'.. according to achievement in various
subjects; sectioning pupils at random and employing an individual contract method; and
sectioning pupils at random and teaching through group activities in which each pupil
can contribute according to his talents.

838. Cary, Frances D. A study of a grading system in a higb school having
homogeneous grouping. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Kansas, Law-
rence. 99 p. ms.
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334. Clem, Orlie X. and Malloy, Kathie V. Some individual differences of

pupils in one typical junior high school. Educational administration and
supervision, 16: 39-52, January 1930.

Seven hundred and seventy-six pupils in the Roosevelt Junior high school, Syracuse,N. Y. were recently examined. Some of the data jf the study were secured from school!words; a large part was obtained from a checking list, or questionnaire submitted to thepupils. Data were collected on the health, extracurricular activities and outside interestsof the pupils, and on the lyalth, occupations, and education of their parents.
335. Cornell, Ethel L. Effect of trait differences upon grouping. Albany,

N. Y., New York state education department, 1930.
The purpose of this study was to determine to what extent idiosyncracies in Individualswould prevent possibility of forming homogeneous groups. The data used are testresults from a village in which all children of school age had been given a fairly completebattery of tests, Certain published data which were comparable were also used.
336. Cutkosky, Oscar F. The growth of seventh grade pupils in homogeneous

classes as compared with the growth of seventh grade pupils in heterogeneous
(glasses. Mastff's thesis. 1929. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.

337. Earhart, Harry Day. Bases for ability grouping in junior high schools
and a comparison with the Los Angeles plan. Master's thesis, 1930. University
of Southern California, Los Angeles.

338. Harness, Frances. Individual differences in reading ability in Uni-
vergity high school. 1930. West Virginia university, Morgantown.

339. HarvVy, Oswald Lionel. Individual variability, with especial reference
to individual temporal variability in efficiency. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Harvard
university, Cambridge, Mass. 96 P. ms.

One hundred and eleven grade 7 children of mixed sex, race, and chronological age,in four different schools, were given a series of ten tests of 25 items each, taken from
standardized tests of " general intelligence " and arranged irregularly, regardless ofdifficulty. Measures of achievement, effort, and efficiency were found for every child on/every test, both speeded and unspeeded. Findings: A measure of individual temporalvariability in efficiency has been developed. It is largely independent of age, intelligence,
sex, and speed. Effickary and individual temporal variability in efficiency are distributedover a given population roughly in the form of curves of a " normal " distribution.Extreme variability is probably an important diagnostic symptom.

340. Heilman, J. D. Factors determining achievement and grade location.
Journal of genetic psychology and Pedagogicalaseminary, 36: 435-57, September,
1929.

A study of individual differences and grade location and the relation of mental age,
school attendance, and socio-economic status thereto.

341. Henderson, Cora Rebecca. Methods of individualizing instruction in
a mixed group. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Southern California, Los
Angeles. 111) p. ms. National education association, DeVartment of secondary
school principals bulletin, 34 : 50-52, January 1931. (Abstract)

This study proposed to collect methods and supplementary materials useful in giving
individualized instruction to a mixed group. The procedure consisted of three steps :making of a difficulty analysis; finding and recording of methóds; and writing of the
finished results.. The search for methods consisted in finding solutions to the difficulties,through reviewing books, periodicals, lesson sheets, and courses of study, and through
interviewing 81 classroom teachers in the senior and junior high schools of Southern
California,

342. Hefauver, Grayson N. The validity of b4ses for forming ability groups.
Teachers college record, 31: 99-114, November 1929.

Contains a report of an investigation made during the school year 1925-1926 for the
purpose of determining the bases for distributing pupils to ability groups in the seventh
grade of the junior high schools. It has been found that the most important single
source of information for predicting success in the first year of the junior or four-year
high school is the judgmeApf the teachers in the elementary school.
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*343. Heliher, Alice V. A critical study of homogenous grouping in ele-
mentary schools. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia univer-
sity, New York, N. Y.

Findings: Indications are that effects of homogeneous grouping on society may be
harmful tbrough development of harmful attitudes and mental habits. Homogeneous
grouping is not desirable in our elementary schools.

344. Lincoln, Edward A. and Wadleigh, Verna L. Teacher opinion on
ability grouping. Journal of educational research, 21: 277-82, April 1930.
Reprinted.

Results (4 a questionnaire sent to teachers of the junior high school and the inter-
mediate school in Rending,. Mass., showed that teachers are of the opinion that children
actually learn more under the Reading system of ability grouping than they did before
it was practiced, teachers find it easier to teach horriogeneous groups, fewer diticiplinary
problems appeared, etc.

345. Lohmann, Pauline. Experiments in meeting individual differences in
the senior high 'school. Master's thesis, 1930 George Washington university,
Washington, D. C. 34 p. ms.

A study of three sections of a ninth grade in the Wathington, D. C. schools, consisting
of 195 pupils. Findings: Ability grot .)ing is a good administrative aid providing for
individual differences when methods, curriculum, and standards are modified in terms
of the abilities of the different groups.

346. Mayhew, C. J. Individual case studies and remedial measures with
high school students. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Akron, Akron, Ohio.
30 p.

A study of 108 eases in Wadsworth high school over a period of two years with
special reference to similar work done elsewhere.

347. Miller, W. S. and Otto, Henry J. Analysis of experimental studies in
homogeneous grouping. Journal of educational research, 21: 95-102, Febru-
ary 1930.-

A list of 20 experimental studies in homogeneous grouping 'follows the text of the
article. A table analyzing studies of homogeneous grouping gives the following infor-
mation ; number of pupils, basis for grouping, methods of evaluation, control group
used, results, etc.

348. Myers, Walter Lewis. Remedial teaching and individual differences.
Master's thesis, 1929 Indiana university, Bloomington. 126 p. ms.

349. Oregon state teachers association. Survey of individual differences.
1929. Portland, Oreg. 7 p.

"The committee is unanimous in the opinion that the programs in smaller schools
should carry out the ' long period' idea. By tbe use of such a program the work in mostof tte rural schools can readily be individualized in so far as subject matter lends
itself to this plan."

350. Plucinska, Sister Mary Dionysia. How you can provide individualized
instruction in your school. Washington, D. C., 'National Catholic welfare
conference [1929] 45 p.

351. Purdom, T. Luther. The value of homogeneous grouping. Baltimore,
Warwick and York, inc., 1929. 99 p.

Data are given in this study for 442 pupils from high schools in Michigan, in orderto determine objectively the value of grouping ninth grade pupils homogeneously, inalgebra and English. The results of the investigation show no significant advantage for
grouping.

352. Seashore, Robert Holmes. Individual differe-nces in motor skills.p
Journal of general psychology, 3 : 38-66, January 1930. a

This study reports data on eight representative types of motor Rerformances rangingfrom grosser to finer coordinations. It attempts to evaluate the methods of theoreticaland job analyses in relation to methods of selecting personnel for motor skills.
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353. Young, Leon Corbett. Some provisions for individual differences in ajunior high school. Master's thesis, 1930. Boston uniyersity, Boston, Mass.See also 268, 354, 692, 913, 923, 1196, 1263, 1270, 1325, 1483, 1644, 1994.3474, 4219.

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
354. Almack, John C. Mental efficiency of consulting pairs. Los Angeleseducational research bulletin, 10: 2-3, January 1930.A study of the investigations of Dr. J. F. Bursch at Stanford University on individualefficiency versus the efficiency of .consulting pairs. These investigations sbsw a negative./.correlation between original individual ability frnd gain from consultation a d a tendencytoward higher achievement by pairs in activities involving the higher men al processes.

tudes. Doctor's- thesis, 1929. Cornell u versity, Ithaca, N. Y. American

355. Anderson, Oscar Daniel. An tional atti-l study of observ

journal of psychology, 42: 345-69, July 1930.
356. Ashbaugh, E. J. Curiosity. &School and society, 30: 590-93, November2, 1929.

357. Berger, Arthur. Forgetting in the history and psychology of educa-tion. Master's thesis, 1930. College of the City of New York, New York, N. Y.21 p. Ma.
Repeated test scores were 9ompared with original scores, college students being employedas subjects. The author indlcates the amount and type) of forgetting and the curricularimplications of his findings.
358. Berkhof, William. An experimental study relative to the part playedby trial and error and insight in problem solving. Master's thesis. 1930.University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. 51 p.
Subjects were confronted with situations in the form of puzzles. Three groups ofsubjects were used: 18 junior high school pupils (15 boys and 8 girls) ; 34 college students(30 women and 4 men) ; and 10 gtaduate students (9 men and 1 womAn).
359. Bills, Arthur Gilbert and Brown, Clarence. The quantitative set.Journal of experimental psychology, 12,, 301-23, August 1929.A study to determine to what degree a person's efficiency is influenced by the amount ofwork with which he is faced. It is concluded that the greater amount of work, the higherthe initial level of efficiency.
360. Bresnan, Sistcr Marianne. An investigation of the experimental workon judgment. Master's thesis, 1930. Catholic university of America, Washing-ton, D. C. 51 p. ms.
361. Brey, Margaret Mary. Romantic theory of imagination. Master'sthesis, 1930. St. Louis university, St. Louis, Mo. 65 p, ms.
362. Caffrey, James Anthony. The nature of creative imagination. Mas-ter's thesis, 1930. Catholic university of America, Washington, D. C. 38 p. ms.
363. Carr, Harvey. Teaching and learning. Pedagogical seminary andJournal of genetic psychology, 37: 189-219, June 1930.The teaching and learning abilities of rats and human beings were studied by the useof various types of mazes. Data indicate that for human beings, for all methods, theefficacy of the tuition varied with the amount and the stage in the learning process atwhicp it was given. Efficacy of tuition tended to decrease with the amount given and thelater stage at which it was given.
364. Cheng, N. Y. Retroactive effect and degree of similarity. Journal ofexperimental psychology, 12: 444-49, October 1929.The author planned to study the relation of the retroactive effect to the degree ofsimilarity, and to discover whether the relation differed for inticipatory recall andrelearning. For the two experiments performed, original and interpolated materials,lists of nonsense syllables which exhibited three degrees of similarity with respect tospelling, were used. Twenty-nine college students were used as subjects. All interpo-lated conditions exerted some degree of retroactive effect. Tile degree of retroactiveeffect varies with the txperiment and the method of measurement
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365. Cook, Lemuel Thomas. Temperament in relation to success in school.
Master's thesis, 1930. University of Colorado, Boulder. University of Cola
rado studies, 18: 54, December 1930. (Abstract)

An inquiry int.() the truth of the doctrine that the most effective school work is that
based wholly upon the child's interests, that Joy and chevrfulness are conducive to the
best work. Two methods of determining temperament were use& Five teachers scored
each child. These ratings were supplemented by those secured from feeling reactions
te the words in two carefully prepared word lists of 50 words each. Data indicate that
the children who did not like school made approximately as good grades as those who
did like adult)].

366. Davis, Frances Coon. The relative reliability of words and nonsense
syllables as learning material. Journal of experimental psychology, 13: 221-34,
June 1930.

Six subjects each learned 20 lists of 12 nonsense syllables and 20 lists of 12 moipsylla-
bic words. The data indicate that absolute variability from individual to individual
is greater for nonsense syllable , while the relative variability from individual to indi-
vidual is greater for words. J

367. Dietze, Alfred God rey. Factual memory of seconilary school pupils
. for a short article which they read a single time. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Uni-

versity of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. University of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27:
V-46, November 1930. (Abstract)

368. Dixon, Russell A. A study of social attitudes. Master's thesis, 1930.
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. University of Pittsburgh bulletin,
27: 255-56, November 1930. (Abstract)

369. Drury, Mar e Bullard. Can Gestalt-theory save instinct? 1930.
Cornell university, ea, N. Y.

An examination of yestalt-theory of the functioning of the organism to determine
whether it. can suggest a theory of instinct which can escape the criticisms that have
been applied to other doctrines. The doctrine of instinct suggested in the paper seems
to meet the objections that have been raised against other doctrines.

370. Dudine, Charles. The educational psychology and the rule of St.
Benedict. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Ind.

371. Dysinger, D. W. A com.parative study of affective responses by means
of the impressive and expressive methods. Master's thesis, 1929. University
of Iowa, Iowa City. 56 p. ms.

372. Dysinger, Wendell S. A comparative study of verbal and nonverbal
expressions of social attitudes. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Iowa, Iowa
City. 74 p. ms.

373. Eddy, Louise Barbour. An analysis of the style of Mrs. Virginia Woolf
with special ewbasis upon her thought patterns. Master's thesis, 1930.
University of C iago, Chicago, Ill.

374. Epstein, Max.. A comparatirie study of the intelligence of children of
foreign parentage. Master's thesis, 1030. Teachers *college, Columbia univer-
sity, New York, N. Y. 71 p. ms. .

375. Pernsberger, Samuel W. The use of equality judgments in psychological
procedures. Psychological review, 37: 107-12, March 1930.

376, Finfrock, Jean Paul. A study of the relation between mental age and
the tendency to collect and hoard. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Kansas,
Lawrence.

377. Freeman, G. L. An experimental study of the perception, of objects.
Jourpal of experimental psychology, 12: 341-58, August 1929.

In a study of the visual perception of objects, inkblots were used ss simulating objects.
AU experiments, of which there were several groups, were conducted in a dark room. The
results of the experiments emphasise the importance of bodily reactions in the deter-
mination of the meaning of visual forma.
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378. Freeman, G. L. The influence of attitude on learning. Journal of gen-

eral psychology, 3: 98-112, January 1930.
379. The rOle of context in associative formation. American journal

of psychology, 42: 173-212. April 1930.
The results of an investigation of relative efficacies show the intrinsic aids of rhymeand inversion slightly superior. to all other aids included in the tests. Logical contextsare almost as effective as the intrinsic aids; they tend to become even more effective with

time.

380. Geldard, Frank A. and Crockett, William B. The binocular acuity
relation as a function of age. Pedagogical seminary and Journal of genetic
psychology, 37 : 139-45, March 1930.

Tests were made of 204 subjects, ranging in age from 6 to 71 years. They weredivided into eight groups. lt was found that the difference between the eyes with respectto visual acuity is a function of age, and that there are wider variations in acuity
differences at the upper age levels than at the lower.

381. Geyer, Miriam T. Influence of changing the expected time of recalL
Journal of experimental psychology, 13: 290-92, June 1930.

382. Go 11, Reinhold W. Influence of mental, anatomical and nutri mal
development on the success of beginners. Doctoi.'s thesis, 1930. Unive ity of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.

383. Harden, Luberta M. The effect of emotional reactions upon ret
Journal of general psychology, 3 : 197-221, April 1930.

384. Hart, Charles A. The Thomistic concept of mental faculty. Doctor
thesis, 1930. Catholic university ot America, Washington, D. C. Washingt
D. C., Catholic university of America, 1930. 142 p.

385. Hildreth, Gertrude H. Interests and skills at schoo C d st dy,
7: 261-64, June 1930.

A general discussion of children's interests, the possibility of utidzing them in school
practice, and the relation of interest to skill.

386. Hull, Clark L. A functional interpretation of the conditioned reflex.
Psychological review, 36: 498-511, November 1929.

387. Hunter, Annamae. Certain experiments in learning. Master's thesis,
1930. University of Colorado, Boulder. University of Colorado studies, 18 :

78-79, December 1930. (Abstract )
This investigation consists of two parts. Part 1 was designed to discover whether

good spellers learn by visual presentation or by auditory presenttition. Part 2 was an
attempt to ascertain whether suggestion could be measured. Fifty -subjects took part in
each of the experiments. Data indicate that 82 per cent of good spellers are good
visualizers of syllables ; and that suggestion can bé measured.

388. Husband, Richard W. Certain age effects on maze performance. Jour-
nal of genetkekpsychology and Pedagogical seminary, 37 : 325-28, June 1930.

Fifteen persons over 30 years of age were set to learn one particulai maze pat,tern, and
the results of the test compared with those of a control group. The conclusion based on
a small number of cases, is that persons of over 30 years of age are somewhat inferior in
maze learning to those around 20.

389. Huskey, John Floyd. Extroversion as a factor conditioning achieve-
ment in ihe elementary school. Master's thesis, 1930. Un1versity of Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, Ohio. 88 p. ms.

Through tbe use of three adult rating; by the Marston introversion-extroversion rating
scale, and the use of three pupil ratings by Freyd's list of 54 introvert traits as a check
list, it was found that for pupils of the fifth and sixth grades the extrovert has a slight
advantage over the introvert in achievement and intelligence.

390. ljams, Elvin Hiawatha. A brief history of the basic biological con-
cepts of modern psychology. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college
for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 106 p. ins.

.
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391. Jaarsma, Cornelius .80. Subject matter and method in educational
psychology. Masier's thesis, 1930. New York university, New York, N. Y.
46 p. ms.

Organisation of a course in educational psychology for a three year curricalum of a
training school for elementary school teachers.

392. Jones' Harold Ellis. Emotional factors in learning Offprinted from
the Pedagogical seminary and Journal of general psychology, 2 : 263-72, April-
July 1929.

393. Kennedy, Margaret Speed as a personality trait. Journal of social
psychology, 1 : 286-99, May 1930.

The existence of a rash, impulsive type that toes everything quickly and of a slow,
cautious type that does things slowly has long been popularly recognized. This study pre-
sents statistical evidence in support of this popular Idea and suggests that " "
or a characteristic rate of work be considered a personality trait.

394. Klohr, Paul. Evolution and education. Master's thesis, 1930. Catholic
university of America, Washington, D. C. 26 p ms.

395. Koch, Helen Lois. Influence of affective tone upon recall. 1930. Uni-
versity of Texas, Austin.

396. Some factors affecting the relative efficiency of certain modes
of presenting material for memorizing. American journal of psychology, 42:
370-88, July 1930.

The variables investigated in the study are: method of measuring learning; stage in
the case of a given unit at which the measurements of accomplishment are taken ; nature
of the recording responses; degree of the subject's familiarity with the exposed method.
Fourteen young college women similar in age, ability, and interest served as subjects
during the experiment, learning the four practice and 42 experimental units of material
at the rate of one a day. The simultaneous combination of the visual and auditory
presentation was, according to the measures applied, rather uniformly superior; and
the simple auditory presentation was uniformly inferior.

397. Kreezer, George amid Dallenbach, Karl X. Learning the relation of
opposition. American journal of psychology, 41 : 432-41, July 1929.

Within tbe limits of this study it was found that chiklren of the social status of the
group learn the meaning of opposition without special instruction regarding it by the end
of their eighth year or the beginning of tbe ninth.

398. Krueger, William C. F. Further studies in overlearning. Journal of
experimental psychology, 13: 152-63, April 1930.

These experiments were conducted to obtain information on the following questions,:
(1) As tbe degree of learning is varied, will the degree of retention vary proportk;nally?
(2) Will the relaiion between the degree of learning and the degree of retention vary
with the interval between learning and recall.

399. Langemo, Melvin B. What effect does age, mental 'age, and experience
have on color preference? Master's thesis, 1930. University of North Dako-
ta, University. 74 p. ms. (Review in School of education record, vol. 16, no. 7,
April 1931, p. 213.)

Three groups of subjects were used, varying in age from 6 to 26. Findings: Girls
like shades less than boys. As age and experience increase, there is an increase in the
choice for blue.

400. Lankering, Hilda L and Monroe, W. S. Heredity and education.
Master's thesis, 1930. New Jersey state teachers college, Montclair.

401 Lauer, Alvah R. Analysis of integration ; a study of the relationship
a between eye, hand and foot response mechanisms. Doctor's thesis, 1930.

Ohio state university, Columbus. 150 p.
A study of tbe relation of voluntary and involuntary responses with a. view toward

prognosis of motor ability. Findings: Sex differences are the result of training;
prognosis decreases as the amount of training increases ; training makes differences less
obvious.

irritability
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402. Lehman, Harvey C. and Witty, P. A. The lure of absolute objectivity.American Journal of psychology, 41: 492-97, Jilly 1929.
403. Lincoln, Nebr. Public 'schools. Department of measurements andresearch. An attempt to stimulate quantitative thinking on the part of secondand third grade children. 1929. 4 p.
404. Long, Ernest D. Acquisition of skill by children as affected by distri-bution of practice. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teach-ers, Nashville, Tenn. 30 p. ms.
Two groups of sixth grade boys practiced at dart-throwing; ten in each group.Group 1 practiced two days a week on alternate days, 20 throws a day. Group 2practiced four days a week, 10 throws. Group 1 made 17 per cent progress; group 2made 26 per pent progress.
405. Lorge, Irving. Influence of regularly interpolated time intervals uponsubsequent learning. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia uni-versity, New York, N. Y. New York city, Teachers college, Columbia uni-versity, 1930. 57 p. (Contribution to education, no. 438.)In a study to ascertain what tdifferences in efficiency result at trials subsequent toeach interpolation of a constant time interval in a practice series, the following variableswere controlled: duration of practice period; number of practIce periods; duration ofinterpolated time intervals; and the stage at which interpolation was introduced.Types of material practiced were: tracing a star seen "In a mirror; code substitution ;mirror-reading; memorizing nonsense numbers. Four equated groups of subject% prac-ticed each type of materiaL Findings: Learning undei distribution is more efficientthan under massing; each time interval was effective in making for increased achieve-ment; if augmented superiority was not continued, condition was not sufficient todemonstrate that time interval had lost its etetctivetksa.

406. Lott, Henry C. Content and sequence of first two courses in psychology,and of the principles of teaching. 1930. Michigan state normal college,Ypsilanti.
407. Lowenstein, Norman. What is scientific method. An interpretive studyof opinion on the nature of scientific thinking. Master's thesis, 1930. Collegeof the City of New York, New York, N. Y. 63 p. ms.A study of opinions of well-known philosophers of tbe past and present relative tothe specific nature of scientific method. The author indicates the accredited character-istics of scientific method.
408. Lucas, D. B. and Benson, C. E. The recall values of positive andinegative advertising appeals. Jourrial of applied psychology, 14: 218-38,June 1930.
Positive and negative advertisements were compared in two types of recall studies,pure recall and aided recall, with adults and with children. Conclusions Maturepeople react about equally to both types of appeals and do not fall into groups favoringone type of appeal or the other. Children of high school age react more effectivelyto positive appeal advertisements than to negative appeals. Tbe article includes abibliography for motivated recall.
409. McFarland, Ross A. An experimental stvdy of the relationship betweenspeed and mental ability. Journal of general psychology, 3: 67-47, January1930.
In this study an attempt was made to show tbe relationship between the rate ofresponse and mental ability as measured by the mental test material. The muttsof this investigation agree with those of previous Investigators who have held thatspeed of reaction is one of the most important factors in individual differences inabill ct to mental tasks.A

4 . . 4 cGeoch, John A. and Melton, Arthur W. The comparative retentionvalues of maze habits and of nonsense syllables. Journal of experimentalpsychology, 12: 392-414, October 1929.
The problem of this eiperiment was to compare the retention values of three unlikemazes with those of nonsense syllables given in lists of three different lengths. Twenty-four subjects, 12 men and 12 women, all college sophomores and juniors without previous64129-81---4
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experience in learnitig mazes or nonsense syllables, went through the whole experiment.
Under certain conditions the mazes used are the better retained and under certain others
the lists excel. There is no basis for the generalization that motor habits are better
retained than are memorial materials.

411. Mailer, Julius B. The effect of signing one's name. School and society,
31 : 882-84, June 28, 1930.

Children rated each other, once with and then without signing Dames or rating scales.
Findings : The secret ballot was more severe and critical and showed much higher self-
rating than ballot with name on it.

O

412. Mathews, C. O. The clinical point of view in education. 1930. Ohio
Wesleyan university, Delaware.

The various evidences showing trends toward' the clinical point of view and the
probable values of these tendencies.

413. Evaluated test items in educational psychology. 1930. Ohio
Wesleyan university, Delaware.

414. Mathiesen, Anna. Apparent movemènt in auditory perception. Doc-
tor's thesis, 1929. University of Iowa, Iowa City. 151 p. ms.

415. Meyer, Henry William. The effect of positiOn of printed response
words upon children's answers to questions in two-response apes of tests. Mas-
ter's thesis, 1930. University of California, Berkeley. 38 p. ms.

A repetition and verification of C. O. Mathews' investikation on the effect of posi-
tion of printed response words upon childrei's answers to questions in two-response types
of tests. Conclusions : (1) Mathews found that there was a consAant tendency for
pupils to mark the left response more often than the right ; while tbe author found the
tendency slightly favoring the right response words; (2) it was found by theouthor
that the lower was marked more often than the upper, while Mathews found the upper
of two alternate responses marked more often (3) it should be noted that *thews'
investigation involved preference, while the author's were statements of fact.

416. Monroe, Walter S. and Engelhart, Max D. Stimulating learning
activity. Utbana, University of Illinois, 1930. 58 p. (University of Illinois
bulletin, vol. 28, no. 21, September 2, 1930. Bureau of educational research.

11,

Bulletin no. 51)
A study of the contributions of educational research to motivation.

417. Moore, Evelyn B. A study of scientific attitudes as related to factual
knowledge. School review, 38 : 379-86, May 1930.

Conclusions : That phase of the scientific attitude which is known as the ability io
distinguish a valid explanation folk a given situation in daily life from explanations less
valid is clearly related to a knowledge of scientific facts and principles. One's ability
to apply knowledge is not in direct proportion to one's kgowledge of facts. 8ex differ-
ences have little evident effect on the amout4 of factual knowledge or the ability to

apply it ; no person is able to apply all the facts he knows.

418. Nagakura, Kunio. Mental aspects of school children with special
reference to mental range. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Wichita,
Wichita, Kans. 95 p. ms.

419. Nathanson, Yale S. A " conceptual " baMs of habit modification. Jour-
nal of applied psychology, 13 : 469--85, October 1929.

420. Norem, Grant X. Data on transfer of training and their interpreta-
tion. Doctor's thesis, 1929. University of Iowa, Iowa City. 282 p. fins.

421. Nystrom, Clarence L. A study of the relation of extroversion and
introversion to siiccess in beginning speech. Master's thesis, 1929. University
of Iowa, Iowa City. 94 p. m&

422. Ogden, R. X. The Gestalt-psychology of learning. 1930. Cornell uni-
versity, Ithaca,li. Y. 13 p. ms.

A criticism of machine-theories of learning, and a defense of the functional concept
of Gestalt.

;
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423. Olander, Herbert T. An experimental determination of the degree of

transfer between taught and untaught number combinations in simple additionand subtraction. 1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. .

424. Parrott, Hattie 8. Plans for educational clinics including the beginners
day program. 1930. State department of public instruction, Raleigh. N. C.This study seeks to provide a better beginning for the school children. It is revisedannually.

425. Powers, Marion. A study of the casual factors of oral inaccuracy.
Master's thesis, 1929. University of Iowa, Iowa City. ms.

426. Rankin: Paul T. Listening ability. /n Ohio state educational con-
ference.. Proceedings;1929. p. 172-83. Also in Chicago schools journal, 12 :
177-79, 417-20, January, June 1930.

427. -Robertson, ifot. Pearl G. The learning of children of different degreesof brightness. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Texas, Austin. 90 p. ms.Reports study of gain in standaid test scores in reading and arithmetic of 457 pupilsuf grades 4, 5, and 6. Children of higher IQ's in each mental age group made in sixmonths from two to nine months greater gain than children of lower IQ's. Correlations :Ig and gain range from .12 to .31 for children of same mental age.
428. Rodgers, Helen. Self appraisal ability in its relations to mental ability

and age. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.
University of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27: 365-66, November 1930. (Abstract)

429. Rosenhauer, George K. A study in the psychology ot motor learning.
Master's thesis, 1930. University of Wisconsin, Madison.

430. Russell, Cathinka. The pedagogical impbrtaiwe of Messendreck's exr
perimental system. Master's thesis, 1930. New York university, New York,

Y.
4431. Sanderson, Sidney. Intention in motor learning. Doctor's thesk, 1930.

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.
An article with the same title is in the Journal of experimental psychology, 12: 463-89.December 1929.
The author presentsAexperimental

evidence of the importance of attitude in the field ofmotor learning.
432. Sauer, Florence M. The relative variability of nonsense syllables and

words. Journal of experimental psychology, 134 235,46, June 1930.
Records were secured from 20 subjects, 15 undergraduates from the introductory classesof psychology, and five graduate students of psychology, on five lists each of words andnonsense syllables. Data indicate that words are more variable than syllables. Initialsyllables are.learned first, final syllables next, while the last syllables to be learned arethose coming just beyond the middle of the list. The variability oi tbe iinlividual scoresvaries directly with the order of learning.
463. Scott, R. Ray. Some suggestions on learning from the point of view of

Gestalt psychology. Journal of educational psychology, 21: 361-66, May 1930.
484. Scott, Thurman C. The retntion and recognition of patterns in maze

learning. Journal of experimentar psyclbology, 13: 164-207, April 1930.The object of this investigation was to determine how well maze patterns are retainedby human subjects, to what extent they are recognized when repeated, and to what degreethey function even though tbey are not recognised. Of the 230 subjects used In the expert-ment,460 were undergraduates taken about equally from the three upper classes.
435. Shutts, Herman Arthur. Effect of credits on effort. 1930. West Vir-

ginia university, Morgantown.
436. Sorenson, Herbert. How to control behavioi through school situations.

Nation's schools, 5: 53-54, March 1930.
This study attempts to ascertain the effect of environmental situations that result fromability grouping within the same school, and the environmental influence of attendancein a different school. Five hundred an4 thirty-eight Junior high school pupils werestudied, of whom 237 were investigated after theoir transfer to other junior high school*and to a senior high school in the same communiq.
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437. Spence, K. W. and Townsend, S. A comparative study of groups of
high and low intellkence in learning a maze. Journal of general psychology, 3:
113-30, January 1930.

The purpose of this study was to determine whether there is any relation between
general intelligence, as indicated by an intelligence test score, and ability in motor learn-
ing, as indicated by the learning record on a maze. It is concluded from tbis study that
the factors which make for a high intelligence score also make for a high performance
on the maze.

438. Stevens. Hamer. w Implications in scientific thinking for n theory of
learning and habit formation. Master's thesis, 1930. Ohio state university,
Columbus. 42 p. ms.

A survey of the trend of thinking in science and fhe field of educational psychology.
Results show little agreement in method.

439. Symonds, Percival X. An analysis of tact. Journaj of educational
research, 21 : 241-54, April 1930.

Lists a number of acts which indicate tbe absence of tact or social' adjustment.

440. Travis, Lee Edward and Young, Clarence W. The relation of elec-
tromyographicaltrifneasured reflex times in the patellar and Achilles reflexes to
certain physical measurements and to intelligence. Journal of general psy-
chology, 3: 374-400, July 1930.

On the basis of reflex-time records from 250 individuals, ranging in ages from four to
35 years, no evidence is found for correlation between reflex time and intelligence.

441. Triplett, Dorothy. The relation between the physical pattern and the
reproduction of short temporal intervals ; a study in the perception Alined and
unfilled time. Doctor's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa, Iowa City. 124 p.
ms.

442. Troyer, Maurice E. The influence of intercyclic intervals of, different
length on pursuitmeter learning., Master's thesis, 1930. Ohio state university.
Columbus. 100 p. trrs.

An experimental study of 4d subjects in five groups with 36 cycles of practice for each
subject and rest periods ranging from zero to nine minutes. Findings: bedded advan-
tage in longer rest periods. No predictive value in record of first cycle or intelligen
test rating for ultimate success.,

443. Van Wagenen, X. J. Reading scales in educational psychology. 192(
Educational test bureau, Minneapolis, Minn.

444. Wallick, Roy G. Determination of levels of difficulty of thought
processes. Master's thesis [1930] Temple university, Philadelphia, Pa. 95
p. ms.

445. Watson, Goodwin and Spence, Ralph B. Educational problems for
psychological study. New York, The Macmillan company, 1930. 352 p.

Contains a ,skew type of case-study organization for helping students apply their educa-
tional psyChology, and a bibliography of about 500 titles classified by chapter headings.

4441 Webb, Walter W. Massed versus distributed pract!Cte in pursuitmeter
L. learning. Master's thesis, 1930. Ohio state university, Columbus. 54 P. ms.

From this study it was found that there is no significant difference in performance aa
far as the intervals between practice periods are concerned.

447. Weeks, Helen Foss, Pickens, H. D., and Roudebush, R. L A c9mpara-
tive siftvof ricent texts in psychology, educational psychology, and prificiples
of teaehjng. Journal of educational psychology, 21: 327-40, May 1930. k

A survey of the outstanding texts in psychology, educational psychOlogy, and prin-
ciples of secondary teaching revealed the following facts : (1) There, is overlapping of
all fields on the selection of topics to the extent of more than 50 per cent ; (2) there is
great variation in the per °sent of space given to the common topics; (3) educational
psycholpgy overlaps the other than they overlap each other"; and (4) e4u-
cational psychology lacks the alliation of the other fields. t?
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448. Weiskotten, T. F. and Ferguson, J. E. A further -study of the effectsof loss of sreep. Journal of experimental psychology, 13: 247-66, June, 1930.Five subjects were used in this study, three as an experimèntal group and two as acontrol group. The experiment was divided into three phases, preinsomnia, insomnia,and postinsomnia. Data indicate that fatigue does not lessen ability, but serves toaffect those factors of motivation, interest, initiative, attention, and concentration,which are necessary to the learning process. The outstanding characteristic I! increasedindividual variability and its resultant instability.
449. Whttehorn, John C., Lundholm, Helge, and Gardner, George E. Con-cerning the allege4 correlation of intelggence with knee jerk reflex time. Jour-nal of experimental psychology, 13: 293-95, June, 1930.
450. Wild, Monica Rosina. An inquiry into the reladon\ of the emotions tothe dance. Master's thesis,.1930. University of Wisconsin, Madison.
451. Willoughby, Raymond R. Incidental learning. Journal of educational

PsYchology, 20: 671-82, December, 1929; 21:12-23, January, 1930.The subjects of this study were the first 300 individuals' tested for a larger studyon mental inheritance. Findings: There is a low but significant relationship betweenability to recall associations formed incidentally and the amount of practice on suchassociations. Ability to substitute is highly indicative 'of general mental ability asmeasured by thigkbattery ; but there 1:4 total absence of relationship between generalmental ability and ability to recall.
452. Winsor, Andrew Leon. Inhibition and learning Psychological review,36: 386-401, September, 1929.
A criticism of current laws of learning in the light of recent studies on inhibition.
453. Witty, Paul A. Some results secured in a psycho-educational clinic.Journal of applied psychology, 14:160-77, April, 1930.
The work of graduate students of the University of Kansas who were admitted to theclinic training course of the clinic in educational psychology is reported in this article.Complete records of 458 children sent to the preschool clinic were studied.See also 570, 1446.

CHILD STUDY .

*454. Barker, Margaret. A technique for studying the social_ material activi-ties of young children. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia uni-versity, New York, N. Y. New York city, Teachers college, Columbia, uni-versity, 1930. 69 p. (Child development monographs. Monograph no. 3.)An evaluation of the ralability of. measures used in a technique for recording obser .cations of spontaneous reacqms of children two to three years old to material objectsand to people. It is conclúdecr that the technique attempts to rtteqrd too much; social.and material activity should be studied simultaneously, but not by one person.
455. Berne, Esther Van Cleave. An experimental investigation of socialbehavior patterns in young children. Iowa City, The University, 1930. 93 p.(University of Iowa studies. Studies in child welfare, vol. 4, no. 3, March 15,1930.)
References: p. 89-93.
" This study comprises a rather comprehensive examination into the social behaviorof preschool children. The first part of the monograph is given over to a briefpresentation of the rating scale which was devised, together with an account of theresults obtained in the laboratories of the [Iowa child welfare research] Station. Thescale itself manifests a very satisfactory reliability for devices of this kind, and wherethe ratings from three or more teachers judging independently are pooled, the findingsmay be accepted with coadence."Foreword.
456. An investigation of the ,wants of seten children. Iowa City,The University, 1930. 61 A!) (University of Iowa studies. Studies in childwelfare, vol. 4, no. 2, March, 1930.).
The data of the study are records of observation of 540 hours and 22 minutes oibehavior of seven children during free play, organized play, lunch, and sleep periodsand the reports of 'five parents on the behavior, likes and dislikes of children in their
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homes. Behavior observed in the preschool group fell into : social and non cia Non-
social behavior seemed to aAiisfy the wants necessary to the physical maintenance of
the children ; secondary nonsrtial wants were essential to physical and meritai develop-
ment. Social wants were found to be of three types. Results of the study show that
behavior -falling under one pattern May be motivated by a single want or by different
wants acting together, and that one want may motivate behavior classified under many
different patterns.

457. Bishop, Elizabeth Louise. Determination of data needed in construc-
tion of a course in growth and development of the child. Doctor's thesis, 1930.
University of California, Berkeley. 207 p. ms.

Determination of the factual materials, the skills and the techniques connected with
interpretation of record-data about school children, which are essential in the training
of secondary teachers, snd which it is the peculiar function of the course in growth and
development of the child to provide. Findings: (1) Definite need for a course dealing
objectively with first-hand study of normal children ; (2) this course should be a pro-
fessional, upper-division, integrating course based on a sound knowledge of education
and the biological ficiencejle including psychology ; (3) distinct need for definite instruction
in interpretation of setclastic, mental ability, health and personal history data found
on record cards in the school files ; (4) growth and development course should be a
practical or laboratory course, of three units, permitting one unit of work of a laboratory
type for observation and record use, to supplement the lecture-discussion periods.

458. Brainard, Paul P. The mentality of a child compared with that of
apes. Pedagogical seminary and Journal of genetic psycbology, 37 : 268-93,
June 1930.

The subject of this study was a little girl aged two years and seven months at 'the
beginning of the tests which were adaptations of those given to apes by W. Kohler.
Other children were used as a check on results or for preliminary testing. Findings:
The sanre emotional Stresses are observable in the actions 'of the apes and childfen.
There is the same general approach to the solution, a vigorous striving for the objective
in a direct manner and in accord with old habits.

459. Chase, Lucile. The effect of difficult tasks with young children on their
attitude toward other tasks. Doctor's theis, 1930. University df Iowa, Iowa
City. 232 p. ms.

460. Chicago association for child study and parent education. The child's
emo&ns. Chicago, Ill., University of Chicago press, 1930.

In this book 28 distinguished nwn and women, among them Lasswell, Bronner, Linde
man, and Oruenberg, contribute their newest findings and theorieS.

461. Courtis, S. A. Maturation units for the nwasurement of growth. School
anij society, 30: 683 90, November 16, 1929.

The purpose of this study was to suggest a new system of units for the measurement
of growth. The new system tins been found to apply, not only to educational measure-
ments, but.to all growth data secured under certain defined conditions whatever' the
biologic field. The author believes that when the ideas, concepts and units which he
presents are substantiated and perfected, a new era of precise experrmentation and
control will dawn for all biological scientists.

462. Crockett, William Bamford. A genetic study of visual acuity differ-
I ences. Master's thesis, 1929. Universigy Of Virginia, Charlottesville.

463. Duffy, Elizabeth.- Tensions and emotional factors in reaction. Genetic
psychólogy monographs, 7 : 1-79, January 1930.

A study was made with young children as subjects, in a laboratory situation, of certain
aspects of emotional excitement Measures were taken over a period of time, each indi-
vidual's score was represented by 101 different measures. The subjects were 11 children
In the Child institute of Johns Hopkins university. Their ages ranged, at the beginning
of the experiment, from three years five months ta five years one month.

464. Eliot, Abigail Adams. Eating habits in relation to personality develop-
ment of two and threejear old children. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Harvard uni-
versity, Cambridge, Mass. 241 p. ma,

Thirty-two boys and 87 girls who .attendetthe nursery school of the Nursery training
school of Boston, and the Cambridge nursery school were rated in 31 personality traits
and judged in four problems of conduct once a month for periods of one to four months.
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The rating of the personality traits and Judging of the problems were done by threeraters. One of the four problems was eating habits. Finicky eaters were studied andcompared with nonfinicky eaters. Data indicate that the guidance of a young child'seating habits is probably not only an important nutritional problem but an importantpersonality problem, as well, nnd should be handled as n vital part of a program of thetotal personality Avelopment for each individual child.
465. Gesell, Arnold L. and Thompson, Helen. Learning and growth inideniical infant twins. An experimental study by the method of co-twin con-trol. Genetic psychology monographs, 6: 5-123, July 1929.This is a comprehensive study of two girl twins who were observed from early infancyto 18 months of age to determine their developmental correspondelice and their develop-mental divergence, as affected by training confined to one twin.
466. Gillis, Frederick James. Consideration of the growth and developmentof personality in the first 72 months of a child's life, with comparisons drawnfor the periods, 12, 36, 56, and 72 months. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Boston college,'Boston, Mass. 171 p. ms.
467. Goodenough, Florence L. The emotional behavior of young childrenduring mental tests. Journal of juvenile research, 13 : 204-219, July 1929.Data forathis study were derived from a total of 1,897 observations 'of 990 childrenbetween the nges of 18 months and six years who were examined at the University ofMinnesota institute of child welfare. Data point to the conclusion that the individualdifferences in behavior revealed by the ratingd are more attributable to differences intraining and experience, than to innate tendencies.
468. Haggerty, Laura C. G. What a two-and-one-half year-old child said inone day. Pedagogical seminary and Journal of genetic psychology. 37 : 75-101,March 1930.

469. Hall, William .Robert'. Creative and child growth opportunities in atraditional school. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teachers,Nashville, Tenn. 86 p. ms.
4701 Hejinian, Lucea and Hatt, Elsie. The stem length : recumbent lengthratio as in index of body type in young children. Merrill-Palmer school,Detroit, Mich. American journal of physical anthropology, 13 : 287-307, July-September 1929.

SLA study of the Kr; ratio of 189 nursery school children during the years from twoto five : a further study of the percentile ranks of the -ratios of 50 children from twoto five years of age, to determine the validity of the ratio as an index of body type atthese early ages. It is concluded that within certain limits a child tends to retainthe same relative rank in stem lengthrecumbent length ratio during the preschoolyears, as compared with his- chronological years, and that the ratio is accordingly avalid index of body type during these years.
471. Herring, John P. The measurement of liking and disliking. Journalof educationlil psychology, 21: 159-96, March 1930.
Gives results of ten units of expegmental work on liking and disliking. nine com-pleted at the Institute of child welfare research and one at the Ethical culture schoolin New York City.
472. Heymin, Kate Selma. The child iy English poetry in relation to theeducational and social background of ihe 'times from Chaucer to the present.Master's thesis, 1930. College of the City of New York, New York, N. Y.115 p.
Attitudes toward the child of ten representative poetti were analysed in relation tothe viewpoints of the time.
473. Hooker, Helen Ferris. A study of the " oznly " ebild at school. Master'sthesis, 1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. 57 p. ins. Universityof Pittsburgh bulletin, 27 : 295-96, November 1930. (Abstract.)
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474. Iowa. University. Iowa child welfare research station. Physical
traits of young children: report of measuremnts of 150 boys and 167 girls
from three to six years of age. American journal of diseases of children, 38:
541-46 September 1929.

Tables have been prepared of the means, standard deviations, probable errors, and
coefficients of variation, in metric units, of 150 boys and 167 girls from three to six years
of age.

475. Jackson, C. O. A study of the effects of fear on muscular cooperation.
Master's thesis. 1930. University of Illinois, Urbana.

476. Jenkins, Lulu-Marie. A comparative study ot motor achievements of
children of five, six and seven years of age. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers
college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y. New York city, Teachers college,
Columbia university, 1930. 54 p. (Contributions'to education, no. 414)

Three hundred white children enrolled in the public schools of Montclair and Engle-
wood, N. J., were given the motor achievement tests. They were c1assit3ed according to
age ; five, six, and seven years. Each age group was equally divided according to sex,
there being 50 children in each of the six age-sex groilps. Some of the motor achieve-
ments which may be expected of five, six, and seven year old children have been shown
in this study. Comparisons giving significant likeness and differences between age-sex
groups have hNn pointed out.

477. Jones, H. E. and Jones, M. C. Genetic studies of emotions. Institute
of child welfare, University of California, Berkeley. Offprinted from the
Psychological bulletin, 27:40-64, January 1930.

A review of recent literature of diary observations, clinical records and psychoanalytic
histories.

478. Knight, James. The child guidance clinic with special reference to a
local situation. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Texas, Austin. 72 p. ms.

Compilation of material relating to purposes, organization, and operation of a child
guidance clinic, and a survey of Austin with reference -to a proposed clinic.

479. Lasker, Bruno. Race attitudes in children. New York, Henry Holt and
company, 1929. 394 p.

The author analyzes the factors which contribute to the development of attitudes of
children toward persons of other races. The study shows that race attitudes are the
result of training and environmental influences and are emotional rather than rational
experiences.

480. Lord, Elizabeth Evans. A study of the mental development of children
with lesion in the central nervous system. Genetic psychology monographs, 7:
365- 485, May 1930.

A study was made of the mental development of 35 children with bilateral dyskinesia
of cerebral origin. It was found that no child who had a developmental quotient indicat-
ing mental deficiency had a significantly higher quotient on later examination.

481. McGinnis, Esther. The acquisition and interference of motor habits in
young children. Genetic psychology monographs, 6: 203-311, September 1929. /

An investigation was undertaken to compare the ability of tirree, four, and five year
old children to learn patterns on two kinds of stylus mazes, to study tbe general form
of the learning curve obtained, and to determine the processes involved in maze learning
by children.

482. McHale, Kathryn. Preadolesetvce; its development and adjustments.
Washington, D. C., American association of university women, 1930. 66 p.

A pamphlet for the guidance of study groups in preadolescent education. A new syl-
labus covering the most recent findings on,the phyflical, mental, emotional, moral, social
development and adjustments of children primarily from seven to fourteen years.

483. Mathews, C. O. Cross sections of early, middle and late adolescent life.
1930. Ohio Wesleyan university, Delaware.

Data were compiled from a large number of blanks constructed for the purpose of
tapping the interests of adolescent boys and girls.
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484. Munn, N. L. and Stiening, BeryL The relative efficacy of form 'andbackground in a child's discrimination of visual patterns. 1930. Universityof Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. (Faculty research.)485. National research council. Child development abstracts and bibli-ography. Washington, D. C., Committee on child d&elopment, National re-search council. Vol 3, nos. 1-6, 1929 ; vol. 4, nos. 1-6, 1936, with subject indexes.Abstracts selected from current issues of psychological and medical magazines.486. Nebeker, Helen R. The relation of the size of the noon meal to thecharacter of the afternoon nap. 1930. Washington child research center,Washington, D. C.

Twenty children were studied ; their food was measured and calculated, and theirsleep was measured by a special apparatus. Results were correlated.487. Olson, Willard C. The measurement of nervous habits in normal chil-dren. Minneapolis, University of Minnesota press, 1929. 97 p.A study of the nervous habits in 700 children from the nursery school through the eighthgrade. A new method for quantifying direct observations of overt behavior is developed.Intensive study is given to the relation of nervous habits to family history, habit forma-tion, nutritional status, fatigue, imitation, intelligence, age, and sex.488. Payne, Anna Louesa. A study of resistant behavior based on observa-tions of young children. Master's thesis, 192a Cornell university, Ithaca,N. Y.

489. Portland elementary principals' association. Study group number 2.A study of pupil attitudes. In Portland elementary principals' association,First year book, 1930. pp. 83-89.
Three questionnaires on pupils' attitudes were submitted to approximately 1,000 seventhand eighth grade pupils in 10 schools. The pupils seemed to show no reluctance inreplying to the questions. The study carried over in teacher and pupil reaction, andin a greater attempt on the part of the pupils in general to develop within themselvesthe qualities which they most admired in others.
490. Rasmus, Bessie Josephine. Speech sound discrimination ability. Mas-ter's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa, Iowa City. 64 p. ms.
491. Ray, Wilbert Scott. Emotional responses in children with particularreference to circulatory and respiratory changes. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Uni-versity of Wisconsin, Madison.
492. Rogers, Carl R. Measuring personality adjustment in children nine tothirteen. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia university, NewYork, N. Y.
A paper and pencil test which could be answered by checking, was given to 52 boysand girls referred to the Institute for child guidance covering most of the areas ofchild life itu,which maladjustment is apt to occur. Frm a study of the reactions ofthese children four diagnostic scores were developed : a personal inferiority score; socialmaladjustment score; family maladjustment score wiaydrearning score. The test wasOven to children in three grades of a private and 11 public 4chool. 167 children weresed in final determination of norms. Findings: Test is usable either as an individual)16 as a group test. Test scores gave nearly as accurate a measure of the child's adjust-ment as- a rating made by a clinical expert. High scores picked seriously maladjusted-hildren, while low scores selected fairly normal children. In many cases the testyielded a very accurate picture of the child's personality and attitudes. Test provides afairly satisfactory method of selecting maladjusted children, and of making a preliminaryand tentative diagnosis of factors underlying their difficulties.

493. Rowntree, Jennie Irene. A study of absorption in young children.Doctor's thesis, 1929. University of Iowa, Iowa City.
494. Sanders, Rachael W. A study of children's selection of food and someof the factors influencing it. Master's thesis, 1929. Cornell university,Ithaca, N. Y.
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495. Sherinan, Mandel. The , afternoon sleep of young children. 1930.
Washington'child, research center, Washington, D. C.

A study of factors influencing sleep; de-gree of activity ; indoor or outdoor play; per-
sonality characteristics. Duration and depth of sleep are measured by means of an
apparatus attached to the bed and recorded on a kymograph. Findings : Average dura-
tion of afternoon sleep is 89 minutes. Length of sleep was decreased by active play in
morning. Quiet " introverted " children sleep longer than children with opposite
characteristics.

496. Stiening, Beryl Rae. The relative efficacy of pattern and form in the
visual discriminations of a young child.' Master's thesis, 1930. University of
Pittsburgh,. Pittsburgh, Pa. 41 p. ms. University of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27:
390-91, November 1930. (Abstract.)

497. Thomas, Dorothy Swaine awi a8sociatesi. Some new techniques for
studying social behavior. New York city, Teachers college,

1

Columbia univer.
sity, 1929. 203 p. (Child development monographs, no. 1 )

The monograph describes an experimental approach to the study of social behavior
in which emphaMs is placed upon control of the observer rather than of the situation.
The several research projects reported in preliminary form are of three general types:
(1) those that are concerned with the recording of recurrent acts of a given individual
over a period of time; (2) those in which the recurrence of a specific social situation
within the nursery-school situation is recorded; and (3) those in which the psychological
test situation is utilized to obtain data on social behavior. The phases of social inter-
action selected for study were : (1) the spontaneous reactions of young children to

material objects and to people; (2) physical contacts; (3) laughter ; (4) spontaneous
group- formation; and (3) overt nonintellectual behavior in the psychological test situa-
tion. The research program outlined in this monograph bas as its primary aim the
development or observational techniques for obtaining reliable quantitative data on

social inter-action. The importance of statistics as a tool for evaluating inter-rela-
tionships in social behavior is emphasized.

498. Thurstone, L. L. and Jenkins, Richard L. Birth order and intelligence.
Journal of educational psychology, 20: 641-51. December 1929.

Data for the study of 1.430 children were based on individual psychological examina-
tions, the records for which are on file at the Institute for juvenile research. Findings:
The mean intelligence quotient increases with birth order. The later born children
seem to be brighter on the average than their earlier born siblings and the variability
of test intelligence seems to increase with order of birth.

499. Urell, Catherine. Some factors associated with the Adjustment and
maladjustment in 42 adolescent and pre-adolescent children. Master's thesis
1930. College of the Cit&of New York, New York, N. Y. 151 p. ms.

The factors studied in thélinterviews conducted included family background, health,
educational history, school activity and social preferences, fears, emotional attachments,
and the like. - The positive findings indicated that the adjusted children were more
social, read more and better books, were more healthy, liked studying better, had fewer
fears, and-made fewer indefinite answers to questions.

500. Vygotski, L. S. The problem of the cultural development of the child.
Pedagogical seminary and Journal of genetic psychology, 36: 415-34, September
1929.

501. Washburne, Ruth Wendell. A study of the smiling and laughing of
infants in the first. year of life. Genetic psychology monographs, 6: 397-537
November, December, 1929.

A study of smiling and laughing behavior patterns as observed at regular interva
in 15 subjects under 52 weeks a age; methods of stimulation; and personality dif
ferences revealed by a study of two forms of expressive behavior.

502. Wilson, C. A., Sweeny, M. E. and others. The Merrill-Palmer stand
ards of physical and mental growth. Detroit, Mich., Merrill-Palmer school,
1930. 130 p.
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503. Witty, Paul A. and Lehman, Harvey C. Further studies of children'sinterest in collecting. Journal of educational psychology, 21 : 112-27, February

1930.
A study was made of the collecting habits of 1,000 children, using a check list of190 Items, in September 1927 and April 1928. In the vicinity of Lawrence, Kans.,children of CA 10 appear to make a greater number of collections than do children ofany other chronological or mental age.
504. Woodruff, Myra deHaven. A study of methods used by )cliild studygroup leaders. 1930. National council of parent education, New York, N. Y.

8-1 p. ms.
A study of methods used by 86 leaders in 22 states, with the addition of one in theDistrict of Columbia and titree in Canada.
505. Zalduondo, Celestina. A study of the relation between developmentalage and some physical measurements Master's thesis, 1980. Catholic univer-ity cf America, Washington, D. C. 33 p. ms.
See also 12, 70, 1801 and under Preschool, kindergarten, and primaryeducation.

SEX DIFFERENCES

506. Broon;, M. Eustace. Sex differences in mental ability among juniorhigh school pupils. Journal of applied psychology, 14 : 83-90, February 1930.Scores made by 600 junior high school boys were compared with those made by 600junior high school girls in the Terman group test of mental ability. The study supportstV hypothesis that boys and girls differ very slightly, if at all, in ability to do schoolwtrk (mental ability).
507. Denver, Colo. Public schools. Department of research. Sex differ-ences in the intermediate grades relative to achievement in social science. 1930.A study to determine the extent and influence of sex differences upon social sciencenstruction in grades 5 and 6. OP

508. Devor, John W. Sex differences with reference to school marks ingrades 10, 11, and 12, of the Wichita, Kans., schools. Master's thesis, 1929.University of Kansas, Lawrence. 114 p. ms.
509. Johnston, Marie. Sex differences in tests of muscular skill. Master'sthesis, 1929. University of Illinois, Urbana. 40 p. ms.
Findings : Physical education majors among women are more nearly comparable tomen in tests ot motor skill than are women who have bad nb physical education training.
510. Letèman, Ilarvey C. and Witty,' Paul A. Sex differences: interest intasks requiring mechanical ability and motor skill. Journal of educationalpsychology, 21: 239-45, April 1430.
This article presents salient sex differences in participation in certain activities whichappear to require manual dexterity and motor skill. Data were gathered from over5,000 children in four Kansas towns, and treated statistically.
511. Meltzer, H. and Bailor, E. M. Sex differences in knowledge of psy-chology before and after the first course. Journal of applied psychology,14:107-21, April 1930.
A group of students in the first course in psychology in a state college on the PacificCoast were given the same final examination on their first and last appearance in class.Differences were small before the mine but substanttally in favor of the women of thegroup after the course.
512. Wagner, Philip O. Standardization of the new feature profile test.aster's thesis, 1930. Ohio state university, Columbus. 20 p. ms.Tabulation of results obtained from examining 283 school children, 6 to 10 years old.Bulls show definite age and sex differentiations.
518. Young, Kimball. Sex differences in certain immigrant groups. JournalOf social psychology, 1: 227-47, May 1930.
The purpose of this study was to survey the sex differences in the various °groups,kmerican and ítumigrant, as show9 in tests using the Army Alpha and Beta and the
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combined Alpha and Beti, and to survey the sex differences among these various groups
as revealed in the individual tests of the two scales, Alpha and Beta. Results of the
combined Alpha and Beta showed that with the exception of the Portuguese group, the
boys are, on the whole, more variable than the girls tut do not equal them in average
performance.

See also 314, 615, 2450, 3109.

PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS

514. Adams, Henry F. An objectivity-subjectivity ratio for scales of meas-
urement. Journal of social psychology, 1 : 122-V, February 1930.

Summarizing the results of this study, the author says that a scale may be considered
objective when group consistency and self consistency are approximately equal ; a scale
may be considered to be subjective when self consistency is appreciably higher than
group consistency.

515. Alien, Clinton M. Some effects produced in an individual by knowledge
of his own intellectual level. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia
university, New York, N. Y. New York city, Teachers college, Columbia uni-
versity, 1930. AS p. (Contributions to education, no. 401.)

A studysurvey and experimentalbearing upon the problem of reporting to indi-
viduals the scores and quotients they make on standardized intelligence and educational
tests. Discloses what practices prevail throughout the United States; what opinions
more than 500 school officials and teachers have on the question ; and what some of the
results of informing and not informing students have been.

516. Anthony, Lowell Herbert. The feasibility, superiority, and advisable
frequency of true-false tests in high school instruction. Master's thesi:4, 1930.
Indiana university, Bloomington. 47 p. ms.

517. Babcock, Harriet. An experiment in the measurement of mental dete-
rioration. Doctor's thesis [1930]. Columbia university, New York, N. Y. New
York, N. Y., August 1930. 104 p. (Reprinted from Archives of psychology,
no. 117)

In an attempt to devise a measure of mental deterioration, 30 tests which emphasized
speed of response and the fixation phase of memory were used, because these phases
of intelligence ¡ire noticeably affected in pathological mental conditions. The tests were
given to normal adult subjects of mental levels from five to 20, and scoring values were
determined,* which corresponded fairly closely with the mental ratings of the normal
vubjects used. -The examination was shown to be a valid indication of mental dete-
rioration.

518. Bechtel, Helen W. A cumulative psychological test record card. Edu-
cational Method, 9 : 222-26, Januar1930.

This is an attempt to provide for a cumulative record of an individual's score on
psychological tests, and to gather those facts necessary for the analysis of the results.
A tentative form was worked out and tried for one school year In six communities,
with 59 teachers and approximately 2,060 children. After incorporattng the changes
recommended by the teachers, the record blanks were revised and published. A bibli-
ography is included.

519. Beha, Vedide Hakki. Selection of material for a non-language mental
test for Turkish children. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago,
Chicago, Ill.

520. Broom, M. Eustace. How constant is the IQ yielded by the Otis self
administering test of mental ability? Journal of educational research, 22
53-55, June, 1930.

521. Brown, A. Jean. An enquiry into the standardization of the Kohs' block
design test. Journal of applied psychology, 14 A78-81, April 1930.

This article reports a study of the Kobe' block-design test carried out by the writer it
the Toronto public schools in 1927-1928. The point which seems of most importance
in this investigation is the wide range and consequent' marked overlapping at each
age Level.

.
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5=. Brown, Andrew W. The change in intelligence quotients in behaviorprohlem children. Journal of educational psychology, 21: 341-50, May 1930.Gives results of a study made of 707 children at the Institute for juvenile researchto determine the amount of variation in intelligence quotients in behavior problemchildren ; and to enumerate some of the conditions of large variations.
523. . The correlation of non-language tests with each other, withschool achievement, and with teachers' judgments of the intelligence of chil-dren in a school for the deaf. Journal of applied psychology, 14: 371-75,August 1930.
Data for this study were secured from the results of a survey of the Jaeksonvilleschool for the deaf, Jacksonville, Ill. Three hundred ninety children were given indi-vidual and group non-verbal mental tests and a battery of educational tests. Onehundred children above grade five, ranging in age from 14 to 25 years, were testedwith non-language tests. Data indicate a close correspondence between the non-verbaltests. There is practically no relation between general intelligence and the typeof response measured by these tests.
524. Buchanan, William, D. Retest of the personality traits of n group ofgrade six children. Journal of educational psychology, 21: 70-73, January1930.
A group of 30 children at the Dozier school, St. Louis, were retested with theDowney group test. Data from the retest indicate that the Downey group test isnot well suited for use with young grade six children.
525. Carroll, Herbert A. and Hollingworth, Leta S. The systematic error ofHerring-Binet in rating of gifted children. Journal of educational psychology,21: 1-11, January 1930.
The authors have shown in this study, that the Herring-Binet test cannot be usedas an alternate form of the Stanford-Binet test with exceptionally bright children. Fromthe data examined in the study of 80 gifted children who were tested by both tests,whose validity was checked on an experimental group of school children, the authorsconclude : that the Herring-Binet may not be properly used as an alternate form ofthe Stanford-Binet; that the Herring-Binet is the less valid of the two instruments;and that the two" instruments are equally reliable.
526. Cattell, Psyche. Comparability of IQ's obtained from different tests atdifferent IQ levels. School and society, 31 : 437-42, March 29, 1930.The records of 832 children who bad been given two or more Stanford-Binet testsand whose 'group test records were- nearly complete were selected from the files ofthe Harvard growth study. The children were given eight tests and their grades werestudied statistically. The study is a warning against the use of medians and reliabilitycoefficients as a sole basis for judging the reliability of a test and against the errorsthat may result from using the I(re obtained from different tests or at different agesas equivalents. The study does not reflect on the value of tests as an aid in rankingpupils for purposes of promotion, ability grouping, etc., when the same test or testsare given to all pupils.
527. . IQ's and the Otis' measure of brightness. Journal of educa-tional research, 22: 31-35, June 1930.
528. and Gaudet, Frederick J. The inconstancy of the IQ as measuredby repeated group tests. Journal of educational research, 21: 2f-28, January1930.

529. Chauncey, Marlin R. The relation of the home factor to achievementand intelligence test scores. Journal of educational research, 20: 88-90,September 1929.
Gives the results of measurements given to 243 pupils of grades 8-9. The Stanfordachievement test, multimental scale, chronological age and Sims score card were used.530. Clark, Edward L. (Portland, Oregon). The predictive value of the psy-chological examination prepared by the American council on education in theCollege of engaieering scholastic tests. [1930]

16.

students
The general conclusions from the studies are as follows : First, the making thehighest gross scores in the psychological tests are not necessarily students who secure the
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highest grades in the courses (this is no doubt explained lariely by improper motivation
or by Inaptitude for engineering courses) ; second, the scores in the psychological test do
have predictive value with reference to the lowest quartile; and third, these students
apparently are not able to do successful engineering college work except as this low
score is due to language difficulty in case of foreign-born Europeans.

531:Cole, Robert D. A conversion scale for comparing scores on three sec-
ondary school intelligence tests. Journal of educational research, 20: 190-98,
Octobet 1929.

Six thousand five hundred fifty scores of boys from 13 to 19 years of age were the
basis for this s6ale for comparing scores on Terman, Otis advanced, and Otis self-
administering tests.

532. Conrad, Herbert S. The adjustment of frequency distributions. Jouinal
of educational psychology, 21: 386-87, May 1930.

533. Cox, John F. Rearrangement of Billet tests for adult.s. Master's thesis,
1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. GO p.

534. Coxe, Warren W. and Orleans, J. S. Procedure in analyzing prognosis
tests. Journal of educational research, 22: 36-43, June 1936.

535. Cuff, Noel B. Is the IQ constant? Peabody journal of education, 8:
32-34, July 1930.

Data for this study %ere gathered in the training school oi Eastern Kentucky state
teachers college involving 144 tests of Qhildren in the first grade. The Herring revision
of tbe Binet-Simon tests were used'. Findings: The children cluster in the neighborhood
of the average. There were some shifts from the dull to the average level and from th4
average to the superior for the second test.

036. Cureton, Edward E. and Dunlap, Jack W. Note ou the testing of ,de-
parture from normality. Journal of applied psychology, 14: 91-94, February
1930.

The authors describe a method of measuring deviations frtnn a normal distributiOn
which has beet proposed by R. A. Fisher.

537. Davis, Thomas Royal. The prognostic value of certain tests for pre-
dicting the success of high school freshmen. Master's thesis, 1930. University
of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.

538. Dearborn, Walter F. and Cattell, Psyche. The intelligence and achieve-
mept of private school pupils. Journal of educational psychology, 21 : 197-211,
March 1930.

This study of the intelligence and school achievement of private school pupils is based
on the chronological age, grade status, and intelligence test results of 1,295 pupils
from 12 schools and the achievement test results from three schools, about 300 pupils.

530. Dunlap, Jack W. On the technique of establishing the "goodness " of
an intelligence test. Journal of educational research, 20: 367-72, December
1929.

540. , De Mello, Adrian and Cureton, Edward E. The effects of dif-
ferent directions and scoring methods on the reliability of a true-false test.
Se 'Idol and so.ciety, 30: 378-82, September 14, 1929.

A 48 item standardised test designed to measure reading 'comprehension was given
tot 79 second year students of the Territorial normal school, Honolulu. The students
were divided into three groups:tind each group was given the teat three times in
immediate succession, each time with a different set of directions. A new type of
directions has been devised tor true-false tests which seems to give a better reliability
than directions to guess. The authors believe that the new directions, under classroom
conditions, will result in a higher reliability than other directions, and have the added
advantage that they may be scored number-right.

541. Edgerton, Harold A. Measuring the velidity of predicted scores. Jour-
nal of educational psychology, 21 t 388 91, May 1930.
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542. Fay, Paul.J. Measuring synthesjs tducational research bulletin (Ohiostate university), 8: 388-91, November 20, 1929.
Contains a new type of test item to test the ability to grasp a given question as awhole, rather than of the ability to recognize a single element. The test wu given to .51students in a university class in history of education.
543. Finch, Frank H. Evaluating test items. Master's thesis, 1930. Wash-ington university, St. Louis, Mo.
544. Foran, T. G. A supplementary review of the constancy of the intelli-gence quotient. Washington, D. C., Catholic education press, 1929. 42 p.(Catholic uniyersity of America. Educational research bulletins, vol. 4, no. 9,November 1929).

ferences : p. 38-42.
r45. Forlano, George. Item validity analysis of the ninth year level of theStanford-Binet tests. Master's thesis, 1930. College of the City of New York,New York, N. Y. 15 p. s.
Determination of correlation between passing each test and mental age, chronologicalage, and educational progress to find the likely influence of environment& factors uponeach test. Findings: (1) There is a fairly high correlation between each test and scoreon the entire examination ; (2) the tests are arranged according to their dependenceupon the factors measured.
546. Freeman, F. S. Intelligence tests and the nature-nurture controversy.Cornell university, Ithaca, N. Y. School and society, 30: 830-36, December 21,1929.
A critical discussion of experimental results.
547. Garrett, Henry E. A study of the Card intelligence examination. Jour-nal of educational research, 21: 103-108, February 1930.
548. Goodman, A. K. The relationship of intelligence and achievement testscores to mortality and scholastic ratings: a continuation of a study of 559freshmen at Colorado state teachers college. Second annnal report, 1929.Colorado state teachers college, Greeley, Colo. 46 p.
549. The relationship of intelligence and classification test scores tomortality and scholastic ratings: a continuation study of 438 freshmen of theclass of 1932 at Colorado state teachers college. 1929. Colorado state teacherscollege, Greeley. 37 p. ms.
Conclusions: (1) The number of students /failing to complete tbe first three quartersof their college work was 109, or 24.9 per ceint. of the 438 that matriculated. Approxi-mately one out of four became a mortalitrease; (2) of the 109 mortality cases, 37.64per cent were in the lowest fifth, and 21.5 per cent in the highest fifth of intelligence.No satisfactory explanation can be made for this condition due to lack of data; (3) thelargest mortality, occurred for the winter quarter. Sixty-two individuals, or 14.2 percent, of the number carrying work for the winter quarter were lost ; etc.
550. Gorham, Donald R. and Brotemarkle, R. A. Challenging three stand-ardized emotional tests for validity and employability. Journal of appliedpsychology, 13: 554-88, December 1929.bata were secured from 10 men and 10 women members of a seminar class at Easternuniversity. The data were treated statistically. The statistical method of comparisonof averages and total scores is not ample as a check on the validity of the tests examined.In the hands of an experienced clinician, the scores from the tests examined serve isa basis for reasonably accurate and valuable analysis.
551. Groves, John W. Distribution of students by aptitude test and academicsuccess. 1930. Fresno state college, Fresno, Calif. ms:A study to find the basis of expectancy of entering students tested by "Council ofeducation intelligence test " as to scholarship. Findings: Little chance in lower halfof test.
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552. Haggerty-Olson-Wickman behavior rating schedules. Yonkers-on-
Hudson, N. Y., World book company, 1930. Manual, 11 p.; Scales, O p.

Manual of directions with norms for the use of scales designed for the study of
beliavior problems and problem tendencies in children. .

553. Hathaway, Starke R. A comparative study of psychogalvanic and asso-
ciation time measures. Journal of applied psychology, 13 : 632-46, December
1929.

A description is given of a new psychognlvanic apparatus. Experiments with the
improved apparatus show that it is capable of measuring more readily and clearly some
of the aspects of affective behavior.

554. Hathaway, Virginia R. Intercorrelations of tests for scientific apti-
tude, social and general intelligence with scholarship. Master's thesis, 1930.
Ohio state university, Columbus. 22 p. ms.

Two hundred forty subjects were given three tests. Scholarships were computed, cor.
relations determined. Findings: Social and general intelligence tests seem to measure
significantly similar traits. Social test predicts scholarship almost as well as general
intelligence test. For girls the best prognosis for scholarship seems to be a combination
of the tests here used. For boys the general intelligence test alone predicts nearly as
Well as the combination. No correlations are high enough to warrant adding the
scientific aptitude and social intelligence tests to the testing programs for admission
requirements. For individual guidance programs these tests would be of considerahl0
value.

555. Hirsch, Nathaniel D. An experimental study upon 300 school children
over a Ax-year period. Genetic psychology monographs, 7 : 487-549, June 1930.

An experiment undertaken in Nashville public schools which involved the testing and
retesting by mental tests of more than 300 school children.

556. Hirshstein, Bertha. Evaluation of test items: Master's thesis, 1930.
Washington university, St. Louis, Mo.

57. Hoff, Aithur. Test for scientific attitude. Master's thesis, 1930. Uni-
versity of Iowa, Iowa City. 156 p. mL

558. Hunt, Faith Amelia. Prognostic value of intelligence tests. Master's
thesis, 1930. University of South Dakota, Vermillion. 67 p.

559. Hurlock, Elizabeth B. The suggestibility of children. Journal of ge-

netic psychology, 37: 59-74, March, 1930.
A study was made of 404 boys and girls who attended public school no. 5, Man-

hattan, New York City. One hundred ninety-four of the children were white and 210
colored. Thv national intelligence test, Form A, and the Otii group test of suggestibility
for children, were used in the study. The results indicate that approximately two-thirds
of the suggestions given were resisted by the children, and that they are better able to
resist suggestion than is generally believed. The difference in suggestibility between
sexes and races are so slight as to be almost negligible.

560. Johnson, Timothy Augustin. Errors in intelligence test scoring. Mas-
ter's thesis, 1929. Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y.
33 p. ms.

561. Jones, Alfred H. The prognostic value of the low range Army alpha
scores. Journal of educational psychology, 21): 539-41, October 1929.

The 40 students who made scores of less than 100 in the Alpha test given in Teachers
college, University of California, Los Angeles, in September 1926, were studied. Data
Indicate that students with Alpha scores of less than .100 should be taken under advise-
ment prior to matriculation.

502. Jones, Charles H. Reliability of group intelligence tests administered to
childfen from foreign language homes. Master's thesis [1930]. New York state
college for teachers, Albany.

Pittner-Cunningham test was used with two groups from English and Italian speaking
homes. Significant differences in avbiage scores and IQ's were found.

ma.

.
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M. Kuhlmann, F. Effect of degree of difficulty on operation of intelligentests. Journal of juvenile research, 14 : 8-21, January 1930.Findings: Any" given test battery works best at a certain age level, above which rawscores tend to become tbe same for dull and bright children. This is associated withgreater variability in mental age at the higher age level and greater unreliability ofmental age scores. The Pearson formula for determining correlation is inadequate formeasuring reliability and often gives a high r because tests are poor and too easy forsubjects tested.

564. Langlie, T. A. What is measured bY the Iowa " aptitude " tests? Jour-nal of applied psychology, 136: 589-91, December 1929.Data indicate that aptitude tests measure " training " to some extent
565. Langwith, J. E. The value of the intelligence teat as an indication of apupre probable uccess in future school work. Master's thesis, 1929. SouthernMethodist university, Dallas, Texas. 67 p.A study of the progress of two groups of first-grade pvils for periods of. four and fiveyears. Findings : High correlation between IQ and saaolastic progress; six-year goldpupil with IQ of 100 or more can do satisfactory work in the first grade as now organizedI n Texas.

566. Lantz, Beatrice. Quartile interpretations of test results (intelligenceand educational tests), 1930. Public schools, yentura, Calif. 12 p. ms.(Diagrams)
567. Lauer, Alvhh R. An empirical study of the effects of grouping data incalculation of R by the Pearson products moment methixi. Journal of applic:dpsychology, 14 : 182-89, Apr11 1930.
568. L'Ecuyere, Eva. A study of the influence on a pupil's point score ofannouncing an infelligence test. Master's thesis, 1930. New York university,New York, N. Y. 83 p. ms.
5(9. Lefever, David 'Welty. The prognostic values of certain groupings ofthe test elements of the Thorndike intelligence examination for high-schoolgraduates. Los Angeles,' University of Southern Califórnia press, 1930. 116 p.University of Southern California studies. Education series, no. 9)The data on which thS3 study was based were limited to the group of freshmen enteringthe University of Sottthern California at the beginning of the fall semester of 1926.
570. Lehman, likevey C. The oral versus the mimeographed true-false. Schooland society, 30 : October 5, 1929.
During the spring IA 1829 tbe author presented 85 true-false statements:first orallyan4 then again in mimeograph: I form to his classes in educational psychology. Bothmodek of presentation had to Imik completed within approximately 50 minutes. Two setsof datisere assembled for nIn classes in educational psychology. In this study theoral presentation was found to be\fully as efficient as the mimeographed presentation.
571. Lewerenz, 11. S. Oriei?tation test. 1930. Public schools, Los Angeles,Calif.

572. Libby, Philip Allan. The significance of certain groupings of the testelements of the Thorndike intOligelice examination for high school graduatesitTibli basis for the prognosis of, co4ege success. Master's thesis, 1929. Universityof Southern California, Los Aiinirles. 149 p. ms. National education associa-tion, Department of secondary s\hool prtncipais bulletin, 34: 90-91, January1931. (Abstract)
The purpose of this study was to deteib!eine what relationships exist between total scoresand certain groupings of the test element's.of the Thorndike intelligence eximination forhigh school graduates, and first semester grades, in 20 of the most popOir courses opento freshmen at the University of Southern California. Data obtained fro& the test scoresand first semester grades of 745 freshmen entering the university in the fall of 1927 indi-cate that test groupings are better than the total test scores Wall but three of the 20 sub-jects considered in the study as a basis for the prognosis of success.
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573. Limmer, Andrew Madison. The development of the scientific testing
movement in America. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Texas, Austin.

574. Lindquist, E. F. Standard response error in a measure of Improvement.
Journal of educational psychology, 21:*229-34, March 1930.

575. ItIcAnulty, Ellen A. History of association tests, types, user and statis-
tical methods of handling. 1930. Public schools, Los Angeles, Ca Rt.

576. McGeoch, John A. and Bunch, Marion E. Scores in the Pressey X-0
tests of emotions as influenced by courses in psychology. Journal of applied
psychology, 14 150-59, April 1930.

Pressey X-0 tests, form A, were given alto four sections of sophomores in the second
semester of general Tr ychology. The groups were subjected to different conditions, and
retested."- Data indicate that the teaching of the topics described In the article has a
distinct influence on the effective organization of the students as represented in their
Pressey scores.

77. McPhee, E. D. and Brown, A. J. An inquiry into the standardization of
the Ferguson form boards. Journal of educatlonal psychology, 21: 24-36, Janu-
ary 1930.

The Ferguson form board series was given to 134 pupils picked as random sample of
children aged eight to 12 years, irclusive, In Toronto public schoolS. Conclusions: The
Ferivion form board series tests some functions with a l4igh degree of reliability, but these
functions do not develop regularly with chronological ege development.

578. Mason, Charles W. The possibilities of an objective executive aptitude
te4. . Master's thesis, 1930.- University of Buffalo, Buffalo, N. Y. 65 p. ms.

The purpose of this study was to try to discover what measurable characteristics all
executives have in common as opposed to non-executives, a rating scheme and various

hjective tests being devised for the purpose. The results confirmed earlier findings in
that selection of sales and technical types were easily distinguished, but the tests failed
to Relict men rated by others as of the executive type. Indications were found that
executives combine the qualities of the sales and technical types.

579. May, Walter M. Results of tests in intelligence, civics and arithmetic in
1929, and a study of the graduates of 1928. 1929. State board of education,
Concord, N. H. 12 p. ms.

State-wide tests were given to members of grade 12 in all the approved f( ur-year and
six-year high scbtols in New Hampshire. The writer concludes that greater emphasis
should be placed npbn ducation in high schools as a process of conserving and culti-
%ating human capacities and talents in all their variety and richness." The intelligence
test mores for the members of the class of 1928 entering other institutions r employment
indicate that among this group there is much good material capable of profiting by further
training.

580. Results of tests in intelligence, silekt reading and English fornis.
1930. State board of education, Concord, N. H. lb p. ms.

581. Miller, Earl. A comparative study of 10 group Intelligence tests on the
high school level. Doctor's thesis, 1930. University of Wisconsin, Madison.
115 p. ms.

A study of the comparative reliability arid validity of 10 group intelligence tests given
to 150 seventh grade pupils.

582. Nelson, Mrs. Janet Fowler. Personality and inielligence. A study of
response's, other than intellectual, noted in a simple mental test situation.
Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y.
New York city, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1931. '62 p. (Child
development monographs, no. 4.)

Study was based on records obtained during psychological examination of 9i children,
living In a suburban community, examined within three months of their third birthday.
Behavior responses selected for study were: resistance, persistence, gross amount of spon-
taneous conversation, spontaneous activity, spontaneously repeating or demanding other
test material, and the spontaneous use of test matvials for purposes other than indicated
at a given moment. Reliability of recording these responses was found to be uniformly
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very high. Behavior responses studied show slight relationship to mental test4situationwith exception of resistance and spontaneous conversAtioW Sex differences wer'6 negli-gible. Interrelationships of various factors were for the most part negligible. The studyshowed that measures of the various traits definitely discriminate among the children,:Ina the measure of ttiese traits is reliable.
5S3. Nesmith, Robert W. Scoring the continuity test. School review, 37:Xi 06, December 1929.
The author thinks that continuity tests are of such value that it seems worth whileto center attention on efforts to discover a proper means of scoring them. Comments onthe scoring- of codinuity tests, by. Howard E. Wilson, in School review. 38: lkí--23,February 1930; by D. A. Worcester, in School review, 38: 462-68, June 1930.
584. Odom, -Charles Leonard. A study of the mental growth curve w:th Fpe-cial reference to the results of group intelligence tests. Journal o'f educational

Psychology, 20: 401-16, September 1929.
In the present study the following tests were itiv tigated: Dearborn scale. erlibt4 I'and 11; Otis group scale, primary and advanced; Illinoi. group intelligence scale; and th#.National intelligence scale A. Data are compiled from tests given children in Massachusetts towns, Chicago and Bloomington, Ill., and in several other communities. DataIndicate that the mental growth curve is generally negatively accelerated when plottedfrom the results of group intelligence tests.

.5s15. Pizitner, R. Intelligence tests. Ps'ychological bulletin, 26 : 381-96, July

A summary of the work in intelligence testing published during the previous year.toiether with a bibliography of 125 titles. .1/4

586. Intelligence tests. Psychological bulletin, 27 : 431-57, June 1930.A summary of the work in intelligence testing published during.the past year togetherwith a bibliography of 180 titles.
587. Pollock, Annabelle.- Study of modified form of the matching test. Mas-ter's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa, Iowa City. 54 p. ms.
588. Powers, Nellie Eva. Measurement of intelligence of Achool children atwork. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Boston univvrsity, Boston, Mass. mg.
5S9. Reilly, Sister X: Visitation. Visual perception in retitig anda statistical analysis. Doctor's thesis, 1929. Catholic university -or America,Washington, D. C. Washington-, D. O., Catholic education press, 1929. 48-p.A study of measures of different varieties of visual 'perception and an evaluation of thesignificance of these abilities in reading ahd spelling.
590. Reinhart, Sister M. Mirian...;,& test for the measurement of Judgment inthe grammar grades. Master's thesis, 1929. Catholic university of Anwrica,Washington, D. C. 42 p. ms.
591. Riordan, Sistèr Mary Cecile. A study of the responses to Part II of theOtis classification by eighth grade pupils of different mental,age trends. Mas-ter's thesis, 1929. University ofiNebraska, Lincoln. 127 p. ms.A study to ascertain if the type of question in .4he Otis classification test is differentiat-ing factor between varied mental age levels and the sexes. Findings: Many individualitems of the test do not differentiate mental age levels. Several are answered correctlyby so many or so -few as not to constitute a test. Different " intellectual functions " areunequally measured by the test.
592. Rorstad, Aertha Mine... A study oik varied types of matching tests. Mas-tei's thesis, 1929. University of Colorado, Boulder. 33 p. ms.A study of five tests; the befit method of scoring of five different methods and reliabilityof each method. Findings: %One point for each answer without regard for order hashighest reliability-6/.86. Most difficult type of multiple response test is one requiringanswers in order of importance.
593. Runnels, Ross Owen. The comparability of mental ages as measured byoup intelligence tests. Doctor's thesis, 1930. New York university, New York,N Y.
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594.*Sangren, Paul V. Comparath aridity of primary intelligence tests.
Journal of applied psychology, 13 : 12, August 1929.

Individual and group intelligence tests were given to four groups of first-grade children
of the training schools of Western state teachers college, Kalamazoo, Mich. One of the
most significant findings of the study is that judgment of.the validity of a test in terms
of any single criterion is unsafe, that a test may be highly valid in one respect, but quite
the reverse in another, and that the validity of an intelligehce test is always if matter of
degree.

595. Information tests for young children. 1930. Western state
teachers college, Kalamazoo, Mich. Yonkers, N. Y., World book company, 1930.
32 p.

Construction of series of tests 4o measure mental level and information background of
children three to eight years old.

596. Santa Monica, Calif. City schools. Department of research. Intelli-
gence survey, 1-B. September 19,29; February 1930. 4 p. ms.,

The Detroit first-grade intelligence test was given at the beginning of the yenr to all
entering first-grade pupils. The total number tested was 253. Distributions were made
showifig the score, chronological age, mental age, and the intelligence quotient. According
to the results of this test, first-grade pupils in Santa Monica may be classified as normal,
as shown by a median IQ of 109.9.

National Intelligence test survey, 4-B. October
1929; February 193('h 4 p. ms., each.

The National intelligence test was given at the beginning of the school year to all
pupils of the 4-B grade. The total number tested was 242. Distributions were made

wing the score, chronological age, mental age, and the intelligence' quotient. 'Accord-
g to the results of this test, 4-B children may be classified as normal, as shown by a

'median IQ of 100.2.
598. Intelligence survey of grades 1-B and 4-B. 1930.

e p. ms. (Report no. 2)
The mental survey includes intelligence tests of pupils from grade 1-B and 4-B. Five

hundred thirty-nine pupils were tested and scored by members oi the research staff.
The results of the group tests show that in grailes 1-B and A-B Santa Monica stands
well up to the expected average in intelligence.

599. Manual for the use and interpretation of tests.
Santa Monica, Calif., City schools, 1929. 29 p.

The manual deals with the annual preliminary surveys; types of tests used ; schedule
of tests ; information for principals ; instructions to research assistants; instructions to
teachers; interpretation of test results; glossary of terms; norms for tests; and reference
books on measurement.

Schutte, T. H. Students' estimates of tpeír ability and achievement.
Journal of educational research, 20: 394-96, Decem.ber 1929.

Compares: (1) the students' estimates of their mental ability with the ranking revealed
by the Otis self-administering tests of mental ability ; and (2) students' estlmaies of
their scholastic achievement with the semester marks Awarded by the teacher.

601. Scudder, Charles Roland. A critical study of standardixed mechanical
aptitude tests. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern California, Los
Angeles. ins.

002. Senour, Alfred C. Is a non-language mental test necessary for indexing
pupij intelligence? 1929. Public schools, East Chicago, Ind. 2 p. ms.

Necessity for the use of a nonlanguage mental test in group
intelligence testing. 1929. Public scbools, East Chicago, Ind. 9 p. ms.

Corròlation of IQ's and mental indices of 453 pupils in grade 4-B using Haggerty intel-
ligence test, Delta 2, and Pintner non-language mental test. Findings : It is desirable to..
use a non-language test in a foreign-language community because the other does an
injustice to pupils from foreign-language homes.
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604. Seliour, Alfred C. The validity of the Detroit first grade intelligence
test as a medium for classification of pupils in a multiple-track organization.
1930. Public schools, East Chicago, Ind. 12 p. ms.

Test was checked with Detroit advanced tint grade test ohe-half year later and withPintner-Cunningham primary test one year later. Detroit first grade test wa# fairlysatisfactory instrument ,for measuring intelligence of 1-13 pupils. It is serviceible forclassification purposes.

605. Shouse, J. B. Comparative results of different methods of scoring testpapers. Peabody journal of education, 7: 201-207, January 1930.The count-of-total perf?rmance; cumulative or summation; value-of-total 'performance ;and the value-of-n3ost-difilcult-exercise methods of scoring test papers were etmpared andstudied. The cumulative or summation method is in most common use. Data indicatethat the various scoring schemes are capable of being.reduced tg the cumulative form.
606. Smith, Rufus Albert. An attempt to measure scientific attitudes. Mas-ter's thesis, 1929. 'George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 60

).

607. Steckel, Minnie L. The restandardization of IQ's of diffe,rent tests.Journal of educational psychology, 21: 27a-83, April 1930.
The article purposes to show that the IQ's of several well-known tests are not directlycomparable, and to present a method by which they may be equated so that a direct com-parison is pos.sible. The records of 10,779 children in grades 1-12 in the public schools ofSioux City, Iowa, were studied.
608. Stoke, Stuart M. and Lehman, Harvey C. Intelligence test scores ofsocial and occupational groups. School and society, 21: 372-77, March 15, 1930.Data indicate that intelligence test scores correlate rather loosely with social andeconomic status; great majority of_ superior children and the great majority of giftedchildren come from the non-proféssionál classes; in the United States the great majorityof gifted children come from families that receive rather modest incomes.
t09. Sullivan, Elizabeth T. The mental development of 33 10-year old chil-dren. Journal of juvenile research, 14: 27-33, January 1930.This study presents the results secured on the Stanford revision of the Binet-Simontests by 33 10-year-old children, 20 boys and 13 girls. The results obtained show markedindividual differences with respect to the degree of maturity in the several phases oft heir mentality.

610. Symonds, Percival M. Choice of items for a test on the basis of diffi-ulty. Journal of educational psychology, 20: 481-93, October 1929.The author lays down rules that can guide test makers in the selection of. items for atcst on the basis of difficulty.
611. Tendler, A. D. A preliminary report on a test for emotional insight.Journal or applied psychology, 14: 122-36, April 1930.
Data for this article were secured from emotional insight test blanks of 250 collegegirls, who had also been given a form qf the Woodworth personal data blank. Clinkiallythe instrument has been found to be of value as a device for eliciting attitudes. trends,and significant clues to be followed up by further questioning. The test does not suggestpathological turn so it does not evoke an antagonistic attitude on the part of thesubject.

612. Thomson, Mrs. Helen G. A study of the significance of Thorndike testresults at the University of Hawaii. Master's thesis, 1930. University ofHawaii, Honolulu. 72 p. ms.
613. Thurstone, L. L. and Ackerson, Luton'. The mental growth curve forBillet tests. Journal of educational psychology, 20: 569-83, November 1929.The author purposes to apply the method of absolute scaling to. a comprehensive setof data over a wide age range so as to draw a mental growth curve with an absoluteunit of measurement and to investigate its shape. The mental ages of 4,208 white chil-dren, rangibg in age from three to 17 years, were used as a basis for the study.
614. Vincenty, Néstor L International intelligence test (experimental edi-tion). Dtpartment of education, Santurce, Porto Rico. 48 p.Preliminary norms available for experimental %Mimi.
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615. Walston, Amelia W. Analysis
pupils. Master's thesis, 1930. George
Tenn. 110 p. ms.

A study of 40 bigb school pupils under
Tarrant. Ala. I.4ow corrvlation
excel in IQ scores and girls in acitievernent.

of marks and intelligence scores of 408
Peabody college for teachers, Nahville,

19 teachers in Jefferson county high school
between IQ and achievement scores. Boys

61(1. Watt, Reginald R. G. A ci)mparison of the old and new series of the
Thorndike intelligence examination. Master's thesis. 1930. University of
Southern California, Los Angeles. ms.

G17. Weber, C. O. An attempt to establish levels of emotional age with adult
subjets. 1930. Wells college, Aurora. N. Y.

An attempt to construct a test of emotional traits that, like an intelligence test.
would yield levils of maturity. Although fairly reliable emotional age levels were
eF.tab1i?.h4-11 in 1929 with school children (ages eight to 17), sucb levels for college
men and wonirn have not been established.

61S. Whitman. Roswell H. A short scale for measuring introversion-extro-
version. Journal of applied psychology, 13: 499-504 October 1929.

A short rating scale, diagnostic of introversion-extroversion. was devised based on the
C1):izatte prsktial inct ntory. form C-2.

619. Witherspoon. Helen A. The picture element in the mare and foal test.
Master's thesis. 1929. Ohio statesuniversity. Columbus. 30 p. ms.

Comparison of actual l'intner's modification of mare and foal test and form of this.
omitting the picture. Given to children 10-14 years old. Findings: Picture has littlo
to do with performance, test is form board and not true picture test upper limit of
usefulness of test is reached at 14.

f

620. Wood. Charles L. Correlation of true-false test with Otis general Intel-
ligence test. [1929:1 Upper Darby high school, Upper Darby, Pa. 30 p. ms.

G21. Investigation of reliability of true-false tests. [1929?] Upper
D:irby high school. Upper Darby. Pa. 25 p. ms.

6. Worlton. J. T. Sigma index score as a standard measuring unief Ele-

mentary school journal. 30: 354-62, January 1930.
The sigma index score is a modification of the standard score. It has been used

in the Salt Lake City schools since 1924. The author says it has certain advantagrs
which wake it invaluable in the evaluativn of the measurable outcomes of instruction.

(323. Yepsen, Lloyd N. Measuring social adaptation. Journal of juve.nile
research. 12: 254-60, September-December 1929.

(Aves the results of several of tbe most recent studies using the Behavior score card.
See also 339. 357. 411, 413, 415, 442--143, 451, 458, 467, 498, 506, 513, 720-721.

1797. 1817. 1989., 2232, 2328, 2436, 2461, .2e165, 2470, 2483-2484, 2486, 2493,
2512, 2514-2515, 2521, 2527, 2542, 2544, 2554, 287S, 3013, 3136, 4305, 4386.

CORRELATION STUDIES

624. Brewer, John X. Correlations among certain meastires of student
ability. J(:urnal of educational psychology, 21: 319-26. May 1930.

625. Crossley. Elizabeth. The most efficient method for computing regres-
sion cotifficients. Master's thesis, 1930. Pennsylvania state college. State Col-
lege, Pa. 49 p. ms.

Sts up work sheets for computing regression coefficients by the DQolittle method and
also by a new "Completed determinants method." Both these methods were found
far more economical than the customary ones. These work sheets will make the regres-
sion equation technique available to practically anybody who can compute simple correla-
tions and at a small fraction of the time hitherto required.

G26. Cureton, Edward E. Computation of correlation coefficients. Journal
of educational pKychology, 20: 588-601, November 1929.

A method has been devised which by the omission of tbe scattergram and the tis .

of a calculating machine materially shortens the time required to compute and check
a correlation coefficient and its attendant means and standard deviations.

Findings:

;
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627. Cureton, Edward E. and Dunlap, Jack W. A monograph for estimat-

ing the reliability of a test in one range of talent when its reliability is known
ill another range. Journal of educational psychology, 20: 537-38, October 1929.

Spearman's correction for attenuation and its probib'e
error. American journal of psychology, 42: 235-45, April 1930.

6-29. Douglass. Harl R. A note on the correctness of certain error formulas.
University of Minnesota. Minneapolis. Journal of educational psychology. 211:
434-37, September 192,9.

The mathematical correctness of the Shen and the Hoizenger-Clayton formulas f4ir
the probable error of Spearman-Brown estimates of coefficients of correlation. Findings
The Holzenger-Clayton formula is based upon an incorrect derivation and by necksit
yields value less accurate than the Shen formula.

630. Dunlap, Hilda Prosh. An empirical determination of certain assurnp-
ti(Ins underlying educational statistics. Master's thesis. 1930. University of
Hawaii, Honolulu. 52 p. ms.

Experimental study of validity of assumptions underlying formulae for the mean.ite standard deviation, standard error, correlation coefficient, efc.
G31. Dunlap, Jack W. and Cureton, Edward E. The correlation corrected

for attenuation in one variable and its standard error. American journal of
psychology, 14: 296-302, June 1930.

- Notes on the standard error of reliability coefficient
. estimated from the coefficient for a different range of talent. Jou'rnal of edu-
cational psychology. 20: 705-706. December 1929.

G33. Edgerton, Harold A. A table for finding the probable error of 1?
obtained by use of the Spearman-Browp formula (n=2). Journal of applied
psychology, 14: 296-302, June 1930.

G34. Huffaker, C. L. Predictive significance of the correlation coefficient.
Journal of educational research, 21: 46-48, January 1930.

635. May, Mark A. A method for correcting coefficients of correlations for
heterogeneity in the data. Journal of educational psychology, 20: 417-23, Sep-
tember 1929.

G36. Mendenhall, R. X. and Warren, Richard. Computing statistical co-
officients from punched cards. Journal of educational psychology, 21: 53-62,
January 1930.

The purpose of this article is to give the mathematical aspects of this correlationmethod, and to indicate the extensions necessary in calculating higher moments and
product moments.

637. Mendenhall-Warren-Hollerith correlation method. New York, N. Y.,
Columbia university. 1930.

A monograph describing methods of calculating correlations from (101.111p1aced onpunched cards. A new procedure for obtaining sums of products from cumulative totals
is presented.

638. Shuttleworth, Frank K. A note on the arithmetical accuracy of partials
involved in multiple R. Journal of educational psychology, 21: 379-80, May
1930.

639. Spearman, C. Response to T. Kelley. -Journal of educational psychol-
ogy, 20: 561-68. November 1929.

The autbor answers Kelley's criticism, in "Crossways In the mind of man," of some,If Spearman's writings.
640. Treminel, E. E. and Weidemann,. C. C. A machine method of calculat-

ing the Pearson correlation coefficient. Lincoln. Nebr. University of Nebraska.
1930. 15 p. (University of Nebraska publicatlen. no. 72, June 1930)

641. Tryon, Robert Choate. The interpretation of the correlation coeflic:ent.
Psychological review, 36: 419-45, September 1929.
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EDUCATIONAL TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS

642. Alhambra, Calif. city schools. Department of educational research
and guidance. Report on Stanford achievement test, 1929. 4 p. ms.

M. Anderson, Fred Lawrenee. A study of the new type tests as given in
the fifth grades of Hamilton county. Ind.. December 1928. Master's thesis,
1929. Indiana university. Bloomington. 82 p. m&

644. Atkinson, Arthur M Preparation nnd evaluation of unit tests in edu-
cational measurements. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Pittsburgh. Pitts-
burgh, Pa. University of Pittsburgh bulletin 27: 219-20, November 19:30.

(Abstract)
14-

C45. Calvert, T. B. Report of study of remits of September and January
testing in language, biology, and mathematics. 1929. Public schools, Muncie.
Ind. 9 p. and 16 p. (Bulletin, nos. 23 and 31)

This study covered languages : Latin. French and Spanish in all grades in high school:
ninth year biology: tenth year geometry. Findings: Rather low achievement in many
..-,etik..ns and high In others. The January testing showed progress made.

41441 Results of May testing in languages, biolop. and mathematiiN.
1930. Public schools. Muncie, Ind. 17 p.

A 4rT)(13- rnasure th? progress made in the departments of language, science. an41
mathematics after a period of remedial instruction following testing in January.

647. Carreon. Manuel L. Semestral tests in secondary subjects, 1931
Bureau of education. Manila. P. I.

All secondary schools offering first-year United States history and government. second
: gNometry, third-year general history. and fourth-year English were aci.mtnistcrel
first semester tests in these subjects. The school medians were secured.

64S. Carter, Homer L. J. The use of measurement in evaluating achieve-
ment in education cIns9es. Teachers college jtito*at, 1: 175-82, July. 1930.

The writer has attempted to show : (1) the types of tests used by instructors in the
of education; (2) the use made of these tests; and (3) his attempts to (a) Jul

'definite objective goals. (b) give the student an opportunity to reach them. (c) measur
ukhis and their success or failure, and (d) interpret results in terms of marks considering
'wfither factors than the student's ability t., acquire subject matter.

6-19. Cassavant, Theodore W. (Castieton. N. Y.) Achievement survey of
ltdividuals and grades.

Stanford achievement test and Otis group intelligence tests were given. This study
is\,,a means (If checking the teacher's prozress with the class. It shows where griketpr
e basis is placed and where more might be placed.

Eirin. Chase, Vernon E. Measuring the results of education in Fordson school
clistrivt. Dearborn. Mich. Research supplement, Annual report, 192s--at D4,417-

bom Mich.. Furdson board of education, 1930. 44 p.

651 Denver, Colo. Public schools. DepartmeAt of research and cur-
aow to use preteaching tests. , [1930?] ms.

Makes\ 6finite suggestions for the use of Denver curriculum tests in elementa:y
gchool reiviing and bnimaikt: usage aLd in senior high school gfammar for diagnAgri-
of learniig needs, and outlines certain remodial and teaching procedures to follow
(!iagnosis. \

652. . Reports of city-wide curriculum tests given:
January, May, September. 1929: January. February', and May 1930. 1930. ms.

These reports give city norms for the curriculum tests in: reading, language usage
nrithmetic and music in elementary schools ; social science, home economies, and tAti

in the junior high school. and English 10B and 12B, world history, and American his-
tory in senior high school.' Attempt is made to analyse the uwaning of the test data
in respect to original and remedial teaching and curriculum construction and revision.
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sza Dickey. John W. An index of integration. Journal of education:11Ta-sychology, 20: 652-60, December 1929.
During the last two weeks' of October 1928, 1,239 school children including grades:hrf-e to nine were given battery A. form 1 of the Or lean's achievement test. The totalndividual scores from all of the tests were used. The integration concept is placed,.n a quantitative, psychological basis which lends itself to statistical treaiment.
(Z4 Educational records bureau, New York, N. Y. Testing school achieve-ment in England and America. Report of the results of intelligence andachievement tests giTen in four English schools compared with records on-imilar tests of students in American independent secondary schools. May1929. New York, N. Y., Educational records bureau, 1930. 58 p. (Educationalreeilrds bulletin, no. 5)
Resu:ts of this study show the equality of the two nationality groups in general ability..42. measured by the same objective tests; the extraordinary relative youthfulness of theE2z1ish pupils ; the apparent general equality of the two groups in English (except iul(-(lanies of English which favors the American); and in vocabulary in which thEnsh excel% ; the surprisingly inferior perfosmance in French of the Engligh pupilc_-ynnd gAde nine (in which grade they test extraordinarily high) ; the superiority of the1 :glish pupils in Latin and their unequal achievements on the two parts of the algebratcPs ; and the diversity of standards and achievement in different English schools.
1.»763. Garrison, S. C. and Rankin, G. L. Effect of familiarity with standard-.zed achievement tests on subsequent scores. Peabody journal of education.343-44, March 1930.
A school in which no standardised tests bad ever been given, in the mountain sec-.4 n of Kentucky, was used for this study. Pupils in the intermediate grades w re.vided into two groups. Tests were given to one group of children only. After nn.:,:erval of three weeks, both groups were united and given tbe Otiu group intelligence- ale. advanced examination, form A. The second group was given the tests previ-..1zz1y given group one. The study shows that there is a decided practice effect insk!ng tests.

IVek;. Greene, Charles E. The reliability of equating groups on the basis ofe Stanford EQ. )1930. Public schools, Denver. Colo. 6 p. ms.Group* were equated in all grades. EQ were compared with other test result.i.: nlet.t groups a satisfactory reliability far the grouping was obtained..7. Hildreth, Gertrude H. Results of repeated measurement of pupilIiieveinent. Journal of educational psychology, 21. 286-96, April 1930.This study reports consecutive tests of school achievement of a group of childrent the Lincoln school of Teachers g3Ilege, over a period of seven years. Tbe resultsakliente that growth in school subject achievement.is fairly regular and constant. butwhen pupils are grouped on tbe basis of ability tbe brighter children are moreapid learners in spite of more indiAdual attention for duller pupils.
GINS. Houston, Texas. Indepensrt school district The report of group-t results and the use of the dard deviation of the difference to deter-ine the significance of the Tarrations between classes. 1930. = p. ins.Research bulletin, no. 8100)
C,59. . Retoúi;t fot test results in the curriculum and checkhools for the school year 1929-1930. 1930. 20 p. ma. (Research bulletin.8110)
The test report records existing conditions concomitant with the setting up of thecriculum schools. Contains information on the effect on oral reading skill of specililaphasia on silent reading, and tbe effect of the increase in the amount of reading, etc.
el60. Hughes, W. Hardin and ItacPherson, liargaret V. Educational(-romplishment as indicated by tests and measurements. Pasadena, Calif.,blic schools, 1929. 55 p. (Admiuistrative research series, 19`3j.o. Monograph3)
Illustrated by a number of allies and tables showing enrollments, overageness, age-rade distribution, distribution of abilities, trait ratings, etc.
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GM Indiana university. Conference on educational measurements. Seven-

tevnth annual conference on educational measurements, held at Indiana univer-

sity, Ap.ril 18 and 19,0330. Bloomington, Bureau of cooperative research,

Indiana university, 1930. 103 p. (Bulletin of the School of education, Indian;

university, vol. 6, no. 5, May 1930)
Contains: 1. J. Z. A. McCaughan ; A comparison of the accomplishment of two groups

of pupils in the Bloomington, Ind., high school in second-semester algebra, p. 5-9.

2. W. W. Patty : Developing standards for and measuring results of administrative activi-

ties in high school, p. 10-22. 3. G. T. Buswell: Types of diagnostic studies in arithmetic,

p. 23-25. 4. G. T. Buswell : The growth of concepts of technical terms in arithmetic,

p. 26-29. 5. Clifford Woody : Some investigations resulting from tbe testing program

in arithmetic, p. 30-49. 6. Carl G. F. Franzen: Enrollment by subjects in North central

association high schools in In.diana, the first semester, 1929-1930, p. 64-72. 7. H. H.

Itenrmers : Are our secondary schools improving? p. 73-84. 8. Clifford Woody: Diav;

nostic and remedial instruction in reading factors conditioning the reading process,

p. 85-101.

662. Jeffery, A. L. Conditions that accompany high or low standing on gen-

eral information test. Master's thesis, 1930. Pennsylvania state college, -State

College. 62 p. ms.
A study based on tests of 182 pupils and questionnaire and home visits to them and to

their parents.
663. Jensen, Gerald LeRoy. The construction and evaluati'on of an objec-

tive test covering certain problems in sec°.ndary education. Master's thesis,

1930. University of Oregon, Eugene. 119 p. ms.

664. Jones, J. W. A tentative outline of a survey of Parke county, Ind.

1930. Indiana state teachers college, Terre Haute. 3 p. ms.
Proposes a scheme for testing all children in all schools of the county.

665. Jones, Vernon and Crook, Mason. Educational tests. Oifprinted from

the Psychological bui'atin, vol. 27, no. 6, June 1930. p. 458-84.

Bibliography : p. 477-84.
A rcylew of the literature in the field of measurement work.

66(1 Kemmerer, W. W. and Aaron, Sadie. Differences in achievement and

ability of pupils entering the lower half of a grade in the fall semester and in the

spring semester of the sehool year 1929-1930. 1930. Independent school dis-

trict, Houston, Texas.
Interpreting test results to determine the significance of

the variations between classes and the relation between achievement and ability

within each class. 1930. Independent school district, Houston, Texas. 22p. mi.

668. Kinder, J. S. and Odell, Charles W. Educational tests for use, in insti-

tutions of higher learning. Urbana, University of Illinois, 1930. 95 (Li

versity of Illinois bulletin, vol. 27, no. 49, August 5, 1930. Educational

circular, no. 55)
Contains an annotated list of tests recommended for use in institutions of higher

learning and a selected and annotated bibliography of 321 references.

669. McAnulty, Ellen and Vuller, Flirence. Intercorrelations between ¡

series of eight five-week testy- 19!16, rufilic schools, Los Angeles, Calif.

madsen, I. N. Edii..1t1onal measurement in the elementary grades

Yo s N. Y., World book company, 1930. 294 p.
Treats of intelligence and achievement tests applicable in the elementary grades an

of statistical methods useful in these grades. Includes a discussion of the new-type exam

nation as a substitute for the " essay " examination.

671. Manalac, G. R. Comparative achievement of different divisions ii

grades three and four. Manila, P. I. Bureau of education, 1930. 9 p.
Table 1 shows the median composite scores and the corresponding grade-location eqnivs

lents for the rural and vocational schools in 1929.on the Philippine .educational achieve

meat tests, series A, B, and C, -forra 2. Table 2 presents the comparative achieve/1nel

.4)
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In grades three and four of the rural (barrio) primary schools in 46 divisions tested,
In the rural-vocational survey conducted by the General office during the JulyDecember
1929 period.

672. Blather, Irving A. Validity of Sones-Harry achhivement test, form A
for use in Oregon. Master's thesis, .1930. University of Oregon, Eugene.

An analysis of 259 cases in Lane county, Oreg., analyzing textbooks, state course of
study, difficulty of items, teachers marks, and partial and jnultiple correlation. Findings :Test is most valid and suitable of its character in the market at the present time for
use in Oregon schools.

673. Meredith, Laura Marie. A study of the reliability of the new Stanford
achievement test. Master's thesis, 1930. University of California, Berkeley.
22 p. ms.

The uses to which standard education tests may be justly put depends greatly upontheir reliability. This investigation was Armed to determine the reliabilities of the
tests comprising the recently published forms V and W of the new Stanford achievement
test. Findings : (1) Either form, V or W, of the new Stanford achievement test, com-
plete, is sufficiently reliable for individual placement, and prognosis; (2) separate testsshould not he used for individual placement, with ttri exception of total reading, total
arithmetic, dictation, and geography scores. The latter should not he used in the fourth
grade; (3) of all grades, the fourth is the one in which the separate tests may be expected
to function least satisfactorily, although the reliability of the test as a whole is such thatit may be used for individual placement ; (4) the lack of sufficiently specific directions
for adttinistering the tests is a factor which tends to "lower the reliability of severalof the tests; and (5) the high correlation between the raw and derived scores are, for
practical purposes, as reliable as the new.

674. Messer, Harold C. An evaluation of a modified multiple-choice testing
technique. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa, Iowa City. 51 p. ms.

675. Moody, George Fallows. The 'administration of a testing program in
an elementary school. Master's thesis, 1930. Boston university, Boston,
Mass. ms.

676. Morley, Clyde A. The reliability of the achievement quotient. Journal
of educational psychology, 21: 351-60, May 1930. e

Gives the results of a study unaertaken ta determine the degree of reliability requiredof educational tests and intelligence teAs to secure achievement quotients sufficiently
reliable for practical purposes ; to identify other factors affecting the reliability ofthe achievement quotient ; and to recognize conditions to be met before the achievement

*quotient can be used satisfactorily.
677. Odell, C. W. Educational tests for use in high schools, thirdivislon.

Urbana, University of Illinois, 1929. 50 p. (University of Illinois, Bureau of
educational research. Bulletin, no. 53.)

This study includes brief descriptions of all tests recommeuded for use in high school.
678. Ohio Wesleyan ufiiversity. Class in educational measurements. A

mental and educational survey of the Ashley, Ohio, public school. 1930. Ohio
Wesleyan university, Delaware. ms.

Group mental and educational tests were given to all children. The results wereused to check and Improve certain teaching procedures, and as an aid to the study ofindividual problems of students.
679. Palmer, Anthony Ray. Variability of the mental functions and its

effect upon school Achievement. Doctor's thesis, 1930 University of Pitts-
burgh, Plttsburgh, Pa. Uraversity of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27: 134-40, November
1930. (Abstract)

680. Patterson, M.' nose. Annual report on testing program in secondary
schools for 1929-1930. 1929-1930. Public schools, Baltimore, Md. 215 p.,
198 p..ms.

kgp

681. Report on the September testing program in secondary school.
1929. Public schools, Baltimore, Md. 05 p.

Report on the results of tests to incoming Junior high and senlok high pupas inwhite and colored schools as measured by standardised group rests In intelligence,reading, and arithmetic.
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6

GR2. Philippine Islands. Bureau of education. Comparative achievement

of different divisions in grades 3, 4, and 7. 1929. Manila, P. I. 9 p. ma. 2 p.

Forty-nine divisions and one insular school were covered in tbe survey. third, fourth,
and,seventh grades. elementary (central), and first and fourth years secondary (academic-

Fiedings: The time of testing affects to a certain extent the median scores
of schools especially in the primary grades. The relative ranks of these divisions
and the schools in terms of month below or above the normal achievement were seured.

G83. Pittsburgh, Pa. Public schools. Department of curriculum study
and research. Stanford achievement test to all pupils belonging to the Car-
negie study. 1930.

684. Port Arthur, Texas. Independent school distiict. Results of Otis
S. A. test higher examination in senior high school. 1930. 10 p. ms.

Chronoloirical age, mental age, and intelligence quotient in terms of medians for

each half grade are given.

6S5. Ruch, G. M. Specific determiners which invalidate objective tests.
Los Angeles educational research bulletin, 10: 2-4, 12, April 1930.

Diseuxsion based on I. H. Brinkemeier's " Study in the technique okf constructing
objeckive exa inations." It is divided as follows : word-length as a specific determiner;
circumstantial as a specific determiner; specific words and phrases as determiners.
In preparing te s, the writer believes that crucial issues should not be evaded, hut
an attempt should be made to neutralize the effect of specific determiners by seeing that
cue word occurs equally often in true statements and in false ones.

686. Sangren, Paul V. Information tests for young children. Childhood

education, 6: 70-77, October 1929.

687. Santa Monica, Calif. City schools. Department of rehearch. Gen-

eral achievement survey. 1930. 33 p. ins.
The survey, conducted near the end of the second semester of the current achonl

year. followed a policy relating to periodic testing through the grades. The following
tests were used : Monroe silent reading test grades 3-B to 7-B, inclusive; Woody-lic'Call
arithmetic test, grades 3-B to 7-B, inclusive; Morrison-McCall spelling scale. grades
3-A to 7-B, inclusive. Distribution tables were prepared showing score and grit&
placements for all subjects. The general showing on the survey was favorable. In

silent reading all Arades exceeded the expected grade placement. In arithmetic :d1

grades reached or exceeded the norms. In spelling all grades were belo.w the norms.

688. New Stanford achievement survey. 1930. 11 p.

ms
This survey was given at tbe close of the first semester. The findings of the survey

were favorable as indicated by the fact that the medians of mast grades exceed the norms.

689. End-semester tests given in the junior high

schools. 1930. 8 p. ins.
Contains reports of tests in algebra, biology, history, and Latin.

690. End-semester tests given in tbe senior high school.
1930. 10 p. ms.

Conthills reports of tests in biology, geometry, history, and Latin.

691. Shivers, H. G. The use of standardized tests in the itnerovement of
instruction in five rural schools. Master's thesis, 1929. Southern Methodist
university, Dallas, Texas. 106 p. ma.

Findings : The increase in number of words read per minute in silent reading in the
experiment schools was 34.6, and in the control schools was 7. In the fundamental
operations of arithmetic the experiment schools made a mean increase of 33 while tbe
control schools only made a mean increase of 3.6.

692. Smith, Harry P. Achievement of 3' and 6' -grades. 1929. Public
schools, Syracuse, N. Y. 60 p.

Analyzes achievements of chilolan in 31 and 6' grades. Recommends new plans of

classification. Suggests homogerinus grouping, adjustment classes, modification of

curriculum, and individualisation of instruction.
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r03. Sones, WioW. D. and Harry, David P. jr. Sones-Harry high school

achievement test, Yonkers-on-Hudson, N. Y., World book company, 1929. 6
pamphlets.

" The test covers in four separate parts language and literature, mathematics, naturalscience, and social studies. The range of difficulty is sufficient for its use in all years ofhigh school, with college freshmen, and with practice teachers in normal schools andteachers colleges."

694. Stenquist, John L. and others. Major problems revealed for secondary
schools as a whole, based on testing program in secondary schools for the year
1928-1929. 1929. Public schools, Baltimore, Md. 17 p. ms.

A study of the wide variations revealed in high school test regults.
695. Semi-annual instructiOnal surveycity wide tests results for all

classes as of September 1929. All elementary schools, white and colored.
Baltimore, Md., Public schools, 1929. 222 p.

696. Semi-annual instructional survey of city-wide test results for all
classes as of February 1930, all elementary schools, white and colored. 1930.
Public schools, Baltimore, Md: 70 p.

Report on results of primary and inermediate tests of *bite and colored schools.
697. Thompson, R. L. Report of standard tests and state tests in Jersey

city. 1929. Public schools, Jersey City, N. J. 37 p. ms.
A study of actual performance in state tests as compared with results of intelligencetests. A reasonable degree of correlation was found.
COS. Wells, F. L. Effects of instruction on test performance. Pedagogical

seminary and Journal of genetic psychology, 37: 314-17, June- 1930.
This article describes a laberatory study of 10 subjects, seven women and three menwho were given a series of tests. They were given the same problems about a week laterafter as complete "..coaching" as it was practicable to put into language or demonstrational

form. Except in the ingenuity problems, the coaching wag not accompanied by as muchimprovement as takes place without it. ----
699. Williams, Dewitt Everett Some achievement studies of some Florida

county training school pupils. Master's .thesis, 1929. George Peabody college
for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 88 p. ms.

See also 427, 515,523, 538, 566, 720-721, 1978, 2043, 2084, 2153, 2558, 2823,
3154, 3156, 4454, 4571.

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
s

700. Burr, Samuel Engle. Fifth and sitth semiannual reports of the Re-
search department, January 1929 to June 1930. 1930. Public schools, Lynn,
Mass. 37 p., 21 p. ms. (Research bulletin, nos. 11 and 15)

.701. Colorado. Uniiersity. Abstracts of theses for higher degree& 1930.
Boulder, University of Colorado. 1930. p.. 43-118. (Uniyersity of Colorado
studies, vol. 18, no. 2, 1930)

702. Engelhardt, Fred and Otto, Henry J. Master's and doctor's theses in
eilucation, University of Minnesotn, 1912-1928. Minneapolis, University of
Minnesota press, 1929. 32 p.

703. Franke, Paul R. Changing tendencies In educational research. Mas,
ter's thesis, 1930. University of Colorado, Boulder. University of Colorado
studies, 18: 60-61, December 1930. ( Abstract) ,

704. Good, Carter V. Research In secondary school methods. Journal of
educational research, 22: D-80, June 1930.
_4An analysis of the literature in the field of secondary method covering problems of
teaching procedure in grades to 12, inclrive.
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705. Good, H. G. Historical research in education. Educational research
bulletin (Ohio state university), 9: 7-18, 74-78, January 8, February 5, 1930.

One of a series of articles, the purpose of which is to suggest to the lay-reader a

simple set of standards by which to judge educational research.

706. Greene, Charles E, Activities of the Department of research. 1930.

Public schools, Denver, Colo. 62 p. ms.

707. It report to the superintendent on experimentation for 192S-

1929. 1930. Public schools, Denver, Colo. 21 p.
A report of the major experiments conducted through the Department of research for

the year 192g-1929.

708. Herbst, R. L. Bureau of research in public school systems with refer-

ence to cities of 100,000 population or less. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Harvard
university, Cambridge, Mass. 314 p. ms.

GI% es data from more than 50 bureaus, functions performed, functions which directors
consider should be performed, relative importance of the functions in the estimation of
directors, and personnel and cost of bureau.

709. Kelley, Truman Lee. tScietktific method, its function in research and in
education. Columbus, Ohio state university press, 1929. 195 p.

710. Massachusetts teachers federation. List of researches and educational
experiments being carried on in the public schools of Massachusetts. Common
ground (Boston, Mass.), 9: 167-68, January 1930.

711. Monroe, Walter S.x.iJAfficulties in educational research. Educational
research bulletin (Ohio state university), 9: 1-6, January 8, 1930.

7120 and Engelhirit, Max D. Experimental research in education.
Urbana, University of tllinois, 1930. 105 p. (University of Illinois. Bureau
of educational research. Bulletin, no. 48)

The authors describe in some Iletail thltrocedure of controlled experimentation, and on
the basis of the requirements revealed, eva nate a small group of experiments.

713. , Hamilton, T. T., and Smith, V. T. Locating educational infor-
mation in pubilished sources. Urbana, University of Illinois, 1930. 142 p.

(University of Illinois. Bureau of educational research. Bulletin, no. 50)
The preparation of this study was undertakeb as a means of rendering assistance to

teachers, superintendents, administrators, graduate students, and other persons who desire
to locate published information . pertaining to a general problem or topic in the field of
education. Such sources as the library and general aids, educational periodicals, and other
types of publications have received attention. A bibliography of bibliographies which
includes 601 annotated references is supplemented by an extensile topical index in which
reference is made by number to the various bibliographies.

714. National education association. Department of superintendence',
City school re§earch studies completed and in progress. Washington, D. C.,
National education association, 1930. 53 p. (Educational research service
circular, no. 3, 1930)

Annotat0d references to 284 city school research studies completed between April 1929
and October 1929, and a list of 402 studies in progress in October 1929. Reports were
obtained from 202 cities.

Research division. The questionnaire. Washington, D. C.,
National education association, 1930. 49 p. (Research bulletin, vol. 8, no. 1,
January 1930)

The questionnaire is so widely used in educational investigation that it has become a
source of great annoyance to school superintendents. This bulletin gives the results of a
study of the.problem showing some of the worst features of the questionnaire and also the
contribution it has mate to education. A program is proposed for correcting by volun-
tary, cooperative regulation the abuses which have grown out of the circulation of ques-
tionnaires.

716. Research t ompleted and underiway by certain state agen-
cies. Washington, D. C., National education aseociation, MO, 12 pt (Studies
lu state educational administration, no. 4)

I
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717. Newburgh, N. Y. Public schools. Department of research. Re-search annual report, July 1930. 10 p. ms. (J. L. Thompson, director)
718. Noble, M. C. S., jr. Current reports on activity programs, projects,

research studies, etc., in North Carolina. 1930. State department of education,
Raleigh, N. C. 65 p. ms4.

719. Pittsburgh. aUn.!versity. Graduate school abstracté of theses, re-searches in progress, and bibliography of publicaiions. Pittsburgh, Pa., 1930.if;3 p. (University of Pittsburgh bulletin, vol. 27, no. 3, 1930)
720. Reading, Pa. School district. Department of research. First annualnport for the year ending June 30, 1929. 56 p.
This report contains sections on intelligence testing in elementary schools, junior highschools, and senior higp schools; achievement testing ; a diagnostic stutiy of English com-position; and psomotion rates.
721. San Francisco. Calif. Public schools. Department of educationalresearch and service. A summary of activities, 1928-1929. 1929. 22 p.

(Bulletin, no. 5)
Deals with tests and measurements, pupil classification, curriculum revision, schoolbuilding problems, administrative research, attendance statistics, questionnaires, etc.
722. Sangren, Paul V. Participation of classroom teacher in educationalresearch. Educational administration and supervision, 15, 593-601, November1929.

723. Santa Monica, Calif. Public schools. Department of Tesearch. Re-port of research work for the year 1929-1930. ms.
724. Terman, Earl L. The development and application of national educa-tional survey techniques. Doctor's thesis, 1929. New York university, NewYork, N. Y.
725. Touton, Frank C. Research activities in California schooL.departtnents.California quarterly of secondary education, 5: 5-36, October 1929A summary of the research studies in progress in cities of California bearing uponsecondary education.
726. Waples, Douglas and Tyler, Ralph W. Research methods and teach-ers' problems. A manual for systematic studies of classroom procedure. N(swYork, The Macmillan company, 1930. 653 p.
The purpose of this text is to facilitate systematic studies of classroom problems, orservice studies, as distinguished from research studies. Methods of reoearch whi.ch areapplicable,. to service studies are selected, and other methods ggeded to supplement theseresearch methods are developed, in order that teachers may study and solve some of theclassroom problems by other than rigorous methods of research.
727. Wright, Edith A. Bibliography of research studies in education, 1927-1928. Washingtcn, D. C , U. S. Government printing office, 1930. 225 p. (U. S.Office of education. Bulletin, 1929, no 36)
See also 99, 416, 1691, 2245, 2558, 3483, 3485, 3614, 3876, 4015, 4193, 4199.

SPECIAL SUBJECTS OF CURRICULUM
READING

728. Adams, Waldo L. Achievement in reading in rural schools. Master'sthesis, 1930. Untversity of Chicago, Chicago, Ill. 94 p. ms.
Includes results from 3,600 pupils tested five times during a two year ,period. Conclustone : Pupils in lower grades gain during summer vacation and remain stationary Is uppergrades. Pupils in ane-room schools do much poorer than pupils in consolidated schools.Ninety non-womoted pupils did not increase significantly during the second year in agrade.
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I

729. Beatty, C. Evelyn. The relative effectiveness of two different methods
of word-drill. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.-
71 p. m9.

An experimental study using 12 groups of children in the second, third, and fourth
grades, to determine the relativG value of having a word-d I follow rather than precede
the first reading of a reading lesson. The results of th investigationt show that the
experimental gropp, given tbe word-drill following the re6dlng, made a Pronounced gain
in speed and paragraph "meaning throughout the three grades. The word meaning
achievement was slightly in favor of the control group.

730. Behrens, Herman D. The' valué of remedial reading for college fresh-
man. Master's thesis, 1930. Ohio state university, Columbus. 196 p. ins.

To determine the value of remedial reading, 139 trained students of j.be freshman class
at the Ohio state university were followed through two quarters o academic work, And
their point-hour-ratios were secured. Results were then compared with results of 213
students of the same intelligence, wha did not receive the training. Conclusrons: (1)
College freshmen bf low initial ability are trainable; (2) college freshmen who are trained
show a rise in academic marks equal to one-tweifth of the total possible range from
absolute failure to outstanding success and one-half the actual range shown by the
majority of college students ; (3) college freshmen enter with inadequate preparation,
showing the need of remedial projects in high school or at a lower level; and (4) college
students can teach and drill themselves in such a viay as to make individual instruction
possible.

731. Bennett, Annette. Reading ability in special classes. Journal of edu-
cational research, 20: 236-38, October 1929.

Taking into consideration the variations in teaching abilit¡ and making allowancv
for miscellaneous factors, the data here presented seem to indicate that in the primary
special classes, at least, the reading age closely approximates the mental age level.

732. Blom, E. C. and others. Reading in the primary grades; or primary
reading study, November 1929-May 1930. 1930. Public schools, Louisville, Ky.
40 p. ms.

Diagnostic and remedial work in reading for grades 2A-3B and 3A-4B
733. Book, William F. The development of higher orders of pereeptuni

habits in rOading., Journal of educational research, 21: 161-76, March 1930.
The purpose of this article is to show how printed words are discerned and recognized

at.different levels of reading skill, and how a learner must proceed to attain the highest
fortn of perceptual skill that is used by most skillful silent readers today.

734. Various methods of mastering new words while learning to
read. Journal of educational research, 21: 81-94, February 1930.

735.. Brady, 4#-11t Marie. A qualitative and-quantitative evaluation of ten
primers. Master's thesis, 1930. College of theaCity of New York, New York,
N. Y. 24 p. ms.

Commonly used primers were evaluated on the basis of criteria involving approved
psychological and pedagogical principles.

73(1 Branch, Helen M. Investigation concerning the ways supervisors help
the teacher of elementary reading. Master's thesis), 1929. Northwestern
unIversity, Evanston, fil.

737. Bullington, John Robert. Investigations of reading in high school.
Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn.
181 p. ms.

738. Camp, Cordelia and Allen, C. H. How ¡oral reading was improved
through the use of Gray's check tests. Elementary school journal, 30: 132-35,
October 1929. ch.

'Tests were given to 170 pupils in eight major factors in oral-reading ability In grades
two through seven. Tests showed that the difficulty in all grades was primarily ward
recognition and pronunciation. Syllabication and phonetics were emphasized during
spelling or word-drill period. Oral reading was motivated by providing audience situa-
tions. Materials suitable for oral .reading were carefully chosen. Pupils were made
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consciotmi of the specific abilities necessary for good oral reading and their ambitionwas aroused to improve. The average number of errors per pupil was reduced 50 per centin the sixth grade. The largest percentages of improvement are found in the gradeswhich vary most from the standards.
739. Carrington, Evelyn Maurice. Peripheral visi& in the silent readingof children. Doctor's thesis, 1930. University of Texas, Austin.
740. Carroll, Robert P. and Jacobs, Charles C. brill in silent reading 'forfreshmk. pool and socieV, 30: 658-58, November 1, 1929.A study was made of the rate and relative amount `of improvement that collegestudents make as a result of drill in silent reading during summer school at Syracuseuni4F81ty. The stu ents and a control group of a numbir of \eKachers and graduatestudents, took the eats which covered selections ,L.om textboo s used in freshmancourses in botany, neigh, history and zoology. The drill group showed a ratherconstant daily impr ement in speed of reading, and the average gain of this group was2.8 times as great as that of the control group. Specific drill rendered the group morehomogeneous in reading ability.
741. Carter, Homer L. J. Disabilities in reading. In Michigan schoolmas-

ters club. Journat, 1930. p. 220-31. (University of Michigan official publica-
tion, vol. 32, no. 8, July 26, 1990)

This study presents results of an 'attenipt to make a diagnosis and provide remedialinstruction in reading for 'both an individual and a group of children. At the end of12 weeks of instruction the individual had made a gain of one year and five months inreading ability, and the average gain for the group was one year and six months.
742. Case, Emma Young. Value oif cirCulars in supervising the teaching of

reading. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for tksthers, Nashville,Tenn. 64 p. ms.
A study of two counties in Kentucky including 26 achools and 188 pupils in experi-mental group and 17 schools and 116 pupils in control group. All sixth grade teachersand pupils were used. The results were treated statistically, and indicated that silentreading abilities bf pupils could be improved by furnishing teacheri instructions in theform of circular letters.

743. Chamness, A. H. Improvement of reading in high school. Master's
thesis, 1.929. Southern Methodist university, Dallas, Texas. 74 p. ms.-

Au experiment with tke aid of standardized educational tests to determine whether thereading ability of high school pupils can be materially improved by the application ofcertain definite remedial measures of instruction. Findings: Pupils given remedial instruc-tion showed much more improvement than those taught in
..

the ordinary way. Pupils wboshowed no iniprovement were fOund with low IQ.
744. Chomsky, Joseph. Comparison of " Bolenius " and " Progressive road

to reading " methods of teaching reading in the first grade. Master:Ai `thesis,
1930. College of the City of New York, New York, N. Y. 39 p.

Experimentation with only approximately .equivalent groups in thd flist year. Eightprimary reading tests were administered.
745. Clewell, Letha M. A study in correlations of certain standardized read-

ing and mental tests. Master's thesis, 19 University of Kansas, Lawrence.
746. Clowes, Helen Coe. A reading cl nic. Educational research bulletin

(Ohio state university), 9: 261-88, May 1930.
Tells of the work of the reading clinic estab billed in 1929 at the School of education of

Western Reserve university.
747. Connolly, Sabina H. The reading vocabulary of high school students.

Master's thesis, 1930. Yale uhiversity) New Haven, Conn.
748. Cornell, Et1;e1 Letitia. A 1Minn1ng reading v2cabulary for foreign-

born adults, with special reference tò those who can not read in any laugua0.
Albany, University of the State 9f New York press, 1930. 24 p. (University of
the State of New York bulletin, no. 948, May 15, 1930.)
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749. Decker, William Frederick. The significance of the relation between
silent rt'adlng ability and skill in problem solving. Master's thesis, 1929.

Southern Methodist university, Dallas, Texas. 83 P.
An investigation of. silent reading as a tool subject. Findings : Reading is the chief

tool in study ; poor reading'ability acts as a deplorable handicap in problem solving, and
is the chief cause of failures; the improvement of reading ability r:duces failures ; it is
part-of the ability to solve problems.

* 750. Deputy, Erby Chester. Predicting first-grade 7 '?V ding °achievement : a

study in reading readiness. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Te; ners college, Columbia
university, New York, N. Y. New York city, Teacher college, Columbia univer-
sity, 1930. p. ((ontributions to education, no. 426)

The purpose of OK, Investigation was to develop a test that can be used instead of, or
in connection with, a test Of intelligence in order to determine those pupils who have the
ahility ni.cessary to be successful in the first semestcr of first-grade reading'. About 120

ehliOren who entered the first semester of the first grade in n public school in New York
CiVs served 75 subjects for this investigation. Findings: The investigation shows tho
possibilities of predicting first-grade reading achievement to an extent which justifies its
use in beguning reading. Data indicate Gat first-semester reading achievement can be
measured by means of objebtive tests instt:id of depending entirely upon the ratings of
teachers and supervisórs for measures of progress in reading during the first semester.

751. Douglas, Josephine and Lawson, J. W. Measurement of reading skills
in ability 4groups. Journal of appliNi psychology, 13 : October 1929.

,standardized reading tests were given to three groups of childron in grade 7,A 1r tec
Wo'odrow Wilson junior high school. San Diego. Calif. Data indicate that there aro
possibilities for develbpIng silent reading tests which are superior to those we now have.

752. D6ve, Claude C. A study of two special types of pupil response us
measures of reading comprehension. Master's thesis, 1930. 14niversity of
Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio.

One thousand 'and twenty pupils in grades 3 tO 12, inclusive, in six schools of Mingo
countydbw. Vn., were selected for the study. Intelligence scores (Otis tests), teachers'
marks MI reading avnj English, ahd reading ..cores on the .5hank compiehension tests' of
paragraph reading.were used in order to evaluate : first, lilt ability to predict Outcomes
from given evvnts: and second. b4IP ability to organize thoughts into logical order. Con-
clusions : (11 The ability to predict outcomes from Oven events. as thid ability is meas-
ured by the Gaols silent reading test,uswpe B. is A f4ir measure of reading comprehension.
This ability Is perhaps n better measure 'of reading coil, rehcns.ion in grades (i--S thab in
the lower grade; (2) the ability to organize thoughts 'it.o lvical order. as this ability is
measured by the Witham silent readink test, no. 2. is n fair measure of rending compre-
hension in grades 10- 12, a poor measure in grades 7-9, and practically no measure in
grades 5-6.

733. Dowell, Pattie. An analysis ,43f the reading interest of, third grade chil-
dren.' Master's thesis, MO. North Carolina state college" of agriculture and
engineering. Rillei

A
Rb.

Shows the literary ideal rather 'than the interest of the itudent as the dortdriant alrn.in
* the selectiop of most material% for the approved reading texts for tlw, third grade. Chil-
ren of widely different social groups show little or no difference in their int( rrsts. Stories
inch liked by thitrd:grade children have n.variety of elements in interest. Kindness and
bravery we're found to be the most popular interest elements.

/754. Durrell, Donald Dewitt. Reading disabill'Iy in the ifitermediate grales.
Doctor's thesis, 1930.. Harvard university, Cambridge, amass. 243 p. rns.

A comparison was made between the rendi.pg age and the StanforrItinet mental age of
all children in the Harvard growth study ,k o had entei-cd the first grade at the samo
time. Fift.Wen per cent of the 1,130 childrtn:ezftnalined were to, be classed as retarded
readers. Twenty per"' cent of the boy44 were retarded as tompakd with 10 per cent of
the girls. An outline of the Aeps necessary to a&quire efficient fiabltA of silent readim:
are given. A :test battery %.'as used as a basis for analysis of the zrAding of .52
ckfildren, 26 were retarded reiders and 26 were normal readers who were paired with
the retardeil readers in respect.to age,. sex, race, nwntal age and fittelligence quotient.
Thee difference between the two groups was greater in oral eeading thltn in silent read-
ing. Ctinclusiona : It is possibb to outline rernedialpeasurca for the different inade-
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quaries found by the use of diagnostic tests of reading, Further research should provide
tests of intelligonce less ,intivenced by reading. sa better understanding of the causes
of reading disability. a unified battery of tests for reading diagnosis, and remedial and
preventive measures for use in the classroom.

6

755. Eckert, Dana Report of remedial reading cla.cses. Herran 11111 jutlicfi-
high sellool. Pittsl;urgh *chools;, 4: 223-26, May-June 1930.

75G. Elliott, Arthur E. An objective determination of the most economicAl
and effective arrangement of 17 reading primers. Master's thesis, 1930. Uni-
versify of Kansas, Lawrence.

757. Elsea, Matilda Mahaffey. Comparative content-study of three group.:
of fourth grade reading textbooks. rMaster's thesis, 1930. George Peabody
college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 74 p. ms.

A study of 27 fourth grade reading textbooks. seven published before 1890; ten
tween 1909-1913 inclusive; ten in 1929.

CI- 5s. Felicitas, Six/cr. The relation hf mental age to change in certain
specifie types of re:rding ability over the summer vacation. Mater's thcsis,
1929. University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Ind.

7Zi9. Fields, Kathleen C. The difficulty of the fairy story vocabulary. Mus-
ter's tfiesis. 1930. University of Iowa,.Iowa City. 61 p. ms.

760. Fildes, Raymond Earl. Specific objectives and pupil activities in rtml-
ing as revealed by analyses of courses of study. Master's thesis, 1930. Uni-
verAty of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.

76-1. Flemming, Cecile White. A program for the improvement of instruc-
tion in reading in the junior and senior high school, for Hopewell. Va. 1930.
College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, Va. 55 p.

A report prepared under the direction of (I. W. Flemming by supervisors of te:Ichors
of the Hopewell schools under the auspices of the School of education. College of WI illatn
ind Mary. It is based upon the analyzed results of a 1929 -1930 survey of instruction, and
presents a detailed consideration of methods of improving comprehension and rate in read-
ing. including a lima* and varied Omuta of practical procedures for training children in
the reading and study, skills. Particular emphasis is given to the development of read-
ing skills fundamental to effective study in the Junior and senior high school. A chapter
is also devoted to ihe consideration of the function of the assignment in directip.g
study with illustrations of the socalled unit' type of assignment.% 'A syleeted bibliography
on rending and study is also a part of the report.
762. Foulks, Frank Marshall. A study of the conditions*Of reading in the

A. L. Cuesta public schoOls of Tampa, Fla. Master's thesis, 1929. Vniversity
of Florida, Gainesville.

763. French, 'Helen A. An experiment in adplt reading in the University of
Pittsburgh. 1930. University of PittAburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.

764. and Jones, Walter B. Adult reading experiments University of
gtiftitt.sburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.

. 765. Gardner, Elizabeth M. Evaluation Of improvement of instruction in
reading cotnprehftsion in grades 3-7, in the elementary choo-l. Master's
thesis, 1930. University of Southern California Los Angeles.

766. Gates, Arthur I. Interest and in
millau company, 1930. 204 p.

This ok contains reports of more than 30 specific investigations of problems relating.lo instruction in reading;

MS.

NeW York,

767. and Piardon, C. C. Practice exercises in reading for graqe 3,
types A-D. New `York city, Teachers college, Colombia uniNersity, 1930. 4
volssea. 62 p.; Manual of directions, 21 p.
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768. Gifford, Celia Allen. An' evaluation of six primary réading tests. Mas-
ter's thesis, 1929. University of California, Berkeley. 42 p. ms.

Williams primAry test was found to be the best test for grades 1; Ilaggerty reading
elamination sigma 1, for grade 2; and Stanford achievement primary examination for
grade 3.

769. Goldsmith. Sadie.. The scope of the fairy tale in primary education.
Master's thesis, 1930. New York university, New York, N. Y. 155 p. ms.

The study considers the factors of interest in primary education; the values of fairs
tales to children. Findings: The fairy tale is valuable to the child because it has thr
power of fulfilling the child's varied needs and interests; it places extensive possibilitie-
in the bands of the teacher ; and it holds a high place in tbe realm of liAerary art
Therefore it is justified in commanding an increasingly important position in the
curricukum of the public school. vi

70. Gray, Clarenc0ruman. Relation of consonant sound.§ to the difficulty
of reading material. 1930. University of Texas, Austin. o ,

771. Gray, William Scott Summary of reading investigations (July 1, 192s
to June 30, 1921)). Elementary school journal, 30: 450-66, February 1930:
496-508, March 1930.

Part 1 lists 113 studies, alphabetically, by author. In this list are included a few
studies published before July 1, 1928. The fir4 section of the second article considers
the problems studied at various levels from the first grade to the university, and also
refers to studies relating to the reading interests and habits of adults. In the second
section, many of the more important studies are classified according to the times of
problems--to which they refer.AlSignificant findings and conclusions are presented, where
space permits.

772. Greene, Harry A. A remedial program for high school silent reading.
Iowa City, University of Iowa, 1930. (Extension bulletin, no. 240, March 15,
1930.)

773. Hall, Mary Louise. Improvement in speed and comprehension in read-
ing of a group of retarded children in University high school. 1930. West
Virginia utiversity, Morgantown.

774. Hamilton, Nellie. Curriculum adjustment to pupil ability in the first
grade with special reference to immature groups. Master's thesifi, 1930. Uni-
versity of California, Berkeley. 77 p. ms.

A study to discover what standards in reading could reasonably be expected of the
average first-grade child, and to ascertain the weaknesses in the first-grade work in
Fresno. ndings: Too many children with high mental ages are failing to reaeh the

414stand
p

shows need for more careful diagnostic wore with individuals.
775. Hamm, Sue Fearnehough. A critical analysis of the contents of the

McGuffey readers. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody csllege for teachers,
Nashville, Tenn. ,17.6 .p. ms. .

- t)
The purpose of the\ study was to 4how the nature of the material in the seven books

of the series. Findings: (1) The McGuffey series is pkpgressive ; that is the material is
ihded; )(2) the spelling lessons grow out of the reading lesson; (3) si.nce the books
are a series, &Signed' as a medium through which reading as an art is to be taught.
rules for reading are given throughout the series; and (4) the series belongs to the
period iq textbook history which stressed the fact that education, to be effective, must
teach religion and morals directly.

40

776. Harris, John Francis. The influence of extensive reading upon the
improvement of reading ability. Master's thesis, 1930. Uniymrcity of Chicago.
Chicago, Ill. 95 rt. ms.

- In ibis investigation 150 pupils in the sixth grade were used. :Control group read
an average of nine books ; experimental group read 'an average of 21 books. Conclu-
sions: Experimental- group showed greater gain in general reading ability, rate, and
in growth in vocabulary. sio

777. Heard, Minlie Tiiylor. An expèrhilental study4of the ;alue of phonet-.

ics. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody colleie for teachers, Nashville,
Tenn. 66 p. me,

I.
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778. Henry, Sibyl. A study of second- grade readings: suggestions for cur-
riculum essentials and activities. Master's thesis, 1930. Duke university, Dur- 4
ham, N. C.

The purpose of this study is to present to the second grade teachers of the Statean outline of a'course of study in reading that is based on the textbooks adopted recently.The work is intended to be of help in tbd production o'f a new State course of studyin reading.

779. Horrall, A. H. Building grouping of reading groups in intermediate
grades. 1930. San Jose school department, San Jose, Calif. ms.Two hundred fifth and sixth grade pupils grouped according to reading scores onStanford achievement tests were matched against 200 of similar chronological age andreading ability. They were also checked against control group of 200 miscellaneousfifth and sixth graders.

780. Hovde, Howard T. The relative effects of size pf type, leading andcontext. Journal of applied psychology, 13: 600-29, December, 1929; 14: 63-73,February 1930.
An experiment, divided into two parts, was conducted in an effort to determine therelative legibility of intertype ideal news face type, set under standard newspaper pub-lishing conditions with changes in size and leading. Part 1 records the direct measure-ment of the reading rate of 300 adults; part 2 describes the readers' preferences andopinions of the legibility of the type setting.
781. Howard, Virgie Marie. Relationships among intelligence, reading and

spelling. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.
782. Hulsether, Edwin A. A study of the effect on silent reading ability of

emphasizing comprehension as contrasted with the effect of emphasizing rate.Master's thesis, 1929. ljniversity of North Dakota, Grand Forks. 58 p. ms.
(Reviewed in School of eduAtion record, 15: 55-59, November 1929.)Two groups of children, 26 in each group, were studied. Findings: Training in rategave superior results in both rate and comprehension.

783. Hunn, Fannie Cornelia. Growth in silent readng ability in rural
schools. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.

784. Indiana. Department of public instruction. Chart of expected out-comes in reading, writing and 'spelling, grades K-8. 1930. Indianapolis.
785. Vocabulary development and reading seatwork exercisesfor the elementary grades. Indianapolis, 1929. 156 p. (Bulletin no. 107A-3.)" These materials have been worked out by classroom teachers. The educptionalprinciples upon which tbe materials are based have been given careful attention. Inpractice, the exercises described have proved to bring the pupils success in learning a

786. Irmina, Sister M. An evalluation of the vocabulary content of twelveseries of primary readers. Washington, C., Catholic eduiation press, 1929.52 p. (Catholic university of America. E cadonal research bulletins, vol. 4,no. 7 September 1929.)
This is a critical. analysis of the voCabulsry coOtent of the primary readtr4Tomrnonlyused in Cathblic t3hools in order to see how closeily the quality of the vocabufary agreeswith the,Gates vocabulary list.
787. JaCobs, Charles C. An experiffient in silent leading for college fresh-men. Master's t:hesis, 1929. Syracuse university, Syracuse, N. Y.
788. Jacobson, P. B. and Van Dtisen, E. C. .Remedial instruction tn read-ing in the ninth grade./ School review, 38: 142-46, February 1930.The freshman class of 150 pupils in tbe Little Falls (Minn.) high school was testesLby means Of the Iowa high school silent readitig teSt. It was found that there was glIDserious deficiency in reading ability in these pupils. The English classes were selectedto carry on a remedial program. Three types of Tiaterial were selected for remedialwork. Progressk charts were posted, reading material displayed and the importance ofreading ability stressed. When the 102 pupil', who were left of the, original 122
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deficient in rending were retested in May 1929 by means of the Iowa reading test. the
23median reading ability was found to be 9.2 grades, a gain of 2.1 grades in weeks.

F'ronris study it is qsvident that much can be accomplished through systvmatic
rflne ial training in silent reading.

789. James, Amos Washington. The value of type lessons in teaching silent
reading. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville.
Tenn. 79 p. ms.

790. Johnson, George R. An objective method of determining reading ditli-
culty. .Tournal of educational research, 21: 283-87, April 1930.

The author presents a method of determining the difficulty of reading matter,
considers the per cent of polysyllabic words as a measure of the difficulty which childrtil
will have in reading the book.

791. Jones, Effie Butler. Comi)rehension results in oral and silent reading.
Master's th( 1930. Get)rge Peabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn.
54

Comprehension
five types Of
more when

results in oral and silent reading in third, fifth and seventh grades in
showed that of the 300 children tested, the majority comprehended

Good silent readers were usually good oral readers
to mental age. Mental age
ent reading to the dinredit

schools.
reading

Heading ahility in both oral and silent reading is relat
nd IQ have no relation to development in either oral or

of tilt. other type of reading.

792. Jordan, Pearl. Factors relating to reading progress in rural school:,
MasteCs thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn
43 p.

793. Keplinger, Myrtle. An analytical study of 31 disability cases in read-
ing. Aiasjter's thesis, 1930. kUniversity of Kansas, LhAvrence.

791. Kone, Florence. Points covering mechanics common in teacbilTig of
reading texts. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teachers,-
N:ishville. Tenn.. tiop. ms.

795. Lancaster, alit Public schools. Educational research. Number of
types and errors made by, teachers iu correcting reading tests and tabulating
the results. 1929. 6 p. ms.

796. Lantz, Beatrice. A reading survey 'conducted 4to determiye our median
attainment the teaching of reading in the various grades of the 4Vent'ura
city schools, grades 1-6, using the Ingraham-Clark reading test, form 1. 1930.
Public schools,Nentura, Calif. 12 p. ms.

797. Lewerenz, Alfred S. Objevt ive measurement of diverse types of readin;
materials. s geles' educational research bulletin, 9: 8-11, October 1929.

Book. ensured in tided textbooks, fiction. philosophy, newspapers, dictionaries, wore
lists. .1ridingtt: Readers vary In vocabulary difficulty, and those la a series do uot
[Own -)4 advance IA progressive incrgments of difficulty ; eighth grade readers do not
attal ighth grade difficulty ID vocabulary ; many textbooks require much higher read-
ing omprehension tilan that required for reading Scott's Ivanhoe; fiction for young
chil en varies in difficulty.; books on philosophy show a very high degree of vocabulary
(liffis ilty; a person should have nearly ninth grade reading ability to understand the
co nt of the editorial page of a newspaper examined; vest pocket dictionary contains
rel ively more difficult words than does an unabridged edition. .

98. A reading study in two Los Angeles elementary schools. 1930.
Pu lic schools, Los Angeles, Calif. 2 p.

i A .scale for estimating the interest value of reading material.
1193 ublic sehools, Los Angeles, Calif. 4 p.

Cre t a check list of key picture words which have known intgrest valut. *

8 Vocabulqry difficulty of the new Stanford achievement readingI .

test s Angeles IttlucatioLal research bulletin, 10: 14-15, March 1930.
y of the vocabulary used in thoitZeading section of the new advanced Stanford
ent test. Ilitentire test seems to contain no material of more than ninth
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grade vocabulary difficulty. From this study the vocabulary grade placement tormulaappears to have sufficient validity to be used as a measure of ordinary types of rcadingmatter.
801. Lohmann, Elsa. Phonics as taught in our first grades throughout the

United States. Education'al method, 9: 217-21, January 1930.
A study of the objectives, placement and time allotments of phonics in first gradesthroughout the United States.
S02. McAnulty, Ellen A. and Clark, Willis W. Reliability, validity ;Ind

standardization of certain elementary (grades reading tests. 1930. Pub-
lic schools, Los Angeles, Calif.

S03. Reliability, validity and standardization of certain
primary (grades 1-3) reading tests. 1930. Public schools, Los Angeles, Calif.

804. Martin, Ah liira Marie D. Kinesthetic factors in the learning of read-.
ing and spelling. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago. 111.

S05. Mary Vera, Sister. A comparative study of elementary work-type silent
reading texts. 1930. University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Ind.

806. Mayer, Mr* Willa C. The determination of a minimum reading vocabu-lary for the pre-primer classes ofZ;he first grades. 1929. Univetsity of Penn-
sylvania, Philadelphia.

807. Mead, Cyrus D. A score card for rating primary readers. Educational
administration and supervision. 15: 427-30, September 1929.

The distinctive features claimed for this score card are : its compactness ; the summarypage device for epitomizing and graphing the scores; and the " objectivity of thecriteria.

808. Miles, W. R. and Segel, David. Clinical observation of eye movements
in the rating of reading nbility. Journal of educational psychology, 20: 520--99,
October 1929.

Fifty-nine grade 3 pupils were measured. The kist of these readeroe show fixationdurations which correspond closely to findings for adults. They make practicailrregressive movements; show hardly any confusion intervals, make little or no Jheadmovement or lip movement. The very poor grade' 3 readers require ten-fold as muchtime to cover the same material, use twice as many fixations, make many regressivefixations and conspicuously show head movements and lip movements.
MY3. Mingo, Jane. A UM- of materials and books .;uitable for use in remedial

reading. Teachérs college record, 31: 137-47, November 1929.
810. Monroe,' Mich. Public schools. Course of study in reading, kinde'r-

garten-3. 1910. 73 p. ms.
811. Moss, Mildred Barr. An investigation of ihe present standards of

achievement in reading in the first three grades. Master's thesis, 1930. Rut-
gers university, New Brunswick. N. J.

S12 Muncie, Ind. Public schools, Department of educational research.
Report on the use of Thorndike-MeCall reading scale, form 5, survey test. 1930.

p. ms. (Bulletin, no. 34)
813. Murphy, Kathryn C. A study of thg relatiw; efficiency of.remedial

mensureg in reading. Master's thesis, 1930. New Mexico normal university,Las Vegas. 300 p. ms.
' A study of 120 children tn the fifth grade. Two groups were used, an experimentaland a control group. The group to whichremedial measures were applied gained aboutthree times over the control group.
0814. Myers, Mary Alice. The effect of the summer vacation on the readingability of the school children: Master's thesis. 1930. University of Denver.
Denver, Colo. 65 p. ms.

Vora ibis study it Is concluded that vacation has a beneficial effect on the intelligencequotientaiof all children and has a slight effect on reading.
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815. O'Neill, Anne. A group of reports resulting from teachers' investiga-
ti4In of 'reading situations. Master's thesis, 1929. Teachers college, Columbia
universi4. New Yolk, N. Y. 75 p. ms.

Sill Painter, Wiliam C. The improvement of fourth grade pupils in the
Joseph Lane school. Master's thesis, 1930. Cuiversity of Oregon, Eugene. 61

ms.
Most pupils will make a half grade improvement per term in reading, regardless of

their IQ if the correct reading devices are used.
S17.-Parr, Frank W. The extent of remedial reading work in state uni-

ve.ities iiì the United States. School and society, 31: 547-48, April 19, 1930
Forty state universities replied to a questionnaire sent to every state university ire the

country to get. a check on tbe extent of remedial work in reading done during I-929.
Findings : The practice of remedial reading work varies in the state universities. A great
deal of inturest is being znanlfested In the problem of remedial training in reading un tht
college level.

818. A remedial program for the inefficient silent reader in college.
Doctor's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa, Iowa City.

Twenty students at the T:niversity of Iowa were given instructions in how to read and
how to study, over a period of 15 weeks. A mtkrked effect upon scholarship was noted.

S19. and Nemzek, Claude L. The inefficient silent reader in college.
Peabody journal of education, 7: 299-303, March 1930.

A stuty was made of 350 entering students at the University of Iowa who were called
inefficient silvtit readers " based ou their grades in the Iowa comprehension test. A

follow-up study was made of these students at the end of tbe first semester. check
made on February first showed that 110 of the original group.had dropped from school.
Data indicate that there are more poor readers amotrg men than among women students.
and that the inefficient silent reader is incapable of doing satisfactory work in college.

820. Paterson, Donald G. and Tinker, Miles A. Studies of. typographical
fallors influencing speed of reading. Journal of applied psychology, 14: 211-17.
June 1930.

In order to test the effect of practice on equivalence of test forms, groups of students
taking a test for the first time ere compared with students who had taken the Jest onf
or more tinfes. The findings indicate that demonstrated equivalence for duplicate forms
of published standard Lsts can not be accepterl"as valid except for the first trial.

821. Time-limit vs. work-limit methods. American journal of
psychology, 42: 101-104, January 1930.

The_Ctiapmsn-Cook speed of reading tests were administered to 2,090 college students.
Within the limits of the conditions of this experiment, the time-limit method and the
work-limit method are equivalent.

822. Patterson, M. Rose. First city-wide survey of the reading ability of
pupils entering our senior high schools. 1929. Public schools, Baltimore, Md.
26 p. ms.

823. Philippine Islands. Bureau of education. Progress in silent reading
achievement as measured 1_,y the Thorndike-McCall reading st-iba2\ le, forms 4, 6, and
7. 1929. Manila, P. I. 3 p.

Second year normal classes were test2d with the Thorndike-McCall reading wale, forms
6, and 7.. The comparative median scores were secured.

8'24. Progress in silent reading achievement as measured by
tbe Thorndike-McCall reading scale, forms 8, 5, and 4. 4930. Manila,.P. I.

Second-year provincial normal classes were tested with the Thorndike-McCall reading
scale, forms 8, 3. and 441. The comparative median scores were

82a Pigg, Enna. Ideals as presented in primary read \faster's thesis.
1930. University of ChicaAgo, Chicago, Ill.

A study of 24 primary readers. eight seti. each set consisting of a first, second, and
third grade reader, published within the last five yeats.
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826. Pittsburgh, Pa. Public schools. Department of curriculum studyand research. Stanford reading test to 1,400 pupils in special study of read-ing progress.. 1930.
K)7, Pxessey, L. Ca and Pressey, S. L. Training college freshmen to read.Journal of educational research, 21: 203-11.¡March 1930.Four hundred and twenty-two students scoring the lowest fourth of a reading testgiven to all freshmen were selected for training. which lasted for seven weeks. Prom thisstudy it is concluded that training college students to read is entirely feasible andresults in real gains for academic work.
82S. Price, Rufus E. The relation of ability in silent readiAg to intelligence.Master's thesis, 1929. University of Texas, Austin.Verbal and non-verbal intelligence tests and reading tests were givento 300 children ofthe fourth. fifth, sixth, and seventh grades and correlations studied. Findings : Coef-flcietIts vary with tests used and groups tested. Correlation between verbal intelligenceand reading comprehension was between .5 and .7 in upper grades of the elementary.4etini.1. Correlation between non-verbal intelligence and reading comprehension was lowt.r.
S29. Rhodes, Drusilla Hichborn. Preparation of a course of study in fend-ing for the first three grades (of the San Jose school). Master's thesis. 1930.Stanford university, Stanford University, Calif.
830. Rhynsburger, Amelia. A study of comprehension in silent reading.Master's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa. Iowa City. 94 p. o
831. Roberts, Bettha E. and Stone, Clarence R. Merits of different plansof training in silent reading. Educational method, 9: 155-65, December 1929.During the school year 1927-1928, tbree different plans af silent reading were used with1.200 pupils in 15 schools, to determine the relative effectiveness and the respktive meritsof the plans. The Baines, Stone, and McCall methods were used. The results of theStanford reading examination were inconclusive as to the relative effectiveness of thereaflers used. The results of the Gates test of reading to understand precise directionsindicate that the Stone materials and methods are more effective in this function thanthose or the other two methods. Teacher preference was in favor of tbe Stone materialsand methods. Those using the McCall and Barnes usually preferred tbe McCall. Thepercentage of pupils using the McCall plan who preferred it to the method paired withit was larger than for either of the other plans. Different elements are determiningfartorsin the preferences of different children.

S32. Robinson., Ruth. Comparative analysis of the vocabularies of three1:roups of primers. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers.Nashville, Tenn. 174 p.
A study to determine the changes that have taken place in primer vocabularin over ayerind of approximately 60 years. Findings : (1) The number of runnin words that°17-.riter into make-up of primer vocabularies almost doubled during the firs eide of thetwentieth century, after which a Comparatively small decrease occurred ; 424 there hasteen a decided decrease in the percentage of different words found in primer vocabu- 14.laries; (3) tbere has gradually come to be less variation in the length of primervocabularies, both in runbing words and' in different words ; (4) there is evIdence ofincreased uniformity of ptan in tbe selections of recent primer vocabularies, however,there are yet wide variations in these selections; etc.
s33 Ross, Russell C. A supervisory set-up for incyeasing rate and com-prehension in reading with emphasis on comprehension. Master's thesis, 1930.University of.Iowa, Iowa City. 125 p. ms.

41,

834. Sand, Guri. A silen,t-reading survey of grides three to eight and asupervisory program in silent reading for one-teacher and !miter- rural schoolsof Traill county, N. D. Master's thesis, 1929. University of North DOOM,Grand Forks. 92 p. ms.
835. Santa Monica, Calif. City schools. Department of research. Detroitword-recognition test, grade 1A. 1930. 3 p. ms. (Ittikport, no. 26.)The test wits given by, the regular classroop teachers; scoring was doni by teachersunder supervision. Judging from the medians of this and the previous stirveys it maybe said that tie general treid in first-grade reading is upward.
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836. Scarborough, Mrx. Mary Griffin. Reading achievement as influencei1

by two- types of realing programs. Master's thesis. 193. Geove Peabody col-

lege for teachers. Nashville, Tenn. 45 p.

An experimental study in which one group of children used a wide range of materhil

arid tho second group used a limited range of supplementary material. The findings indi

cate that the group using a wide range of material achieved mote than the grriup having

a limited range Of material.

837. Selby. Elizabeth. The history of the printing and the illustrating of

primors. lIaster's thesis. 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nash-
ville. Tenn. 38 p. ms.

An analyst: of the available primers for each year of publication since the New
England primor n nd a comparison of these primers reveal the romantic story of the
growth and expansion in the art of bookmaking which has kept pace with the growth
and development of the American nation.

83S. Sibley, Martha. Individual reading method adapted to the grade read-
ers for work type rending. Educational administration and supervision, 15 :

441-47. September 1929.
The method of teaching reading described is concerned only with the work type of

readiwz the purpose of which is the development of skill in the various elements that make
up the ti)tal of reading ability. This method was put to experimental test in the Balti-
*lore public school system. School number 97, grade three. The class consisted of 3s

pupils in September 1927 and of 34 in February 1928.

839. Snapp, Charles Ross. Language inhibitions of* the Slovak-speaking

child in learning to read English. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago,

Chicago, Ill. 119 p. Mti.
A study of the nature of rending difficulties of children of grades 1-3. The Slovak-

siwaking group were compared with the English group to determine the nature <If their
difficulties. ClInc1usions : A measure of inhibition is present for the Slovak child that i,
not encountered by the Englkh child.

840. Staats. Pauline G. The criteria for vocabulary in begianing reading.
Master's thesis, 1930. UnIversity of Iowa, Iowa City. 172 p. ms,

841. Stoker, Edith M. Improvement in Ading in intermediate grades (4, 5.

6) Paducah, Ky., Public schools, 1930. 6 p.

Survey in reading was made in March 1929, remedial work was carried on in 1929

.1930: and another survey made in March 1930; comparisons were made. Improve-

ment was found in all grades as follows : 4B grades. seven months: 4.1 grades.

12 months; 5B grades. six months; 5A grades, two months; 6B grades, two years. six`

Months; 6.1 grades, on6 year, four months.

842. Stone, Clarence R. A non-reader learns to read. Elementary school
journal. 30: 142.-46. October 1929.

A study of George, seven year- and nine months old, who was a non-reader at the end
o of two years in the first awl second grades, indicates that poor readers need simple

materials. The best method for pupils who experience difficulty in learning and ronern-
bering words is a thought-test method, in which the child rends for meaning with a
strong interest appeal iind in which there is a constant requirement for independent
recogn)tit,n Of woOs in simple comprehension exercises and tests.

843. Strauss, Marion. Work type reading In the upper and middle grades

of the elementary .school. Master's thesis, 1930. New York university, New

York, N. Y.
844. ThompAon, IC. L. Heading levels in Jersey City. 1930. Public schools,

Jersey City, N. JP 25 p. 1

845. Tireman, L. S. Reading in the element4 4sehools of New Mexico.
Elementary.r4chool journ I, 30: 621-26, April TIM.

d. A survey of reading to tt elementary schools of New Mexico during the school year
1928-1029, carried, out under the direction of the University of New Mexico presents a
grave situation. It showed that the reading ability of pupils in New Mexico is not up
to standard; that Spanish-speaking children are farther below the standard than are the
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English-speaking children; that a pr per program in teacEn4 wool,' d mill :I to improvethe pr-sent situation; and that more reading facilities should be provided both fc.r theSpanish-speaking pupils and for the English-speaking pupils.

g4C). Townsend, George Wilson. The effect of punctuati'on upon compre-hension. A four part rotation experiment in puhetuatiOn. 111aster's thesis,1930. University of Pittsburgh. Pittsburgh. Pa. University of Pittsburgh bully-tin, 27: 398-99, November 1930. (Abstract)
847. Vo6rhis, Thelma- Grady. Comparison of the relative influence of themanuscript and cursive writing on beginning rending% 1930. 'Teachers collego,culumbia university, New York, N. Y. GO p. ws.
A summary of previous investigations in manuscript writing together with a report ofon experiMental study conducted in six first grade classes in a public school -for oneschool year in an attempt to determine what inthrence. if any, the choice of type of hand.writing, that is, cursive OT manuscript. has on beginning reading.
848. Walter, Ralph. Reading survey of the New Rochelle public schools.1930. Puhlic%schools, New Rochelle, N. Y. 3 p. inS.-
A study undertaken to examine the reacting stiltus of the schools ¡and make very:a-mendations for improving the reading work, Findings: (11 Children oti superilw midaverage intelligence show satisfactory readint work ; C2) children of infrrior intelligenceare Rot being raised above their intelligence eve!.
N-19. Ward, Gladys. A critique of

F.

s 'dies in reading rates, silent and oral.Master's t ho6is, 1929. University of loiva. Iowa City.
s5o. Watson, Goodwin and Newcomb, Theodore M. Improving ,re:rdingability among teachers college students. Teachers college record, 31: 53549,March 1930.
An experiment carried on in a class of about 200 graduate students coming to Teacherscollege on Saturday mornings for a general introductory course in educational psychology.From the study it was found that the average student in this class can, by payinL; con-scious attention to speeding up his reading..read 15 tl; 20 per cent more' material of agiven kind in a ten-minutes period after six ten-minute periods of practice distributedliver a week.

"aS51. Watson, John Leonard. Relation of intelligence to reading ability inthe. fourth grade. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teachers,Nashville, Tenn. 25 ms.
s.162. Wharton, Harriet Lewis. A program for the improvement of readingin Bedford county. llaster's thesis, 1929. University of Virginia.Charlottesville.

S.3. Williams, Allan J. (Buffalo, N. Y.) Evaluating reading matorial.
3 9340

A study of 3,00 pupils in Buffalo public schools. giving a list of 27 Aimary readerswith grade scores showing range of difficulty.
Witty, Paul A. and LaBrant, Lou L. Vocabulary and reading. Sehool:Ind society, 31: 268-72, February 22, 1930.

The vocabulary used by five classes of u;perclassmen and five classes of freshmenenrolled in the School of education and the College of liberal arts of the Univeisity ofKansas were studied. A total of 340 compositions and a like number of vocabulary testswere obtained. An analysis was made of the vocabulary content of 12 %%roil known books.Osiclusions : Elements other than vocabulary determine the choice of reading materialsfor persons bver 14 years of age; -the problem of vocabulary development may havereceived too much emphaelk
855. Young, William 'Ernest. The relation of Cvomprelwmglon and retentionin reading to comprehension and retention in hearing. Doctor's thesis, 1930,University Of Iowa: Iowa City. 34 p.
See (1180 227, 288, 338, 427, 580, 589, 651-652,4661, 691. 1237. 1247, 1265, 1426,1429. 1610. 1989. 2331, 2823, 2878, 2917, 3098, 4531.
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HANDWRITING

856. Anderson, Earle. A study of the teaching of handwriting in rural
schools of Harper county, Kansas. Masten's thesis, 1930. University of Kan-
sas, Lawrence.

857. Barber, Lucille L. (Cortland, N. Y.) Stu i;ly elements in handwriting.
[1930]

858. Boling, M. M. Junior high school course of study, handwriting. 1929.

Wilson teachers college, Washington, D. C. 6 p.

859. Conard, Edith U. and Offerman, Elizabeth J. A test of speed and
quality in maauscript writing as learned by adults. Teachers college record,
31 : 4-1t)-67, February°1930.

860. Gray, William Henry. An experimental comparison of the movements
in manuscript writing and cursive writing. Journal of educational psychology,

21: 259-72, April 1930.
The movements executed by writers trained in manuscript and in cursive writing were.

compared and analyzed. The writing of 10 adults and 20 children were studied. The
results of the investigation indicate that the differences between manuscript writing and
cursive writing are. chiefly in the speed changes which take place within the writing.

861. Guiler, Walter Scribner. Improving handwriting Ability. Elementary
schopl journal, 30: 56-62, September 1929.

A 12 weeks field project to improve rate and quality of handwriting was given in a
mixed class of seventh-and-eighth grade k)upils in the Ross township centralized school,

Greene county, Ohio. Handwriting difficOlties were studied for individual and group
needs, and the difficulties analyzed. RenildIal worn' was given in individualized group
instruction. There was a marked var1at4m in the amount cif improvement in quality
made by in ual pupils. Attitude of ;both teacher and pupils was changed. The

teacher r a zed the importance of diagniasis and analysis in overcoming handwriti4
faults ; pu ils were convinced that handwriting can be greatly improved by concentrating
effort at points of difficulty.

862. Lehning, Beatrice L. The preparation and testing of a remedial method
in handwriting. Master's thesis, 1930. Oniversity of Iowa, Iowa City. 226

p ms,
863. Ungren, Gilbert O. The diagnosis and improvement of handwriting in

the Intermediate grades of the Hope public schools. Master's thesiA, 1930.
University of North Dakota, University.

864. Madeira, Charles Calvin. The social significance of tbe.Zaner Freeman
system of teaching handwriting. Master's thesis, 1929. New York university,
Nkw York, N. Y. 122 p. ms.

A65. Muncie, Ind. Public schools. Dewrtment of educational research.
Report of results on handwriting test, grades 3B-6A. 1930. 5 p. (Bulletin
no. 38.)

The main purposes of the testing were to aid teachers of handwriting in discovering
individual pupil weaknesties and individual difficulties to use as a basi; of remedial teach-

ing procedure.

866. Nash, H. B. Survey of handwriting. 1929.Public schools, West Allis,

Wis.

867. Newland, T. Ernest. A study of the specific, illegibilities found in the

writing of Arabic numerals. Journal of educational research, 21 : 177-85:

March 1930.
868. Philadelphia, Pa. Public schools. Division of educational research.

Handwriting survey. 1929. 6 p. ins. (Bulletin, no. 144.)

86(\ .

no. 136.)
Handwriting test. 1929. 5 p. ms. (Bulletin,
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870. Prewit, Irene and Manuel, Herschel T. Differences in the handwritingof supervised and unsupervised pupils. School and society, 31: 297-98, March1, 1930.
4 Twenty thousand speciment of handwriting were collected in May 1928 from 35school systems 114 seven states. In every grade the quality of writing of the supervisedschools is superior t that of the unsupervised schoolSupervision deems to keep abetter balance between/speed and quality.
871. Ryan, Michael J. Bibliography of handwriting. 1930. Peirce schoolof business administration, Philadelphia, Pa. 28 p.
872. Shaw, Lena, and Crumptoli, Claudia E. Attitude of the child in mattersof skill. Elementary school jour4a1, 30: 218-22, November 1929.A handwriting experiment was carried on in the Hutchins intermediate school,Detroit. All of the students were given a handwriting test mate by pupils of higherintelligence in several classes. Findings : All pupils improved in both rate and qualityof writing when legibility was motivated through English and other classes in theschool ; pupils 11 12, 13, and 14 years of age consistently improved in rate andquality with each succeeding semester. Eleven year old pupils made the most progress.An attitude conducive to improvement in a skill may be developed chiefly by placing theresponsibility for improment on the pupils. Attitude is a potent factor in thetlevelopment of a skill.
873. Turner, Olive G. Comparative legibility and speed of manutiript andursive handwriting. Elementary school journal, 30: 780-86, June 1930.Specimens of both types of writing from grade six of the Winnetka, Ill., public schools;specimens of cursive writing in grades two through five from public schools in Kalamazoo,'kWh. ; and specimens of manuscript writing from grades two through five in publicschools of Paw Paw, Mich., were secured. Writing was studied for ease of reading,legibility, economy of line space, and rate of writing. Data indicate that in legibilitymanuscript writing had a significant margin of superiority as compared with cursivewriting ; in rate of production, manuscript writing exceeded the norms established for thegrades studied, except grade two.
874. West, Paul V. The American handwriting scale, and manual for theAmerican handwriting scale. New York, A. N. Palmer company, 1929.See alao'784, 847.

SPELLING

875. Abernethy, Ethel M. Photographic records of eye-movements in study-ing spelling. Journal of educational psychology, 20 : 695-701, December 1929.Eight pupils in grade 6 of the University of Chicago elementary school, and fourgraduate students of the University were the subjects of a study to investigate therelation between the method of learning to spell, as indicated by photographic recordsof eye-movements, and efficiency in learning. Findings: Adults have a broader recognitionspan, are decidedly briefer in the duration of fixations and make fewer regressivemovement&

878. Archer, Clifford P. Saving time in spelling instruction. Journal ofeducational restharch, 20: 122-31, September 1929.
ofder to throw some light on the problem of what effect the study of ono word hasupon another in all types of conditions and complexitibs, the writer planned and con-&feted a series of three experiments. In this article the experiments are described, and afew results and conclusions are given.

877. Shall we teach spelling by rule? Elementary English review,
: 61-63, March 1930.
Reports an experiment with 150 children in teaching one rule in spelling. Findings:he method of teaching Ole rule is important. It assists in learning to spell when properlyaught.

878. Transfer of trainiiig in spelling. Iowa City, The University,
930. 63 p. (Univerlity of Iowa studieS, first ser., no. 180, June 1, 1930.tudies in education, vol. 5, no. 5)
Bibliography p. 81-02.
In ns 'investigation three different types of words were selected which differ with(spec o the method o adding the suffix "lug." The data presented furnish quiq
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conclusive evidence of positive transfer of about equal amounts between the base forms
of words, the 8 forms, the ed forms, and the ing forms. No significant differences
between the transfor of ability of boys and girls were found.

879. Atkins, Samuel. The learning indices and study 'Methods of school

children in spelling. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Minnesota, Minne-

apolis.

7Ss0. Beatty. C. Evelyn. The relatk-e effectivenes,: f tw(t differont methods
of word-drill. Master's thesis, 1930. niversity of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.
University of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27: 001

a 2'22, November 11030. ( Abstract)

SS1. Bixler, Harold H. High stliool spelling test. forms 1, 2, 3, 4. Atlanta.
Ga., Smith Hammond and company, 1929. 4 p.

8S*2 Book, William F. Ilow a special disability in spelling was diagnosed

an-d.correctoil. Journal Of applied pich(dogy, 13: '.;7s August 1929.

ss3. Carr. Rose and Finegan, Hazel A. An experiment in spelling. LAI--

Angeles (Iducational research bulletin. 9: 7-10. December P.F29.
The Los Angeles spelling dictionary contains 1,5po words most frequently used in

writing. It was given two try-óuts with a reducti6n in misspellings. It is ncotnnwilded
that the spelling dictionary be made available for general use in schools.

* S4 Carroll, Herbert A. Generalization 'of bright :Ind dull children : A

comparative study with apecial reference to spelling. *Doctor's thesis. 4:113o

Teachers college, Columbia universit!". New York. N. Y. New York' Tea.li
ers.college, Columbia uNiversity, 1930. 54 p. (Contributions to education
439)

Sk:5. Clark, Cora Turnidge. The psychology and pedagogy of spellinga
review, with suggestions for a new method of approach. Master's thesis
University of Oregon, Eugene. 71 p. ms.

8s6. Clingman. Rena. The status of spelling in the village and rural schools
of Nebraska. Educational research record (University of Nebraska ) , 3: 15 2n.
October 1929.

The author secured the names of the spellers in use from 41 county superintendents in
Nellraska. She found a significant lack of unifolmity in the spelling material used, and in
th4 number of words to be learned.

sS7. Distad, H. W. awl Davis, Eva M. A comparisqn of volunni-dictation
and sentence dictation spelling \yid) respect to acqtflsition of meaning of word
Journal of educational research. 20: 352-39, DeceNter 1929.

This study sho,ws the -superiority of sentence-dictation spelling over column dictation
spelling in teaching the meaning pf words.

W4. Feeney, Margaret Marcelline. A re-allocatLon of the words in the Chi-
cago spelling !ist. Master's thesis, 1930. Loyola university, Chicago,
04) P. Ins.

,49. Ferrell, G. B. An analytical study of the lima English essentials spell-

ing test. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa. Iowa City. 117 p. ms.
. o

S90. Foran, T. G. The form of spelling tests. Washington, D. C., Catholic
education press, 1929. 24 p, (Cathopf university of America. kluvationa:
researJh bulletins, vol. 4, no. 8, October 1929)

89f. and Rock, Robert T., jr. An annotated bibliography of studies
relating to spelling: supplement no. 1. Washington, D. (2., Cathoiic education
press, 1930. 24 p. (Qatholic uniVersity of America. Educational research bui
ietins, vol. 5, no. 1, January 193 0 Ar

The authors live endeavored tip I t all investigations reported during 1928 and 1929
. The supplement *Coiltains numerous ieferences to unpublished master's essays and doctor't

11Issertations. Attention has been called to special types Of studies by a brief description
of them inithe foreword. 4
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R92. Greenwood, Forest O. A study of spelling difficulty on a high schooltbnior level. 'Allister's tpesis. 1929. University of Iowa, Iowa City. 221 p. ms.Guiler, Walter °Scribner. Improving ablAiy in spelling. Elementary-chool journal, 30: 594-603, April, 1930.
An effort was made to improve the ability to spell in fifth grade pupils in the publicschools of Beilbrook. Ohio., A preliminary study of spelling ability of the clasq Nv.mado.. Word.: in common use which were difficult for the pupils to spell, were dis-covered, and recorded, and spelling difficulties were analyzed. Data indicate th:itdifferent parts of the same word may 'be difficult for differ' nt pupils; each pupilbe able to fv.ive attontiOn to wor6 he finds difficult ; Instruction and stud'). shouldfocused at pi)ints of difficulty ; Intelligence seems to hear no significant relationto ability to spell.
894. Validntion of methods of testing spelling. Journal- of educa-tional research, 20: October 1929. c..*

Gunn. H. M. . study of differences between the test-study method andthe study-te0 method in the teaching of spelling in grade -IA. In Portlandelementary principals' assochition. First yearbook, 1930: p.ifteen pupile of grade 4A were given the test study me4hod of teachingthe other 15 were given the study-test method. The results sflem toindicAe that thestudy-test method was slightly superior. although either method seems to work satis-factorily If carefully followed and properly used.
9(1. Hays, Martha L. Ftpeiling ability of normartraintng students in Iowa.Master's thesis. 1930. -University of Iowa, Iowa City. 68 p.

YeY7. Hodges, Myra. A comparative study of spelling lists. Master's thosis,1930. George Peabody euncge for teachers, NiAville, Tenn. ei 5 p. ms.Fives spelling lists for grades 4, 5, and 6- were compared; S1)e14-to-write. Jones, flewNiPrrill, Horn-Ashbaugh, and Bret d.French lists were studied. 3,6s7 differ; nt words)'6und in the five lists; 422 dr words were 'common to all lists, 77)3 worefound in four lists, 895 in throe lists. 1,309 in two lists, and 2,308, or 40.4'; 44 thedifferent words occurred in only one list.
YIS). Livingston. Marion F. The progress in simplified spelling. Master'sthesis, 1930. University of Iowa, Iowa City. 121 p. ms.

9. McCormick. Bufton D., Coxe, Warren W. and otherx. Spelling syllabusfor elementary schools. Albany, N. Y., State deqvcation (1ep:irtment. 1929.4s p.
The syllabus covers the second through the eighth grades.
900. McLeod, Laurence S. The interrelations of speed. accuracy and &Ill-culty. Journal of experimental psychology, 12: 431-43, October .1929.six hundred and sixty-five spelling words of various degrves of difficulty were givento 75 undergraduate college 'students. Data secured fran the dictation of these wQrdq.were tmated statistically. 'Findings : Individuals lire likely to maintain at variouslevels of difficulty approximately the same relative speed. They tend to keep constanttheir relative standing in accuracy for the various levels of difficulty. There is aPositie correlation between individual standing in accuracy for all words. At thekvel of difficult viwds there appears to be no correlation between spred and accuracy.901. Mason, Frands A study of certain sound letter confusions spell-

t
ing ih grades 2 to 6. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa, Iowa City.46 p. ms.

hieivienhall. James E. An analysis of spelling errors, a itudy of fac:\'tors frissoc1ate4 with word difficulty. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers college.Columbia sunibersity, New York, N. Y. New York city, Teachers college.Columbia univer4q, 1930. 65 p.
Pupils in Public school 165, Manhattan, New York, N. Y. were festeo. From 200to 500;words were given to about 100 pupils at each krade level; list of words givenwas one grade level above 'Mitt of pupils tested. It wAs found that Omission of lettersand substitution of letters are most prominent types of errors; the hard spot of a wordis located either at the cenfer- ti right of centei.; early syllables of a word areconsistently easier to spell than later 'syllables. The principal source ot spelling
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difficulty rests with a few particular letters, singly or in combination, rather than with
any general features of words such as length, etc. The writer suggests grouping, words
according to common visual elements and common errors.

903. Monroe, Mich. Public schools. Course of study in spelling, grades
1-6. 1930. 16 p. ms.

904. Moore, W. X. A critical study of " The teacher's word book." Mas-

ter's thesis, 1930. University of Kansas, Lawrence.
905. kuncie, Ind. Public schools. Department of educational research.

Report of survey test in spelling, March 1930.. Grades 2B to 12A. 7 p. (Bulletin
no. 37

The purpose of these tests is to point out to teachers spedfic difficulties which
children are having in their spelling in order that remedial work may be more effective.

906. Patterson, M. Rose. Second survey of spelling in all junior high schools,

1930. Public schools, Baltimore, Md. 36 p.
As a result of this survey a list of " spelling demons" was compiled.

907. Peterson, Evelyn F. An analysis of spelling errors made by sixth

grade pupils during one year's work in spelling. Master's thesis, 1930. Uni-

versity of Iowa, Iowa City. 408 p. ma.
908. Prehm, Hazel. A year's growth in spelling ability in grade 4. Master's

thesis, 1930. University of Iowa. Iowa City. 234 p. ms.
909. B,ennick, Howard. The relative effectiveness of the rhythmic and non-

rhythmic. tnethods of teaching spelling. Master's thesis, 1930. Stanford uni-
versity, Stanford University, Calif. 200 p. ms.

A study of spelling in four elementary schools of Palo Alto, Calif. Findings:
the average p,.pils tend to learn and retain the spelling of words better when rythml-
cally grouped.

910. Rowe, Clyde E. Importance of two, three, four, and five letter combi.
nations, on the basis of frequency in a word list. Master's thesis, 1930. Uni-

versity of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. 169 p. ms. University of Pittsburgh
bulletin, 27: 367-68, November 1930., (Abstract)

911. Senour, A. C. An investigation of the effectiveness of the test-teach-test
type of spelling instruction. Elementary school journal, 30: 700-706, May 1930.

Words studied one week were tested after a lapse of a month and of four months.
Test-teach-test type of spelling instruction is effective for there is a high percentage of

retention of a high degree of achievement.
912. Showniker, W. A. Learning difficulty of words in spelling as related

to initial per cent of error and forgetting. Minneapolis, Minn., Public schools,

1930.
Findings: Practically DO relationship existed between the initial gier cent of error

of words and the learning difficulty of those words.
913. Steinberg, David L. Spellingthe individual method versus the class

method of instruction. Educational method, 9: 485-91, May 1930.
An experiment was Conducted to determine how the achievement of pupils in grades

5 and 6 of the William Welsh school in Philadelphia are affected by teaching spelling
through an individual curriculum based on the pupils' own spelling errors or inabilities.,
as compared with the effect of teaching spelling through the usual class procedure
The students were organised into two pairs of parallel classes. One class was tang
by the class method, the other by the Individual method. After nine weeks the chi
switched methods. In retention of spelling after a period of no practice, the indi
method was superior. On the whole, a slight advantage seemed to exist in favor
individual method.

914. Stone, Clarence R. The scientific method and the spelling textiook
deficiencies of a home-made textbook. School and society, 31 : 21-22, Janua
4, 1980.

The words In the California state speller are grouped into three lists. This a
suggests a method of procedure and certain tandards of general interest in s
ing and evaluating home-made spelling lists and commercially published textbooks
'Pain&
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915. Swanberg, Signe Olivia V. Locating the errors in spelling accordingto syllables and letters. Master's thesis, 1929. New York university, Nt w

York, N. Y. 148 p.
*916. Thompson, Robert S. The effectiveness of modern spelling instruction.poctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y.w York city, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1930. 81 p. (Contribu-

tio to education, ,no. 436)
A eighth-grade elementary school of about 1,800 pupils in Brooklyn, N. Y. was'studled.Th test-study method *of instruction was used in teaching spelling. Data were securediu ordinary course or instruction; teachers kept a record of the number of times eachword of assigned weekly list was misspelled. Pata indicate that too many words aretaught in elementary school ; the superiority of the test-study method has been too muchtaken for granted; and that spelling lists contain too many easy words.
917. Tireman, L. S. Value of marking bad spots in spelling. Iowa City,

University of Iowa, 1930. 48 p. (University of Iowa studies, first series no.
179, May 1930. Studies in education, vol. 5, no. 4)

Two lists of words which were equated on the basis of accuracy and number of hardspots were given to pupils in the fourth, sixth. and eighth grades. The hard spots weremarked in one list and left unmarked in the other. Data from the study of a halfmillion spellings by about 5,000 pupils, show that the pupils who studied words withthe hard spots marked made poorer scores than those who studied lists with the bardspots unmarked.

918. Wafters, Mrs. Garnette. Spelling in sentence dictation as comparedwith spelling in column dictation. Hamtramck, Mich., Public schools, 1930.
919. Wilson, Guy M. The purpose of a standardized test in spelling.Journal of educational 'research, 20: 319-26, December 1929.The author gives a critical evaluation of the Stanford achievement test in spelling,revised 1929. He shows that the test fails " to serve the main curriculair intent of thesubject being taught," and that the test does not make for the best methods of teaching.Recent vocabulary studies tend to indicate that the vocabularies of grade children are iiigeneral less than 4,000 words, and that modern spelling texts are limiting their lists tothe above number.

920. Zyve, Mrs. Claire T. An experimental study of spelling methods. Doc-tor's thesis, 1980. Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y.Data were gathered from the two years controlled spelling study of 250 children ingrades three through seven in the Fox Meadow school, Scarsdale, N. Y. Results indicatedthat teacher-directed study proved more efficient than individual study ; use of list-context method gave better results than use of lists alone ; when the best method wasused additional home-work study was of no value in learning of words; use of a lanternfor the presentation of words gave better results than the use of a blackboard ; teacher-directed review gave better results than po review. The four methods had about equalsigtificance in improving results.
See also 245, 387, 589, 781, 784, 804, 1003, 1989, 2292, 2823.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

GRAMMAR AND COMPOSITION"

921. Allen, C. F. Grade placement of language and grammar skills. LittleRock, Ark., Public schools, 1980. 84 p.
922. Allen, Mrs. Cotrie 'Walker. A study of the characteristic errors inEnglish made by high school students entering the University of Texas.Muter's thesis, 1930. University of Texas, Austin.
928. Allen, Lucy C. The construction of individualized units of work for1113 English. 1930. Western Reserve tiniversity, Cleveland, Ohio.
924. Anderson, Alfhild Vivian. The adaptation of first yea!: high schoolEnglish textbooks to curriculum needs. 'Master's. thesis, 1930. University ofSouth Dakota, Vermillion. 2 p. ms.
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925. Anderson. Mabel Lillian. The organization and administration of

oral English in senior high schools. Master's thesis, 1930. University of
Southern California, Los Angeles.

926. Ash, I. O. English in junior high school. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Uni-
versity of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio. 30 p.

927. Ashbaugh, Ernest JaNs. Adject.ives used by high school students.
Eductitional research bulletin (Ohio state university) , 8:273-75, September
11, 1929.

This study is based on an analysis of 100 letters written by ¡ifirls in each Grade 7 to 11
inclusive. The writer thinks that' the total vocabulary nor the descriptive terin
justify an inference of poverty of language Ro often charged against high-school students.

928. Junior and senior high school English. 1930. Ohio state
university, Columbus.

An analysis of the letters of junior and senior high school pupils to their relative:
and friends was made to determine tilt' results of the- teaching of composition Itry!

grammar upon English written outside the formal class. ',Age. sex. grade, and type of
school which the pupil attended were considered.

Baker, Elizabeth W. A social basis for the teaching of elementary
English language. Elementary school journal, 30: 27-33, September 1929.

The uses which children have for language outside of school were studied in thw
elementary schools of Dallas, Texas. Data were studied from the standpoint 1,f uses f. r

spoken English uses for written English ; occasions or topics for conversation ; occasions
for uses of spoken English in Courtesy. Data show that every child should have training
in meeting the situations with which he 151 certain to be confronted and on the proper
handling of which much of his success and happiness depends.

!!:11. Banks, Frances L. A study of the achievement in correa English usage
of high school pupils through diagnostic testing and remedial instruction.- 1921).
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.

931. Barnes, Helen Lindley. Teaching high school pupils to write familiar
essays. Master's thesis, 1929. Teachers college, Columbia university, New York.
N. Y. 44 p. ms.

932. Barnes, Walter. Certain aspects of the language activities of children
in the seventh, eighth, and ninth erades. Doctor's thesis, 1940. New York
university, New York, N. Y. 194 p. ms.

A study of out-of-school language as far as it relaies to language situations, types of

language, topics, motives, children's evaluations of language, for the group, with sex,
grade, and community variations. Findings: The language usages, practices, and activities
of, life differ greatly from the school objectives and curriculum in languages.

933. Barret, Martha Buckman. How to teach English to superior children.
Mt6ter's thesis, 1930. University of Southern California, Los Angeles.

9:A. Batten, Ruth. Experiment in teaching grammar. 1930. West Vir-
ginia university, Morgantown.

935. Tstennett. Emesdne. Experiment in the teaching of language in the
fifth grade. )Elementary school journal, 30: 440-43, February 1930.

The experiment was carried on ip the fifth grade in the Lee laboratory school of the
University of Missouri during the 1929 annimer session of the University. Sevent&n
children ranging in he from nine years and five months to 13 years and eight months
were tested by the Charters diagnostic language tests, miscellaneous A, form 2, before
and after the course in remedial work in language. The children were given from eight
to 20 sentences to correct each day, with no instructions and no discussion of tftes o(
sentences given them. During the six weeks of experimentation the median of the classglincreased Nit of Grade 3, two grades below the standard for the grouti, to that 0 1

Grade 8, o rade above the standard. Lange in scores showed marked improvemett.

936. Berger, Ruby, chairman. First poems by children in the Norfolk pub-

lic schools, 1928-1929. Norfolk, Va., Public schools, 1929. 58 p.

937 Betznir, Jean. Content end form of original compositions dictated by
children from five to eight years of age. Doctor's thesis, 1930. l'eschers
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vonege, Columbia university, New York, N. Y. New York city, Teacherscollege, Columbia university, 1930. 5:3 p. (Contributions tu education, no. 4421A collection of children's compositions, 1, 215 in number, supplied the data for this study.

Bivins, Curtis L. A study of high school English abilities in the stand-ard rural schools of Davidson county: 1930. North Carolina state college.Raleigh.
Findings: High correlations were obtained between intelligenet and English form endalso between intelligence and composition ability. The students in Davidson county -werefound to be below standard in thezir Englisn abilities; but this was probably due to sudifactors as poor average attendance, new gonsolidations, insufficient equipment, inexpert-enced teachers, heavy teaching load; short term of schotl, etc.
939. Bloomfield, Eleanor V. M. Problems and outcomes of creative wildly.:in an industrial section. Master's thesis, 1930. New York university, NewYork, N. Y. 48 p. ms.
This experinment which was carried on for two years, with four classes, was to deter-mine the advisability of attempting creative writing in a school whose children possessedno cultural background; and where many were handicapped with language difficulties andlimited intelligence. Findings: Creathe writing has stréngthened the pupils' belief inself It has encouraged him to self-expression. It has tended to build more desirable.ovial attitudes, and to promote a more sympathetic understanding between the membersir the group.

940. -Bontrager, O. Ray. Pupil accuracy as related to certainty of responseiu a specific language test. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa, IowaCity. 133 p. ms.
941. Bowman, Lillie Myrtle. Difficulties of high school pupils in written .and oral English, as found by case-study methods. Master's thesis, 1930.University of California, Berkeley. 66 p. ms.
A study.' of first semester eleventh grade English pupils, to determine the specificEnglish skills in which each pupil is lacking, the reasons for such lacks of Kk lis, andhow far the lack of each skill is common to the group:- Findings: (1) Difficulties involvefrom 41 to 79 Per cent of the pupils; (2) causes (carelessness, lack of interest, lack ofproper guidance) indicate that much remedial work could be simply done.
U42. Boyer, Philip A. and Gordon; Hans C. Comparat* study of perform-atice in written English at entrance to grade 9 and at graduation from highschool. 1930. Public schools, Philadelphilk, Pa. 13 p. ms.
1343. Bruffey, Aimee Matie. The task of the high school critic teacher ofEnglish. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teachers, Nash-ville, Tenn. 65 p. ms.
944. Bursch, Charles Wesley. The technique and results of an analysis ofthe teaching process in high school English and social science classes. 6 Doctor'sthesis, 1930. Stanford university, Stanford University, Calif.

945. Bushnell, Paul T. An analytical contrast of oral with written English.Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia university, New -York, N. Y.New York city, Teachers college, Columbia university, IWO. 87 p. (ContribuHong to education, no. 451)
Teachers of ten sections of tenth-grade English gave their pupils the same subject forboth oral and written themes, which were later analyzed. In general, oral compositionsare looser, more fluid, inaccurate and incoherent than the written. Considerable evidenceis presented in the study to the effect that oral English At this level of maturity is notradically different from wr)tten, having its own distinctive merits and qualities, but thatit is generally just a less preetse, logical, integrated form of expression. No' reliable sexdifferences appear.

046. Butler, Bertha Irene. Sentence errors made by pupils of the last highschool grade. Master's thesis, 1929. New York university, New York, N. Y.65 p.

93s.
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/ 947. Butterworth, Elmer Raymond. Mastery of punctuation usages as re-
lated to the rules. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa, Iowa City. 65
p. ins.

948. Cannon, Rebecca Pruett. Course of 'study in Junior 3 tnglish. 1930.
*Alabama polytechnic institute, Auburn.

Complete unit and daily lesson plans for the direction of learning in classes of ninth
grade English in the junior high school of Alabama.

949. Calvert, T. B. Report on the use of the Pressey diagnostic composition
tests, form I. January 1930, Grades 7B-10B, inclusive. 1930. Public schools,
Muncie, Ind. 9 p. ms. (Bulletin, no. 30.)

950. Commins, W. D. A factor in language ability. Journal of educational
research, 21: 77-78, January 1930.

Auditory imagery as a factor in language ability.
V51. Copenhaver, Mildred. A study of composition textbooks published from

'1920 through 1929. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers;
Nashville-, Tenn. 55 p. ms.

A study of high-school composition textbooks advertised in the English Journal fr )rn

1020 to 1929. Findings: Rank of topics according to the number of gage= : grammar,
16.79; exposition, 10.13 ; composition, 9.68 ; narration, 9.25 per cent, etc.

952. Cummins, Anna Mary. An analysis of 189 poems written by children.
Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville,. Tenn.
138 p. ms.

Analysis of themes, stanza and verse forms, rhyme schemes, and diction of 189 poems
by children from three to Ll, inclusive, collected from various magazines. Findings: Prin-
dpal themes in poems studied are nature, fairies, and mythology, childhood experiences.
The most popular rhyme is the couplet. Only 35 of the poems tudied are " free verse."
The diction is not very different from that used by adult poets. A few words were coined
outright, a felv were given unusual uses; figures of speech are raie.

953. Craig, Seward Shively. Minimum essentials in- English grammar and
punctuation. MWer's thesis, 1930. Indiana uniyersity, Bloomington. 100

. Ms.

954. Crawford, gohn Raymond. Tlie drill content of certain practice exer-
cises in language. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Iowa, Iowa City. 54

p. ms.
955. Crockett, Harry L. A series of manipulative tests in hand composition.

Master's thesis, 1$30. Colorado agricultural college, Fort Collins.
956. Cuff, Noel B. Vocabulary tests. Journal of educational psychology, 21:

212-20, March 1930.
Gives results of a specially prepared vocabulary test given to 1,110 subject&
957. Dammrich, Ethel M. Experimental study in vitalized composition with

children of the elementary agrades . Master's thesis, 1929. New York univer-
sity, ;iew York, N. Y. 52 p.

958. Daringei, Helen Fern. A study of style in English composition. Do0
tor's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y.
New York city, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1930. 58 p.

In order to discover what elements and qualities of style are generally taught in
secondary ¡schools 14 widely used bigh-schifol textbooks were analysed and 41 elements
and qualities grouped 'under good usage; flearness ; force ; beauty:

959. Davis, Orville .11thoads. The improvement of English in the Leesburg
junior-senior high school. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Florida, Gaines-
ville. 104 p.

960. Discepola, Genevieve. The idiom and itA teaching. Master's thesis,
1980. New York university, New York, N. Y.
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961. Dolch, Edward William. Use of the dictionary. Elementary schooljournal, 30: 669-74, May 1930.
Four hundred and ninety-six superintendents and supervisors of schools answered aletter asking in which grade in the elementary school each pupil first should be providedwith a dictionary. Almost two-thirds believe that pupils should be provided with dic-tionariès in grade 4 ; a little less than one-third believe that grade 5 is the proper grade.syperintendents are divided as to whrther pupils can use dictionaries successfully ingrade 4 or grade 5. Many superintendeuts report that systematic lessons in handlingof the dictionary are given in grade 4.
962. Dubard2 Mrs.4Wi1lie May. High school English in the southern statecourA,;es of study. ¡aster's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers,Nashville, Tenn. 223 p. ms.
A study of courses of study in high-school English for 14 gbuthern states (1924-1930).Findin5s: In respect to form three types of courses of study were found. There wasagroement in content, but variety of practice in organization and in grade placement ofcontent. Content under method consists mainly of specifcations of subject matter.963. Edds, Jess Hobart. The measurement of verbal and son-verbal abili-ties. Doctor's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville,Tenn. Nashville, Tenn., George Peabody college for teachers, 1030. 34 p.(Contributions to education, no. 75)
Fifty-three college students and 140 high-school students were used in this study;seven tests were used to measure verbal and nonverbal abilities in the college group, andseven to measure the same abilities in the high-school group. Verbal and nonverbalabilities seemed to have little in common.
964. Fellows, John Ernest. The influence of theme reading and theme cor-rection on eliminating technical errors in the written compositions of ninth-grade pupils. Doctor's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa, Iowa City. 254 p. ms.
965. Theme-reading in written composition. School review, 38: 368-72, May 1930.
A check list was sent, in October% 1929, to nearly BOO superintendents of schools inIowa with the request that they be sent to the lending teacher of English in the secondaryschools. One hundred and eighty-eight check lists were returned. Seventeen methodswere reported in use. This study of methods usedin reading themes is significant becauseit indicates the predominance of certain methods and the prevalence of the opinion thatpupils should correct their themes.
946. Ferree, Helen M. A composition standfird. 1929. Upper Darby highschool, Upper Darby, Pa. 30 p.
An evaluation of 400 papers, the selection of two or three to represent each of thegrades, and an analysis of each a the selected papers.
967. A forty-weeks course of study for sophomore oral English. 1929.Upper Darby high school, Upper Darby, Pa. 50 p. ms.The development'of 14 projects to teach oral expression, parliamentary procedure,and student initiative through a socialised organization.
968. Fitzgerald, James A. Abbreviations in language textbooks. Journalof educational researcb, 20: 22941, October 1929.Findinp: Abbreviation skills are presented and taught with no apparent regularityin the textbooks studied; ,there I. but little consistency in grade location of abbrevia-tions in the textbooks ; then is little agreement as to the most important and usefulabbreviations; etc.

969. Poster, Guy L. An activity analysis in oral expression. Master'sthesis, 1930. Indiana university, Bloomington. 66 p. ms.
970. Galloway, Norman Lochridge. Difficulties in the teaching, of elemen-tary Enklish. Master's thesis,/ 1929. George Pea.body college for teachers,Nashville, limn. 107 p. ms. I

971. Garduer, William J The reliability of the Clapp-Young self-marking¡English tests. Master's thegis, 1930.. University of Wisconsin, Madison.
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972. Garrison, Iola. Elda. The influence of the junior high school movement
on the teaching of English. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago:
Chicago, Ill.

973. Garrison, K. C. The relationship between three different vocabulary
abilities. North Carolina state college, Raleigh. Journal of educational re-
search, 21 : 43-45, January 1930.

Sixty-six third-grade pupils were given three tests to find out the different vocabulary
abilities. The first test was designed to tesf a pupil's ability in choosing words that
rhymed; the second test was one of word building, and the third was a simple vocab-
ulary test. Girls proved to be superior in rhyming activity

974. Gaut, Gertrude Flinn. Relative efficiency of direct and indirect method
of teaching English vocabulary to Spanish speaking children at kindergarten
age. Master's thesis, 1930. New Mexico normal university, Las Vegas. 111

p. nis.
A study to determine the relative efficiency of the direct as against the indirect

method of teaching English vocabulary to Spanish speaking children of kindergarten
age. Findings; Direct method was found to be more effective.

975. Geyer, Ellen M. Comparison of grammatical points in 14 tests in Eng-
lish. University of Pittsburgh school of education journal, 5: 148-55, June
1930.

.,An analysis of 14 tests used in testing freshmen in Ethglish in order to discover
whether the points included were the result of careful experimentation and how much
uniformity a comparison of a series of such tests chosen at random would show.

976. gilbert, Bonnie. Teaching formal details of English by means of prob-
lems. Peabody journal of education, 7 : 42-47, July 1929.

The author describes a diagnostic test, seven or mote drills, and a progress test used
in teaching English in the tenth and eleventh grades of a school for four years.

977. Gilmore, Isabel E. A study of the effectiveness of two methods of

11,

teaching punctuation. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Kansas, Lawrence.
978. Goersy, Elsa F. The departmental headship in English in high schools.

Master's thesis, 1930. University of Nebraska, Lincoln.
An analysis of 127 departments of English in 93 cities having 30,000 or more people.
979. Grabo, B. P. A study of the comparative vocabularies of junior high

school pupils in English and Italian speaking homes. [1930] Public schools,
Schenectady, N. Y. 7 p. ms.

Two groups were matched for mental ability, one, monoglot ; the other bi-lingual, and
a comparison was made of total Englisll vocabularies and of total vocabularies, English
and Italian. Findings Total vocabularies Kxiglish and Itarliab equal total vocabularies of
American child. English vocabulary of bi-linguals was 33 per cent below monoglot.

980. Gwinn, Clyde Wallace. An experimental study of college classroom
teaching: the question-and-answer method versus the lectnre method of teach-
ing college English. Doctor's thes . George Peabody college for teachers
Nashville, Tenn. Neardiville, Tenn t eorge Peabody college for teachers, 1930
135 p. (Contributions to education, no. 76)

Ninety-eight students were involved in this study, 49 in each group. Conclusion§: It
would seem that college students of superior intelligence have somewhat better ec h a n (.0

of acquiring knowledge of factual materials in college English when such materials have
been presented by means of the lecture method; and students of the lower quartile Di

intelligence appear to accomplish more when the material is presented by the lecture
met hod.

981. Haas, -Fredericka M. The minimum essentials test as a means of see
tioning in freshman English. Master's thesis, 1930. Syracuse university, Syra-
cuse, N. Y.

Findings: The minimum essential test as given to freshmen at Syracuse university
not an adequate means of sectioning these freshmen according to their compositioa
ability.

.
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982. Hall, T. O. A study in letters of application. [1930] George Peabodyx

college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn.
Errors, punctuation, grammar and irregularities of letter form were studied. Find-ings : (1) The greatest number of errors was in the use of the comma; (2) the least nuni-her in the use of parentheses.
083. Harap, -Henry. The most 'common grammatical errorg. Western ite-

serNe university, Cleveland, Ohio. English journal (High school and milege
,edition), 19: 440-46, June 1930.

IA study to determine the most common grammatical errors. Thirty-three studies ofthe common grammatical errori in written and oral speech were analyzed and a com-posite list of 109 errors was made.
984. Harriman, Philip Lawrence. The consistençy of errors in the punctua-

tion of high-school graduates. Doctor's thesis, 1930. New York university,
New York, N. Y. 122 p. ms.

Location of specific errors in correcting sentences eontaining similar grammatical con-structions and involving similar usages. Findings: Objective evidences of confUsions andmisunderstandings in the application of accepted principles in punctuating.
985. Harris, Helen Constance. The development of langupge ability during

the elementary school period. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago,
Chicago, Ill. 106 p. ms.

Tbe structural elements in the language of the reading materials and the writtencompositions of children in the first six elementary school grades were studied. Findings :Certain characteristics of the structural elements of the language used are indicative ofperiods in the development of ability in reading and in written composition during theelementary school period ; the development of ability iti reading proceeds at a more rapidrate and, if judged by the same standards, reaches a higher level of maturity than theability in written composition by the end of this period.
986. Harris, Musa P. Growth in language ability in relation to intelligence.

Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn.
55 p. ms.

Children of the third, fourth, and fifth grades from five consolidated. schools inEscamhia county, Alabama, were studied. Findings : With special% training there ismarked growth in achievement over period of time as compared with intelligence.
987. Hartsock, Florence I. A comparative study of high school dictionaries.

Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, NasVille, Tenn.
65 p. Ms.

Covers the use of four dictionaries in one school. Findings : High school students con-sult the dictionary for definition, pronunciation, and spelling. It is imOhible to proveone dictionary superior to tbe others.
988. Hartson, L. DI A five year study of objective *tests for sectioning

courses in English -composition. Journal of applied psychology, 14 202-10,
June 1930.

A number of objective tests in English composition were given to freshmen at Oberlincollege. The tests which furnish the best basis for predicting final grades in composi-tion were those for the most mechanical of the elements involved in the work. The testsprovide data which would make possible a homogeneous grouping of the students inthe course.

989. Hasbrouck, M. Josephine. An evaluation of the oral versus the writ-
ten method of teaching sentence structure in the eleventh year. Master's thesis,
1930. Syracuse university, Syracuse, N. Y.

Under the coqdittlons of this study the indications are that either the oral or the writ-ten method may be used to almost equal advaptage. Probably both methods should beemployed in all classes so that other benefits may be coincident.
990. Haworth, Floyd if A critical study of certain testing techniques inlanguage usage. Master's thesis, 1930. Univerity of Iowa, Iowa City. 34 p. ms.
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991. Hershey, Josephine L. A survey of texts and ,materials suitable for use
in high school English course. Upper 'Darby high school, Upper Darby, Pa.
75 p. ms.

An inspection and valuation of 200 English textbooks.
992. Hiney, Clarabelle Fentem. The effects of irregularity in school attend-

ance upon the composition abilities of high-school pupils. Master's thesis, 1930.
University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.

993. Hoefler, Lehman. The aims of first year English at the college level.
Master's thesis, 1930. Catholic university of America, Washington, I). C. 42

p.

994. Holmes, Maybel M. Tested procedures Id creative writing for grades
0, 7, and 8. Master's thesis, 1930. New York university, New York, N. Y. 40
p. ms.

Explanation of methods used, data collected, and conclusions reached in experimenting
with creative (prose) writing in grades 6, 7, and 8. Findings: Children, whether
bright or dull, can write of their own experiences with originality, when sympathetically
guided.

995. Huff, Emily A. Comparative vocabulary study. Master's thesis, 1930.
Washington university, St. Louis, Mo.

11 996. Hwang, Pu. Errors and improvements in rating English compositions
by means of a composition scale. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers college
Columbia university, New York, N. Y. New York city, Teachers college,
Columbia university, 1930. 67 p. (Contributions to education, no. 417)

Two composition scales were used in this study: the Hudelson English composition
scale and the Van Wagenen narration scale. The results of this study seem to indicate
that the best condition of rating English compositions by means of a composition scale
from the standpoint of reliability, is to rate compositions written on similar topics, show-
ing a wide range of quality, with an objective scale of the general merit type.

997. Indiana. Department of public instruction. Chart of expected out
omes in oral and written exprezizion, grades K-8. Indianapolis, 1930.
998. Jaffe, Philip. A critical study of the New 'gork City grammar syl-

labus-1928. Master's thesis, 1930. College of the City of New York, New
York, N. Y. 64 p. ms. .

An evaluation of the content an() suggested procedure in the light of scientific studies.
999. Johnson, Inez. The relation of grammatical and structural errors to

spoken and written composition. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Kan
Lawrence.

1000. Johnson, Ruth Virginia. The development and evaluation of certain
tests of language information. Doctor's thesis, 1929. Ohio state university
Columbus. 141 p. ms.

investigatimi of background information needed for success in high school and col
lege English and foreign language courses, and the development of diagnostic tests t
facilitate location and remedy of deficiencies in previous preparation for such cours
Diagnostic tests, functiohal in pature, were developed, based on the 27 concepts fou
to constitute the minimum essentials. R nits of the test, given to 835 students (grad
7 through college) showed remedial work to be needed at every grade level. Reliability
of the test, as found by correlation of tato -core on form A withtotal score on form II,
for 263 high school students, was .91 +.01. .

1001. King, Patti Batey. Growth in language as shown by Wilson langua
error test. 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn.
p.

An unselected group of grade 6 pupils were theasured Three times during a school ye
by use of the Wilson language error test. On each story the median of the group was abo
standard ; the group grew more than a year from October to May. Pupils with high IQ
began above standard ; those with IQ's less than 100 began below standard ; but they g
more than two years (luring the testing period.
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1002. Kirkpatrick, Betty J. Relationship of reading ability and success inhigh school English in the junior class of the Milnehigh school. Master's thsis,1930. New York st* college for teachers, Albany.
Correlations show a significant positive relationship.
1003. Koch, Merle I. and Morley, Elilabeta. A manual of style. UpperDarby high school, Upper Darby, Pa. 20 p. m's14.
A preliminary study of current practice in spelling, punctuation, and mechanics it015general.

41004. Kopf, Helen M. High school students knowledge of the personal pro-noun declension. 1930. Piqua high school, Piqua, Ohio.A study to determine if pupils from rural districts are as well prepared in Englishgrammar as city pupils. Findings: City pupils in all grades of the high school have amuch better knqwledge of the subject.
1004. Landale, Jean. Technique of teaching English to special classes atSouth high school. 1934. 4 University of Omaha, Omaha, Nebr.Outlines the techniques used for selection of students for special English classes atSouth high school, describes modifications of the English course of study to meet the needsof thr special group selected, describes the special methods employed for tenehin* thespecal group in English, and draws objective conclusions from tests and numbers retainedno to value of such a course in English.
1006. Lansdowne, Katie. Grade placements of the elements of formal gram-liar. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Wichita, Wichita, Kans. 67 p. ms.*1007. Leonard, J. Paul; Practice exercises in teaching capitalization andunctuatfon. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia university, New(Irk, N. Y. New York city, Teachers college, Çolumbla university: 1930. 78 p.(Contributions to education, no. 372)

A summary of this study is printed in the Journal of educational research: 21: 186-90,larch 1930.
Punctuation and capitalisation for junior high sechool levels are taken up in this study.indings: The use of practice exercises to teach punctuation and capitalization is anffective and economical method of teaching children to punctuate their own compositions.'he learning gained is of a permanent nature.

V1008. Loch, Ethel Douglas. A comparison of the achievement of rural andr1),an freshmen of the Cherokee county community high school in the mechanics)t composition. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Kansas, Lawrence.
1009. Lowrey, Sarah Goodkvin. An evaluation of English texts for non-nglish using adillts. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pitts-)urgh, Pa. University of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27: 324-25, Stovember 1930.Abstqtact)

1010. McCall, Maude R. Minimum requirements for junior high school Eng-ish. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Florida, Gainesville.
1011. McIntire, Mary. A course of study in written coMposition for1.ade 3. Master's thesis, 1920. Teachers college, Columbia university, NewCork, N. Y. 52 p.

1012. Manuel, Dewey. The value of the H. H. Young vocabulary classifies-km tea. Master's thesis, 1929. Indiana university, Bloomington. 29 p. ms.1013,17dartin, William Henry. The writing vocabulary of the pupils of theenior high school. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Oklahoma, Norman.18 p. ms.
A study to determine the vocabulary of pupils of the senior high sehool and to)mpare this vocabulary with other vocabulary lis-s. The 1,000 most frequently usedords are Haled and the frequency placement indicated for each word. These listsxt compared with tbe Thorndike and the Horn lists. There is a rather striking die-rreement between the lists. In grade 10 the author and Thorndike agree in the first)0 on only 821 itords, the author and Horn agree on only 241 words; in grade 9 thethor and TNorndike agree on only 374 words and Horn on only 841 ; in grade 11e author agrees with 713orn4ike on 880 and with Horn es 880 words.
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1014. Marye, Mary E. A form for rating textOooks in English composition
preparedd for the ninth and tenth grade's. School review, 38: 124-37, February
1930.

From textbook analysis, huestionnaires to English teachers, recent courses of study.
and authoritative opinion, was deducted a rating form reflecting tbe materials and
methods which seem at present the most effective to be incorporated in an Engligh
composition textbook for the first and second years of high school. The rating form

, divided into ten sections, each of which contains detailed, objective criteria fur
judging the book. The real value of the scale is In the specific information that result
from a critical analysis of a book on tbe basis of objective criteria and the measuring
of its excellence against established standards.

1015. Minning, Jeannette Pottenger. A study of general language courses
in the junior high school. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, Ohio. 57 p.

In Order to coydinate opinion and fact ae to the significance of the general language
movement in the junior high school, a study was made of the prevalence:aims, content
and organiuttion, value of available textbooks, and the probable future of general
language courses in the junior high school. Findings: Growth of general language
courses has been steady since 1921 and rapid since 1926. The trend is definitely toward
the cultural aspect of general language, with exploratory and prognostic aims secondary.
There is little uniformity in organization except that the course is offered in the
eighth grade and is most satisfactory when one year in length. The few textbooks
available are resulti-of experiments performed in school systems. A number of questions
which need further study are indicated.

1016. Moraxi, Anna Mae. Relationship between per cents of different parts
of speeft used in written compositions and higher mental abilities. 1930
North Carolina state college, Raleigh.

Study shows a reliable but low positive correlation existing between the frequency of
use of connection and higher mental ability. Boys use more articles than girls, while

4 girls use more modifiers than boys. This Iudy was _made with the seiwenth and eighth
grade groups in Raleigh.

1017. Nash, H. B. and Bush, Fred R. Mastery of minimum essentials i
English grammar. Journal of educational research, 21: 309-14, April 1930.

Describes a program 'of work carried out in the West Allis junior high school in order
to determine the place and value of grammar in the junior high school.

1018. Neblick, Mary Edith. An investigation of the value of the laboratory
method in teaching composition in the ninth grade. Master's thesis, 1930
University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.

An investigation by the comparative method of parallel classes contains a detailed
description of methods of the two classes and a statement of results followed by inter
pretation and pedagogical conclusions.

1019. Newkirk, Mary. A case study of the oral language habits of a select
group of young children. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa, low
City. 179 p. ms.

1020. Noel, Paul K. A suggested study for the correction of language errors
grades 1-9. Upper Darby high school, Upper Darby, Pa.

102.1. Norton, Winona X. The skills involved in sentence recognition. M
ter's thesis [1930] University of Denver, Denver, Colo.

Involves an inventory and analysis of the types of difficulties met in sentence forma
tion. Tests were given at 7B, 10B, and .12B grade levels to determine difficulties
sentence recognition and progress made between tore three grades.

1022. O'Reilly, Anna E. A study of a public day class in English and ci
zenship in New York City. Master's thesis, 1930. New York university, N
York, N. Y. 60 p. ms.

1023. Osburn, W. J. A study of the content of textbooks in English. [1
State department of education, Columbus, Ohio.

*1024. O'Shea, Harriet Estabrooks. A study of the effect of the luterest of
passage on learning vocabulary. Doctor's thesis. 1980. Teachers coli
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Columbia university, New York, N. Y. New York city, Teachers college,Columbia university, 1930. .122 p. (Contributions to education. no. 351)The subjects for this experiment were children in the fifth, ¡sixth, seventh, and eighthgrades in public schools. The evidence produced suggests that perhaps the final conclu-sion should be that mild interest in a reading passage is amore favorable to vocabularyimprovement than either great or little interest. There were some indications thatchildren ranked closer to tbeir intelligence level in their amount of improvement invocabulary on a gi.ven book as the intensity of their interest in the reading increased.1025. Palmer, L. Rogan. Language errots in the written composition ofrural pupils. Master's thesis, 1930. UniveAlty of Iowa, Iowa City. 56 p. ms.1026. Parker, Clara May. The development of textbooks in English gram-mar for secondary schools in relation to the Latin tradition : a history ofmethod as revealed by textbooks of the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenthcenturies. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Univorsity of Texas, Austin.
1027. Párker, Fred B. ACourse of study in twelfth grade English as deter-mined by the use of functional analysis. Master's thesis, 1930. University ofcalifornig, Berkeley. 40 p. ms.
1028. Parkman, Mary it A handbook for teachers (to accompany Shepherd-Parkman language series) Indianapolis, Bobbs Merrill company, 1929. 205 p.Methods for vitalizing composition and correct usage teaching in intermediate gradeswere tested with groups of varying abilities and incorporated in texts entitled: Guidehook for language, 3-4 ; Language ways, 5 and 6; and handbook for teachers.
1029. Pavey, Mary Christine. Discrimination difficulties in the learning oftense forms in irregular verb's and of case forms of pronouns. Doctor's thesi,1930, Uni*ersity of Chicago, Chicago, ni.
1030. Perryman, Virginia. A study in formation of grammar concepts.1930. West Virginia university, Morgantown.
1031. Phillips, Alma Wilson. The relative importance of Frenth and Latinin English vocabulary. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college forteachers, Nashville, Tenn. 178 p.
1032. Pittsburgh, Pa. Public schools. Department of curriculum studyand research. A study of language errors in grades 9B-12B. 1930.
1033. Poley, R. C. An English course of study for senior high schools basedupon ability levels. 1929. Colorado state teachers college, Greeley. 23 p.This investigation is an attempt to organise a course of study in English for thesenior high school which will o er ti each student each school year the type of wbrk inEpglish be most needs. Part of th problem is in administration, and a part has to dowith tbe curriculum.
1034 Prehm, .Florence. Editorial practices as criteria for the course ofstudy in capitalization and punctuation. :Master's thesis, 1930. University ofIowa, Iowa City. 121 p.
1035. Reed, Katherine Marie. A diagnostic study of the errors in Englishin junior high school. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern California,Los Angeles.
1038. Richmond, Ethel Blanche. OrsV English errors of ninth-grade stu-dents in the public schools of Hawaii. Master's thesis, 1930. University ofHawaii, Honolulu. Np. ma. 1,

Findings Foreign language homes maapitor poor English iood English is. spoken bychildren who have tbe best chance of getting plenty of practices% speaking it.* 1037. Rivlin, Harry N. Functional grammar. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teach-ers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y. New York city, Teacherscollege. Oolumbia university, 1930. 98 p. (Contributions to education, no. 433)A study was Made of the attitudes towards functional grammar held by classroomteachers, associations of English teachers, experts on the teaching of English, and writers
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of grammar textbooks, in order to trace the change in the emphasis placed on functional
grammar. It was found that present textbooks stress functional grammar much more
than they did 30 years ago.

1038. Rodgers, Grace Sater. A critical study of the grammelcal errors of
junior high-school pupils. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern Cali-
fornia, Los Angeles.

1039. Rosenkrans, Edna Lillian. Progress in sentence building in written
composition for the third grade to the ninth-grade inclusive. Doctor's thesis,
1929. New York university, New York, N. Y.

1040. Sand lin, Montle C. Study of English vocabulary in senior high school.
Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn.
91 p. ms.

A study of 100 students in Lauderdale county, Alabama, high school. Students fell
from one to two grades below national norms.

1041. Schlutius, Louise. Vocabulary study. Master's thesis, 1930. Wash-
ington university, St. Louis, Mo.

1042. ScrRggs, Mary. A study of the Hudelson typical composition ability
scale. Master's thesis, 1930: 'George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville,
Tenn. 33 p. ms.

Twelve graduate students were trained according to the directions given by the
designer of the scale until they scored each practice exercise within .5 of half a step of
the true value. #,By the use of the Hudelson scale tbey then scored 225 typed composit'ons,
then the original or handwritten of the same composition*. Findings : There was a fide
range in the scores assigned to the same composition. The averages of the same set of
compositions did not agree closely. The scores of the handwritten compositions werr
given higher scores than the same typed compositions.

1043. Seegers, 'John Cograd. Sentence structure in the free written com-
position of elementary school children. Doctor's thesis, 1930. University af
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.

A study through analytical approach, to determine relationship existing between ages,
grades, and language levels as indicated by sentence structure and use of speech element&

1044. Sessoms, Lillian. A study of the rhythmic element in the language of
young children. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teachers,
Nashville, Tenn. 57 p. ms.

1045. Shaw, Lena Benham. Social backgrounds as a basis for English ex-
. pression. Master's thesis, 1930. New York university, New York, N. Y.

58 p. Ms.
Survey of 327 junior high-school pupils to ascertain if they have anything to write

about subjects for oral and written conbosition. Juiiior high-school pupils studied had
over 100,000 subjects of interest to them which could be used as a basis for English
expression.

1046. Sherry, Stephen Edward. A critical evaluation of some methods of
constructing courses of study in English. Master's thesis, 1930. University of
California, Berkeley. 54 p. ms.

An evaluation of the methods of constructing courses of study in the San Francisco
Bay region in order to determine if they measure up to tbe criteria for successful course
revision as recOmmended by the statements of curriculum authorities. Findings: Pro
gresalve centers in curriculum revision adhere closely to authoritative criteria. In Sao
Francisco Bay region there has been failure to measure up to criteria in revision of
courses of study in English.

1047. Shewmaker, Lillian A. English course of studr 1930. Wilson' teach-
ers college, Washington, D. C.

English course of study for elementary schools.
1048. Siegel, Cecile. The teaching of grammar and composition in the junior

high BOW. Master's thesis, 1930. Boston universily, Boston, Mass.

..drA
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1049. Simon, Morris L. The play element in language games in the juniorhigh schools. Master's thesis, 1930. College of the City of New York, NewYork, N. Y. 34 p. ms.
Various games were tried out by pupils in the classroom and by Boy Scouts underinformal conditions. Findings: Enjoyable games on street are likely to be enjoyable inclassroom. Many schobl games were found to be devoid of play elements.
1050. Sims, Verner Martin. The reliability and validity of four types ofvocabulary test. Journal of educational research, 20: 91-96, September 192A checking test, the Thorndike milltiple-mponse test, and identification test, andmatching test were given to 110 children in grades 5 to 8. The reliability of the fourtests was equally high, but the matching test proved most satisfactory.
1051. Smith, Helene J. Persistence of English errors in the ability group-ing of grades 7 to 12 in the South Orange Maplewood schools. Master's thesis,1930. New York university, New York, N. Y.
1052. Spaulding, E. B. A critical study of two methods of testing punctua-tion. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa, Iowa City. 40 p.
1053. Steinbach, Edna C. Use of descriptive adjective with practical sugges-tions for teaching it. Master's thesis, 1930. New York university, 'NewYork, N. Y.
1054. Stickney, George R A critical comparison of two objective methods oftesting language usage. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa, Iowa City.122 p. ms.
1055. Story, Virginia. A study of representative language manuals. Mas-ter's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 98p.
An analysis of 15 representative language manuals including objectives, content andstandards of attainment. Findings: One-third of the manuals contained nó statement ofobjectives and two-thirds no standards of attainment ; a wide variation of objectives WASfound.

1056. Sullivan, Helen J. Achievement of North Dakota high school pupilsin the minimum essentials of English. ht: North Dakota. DepartMent ofpublic instruction. Twentieth biennial report of the superintendent . . June30, 1928. 1929. p. 40-77.
Reprinted.
The purpose of this study was to measure the ability of the high school pupils ofNorth Dakota in the use of minimum essentials in English, to compare the work of thedifferent classes of schools with each other and with the norms accompanying the test,to qetermine the seriousness of errors, and to suggest remedial m'easuree for improvement. The results of the study indicate that stress is lacking on drill in mechanics ofwriting and correct grammatical usage as well as in sentence structure.
1057. Summers, Audrey M. Relation between knowledge of formal gram-mar qnd ability in written composition. Master's thesis, 1930. University ofIllinois, Urbana. 54 p.
Positive relationship was found to exist
105/1 Symonds, Percival M. and Lee, Baldwin. Studies in the learning ofEnglish expression. No. 3, Vocabulary. Teachers college record, 31: 50-58,October 1929.
In studying the growth of vocabulary usage in written composition it was the pur-pose of the authors to determine the changes that occur in the use of words as writingbecomes more and more mature. A table and graph are given to portray the averagestate of affairs in vocabulary learning.
1059. Talbott, E. O. English A and high school grades. California quar-terly of secondary education, 5: 348-54, June 1930.
A questionnaire study was made of all students taking examination A at the Uni-versity of California over a period of three years. Data indicate that there is no sig-nificant relationship between high school English grades and the grades of other highchool subject&
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1060. Taylor, Mrs: Rietta S. A free association vocabulary of children in
grades 2 and 3. Master's thesis, 1930. 6niversity of Oklahoma, Norman.
ar, ms.

The purpose of this study was to determine the words children use in the second and
third grades. A free association vocabulary was secured by having children write all
the words they could think of in 100 minutes in a booklet with spaces under the letters
of the alphabet. The study consisted of making a count by grades of the number of
running words. The 1,000 words of highest frequency In each grade were selected
and compared with Thorndike's, International kindergarten union's, and Horn's lists.
The third grade wrote about twice as many different and running words as the second
grade when the number of children were the snipe in both grades. The lack of agree-
ment between the, writer's list and the Thorndike, International kindergarten union,
and tile Horn lists is very striking, especially in the first 100 and 500 words. We

find a closer agreement between the writer's and the l'horndike list-ithan the Horn lIt
The data indicate that in the total number of words and the placement of words by
frequencies the adqlt lists (Horn and Thorndiktb) are not valid criteria for the selection
of words for children in grades 2 and 3.

11061. Texas. State department of education. A course in English for non-

English speaking pupils. Grades 1-3. Austin, 1930. 126 p. (Bulletin, no.

268)

1062. Thomas, Charles Swain and others. The art of examining in English.
[1930] College entrance examination hoard, New York, N. Y.

1063. Thomas, Jesse Edward. The elimination of technical errors in writ-
ten composition through formal drill. Doctor's thesis, 1930. University of

Iowa, Iowa City. 236 p.

1064. Townsend, George. The effect of punctuation on comprehension.
Master's thesis, 1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. 49 p.

1065. Turney, Austin H. and Ummel, Maud. An analysis of frequency of
error in grammar and sentence structure among selected junior high school
pupils. University of Kansas Bulletin of education, 2 : 14-17, October 1929.

Review of a master's thesis bearing the same title by Maud Ummel, University of
Kansas, 1928, giving a summary of the frequency and percentages of error made la
e.)mpositions of 348 junior high school students.

1066. Van Brussell, Martha. The grade placement and recurrence of lan-
guage usage drills in certain elementary language textbooks. Master's thesis.
1930. University of Iowa, Iowa City. 98 p. ms.

1067. Van Buskirk, Isa Ida M. status of special methods courses in English
for high school teachers. A survey. Master's thesis, 1930. Ohio Wesleyan
university, Delaware.

Data show the existing situation with recommendations and us'eful illustrations of
courses.

1068. Walker, Edyth. The development of methods and courses of study in
English in the American secondary scbool. Master's thesis, 1930. Duke uni-
versity, Durham, N. C.

A review of English instruction and content in the secondary schools of America from
the beginning in the Latin grammar school, together with a study of the present status
of English in the secondary school, and a summary of -trends.

1069. Weber, Edith. An analysis of 30 high school textbooks in Englisb
composition. Master's thesis, 1930. Univeriity of Illinois, Urbana.

1070. Weisenfluh, Leo A. (Scranton, Pa.) The teaching of English in thg
public high schools of Pennsylvania. [1930]

Findings: English teaching is not modern in curriculum or type ; it is too much domi
nated by college entrance requirements; there is too little evidence of scientific
curriculum construction.
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1071. ,Willetts, Nora I. An experiment for the development of a course of
study in ninth grade English. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pa. University of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27 : 408-09, November 1930.
(Abstract)

1072. Williams, Harold J. An evaluation of certain remedal exercises in
language teaching. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa, Iowa City. 24

ms.

1073. Wolfe, Edna and Cassell, Alma. Overlapping content in high school
and college courses in English and mathematics. Master's thesis, 1930. Clare-
mont college, Claremont, Calif.

Compares in detail work done by Pomona college freshmen in college and high school.
Indicates much less overlapping than current opinion leads us to expect.

1074.-Woodward, R. D. The construction and the application of English
grammar units for high school students. Master's thesis, 1930. University of
California, Berkeley. 102 p. ms.

A study to determine what mateilal shall be included in the grammar study and how
it shall be taught. Findings: The unit method of grammar study, with masterk of
fundamentals as its objective, is sound and superior to other methods used. Experimen-
tal trial proved its merit. Need for thorough revision and re-evaluation of units is shown.

1075. Yoke,.Helen L. A study in creative writing. 1930. West Virginia
university, Morgantown.

See also 326, 351, 580, 647, 651-652, 720, 1146, 1265, 1753, 1763, 1774, 1776,
1789, 1823, 1989, 2151, 2156, 2196, 2213, 2362, 2918, 3015, 3092, 3116, 3142.

ENGLISH LITERATURE

107G. Anderson, Bess Hughes. Materials to aid in teaching junior high
.44.11001 poetry. Master4 thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers,
Nashville, Tenn. 162 p. ms.

1077. Banta, -Mrs. Edythe. Literature for the .junior high school. 1930.
Public schools, Oakland, Calif. 50 p. ms.

1078 Broening, Angela M. Tests in literary appreciation for the Baltimore
junior high schools. 1929. Public schools, Baltimore, Md. 53 p. ms.

The application of special testing technique to material being taught in the Baltimore
junior high school English cdurse.

1079. Caldwell, Nelle Glenn. An experimental study on the value of read-
ing poetry. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teachers, Nash-
ville, Tenn. 87 p. ms.

1080. Cassell, Almit Berdina. The overlapping in high school and college
literature courses. Master's thesis, 1930. Claremont college, Claremont, Calif.

1081. Crabtree, Eunice K. A study of the effect of a course in children's
literature upon student's own literary appreciation experimentally determined
in a normal school. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Johns Hopkins university, Balti-
more, Md.

1082. DeVore, Emily. Creative expression and enjoyment of poetry. Mas-
ier's th'ilsis, 1930. Stanford university, Stanford University, Calif.

1083. Fletcher, Mendel S. The relative emphasis on authors in histories of
American literature. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for
teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 73 p. ms.

Thirteen American literary histories published since 1900 were examined as to lines,
Illustrations, and biographical references given to authors.
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1084. George, Bert Morse. A definite supervisory outline for the observa-
tion of the teaching processes involved in developing appreciation of English
literature. Master's thesis, 1930. Stanford university, Stanford University,
Calif.

1085. Gepharte, Elden Eugene. Method of teaching nineteenth century Eng-
lish iitoets. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Wichita, Wichita, Kans. 199

p. MS.

1080. Gipson, Frieda Mae. Comprehension difficulties in twelfth grade litera-
ture. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.

A study of essays and poems typical of twelfth grade by means of administering
objective tests to twelfth grade students to determine difficulties of these selections to
high school seniors.

1087. Hagood, Wendel. A rating of high school literature. Master's thesis,
1930. Oklahoma agricultural and mechanical college, Stillwater.

1088. Hartley, lielene W. Tests of the interpretative reading of poetry for
teachers of English. Doctor's thesis, 1980. Teachers college, Columbia uni-
versity, New York, N. Y. New York city, Teachers college, Columbia university,
1930. 47 p. (Contributions to edpcation, no. 433)

This study is concerned with tbe interpretative reading of poetry as distinguished from
appreciative or critical reading. Tests were worked out at the teacher training level for
use in schools of education and teachers colleges in the preparation of teachers of
English.

1089. Healey, Gertrude X. An experimental study of the part-whole method
of learning poetry. Master's thesis, 1930. College of the gity of New York,
New York, N. Y. 31 p. ms.

Part, progressive part, and the whole methods are compared in effectiveness for each
of several grades of tbe elementary schooL Findinp: The order of effectiveness for
most grades is from most to least, whole, progressive part, part. However, variation in
effectiveness with grades was noted.

1090. Holaday, Lucille B. The construction of a standard sequence of litera-
ture selections for Iowa high schools. Master's thesis, 1930. University of
Iowa, Iowa City. 40 p. ms.

1091. Horine, Clara. Elementary literature, elementary course of study in

English. 1929. Public schools, Hamtramck, Mich. 44 p. ms.

1092. Johnson, Allean A. A test of ability to diwirninate between types of
metre in poetry. Master's thesis, 1930. Universitt of Colorado, Boulder..
University of Colorado studies, 18:80-81. December 1930. (Abstract)

The object of this investigation was to develop a test which would distinguish lietweeu
basic abilities of people to sense rhythm in poetry u evidenced kf their discrimination

ween different types of poetical metre. The test was given to 90 college students and
SO high-school pupils. Data indicate that a dependable measure of rhythmic sense i41

poetry has been obtained.

1093. Jordan, Kathleen Marie. Tenth grade course of study in literature
for low, average, and superior groups. Master's thesis, 1930. University of
California, Berkeley. 138 p. ms.

A course of study was constructed in drama, novel, poetry, and prose literature, with
outside reading list, for tenth-grade students of low, average and superior ability, covering
18 weeks or one semester work.

1094. Landell, Helen Louise. The historical development of the teaching of

English literature in American secondary school.. Master's thesis, 1980.
mgUniversity of Southern California, Los Angelés. 1/4

1095. Lushbaugh, Grace. An an Is of junior higIbpchool Utsrary anthol-
ogies. Master's thesis, 1929. Univ.) : tjf of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Ind.

1096. Marshall Rub : . . Units of teaching in literature for the first
year high school. Master's thesis, 1980. University of Virginia, Charlottesville.

O
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1097. Mary Anna, Sister. The value ofj.,he legend in literature for chil-dren. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, lud.
1098. Osborn, Florence Viola. A study of the literary interests of eleventhgrade students in the Asbury Park (N. J.) high school. Master's thesis, 1929.New York university, New York, N. Y. 84 p.
1099. Ralston, Edgar A. A study of voluntary expression by twelfth gradehigh school pupils of books, poems, drama, and short stories. Master's thesis,1980. University of Iowa, Iowa City. 151 p. ms.
1100. Reich, Morris. Present status of experimental studies in high schoolliterature. Master's thesi 1930. College of tbe City of New York, NewYork, N. Y. 72 p.
Survey of periodicals, etc. on the subject for the last 10 years.
1101. Roche, Sarah L. How literary (-artists of the 19th century were in-fluenced by current psychology and philosphy in delineating children. Master'sthesis, 1930. Johns Hopkins university, Baltimore, Md.
1102. Stroud, Jessie R. An application of general method to the teaching ofEnglish literature. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Illinois, Urbana. 239

p. 11113.

The findings in this study indicate that a conscious attempt to apply the principlesof method set forth in a well-known text ou methods of tetching resulted in superiorachievement of pupils.
1103. Thomas, Mabel. Relationship between certain vocabulary abilitiesand literature appreciation. 1930. North Carolina state collegé of agricultureand engineering, Raleigh.
Findinp: Literature appreciation can be measured according to the criteria usedto check on results of these tests of literature appreciation. Positive correlations wereobtained between both sentence and rhythm vocabulary abilities and literature apprecia-t ion

1104. Weaver, Mrs. Margaret Ethel West. A psychological analysis of studyaids found in high school editions of classics, 1870-1929. Master's thesis, 1929.University of Texas, Austin.
1105. Williams, Ralph R. Extensive reading versus intensive study ofliterature. Schooloreview, 37:666-78, Növember 1929.More than 200 pupils in six ninth-grade classes in the Hyde Park high school, Chicago,Ill., were tested as to their comprehension of the selections read by all the classes.;as to their memory of the selections read ; improvement in reading comprehension ;improvement 'in word knowledge. Stenographic reports of recitations in extensive-reading classes and in intensive-study classes were made. Data indicate that extensive-reading methods are more effective in achieving the aims of instruction in literaturethan- are intensive-study methods.
See also 245, 3757-3758.

ANCIENT .CLASSICS

1106. Anthony, R. E. Anachronisms in Vergil's Aeneid. Doctor's thesis,1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. Nashville, Tenn.,George Peabody college for teachers, 1980. 167 p. (Contributions to education,no. 71

1107. Barrett, Pauline. Status of Latin in the secondary schools of Texas.Master's thesis, 1930. Baylor university, Waco, Texa& 139 p. ma.Place of Latin in all affiliated secondary schools in Texas, training and experience ofteachers, the per cent of time given to lAtin, etc., were studied. Findings : Latin doesnot hold its former predominant position among foreign languages in Texas. Many schoolsare doing work of so poor a quality that credit in Latin can not be obtained.64120-81a
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1108. Boesen, Pita John. A study in abstract noun suffixes in the late Latin
period. Master's thesis, 1960. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville,
Tenn. 265 p.1ms.

1109. Boggan. Shirley NeilL Discrepancies between criteria and third
semet-ter Latin of the classical investigation. Master's thesis, 1929. George
Peabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 134 p. ms.

1110. Connolly, Si*ter Helene du S. S. An analysis and an evaluation of
certain courses of study in secondary schoftliftin. Master's thesis, 1930.
University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio. 85 p. ms.

Atudy to investigate what emphasis high school courses in Latin place on the vital
connection between Latin and English ; the historical and cultural contributions of Latin
to literature and lif«..; the civic significance of Roman political Rnd social virtues; Lat!r
basis of tb. priLlpal romance languages; and possibilities 44 developing through th.-

study of Latin. All the courses of study used in this study recognise the ultimate
objectives as valid for high school Latin; qualitative offerings of the courses are on a
par ; grade-placement of specific objectives coincides with what educators have considerk
their desirable assignment ; all coarses recognize them as of secondary importance. bul
suitable for high school Latin ; all courses imply or state that a clear-cut line of demarts
tion between tbe immediate and cultural aims of Latin study can not be drawn.

1111. Dorwart, He1ei and Nettels, Charles H. The Los Angeles juniur high

school Latin tests. Los Angeles educational research bulletin, 9:2-5, October
1929.

Tests wt-re prepared by a committee of teachers in the junior high schools, based cot

the eourse of study for the first year's work. Tbe six tests were to determine to what
extent " progressive ability to read and understand Latin " is being attained by the
students. 'relit/ cow reading and derivative work and drill in syntax and forms. Teigs
Lave been found to be highly reliable and abould be of value to junior high school Latin
teachers in measuring certain outcomes of Latin instruction_

1112. Duerson. Mary Stewart An experiment in Latin 4. [1930] Atherton
high school, Louisville, Ky. 10 p.

1113. Englar. Margaret T. Remedial treatment of 8B Latin pupils. .19as
Departinent of education. Baltimore. Md. 9 p. Mg.

Remedial treatment administered to 15 pupils promoted to a higher grade with ded-
ci clacks in Latin. A cartful analysis waa made and suitable remedial work administered
resuiting in the successful completion of the grade by 12 of the pupils.

1114. Seven A Latin in Junior high scbo4s. %Baltimore, Md., Del w rt-
ment of education, 1929. 36 p.

-1115. Esser, Gilbert F. Latin in the preparatory seminary. Master's the.Qifk

1930. Catholic universify of America, Washington, D. C. 93 p. ms.

111 Flannagan, Nary Agnes. A work book for elementary Latin. )iiag-

ter's thesis, 19`)J). University of Iowa, Iowa City.

1117. Hettes, Paul W. (Scranton, Pa.) Teaching of Latin in public high
schools of Pennsylvania. [19301

Findings : Teaching of Latin shows little influence of modern metbóds and research.
it is still isedisval in type.

1118. Hodges, Margaret Wiggins. As experiment in-the treatment of syn-
tax in eoujunction with the transtation of star' wc war: Master's thesis.
1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. University of Pittsburgh bul-
letin, 27 : 292-93, November 1960. (Abstract)

1119. Hughes, Sister Florence Patricia. A study of Latin prognosis. Vas-
tert thesis [1930] Trinity college, WashIngton, D. C. Washington, Catholic
educatlosk press, 1930. 28 p. (Catholic university of America. Mutational
research bulletins, ToL 5, no. 5, May 1930)

-"Tbe present study is an attempt at the improvement of prognosSs tests for Latin and

thereby an invfotigation of tbe factors involved la tbe learning of this subject."
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t,1120. Indiana. Department of public instruction. Inainna Latin word list.

Indianapolis 11930?1 I Excerpt from Bulletin, no. 100C)
1121. Irwin,ilknne Fowler. Gains Julius Caemr: his literary style and

oratory. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville.Tenn. 69 p. ms.
. The study of Caesar's style is based on his " Commentarti de Bello Galileo andextant fragments of his speeches incorporated in the writings of other Latin authors.Findings: Caesar's style is unlike that of Tacitns or Cicero, but it is consistent, terse.and eminently suited to his purpose and subject matter. It is characterized by purityof diction.

1122. Jacob, Marjorie. Cominon English derivatives of high school Latin.
Master thesis, 1930. 3Iermr tiniverity. Macon. Ga. 500 p. ms.Listings of words in Caesar. Cicero. and Vergil that afford derivatives within the0.000 commonest English words. The Latin words are based on an analysis of Latinwords reported in Lodge's vocabulary of high school Latin : the English word list usedis Thorndike's word book. Statistical study shows tbe rrlations between the Latin rootsderived from Lodge'i list and those contributing to the words in the Thornmkke list.

1123. Lawrence, Lillie X. and Raynor, N. F. Latin 1-2. New York.
American book company. 1929-1930. 2 v.

A study of 'textbooks in Latin which express progressive trenas and practice In tbechoice and organization of curriculum materials, and provision for individualized practiceand study. These texts observe the results of recent investigations on the determinationof vocabulary in Latin.
1124. M.ay, Marcum Beeler. Pliny's " Letters," books 1-9. as a source fOr

Roman private:We. Master's thesis. 1930. Universita- of Chicago, Chicago. All.
112-I. Miller, Belle Virginia. A study of the ability of Latin students. lies-ter's thesis, 1929. University of Denver. Denver. 58 p. ms.A study of 404 Latin pupils.. all graduating from De schools in June, 1928.Lata were obtained from permanent record of class from two testa. Termangroup test and the Iowa high school content examination. Findings: Pupils who electLatin are above the average in ability and the IQ of t se o con Inue Latin fcrthree or four years is higher than that of tbose who drop gnu English addLatin hare a fairly good correlation.
1126. Moore, Vera. An analysis of the contents of the second year Latincourse. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Iowa, Iowa City.
1127. Morris, Mittie Louise. High school lesqons for derivation work inLatin scientific terms. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college forteacher% Nashville, Tenn. 377 p. ms.
1128. Pharea, Strader. Traditional method versus readitig method of teach-ing Latin, 1930. West Virginia university, Morgantown.
1129. Pietenpol, Elizabeth GezeL Retardation in Vergil's Aeneid. Master'sthesis, Ma University of Iowa, Iowa City.
1130. Smith, Nellie Angel. The Latin element in Shakespeare and the Bible.An analysis of the seviral languages represented in the vocabulary of Shakes-peare and the King James version of the Bible.. Vols. 1-2. Doctor's thesis,[1929?) George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. Nashville.Tenn., George Peabody college for tea.chers, 1929. 2 vols. (Contributions to(adiration, DO. 32.)
The main puma* of this study is to find what proportion of tbe basic vocabulary ofShakespeare as( tbe le is of Latin origin. Volume I gives tbe collected data show-ing the words of the King Ames version in alphabetical order, with their first occur-rence in tbe Bible, number of occurrences derivations, first occurrence in Shakespeareand number of occurrences, the Tborpdtke source credit, and, if of Latin derivation. theources for their study as found in Lodge's Vocabulary of high school Latin. Volume2 gives tbe collected data showing the wads of Shakespeare =laid* are not found in tbeBible, &rammed in alphabetical order, giving the same information as recorded for thewords k volume 1.
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1131. Sprinkler, Bessie Mildred. An examination of the metamorphoses of
Ovid, with reference to ts appropriateness for teaching in secondary schools.
Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern California, Los Angeles.

1132. Taber, Gertrude J. A study of errors in first year Latin. University
of Pittsburgh school of education journal, 5 : 101-107, March 1930.

A study was made of the frequency and persistence of certain common errors in first
year Latin. One thousand and thirty-nine errors were collected by means of five objec-
tive tests given to a group of ninth grade pupils in Cochran junior high school, Johns-
town, Pa.

1133. Westby, George O. What is the best testing technique for measuring
acquisition of a Latin vocabulary. Master's thesis, 1980. University of Iowa,
Iowa City. 79 p.

See also 645, 1031.
MODERN LANGUAGES

1134. Bagster-Collins, E. W. History of modern language teaching in the
United States. New York, '1,acmi11an company, 1930. 96 p. (Studies in
Modern language teaching, Publications of the American and Canadian com-
mittees on modern languages, vol. 17.)

Gives an account 9f modern foreign language teaching in schools and colleges from
colonial to modern times.

1115. Berman, Abraham A. A comparison of the content and amount of
reading material in modern foreign language work in the American and German
secondary systems. Master's thesis, 1930. College of the City of New York,
New York, N. Y. 73 p. ms.

Surve-y and evaluation of English reading texts used in Germany and German reading
texts in the United States.

1136. Betts, G. H. and Kent, R. A. Foreign language equipment of 2.325
doctors of philosophy. Bloomington, Ill., Public school publishing company,
1929. 151 p. (Northwestern university. Contributions to education, School
of education series no. 2.)

The findings of this study reveal great variation in attitude shown by different
individuals in every field, and the active nature of the problem. In no field except
the languages was there anything like unanimity in the be< that the language
requirements were necessary.

1137. Feldman, Estelle E. Evaluation of a Junior high school course in for-
eign languages. Master's thesis, NM. Yale university, New Haven, Conn.

1138. Indiana. Department of public instruction. Tentative course of
study in modern languages for Lille secondary schools in Indiana. Indian-
apolis, 1930. (Bulletin, no. 100C2.)

1139. Kaulfers, Walter Vincent. A comparative study of the intelligence of
beginners in college foreign language. School and society, 31: 749-50, May
81, 1930.

The intelligence quotients of 844 students who enrolled in beginning classes in
German, French, and Spanish in the Lon* Beach junior college during the fali&semester

t. of 1929, were studied. The Spanish studente rank lowest of the three groups considered.
1140. Effect of mental age on foreign language achievement. Journal

of applied psychology, 14: 257-68, Jine 1980.
The primasi purpose of the report was to analyse certain fundamental tendencies

in the trend of mental influence upon foreign language achievement. Data indicate that
the MA rather than the IQ should be taken as the basis for grouping beginning foreign
language students; and that classification beyond the first semester should be on the
basis of ability acquired in the language itself as measured by teachers' marks and
objective test scores.

1141. Lamberton, Mary. A critical evaluation of the techniques of diag-
nostic objective tests in foreign languages. Master's thesis, 1980. University

, of Southern California, Los Angeles.
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1142. Quandt, Maymie. A gcientific word list for first year German gram:Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville,62 p. ms.
A study of 45 vocalmilark lessons for first year German grammar based on 2,402 mostfrequently used words in German writings.
1143. Rutledge, It, E. Classification of foreign language students in seniorhigh' school. 1930. Public schools, Oakland, Calif. 2 p. ms.An analysis of the validity of achievement tests in French and Spanish for sectioningstudents in advanced language courses.
1144. Symonds, Percival X. A foreign language prognosis test. Teacherscollege record, 31 : 540-56, March 1930.
1145. Van Tassell, Richard Julian. Prognosis in modern foreign-languagestudy. Doctor's thesis, 1930. University of Wisconsin, Madison.
1146. Werner, O. E The influence of the study of modern foreign languageson the development of desirable abilities in English. New York, Macmillancompany, 1930. 48 p. (Studies in modern language teaching, Publications ofthe American and Canadian compittees on modern languages, vol. 17.)Report on a Nurvey 'of 1,000 high school pupils and 440 college students, someof each group stuaying modern foreign languages and some not taking any foreignlanguage. Findings: The study of modern foreign languages aids materialli in speed andcomprehension in reading and language, but not in punctuation, sentence structur,or vocabulary ; (2) pupils and students with high IQ's profit from modern foreignlanguage study in speed of comprehension in reading, in sentenCe structure, language,grammar, and voc.abulary. With pupils of low IQ the reverse condition prevails.Apparently the study of modern foreign languages improves abilities in English onlyif the pupil has a normal or high IQ.

Sec also 046, 3142.

TRENCH
1147. Alberson, Hazel Stewart. A two-year curriculum in French for theBuncombe county high schoolS. 1930. Duke university, Durham, N. C.Report of the result of a three years experience in curriculum making in Buncombecounty, with an evaluation of the curriculum finally set up.
1148. Brokenshire, Melville C. Direct methods work in French. Master'sthesis, 1929. Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y. 91 p. ms.1149. Broom, M. Eustace and Brown, L. P. A silent reading test in French.California quarterly of secondary education, 5 : 71-76, October 1929.1150. Cochran, Grace. Preparation of Frch reading material for first yearhigh school. Doctor's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa, Iowa City. 124 p. ms.1151. Haft, William S. 'The beend in elementary French texts during thelast 50 years. Master's thesis, 1930. College of the City of New York. NewY9rk, N. Y. 73 p, ms.

Inclthles a critical review, analysis, and comparison of the principal texts used in tbeUnited States. Changes in method and content are noted.
1152. Hill, Margaret E. and Harry, David P., jr. Cleveland unit tests infirst year French. 1930. Western Reserve university, Cleveland, Ohio. 51 p.MS.
Test covers the Ant three semesters of French based on " Cours Pratique" by Dr. deMuse.

1*. Malcolm, ?laud G. A survey of idioms found in texts in the secondd third years of French in the high school. Master's thesis, 1930. New Yorkte college for teachers, Albany.
1154. Ninish, Juanita S. Giles. A gradation of six French text& Master'sthesis, 1980. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 65 p. ins.The following French texts were ranked on an ascending scale of difficulty : 1,4 Voyagede M. Perrichon ; Le Bourgeois Gentilbomme ; Madame Tholirtse; Mlle. de la &Ware;Bans ramps ; pad Mhos, Whim*
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1155. Poirrier, Mathilde Elizabeth. Vocabulary grading of six French
books. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville.
Tenn. 77 p. ms.

Six French reading texts were ranked on ascending scale of difficulty as foy(Tws
La Poudre aux Yeux ; Le Ma lade Imaginaire ; Selections from Maupassant ; Le Roi des
Monragnes; Simple French from Great Writers; Tartarin de Tarascon.
411136. Rogal, Abraham. The frequency of error in representative grammati-

cfir'constructions in first term high school French. Master's thesis, 1930. CO
lege of the City of New York, New York, N. Y. 115 p. ms.

Frequency of error lists were constructed from those having had a previous foreign
language apd those who have not. Findings While pupils having had a previous foreign
language: are generally superior, the superiority can not be ascribed to flay particular
elements.

1n7. Ruffin, Ruth Carolyn. New type tests in elementary French. Mas-
ter's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 14s
p. ms.

Two tears were given on each of the first 20 lessons of De Sanze's Coura Pratique de
Franca Is. Findings: Due to numerous details in the study of a language, %fled types of
tests are neFessary to determine the needs of students.

- 1158. Sanniartino, Peter. A standardized test in modern languages. Jour-
nal of educational research, 20: 231-33, October 1929. a

An explanation of the Sammartino-Krause standard French testripublished by the Pub-
lic Schoc4 Publishing Company, Bloomington, Ill.

1159. Seibert, Louise C. An experiment on the relative efficiency of studying
French vocabulary in associate4 pairs versus studying Vrench vocabulary in

context Journal of educational psychology, 21: 297-314, April 1930.
An experiment was performed with a group of 60 college students in second year French

to Aid the relative value of four different methods as far as vocabulary learning is con-
cerned The method of learning vocabulaTy by associated pairs is superior to tbe other
methods tried in tbe experiment

1160. Stoddard, George D. An experiment in verbal learning. Journal of
educational psychology, 20; 452-57, September 1929.

Three hundred and twenty-eight pupil,' from 11 different schools, none of whom had
studied French were divided into two approximately equal groupa. One group was given
a list of 50 French-English words to learn, the other group learning the same words from
English to French. Data indicate that wherever translation of French words is the im-
portant consideration the, learning order should be French-to-EnglialL

1161. Vincent, Gladys. Type of drill in three French grammars. 1930.
West Virginia university, Morgantown.

1162. Williams, Frances Elizabeth. Scaled achievement tests in first year
French grammar. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teachers,
Nashville, Tenn. 81 p. ins. .&

1163. Wolfner, Bessie J. Work of individual students of French with
teacher supervision. Master's thesis, 1930. New York univeNity, New York,
N. Y.

See also 645, 1031.

SPANISH

1164. Campbell, Myrtle Thompson. Realia of story lessons for use in first
and second year classes of Spanish in high school. Master's thesis, 1929.
University of Colorado, Bouldir. 110 p. ms.

Collection of story lessons for study of Spanish grouped into 16 historical periods of
Spain. Findings: These lessons aid in the knowledge of and sympathetic intereirt
in Spain.

4
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1165. Crider, Blake. The corrective value of repeated translations. School

review, 37: 771-79, December 1929.
Three classes of first-year Spanish in Albion college, Albion. Mich., comprising 97students were given experiments to discover the corrective value uf repeated translationsOne class translated each -f nine selections once; another, twice. and the third class.three times. Data indicate that intensivf translation is not advisable.
11G6. Edwards, Ethel Estelle. The knowledge of Spanish history, geogra-phy, literature, and institutions possessed by high school° seniori who havestudied Spanbill in comparison with thos.- who have not. Master's thesis, 1W29.New York university, New York. N. Y. 35 p.
1167. Hood, Helen Vander Veer. A report on the American council Spanishtest as used with B10 fipanish classes. 1930. Public schools, Alhambra, Calif.2 p. Ms.
11GS. Hornbuckle, Gracie Mae. Laboratory exercises for Espinosa andAlien's Beginning Spanish. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college forteachers, Nashville, Tenn. 73 p ms.
Based on vocabulary and grammar found in Espinosa and Allen's Beginning Spanish.
11(19. /Coulters, Walter Vincent. Effect of the IQ on the grades of 1,000students of foreign languages. School and society, 30: 163-64, August n, 1929.One thougand and seven pupils of varying degroes of intelligent**, dirtributed througheight semesters of Spanish in 18 Junior and senior high schools of San Diego aud LosAngeles, were studied. Data of the study show a very consistent rise in average achieve-ment for every substantial increase in intelligence. I%general, ,the boys require anintelligence quotient approximately ten points higher thatt that needed by the girls toacpieve the same grade, averages in Spanish.
1170. King, Roberta Walton. Achievemtt tests in elementary Spanish.Master's thesis, 1930. George. Peabody coll ge for teachers, Nashville, Tenn.102 p. ms.
New type tests were based on First Spanish course by Hills and Ford. Findings: Since 11.there is a. great. mass of details to be mastered in learning a modern landuage itbelieved that teas should be given frequently.
1171. Marthall, Robert E. The direct method of teaching Spanish. MaR-1-ter's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn.53 p.
A study wan made of 78 students for nine months. Findings: The direct method Issuperior to the grammatical method.
1172. Nunema,ker, Hdrace. The teaching of Spanish grammar. 1930.State college of Wfishington, Pu1lnìn. Hispana, 12: 79-82.
Bee also 645.

a 4-
110111CMATIC8

1173. Bakst, Aaron. Mathematics ired for a first course in college cal-culus. Master's thesis, 1930 Teach college, Columbia university, NewYork, N. Y. 30 p. ms.
A one year course in calculus (based on best books). Analysis from the point of theapplication and usage of algebra, geometry and trigonometry.
1174. Boswell, Alger V. The predictive value of 'Northwestern's entranceexaminations in mathematics for college freshmen as to their mathematicsachievement and average general achievements in their first year at the school.Master's thesis, 1929. Northwestern university, Evanston, Ill.
1175. Boyce, George A. Apillying to mathematics the modern ideas of edu-cational science. Nation's schools, 4: 67-72, August 1029; 58-62, September1929; 67-71, October 1929.
In this series of articles, the author takes up the philosophical and psychological prin-ciples that govern the teaching of Mathematics and shows how they can be applied toactual teaching practice.
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1176. Brokaw, Mrs. Dorothy Jim. Contributions of David Eugene Smith to
teaching of elementary mathematics. Master's thesis, 1929. University of
Texas, Austin.

1177. Champion, William Perry. The reorganization of mathematics in the
junior and senior high schools of Alabama. Master's thesis, 1929. Alabama
polytechnic institute, Auburn.

1178. Culpepper, E. P. A quantitative analysis of texts for college freshmen
mathematics. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers,
Nashville, Tenn. 59 p. ms.

Findings: A course in mathematics should meet the needs of the students who take
only one year in college and those wbo continue their study. The course should be lim-
ited to the elementary principles of geometry, algebra, elementary functions of graphs,
trigonometry, logarithms and exponents, theory of measures, differential calculus, integral
calculus, progressions, and general introduction and review.

1179. English, Zoe L. A course of study for mathematics in the junior high
school. Master's thesis, 1929. Indiana state teachers college, Terre Haute.
123 p. ms.

Analysis was made of 12 sets of books published since 1923 for mathematics for the
junior high schools showing topics treated, number of pages treating each topic., number
of problems under each topic, and the part of the book in which it was found. There
was a wide variation in topics treated, and a greater range in the number of pages and
the number of problems under each topic. Analysis was made of one state and nine city
courses of study for junior high school mathematics. Findings: Pupils should be given
opportunities to investigate various fields of mathematics in order to discover special
abilities In these lines. New courses include wide range of subject matter.

1180. Entz, John Alvin. Provisions for securing and maintaining comput-
ing skills in the fundamental operations as found in junior high school
mathematics test books from 1916 to 1928. Master's tlaesis, 1929. New York
university, New York, N. Y. 61 p. ms.

1181. Garrett, J. A. The development of the fundamental concepts of cal-
culus. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville,
Tenn. 96 p. Ms.

A history -of the infinitesimal calculus up to and including Lagrange. Findings:
Tho fundamental concept of the infinitesimal calculus is that of limits.

1182. Gerberich, J. R. Sectioning and prediction in first year mathematics.
[1930] University of Arkansas, Fayetteville. 4 p. ms.

All engineering freshmen entering in September 1929 were given an aptitude and
training examination in mathematics. Students 'in the lowest quarter of the test were
required to take a special course. There is a high correlation between the mathematics
examination and semester grades in algebra, which is sufficient evidence of predictive
power. The correlation coefficients indicate a predictive power which is exceeded only
in a very small percentage of prognostic examinations.

1183. Ha ld, Helen F. Arithmetical and algebraic processes at sources of
student difficulties in university courses. Master's thesis, 1930. University of
Nebraska, Lincoln.

1184. Hall, Mrs. Elizabeth L. Tentative courses of study in senior high
school mathematics, tenth year. Rochester, N. Y., Board of education, 1929.

1185. Hay, Robert Louis. A gtudi of the correlations between reasoning
and skill in arithmetic and progress in algebra, geometry and chemistry.
Master's thesis, 1929. University of Kansas, Lawrence.

1186. Haynes, Euphemia L. Historical development of tests in elementary
and secondary mathematics. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago,
Chicago, Ill. 92 p. ms.

A study of tests in arithmetic, -algebra and geometry between 1900 and 1930.

p.
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1187. Henderson, Joseph Lindsey. Materials and methods in junior highschool mathematics. 1930. University of Texas, Austin.
1188. Indiana. Department of public instruction. Chart showing ex-pected outcomes in mathematics in Indiana schools, grades 1-9. Indianapolis[1930?]

1189. Tentative course of study in mathematics for elementarygrades. Indianapolis, 1929. 79 p. (Bulletin, tr. 107B)
11904

schools, grades 1-6. Indianapolis 1930. 138 p. (Bulletin, no. 107B-107 rev.)
1191. Tentative course of study in mathematics for: Indianaschools, grades 7-0. Indianapolis, NO. 90 p. (Bulletin, no. 107B-107 rev.)

Tentative course of study in mathematics for .Indiana

1192. Tentative course of study in mathematics for secondaryschools. Indianapolis, 1930. (Bulletin, no. 100D rev.)
1193. Jones, Mabel Bunton. History and development of the graph in sec-ondary mathematics. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago,
Influences leading up to the introduction of graphical representation in secondary mathe-matics, development as shown in textbooks, and trends indicated in current literaturewere studied.

1194. Kiracofe, G. R. A partial analysis of the learning difficulties in firstyear high school mathematics. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Virginia,Charlottesville.
A study of the most frequent type of difficulties that pupils in first year algebra encounteris presented in this investigation. The order of difficulty for the various skills of ninedifferent learning situations was determined, and remedial suggestions offered.
1195. Linger, Ruth. Construction of a standardized test in general mathe-matics. 1930. West Virginia university, Morgantown.
1196. Long, Irma Bernita. A comparison of two methods of instruction inseventh grade mathematics. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Kansas,Lawrence. 43 p. ms.
Review by F. O. Russell in University of Kansas bulletin of education, 2: 21-24,December 1929.
Forty-two students were studied experimentally to discover the relative superiority ofindividual instruction.
1197. Long Beach, Calif. Public schools. Department of research. Re-port of mathematics inventory test given in grades 7-14 on December 2, 1929.4 p. 1:138.

The following conclusions are drawn from this study : (1) Boys and girls appear to beequnl in mathematical achievement through the ninth grade. After that time there is amarked superiority among the boys probably due to the fact that twice as many boys electmathematics ; (2) the correlation between the number of semesters of mathematics takenand the matapatki test scores on the twelfth grade level with 70 unselected cases was+.800 ; (3) du correlation of +.300 as noted above shows that senior high school imathe-matics. contributes very little t6 the knowledge of mathematics useful in life in general.Further proof is shown by the flattening of the curve in the tenth grade. It may also bepointed out that the increase in median score may be no more than the increase to beexpected because of the elimination of lower grades of ability.
1198. Mary Winifred, Sister. Survey of mathematics courses in state teach-ers' colleges as revealed by catalogues. Master's thesis, 1929. University ofNotre Dame, Notre Dame, Ind.
1199. Morse, Arthur William. The amount of mathematics used In leisuretime. Master's thesis, 1930. BostOn university, Boston, Mass.
1200. Newsom, idyra Hehner. On some phases of the history of mathematicsusea in the elementary schools. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Iowa,Iowa City. .
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1201. Peach, Harry A. What skills in mathematics are necessary in order
that a student may do the mathematics required by some colleges in the first
year of a course leading to a B. A. degree. Master's thesis, 1929. New York
university, New York, N. Y. 90 p.

1202. Perry, Martha Viola. ék survey of mathematics curricula offered by
teachers colleges. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teach-
ers, Nashville, Tenn. 53 p. ms.

1203. Inetenpol, H. W. A comparison of the content in unified mathematics
texts for a freshman college course with that in sequential courses in algebra.
trigonometry and analytic geometry. Master's thesis, 1930. University of
Iowa, Iowa City. 108 p. ms.

1204. Pugh, Mary M. Investigation of mathematical skills and knowledge
needed by pupils in the seventh and eighth grades. Master's thesis, 1930.
University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio. 62 p. ms.

The purpose of this study was to discover the mathematical skills and knowledges
(a) that will teach the pupil to solve his problems logically and accurately, (b) that
will guide him so that kw will be better prepared to choose future mathematical courses.
(c) that will aid in preparing him for his life work. The findings show that mathe
mattes of the seventh and eighth grades should be general, basic, and practical. It

was found that mathematical knowledge acquired at this period is necessary in life

situations. It can be correlated with English, geography, history, civics, hygiene. Its
value has been shown in connection with junior high school activities. While this
subject is not all rounded, it is used in more everyday situations than superficial think-
ers realize.

1205. Quirk, Margaret Germaine. The development of appreciation units in
secondary mathematics. Master's thesis, 1930. goston university, Boston.

Mass,
1206. Rembert, Henry Linwood. The teaching of mathematics in the high

schools of Maryland. Master's thesis, 1930. University of South Carolina.

Columbia.
1207. Schwarts, William H. Values and uses of prognostic tests in mathe-

matics in secondary schools. Master's thesis, 1930. New York university,
New York, N. Y.

1208. Sheets, Clarence A. A critical study of the reliability of the first

eight tests in the compass series. Muter's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa.
Iowa City. 117 p.

1209. Smith, John Elliot. Related mathematics for the electrical trades.

Master's thesis, 1930. Pennsylvania state college, State College. 81 p. ms.
A course of related mathematics of less than college grade and for persons over 14

years of age who are preparing for the electrical trades, as wiring for light and power.
armature winding, and maintenance and testing, or who have entered upon tbe work of
one of the electrical trades or industrial pursuits. Findings: The related mathematics
for the electrical trades should be rather general, with special emphasis on a good
foundation in principles of arithmetic. 14he geometry should deal principally with con
structions; tbe algebra should deal with simple equations, and transposition of form
las, in addition to the four fundamental operations. The work in trigonometry should
consist primarily of the solution of right and oblique triangle% with the theory that is
necessary to work problems of this type.

1210. Splann, Carolyn Pike. Curriculum and methods for ninth grade gen-
eral mathematics. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern California.
Los Angeles.

1211. Siokes, C. N. Sustained application in ninth grade mathematics.
Journal of educational research, 21:864-73, May 1930.

The purpose of this study was to determine the nature and status of the study habits
of 92 ninth-grade pupils under a directed study program in general mathematics.
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1212. Thorngate, Vesta M. Departmental headship in mathematics in highschool. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Nebraska, Lincoln. Educationalresearch record (University of Nebraska) 2: 9-14, October 1929.Analysis of 109 departments of mathematics in cities of 30,000 or m6re people.
1213. Tinkham, Catherine Almon. Requirements and organization ofcourses in mathematics for the ninth and tenth years in the high schools ofCalifornia. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern California, LosAngeles.

1214. Trueblood, Clifford Emmett. Technique of instruction and compara-tive results for classes of 160 in mathematics. Master's thesis, 1930. Butleruniversity, Indianapolis, Ind.
A technique for teaching large classes in mathematics was evolved. The resultsobtained were compared by the department with those obtained in the small classes.1215. Winegardner, James Henry. The relation of success in mathematicsto success in physics and chemistry in high school. Master's thesis, 1930.Stanford university, Stanford University, Calif.
MG. ZiegInfuss, George Raymond. An evaluation of methods of predict-ing school success in mathematics. Master's thesis, 1929. University of South-ern California, Los Angeles. 97 p. National education association, Depart-ment of secondary school principals bulletin 34: 80-22, January 1931. (Ab-tst ract) I
This study is an attempt to evaluate the different methods used in advising certainstudents concerning their continuance in mathematical studies. and to determine meansoffering practical possibilities of predicting future achlevemeatgebra and geometry.Analysis was made of various procedures followed in Lincoln high school in givingpupil guidance in mathematics, and of answers- to questionnaires on procedures followedin 22 of the other high schools of Los Angeles.
See also 72, 646, 1073, 1399, 1401, 1405, 1449, 1475, 1495, 1510, 1989, 2184, 2211,2213, 2910, 3131, 3143, 3879, 3908, 4458.

ARITH 111.71
oMM

1217. Adams, Roy Edgar. A Milky of the comparative value of two methodsof improving problem solving ability in arithmetic. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Uni-versity of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. Philadelphia, Pa., University of Penn-sylvania, 1930. 68 p.
An experiment with public school pupils of grades 3 and 4 to determine tbe relativevalue of two methods of instruction in solving problems in arithmetic, with specialconsideration of the effect of detailed analysis upon pupils' problem solving ability.1218. Bates, William Zole. The effect of organized drill on improvement inreasoning ability in arithmetic. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Colorado,Boulder. 43 p. ms.
Standard tests were given to 171 elementary pupils during the year 1928-1929, forintelligence and achievement levels, followed by objective drills. Findings: (1) Differentkinds of ability were measured by the different tests ; (2) pupils should gain from 13.8to 148.5 per cent in the four grades; (3) gain in number of exercises solved, 13.0 to162.8 per cent for the grades; (4) gain due to drill was approximately one-half schoolyear.
1219. Brownell, William A. Remedial cases in arithmetic. ipeabody jour-nal of education, 7 : 100-107, September 1929; 147-55, November 1929; 208-17,January 1930; 290-98, March 1930; 362-72, May 1930.The first of this series of articles gives a detailed statement of the purpose of thesereports; the general procedure employed; *description of the tests used; and the pointof view and theory o(teaching and learning which determined the nature of the!remedialinstruction. Each of the other articles presents a case study of a child who was havingdifficulty in arithmetic. Case 1, is by Mary L. Gabbert ; case 2, by Roy Evans; case 3,by Mattle S. Trousdale; and case 4, by Willie E. Whitson.
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1220. Brueckner, L. J. A diagnostic chart for determining the supervisory
needs of teachers of arithmetic. Elementary school journal, 30: 96-103, October
1929.

The diagnostic chart included in the article is designed to assist the supervisor to
determine instructional needs in order that the supervisory program may be intelli-
gently directed. Tbe intelligent use of such a chart will tend to free tile individual
supervisor from personal bias and prejudices.

1221. Buckingham, B. B. How much number do children know? Educa-
tional research bulletin (Ohio state university), 8: 27g-84, SepOmber 11, 1929.

Gives the results of a study of 1,858 children in grade 1 to find out if the children in
entering grade 1 are ready for the teaching of number. Sixty per cent of these children
could count through 20. Fifty per cent of these six-year-olds knew half the addition
combinations when they entered tba--fistrade.

1222. Buswell, Guy Thomas. Summary of arithmetic investigations (1929).
Elementary school journal, 30: 766-75, June 1930.

The annotated bibliography of investigations of the methods and results of teaching
arithmetic represents tbe publicatidns for 1929 which are worth serious study by students
of education. The subjects treated most frequently were diagnostic and remedial teach-
ing, problem solving, curriculum construction, and supervision of methods.

1223. Carson, T. E. and Wheeler, L. R. Rehabilitation in arithmetic with
college freshmen. Peabody journal of education, 8: 24-27, July 1930.

An experiment was conducted at tbe East Tennessee state teachers college to determine
the arithmetical status of the freshmen at the beginning of the fall quarter of 1929
One hundred and sixty-three freshmen took the Woody McCall's mixed fundamentals in
arithmetic forms 1, 2, 8, and 4 tests. Remedial classes were conducted for the 69
students who were below the eighth grade standard, until they showed by passing tests
that they had reached the standard.

1224. Chapin, Mamie Gertrude. Grades obtained in arithmetic in grades 6
and 7 in four types of schools. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago,
Chicago, Ill.

1225. Chase, V. E. The diagnosis and treatment of some common difficulties
in solving arithmetic problems. liournal of educational research, 20: 335-42.
December 1929.

A common cause of difficulty in solving verbal problems was found to be Insufficient
mastery of the fundamentals. Failure with the combinations involving 7, 8, and 9 were
frequent Of the fundamental processes, division presented the most difficulty.

1226. » How Fordson children perform with specific types of arithmetic
problems. 1929. Fordson public school, Dearborn, Mich. 16 p. ms. (Bulletin
no. 33.)

Detailed analysis of how children perform with specific types of problems. Much im-
provement resulted from placing detailed findings in teachers hands.

1227. Ching, J. Frederic. An arithmetic work book for grades 3 and 4.
Oakland, Calif., Public schools, 1929. 4 books (40 p. ea.)

Practice exercise in drill materials based on the Oakland course bf study.
1228. Christoff, Minnie Louise. A comparative study of the scores made by

three levels of eighth-grade arithmetic students of Central junior high school
of Kansas City, Kans. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Kansas, Lawrence.

1229: Christofferson, H. C. Arithmetic and college freshmen. Journal of
educational research, 21 : 78-80, January 1930.

Gives the results of a study undertaken to show the ability of college students in
arithmetic at the beginning of the first semester of college work and at the ind of two
months' work, as measured by the Monroe surrey test.

1230. College freshmen and problem solving in arithmetic. Journal
of educational research, 21: 15-20, January 1930.

From a study of 99 college freshmen it is concluded that college freshmen upon entrance
have about eiglatb-grade ability in problem solving. 4*
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1231. Connor, W. L. Kindergarten achievement testing in arithmetic. 1929.Board of education, Cleveland, Ohio. (Bulletin, no. 6)
1232.- Progress in reasoning in arithmetic in junior high schools.1929. Board of education, Cleveland, Ohio. (Bulletin, no. 46, January 1929 ;Bulletin, no. 12, September 1929)
1233. Cowen, Zoe. The relation between arithmetical ability and intelligence.Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn.36 p. ms.

1234. Dale, George A. Use of modified course of study In arithmetic for bor-der line children. Master's thesis [1930] University of Iowa, Iowa City.In several classes of grades 4 to 6, groups of children with borderline mentality weregiven instruction in arithmetic according to a modified course of study. Results weremeasured by Denver curriculum tests and compared with data from corresponding controlgroups using the regular Denver course of study in arithmetic.
1235. Davidson, Prank Howell. Some results of organized drill in arith-metic, grade 8-B. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Colorado, Boulder.A study was made of the use of Stone-Hopkins-Brown field arithmetic drills in 8-11grade pn two classes; one class was given drills twice a week, the other used the regulartext. Findings: Group using drills made gains of approximately half a grade in a periodof eight weeks, or one-half of a semester.
1236. Deakin, Ora Ethel. Effect of organiájdrill on success in arithmetic.Master's thesis, 1929. University of Colorado, Boulder. 40 p. ms.A study to determine the result of organised drill on two groups and its effect onfundamentals and reasoning in arithmetic. Findings: Group using drills made twice theper cent gain, as that made by group not using drills. Per cent gain in fundamentalswas three times that of reasoning.
1237. Denver, Colo. Public schools. Courses of study in arithmetic andreading for the slow-learning. Eleméntary school, grades 1-6. 1930. 209 p.(Course of study monograph, no. 29)
This monograph deals with the classification of pupils for differentiated courses ofstudy, course of study in arithmetic and reading for the borderline. child, remedial work,etc. Contains a bibliography.
1238. Dickeman, F. A. Supervisory needs of teachers of arithmetic. Mas-ter's thesis, 1980. University of Minnesota, Minnelpolis.
1239. Erdman, William A. Correlation between the mastery of the skills inthe fundamentals and reasoning ability in arithmetic. Master's thesis, 1929.University of Kansas, Lawrence.
1240. Froberg, J. A. The effect of courses in " The teaching of arithmetic "upon arithmetic skills. Journal of educational research, 21 : 74-77, January1930.
Conclusion: The courses in the teaching of numbers and the teaching of atithmeticven in the teachers colleges have a positive effect upon the arithmetic skills of thetudents enrolled in them. The effect, however, is insufficient to overcome the initialrithmetic disabilities in many students.
1241. Glover, Mary Corinne. A study of the value of Projects in interme-ate arithmetic. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teachers,ashville, Venn. 88 p. ms.
1242. Gordon, Ruth Eunice. Methods of teaching problem solving in Juniorigh school arithmetic. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern Califoria, 1404 Angeles.
1243. Greene, Harry A. A critique of remedial and drill materials In arith.enc. Journal of educational research, 21: 262-76, April 1930.References : p. 274-76.
The experimental and documentary evidence summarised in this report serves to makedear certain issues involved in the development and use of arithmetic drill. The datalhoyi that the drill must be constructed to At a particular purpose and type of use.

,
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1244. Gui ler, Walter Scribner. Improving computational ability. Elemen-

tary school journal, 30: 111-16, October 19.
A remedial program in computation was conducted in a seventh grade classroom in thi.

public schools of Cedarville, Ohio. A. preliminary survey of the class was made to deter
mille the pupils weak in computation. Group and individual needs of pupils below tho

standard for their grade were diagnosed. Types of errors were determined. Individual

needs and difficulties dictated Vle course of remedial instruction, which consisted in

reteachin4 and in abundant practice. Work was administered as individualized group

instructic,n. The test given at the end of the 12-Vveek period showed a marked improve-

ment for the group as a whole. Pupils varied greatly in amount of individual improve-

ment

12.43. Hagan, Forrest P. An objective appraisal of illustrations in eighth

grade atithmetic texts. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa, Iowa City.

128 p. ms.
1248. Haller, Paul William. The value of the arithmetic work books in

teaching arithmetic in grades 4 to 7 inclusive. Master's thesis, 1930. Indiana

university, Bloomington. 43 p.
1247. Hardin', James R. A study of the relationship between mental ability

and achievement in arithmetic, between mental ability and reading ability, and

between reading ability and achievement in arithmetic. Master's thesis, 1929.

University of Kansas, Lawrence.

124S. Holt, Harvey Julius. The metric versus the English system of meas-

urement in the teaching of arithmetic. Master's thesis, 1930. University of

California, Berkeley. 43 p. ms.
The purpose of the study was to make a detailed comparison of the nature and amount

of subject matter involved in the teaching of measurement tables and problems in arith-

metic under the metric and English systems, and to find ont how much time, if any, could
savedbe by using the metric system. Findings: At least 10 per cent of the, time now

used in the classroom on arithmetic could be saved by tbe substitution of the metric for

the English system of measurement, since 10 per cent of the total number of problems

now found in arithmetic textbooks in the United States could be eliminated, and the
number of figures and operations required to solve the average problem could be reduced

by -10 per cent.

1249. Hoskins, Mary Catherine. A comparison of two methods of solving

linear equations. Maste thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.

1250. Hove, E. MarieJ The teaching of the quadratic equation. Master's

thesis, 1929. Unlverskf of Iowa, Iowa Vity.

1251. Howard, Virginia Worsham. Children's experiences in third grade

arithmetic problems. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teach-

ers. Nashville, Tenn. 156 p. ms.
An analysis and comparison of problem content as related to children's experiences

Study based upon two third grade arithmetic textbooks and original problems from third

grade children. There is a degree of similarity found in the problem-content of the three

sets of problems. There is a high degree of variation in the frequency with which tbe

different types of activities occur in the three sets of problems.

1252. Hyatt, Ada V. The use of arithmetic by third grade children. Mas-

ter's thesis, 1930. Ohio state university, Columbus. 50 p. ms.
Personal interviews with seven third grade children covering a period of eight month&

showed that children have outside experiences, which, if utilised, will give necessari
training-in arithmetic with few, if any, textbook problems.

1253. Indiana. Department of public instruction. Chart of drill materials

in arithmetic. Indianapolis [1930?]
1254. Syllabus for commercial arithmetic. Indianapolis, 193o.

123 p. (Bulletin, no. 100D rev.)

1255. Irving, J. A. An evaluation of the verbal problems in some arid-

metics. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.

ms.
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1256. James, Blanche. A special study of diagnosis in fractions. Master's

thesis, 1930. University of MinneSota, Minneapolis.
1257. Jewett, Willa Ferris. A prognostic study of the Los Angeles funda-

mentals and reasoning tests in arithmetic as given to B8 pupils. Master's
thesis, 1930. University of Southern California, Los Angeles.

1258. John, Lenore. Effect of using the long-division form in teaching divi-
sion by one-digit, numbers. Elementary school journal, 30: 675-92, May 1930.During the school year 1927-1928 two groups of fifth grade pupils in tbe Universityelementary school of the University of Chicago were taught division by the short-division and long-division methods. Conclusions arrived at are only tentative. as thenumber of pupils involved in the ptudy was small. Data indicate that a justifiablemethod of procedure would be to tench first the long-division form, applying it to the solu-tion of examples with 'divisors of any number of digits. When this method has beenlearned, teach the short-division methOd as a short cut, applying it not only to divisionby one-digit numbers but also to division by two-digit numbers ending in zero or three-digit numbers ending in two zeros and to division by such numbers as 12 and 25, themultiples of which are familiar.

1259. Johnson, J. T. The intrinsic difference in merit between the " bor-
rowing" and " carrying" technique in subtraction of whole numbers. 1930.
Chicago normal college, Chicago, Ill. 9 p. ms.

This study covers over 500 cases( 250 in each method), 1,000 tests of 65,000 examples.The control test is so made that all personal equations, IQ's are eliminated from finalresults.

1260. Kemmerer, W. W. and Aaron, Sadie. Analysis of results of Buswell
:Ind John diagnostic test in arithemetic (grades H2-115, inclusive). Houston,Texas, Houston independent school district, 1930.

1261. Analysis of results of Woody-McCall mixed fundamen-tals test in arithmetic. (Grades H3, 115, and 117) Houston, Texas, Houstonindependent school district, 1930.
1262. Kramer, Grace A. The effect of certain factors in the verbal arith-metic problem upon children's success in solution. Doctor's thesis, 1930. JohnsHopkins university, Baltimore, Md. 1N5 p. ms.
1263. Langworthy, Clayton Adolphus. Homogeneous grouping in arith-metic. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern California, Los Angeles.
12M. Lohr, Blida. A study of changes in textbooks and methods in arith-metic in the nineteenth century, with indications of the present trend. Mas-ter's thesis, 1930. -Duke university, Durham, N. C.
Changing conceptions of aims In teaching arithmetic as revealed by a study of text-books and courses of study and social conditions underlying and causing changes.
1265. McLeod, Ethel Ruth. Influence of summer vacations on achievementin arithmetic, reading, eomposition. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabodycollege for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 34 p. ms.
1266. Maher. Maryellen. Case studies of marked disparity between intelli-zence and accomplishment In arithmetic. Master's thesis, 1930. University ofSouthern California, Los Angeles.
1267. Mann, Rubie. The need of juniar_high school pupils for stronger ele-mentary bonds in arithmetic. Master's thesis, 1929. University of SouthernCalifornia, Los Angeles. 80 p. National education association. Departmentof secondary school principals, 34 : 36-38, January 1981. (Abstract)The aini of this study was to ascertain to what extent a group of pupils finishing the()Tenth grade had complete mastery of the fundamental bonds or combinations Inirithmetic. Approximately 240 pupils finishing the seventh grade in the John Muirligh school of Los Angeles were tested ip giving automatic responses to the more difficultalf of the 400 possible combinations in 'the four processes.

.
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1268. Masson. J. S. Progress in the .four fundamental processes in arith-
metic. 1930. City schools, Lorain, Ohio. 10 p. me.

A study of grades OB to 8A inclusive. Findings: Practically no progress was found
in the four fundamental processes in arithmetic after grade 7B, but level was maintained.

1269. Mathews, C. O. A method of constructing useful division table&
Journal of educational research, 22: 47-49, June 1930.

The article shows the method of constructing a table to facilitate the division of any
number by a common divisor.

1270. Maxfield, Itlyrrl M. An experimental study of the " individualized"
versus the conventional classroom " recitation " method of teaching st:nultaneous
equations. Master's thesis, 1980. University 43f Southern California, Los
Angeles.

1271. Meyer, Fired W. Criteria for a course of study in arithmetic. Mas-
ter's thesis, 1930. University of Buffalo, Buffalo, N. Y. 67 p. ms.

This study is an analysis made to determine to what extent scientific studies have
found their way into the different courses of study issued by the state department of
ediscation. Criteria were set up to help evaluate, revise, or interpret a course of study
in arithmetic. The thesis shows, to a certain extent, what has been done and what
remains to be done. It concludes that no school has at present a course of study that
could advantageously be made applicable to schools in all communities.

1272. Miller, Florence May. Ability of third grade children to comprehend
a mastery plan for addition. Master's thesis, 1930. Boston university, Boston,
Mass.

1273. Miller, Lillian McKnight. An analysis of elementary arithmetic
texts. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Colorado, Boulder. 78 p. ms.

Analysis of five recent and commonly used elementary arithmetic text series, showed
75 per cent of all problems are one-step problems involving the four fundamentals ; four
per cent are devoted to long division ; multiplication was emphasised most ; 73 per cent
of all problems were expressed in numbers ; 16 per cent of all problems use both numbers
and symbols ; authors do not agrr on type or time emphasis.

1274. Minneapolis, Minn. Public schools. Instructional research depart
ment. Junior high school drill in arithmetic. 1929.

1275. Monroe, Mich. Public schools. Course of study in arithmetic, grad
1-6. 1930. 80 p. ms.

1276. Montgomery, I. J. The determination of the value, as an education
procedure, of setting up minimum essentials for mastery in third gra
arithmetic. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Nebrapka, Lincoln. 91 p.

Findings: The classes using minimum essentials showed 'significantly greater pro
1277. Muncie, Ind. Public schools. Department of educational res

Report on use of Woody-McCall mixed fundamental test, form 2, in arithmetic
1930. 6 p. ms. (Bulletin, no. 33)

1278. Survey tests in problem solving in arithmeti
Grades 3B-8A. 1980. 5 p. (Bulletin, no. 39)

The purpose of this testing was to comers the base line of problem solving achi
ment in March with that of November and to appraise results of instruction in proble
solving in the Muncie schools and to stimulate diagnostic study in order to corr
weakness in ,the technique of problem solving.

1279. !dyers, Anna G. and Parker, Charles B. Schorling-Clark-Pattee arith
metic test, form B. Kansas City, Mo., Bureau of research, 1929. 8 p.

Achievement of Kansas City pupils in fundamentals, fractions, decimals and peri 4

centages was studied and an increase in accuracy wu noted.
1280. National society for the study of educathil\ Report of the commit

on arithmetic. Bioomington, Ill., Public school publishing company, 1931
709 p.

Part 1 contains 408 pages (six chapters) on rarious aspects of arithmetic. Part
contains 298 pages (14 chapters) on research in arithmetic.
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1281. Nelson, Ethel V. Information units in arithmetic, it study of the his-

torical background of present arithmetic vocnbularies and processes. Master's
thesis, 1930. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.

1282. New York (City) Board of education. Bureau of reference, re-search, and statistics. Diagnostic and romedial work in arithmetic funda-
mentals. (Educational measurements r the class tvicher. nos. 9-12, Septem-
ber 1929-January 1930)

The September issue deals with methods of diagnosis, thp October issue with generaldifficulties and pedagogic Implications. the November issue with inventory of errors andretnedial suggestions in addition and subtraction, and the January issue °with inventoryof errors and remedial suggestions in multiplication and
12S3. Niles, Henry Clay. An experiment in the intensive teaching of arith-

metic to various groups of elementary school pupils. Master's thesis, 1930.
University of Southern California, Los Angeles.

12SI. Olander, Herbert Theodore. Experimental determination of the,degree
(If transfer between taught and untaught combinations in simple addition and
subtraction. Doctor's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago,

12S5. Osburn, W. J. 4%. study of the validity of method of teaching long
division. Columbus, Ohio state department of education. 1930. 20 p.Findings: One method of teaching long division is markedly better than the others.°

1286. Overman, J. R. An experimental study of the effect of the method of
instruction on transfer of training in arithmetic. /n Michigan school! ¡asters'
club. Journal, 1930. p. 233-35. (University of Michigan official publication,
vol. 32, no. 8, July 26, 1930)

1287. Patterson, M. Rose. Repori on test in arithmetic to pupils entering 7B.
1930. Public schools, Baltimore, Md. 18 p. ms.

1288. Pearson, H. W. A survey of arithmetic in the Beitield public schools.
Master's thesis, 1930. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.

1289. Pittsburgh, Pa. Public schools. Deriartment of curriculum studyand research. Revision of the diagnoSie combinations test in arithmetic.
1930.

1290. Polkinghorne, Ada Ruth. The concepts of fractions of children in theprimary svool. Master's thesis, 1030. University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.
1291. Raths, Louis Edward. The grade placement of tlte addition and sub-

traction of fractions. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.
1292. Rolker, Edna. A supervisory study of remedial instruction in the solu-tion of arithmetic problems. Master's thesis, 1930. Johns Hopkins university,Baltimore, Md.
1293. Rose, Anna B. A courie for student teachers in teaching arithmetic

to- seventh-grade children in New York City. Master's thesis, 1930. NewYork university, New York, N. Y. 55 p.
1294. Bauble, Irene. The effect of time allotment upon achievement in arith-metic in the second grade. Master's thesis, 1930. University of California.Berkeley. 47 p. ma.
Experiment carried through a single half grade, the low second, during the 20 weeksof the spring semester of 1929, and then repeated in the high school during the fallof 1929. Ten classes of 40 pupils each in the schools of Detroit were used. Timewas the only varying factor in the experiment. Findings: Most pupils in the lowsecond profited somewhat from the additional time (30 minutes daily instead of 20)Pupils in the high second made no gain in achievement as a result of additional time.In the low second, the amount of gain was not considered proportionate to tbe addi-tional time expended. Among the nationality groups. the colored and American pupilsboth gained, but the foreigners made no appreciable gain.
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1295. Schindler, Elmer P. An objective appraisal of illustrations in third
grade arithmetic texts. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa, Iowa City.

146 p.

1296. Sioux City, Iowa. Public schools. Committee df principals and
supervisors. Arithmetic curriculum. 1930. 134 p.

A study was made of the grades from the kindergarten through the sixth grade,

inclusive.

1297. Smallidge, Olive E. A study of methods of subtraction as used by the

4B pupils of Flint. In Michigan schoolmasters' club. Journal, 1930. p. 235-38.

(University of Michigan official publication, vol. 32, no. 8, July 26, 1930)

129S. Spencer, Peter Lincoln. A study of arithmetic er"ors. Doctor's thesis,

1930. Stanford university, Stanford University, Calif.

1299. Thompson, K. L. Arithmetic achievement in Jersey City. 1930. Pub-

lic schools, Jersey City, N. J. 20 p.

1300, Tingelstad. S. B. The difficulties of fraction types for pupils in towns

of than 1,000 population. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Minnesota,.

Minneapolis
1301. Trousdale, Mattie Sue. Some number abilities of beginners in rural

and town Schools. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers,
Nashville, Tenn. 36 p. ms.

A study of 192 rural and 139 town children of West Kentucky before being taught
nt school. Findings: Children studied have had some number expressions before en-
tering school, they can count some by rote and witt Cobjects; they possess some ability

to count objects in groups; the majority can recognize money In common use ; a good

per cent show a knowledgç of number vocabulary ; in majority of abilities tested, the
town group slrwed a greaer extent of knowledge than the rural group.

1302. Tyson. Ivernia. Difficulties in long division persisting two years after
initial instruction. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa, Iowa Citf. 134

P. In.
1303. Warburton, Robert C. Trends of development in arithmetic as re-

vealed by standardized tests. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago,

Chicago, Ill 116 p. ms.
Results of 1.300 arithmetic tests given to groups of 100 in each grade .from the fiftb

to post graduate group were studied. Findings: Two general curves of growth, rapid
and steady from grades five to eight, sllgbt regression at ninth level, with steady slovl
growth thereafter until after graduation.

1304. Weinberg, E. F. Theory of numbers. 1929. Rollins college, Winter
Park, Fla.

1305. Whisnant, Albert Freeman. The effects of organized drill on funds'

mental processes in arithmetic. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Colorado
Boulder. 34 p. ms.

One hundred pupils with eight months drill, and 76 pupils with no drill were studi
for efficiency of drill in the fundamentals of arithmetic in respect to accuracy a
speed. Findings: Number of problems solved by drill group was 41 per cent ; nóndril
group, 11 per cent. Greatest gain wag in normal IQ group and in the third gra
group. Drill is superior.

1306. Wolfe. Beatrice Catherine. Comparison of the abilities of boys
girls in the solving of general and specific probléms in arithmetic. Master's
thesis, 1930. College of the City of New York, New York, N. Y. 67 p,

Eight sixth year classes in a New York City school were employed. Improvement
and level of achievement were both taken into account. Slight superiorities in fa

of boys were found.
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1307. Wright, W. W. Indiana state course of study in arithmetic. State
ilepartment of public instruction, Indianapolis, Ind. 1930.

See alit° 227, 295, 423, 427, 579, 652, 661, 11S3, 1185, 1312, 1341, 2331, 2423,
2917, '3098, 4205, 490, 4264.

A LGEBRA

130S. Adams, Imogen. An analysis of nine workbooks in first year algebra.
Master's thesis, 1930. University of North Dakota. Grand Forks. 109 p. ms.
School of eçlucation record (University of North Dakota), 16: 23-32, October
1930. (Abstragct)

In ber critical evaluation of nine workbooks in first year algehm the author has
related the aims of the study of algebra to the alms of education in general. and has
shown to what extent workbooks may aid in attaining these aims.

1309. Aylard, Margaret Helen. The fundamental skills of ninth grade alge-
bra. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Denver, Denver, Colo. 4S p. ms.

In algebra the fundamental skill Is the ability to discern in a given situation the
elements of differente from likeness to other situations and the application to a given
situation of the necessary procesAes. The skills are of tige kindsmanipulative and

1310. Betz, William. syllabus in elementary algebra.
lersity of the State of New York. 1930. 31 p.

IOW/ N Y., T7111-

Black, George Krebs. Predicting success in ninth grade algebra by
ratings obtained through the Terman group test of mental ability. Master's
thesis, 1930. University of Southern California, Los Angeles.

1312. Buckingham, Guy E. Nature, frequency rind persistence of errors
lade by students of first year algebra in the four fundamental processes of
ddition, subtraction, multiplication and division. Doctör's thesis. 1930. North-
-estern university, Evanston, Ill.
1313. Clem, Orlie M. and Hendershot, tertha A. Some difficulties involved

n solving verbal problems in elementary algebra. Mathematics teacher. 23:
41-41, March 1930.
The chief difficulties Call bk reduced to a relatively few types. such as inability to read

he problem, etc.

1314. Cooke, Cecil E. Methods and materials in high school algebra as set
orth in state department courses of study. 'Master's thesis, 1930. Duke uni-
ersity, Durham, N. C.
A study of the aims, methods, and materials set forth in courses of study in algebra,
Wished by state departments of education shows frequency of listings of various topics;
ulrementa for graduation and points emphasized by published handbooks.
1315. Diehl, John L. Analysis of six tirst-year algebra books to determine

tope and character of abstract and written problems. Masters' thesis. 1930.
niversity of PennsylVania, Philadelphia. 60 p. ms.

f

1316. Gill, Dorothy D. Algebra for college preparation. Master's thesis,
930. University of Hawaii, Honolulu. 200 p. ms.
An analysis of college requirements of algebra actually needed in higher c(mrses

evealed by university catalogues and courses. Develops a s' vies of units in algebra sal-
ulated to give the needed preparation as revealed by the analysis.
1317. Gilliland, Gladys. Kinds, froquency, and persistency ol errors made

y first year algebra pupils in factoring. Master's theols. my. Northwestern
niversity, Evanston, Ill.
1318. Hazelwood, Luci. The development of high school textbooks In alge-

ra during the nineteenth eemury. 1930. Duke university, Durham. N. C.
Shows development of topics and shifting emphasis with present trends in alms and

etbods ; a summary of changing conceptions in values of algebra.
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1319. Hensler, Claudia. A comparative study of achievement in first year
algebra. Master's thesis. 1930. George Peabody eollege for teachers, Nashville..
Tenn. 35 p. ms. .

Comparison of achievement of accelerated groups of pupils in first year algebra with
that of three drierent ability gruups of nonaccelerated pupils, 1929-1930. Findings:
Accelerated group compared favorably with average group of nonaccelerated pupils.

1320. Hill, George E. Survey of the vocational usages of elementary high
school Algebra. Master's the4is,1930. Nofthwestern university, Evanston, Ill.

13'21. Ho llin, Howard O. The effect of certain preliminary exercises on the
ability to solve verbal algebra problems. Master's thesis, 1930. University of
Iowa, Iowa City. 52 p.

1322. Kroll, Florence I. Comparison of the content of %elected French and
Ameritian first year alfebra texts. Master's thesis, 1930. UniverRity of North
Dakota, University.

1323. Lyon, Virgil E. A study of certain difficulties experienced' by pupils
id the solution of verbal problems in algebra. Master's thesis, 1930: Univer _ty
of Wisconsin, Madison. 1/0

1324. McCuen, Theron L. Preffirling success in algebra. Journal of educa-
tional reeearch, 21: 72-74. January 1930.

From data obtained at the Palo Alto union high school it was found that the group
intelligence quotienfas determined by the Terman group test of mental ability is a better
basis for grouping students in algebra according to 'probable suctess than any of the other
criteria used in this study.

1325. Mc Leary, Ralph D. The experimental technique for individual in-

struction in high school algebra. Master's thesis, 1930. Colby college, Water-
ville, Me. 123 p. ms.

A study was made of algebra classes at Waterville senior high school, 1929-1930.
Pupils under individual Instruction plan pro,irt.ss on the average a little more slowly but
do more thorough work and of superior quality in comparison Ith the traditional plat)

1326. Pace, Jarrette Boyle. The improvements in methods and materials in
the te.aching of algebra in the secondary schools. Master's thesis, 1929. Uni-

t

versity of Texas, Austin.
1q327. Paxton, Margaret. Predicting success in junior high 'school algebra.

Master's thesis, 1929. Stanford university, Stanford University, Calif. 110

P. ins.
The algebra grades of 504 pupils who had attended Washington junior high school

were compared with the intelligence quotients of the pupils and with the grades made
in arithmetic, English, social science. etc. Comparisons were made graphically and
statistically. The graphs showed some relntion between algebra grades and intelligen%
quotients and between algebra grades and .he grades in the various other subjects. The
writer concludes that all students who have shown ability in arithmetic should be

urged to take algebra, no matter what lineorof viork they expect to pursue. Also any
student, even if he has failed in arithmetic, should have ,the opportunity of taking
algebra,.provided he has a desire to try it.

1328. Philadelphia, Pa. Publib schools. Division of educational research.
Diagnostic analysis of achievements in algebra, part 1, form B, grade 8B.
1930. (Bulletin, no. 126)

1329. Piper, A. E. The validity of certain general and special tests for prog-

nosis in first year algebra. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa, Iowa
City. .49 p. ins.

1330. Reinshagen, Irene Alice. Analysis of content of practice books in al-

gebra. Master's thesis, 1930. New York university, New York, N. Y. 58 p. ni
Analysis of six books published between l925 and 1928, showing the topics treated.

the amount of practice of each topic, and sequence of topics.

zìis
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1331. Richards, Marie L. An analysis of the objectives and content of alge-
bra. Master's thesis, 193Q. -Akron university, Akron, Ohio. 57 p. m.

The analysis of the content and objectives of algebra in secondaiy schools as found
in teitbooks now published.

1332. Shak, C. Earl. An experiment in directing thinking in high school
algebra. MtWer's thesis, 1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.
University of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27: 374-75, November 1930. (Abstract)

1333. Smith, Howard H. Algebra problem concepts and informal objective
testing. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa, Iowa City. 77 p. ms.

1334. Snyder, E. J. (Morrittville, N. Y.) Vocabulary and also certain devices
in algebra to promote accuracy. [1930]

1335. Sowle, Wesley Atwood. Case studies of 20 maladjusted Impi ls in
ninth grade algebra. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pitts-
burgh, Pa. Untversity of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27: 387-88, November 1930.

Abstract)
1336. Stephens, Stella Elizabeth. Diagnosis of student difficulties in formu-

las in first year algebra. Master's thesis, 1910. George Peabody college for
teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 100 p. Mg..

The location of student difficulties as found from results of a series of diagnostic
tests. Findings: A low degree of mastery in the solution of formulas and a consequent
needsfor remedial work.

1337. Stock, Earl K. An analysis of elementary algebra textbooks for com-
parison of content and emphasis of material. Master's thesis [19301. Penn-
sylvania state college, State College, Pa. 25 p. ms.

A method was set up for the analysis of algebra ttxts for materlitl content. All text
material was divided into three topics, explanatiOn, drill problems, ahd verbal prob-
lems. All lines of explanatory material were counted for item 1 and all problems for
items 2 and 3 under 20 divisions such as factoring, fractions, etc. The results were
tabulated for 10 elementary texts and a comparison made of their relative content and
emphasis. Findings: (1) There is wide variation in t*e amOunts of matisrial and
emphasis on the various divisions; (2) the method semis to be practicable and con
vindng for describing and evaluating texts no far as material content is concerned; (3)
a factual basis for describing 10 texts was obtained.

1338. Stone, John C. and Mallory, Virgil Ef. Teaching and learning units in
illgebra. Chicago, Ill., Benjamin H. Sanborn and colpany, 1930. 331 p.

1339. Taylor, Rachel. The reality of ninth grade algebra problems. Mas-
ter's thetis, 1930. Colorado state teachers colle4e, Greeley. 61 p. ms.

1340. Tothero; H. H. An experiment to determine the relative merits of a
g.eneral rule versus special rules in teaching algebraic special produt:ts. Mas-
ter's thesis, 1930. Pennsylvania statexollege, State College, Pa. 53 p. ms.

Three experiments were conducted. Forty-two subjects were used ,in the first experi-
ment, 42 in the second, and 48 in the third. Percentile scores of IQ, AQ (arithmetic
quotient) grades and matching test were used to match subjects. Results favor general
rule. Achievement of control groups was only 57 per cent of the achievement of the
experimental group.

1341. Tucker, Guy E. The effect of specific drill in eliminating errors in the
four fundamental proce&ses of addition, subtraction, multiplication and division
of algebraic monomials. Master's thedis, 1930. Northwestern university.
Evanston, In.

1342. Wadzinaki,o Teal Gerald. Fluctuations in tlitiutuount of work done
and in the skilb of ßrt Year algebra pupils. Master's thesis, 1929. New York
university, New York, N. Y. 98 p.

1343. White, Annabel Lee. Retention of elementary algebra through quad-
ratics after varying intervals of time. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Johns Hopkins
university, Baltimore, Md. 129 p. ms.

4
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1344. Ziegenfuss, George R. Predicting success in algebra and geometry.
Los Angeles educatioal research bulletin, 9: 11-12, 15, October 1929.

Answers to a questionnaire sent to 27 Los Angeles senior high schools gave tbe bases
for predicting success in mathematics. Review of previous studies in Prognosis of ability-
in mathematics showed that . by means of a composite of the factors considered with
proper weightings and by use 'of multiple correlations, high relati9nship has been found
between success in mathematics and in other school subjects. No single factor can be
used alone; traits other than intelligence and success in other school subjects muet be
considered; different types of mathematics demand different abilities. Rogers test of
mathematical ability has practical value in predicting success in algebra and geometry
if careflilly tked.

See Ohio 351. 661, 1173, 1183, 11S5. 1203, 2912. 2916, 2920, 3079, 3097, 3138.

GEOMErRY AND TRIGONOMETRY

1345. Brock, Ikie. Au analysis of American textbooks in plane geometry
published since 1800, with indications of changes and trends in eMphaMs.
Master's thesis, 1930. Duke university, Durham, N. C.

Seeks to discover emphasis and methods in plane geometry with shifting purposes In the
past century and direction of development today.

13441 Brookens, Glen Erwin. A study to deRITITg.tie the correlaaon between
objective test scores and subjective grait,§_Lu- plane geometry. Master's thesis,
1930. University of South Dakota, Vermillion. 71 p. ms.

1347. Brown, Laura Marie. Achievement of pupils in one semester of tenth
grade geometry. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago, ni.

1348. Chapman, Andrew Barney. The effectiveness of two different teach-
ing techniques in plane geometry. apter's thesis, 1930. University of South
Carolina, Columbia.

1349. Cowley, Elizabeth B. The vocabulary of plane geometry. Journal of
. educational research, 20: 392-94, December 1929.

Contains some information on the vocabulary of tests in geometry.
1350. Crago, Eva Laura. The use of supplementary help in the teaching of

plane geometry. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Pittsbiurgh,
Pa. University of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27: 248-49, Nov (Abstract)

1351. Dubttek, Merrill Leon., A study in geometry prognosis. Master's
thesis, 1929. University of Colorado, Boulder. 42 p. ms. .'

A study to determine relative Wye for prediction of success in geometry of school
marks in the eighth year; school marks in the ninth year ; IQ; scores on Rogers sextet;
scores on Van Veagenen reading scale. Findings : Rogers sextet is of decided value;.

. freshman marks, IQ. and eighth grade marks are of limited value; Van Wagenen reading
scales are useless; composite of all five bases of decided value.

1352. Eddy, Louise Barbour. Motivating the study o geometry. Master's
thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.

X. study of the nature and need of motivation in education and in mathematics, the
historical development 6f motivation in geometry teaching, and an analysis of 45 textbooks
in plane geometry toidetermine the growth of motivation since 1873.

1353.. Puller, Florence D. The evaluation. of geometry texts. 1930. Wublic
schools, Los Angeles, Calif. 58 p. ms.

1354. Hall, E. R. A test in plane geometry. Master's thesis, 1929. Uni-
versity of Virginia, Charlottesville.

The investigation is concerned with the deviation And standardisation of It test for
plane geometry. Several hundred pupils of the city high schools of Virginia w'ere used
to construct and standardize the test. The test was found to be highly valid and reliable.

l3M. Harper, Sarah Viola. A comparison of two *types of organisation of
subject matter in plane geometry. Master's thesis, 1930. University of M-
vago, Chfcago, Ill.

lttsburgh,
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1356. Hendrick, Ethel May. How to otudy geometry. Master's thesis, 1930.
University of Southern California, Los Angeles.

1357. Johnston, Helen. Preparation and evaluation of unit tests in plane
geometry. Master's thesis, 1930. Vniversity of Pittsburgh, l'ittsburgh,
University of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27:361-62.. November 1930. (Abstract)

1358. Long, Maceo W. Amilysis of errors in the solution of trigonometric
identities. Master's thesis, 1929. Northwestern univeisity, Evanston, Ill.

1359. Malin,-Edith B. Objective tc.ts of certain units in intuitive geometry.
Master's thesis, 1929. Western Reserve university. Cleveland, Ohio. 100 p. ms.

Junior high school mathematics, the intuitive geometry part, was evaluated for
selecting test materials. Eight objective tests were developed and coefficients of correla-
tion were found using two halves of each test. High degree of validity in the tests
was found.

1360. Newmeyer, Donald. Construction of a standard test in plane geometry.
Master's thesis, 1930. University of California.. Berkeley. 45 p. ms.

The purpose of the study was to provide an objective measure of achievement in plane
geometry suitable for uKe tube secondary schools. Final test consists of 70 true-fajse
items, 20 multiple choice items, and 15 pairs in matching exercises (including 5 RAI-
tional unmatched responses)

1361. Prag, Lewis D. A comparison of plane geometry textbooks of the
period of aboutu1900-1910 and the period of about 1920-1929, and an analysis
of the modern trend in plane geometry. Master's thesis, 1930. New York
university, New York, N. Y.

1362. Raybill, Martha. A study of the original exercises in 10 textbooks in
plane geometry concerning a period .of 176 years. Master's thesis, 1930. Uni-
versity of Kansas, Lawrence.

1363. Stewart, Marie. A prognosis test Ln geometry. Master's thesis, 1930.
University of Colorado, Boulder. University of Colorado studies, 18*: 108,
December 1930 (Abstract)

.The problem involved was the construction of a test which would predict the success
of pupils in geometry. The test was administered to 212 beginning pupils in geometry
in the schools of Hutchinson, Kans. The results obtained indicate that the test may be
considered valuable for such purpose.

1364. Tobey, William Sylvester. Presentation of plane_ geometry through
pupil discovery. Master's thesis, 1929. New York universVy. New York, N. Y.
118 p. ms. ,

1365. Tuttle, Jean. Construction of a geometry test. 1930. Public schools,
Oakland, Calif. 21 p. ms.

1366. Ufkess, Jennette Sylvia. Predicting success in plane geometry by
means of spatial-relations tests. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Texas,
Austin.

1367. Walker, Flora. The isosceles triangle; its proof aiid place in fresent-
day high school geometry. Master's thesis, 1930. Stanford university, Stan-
ford University, Calif.

1368. Williams, Leonard, Eldred. The relation of the results of a series of
form board tests to the ability to do plane geometry. Master's thesis, 1929.
University of Virginia, Charlottesville.

See caw 645, 647, 1173, 1185, 1203, 1358, 2916.

SCIENCE

1369. Barnes, Cyrus W. Malang a battery of tests In junior high school
science. Master's- thesis, 1929. New York ail verslt y, New York, N. Y. 52 p.

Pq.
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1370. Bartholomew, Constance Nargaret. Tile science club in tile Junior
high school. Master's thesis, 1930. Boston university, Boston, Mass.

1371. Bayne, Thomas L. (Ithaca, N. Y.) The need for a scientific attitntle
toward science tests in high school teaching. [1930]

Findings: Standardized tests in science lanot-e limitatinns as to reliability and validity
which must be taken into account by the teacher who would cultivate in himself a scien-
tific attitude. The tests may formalize instruction.

41,

1372. Bealchamp, Wilbur Lee. An analytical study of attainment of specifir
learning products in elementary science. Doctr's thesis, 1930. University of

Chicago, Chicago, Ill.
1373. Bozchult, Inez and Bozchult, M. K. Pupils' interests in science as

manifes-ted hy the questions they ask Master's thesis, 1930. rnivertity of

Nehroska. Lincoln. 64 p. ms.
Analysis of g,1 27 questions asked by 1.803 Juninr high school pupils in four schook

of Lincoln, Nebr.

1374. Braun, Anthony. The stntus of the sciences in the Vatholic high
clio.01, 1930. Catholic university of America, Washington. I). C. 48 p.

1375. Carpenter, Harry A. Success in physics and chemistry in relation to
general science and biology. Science education, 14 : 589-99. May 1930.

Findings : Students with general science preparation throughout the seventh, eighth and
ninth grades of the Junior high schools do superior work in physics and chemistry to
students with biology preparation: students with general science trarning become more
interested in science as evidenced by their election of science courses in addition to tbe
requirements and by superior grades.

1376. Cordrey, E. E. Relative and total amount of time given to recitation
and laboratory work in science courses. 1930. Arkansas state teachers col-
lege, Conway. 3 p. Ins.

Gives the results of a questionnaire received from 67 schools.
1377. Davis, James P. The sciences offered by the junior colleges with

special reference to the sequence of courses. Master's thesis, 1930. Northwest-
ern university, Evanston, Ill.

1378. Edmiston, R. W. Instructional implications from a study of overlap-
ping in secondary school science. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Ohio state university.
Columbus. 170 p. ms.

1379. Edwards, Howard E. A complete act for developing a functional unit
of subject matter in science. Master's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia

%university, New York, N. Y. 80 p. ms.
A course of study in tbe topic of machines was developed from this study.
1380. Fay, Paul Johnson. The higtory of science teathhing in American high

schools. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Ohio state university. Columbus. 517 p. ms.
A history of the extension and of the development of tbe aims. Object matter, and

teaching methods of high school sciences. Findings : There hare been three periods in
science teaching respectively characterized by informational aims. disciplinary aims.
and diversification.

1381. Guthrey, Casey Garnett. Icience departme,nt -heads in high schools of
Missouri. Master's thesis, 1929. eorge Peabody collerre for teachers, Nash-
ville, Tenn. 52 p. ms.

1382. Hollinger, J. A. Elementary science tests. 1930 University of Pitts-
burgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.

1383. Kansas. State department of education. Course of study for high
schools. Part 5. Science. Topeka, 1930. 92 p.

1384. Larabee, Louis X. A one semester course of study In astronomy for
a senior high schciol. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Hawaii, Honolulu.
80 p.

14°
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1385. Nettels, C. H. The correlation of science with other junior high school

subjects. 1930. Public schools, Los Angeles. Calif. 7 p. ms.
1386. Evaluation of textbooks for BS science. 1930. Public schools,

Los Angeles, Calif. 32 p.

1387. Science in junior high school courses, 1930. Public schools,
Los Angeles, Calif. 7 p. ms.

1388. Science in periodicals. 1930. Public schools, Los Angeles,calif. 5 p. ms.
1389. Science interests of adults. 1930. Public schools. Los Angeles,Calif. 6 p. ms.
1390. The science interests of children. 1930. Public schools. LosAngeles,/ Calif. 13 p. ms.
1391. Science in the local envirotiment. 1930. Public schools. LosAngeles, Calif. 13 p. ms.
1392. Science needed for eft3cnt living. 1930. Public schools, LosAngeles, Calif. 14 p. ms.
1393. Pittsburgh, Pa. Public schools. Department of curriculum studyand research.. Elementary science tests for grades 4B-6A. 1930.
1394. Pletcher, Elsie M. History of reaction time experiments as carriedout in American laboratories. Master's thesis, 1929. Northwestern university,Evanstbn, Ill.
1395. Smith, Victor C. Science methods and superstition. School andsociety; 31: 66-68, January 11, 1930.
This study was undertaken to secure evidence on the value of laboratory work ingeneral science and on the effect of studying science ou superstition. Two etperimentaloups were set up in tbe ninth grade of the high school at Potlatch, Idaho. One/groupas a reading group, the other a laboratory group The study shows little positive evi-fence that might cause any change in instruction: superstition decreases ais a resultf science

1396. Eitemp , Forrest W. Science needs of pupils in small high schoolsNised on an activity analysis. Doctor's thesis, 1930.. Cornell university, Ithaca,Y. 175 p. ins.
study of 1,067 activities of the people 8f four different types of communities, intest Virginia with reference to the contributing value§ in science. Findings: So fars activities are eoncerned biology seems by far the most important science subject forhe small high schools. Physics and chemistry seem about equally important. Thectivities inveive, In at least half the cases, more than half the sciences in combination:e separating of the sciences in teaching them may be logical but it is not natural.hemistry alone occurs scarcely half as many times as chemistry, in connection withology,

ve
and geological phases of science occur in the activities of rural people almosttimes as frequently in connection with biology ai alone. Biology can scarcely beaught as a single science.

1397. Sutherland, J. Homer. An appraisal of the science background ofate teachers' college entrants. Master's thesis. 1930. University of Pitts-lurgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. University of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27 : 393-94, Novem-r 1930. (Abstract)
1398. Texas. State department of education. Texas high schools. Theeaching of science. Austin, 1929. 77 p. (Bulletin, vol. 5, no. 9, October 1929.'o. 262)

.
This bulletin sets forth definite directions for planning the laboratory a:,d classercises; special attention is given to the selection of lists of experiments for eachf the sciences, to the selection of good books for teachers and pupils, and to the com-iistlon of teaching aids.
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1399. Washington (State) Department of education. High school science
and mathematics. Olympia, Wash., 1930. 84 p.

1400. Webb, Ralph. Current practices in the beaching of science in Junior
colleges. Master's thesis. 1930. University of Southern California, Los Angeles.

1401. Wilson, W. K. Minimum essentials of high school mathematics needed
for freshman and sophomore chemistry and physics at Ohio state university.
1930. - Ohio state university, Columbus. 33 p.

A study to determine the minimum essentials of high school mathematics needed
for freshman chemistry at Ohio state university. An analysis of the chemistry used in
this university .reveals only 71 different type problems used to illustrate and teach all
chemlitry presented from this test.

See (Vito 165, 176, 2075, 2205, 2213, 2230, 2281, 2345, 3023, 3131, 4102, 4381,

4650.
GENERAL SC1 EN CID

1402. Bailey, Thomas C. A course in general science. Master's thesis, 19341
University of New Hampshire, Durhafh. 100 p. ms.

A course of study prepared for use in high schools.

1403. Bek, Cornelius Frederick. Curriculum construction in general sciénce.
Master's thesis,.1930. Loyola university, Chicago, Ill. 63 p. ms.

1404. Bizler, Melvin R. An evaluation of the Every pupil general science
test given December 10, 1929. Master's thesis, 1930. Ohio state university,
Columbus. 79 p. ms.

An evaluation of the 100 questions in the vEvery pupil generalhocience test as to:
thought provoking qualities; value of knowledge; clearness; and correlation to textbooks.
Findings: The Every pupil test was administered by the Ohio state department of
education, in December and April of the year 1929-1930. The results wert: compiled by

. the State department of education so that teachers could compare their pupils with
others.

1405. Bock, Lillian A. Amiunt of mathematics needed for a course in general
science. Master's thesis, 1930. Columbia university, New York, N. Y.

1406. Corbally, John E. IA comparison of two methods of teaching one prob-
lem in general science. School review, 38 : 61-66, January 1930.

Four classes in general science in the Queen Anne high school, Seattle, Wash., were
studied in order to compare the assignment-recitation plan with the unit plan. The four
classes were of about the same average intelligence, and had approximately the same
previous information on the subject. The experiment was carried out under everyday
classroom Conditions. The results of the investigation tend to show that neither method
of teaching studied is distinctly superior to the other. The teacher is the deterMining
factor, rather than the method or device.

1407. Eldredge, William L. Testing in general science. Master's thesis,
1929. Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y. 20 p. ms.

1408. Harap, Henry and Persing, Ellis C. The ¡resent objectives in general
science. Science education, 14 : 477-97, March IN I

An analysis of five curriculum investigations, 11 courses of study and five textbook&
to determine the specift objectives in general science.

1409. Lower, George G. The teaching of general science. Master's thesis
[1930] University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. 60 p. ms.

A study óf the methods and content of eighth and ninth grade science and eighth-
grade geography.

1410. Peebles, Grace. The socialized recitation in general Helen& Journal
of educational research, 20: 151-53, September 1929.t

Gives the results of an experiment conducted in the seventh grade of the schools of

Fond do Lac, Wis. Findings: While the socialised study group showed more gain is
the matter ok getting information, the differences were not statistically significant ; the

socialised recitation grou'p showed greater and keener interest in the subject-matter as
measured by an activity record.

v./
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1411. Rohrbach, Q. A. A study guide in general science. 1930. University
of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.

1412. Shaffer, Arthur B. The relation of general science to if program in
education. Master's thesis, 1930. Ohio state university, Columbus. 83 p. ms.

A curriculum in general science for seventh. eighth, and ninth years is organised to
illuminate a new program in educatioA.

1413. Shuller, Albert Theodore. The unit m6thod versus the recitation
method of teaching general science. Master's thesis, 1929. University of
Colovado, Boulder. 91 p. ms.

A study undertaken at junior high school, Ft. Smith, Ark , with two groups equated
for CA, IQ, and readini ability ; alternate methods of instruction were used. irindinFts
Recitation methc.d was more effective than tilt unit method for increasing pupil
achievement.

1414. pmith, Victor Clyde. A omparIson of the reading-recitation and
laboratory methods in the teach e of general science. Master's thesis, 1929.
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.

32101See also 308, 1375,

N ATURE S'lUUY

1415. Blechman, Elias. Aspects of extra-mural opportunities for nature
study in New York City and the extent to which they were utilized in 1928.
Master'r; thesis, 1,829. New York university, New York, N. Y. 44 p.

1416. Burgess, Elizabeth Vestal. School-room pets as a gtimulus toviards
science learning. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teachers,
Nashville, Tenn. 186 p. ms.

1417. Calloway, Milton. A study of the content of courses in nature and
science education in 100 teachers' eolleges and normal schools with a study of
the relationship between these courses and the activities in the training schools.
In Nature almanac, 1930. Washington. 1). C., American nature association,
1930. p. 127-29.

Findings: Sixty and four-tentlas per cent of the institutions reporting, offer naturestudy and elementary science on a required basis, most, commonly using a combination of
recitations, laboratory, and field work. In 47 per cent of the schools, nature and sciencemethods courses are required of kindergarten teachers in training. Practice in teachingnature study is generally confined to lower grade levels.

1418..DeGroot, Dudley Sargent. A teachers' gpide to the study of the com-
moner birds of California. Master's thesis. 1930. Stanford university, Stan-
ford University, Calif.

1419. Flagg, Wayne Iti. The essentials of a secondary course in natural
science. Master's thesis, 1930. Yale university, New Haven, Conn.

1420. Palmer, E. Laurence. A nature education survey of the United States.
In Nature almanac, 1930. Washington, D. C., Amt;rican nature association, 1930.
p. 148-277.

A survey of the requirements of nature and science education in elementary and sec-ondary schools of the various states of the union from the viewpoint of state departmentsof education, higher institutions of learning, and public school superintendents. Find-ings: The practices in nature education in the various states of the union are %not uni:form. Those of California, Connecticut, District of Columbia, Illinois, Maine, Minnesota,Missouri, New Jemyi New York. Pennsylvania, Rhode island, West Virginia andWyonting stand out as being most extensive.
1421. ------- Study of associations and clubs interested in the promotion of!Muni education. In Nature almanac, 1930. AVashington, D. C., American

nature association, 1830. p. 30-116.
Study of the purported aims and accomplishments in tbe field of nature education ofthe various private and public organisations Identified witb this field. In spite of slight

:
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duplication, there seems to be evolved a definite series of organisations concerned with
developing satisfactorily particularly nature education activities. In general these are

receiving generous public support.

1422. Palmer, E. Laurence. A study of leadership training 1,n nature and
science eduention. In Nature almanac, 1930. Washington, D. C., American

rnature association, 1930. p. 116-47.
Survey of nature education activities in 108 teacher training institutions and of the

programs and activities of special institutions concerned with this field. There is a

general tendency to emphasize teaching e nature through first-hand experience in teacher
training institutions with reported field activities rather commonly emphasised in spite
of crowded teaching schedules. The number of institutions doing special training in thiq
field is increasing.

1423. and Gordon, Eva L. Nature bibliography. In Nature almanac,
1930. Washington, I). C., American nature association, 1930. p. 336-90.

A survey of the nature literature in print with a view to providing a basis for 'electing
reliable cbilcken's r ders and providing an adequate series of reference books for teachers
of nature study and elementary science. All books were examined and short annotations
as to their nature d merit were given. Findings : The number of safe books for use by
elementary school children is very limited.

See also 2081, 2345.

BIOLOGY AN D BOTAN Y

1424. Adams, Norval E. The legal restrictions concerning the teaching of
biology.. Master's thesis. 1930. Indiana university, Bloomington. 65 p. ms.

1425. Adams, Roy. Insects and material for use in teaching high schoolItbiology. ter's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville,

Tenn. 4 .ms.

1426. Austin, A. Loretto. The effect of daily drill in silent reading on

achievement in biology. Master's thesis, 1930. Syracuse university, Syracuse,

N. Y. 100 p. ms.
An initial testing was given two unselected groups of high school freshmen. The

experimental group WAS then given a daily 10 minute drill in silent reading in the

subject matter of biology. The control group received regular type of instruction. A

final test was given after six weeks. The standard deviation gains of the expert
mental group were 73.4 per cent greater than those of the control group. During the
course of the experiment 30 practice drills in silent reading of biological matter were
constructed which may be used as study devices in biology in tbe ninth grade.

1427. Babb, Edith. A study of subject matter in two groups of biologies.

Master's thesis, 1930. University of Kansas, Lawrence.

1428. Baird, Don O. A study of biology notebook work in New York State.
Doctor's thesis, 1929. Teachers college, Columbia university, Aw York, N. Y.

New *Irk city, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1929. 118 v. (Contribu.

tions to education, no. 400)
An evaluation was made of notebooks from 50 schools; of the biology tests and

laboratory manuals used in these schools ; and examination questions giren in secondary
cbools of New York State. . .

14129. Berry, Mildred Brown. Correlations between Intelligence, reading
ability, and achievement in biology. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peat}od

college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 40 p. ma
1480. Cederstrom, J. A. Investigations into gains and retention of student&

1930. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.
Investigations into the retention of college students of information in biology. the

relation of retention to gains, comparative gains of repeating and nourepeating students
comparative gains of students with high and low initial scores and high and low mental

ability. Conclusions : College students after the lapse of a year retain from two-thirdo
to three-fourths as much as they gained during a course in biology. -Students wbo

---1111/11111
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make the largest gains show the highest amounts of retention. Repeating studentsgain less than nonrepeating students. Students with low initial artaiaments gain asmuch or more than those with high initial attainments but those with higher mentalabilities tend to gain more than these with low mental abilities.

1431. Clippinger, Florence E. An experimental study in methods of teach-
ing biology. Master's thesis. 1929. Cornell university, Ithaca, N. Y. 107 p.

Experimentation with four class sections of tenth year pupils each year for three years,two being taught by unit systems of individual instruction, and two by class system oflaboratory discussion. Findings: No significant differences in results were obtained bythe two urocedures in monthly tests : slightly better results by laboratory discussion sec-tions on standard Ruch common test were obtained.
1432. Downey, E. B. Revision of one-year courqe in biology for high school.

Master's thesis, 1930. Western Reserve university, Cleveland, Ohio. 139 p. ms.
Experimentation with tentative course for one year ; thorough analysis of sources forobjectives of most widely used citurses of study and tests was made ; 13 sources were

analyzed.

1433. Johnson, Palmer C. Curricular problems in science at the college level.
Minneapolis, University of *Minnesota press, 1930. 188 p.

" This study has centered around an evaluation of the function of the course in generalbotany in preparing students for the pursual of sequent courses in the college of agri.culture and forestry."
1434. The permanence of learning in lementary botany. Journal of

educational psychology, 21 : 37-47, January 1930.
A group of students in general botany at the University of Minnesota were studied inan attempt to determine the extent of retention of the botanical information acquired inthe course in general botany, and the relationship between the amount retained and theinitial amount possessed. Data indicate that the students who bad the most botanicalinformation at the time of completing the course are very likely to retain the most afterintervals of time.

1435. McCullough, Anna M. The subject matter of biology in high school
with reference to sources and bases of selection. Master's thesis, 1930. Univer-
sity of Kansas, Lawrence.

1436. MacKay, Minnette. The formation of a generalization in the minds
of ninth grade biology students. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Co-
lumbia university, New York, N. Y.

From the analysis of 17 books of college grade 885 items were obtained and studied ;rated and grouped according to difficulty. A plan of class activities was worked out foreach unit and given to two classes, a third class planned its own work. Tests and recordsof class work were used as bases of judgment concerning the performance of students.Record was kept of new words needed for development of the generalization. Findings:Sequence of subject matter may vary widely if range of subject mattet is within compre-hension of students. Students may plan their own work at the beginning of a semesterwithout hindering the acquiring of information. Repetitive use of a few comprehensive
questions affords opportunity for diagnosing student difficulties. There is evidence thatgenealization in minds of students is aided by instruction in process of generalising.

1437. Markey, Gertrude E. An analysis of current exaMinatIons in high
school biology. Master's thesis, 1930. New York State college for teachers,
Albany.

1438. Morris, Robert H. Determination of the concepts of chemistry implied
or expressed in the content of a first-year college course in zoology. Master's
thesis, 1929. University of Iowa, Iowa City. 79 p.

1439. Pattee, Steven M. The construction of x units of instruction in biology.
Master's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa, Iowa City. 99 p. ms.

1440. Pittsburgh, Pa. Public schools. Department of curriculum study
and research. Course of study in botany. 1930. ms.

1441. Course of study inzoology, first semester.; second
semester. 1929. 72, 49 p. ms.

ms.

ms.
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1442. Predmord, Donald R. An experiment in suliervised instruction In

7ool4'gy. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. 19 p.

ms. University of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27: 359-60, November 1930. (Abstract)

1443. Presson, John M. Achievement tests in biology for secondary school
use based up4)n an analysis of' the mntent of the subject. Doctor's thesis, 1930.
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. Philadelphia, Pa., John M. Pressoh,
1930. 49 p.

gr In order to construct biology tests and to establish the validity of these tests, a detailed
study was made of the biology textbooks in most common use in the secondary schools,
the state and city courses of study, iluestions asked by the College entrance examination
board, lists of questions prepared by Alhe Board of regents for the State of New York, and
final examination questions given to classes by 143 teachers of biology. Separate tests
were devised for plant biology and for animal and human biology.

1444. San Diego. Serapio Milare. A vocabulary study of new elements of
biol()gY a Philippine text, Nfaster's thesis, 1929. University of Kansas,
Lawrence.

1445. Swan, Lloyd M. The relative importance of uncommon words in
biology. Master's thesis, 1930. Ohio state university, Columbus. 47 p. MS.

The study was limited to three textbooks. It lists the uncommon words in biology with
a credit number showing relative )mportance of each word.

1446. Van Wagenen, X. J. Reading scales in biology and in educational
Psychology. 1930. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.

Construction of educational scales of the C-score type for measuring the ibilities o

college students to read in the fields of biology and educational psychology. In a cou
in biology, where more thän half of the time was devoted to laboratory wórk, the abill
to read for comprehension had less relation to gains in range of Information made durin
a quarter than did either the initial ranges of information or the gains made in range of
information during the previous quarter.

1447. Webster. William J. Legal provisions and control of the teaching of
biological stefice in the public high schools of the United States. Alaster'F

thesis. 1930. New York university. New York, N. Y.
Sr(' (i/No 645-646,1375,1467.3570.

CHMISThY

1448. Benkart, John. The Re:ection. organization and evaluation (lithe el
ments of new type tests in secondary school chemistry. Mater's thefts, 193(.

Unitersity of Southern California, Los Angeles.
1449. Boles, Leo Lipscomb. A study of the mathematics used in inorgani

textbooks. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teachers, Nas
ville, Tenn. S8 p. rns.

1450. Boorstein, Jacob William. 4 Analysis of College entrance examinatio
board examinations in chemistry, 1921-1928. Master's thesis, 1930. New Yorl
university, New York, N. Y. 56 p.

An analysts for trends; stresses as Judged by " percentage allowance " to the differen
topics; and correlation to every day experiences. Findings: Little change in treadi
was found. Forty-three and six tenths per cent of the items (questions or parts
questions) had some bearing on the daily life of the pupil.

1451. Burns, Arthur D. The influence of certain factors on the ability
succeed in chemistry. 1929. New York state college for teachers, Al
30 p, ms.

Survey of students studying chemistry In a city high school.

1452. Cagle, William Carl. A mineralogical project for high school studenti
in chemistry. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teache
Nashville, Tenn. 52 p. ms.
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1453. Carroll, Cecil James. Twelve staddard'zed tests covering a year's
work in high school chemistry. Master's thesis. 1930 Stanford university,
Stanford University, Can

1454. Chapel, James Clyde. Unit technique versus recitation technique in
the teaching of chemistry. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago,
(7hicago,

A comparative study of the results of teaching chemistry by unit and recitation
techniques in the teaching of chemistry under controlled conditions.

1455. Fabing, Charles Curtis. An experimental study of laboratory %manuals
in chemistry. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern California, Los
Angeles.

1456. Gerald, Iver Sumner. New type versus old type test in chemistry.
Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn.
85 p. ms.

1457. Glenn, Earl R. and Welton, Louis E. Instructional tests in chemistry,
comprising 38 tests cowering the various phases of the subject for high schools
and colleges. Yonkers-on-Hudson, N. Y., World book company, 1930. 76 p.

1458. Graham, Hoyt C. Study of the prevailing methods of laboratory tech-
nique in high school chemistry. 1930. New Mexico state teachers co:lege,
Silver City.

1459. and Huffir John A. Adapiing the slide rule to high school
chemistry. School science and mathematics, 30: 525- 28, May,.1930.

1460. Green, Jeannette. A codparOlve study of the vtdues of chemistry and
physiology as eleventh year college preparatory sciences. Master's thesis, 1930.
University of Southern California, Los Angeles.

1461. Haggard, W. W. Duplication in high school and college curricula.
Some experimentation in the Joliet township high school and junior college.
1930. Joliet township high school and junior college, Joliet, Ill. 5 p. ms

A report of the North central association of colleges and secondary schools on dupli-
cation in chemistry.

1462. Haub, Hattie D. F. How to teach secondary chemistry and allied
sciences. San Francisco, Calif., Harr Wagner publishing company, 1929.
292 p.

1463 Hayes, Jack. Experiment on evaluation of note books in chemistry.
Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn.
37 p. ms.

1464. Higgins, Conwell D. The prediction of success in elementary chem-
istry in college, based on grades received in high school mathematics. Master's
thesis, 1930 New York state college for teachers, Albany.

1465. Johnson, Edward Wallace. The technique of study in first year chem-
istry. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Wisconsin, Madison.

1466. Kennedy, William G. Prediction of success in elementary chemistry
in college based on grades in high school physics and chemistry. Master's
thesis, 1930. New York state college for teachers. Albany.

1467. Mary Amedia, Sister. Outline of organic and b:ologiciil chemistry
ith laboratory exercises. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Notre ¡mina

Notre Dame, Ind.
1468. Mathewson, T. Franklin. A prognostic test in chemistry. Mastorte...

thesis. 1930. . University of Rochester, Rochester, N. Y. 110 p.
A brief review of the development of prognostic tests; the development anti validationof prognostic tests In chemistry. Findings: Success in chemistry can be predicted 14ya pretest.

Ill.

ms.
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1469. Morneweck, Carl David. Preparation and partial standardization of

an enriched chemistry testing program and some of its outcomes. Doctor's
thesis, 1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. University of Pitts-
burgh bulletin, 27: 125-33, November 1930. (Abstract)

1470. Noll, Victor H. Laboratory instruction in the field of inorganic chem-
istry. Doctor's thesis, 1930. University of Minpesota, Minneapolis. Minne-
apolis, University of Minnesota press, 1930. 164 p.

Study of college-chemistry tedching at the University of Minnesota. Groups hav-
ing five hours of laboratory per woek were comeared with (1) those having only three
hours, (2 ) those having three hours of laboratory and two hours of *assigned reading In

chemistry, and (3) those having three hours .of laboratory and one hour of recitation or

quiz. Data are also given on the inflirtnee of high-school chemistry on achievement in
college chemistry and the influence of sex and interest. Findings: Two hours of labora-
tory out of five per week do not seem indkpensable. The best substitute seems to be
reCitation or oral quiz. High-school chemistry does not make much difference after
two quarters of college chemistry.

1471. The measurement of achievement in general inorganic chem-
istry. Journal of educational psychology, 20: 458-65, September 1929.

A comparison of raw scores, raw-scale scores and'weighted-scale scores as measures of
success and for purposes of prediction. Scale scores are sUperior to raw scores but
weighting of scale scores in this instance does not seem worth while, that is, it appar-
ently adds nothing to their value as measures of achievement or predictions of success.

1472. The optimumlaboratory emphasis in college chemistry. School
and society, 32: 30G-303, August 30, 1930.

Reports the results of several controlled experiments in the teaching of general inor-
ganic chemistry at the University of Minnesota. The studies were made with beginning
classes during the period 1926-1929.

1473. Pershing, Kimber M. Present specific objectives In high-school chem-
istry. 1929. Journal of chemical education, 6: 1959-78, Novembei. 1929.

An analysis of four curriculum investigations, six courses of study, and six textbooks
to determine the present Objectives of high-school chemistry.

1474. Pittsburgh, Pa. Public schools. Depmrtment of curriculum study
and research. Course of study in chemistry. 1930.

1475. Rendahl, Junald L. The mathematics used In solving problems in

high-school chemistry. Master's thesis, 1929. University of North Dakota,
Grand Forks. 40 p. ms. School of education record of the University of North
nakota, 15: 149-51, V;ebruary 1930.

" The study was undertaken in order to throw additional light on the question of what
mathematics is needed in studying the high-school subjects." Findings: A knowledge of
this study should be valuable to the teacher of chemistry in determining the possible
pitfalls in the mathematical comprehension necessary in high-school chemistry.

1476. Roberts, Mattie G. The junior college chemistry laboratories. Mas-
ter's thesis, 1W29.. Teachers college. Columbia university, New York, N. Y. 50

p. ms.

1477. Shade, Ervin H. Advanced experiments in cheanistry for high school
student& Master's thesis, 1930. Ohio Wesleyan university, Delaware. 300
p. 3.

A list of useful experiments for high-school pupils which does not duplicate usual list.
The experiments are about equivalent to one unit high school work, and are checked,
Judged and partly tested in an attempt to evaluate them.

1478. Shell, Neil. An analysis of high school chemistry texts. Mastees
thesis, 1929. University of Kansas, Lawrence.

1479. Sites, John T. Chemical principles, concepts and technical terms
found in science magazines. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago,
Chicago, Ill 4

An analysis of the chemistry found in the Scientific American, Popular science mbethly,
and Scientific monthly for the period 1926-1929.
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1480. Stevens, McKinley H. The history of the development of chemistry in

the high schools of Philadelphia from 1894 to 1929. Master's thesis, 1930.
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.

1481. Stout, Harry O. Reffective thinking and its educatfonal bearings in
high-school chemistry. Master's thesis, 1930. Ohio state university, Columbus.
Columbus, Ohio state university, 1930. 83 p.

Evaluation of traditional versus laboratory plan en the basis of fnio-airlon gainedand stimulation of scientific approach to the solution of problems. Findings : Laboratorytype of procedure was equal to traditional method in mastery of facts; it was superiorto traditional method in fostering interest and problematic approach to solution ofproblems.

1482. Turcott George. Status of chemistry teaching in Montana high
schools. 1930. State university of Montana, Missoula.

1483. Van Horne, James Don. An experimental comparison of individual
and demonstration methods in high-school chemistry. Master's thesis, 1930.
University of Southern California, Los Angeles.

1484. Wakeham, Glen. High school and college chemistry. School and
society, 32 : 206-208, August 9, 1930.

During the past seven years a study of the grades of freshman chemistry students forthe first quarter has been made in a school offering a single 12-quarter-hour course ingeneral chemistry in which no differentiation is made between freshmen who have hadhigh-school chemistry and those who have not. A previous high-school course in chemistryis shown to have little, If any, effect upon the success of a college chemistry student.
1485. Ward, L. A. Determining the specific objectives for beginning chem-

istry. Master's thesis, 1980. Western Reserve university, Cleveland, Ohio.A comprehensive list of topics was submitted to about 200 high-school pupils and 25adult'', requesting that they list questions which these topics suggest The most frequentquestions formed tbe objectives of the proposed course in chemistry.
1486. Woolley, Mary Ida. A three-year interest program in general chem-

istry. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, NashviO,
Tenn. 111 p. ms.

A study of tbe chemical exhibit, chemical literature, and the organization and work of achemistry chit). Findings : There are interesting facts and materials available forenriching the study of almost every principle in chemistry.
1487. Wray, R. P. Utilitarian values of chemistry as measured by fre-

quency and pleasure in use. Master's thesis, 1930. Pennsylvania state college,
State College.

Testimony was obtained from 176 individuals (part adults and others students inieveral high schools) as to use of 107 items of chemistry. Five point rating scale wasused and average of " frequency" found for each item, also of " pleasure." Index ofutility is product of the two. Findings: Reliability of the" reporft was .91. Correlationbetween the index values for eight groups of adults and the high-school pupils was from64 to .88. Appareatly these index values may be obtained froM high-school pupilswithout the questioning of adults.
See also 303, 1185, 1215, 1875, 1401, 1438, 2350, 4081.

1488. Blank, Irene B. An experiment in directing thinking in physics. Uni-versity of Pittsburgh school of education journal, 5: 90-96, March 1930.An experiment on the use of the study guide method in educational procedure wasfirst performed in two physics classes in the Dormont high school, Pa., during thesecond semester, 1926-1927. According to mathematical measurement the study guidewas effective.

1489. Bonecutter, O. E. Diagrammatic -absurdity tests in physics. 1930.
iThiversity of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.

The construction of a standardized test to determine the value of absurdity picturesn testing in physics.
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141X). Boynton, Joshua Bickham. Ctiafle in subject mutter and methods
in elemey,tary physics within the past 100 years. Master's thesis, 1929. Uni-

versity of Texas, Austin.
1491. Brasure, Ray Elwin. An experimental study of the teacher demon-

stration and the individual laboratory methods in teaching physics. Master's
thesis, 1930. University of Wisconsin, Madison.

1492. Burnham, Merrill S. An analysis of the eontent of high school physics.

Master's thesis. 1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. 40 p. Uni-

versity of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27: 234-35, November 1930 (Abstract)
1493. Clem, Alfred M. Pupils' errors in physics as a basis for modifying

techniques of teaching. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago,

Errors made by one group of .pupils on the Harvard tqsts, elementary physics, were
analyzed and techniques of teaching revised in teaching a sh.ond group, to note the effect
of the changes.

1494. Commock, Pauline C. The place of the pN-sIcal sciences in the high
sehoofirte Texas. Master's thesis, 1929. Baylor university, Waco, Teias. 100

ms.

1495. Dillaha, Isham Wesley. Mathematics essential to freshman college

PhYsics. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville,
Tenn. 71 p. ms.

This study covers all mathematical relations of freshman college physics textbooks and
laboratotty manuals. Only four per cent of trigonometry used in fseshman college physics
is essential. All other mathematics essential is simple comparetr'fb that of high school
Juathematies courses.

1496. Elliott, Loyd Creighton. Minimum essentials in high school physics.
Master's thesis, 1930. Stanford university, Stanford University, Calif.

1497. Friedland, Catl E. The social utility of the topics taught in a course
in high school physics. Master's ti&Isis, 1930. University of North Dakota,
University. ,

\
1444 Glenn, Earl R. and Osbourn, Ellsworth B. Instructio I tests in

ph yeics, comprising 25 tests i mechanics, heat, light, sound, and e deity for
high schools and colleges. Y ikers-on-Hudson, N. Y., World boo 'company,

1930. 59 p.

1499. aerzig, Fred J. A eot1çse of study in practical physics. Master's
thesis, 1930. University of New I nipshire, Durham.

A course of study for high echo& ph ics.

1500. Hurd, A. W. Achievements of students in physics. Science education,
14: 437-47, Jinuary 1930.

1601. The effects Of previous upon subsequent courses in physics.
Educational iidniiiiiRtration and supervision, 16: 1,,44-46, February 1930.

Data are based on the ratings of two groups of studefits in unit tests in high school
physics, given preliminary to, And at the expiration of) the period of instruction on the
unit. The groups consisted of students who had and who .'had not previously studied
general science. Data indicate that if groups have studied certain topics, they evidence
more knowledge of the field and are able to maintain the supremacy through a subsequent

lowcours in tile same newt.
1502. High schodl physics makes small contribution to çollege physics,

School and society, 31: 4613-70, April 5, 1930.
From data gathered at the University of Minnesotvin the school year 1928-1929, from

the departmint of physics, it seems that there is a tendtncy for students having high
school pliysics to do better work in college physics, although it is not definitely marked.
It would seem that preparation for college physics as taught ip the courses
investigated woul , =Thal study of formulas. The languase Imed is tbe
college course is used in e high school course to any great extent

114.
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1503. Hurd, A. W.. Reorganization in physics. North central association

quarterly, 4 : 277-93, September 1929.
1504. What are girls and boys getting from their school courses in

Rcience? Teachers college remrd. 31: 142-47, April 1930.
Presents factual data in the field of physical science in the secondary school, showing

present achievements of high school pupils.
nob. Kiebler, E. W. and Curtis. Francis Day. A study of the content of

laboratory course in hI.ti school physics: School science and mathematics, 29:
980-85, December 1929.

The purpose of this study was to learn the rotative frequent.) with which various labora-tory exercises In high school physics appear in widely .used laboratory manuals, and therelative importance of these experiments its indicatetrf) Judgments of competent experts.
1506. Meyer, Stanton Herbert. An evaluation of certain standard tests in

high school physics. Master's thesis, 1929. University of California, Berkeley.
24 p. ms.

A study to determine comparable statistical constants on flve of the most standard
tests in the high-school physics. Findings: The five tests showed relatively wide differ:ences in reliability. The coefficients of reliability ranged from .75 to .89, computedfrom the test scores of a common population of 89 hIgh-school students. Intercorrela-tions f the physics test scores were presented. The average intercorrelated valuesIndicate- that in the case of only one test of this series does the function measured over-lap the functions measured by 'the other tests by as much as 50 per cent.

1507. Itiongerson, Oscar V. An analytic& study of references to physics in
women's magazines. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Chicago, Chicago,
Ill. 74 I. ms.

1508. Morrow, Paul Reed. The problem of integration to the physierAl
sciences for the later years of the high school. Doctor's thesis. 1930. Univer-
sity of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio. 188 p.

The alms for high-school physical Rcience were investigated through letters, question-naires, and a study of current literature. The major goals of instruction an. develop-ment of scienilfic attitudes; understanding of and some degree of skill in the applica-''tions of scietre to everyday life; and apprecidtion of and interest in the physical environ-ment. A tentative outline is given which may be utilized for detailed construction OfA course of study in unified physical science for the later years of high school.
1509. Muthersbaugh, G.4C. Objectives of a proposed course of study in

physics for senior high schools. Master's thesis, 1929. Western Reserve uni-
versity, Clevitand, Ohio. School science and mathematics, 29: 943-53, Decem-
ber, 1929.

A study of thg Xesent objectives of physics derived from courses of study, textbooksand treatises on teaching of physics.
1510. Oerlein, Karl F. The mathematics needed for physics as taught in

Upper Darby high school. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia.

Material for this study was gathered from, physics classes In Upper Dnrby high school,1929-1930.

1511. PattersCm, Hurley O. Popular physlesan experiment in teaching
physics to students of average ability. 1930. Lafayette college, Easton, Pa.
55 p. ms.

1512. Perrussel. .Raymond C. A critical study of the relative values of thelaboratory method versus the general class method of teaching physics. Mas-ter's thesis, 1930. University of Kansas, Lawrence.
1513. Ralya, Lynn Louis.. Diagnostic tests alid remedial Instruction inphyidcs. Master'e thesis, 1930. University of Wisconsin, Madison.
1514. Redding, Sister Mary Sariel. Relative effectiveness of question versusoutline technic in teachi.ng physics. Master's thesis, 1930. Loyola university,Chicago, Ill. 58 p.
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1515. Sangren, Paul V. Instructional testsa in higlifaieljAyslcs. Journal
of Michigan svhoolmasters' club, 31: no. 24, October 1929.

1516. Sawin, Edward. Labor.atory work slwets in phy.sies. Master's thesis.
1930. University of New Hampshire, Durham.

1517. Shore, David Preston. Demonstration laboratory versus individual
laboratory in teaching high-school physics. Master's thesis, 1929. George Pen-

body college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 71 p. ms.

1518. Stewart, A. W. Are we achieving our major aim in physics teaching?
Journal of educational research, 20: 154-58, September 1929.

Gives the results of an examinadon of high-school pupils to find out to what extent
they apply the principles learned in physics to everyday life.

1519. Whipple, Carl Era. A study of the use made of the eleménts of high-
school physics in the everyday life of the pupils. Master's thesis, 1930. Penn-

sylvania state college, State College. 56 p. ms.
This study was based on 2,135 responses to a-diary study and 256 responses by 89

pupils to a questionnaire by tbe seniors in physics in the Altoona high school ; and 42:1.:

responses by 102 pupils in Reading high school and State college. Three rank-order
lists were made of the elements of physics according to the opinion of importance of
tbe pupils. By averaging the means of the elements it was found that there is little

difference between the divisions of physics as to use.
See aLgo 1215, 1375, 1401, 1466, 3091, 4081.

SOCIAL STUDIES

1520. Anderson, H. R. The status of the social studies on the first year
college level. Doctor's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa, Iowa* City. 249 p.

1521. Annakin, V. Dewey. A study
training institutions of this country.
Ind.) 1: 100-14, March 1930.

1522. Beard, Charles A. The trend
20: 368-72, December 1929.

The article is a summary and an interpretation of the trends in the past 20 years o'.
the content and teaching of the social studies in American schools, espilcially in tht
high schools. Tbe author warns the schools and teachers of the social studies as to thf
nature and enormity of their task as trainers of the youth of the country.

1523. Beck, M. L. A comparison of the efficiency of the lecture and Of
socialized recitation in teaching social studies in high school. 1930. Alabama°

polytechnic institute, Auburn.
A measure of memory of facts, comprehension, and altitudes re'sulting from th

controlled experiment with two high school classes. Findings : In getting across infor
mation the lecture method showed 10 per cent superiority. This superiority disappear
when tested after two months' lapse of time. Altitudes test proved the socialized red
tation distincly superior.

of the status of sociology in some teacher
Teachers college journal (Terre Haute.

in the social studies. Historical outlook,

1524. Bryant, Paulin-e f. A teaching outline for social studies in the con
tinuation school. Master's \thesis, 1930. Ohio state university, Columbus.

Findings: Activity program of direct contacts and observation were found to be mo
valuable.

1525. Burns, Joseph William. The development of the social stAdies in the
secondary schools of Pennsylvania from 1836 to 1930. Master's thesis, 1930.

New York upiversity, New York, N. Y. 78 p. ms.
The tied of investigation was limited to the development of the social studies in tbe

curricula of, the public high schools and junior high schools of Pennsylvania. Sour

consideratiqu was given fb the social studies in the academies. A general review of tht
development of the social Studies in the secondary schools of Pennsylvania shows
clearly tbat one of tbe outstanding achieveménts in the progressive educational devel-

opment of tbe comtnonwealtb%.was the introduction and establishment of a new social

studies program during the decade from 1920 to 1930.
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1526. Bush, Fanny Elizabeth. Social studies possibilities in recreational
reading in the fourth grade. Master's thesis. 1930. George Peabody college
for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 159 p.

Findipgs: There are opportuniiies in recreational reading which develop civic ideals.
worthy *Owe membership, unselfishness, and cooperation. Concrete material in history
and geography is brought out.

'1527. Camp, Cordelia. North Carolina by-problems, a handbook for teach-
ers. 1930. Western Carolina teacher's college, Cullowhee.

This handbook aims to tie up the geography, history, nnd civics of the state. Thework is arranged in problems. s
1i28. Connor, William L. and Itilmond.. Frank A. New socinl studies:

expenditures and results. 1929. Board of education, Cleveland, Ohio. 142
p. ms. (Bulletin, no. 8, part 1, 1929)

Test pf half of the teaching units and check up of changes in cost of instruction.Findings: Dynamic units went well ; abstract units did not ; mcblevement in geography
improved ; expenditures for teaching were reduced.

1529. Cope, Ruth. An analysis of the final examination questimis used in a
university course in introductory sociology. Master's thesis, 1930. University
(if Chicago, Chicago. Ill.

A study of examinations in use from 1909 to 1929 in the introductory sociologycourses, showing changes in content of the course and in the type of questions asked.
1530. Crouch, John Emmons. The results of an objective test in high school

sociology in the State of South Dakota. Mas.ter's thesis, 1929. University of
Colorado, Boulder.

1531. Dangler, Edward. The present status in the teaching and theory of
the social studies. Master's thesis, 1930. College of the City of New York,
Nrw York, N7 Y. 106 p. ms.

The outstanding conclusion of this study is that unification of the materials ofhistory, geography, civics, economics, and sodology is occurring.
1532. Dinius, Lillian May. An analysis of the social studies for tbe primary

giades as described in state courses of study with implications for a special
methods class in teachers colleges. Master's thesis, 1929. Indiana university,
Bloomington. 136 p. ms.

1533. Faust, Alvin Girard. An experiment to determine the !due of study
guide sheets in the learning of problems of democracy. Master's thesis. 1930.
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. University of Pittsburgh bulletin,
27 : 265-66, November 1930.

1534. Gerberia, J. R. Prediction in principles of economics. 1930. Uni-versity of Arkansas; Fayetteville. S p. Ms.
Prediction of semester grades by an economics aptitude examination given at theentrance to the course. The examination was devised to measure aptitude for economicserclus!ve of previous training. The examination was given in three parts. Threemeasures of the predictive%power of the entire examination were obtained; the first,on 10 weeks grades, second, on first semester grades, and third, on second semestergrades. Findings: Parts 1 and 3 of the test are rather highly predictiva, but part 2adds little to the predictive power of the test. Part 1 is more highly predictive forthe second semester than the first, but part 3 loses somewhat the second semester.
1535. Greene, Charles E. Experiment in various time distributions in social

science classes and library. [1930] Denver public schools. Denver. Colo. 9
p. Ms.

A study of equated groups, some full time social science classes, others part timelibrary classes. Findings : The groups taking four periods of social science and one oflibrary appeared to gain slightly more tharkdid tbe group taking social science five daysa week.
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1536. Harney, Thomas Edward, The Rugg .reorganization of the social
sciences in the junior high school. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Notre
Dame. Notr,p Dame, Ind.

1537. Hayes. Vernon W. A study of the motivation of social civics through

interzroup contests. Master's thesis. 1930. University of Kansas, Lawrence.

1538. Henderson, Jetta Fausel. Curricular organization of the social studi
in the junior high school. M:ister's thesis. 1930. University of Southern Cali
ft)rnia, Los Angeles.

1539. Horrall, A. H. and Soeial xeience committee. Course of study in socia
science for elementary schools. 1929. School department, San Jose,
98 p.

Social science in grades 1 to 6.

17040. Kansas. State department of education. Course of study for high

schook. Part 4History and social science. Topeka, 1930. 68 p.

1541. Course of study for high schools. Supplement to part

4History and social science, international relations. Topeka, 1930. 30 p.

1542. Kennell, Frank Risley. A concrete proposal for adapting the teachin

of the social studies to permit acceleration. Master's thesis. 1930. New York

university, New York, N. Y. 60 p. ms.
A study of methods of individual instruction In the social studies. A high ninth grad

course in civics has been outlined as a set of " acceleration units" to be worked on b
the faster workers in their spare time. The completion of these units will be accept
as the equivalent of high ninth grade social science.

1543. Kimmel, W. G.T Management of the reading program in the socia
studies. Philadelphia, l'a., McKinley publishing compaYiy, 1929. 110 p. (Nit

tional coun('il for the social studies. Publication, no. 4)
Survey of practices and suggestions.

1544. King, A. K. Report of research and study committee of the soci
science teachers association of the North Carolina education association. 1

North Carolina education association. Raleigh.

1545. Kregel, Luvella J. A summary of social science tests for the juni
high school. Journal of educational research, 20: 308-17, November 1929.

Gives the following information concerning each test : name of test, author, when pin

lished, standardized norms, grades, reliability, validity, forms, time required, publish

price, and specific purpose and analysis.

1546. Mc Burney. Naomi Elizabeth. The reorganization of social studies

secondary schools. Master's thesis, 1930. University of 'Southern Californi

Los Angeles.
1547. McCormick, J. Scott. Possible content for a course in the social studi

as revealed by an analysis of newspapers. Master's thesis, 1 Universi

of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.
An examination of 96 issues of four different newspapers published in English in

Philippine islands was made to discover possible content for a course In the

studies for the Philippine schools.

1548. Mae, Hazel M. Nn evaluation of the types of activities provided f

in elementary social studies textbooks. Master's thesis, 1930. University

Minnesota, Minneapolis. 4

1549. ?Lingua, S. H. A Proposed curriculum in social studies for a ru
union school. 1930. Duke university, Durham, N. C.

A service study in projecting a curriculum in social studies on an experiment basis.

1550. Norfolk, Va. Public schools. Division of research and experim
tation. Social studies curriculum revision. 1930. 79 p.

Calif.
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1551. Reinhardt, James X. Specialization and fitness of the social sciences.
School of education record (Univergity of North Dakota) , 15: 19-29, October
1929.

1552 Smith, V. T. A study of the informational content of textbooks in
high-school economies. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Illinois, Urbana.
65 p. Ms.

This study is an attempt to discover the concensus of ()pinion of textbook authors AS
to the relative importance of the various items of information on the hagitit of space
devoted to those items. It is based on an analysis of 1 2 high-school economics text-
books. Findings : (1) There is a general lack of uniformity in topics treated by different
authors and in space devoted to those topics ; (2) the toptcs given greatest emphasis are
those that have to do with the industrial element in economics; (3) controversial topics
are generally given as much stress as noncontroverNial topics.

1553. Stadtman, Charles C. Job sheets in social science. Master's thesis,
1930. Washington university, St. Louis, Mo.

1554. Taylor, Thelma Vogt Social studies in city school surveys. Master's
thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.

Analysis of the nature and scope of the social studies as revealed by city school
surveys of 1919-1929.

1555. Vegher, Mary Rose. A comparative study of children of foreign and
American parentage in attaining the dominant objective of the social sniffles.
Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern California, Los Angeles.

1556. West, John Chester. An analysis of senior high school sociology.
Doctor's thesis, 1930. University of North Dakota, University.

1557. West, Mary Pearle. The status of the social sciences in the junior
colleges. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nash-
ville, Tenn. 101 p. ms.

The junior colleges whose catalogues could be secured were studied. The junior
colleges east of Mississippi and north of the Ohio river and the Mason and Dixon line
were not studied. Findings : History is the most important of the social sciences
studied.

1558. Wiechman, Janet Black. A survey of equipment and materials used
In social studies departments of the Los Angeles junior high schools. Master's
thesis, 1930. University of Southern California, Los Angeles.

1559. Yanaga, Chitoshi. The status of the social studies in the junior high
school. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Hawaii, Honolulu. 131 p. ms.

A study of the social studies in the junior high schools of the United States as to
time allotment, grade placement, program, objectives, and teaching practices.

See also 314, 324, 507, 652, 944, 2059, 2189, 3022, 4346.

GEOGILAPII

1560. Alexander, Marie Elizabett The ,teaching of the geography of the
South. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville,
Tenn. 107 p. ms.

The units of study in the thesis were taught to a group of fifth grade children. A
period of about 14 weeks was required. By using criteria based on fundamental principles
of education as a guide In striving toward worthwhile objectives, the teaching was suc-
cessful; a majority cif the children answered 75 to 90 per cent of questions of objective
teats; every child improved in methods of work; a malority of the children learned to
enjoy geography ; they acquired a large body of knowledge.

1501. Cadwell, Lucy R. Supervisory needs of teachers of geography. Mas-
ter's thesis, 1930. , University of Minneblota, Minneapolis.

1582. Colmani Susan Elizabeth. Materials niul method of teaching seventh
grade geography. M. ster's thesis, 1930. Ifniversity of Wisconsin, Madison.
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1563. Coole, Arthur Braddan. A commercial geography of China. A text-
bbok Nr secondary schools.. Mast5r's thesis, 1930. University of Denver, Den-
ver, Colo. 230 p. ms.

1564. Cox. Jewel B. Souie (li fficul t ies in teaching elementary geography.
Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for tearhers, Nashville, Tenn.
171 p. ms.

Teachers of one county and teachers attending two state teachers colleges were con-
suited in securing difficulties. Thirteen hundred and twelve questions were compiled of
which only 86 *ere separate and distitIct questions of difficulties The inability of the
teachers to define their difficulties was one of the most outstanding problems of the
investigation.

1565. Cunningham, Floyd F. The gtatus of geography in the state teachers
colleges of the United States. Teachers college journal (Terre Haute, Ind.),
1: 171-73. July 1930.

1566. Davis, Hitrriet Farr. The relation of the pictures of the text in two
types of elementary geographies. Master's thesis. 1930. University e Pitts-
burgh, Pittsburgh. Pa. 191 p. ms. University of Pittsburgh bulletin\ 27: 252-
53. November 1930. (Abstract)

n67. Edmiston, Robert W. Objective tests at different ability level& Edu-
cational research bulletin (Ohio state university). b: 294-96, September 25.
1929.

Two groups of high school students were testA in gtiography. The first group had
failed in at least one high school subject ; the members of the second group wereta year
in advance of those of the first in educational attainment. The results show a lower
reliability and validity for the test scores of the group rated lower in intelligence and
achievement. .

1568. Frantz. Lillian R. Unit less4Iiis in gerap1iy for the five A grade of
the Wichita public schools. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Wichita,
Wichita, Kans. 214 p. ms.

174,9. Fulton, Ina Eugenia. Textbooks in geography. Master's thesis. 1930.
university of Wichita, Wichita, Kans. SI p. ms.

1n7o. Grenels, E. Myrtle. The profesional treatment of geography bubject-
matter. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody colle5e for teachers, Nashville.
Tenn. 89 p. ms.

A study of activities ',elected for professionalising geography content ; activities applied
to a given cou and concrete illustration of professionalised subject-matter.

1571. Hoppes, ladys Jors. Ability of pupils to read pictures for geographi-
cal purposes. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago, M.

An analytical study of the responses of 917 pupils of city and village schools in grades
4 to 9 inclusive on 81 exercises in the reading of geographical meaning from pictures of
agricultural landscapes.

1572. Laing, Otto B. An analysis of the content of elementary geography
and conversion into objective tests. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa.
Iowa City. 307 p.

1573. Lay, Nancy Ethel. Teaching the geography of South America. Mas-
ter's thesis, MO. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville. Tenn.
102 p. ms.

1574. Lewerenz, A. S. A scale for rating wall maps. 1930. Public schools,
Los Angeles, Calif. 8 p. 1ns.

Devising a check list for evaluating wall maps on an objective basis.
1575. Loper. William Floyd. A study to determine the effect of the use of

equipment in geography upon instruction. Master's thesis, 1930. Indiana
university, Bloomington. 85 p. ins. .
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157n. McCue, Katharine Evangeline. Analysis 'of questions and study prob-lems found in gPogAraphy textbooks for grades 4 7. Master's thesis, 1SX11).Loyola university, Chicago, Ill. 87 p. ms.
177. Mandeville, A. Dorothy. Children': interest in two types of readingmaterial used in geography. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago,Chicago, Ill.
This study ascertained- that 83 per cent of 2.345 pupilA actuqls, preferred the type ofgeography readings which contained the explanatory element rather than mere factreadings.

1578. Margon, Louis. Causes of failure in geog-raphy in elementary schools.Master's thesis, 1930. New York university, New York. N. Y.
1579. Mason, Martha Isabel. The evointion of maps in elementary geogra-phy. Master's thesis, 1930. Gelirze Peabody (bolle;:e for teachcrs. Nashville,Tenn. 74 p. ms.
A study was made of the ntip.: in ::2 pienicnt irv t;eographie,: iii latrrears have given more space to rumps The printin;: matter k wore ieviblo in Iir hook..:nd the coloring is of a hig'ier qunlity.
1NO. Monroe. Mich. Public schools. Osursk. of study in pitgraphy, grades

-6. 1930. 33 p. ms.
1581. Nash, N. B. Sbrvey lif place gerapliy. West Allis, Wis., Public

(.hools, 1929.

15si2. Patterson, M. Rose. Report on geography achievement in our juniorhigh schools. Baltimore. Md.. Public schools, 1930. 28 p.
An attempt to measure accomplishment in this subject by a sti;ndardized test lendingitself to analysis of parts of tests 84 well as total results.
15S3. Pridgen, Lorraine Isely. A study of the evolulion of the geographytextbooks 1784-1930. Master's thesis, 1930. Duke univmity. Durham, N. ('.96 p. ms.
A comparison of the aims, obje-tives, content, and method,' as rucesled in geographytextbooks published for the elementary schools during the P1 gb tee n t , nineteenth. andtwentieth centuries; the study of tbe interrelationship lytqween certain large movemoritain educatiopal history and the evolution of geography textbooks.
1Tbs4. Roseberry, Eulalia Elizabeth. An analysis of textbooks in elementary

geography. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicuago, Ill.
15S5. Schlosser. W. H. A study of geography in institutions of higher learn-ing. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Illinois, Urbana. 84 p. tus.A study of present practices In geography teaching in higher institutions... The conclusion is that increasing interest in geography is shown.
1588. Smith. Marion O. One measure of the rt.lntive value of geographicterms. Master's thesis, 1929. Univervity of Iowa. Iowa City.
lnit7. Turner. Marie. Geography course of study. 1929. Wilson teachersuoilege, Washington, D. C. 20 p. ms.
15s8. Worcester, Mass. Public schools. Course of study in geography.1930. 327 p.
Sec afro 261, 315-316, 1409, 1527, 1531, 1606, 2977, 3099.

HIEITOET

1589. Altman, John E. A critical study of the standardized test in Americanhistory. Master's thesis, 1930. Penmylvania state college, State College. 74p. ma.
A study of 23 standertlised tests in American history to determine the periods, the typeof history and tbe men, events and dates stressed. This study is Compared with theresults of a former similar study and other lists of American history objectives. Find-ngs : Of the content of American history tests, 6 7 per cent is political, 22 per cent is

;:eft.zriphiry.
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social economic, and 10 per cent is military history. The periods from 1865-1897, and
1897 to the pri.sent, especially the former, are not given adequate emphasis in tests. The

correlation between such lists of objectives as Bagley's Washburne's and Monroe's and
the findings of this study is low.

1590. Barr, A. S. ,,,il Gifford, G. W. The vocabulary of American history.

Jouwal of educational research, 20: 103-21. September 1929.

Lists 1,900 words most frequently used-In senior high school textbooks in American

history.
1591. Bassett. Sarah Janet. Factors itfluencing retention of history in the

sixth. -seventh. and eighth grades. ¡Journal of educational psychology, 20:
683-90, December 1929.

This article reports data from testing 1,364 pupils in grades 6-8 in five public schools
in Baltimore, on ability tò retain history. Data show positive, though low, relation-
ships between retention and mental age, subject preference and reading comprehension.

1592. Beatty, James R. High school pupils' ability to appraise the cer-

tainty of possession of their knowledge in American history. Master's thesis.

1930. University of Pittsburgh, Ptttsburgh, Pa. 40 p. University of Pitts.
burgh bulletin. 27 : 222-23. November 1930 (Abstract)

1593. Bedillion, James Clark. A vocabulary study of fifth and sixth grade

history based upon 10 modern textbooks. Master's thesis, 1930. University of

Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. University of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27: 223-24,
November 1930. (Abstract)

1594. Benedict, Howard Leavenworth. An experiment with_ the indetermi

nate assignment in teaching American history. Master's thesis, 1930. Univer

sity of Southern California, Los Angeles.

1595. Bennett, V. Estelle A. Vitalizing history by means of handwor

Master's thesis. 1930. Rutgers university, New Brunswick, N. J.

1590. Bonomolo, Paul Joseph. The development of the study of history a
exhibited in curricula of the secondary schools of the United States. Master

thesis, 1929. New York university, New York, N. Y. 54 p. ms.

1597. Brown, Harriet McCune. Teaching aids and activities for junior hi

school history. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern California,
Angeles.

159g. Carter, Myra, Racial element s in American history textbooks. Ma

ter's thesis, 1929. University of Iowa, Iowa City.
*di

1599. Church, Russell L. The application of Unfted States history to
social and personal probloms of high selíoof pupils. Magter's thesis, 1930. Un

versity of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. 58 p. University of Pittsburgh bull
tin, 27: 242-43, November 1930. (Abstract)

1600. Cordonnier, Vera A. An experimental study of teaching American hi

tory by the use of maps. Master'!" thesis, 1930. Syracuse university, Syracu

N. Y 115 p. ms.
Findings : Through objective measurement the study revealed that special drill in t

use and interpretation of maps leads to greater achievement in history and greater p
act ivity.

1601. Craig, Ethel Claire. Methods in the. teaching of high school histo

Master's thesis, 1P30. University of Southern California, Los Angeles.

1602. Delahee, Isabel W. Relationship between various abilities as
ured by a psychological test and taken in history. Master's thesis, 1930..
York state college for teachers, Albany.

Fihdings: Correlation between Regents hig.h school average in history and first
college marks was highest ; between reading scores on test and first semester marks, u

highest ; and between reading scores and Regents averages, lowest.
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1603. Douglas, George Houston. Maps and Illustrations in junior high

tool American history texts. Master's thesis, 1929: George Peabody college
or teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 59 p. ms.
1604. Erickson, Elinor. New-type tests in American history for the senior

igh school. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nash-
ille, Tenn. 225 p. ms.

,

The study includes new type tests made on Fish, History orAmerica, and Mussey,ry at the American people, and a discussion of the uses dad limitations of new-type
ests. Findings: It is concluded that there is a place fot various types of examinations.

1605. Pincher, Maxine. Development of methods and materials in American
mistory for the secondary schools of the United States Master's thesis, 1929.
niversity of Texas, Austin.
1606. Fischer, Rosa lia S. An analysis of the geographical background

eeded in the study of European and American history. 1929. Ohio state uni
.ersity, Columbus. 98 p. ms.

Findings: The knowledge of geography required for the study ot history. while small.s of fundamental importance to the understanding of history.
1607. Freebie, Charles R. An experiment in directing thinking in modern

uropean history. University of Pittsburgh school of education journal, 5:
7-100, March 1930.
An experimental study in modern European history was conducted in the Ambridgenior high school, Ambridge, Ilia., during the first semester of the school year. 1924-1920.wo groups of students who were beginning the tenth year were used as subjects. Datadicate that the study guide plan of instruction had an advantage over the contract plan.
1608. Gall, Morris. The effectiveness of various new-type question forms in
sting types of mastery of historical material. Master's thesis, 1930. College
the City of New York, New York, N. Y. 115 p. Ins.

A survey of forms employed together with their evaluation in the light of principlesd facts of test construction.
1609. Gould, George. An experiment in the supervision of American history.

octor's thesis, 1929. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. University of
ittsburgh bulletin, vol. 26, no. 1, Octciber 15. 1929. (Abstract)This is an attempt to compare the effects of several types of secondary school Wome-n measured in terms of pupil achievement In Atnvr;can litstory.1 A comparison oft limns reveals very little evidence tc. indicate that the techniqu4 of instruction ine control groups were more effective than the program of instruction used with peperimental groups; the experimental groups showed evidence of independence intidy at the close of the semester.
1610. Grunizer, William Franklin% Some difficulties *children encounter in

reading of historical material. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Pitts-
rgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. University of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27: 274-75, November
30. (Abstract)
611. Gunn, Henry Martin. A history test for the Portlatid public school&
ster's thesis, 1930. University of Oregon. Eugene. 20 p. ms.

1612. Hatch, H. Thurston. A study of word frequency in American history
tbooks. Master's thesis, 1930. University of California. Berkeley. 46 p. Ins.A study to determine from a critical analysis of eight standard American historyts, the special or technical words commonly encountered in a course in Americantory in the senior high school and those words most likely to cause difficulty todents in such a course. Fndings: (1) Approximately 99 per cent of the 1.0S2 wordsthe list will cause difficulty to the average student lo American history; t 2) sinceper cent of the words of the list were found to occur In 56 per cent or more of thets reviewed, it may be concluded that there are, at least 500 words in any one oftexts reviewed that might cause difficulty for the average high school student iuerictn history; (3) the 31.5 per cent of the words of the list occurring in allthe texts may be considered OP technical vocabulary Jf an Anierican history (wino% :d (4) the findings prove- the iocabulary burden of the average high %dwell textAmerican history is too difficult for those for wbom it Is designed.
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1613. Hathaway. Gladys M. Vocabulary difficulties in a fourth grade his-
tory test. University or Pittsburgh school of education journal, 5: 116-23,
June 1930.

This article presents an analysis of the nature of the vocabulary difficulties of Eva
March Tappnn'4 American hero stories, and the results of tests given to fourth and
fifth grade chililmn to measure the degree of difficulty in the comprehension of these
terms experieneed by the children. Two hundred and fifty difficult words were chosen
and Htudie(i. The ..xtent of vocabulary d1thcu1ti.i in fourth grade children's compre-
hension ut the textual materials of history is marked.

1614. Hilleman, R.. U. Use and supply of historical sources in high school
history. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill. 82 p.

A history of the use of sources in high school from 1885 to the present time. A variety
of methods employed and a variety of source books available for use were found.

1615. Hosford, Truman Charles. The treatment of women in textbooks
American history. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.

An analysis of 24, senior high school textbooks and 58 junior high school textbooks in
American history.

1616. Houtz, Kathryn. Oral collateral reports of enough value to warrant
classtime consumption. 1930. Pennsylvania state college, State College.

65 p. ms.
Two sections of studentR in modern and medieval European history were studied.

Two methods were used with paired mates and reactions. Findings: Oral report appears
to have a slight value, hut it is a queStion whether it is of enough importanciit to utilize
class time for it.

1617. Hyde, Richard E. The Preparation and partial standardization of
unit tests in American history. Doctor's thesis, 1929. University of Pitts-
burgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. University of Pittsburgh bulletin, 26, no. 1, October
15, 1929.

The specific problem of the study was to construct uuit tests for a high school course
in American history, and to partially standardize these on the scores from 3,823 pupils.

1618. Jay, Kelley D. Abilities measured by certpin standardized reading
tests as related to accomplishment in American histo*. Master's thesis, 1930.
University of Iowa, Iowa City. 48 p. ms.

1619. Johnson, Lowe Gibson. Making lesson plans in history. Master's
thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 120 p. ms.

1020. Keeler, Katharine, and Sweet, Mayme. History studies in the third
grade. 1930. Teachers college, Columbia university:New York. N.Y. 150p.

This monograph discusses techniques including activities and materials used in studying
the local history of a conanunity The material deals primarily with the Manhattan
Indians and Dutch settlers. The procedures should be suggektive to other communities
in making their own history studies.

1621. Kelly, William A. An experimental learning study to determine the
relative effectiveness of two methods of teaching history in the secondary school.

Doctor's thesis, 1929. New York university, New York, N. Y.

1622. Leinbach, Frank B. Au analysis of high school pupils' vocabulary
difficulties in United States history. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Pitts-

burgh, Pittsburgh, fa. University of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27: 318-19, November
1930. ( Abstract)

1623:-XpClure, Yotiteph Perry. An experimental study of the effects of two
plans of distributing stOdy and discussion in the unit method of teaching
history. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Colorado, Boulder. University of
Colorado studies, 18: 87-438, December 1930. (Abstract)

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of two plans of distributing
study and discussion in the' unit method of teaching history. The experiment was
conducted in the Longmont, Colo., high school during the first semester of 1929-1930.
Two groups of 25 each were paired and studied.
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1624. McDonald, David. An analysis of the trends in content of American

history texts used in secondary schools 1840-1930. Master's thesis, 1930. Uni-
versity of Southern California, Los Angeles.

1625. McLean, Jessie. llistory stories for fourth grade. 1930. Central
state teachers college, Mount Pleasant, Mich.

1626. Manross, Martha D. Graphic materials in American history textbooks
tor secondary schools. Master's thesis, 1930. Yale university, New Haven,
Conn.

1627. Massachusetts. bepartment of education. Material suggested for
use in 'the schools in observance of the tercentenary of Massachusetts Bay
Colony and of the General Court and one hundred fiftieth anniversary of theadoption of the constitution of the Commonwealth. jioston, 1930. 222 p.
(Bulletin, 1930. no 1, whole no. 212)

1628. Michell, Elene. Teaching vnlue of new-type history test. World book
tympany, Yonkers-on-Hudson, N. Y., 1930. 175 p.

1629. Miller, Dell Phipps. Overlapping in history textbook factual material
on the slavery controversy. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody copegefor teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 130 p. ms.

Two Junior and two senior high school history tests were examined. Findings: Over-lapping occurs mainly in the giviug of the ba:-ic facts of R slavery controversy. Theextent of overlapping is less than 19 per cent in any ot the comparisons made.
1e,30. Mullen, Nellie Veronica. Use of extrncts of sources in high school

history. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville,Tenn. 84 p.

1631. Neely, Mary Elizabeth. A study of Manuals for history courses of
secondary schools. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers,Nashville, Tenn. 123 p. ins.

One hundred and sixty-one manuals were examined for the following features: aim11f author, organization of contents, supplementary reading, learning exercises, maps,tests, and miscellaneous aids. Findi ìg : Four types were found : workbooks, syllabi,review books, map manuals. Approximately one-half of them contained the abovementioned aids.

1632. Parker, Cleo. A study of the vocabulary of modern European historytextbooks used in Hamilton ccunty. Master's thesis, 1930. University ofCincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio. 47 p.
The purpose of this study was le learn the degree of vocabulary difficulty of themodern European history textbooks used in Hamilton ownty. Conclusion : The meaningla modern European history textbooks is obscured to a laro exti.ut by a vocabularythat is too difficult for the averw4e pupil. That this difficulty is not inevitable laliown by the eiitt that less than half the Mile known words are really necessary fortistory comprehension. The vocabulary should be simplified by the elimination of theuncommon words having no historical significance. The pupil can then devote hiscaergies to the mastery of words of real importance in history.
1633. Praeger, Ethel May. Historical materials in readers for the first sixgrades of the elementary school. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago,Chicago, Ill.
1634. Quinn, Anna Elizabeth. Two interpretations of history; the economicand the spiritual. Master's thesis, 1929. New York university, New York,Y. 63 p.
UM. Schmidt, John F. Predicted retention measured against the actualvteution of knowledge in United States history as determined by tests giveno sophomores and juniors in 19 Iowa high schools. Master's thesis. 1929. Miraotate college, Ames. 53 p.
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1636. Simpson, Robert Gilkey. The effect of the specific training on ability

to read historical materials. Journal of educational research, 20: 343-51,

December 1929.
A study based on the score of 606 pupils in grades 5-7.

1637. Smith, Carl L. The treatnient of ancient history in four typical world

history textbooks. Master's thesis, 1930. Ohio state university, Columbus.

60 p. ms.
An examination of four world history textbooks from the standpoint of the selection

of facts and the presentation of them. With reference to space allotments to ancient
history, ancient civilizations of ancient history, and types of facts in ancient history,

these textbooks differ considerably. Military and political history are well represented;
oeonomic, educat:onal, and scientific history nre not well represented. The principle
of continuity is not always shown adequately and the leading contributions of the past
to our present civilization seldom receive the ma;or emphasis. It takes a considerable

amount of teaching skill to use these books rffectively in the class room.

1MS. Spangler, Dessie Pearl. Ttw effectiveness of supei.vision of instruc-

tion in United States history by means of a study guide. Master's thesis, 1930.

University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. University of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27:

388-89, November 1930. (Abstract )

S.
1639. Stephenson, Orlando W. and McGehee, William Roy. The vocabulary

common to civics and American history. Journal of educational research,
22 : 55-58, June 1930.

A comparison of the vocabularies of civics and American history shows that more than
one-third of the 728 words in " The special vocabulary of civics " go to make up the

1,891 words in " Tbe vocabulary of American history."

1640. Texas. State department of education. Texas high schools. The

teaching of history and other social subjects. Austin, 1929. 140 p. (Bulletin,

vol. 5, no. 8, September, 1929, no. 260.)
This bulletin was written Mill the following objectives: (1) To give in brief a survey

of the teaching of history and othvr social studies in Texas high schools ; (2) to offer
suggestions as to methods of teaching, general equipment, and special aids to teachers;
and (3) to give a general organization of the various social studies.

141. Thompson, J. L. Administrative slui) for local history, 6A. 1930.

Public schools, Newburgh, N. Y. 7 p. ms.

16-12. Thompson, Walter E. Comparison of junior and senior high school

texts in history. Master's thesis, 1930. University. of Iowa, Iowa City. 200

p: ms.
1643. Wallick, Roy C. Organization of course in American history accord-

ing to levels of difficulty in thought processe. 1929. Upper Darby high school,

Upper Darby, Pa. 150 p. ins.
1644. Waters, Suzanne B. .1 comparative study of the results obtained by

teaching history in the ninth year junior high school by the contract method

and the textbook assignnwnt and daily recitation to a homogenous and hetero-

genous group. Master's thesis, MO. George Washington university, Wetting-

ton, D. C. 50 p.
A study of two classes in history, the only variable being the methods of instruction,

one being taught by daily recitation and the other the contract method. Findings: The

two methods were equally effective for pupils of high Intelligence. The pupils of lower

intelligence showed a gain when the daily recitation method was used. No claim is made

for superiority of contract method other than that obtained by providing for individual

differences, and stimulation of interest.

1(10. Watkins, G. E. The objectives in history teaching as stated by 321

teachers in Kansas. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Kansas, Lawrence.
Pupils in two seetionehof the seventh grade of the Laboratory school of the University

of Chicago were studied to determine the value of forMal instruction and informal instruc-

tion in assisthig* pupils to reduce the number of errors in their written work. in United

States history. Types of errors were classified under: biased views, misplaced topics,.

ms.
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omission of significant facts, fundamental misconceptions, and incorrect statements. Dataindicate that suPerior pupils may waste their time on exercises which are efftctive in
improving the work of average and near-problem children. The formal method of instruc-tion is of value in the case of pupils in the low and middle thirds and is of practically
no value for pupils in the high third. Neither the formal nor informal method of instruc-tion is distinctly superior in enabling pupils to reduce the number of errors of every type
studied.

1646. Weaver, Robert B. Formal and informal instruction in United States
history in the seventh grade. Elementary school journal, 30: 755-65, June 1930.

1647. Weber, Mary M. A study of concept development in American history.
Master's thesis, 1930.* University of Wisconsin, Madison.

1648. White, Ada playe. Content of the books on teaching history in sec-
ondary schools, Master's thesig, 1930. George Peabody college for toachers,
Nashville, Tenn. 80 p. ms.

The aim of this study is to organize and applx..eontents of the honks to a solution of thehistory teacher's problems. Findings : The pronems of ihe history teacher are not hope-less of solution; suggested solutions are presented.
1649. Whitehead, Beulah O. A study of develvpment of concepts in Ameri-

can history. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Wisconsin, Madison.
1650. Wiener, Abraham. The construction and validation of objective tests

in historical information for use in the seventh and eighth grades of the elemen-
tary school. Master's thesis, 1930. College of the City of New York, New York.
N. Y. 46 p. ms.

Construction of a test embodying available principles of test construction and applying
specifically to the New York City course of study. Tentative trial of Ow test teemed toindicate its adequacy.

1651. Williams, E. I. F. .1 eourse in the professional treatment of subject-
matter in history. Educational administration and supervision, 15 410-18,
September 1929.

During the summer of 1928 tbe author presented a course organized on the principles of
professionalized subject-matter courses, with high school history as the subject matter, tongroup of 22 advanced and graduate students at West Virginia university. From the pointof view of the students and of the instructors, professionalized subject-matter courses justi-fied themselves as worthy of a place in teacher-training programs.

1652. Wilson, Florence and Wilson, Howard E. A bibliography of American
biography selected and annotated for secondary schools. Philadelphia, l'a..
McKinley publishing company. 1930. 64 p. (National coufi('il for the social
studies. Publication, no. 5)

A list of approximately 300 titles selected on the basis of their historical accuracy, theirliterary merit, and their pedagogical usefulness.
163. Wjlson, Mary C. A study of biographical material for use in the fifth

grade. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers. Nashville,
Tenn. 112 p. ms.

A study of material for use in the presentation of 10 characters in the fifth grade.Eighty-one books were examinea. Vocabulary difficulties of material, nature of the con-tent. of the books, and physical make-up were noted. -4

1654. Wolfram, Claude Milton. Study-recitation versus recitation-study in
United States history in the junior high school. Master's thesis, 1930. Univer-sity of Wisconsin, Madison.

See also 209, 244, 266, 274, 286, 302, 307, 312, 316, 31S. 3214'22, 652, 1527, 1531,
154r 1961 (5), 2065, 2908, 2977, 2995, 3007, 3748, 4346, 4541/4651.

PSYCHOLOGY

1665. Cuff, Noel B. The law of use. Journal of educational psychology, 20:
438-47, September 1929.

Seventy-five students in general psychology at David Lipscomb college in 1927-1928,were given 18 tests each to test objectively conclusions relitive to the law of use based

-'
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upon Ebitinghans' statement that each repetition after learning has practically the same
effect. ta indicate that additional practice after a series is learned may 1* useful,
useless, o worse than useless.

1656. enhennett, Winfield W. Cauws of failure in psychology lu State
New Yor!: university,

Ne York N. Y.
1057. Sh ley, Mary and Hevner, Kate. An e.xperiment in teaching labora-

tory psycho Ty by the project method. Journal of applied psychology, 14:

Augtiist i930.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate it project method of teaching the elementary

psychology laboratory course by comparing two groups of students taught by this method
.. with two other groups of students taught by the same instructors under the same condi-

dons but by the ordinary Tontine method. The studI was carried on during the academic
year 1928-1929 with laboratory classes In the deparrment Of psychology at the University
of Minnesota, and includes results from six class groups comprising 226 students.

Students taught by the project method learn as much as regular students when their work
ig measured by the ordinary " obJective e x a mina tion" for the laboratory course ; according

to available i Meet evideuce the project students derive as ouch Interest and Hatisfac.
tion from their work as the regular students.

Yourman, 'Julius. Selection and pvilluat
psychology in teaciier-training 'institutions. Master's thesis, 1930. New York
university, New York, N. Y.

4/1"
See also 511, 2913, 30811 4322.

content I)f courses in

MUSIC EDUCATION

1659. Baker, Mary Louise. Comparative accomplishments in sight singing

with small and large groups. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Iowa, Iowa
City.

1660. Bannan, Mary Frances. A comparison and evaluation of six elemen-

tary music courses. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers
Nashville, Tenn. 57 p. ms.

Silx music courses, namely, Hollis nann, Universal music, Progressive music, Musk
hour, Music education and Foreman Were compared and evaluated according to authorita-
tive opinion in elementary education and in music education. Findings: No one of the
six methods can be recommended as supplying all the needs of MIMIC education.

1661, Beck, Pitul Eugene. Teaching music from the basis of appreciation
Master's thesis, MO. New York university, New York, N. Y. 104 p.Pins.

An e.nmination of curricula in music education from many widely separated tooints Ir

the United States was made, and Elarrisbuw, Pa., was surveyed for all phases of a eityl
music, domestic and public. Curricula in Ask, appreciation of state teaCher's colleges
Pennsylvania were compared. Findings: Teaching music from basis of appreciation I

not geperal throughout the United States. Courses now in use nre good. High valuco
muMc contests, music festivals, etc. in teaching music from basis of appreciation wa
revealed. The growing demand for more and better municipal music is being met b

increased appropriation of public money for the purpose of promoting music. Condition

in music education in Harrisburg, Pa. were found to be closely paralleled in other citiev
Physiological and psychological sources of such responses to music as constitute, it

human beings, appreciation, were noted.

1662. Bennett, Beulah May. Present status of music in the public junio

college and a proposed curriculum. Master's thesis, 1929. New York university
New York, N. Y. 74 p.

1663. Board, Lorraine M. Allen. A musical survey 'based on an intensiv

analysis of the Thomhs Jefferson platoon school, Glendale, Calif. Master)

thesis, 1930. University of Southern California, Los Angeles. ins.

1664. Breed, Victor T. The Scholae cantorum in the early middle age&

Master's- thesis, 1930. eatholit university of America, Washington, D. Ci

89 p. ms.

,
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1665. Broom, X. E. A noté concerning the Seashore metistres of musical
talent. School and society, 30: 274-75, August 24, 1929.

Presents information concerning differences in the findings yielded by the six basict!apadties whit% underlie general \music ability for adults and for junior high schoolpupils. Scores for 82 college juniot, and seniors in tbe San Diego state teachers college,and for 102 ninth grade pupils of t e Wctodrow Wilson junior high school of San Diego
were considered. Data were collected\during the school year of 1927-1928. Findings forthe adult group indicate that the tests measure different variables as they purport to dq.
The indicselon 1s that the six tests at the Junior high school level do not measure different
variables no they purport to do.

1066. Cheyette, Irving. Four-and-twenty folk tunes. New York, Carl
Fischer, Inc., 1980. 500 p.

A study made under the general auspices of the Music department of the Horade Mann
high school, Teacbers college.

A creative instrumental primer. A metho\dbVevised to teach children the appreciation
of music, orchestra routine, instrumental technique and music terminology:* through the
ensemble approach. Tile material incorporated wall used in grades 5- and 6 in the Horace
Mann school for two years, permitting an evaluation of material and exuerimentation with
many combinations of instruments in ensemble.

1667. Church, Norval Luther. A statistical study of the Seashore " Meas-
ares of musical talent" and the Kwalwasser i4 Test of melodic and harmonic

.sensitivity." Master's thesis, .1930. Stanford university, Stanford University,
Calif.

1668. Coleman, Satis N. First steps in playing and composing. New York
city, Lincoln school, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1930. 112 p.

Guidance in children's composing and their first experiences in playing on simple
instruments.

1669. The Marimba bòok. New York city, Lincoln who'ol, Teachers
college,. Columbia university, 1930. 112 p.

A study of the background and history of the marimba, and instructions as to how to
make them and tune to play on them.

1670. Davidsón, Clyde Ostrand. A study of some"Itspectg of musical guid-
ante for pupils in junior and senior high schools. Master's thesis, 1929. Uni-
versity of Kansas, Lawrence.

1671. Dillon, Frances Helen. A study in the relation between rhythm and
coordinated movement. lifter's thesis, 1930. University of Wisconsin, Madison.

1672. Doyle, Price. The administration of student teaching in music. Mas-
ter's thesis, 1980. University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio. 63 p.A study of replies from 100 institutibns in 81 states, and, replies regarding distribu-tion of students' time from 46 student teachers, representing 25 state teachers colleges in0 states, in order to determine how student teaching music compares with student teach-g in the general field as to length of courses; prerequisites for student .teachers ; extent,lacement, and amount of credit grantki ; observation lessons; distribution of students'me over various activities; and agents in supepision and rating of student teachers.

1673. Evans, Grace E. Suggestions for simple drill and simple tests in aural
nd not-ation perception in the high school choral class. Master's thesis, 1929.
eachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y. 35 p. ms.
1674. Gitrdner, Anna E. A skdy of certain phases of musical ability in

oung children of different nationalities. Master's thesis, 1930. New York state
ollege for teachers, Albany.
Wide variations in ability and some significant 4ifferences were found.
1675. Geist, Harrison Daniel. The educative influence of cburch music in

he light bf its history. Master's thesis, 1930. New York university. New York,
Y. 67 p. ms.

A study of the educative influence of church music, its value in worship, the importancef the correct use of music in services so as to give expression to religious experience and
64129-31-11
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its value in better living in the
. ligious education music attrac

truths revealed. Music brin

munity by adults and ciiildren. Findings: In r».
it fixes the attention ; it aids in the remembrance of

truths of religious realities into life in such ways as to
insure its possibilit:ea of being freely reexpressed and creating atmosphere and mood

favorable to the development of true Christian character and life.

1676. Gray, C. T. and Bingham, C. W. A comparison of certain phases of

musical ability of colored and white public school pupils. Journal of educa-

tional rkciychology, 20: 501-506. October 1929.
A total number of 258 colored and 219 white pupils from colored and white public

schools in cities in Texas were examined. The superiority of the whites when fyompared

with either mulattoes or negroe; seems apparent in moat comparisons made. When

training has been applied, the mulatto is superior to the negro. A relatively high

correlation 'is found l*tween total musical score and index of brightness.

1677. Guinn, John Alonzo. The public school music situation in the United

States. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Texas. Apstin.

117S. Halstead, Ed*in E. Music appreciation in the public schools; its his-

tory, meaning. and aim, and the principles and techniques governing its develop-

ment. Master's thesis. 1929. New York university, New York. N. Y.

1679. Harmer, Ralph L. An analysis of the present status of hand work in

those Rchools that have placed in national and state contests. Master's thesis,

1930. Citlorado state teachers college, Greeley. 200 p.

1680. Hayes, Richard Francis. A program of rhythmic activities for junior

and senior high school boys. Master's.thesis, 1929., New York university, New

York, N. Y.
1681. Henderson: Ruth. An elementary curriculum in music. Master's

thesis, 1980. Indiana state teachers college, Terre Haute. 261 p. ms.

1682. Highsmith, J. A. Selecting musical talent. Journal of applied psy-
chology, 13: 486-93. October 1929.

A study, based upon the record of 59 girls who ertere4 the school of music of the

North Carolina college for women in September 1922, was made to find out the relation

between students' scores in the Seashore measures of musieall talent and their success in

courses taken in the school of music. The Seashore test proved of doubtful value II
means of predicting the probable success of students in music.

1683. Kraus, Henry S. and Harap, Henry. The musical vocabulary of

newspapers and magazines. 1930. Western Reserve university, Cleveland

Ohio. 11 p.
This study involied the reading of 81 issues of representative magazines and news

papers ebmprising over 7,000,000 running 'words and yielding a musical vocabulary o.

355 terms. Of the 355 musical expression's found in newspa.pers and magazines, 110 o
31 per cent were included in Thorndike's list of 10,000 most common words.

1684. Larson, Ruth Crewdson. Studies on Seashore's Meffsures of musica

talent. Doctor's thesis, 1929. University of Iowa, Iowa City. 125 p. ms.

1685. McNeil, Carol N. Musical performance- given before the public 1,1

students of selected larger liigh schools. Master's thesis, 1930. Northwester;

university, Evanston, Ill.

1686. Markham, Margaret M. An experinwnt in the measurement of mu

sical ability of children in grades 6 and 6 of city public schools. Master

thksis, 1930. New York state college for teachers, Albany.
Zuperior accomplishments were shown by sixth grade pupils and girls; problems

greatest difficulty were combining tone and rhythm and recognizing key signature.

1687. Mary Clare, Sister. Vincent d'Indy and his art theories. as revealed

in Cours de Composition musicale. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Notre

Dame, Notre Dameè, Ind.
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16S8. Meister, Florence G. A study of the orchestras in the public schools
of New York City. Master's thesis, 4930. College of the City of New York,
New York, N. Y. 53 p. ms.

Questionnaire, interview and observation study of, many phases of orchestra work in
elementary and junior high school.

1689. Monroe; Samuel Frederic. The development ot ingtruirfentul music in
the public schools of the United States. Master's thesis, 1930. New York
university, New York, N. Y. 115 p. ms.

A study of public school music from tbe time of Lowell Muon and of the causes of the
rapid development of instrumental music in United States publie schools since 1915.Findings: The field fOr the sale of musical instrunients to public schools is barely
touctfed. Plenty of teachers of instrumental music are available. Definite standards forteachers have not yet been formulated, though a college degree seems increasingly neces-sary. There are numerous schools offering dekrees for .sbpervisors of instrumental music;the number is increasing right along.

1690. Moion, Doris E. Diagnostics tests in harmony. Los Angeles, Calif.,
R. L. Jones, 1929.

Test comes in booklet form containing two parts, 25 pages In each spurt. Part 1 coverselementary theory up to harmonization of 3-tone melodies. Part 2 covert; harmonizationof 3-tone melodies involving use of tonic and dominant chords and their inversions.
1U91. Moore, Helen. Research in pedagogy and piano technic. 1929. Rol-

lins college, Winter Park, Fla. .

1692. Moos, Gretchen A. Qpportunities for music education in Minnesota,
1929-1930. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.

11193. Musselman, Alice. The extent to which students elect music after
preliminary year of required music in ninth grade. Omaha, Nebr., University
of Omaha, 1930.

Questionnaires were sent to cities of about the same size gA Omaha. Replies werereceived from all of the high schools in each of these cities. The purpose was to deter-mine the extent to which music was required in the high schools of mediumly large'citiesand the effect of this requirement on the nutnber of students electing music nftercompletion of the iequirement. Conclusions: A greater percentage of students electmusic in the four-year high school following an initial requirement.
1694. National conference of music supervisof-s. Research council. Sur-

vey of college entrance credits and college courses in music. New York city.
National bureau for the advancement of music. 1930. 209 p.

A survey of 600 senior andllunior colleges throughogut the country.
1695. Phillips, Mabel Gossman. A case study vf the monotone problem in

the junior high school. Master's thesis, 1929. Indiana state teachers college,
Terre Haute. 95 p. ms.

An experiment was carried on with 35 pupils classed as monotones. A case study wasDade of each pupil with reference to : grade age; IQ rating; scholastic stAnding; schooliusical opportunity; environment and personal traits; scores Made on tests; causes foronotonism in each case; and remedial measures which *ere most helpful to the indi-dual. It was concluded that : monotonism in the Junior high school is more prevalentmong boys than among girls; each monotone is an individual case and should berested accordingly ; contributory causes found most frequently were : timidity and self-onsaousness ; lack of proper musical opportunity and individual training in the primaryrades; lack of musical environment and encouragement in tiN home; limited tonalauge; defective hearing; lack of innate musical talent and of interest in music. Monoonism in Junior high school pupils can ba cured by segregation and careful, systematicall on helpful vocal exercises accompanied by patience of pupil and teacher.
1696. Pittsburgh, Pa. Public schools. Department of curriculum and

esearch. The voeatkmal value of music to high school Pupils. 1930.
1097. Raison, Mary M. Status of public sehool music in Ohio. A survey

nd evaluation. Master's thesis, 1930. Ohio Wesleyan university, Delaware.This study contains data showing amount and kind of musical instruction, facilities,fonds! support, teachers'. qualifications and compensation. There are some data o.iistory and detailed objectives, with recommendations for improvement.
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1608. Randall, Clarissa Addle. The teaching of music history. Master's

thesis, 1929. New York university, New York, N. Y. 50 p.

1699. Salisbury, Frank S. and Smith, Harold B. Prognosis of sight singing

ability of normal school students. Journal of applied psychology, 18: 42549,

October 1929.
An erperiment was conducted at the Bellingham state normal school during 1926 and

1927, with two experimental groups of students. Pitch and tonal memory were found

to have very significant predictive value.

1700. Schuette, Marie Anna. An evaluation of opinions of principals and

their beginning music teachers concerning the adequacy of teacher-training

courses offered by New York institutions. Master's thesis, 1930. University of

Southern California, Los Angeles.

1701. Seashore, Carl E. The measurement of pitch intonation with the

tonoscope in singing and playing. Iowa Ci67, University of Iowa, (1930.] 30 p.

(University of Iowa studies, First series, no. 172, February 1, 1929)

Spurgin, Holland Abram. A study of the dominant characteristics of

adolescent children having superior untrained musical talent. Master's thesis,

1930. University of Southern California, Los Angeles.

1703. Stuart, William H. First lessons in violin playing, an elementary

method for violin class instruction. Master's thesis, 1929. Teachers college,

Columbia university, New York, N. Y. 22 p. ms.

1704. Ulmer, Roland C. The place of music in tlie curriculum of the Catho-

lie high school. Master's thesis, 1929. Catholic- university of America, Wash-

ington, D. C. 75 p. ms.

1705. Vernon, P. E. A method for measuring musical taste. Journal o

applied psychology, 14: 355-62, August 1930.

A study was made of the musical taste of 104 subjects.

17041. Warner, Helen. History of public school music. 19 . Rollins col-

lege, Winter Park, Fla.
1707. Washington (State) Department of education. Music in junior and

senior high schools. Olympia, 1930. 105 p.

See also 301, 632, 2366.

ART EDUCATION
4

1708, Barnhardt, Mrs. Jane Sargent. Survey of the present status of art in

the public schools of the United States and a study of state supervision. Mas

ter's thesis, 1930. Univeqity of Akron, Akron, Ohio. 45 p. ms.
A study of the history of art in the Unittql &stem; cooperating agencies; preen

status of art in the schools; and state supervision of art. Presents data on status of a

in 80 states regarding requiruments In state curricula, -And requirements in teache

training.
1709. Behrns, Mrs. Abbie C. A suggested course in art education for na

walian elementary schools. Muster's thesika, 1930. University of Hawaii, Hono

lulu. 217 p. ma.

1710. Bird, Milton 'Hawkins. A study in aesthetics. Doctor's thesis,

Harvard university. Cambridge. Mass. 290 p. ms.
Seven hundred and ninety-eight pupils were given the Dearborn group tests fur intelil

gence, and 248 pupils were given the Goodenough intelligence test as well as the Dear-

born. Three thousand, one hundred and thirty-eight drawings were Judged on three

points. Pupils ranged in age from six years to 14 years 11 months, in grades ranging

from the first through the first year high school. The writer suggests a new approach

to the teaching of drawing in which observation and communication are stressed rather

than imitation. A selected bibliography I. included to cover the field of aesthetics.

170'2.
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1711. Bond, Gladys Helen. A study in comparisoti of the art abilities of
children of various nationalities. Master's thesis, 1930. Uuiversity of Southern
California, Los Angeles.

1712. Boswell, Mary Kathryn. A compilation of theories relative to engen-
dering art appreciation. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for
teachers. Nashville, Tenn. 84 p. ms.

Findings: Art appreciation is a personal, emotional, and intellectual reaction.. It id
of value as it affords to one a fuller and richer life, a worthy us+ of leisure time. and
ability of selective judgment in choice of clothing and articles for ()Idly use. it 13
engendered in a gradual manner through environmental contact. partidpation in tech-
nical processes, and formal study.

1713. Boyce, Ruth. A study of the tine arts courses in state teachers col-
leges. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville,
Tenn. 123 p. ms.

A study of state teachers colleges offering four years work al)s)ve secondary school:4
and granting degrees to ascertain the number of cour,ws and quarter hours offered at
each college; number of hours offered in appreciation. skills, and method ; the various
names given to the department of fine a:1s ; and the type and variety of work which
is being offered In fine arts in the state teachers coil% ges.

1714. Carr, Almon R. Objective test in mechanical drawing. Master's
thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, NasImille. Tenn. 57 p. m.

A study of mechanical drawing tests was made and a method for making a :e-st was
demonstrated. Findings: Only one test has been standardized. There is a n.ed for
standardized tests for mechanical drawing.

1715. Cleary, Stephen Farrell. An analysis of mechanical drawing for
standardization and teaching purposes. Master's t he-is. 19#.1). Cornell uni-
versity, Ithaca, N. Y.

1716. Clinton, R. J. Nature of mirror-drawing ability norms on mirror-
drawing for white children by age and sex. Journal of educational psychology.
21: 221-28, March 1930.

Data on mirror-drawing ability were obtaimd from 1.94)3 unselected stmlents in four
school Hyatents in elementary, and high school gradus, 111141 from tw4) groups of university
students in educational psychology. Findings: There is little. if any relation between
mirror-drawing ability and general intelligence.

1717. Conesny, Hero Lucile. A comparative study of two methods of devel-
oping color appreciation in the junior high school. Master's thesis, 1929. Uni-
versity of Denver, Denver, Colo. 105 p. ms.

The following questions were studied : If pupils slis)w a marked profereucc for a
particular color, will this color preference influence them in elloos!ng color combina-
tions? (2) Is the use of a color theory beneficial in the development of color appre
elation? (8) Does the knowledge of one color theory make the pupil dependent upon
the rules of this theory, or does it lead to n wider appreciation 41f the accepted color
harmonies?

171q. Dollard, Marie J. The teaching of lettering the Roman alphabet by
the developing and dictative methods. Master's thesis, 111%). University of
Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. University of Pittsburgh bulletin. 27 : 25647,
November Ma (Abstract)

t.

1719. Donnelly, Theresa Jane. The lure of color in pictures for children.
Master's thesis, 1930. Loyola university, Chicago, Ui. 77 p.

11'20. Drought, R. Alice. A survey of studies in experimental aesthetics.
Journal of educational research, 20: 97-102, September 1929.

1721. Fischer, Herbert A., jr. The machine and how it has affected design.
1930. New York university, New York, N. Y.

A study of the effect the machtne has produced In design; aud the changes made
n design. Findings: The machine has chnoge4 design to some extent. As yet the

manufacturers have not necessarily understood the idvantages in changing their designsto meet the demands of the machine. Art in the majority of our school,. is still in
the period of handeraftsmanship and has not met th'e demahds of the IL:whine age.

i, i I
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1722. Goldsworthy, Philoma and committee. Art course of study for elemen-

tary schools. San Jose school department, San Jose, Calif. 1929. 58 p. ms.

1723. Haller, Alfred J. An experimental study in iiesthetic appreciation.
Master's thesis, 1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. 34 p. Uni-

versity of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27: 277-78, November 1930. (Abstract
1724. Hankammer, Otto A. ( on t en t of high school drawing. Master's

thesis, 1930. Ohio state university, Columbus. 102 p. ms.
. 1723. Israeli, Nathan. Variability and central tendency in aesthetic judg-

ments. Journal of applied psychology, 14: 137-49, April 1930.
Tbe article reports data on variability and central tendency in aesthetic judgments of

colored triangles and painting reproductions in colors. One hundred and sixty-two sub-

jects were tested, 47 of the subjects were graduate students, the others siere freshmen
high school students. Data indicate that qualitative similarity of reactions is the rule
for all -subjects ; and that quantitative differentiation is found in the central tendency
and variability of different age groups. With increasing age there is less variability and
more agreement.

1726. Johnston, Isabel. A study (if the art department in various teachers
colleges. Master's thesis, 1930. University of North Dakota, University.

1727. Leeman, Pauline Wynn. A study evaluating children's drawings in
kindergarten and early grades. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college
for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 56 p. ms.

Fifteen hundred drawings were studied ; .standards by authorities in art education and
early elementary education were compared ; current literature was read. The result of
this study indicates that there seems to be a gap existing between grown-uts who set

art standards of attainment and those who learn from children in their art expression.
The latter group seem to be in the ascendancy putting emphasis upon ability to express
graphically rather than building skills apart from the desire to express freely. However,

tliese techniques do seem to be felt necessary by the child when he feels a lack of skill or
inadequacy to put his ideas into better form.

1728. Lewerenz, Alfred S. Predicting ability in art. Journal of educational
psychology, 20: 702-7(4, December 199.

In September 1928, 42 students were given the Los Angeles tests in fundamental abil-

ities of visual art and the results recorded. Data indicate that there is a high degree It,
relationship between predicted ability and later performance.

1729. Lowry, Everett Ellsworth. .A comparison of methods and devices used

in teaching curvilinear pe?spective. Siaster's thesis, 1930. University of Chi-

cago, Chicago, Ill.
1730. MacLean, William Plannette. A comparison of the effectiveness of

colored and uncolored pictures. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago,
Chicago, Ill.

1731. Martin, Minnie S. A record of art instruction, sixth grade, Peabody
demonstration school. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teach-

ers, Nashville, Tenn. 87 p.
his is a record of art xperiences-from September 25, 1929, to June 1, 1930, which grew

out of definite needs fc:.r art instruction as expressed In the interests and activities of the
sixth grade in the Peabody demonstration school. The itigniflcant values resulting from
;his experiment were in increasing the children's knowledge and appreciation of art
ftther than in developing skills.

\\1732. Meier, Norman Charles und Seashore, Carl Emil. The Meier-Seashore

girt judgment test. Examiner's manual. Iowa City, University of Iowa, 1930

24
The test is designed to afford a reliable general indication for use in school drag-net

surveys, In order to discover latent talent, to the end that those best fitted to elect art
careers may know their possibilities early in life.

)
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1733. Pickens, Verne Lyle. The standardization of a test in drafting. Mas-
ter's thesis, 1930. University of Colorado, Boulder. University of Colorado
studies, 18: 96-7, December 1930. (Abstract)

Objective material was collected from courses of study and from teachers of drafting.
A test was composed of this material and given in the high slwols of Kansas City, Mo.
The test was given to an experimental group and the items roughly scaled. It was thcn
given to 522 pupils in first semester drafting.

1734. Rich, Grace Ellingwood. Teacher research preparation to supple-
ment textbooks incomplete in the field of modern art appreciation. Master's
thesis, 1930. New York university, New York, K Y.

1735. Saunders, Aulus. Analysis of art ability. Master's thesis, 1930.
Washington university, St. Louis, Mo.

1736. Schubert, Anna. Drawings of Orotchen children and young people.
.Tournal 'Of genetic psychology, 37: 232-43, June 1930.

A study was made of drawings made hy Orotchen children and adolescents from 10 to
20 yrbars of age, collected during'the summer of 19'27. by a teacher of the ii boarding
school conducted in the Ruchlov district of the Far East. Tbe drawings Orotchen
children are typical samples of naturalistic rraphiell productions similar to those seen
lmong other primitive peoples. The drawings *fibre made without any previous practice
,41 the part Of the children, who had gone through no primitive stages of design.

1737. Shaffer, Laurance F. Children's interpretations of cartoons. A study
of the nature and development of the ability to interpret symbolic drawings.
Ddctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y.
New York city, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1930. 73 p. (Contribu-
tions to education, no. 429)

" Ten cartoons dealing with'social, political, and economic problems were presented to
approximately 150 children in each school grade from grade 4 through grade 12. The
question asked was, what does this cartoon mean, and the children yrote the answers.In all 1,344 children in one group interpreted the first five cartoons and 1,407 children in
a second group interpreted the second five. These children were widely distributed
throughout the United States. Intelligence-test data for 1,727 pupils sho%%ed no wide
discrepancies from the norms."

1738. Sioux City, Iowa. Public schools. Committee of supervisors and
principals. l'èntative art-expression curriculumelementary junior schools..,1930. 162 p.

1739. Sisson, Ralph C. Work sheets and textual helps paralleling course in
architectural drawing 1. 1930. Public schools, Oakland, Calif. 44 p. ms.

1740! Sparger, Alnia S., chairman. Art education in the North Carolina
public schools. 1930. North Carolina education association, italeigkl

A brief study of art question stating the course of study used, whether special art
teachers are employed, nipw materials are provided, time allotment, and illustrative
material owned by school.;

174/. Strauss, Dorot* Idinetta. The relation of the art departInent io other
divisions in the Madisdn vocational school and the application of art prin
ciples to vocational education. Master's thesis. 1930. University of Wiscon-
sin, Madison. ,

17424 Van Nice, Ann. Children's preferences for colors, e9lor combinations
and color arrangements. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago,
Chicago, Ill.

A study of children's preferences for colors. color combinations and color' arrangementsfrom grades 3 to 8 measured by means of n series of tests.
1743. Wagner, J. Ernest. Job sheets in first year mechanical drawing in-

dructiontheir construction and value as compared with the textbook method
of instruction. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.
81 p. ms. University ot Pittsburgh bulletin, 27: 404-05 November 1930,
(Abstract))
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1744. Wallis, Nell. A study of tests designed to measure art capacities.

1930. Florida state college for women, Tallahassee. 76 p. ms.
The study sougohtPto determine the relationship in the scores from various tests: the

MeMory, Meier-Seashore, Lewerenz, a test of proportion and one composeil of art
objects.

1745. Washington (State), Department of education. Art in the Junior
and senior high school. 1930. Olympia. 34 p.

1746. Williams, Marion L. The growth of intelligence as measured by the
Goodenough drawing test. Journal of applicd psychology, 14: 239-56, June
1930.

Thurstone's method of absolute scaling was applied to the Goodenough drawing test.
Data indicate that mental growth increases by decreasing amounts with advancing age:
and that the development of children at different relative intelligence levels progresses
along parallel lines. A bibliography is included in the article.

1747. Wood, Clemmer R. A scal(v for the grading of free hand lettering.

Master's thesis, 1929. Iowa state college, Ames.
Eight hundred and fifty samples of free hand lettering were collected from seventh,

eighth, ninth, tenth. eleventh, and twelfth grades and college. Findings: Results by
use of scale are much more consistent than_ by use of percentage grading.

1748. Yepsen, Lloyd N. The reliability of the Goodenough drawing test with

feeble-minded children. Journal of educational psychology, 20: 448-61, Sep-

tember 1929.
In an attempt to determine the reliability of the Goodenongh drawing test for imme-

digte readministration a second or third time, 37 feeble-minded boys between ethe aged

of 9.0 and 1 8.2 were tested over a period of two weeks. Data indicate that the Good-
enough tests can be successfully applied with feeble-minded subjects after the original

administration with a high degree of reliability. The test appears to measure some

thing not 0Y:t!:-^1y covered by the Billet test.

See also 316, 2201, 2268, 2283, 2366, 3S78, 3934, 4370.

DRAMATICS AND ELOCUTION

1749. Allen, David Clarence. A high school course in public speaking based

upon newspaper analysis of situations in which people actually speak. Master's

thesis, 1930. Indiana university, Bloomington. 154 p.

1750. Anderson, Harry H. An evaluation of high school debating in Okla-

homa, in the light of modern objectives. Master's thesis, 1930. Unitersity of

Southern Cyifornia, Los Angeles.

1751. Codding, C. L. Public speaking and the high school curriculum. Uni-

versity of North Dakota, University.

1752. CoEtello, Charles Stephen. A psycholog!cal approach to public speak-

Master's thesis, 1930. Loyola university, Chicago, Ill. 198 p. ms.

1753. Easley, Frances Josephine. Opportunities for teaching English offered

ty dramatization. Master's thcsis, 19:30. George Peabody college for teachers,

Nashville, Tenn. 227 p. liks,
An examination of the literature on the history of general and child drama and on

loobservation of dramatizations for six months in a second grade to determine opportuni.

w ties for teacling English. Findings: Dramatization offers opportunities for practice is

practically fivesixths of the English standards for world grade set up in the Fourth

yearbook of the Department of superintendence, National education association.

1754. Evans, Dina Rees. A high-spot survey of best practices in dramatic

activities in high schools. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Iowa, Iowa City.

1755. Gelvin, Elizabeth D. County contests and reflective thinking. Mas-

ter's thesis, 1929. Ohio state university, Columbus.
A study of county contests In Ohio with special reference to Vlayahoo meaty. Find-

Inge : County contests, that is, contests in debate and oratory are severely (T11161111

A
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by administraturs, directors and participants. Data from questilinalairt.s indicate thatthe preparation of contestants and administration of contests ind tiot comply with therequirements of reflective thinking.

1756. Kramer, J. Howard. The construction of X units of itNtrtirilon for
peaking situations. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa, Iowa City.

74 p. ms.
1757. Lane, Ellen Mary. The dramatization of New Testament stories with

children five to thirteen years old. Master's thesis, 1930. Teachers college,
Columbia university, New York, N. Y. 20 p. ms.

The record of a year's work with a group of 20 children in a Congregational Church,with a brief evaluation of the work done. Findings: In spite of certain difficulties andproblems, these children gained in their understanding of the life and teachings of Jesus,as well as in their ability to think for themselves and work togethiT.
175S. Macgowan, Kenneth. Footlights across America. A study of the little

theatre and drama movement in America. New York city, Harcourt, Brace and
company, 1929.

A survey of the little theatres and university and college theatres in their relation tothe adult education movement.
1759. Mahoney, Theodora T. Dramatic art in the junior high schools in

California. Master's thesis, 1930. University of California, Berkeley. 98 p. ms.A study of the acting and producing of plays in junior high schools in California, toascertain the status of this subject in the curricular and extra-curricniar activities ofthese schools. Findings: Eighty-one per cent of the schools showed that dramatics wasmaking a real contribution to the assembly programs in the junior high schools; largeJuniol. high schools have trained dramatic teachers who spend all or most of their timein speech arts. Small high schools show larger number of dramatic teachers hut they areusually regular classroom teachers doing dramatic work in addition to full teaching program; more than half of the junior high schools in California have a senior play ; thelarge schools lead in this undertaking; 03 per cent of the schools surveyed have dramaticclubs; 50 per cent have an elective dramatic class. The large city *0- ;tents. have almostwithout exception, dramatics as an elective course In the carriculum of the)r junior highschools.

1760. Monroe, Alan H. The effect of bodily action oti voice intensity. Jour-
nal of applied psychology, 13: 516-32, October 1929.

Two groups of experiments Are carried out with students of public speaking at North-western university. The results of the experiments indicate that some relationship doesexist betweem bodily action and voice intensity.
1761. Murray, James. The status of corrective speech instruction in the

public schools of the United States. Master's tlwsis, 1930. University ofSouthern California, Los Angeles.
1762. Neylon, George M. The needs and values of children's dramaticstheir recognition and attainment. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Notre

Dame, Notre Dame, Ind.
17G3. Porterfield, Martha. A study showing how dramatic activities meetprevailing language objectives. Master's thesis,' 1930. George Peabody collegefor tetiehers, Nashville, Tenn. & p. ms.
Observation, covering a period of 10 weelss, was made with fifth grade children whilethey were experiencing a unit of work ot pioneer life. Findings: The dramatic sitnatiosprovides for longuage practice and growth. Creative expression comes about riaturally
*176-1. Smith, Milton Myers. The equipment of the school theater. Doctor'sthesis, 1929. Teachers college. Columbia university, New York, N. Y. New

York ci-ty, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1930. 78 p. (Contributions
to education, no. 421)

Findings indicate that school plays are practically universal; most of the work in playproduction is extracurricular; a good portion of schools have a teacher who has had sometrainhig in play production; most schools have an auditorium designed among otherthings to be used for plays. Principles of auditorium construction in regard to acoustks,alght lines, hygienic and aesthetic considerations, and details of the school stage and itsequipment are given.
4z)
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4
1765. Welsch, J. Dale. An evaluation of the activities of high school debat-

ing leagues. Master's thesis, 191:9. University of Iowa, Iowa City.

1706: White. Helen C. Speech curriculum in the high schools (senior alai
fou year)of the United States with an enrollment of 1.500 pupils or more.
Master's thesis, 1930. Nurthwestern university, Evanston, Ill.

1767. Willens, Minnie Klara. The human larynx in its relation tb speech
education. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Denver, Denver, Colo.

176. Wilson. Bertha. The status of dramatics in the senior high schools of
Kansas, 1929-D:k). Master's thesis, 1930. University of Kansas, Lawrenee.

sec abif 1961 (1), 3258.
JOURNALISM

1769. Bennett, Earl Eugene. A survey of the appeal of the high schoofnews-
paper to the high school .tudent. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Pitts-
burgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. University of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27: 225-26, Novenl-
btlt 193o. (Abstract)

Boehringer, C. Louise. The education and experience essential to the
editorship of a state educational journal. Master's thesis, 1930. University
of California, Berkeley. 45 p.

Data indicate a preponderance of opinion that the editor must know the professional
fl(1ld of cduca!ion I.4)th ar studcnt of some of its phases. and through experience ix
a public school systetn; and that he must have an accepted philosophy af edutation
and familiarity with fundanwntals of education.

177L Butler, Lulu Allen. An analysis and evaluation of the high school
newspaper Master's thesis, 1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.
University of Pittsburgh bulletin, 23: 235-36, November 1930. (4bstract)

1772. Calvert. Blanche A. The school newspaper as a socializing factor IL
the senior high School. Master's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia uni-
versity, NewYork, N. Y. 88 p. ms.
.1773. ebnley, Charles Clarence. Current practict-s in high school news-

papers. Master's thesis. 1930. Stanford university, Stanford University, Calif.

1774. Corry, Frances. The school newspaper and its use in the teaching of
Enalish. Master's thesis, 929. Teachers college, Columbia university, Neu

York, N Y. 44; p. ms.
1775. Dewlaney, Barbara. Problems confronting teachers of newswriting.

California quarterly of secondary education, 5: 155-00, January 1930.
From datp secured trom ankmurs to 76 questionnaires, it is evident that lack of

training is the outstanding problem of newswriting teacher's In California.

1776. Gaukrodger, Edith. A guide to the mechanics of writing. 193o.

Upper Darby high school, Upper Darby, Pa.
A study of current practices in mechanics, and the preparation o( a pamphlet for use

in the Upper Darby high school.
1777. Greenawalt, Lambert. High school publications. Master's thesis, 1930

George Washington university, Washington, D. C. 150 p. ms.
Survey of practices with specific devices for improvement.
1778. Middleton, Sister Mary Lucille. A study of the content and adminis-

tration of Catholic high school magazine& Master's thesis, 1930. .Loyola tint-
versiti, Chicago, Ill. 44 p.

1779. Nelson, D. Lloyd. High school publications. Master's thesis, 1930.
Stanford university. Stanford University, Calif.

17Q,
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1780. Nelson, M. a. A study of certain phases of the conduct of student
newg publications. School and society, 30 : 609-10, November 2, 192J.

Replies to a questionnaire were received from 58 colleges and universities with enroll
ments varying from 1,200 to 3,000 relative io the froedom allowed students in the
conduct of their news publications. Various methods of selection are used In these
institutions for all the staff members.

1781. Ott, Minter Morrell. A high school yearbook finance survey. Master's
thesis. 1930. University of Pittsburgh. Pittsburgh, Pa. University of Pitts-
burgh bulletin, 27: 350-51, November 1930. (Abstract)

1782. Seyle, Elizabeth Grady. Student publications in the high schools of
South Carolina. Master's thesis, 1930. University of South Carolina, Colum-
bia.

178:1. Stallings, Mildred E. A course of study in journalism to b.1 used at
the Central high school, District of Columbia. Master's thesis, MO. George
Washington university, Washington, D. C. 66 p. ms.

A study of textbooks and periodicals relating to high school journalism. Question-
naires were sent to teacjaers of journalism in order to determine objectives, methods.etc., of a course of study in journalism. A plan was uvve,opei. .or a oile-var coursefor juniors and seniors in senar high school.

17S-1. Wills, George C. and McCalister. Wayde H. Student publications.
New York city, A. S. Barnes and company, 1030. 180 p.

Status of student publications in high schools ; guide for publication etc., werestudied. Findings: Newspapers, handbooks and other publications are increasing innumbers. In some states more annuals are being publkhed while in others the numberIs declining. The type of annual published is undergoing radical changes.

r, THRIFT

1785. Bennett, Arthur Walfred., A survey of school banking in'the city of
Glendale, Calif., for the years 1927 and 1928 with special reference to the inter-
mediate schools. Master's thesis, 1930. Fniversity of Southern California,
Los Angeles.

1786. Davis, Harry E. A study of school savings as conducted in the Nor-
wood, Ohio, public schools. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, Ohio. 125 p. ms.

The investigation attempt& to give first, a brief history of school savings from itsearliest beginnings, a brief description of several of the most important types of schoolsavings, and a detailed account of the system of school savings, used in the Norwoodpublic schools; and second, all evaluation of school savings based upon the practices inschool savings as conducted in Norwood schools for the past eight years.
See alto 41fl, 4167.

SAFETY

1787. Detroit, Mich. Public schools. Department of statistics and publi-
cations. Traffic protective measures. 203 p. ms.

1788 Farley, Mabel Rebecca. Education in accident prevention as a factor
in developing social controls. Master's thesis, 1929. New York university, New
York, N. Y. 58 p.

1789. Indfana. Department of public instruction. Division of elementaryand high school inspection. Activities relating language arti to safety educa-
tion in the elementary schools of Indiana? Indianapolis, 1929. 47 p. (Bulletin,
no. 107A-2)

1790. Kevin, James J. A source book in safety education. Master's thesis,
1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 79 p. ms.
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1791, Lewerenz, Alfred S. A summary of 75 motor-vehicle fatalities among

Los Angeles school children between the ages of six and 15. Los Angeles educa-

tional research bulletin, 9: 11-14, December, 1929.

Data represented all the reported deaths for the years 1926, 1927, and 1928. Informa-

tion included name, date ki1le0, 'time of day, sex, age, location of accident and cause.

Results indicated that : greatest number of deaths took p!ace during April and Augngt,

and the tewesj in January.; most at" idents occurred Wednesday, fewest Saturday ; 60

per cent of the accidents took place between 3 and 7 p. m. many more boys were

killed than girls; the ages 6 and 15 were most dangerous for boys, with 8 and 11 Abe

most dangerous for girls; greatest number of accidents were caused by running out into

the path of an automobile; specific' type of accident takes place at a certain age on the
average ; children were well above the average intelligence in the live available test

records.

1792. Miller, Fred L. Fire prevention and fir1 insurance practices in third

class city school districts of Kansas. Master's thesis, 1930. University of

Kansas, Lawrence.

nazi. Schad, Emma A. Principies f cat;riculum instruction applied to

safety education. Mastkr's thesis, 1930. Johns Hopkins university, Bald-
,

more, Md.

1794. A study of accidents on school grounds and in school buildings. Ameri-

an school board kurnni, 79: 87, September 1929.

Data were obtained from answers to a questionnaire received from 326 school superin-

tendents in cities of 10,000 population and upward, covering the period from March 1928

to June 1929. There was a total of 2,831 accidents on school grounds, and 1,453 acddents

in ehool buildings reported for the year.

PRESCHOOL, KINDERGARTEN, AND PRIMARY EDUCATION

1795. Bacon, Clarissa and others. Detroit kindergarten test. 1930. City

schools, Santa NIonien, Calf.
The Detroit kindergarten rest was given to 141 pupils distributed among four ele-

mentary schools. This profriet repre.sents nn interesting experiment carried on by

severri kindergarten teachers under the supervision of the elementary counFeelon. The

maximum score in this test is 30 points. The average for Detroit kindergarten pupils Is

about 17. The groups tested In Santa Monica showed a median score of 17.6.

1796. Baltimore, Md. Department of education. Time allotment and

schedule for kindergarten-primary grades. 1929. fn its 100th Annual report of

the Baltimore hoard of school commissioners, 192S-19211.

1797. Barrett, Earn Elizabeth and Koch, Helen Lois. The of nursery-

school training upon the mental-test performance of a group of orphanage

children. Pedagogical seminary and Journal of genetic psyehology, 37: 102-22,

March 1930.
A 'study of 27 children in attendance at the nursery school of the Chicago orphan

asylum and 27 children not in attendance revealed the fact that the orphanage children

placed from six to nine months in the nursery itehool showed consistently greater gains

in mental-test performance than did a paired group of orphans deprived of the erperience.

1798. Boynton, M. Adela and Goodenough, Florence L. The posture (If

nursery sehool children during sleep. American journal of psychology, 42:

- 270-78, April 1930.
A study of 56 children during a total of 278 nap-poriods in a nursery school.

1799. Bradbury, Dorothy. An application of the Descoeudres performance

tests to American ehildren of preschool age. Master's thesis, 1929. University

of Iowa, Iowa City. 201 p.

1800. Bridges, K. M. Banham. The occupational interests and attention of

four-year-old children. Pedagogical semin4iy and Journal of genetic psychology,

36: 551-70, December 1929.
Results of a study conducted at McGill university nursery school during the 1927-1928

session. Observations were made on the /lattice and duration of the occupational inter-

b
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ests of a group of children. with a view to finding which of the occupations provided
;Ippealed most to the children and whether there was any sex difference noticeable in
preferences for certain occupations.

is01. California. State department of education. Teachers' guide to child
development. 31anual for kindergarten and primary teachers. Sacramento,
California State printing office, 1930. G58 p.

1902. Campbell, Rena. A study of the Ablothiug weights und physical activity
together with the possible correlation of these in the Merrill-Palmer nursery
school. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Maine, Orono.

1803. Carter, Cornelia A. and King, Mary. Report of research and study
committee of the Primary teachers association. 1930. North Carolina educa-
tion association, Raleigh.

Quqationntilres were sent to 100 city standard and 100 connty standard schools; 100
city nonstandard and 100 county nonstandard schools to find CRUMP'S of retardation. One
hundred and eighty questionnaires were returned. The 'study showed that there is little
difference in city and rural schools of standard and nonstandard grade. as to equipment
etc., that would affect retardation. The concensus of opinion was that the type of
home, community and mental development of children are the predominating factors.
Kindergarten and junior-primary classes were Huggested as possible remedies.

1844. Connell, !Cattle Lou. Some effects of a flexible program on learnings.
Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn.
270 p. ms.

Description of three years informal work in the primary grades and follow-up in
fourth grades to determine achievement in formal work. Findings: Informal procedure
through the three primary grades met the requirements of the Loulaiana state course of
study, lessened retardation, prepared for fo*rth grade; and developed deeirable habits
and attitudes.

1805. Daniels, Parmely C. A study of compositional balance discriTination
in the preschool child. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Iowa, Iowa City.
161 p. ms.

1806. Davis, Mary Dabney. Organization of supervisory units for kinder-
garten elementary grades 14 public-school -systems of cities Ja.aving a population
of 2,500 or more, 1921:4-1030. Washington, D. C., U. S. Office of education, 1930.
5 p. ms. (Circular no. 15.)

Replies to an inquiry regarding general Hupervisors provided for kindergartens, pri-
mary and elementary grades, were received from 1,540 superintendents and summarised
in this circular. The summary gives the following information : The different officers
respa.usihie far general supervision ; the per cent of cities of different population size
reporting teneral supervisors in their school systwms; the ,variety of grade units or
combinations of grades assigned to general supervisors ; and the grade units or com-
binations of untts used most frequently in cities of different population size.

1807. Some phases of nursery-kindergarten-primary education, 1926-
1928. Washington, United States Goverment printing office, 1929. 25 p.
-(17. S. Office of education. Bulletin, 1929, no. 29.)

Advance ttheets1r9m the Elifilnial survey of education in the United States, 1024-1928.
1808. Ezekiel, Lucille F. Changes in egocentricity of nursery school chili

dren. Master's thesis, 1930. George Washington university, Washington, D. C.
34 p. ms.

Astudy based on observations of 16 children made during free pully during tbeir first
three months at school. Condusions : The children dominantly egocentric on entrance
.make few Signifkant changes during the first three months. Tbe intermediate and
unamirressive types tend to became more egocentric.

1809. Freivogel, Esther Emma. A compariso4 of the " Mother school " of
Comenhis with the " Kindergarten " of Froebel. Master's tbeets, 1930. Boston
University, Boston, Mass.

a
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" 1810. Go 11, Reinhold Weimar. The value of chronological age, mental age:

number of permanent teeth. and kindergarten tratning for predicting promo-
tion in the first grade. Doctor's thesis, 1930. University of Pennsylvania,

Philadelphia. 69 p.

1R11. Granger, Jean A. Some factórs termining the nature and frequency
of anger and fear outbreaks in the play f preschool children. Master's thesis,
1929. Vnive-rsity of Texas, Austin. 59 p. ms.

Thirteen preschool (nursery), children in indopr and outdoor play were studied in
groups of three for outbreaks of fear and anger (furing 52 hours of observation. Obser-

vations were analysed in relation to frequency and cause of outbreaks, overt behavior
during outbreak, and subsequent attitudes.

1812. Hansen, Rowna. Early childhood educirtVin, recent contributions to

the literature issued by schools and professional organizations. Washington,

D. C., Office of eduilgtion, 1930. 6 p. ms. (Circular no. 8.)
This list includes pamphlets recently received by the Office of education which bear

upon the educat)on of young children, and supplements the list given in City school

circular no. 6, issued in May,'1928:

1813. Hargis. Clara N. Preliminary study of certain factors of environment

and traits of structure and functiob common to children who are not making
normal progreEts in first and second grades. Master's thesis, 1930. University

of California, Berkeley. 72 p. ms.
Findings : According to the teachers of these' pupils, their failures were due to infe-

rior mental ability. An examination of menthl-test" records showed that all had ratings
of average Intelligence. The most marked difference between the failure and normal
progress groups are in the traits of behavior and habitual' attitudes as shown in their
conauct at home, in school, and in their relations to otlr.g.r children. The personal
traits of nervousness, flightiness, excessive restlessness. chronic inattention, listlessness.
laziness, instability, disobedience, are found singly or In combination in every case in
the failure group.

. 1814. Herring, Amanda. Study of interest span in preschool children and
some related variables. Master's thesis, 1929. University of trexas, Austin.
54 p. ms.

Forty two-year-olds and 40 four-year-olds (boys and girls in equal number) were
observed in morning and afternoon periods in individual play with toys furnished by
the experimenter. Age and sex differences are reported, as are differences with typt.
bf toy and time- of day. No striking relationship between interest span and intellectuql
maturity was found.

181Hertzberg, Oscar E. The relationship of motor ability to*the intent-

ienci-of kindergarten children. journal of educational psychology, 20: 507-19,

October, 1929.
Sixty-six kindergarten children in the training school of Colorado state tesphers col-

lege at Greeley, ranging in ages from four years three months, to six yiars one moth
were studied during the fall of 1926. Complete records were obtainable for only 46
children. Conclusions : Motor dexterity alone has little practical value for the pre-
diction of the mental age of kindergarten children. By the thné of the kindergarten
period, qualities of abstract intelligence, such as concentration, discrimination, etc.,
are more important than motor development in indiciting the mental maturity of the
child.

1816. Hulson, Eva Leah. fitn analysis of the free play of ten four-year old

Children through consecutive observations. Block constructions of four-year-old
children. Journal of juvenile research, 14: 188-208, 209-22, July 1930.

Two sections of a master's thesis, 1928, of the University of Iowa, entitled, "An
analysis of the free play of four-year-old children through aonsecutive tudies of

individuals."
1817. Lewin, Lillie. The mental ability of pupils entering the first grade as

measured by the Pintner-Cunningham group mental test. 1930. Public scbools.
San Francisco, Calif. 5 ¡I:ins. (Bulletin. no. 16, April 1930)

This study is based on Pintner-Cunningbam tests given to 1,577 pupils eligible to

first grade entrance. The test ults are given for pupils without kindergarten training
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MIld those with one term, two terms, and three terms, respectively. Findings : Pupils
who have been in kindergarten one term or longer exceed those who have not attended
kindergarten by approximately three months in mental age. Pupils who have attended
kindergarten two and three terms do not surpass those who have at tended only one
term. The habits and skills developed in kindergart*n are probably respons.ble for the
three months' superiority shown in the Pintner-Cunningham test results.

1818. Loomis, Alice. A study of a technique for observing the social be-
havior .of nursery school tildren. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers college,
Columbia ditiversity, New York, N. Y. New York city, Teachers college,
Columbia university, 1931. 100 p. (Child development monographs, no. 5)

The subjects of this study were 67 children In .three\ different nursery groups; the
records cov ing 85 hours, showed name oLchild making and receiving each contact,
kind of con ct 'and response. Summary for Tech child showed for each hour and for his
tòtal obse tion the proportion of èontacts made and received by him, total contacts.
and num r of different kinds of contacts and responses. Phases of social interaction
were selected for observation.

1819. McCloskey, Lois Muree. Reactions of 10 nursery school children in
play with blocks and kiddy kars. Master's thesis, 1930. Pennsylvania state
college, State Collegq, 80 p.

A series of 150 observations of play to ascertain span of attention, type of play,
uses °made of toss, relation of span of attention to attendance, age, number of uses
made of toys. Findings: Average span of attention for all V7aR 6.25 minutes. Span
of attention increases more with age than with attendance. Individual play was more
prevalent than group play.

1820. MacLatchy, Josephine H. Attendance at kindergttrten and progress
in the primary grades. Doctor's thesk, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago,
111

1821. Mascord, Elizabeth and others. Course of study in kindergarten.
1930. San Jose school department, San Jose, Calif, . 43 p. ms.

1822Miller, Eleanor Olmstead.. A study of the preschool child's picture
awl story books by the battery of tests method. Journal of applied psychology,
13: 592-99, Deceniber 1929.

A score card was made for rating books for preschool children.
1823. Newm.an, Lela Carr. Language power as found in records of preschool-

children. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peobody college for teachers, Nash-
vikle, Tenn. 183 p. ms.

The records of two infants, 21 nursery school children and 20 kindergarten children
were studied to find the different ways in which expression was 'given to thought and
action. Findings: The two infants were found to give expression to their likes and
dislikes through cooing, crying, smiling, and movements of the body. -"The nursery school
children were found to express themselves for the Joy and fiatisfaction of talking. The
kindergarten children through activity gave expression to What they werefloing. Ar
increased vocabulary and growth in power of expression were also found.

1824. Noyes, Anna G. A sal for recording growth and development hi
the preschool child, and the techn sues employed during the process to csktrol
these changes. Master's thesis, l4 I Teachers -college, Columbia university,
New York, N. Y. 19 p. ms.

1825. Raybold, Emma. First grade study, ilia 4. 1930. Public schools,
Los Angeles, Calif. 20 p.

1826. Reed, idary-2.1. and )Raymond, E. Mae. \A survey of some phases of
educational ivOrk with pres6lOol children in eleven -,. ments in New York
city. New York City, Welfitrt council of New York City, 1 441, 7 jf.

An evaluation of teacher preparation, room standarV, equipment and pplies andthe curriculum in fiction -was made uiing`tbe Reed-Raymond nursery school score card.The results of the study show a rangt of practices from types which can and should bechanged because they offer a menace to child welfare to those types which'demonstrateia many instances the ability of institutions under serious economic handicap to meetin a highly gratifying degree the standard of right conditions for clipotroth.
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1827. Rhodes, Myrtle Hamilton. A study of student experiences in the pre-

school laboratory as expressed in written interpretations. Master's theta 1930.
University of Southern California, Los Angeles.

1S28. Ridhardson, Anna E. Minimum essentials for nursery school educa-

tion as accepted' by the National committee en nursery schools, October 1929.
Prep-ared by a sub-committee of the National committee on nursery schools,

1929. 12 p.
In this report the committek has outlined the objectives and the standards for mainte-

Dance of nursery schools that represent the best current practice. The report is offered
as a survey of minimum standards with which procedure iza individual schools might
well be measured.

1829. Roberts, Arilita. A study of ten behavior problems of preschool ail-
dren. 1930. Broadoaks school, Pasadena, Calif. 214 p. ms.

A brief conspvctus of material by leading authorities on 10 'of the more frequent
behavior problems. Fifty books and 20 magazines written during the past 10 years Were
examined.

1830. Rohrs, Josephine. Maturation versus learning in preschool
Master's thes1s,-1930. Yale university. New Haven, Conn. 33 p. ms.

vlS:31. Shinn, Alida V. A study of sleep habits of two groups of preschool
c4ildren, one in Hawíi and one on the mainland. Master's thesis, 1960. Uni-

versity of Hawaii, Honolulu. 83 p. ms.
1832. Stinson, Bess Louise. science Icarnings in units of ork as recorded

in a first 'grade. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teachers,
Nasbville, Tenn. 135 p. ms.

1833. Sweeny, Mary E. and others. A method of stutlying the activity of

preschool children. Journal of home economics, 21: 671-78, September 1929.

1834. Washburne, Carleton. Public schools anti the preschool child. Anwri-

can* childhood, 15: 5-7, December 1929.
See also251 254. 257. 259. 403, 424, 453, 455 456, 470, 565, 596, 604, 731-732, 744.

750; 768-769, 774, 778, 801, 803, 806-807, 810, 974, 1231, 1290, 1294, 1532, 1727,

1851, 2042, Z050, 2919, 3246,.3261. 3392, 3395, 3425, 3930, 4367, 4518, 4605.

ELEMENTAIrifiDrCATION,

1830. Barnes, Alexander J., A survey of the elementary schools of the Brea-

Olinda union high school diRtrict. Master's thesis, 100... University or South-
ern California, Los Angeles.

1836. Belser, Divytu. Conditions and practices influencing the 'elementary
education of white clitildren in the public schools of Alabaina. Doceor'sk thesis,

1930. Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y. Birmingham,

41a., Blimingham ¡minting company [1930] 310 p.
The following conclusions were drawn from tbe study : Legal aspect of school

should be reconsidered; state and county'superintendents should be appoints/4 by
tent boards and not elected by popular ballot ; qualifications for county and city superin-

I tendents end for elementary school principals shouTd be raised; elementary school prin-
cipal should be made chief supervisory officer of blw sehool ; state should inaugurate com-
plete system of permanent schooll rec rds ; future schoól 'building progtams should be

,

upon surveys of factors influencing 'au& programs ; low term program of cur-
lum revision and construction is needed ; classification and promotion of pupils should

be made on' basis of, physical, mental and soda1 educiational development; state should
establish minimum standards for apptvvéd elementary schools.

1837. Caswell, Vans L. Program making in small elementary school&
Nashville, Tenn., george Peabody college for teachers, 1930. 77 p. (Field

sindies, no.-1)
" This study briefly- summarises tbe pies underlying proem& making in fie-

mentary rbools,and brings together and evprirstep tbe severkl devices employed to.redre
0.
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the number of classes in small elementary schools. Its distinctive contribution, however.
is tbe development of a re klef method of distributing equitably among tbe several school
subjects and grades the total instruction time available, w 1 tever that may be, in any
school not having a4full time teacher for each grade or grad instruction group."

183S. Charlton, Lucile... Elementary education as shown in piwres.sive edu-
i

cation magazines, 1924-1929. Master's theis, 1.930. Vreorge Peabolly college
for teachers, Nashville, Tehn. 118 p.

History of progressi#e movement, practices in private progressive schools. public school
experimenting, problems, attempt at solution of problems. and scope of movement are
studied. Findings: 1875-1919 produced isolated experiments ; Progressive education asso-
ciation was organized in 1919; Progressive education magazine was first published in
1924; progressive private schools are using freer, more creative type of work without ulti
mate loss in essential fedamentals. À numilei of public schools are adapting the pro-
cedure effectively and cost need not be prohibitive. Educational leaders are demanding a
science of education ; some organization of worthwhile content; and a type of teacher
training which will fit teachers tb be guides of children who are actually solving problems.
The association and some colleges are, trying to meet these new issues. The movement
is world-wide.

1830. Denw, Colo. Public schools. Department of research. Growth. in
membership since 1922-1923, elementary schools. [19301 14 p.

Analyzes membership figures by elementary school 'distilcts since 1922-1923 and also
grobps these districts into larger areas. Of 17 major grouped districts in che city, 13
-have grown since 1922-1923, and four have lost. Two clIstricja mote than doubled in this
time. Maps and charts are used to effectively show these conditions

1840. Eagy, Clarence H. Holding power (If the )regon elementary schools.
Master's thesis, 1929. University of Oregon, Eugene: 3S p.

Relative holding power of nine types and sizesof organization, of certain types in
different counties and total holding power of counties eviiluated anil ranked. Findings :

The one-room, two-room apd four-room schools show stronger holding power than other
tyPes in this study ; systems having junior high schools show distinctly stronger holdim;
power, etc

1S4 1. Fulghum, Susan. Standards for elementary Achools of Nortt arolinn.
1930. State department of public Instruction, Raleigh, N. C.

1842. Greene, Charles, g. Amount of time spent in elenwntary schools in
.Dquver and Kansas City. 1930. Public schools, Denver, Colo. 5 p.

Findings: Kansas City pupils finish elementary school earlier than do Denver ,pupils
with achievement about equal.

1843. Indiana university, Bloomington. Conference on elementary super-
vision. [Report of] seventh annual conference. 19:10, 102 p. (Indiana uni-
versity, Sthool of klucation, Bulletin, vol. 6, no. 6, July 1930)

Contents: 1, ,kn exieriment with a free reading hour by. Mrs. Caroline M. Wildrick,
p. 5-20; 2. Measurement and the curriculum, by Wendell W. Wright, p. 28-4a; 3. Knowl-
edge of arithmetic possessed by °young children, by Clifford Woody, p. 50-71 ; 4. Inventory
test in arithmetic to be given to pupils the time when formill instruction in arithmetic
is begun, a proposed investigation, p. 718tb.

1844. Minnesota. State department oi education. Standards for ungraded
elementary schools. St. Paul, 1929. 31 p.

1845. Morrison, J. Cayce.. Cardinal objectives of elementary schools. Al-
bany, N. Y.; State department of education, 1929. 1SS p.

An analysis of the recorded statetnénts from hundreds of teacher; of the specific
objectives they an attempting to attain In their respective classrooms.

1846. Mort, Paul i and Hflleboe, iGhly L. . A rating scale for elementary
"'tool organjaatioit. New York city, Telichers follege, Columpia university,
1930. 47 p.

In this rating kale an attempt has been made to obtain some measure of every aspect
of the demands made upon .1einentary sebool organization. The standards in the scale
were evolved from a vast amount of 'discussion of 'the demands made bar the literature

64120-81---01.1
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bearitrg on elementary schools. A group of 50 advanced students in school administra-
tion examined the whole range of the literature. The sfandards and measures resulting
from their work were used in the Perth Amboy, N. J., survey. t

1847. New York .council of superintendents. Committee on elementary
education. cardinal objectives in elementary education with a series of re-

ports V classroom teachers illustrating ways and means of attaining these
objectives. Albany, University of the State of New York, 1929. 188 p.

1S48. North Carolina. State department of public instruction. Proceed-
ings of the fifth annual North Carolina conference on elementary education.
Called Jointly by the State superintendent of public instruction and the director
of the University summer school. Ed. by M. C. S. Noble, Jr. Chapel Hill, N. C.,
July 11-12, 1929. Raleigh, N. C. 62 p. (Educational publication no. 146,

Iiivision of formation and statistics, no. 3) ye

4?1849. P ton, Edna B. An experiment in educatipu. Master's thesis, 1929.
Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y. 13 p. ins.

1850. Sirkin, M. The relation between intelligence, age and home environ-
ment of elementary school pupils. School and society, 30: 304 08, August 31,
1929.

The relationship between social status and intelligence, as measured by tests, was
studied in children attending the Emilie elementari school grades. In order to determine
the relationship between social status and the intelligence score the correlation ratios
have been computed for each of the three grades separately. All social levels showed a

rise of the averagestco;e, which has to be attributed almost completely to natural develop-
ment and not acquaintance with theitests during the first examination. The correlation

. between score and socinl status as well as that between score and age does not diminish
over a period of 14 months.

1SZi1. Thomas, Mattie Elizabeth. South Catolina elementary school manual
for primary and intermeAliate grades. Inster's thesis, 1930. University of
South CP rolina, Columbia.

1S:12. Titus, Robert Chadwick. The administration of boys' activities in the
elementary schools of the city of Alameda. Master's thesis. 1930. Stanford
university, Stanford University, Calif.

1853 Wang, Thom Tong. Some significant nifirvenients Of recent American
elementary school education. Master's thesis, 1930. Statiford university, Stan.
ford University, Calif.

See also 10, 182-183, 193, 202, '241. 2t;-1, 286, 305, 330, 336, 343, 389, 651, 670, ac

Pr 675, 695-696, 720, 1867, 2107, 21'20, 2208,1,2214, 2228, 2231, 2318, 2602, 2608, 2638,
2645, '2735, 2739, 27-12; 2746, 2806, 2823, 2825, 2834, 2845, 2848, 2850-2851, 2861
3254, 3Z1k)6, 3266, 3274, 3,284, 3314, 3320, 3334, 3344, 3364, 340g, 3445, 3468, 3477
3505, 35-11, 3568, 3599, 3611, 3717, 3730, 3747, 3754,' 789, '3804, 4047, 4105, 413;
4297. 4349, 4415, 4419e4533. 457S, 4587: 4591, 4597, 4 11, 4649 ; and under Sell
management ; Special subjects of clfrriculum.

SECONDARY EDUCATION
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1S54. Aten, Harold D. Lesson tssignments of teachers in the Oakland senio
high schools. 19344 schools, Oakland, eallf. 74 p. ms.

1855. Benton, Lloyd B. A survey of graduates iJ a small city high schoo
Mastetss thesis F19301 New York state college for teachers, Albany.

A survey of scholastic and employment records of graduates of the Plattsburg hi
school.

1856: Boe, O. G. The relations between size of school attended and scholastl
snecess4n college. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Ill1iM1, Urbana.
p. MS.

Ili this study no significant relationship wait discovered.
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1857. Bolton, Frederick E. 'The secondary school from he standpoint of
adolescence. 1930. University of Washington. Seattle.

858. Boogher, E. W. G. Secondary education in Georgia. Doctor's thesis,
1930. University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.

1859. Bromley, Harriet L. The selective tendency in public secondary edu-
cation as exemplified in the University high school. Master's thesis. 1929. Uni-

.

versity of California, Berkeley. 104 p. ths.
A study of the character of the student population drawn to tbe University high school,

using as factors, the occupation of the father, nationality, residence, elimination from
school, etc. There is much csvidence that the student population is a highly selected
grou P.

1860. Brown, Thomas R. Organization and supervision of the high school
-tlident body budget. Master'i thesis, 1930. University of Southern California,
Los Angeles. ins.

1S61. Buck, Thomas Marion. The extent to whicfi the program of studies
()hio high schools of medium size--800 to 500 pupilsis limited by the Opepa-

ration of the teaching staff. Master's thesis, 1929. Ohio state university,
columbus. 125 p. ms.

1S62. Buhlman, Harold L. The holding power of Oregon high schools.
Master's thesis, 1930. University of Oregon, Eugene. 53 p. ms.

From a study of entire state by counties, and sections, of such data as per cent of total
enrollment that was in high school for years 1922-23 and 192S-29 ; per cent, bola.; per
cent, Orls: per cent of the 8th grade in the 9th grade, etc.; for entire period, it was
found that holding 'power of high schools increased from 1922-23 to 1928-29, inclusive.

Plea Bursch, Charles. Analysis of the teaching process in high school.
Doctor's thesis, 1930. Stanford university, Stanford University, Calif. 150
p. ms.

Includes collection of data on the stimulus-response in high school classes in history
and English; a time distribution of activities; equipment and apparatus used, etc.

1864. Candee, Beatrice. Four objective criteria in the selection of children
for high school scholarships. School and society, 31: 408-410, March 22, 1930.

One hundred and seventy-seven cases of applicants for high school scholarships In New
York City, including all applicants tested between September 1, 1928, and June 30, 1929,
upon whom a definite decision had been reached, wette studied. The probability of ac-
ceptance was considered in relation to the child's standing in IQ, ro.ading achie-vernent,
arithmetic achievement and acceleration in school progress. The total probability of
acceptance of children referred for scholarship last year was 37 out of 100.

1865. Carrothers, George E. Annual report of division of univereity inspec-
tion of high schools. MO. University of Michigan, Apn Arbor. 80 p.

A study of enrolln?ents in high schools of different types; enrollments in courses;
Lumber of new and old teachers; salari s; tax rates, etc. Findings: Boys are gaiping
on girls in enrollments; Spanish is losi out; German is chnting into high schools;

I accrediting is reaching even the very smal chools, etc.
1866. Cary, Miles E. A vrtalized en riculum for McKinle (Honolulu) high

tool. Master's thesis, 1930. 1 ty of Hawaii, Honolulu. 350 p. ms.
Suggested curriculum based on the p nciples underlving the "Activity program

and suited to intestests, needs and abilities of studetrts.4
1867. Clein, Orlie M. and Roberts, 'Horace M. Comparative tenth year prog-

ress of elementary school pupils and Junior high school pupils! Jouraal of will-
ational research,, 21: 288-96, April 193Q.

One thousand puigls in tbe Central high school of Syracuse, N. Y., who came f;om
elementary schools and Junior high schools were studied. The elementary schookiuplis
ad little higher IQ's and were a little wore successful in academic work.

1868. Cody, Helen Frances. Shifting emphases in our American secondary
Klucation. Mastey's thesis, 1930. Boston university, Boston, Mass. ms.
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1som. Collins. M. Earle. A survey of the instructional needs in small Ohio

high schools and an instructional program an the tutorial plan. Master's tilesis

1930. Ohio State university, Columbus. 110 p. rns. (In part in Educational

eseareh bulletin, 9: 233-39, April 30, 1930.)
Findings: Forty-two counties were in need of tutorial plan, thirty might use it in two

or three subjects, strteen had no need for the ,plan according to preAent data.

1s70. Combs, A. B. Distribution of enrollment by size crf school in white

public high schools, 192S-1929 and 1929-1930. State department (1* Public

instruction, Raleigh, N. C. (Published as Table P in Part TV of the Biennial

report of tbe North Carolina State department of public instruction, 192S-1930.)

shows the tendency to eliminate the one and two teacher high schools.

1871. Cook, William A. A comparative study of standardizing agencies.

North central assalation quarterly, 4: 377-455. December 1929.

1872. Coulbourn, John. Home study program for senior high schools. :Balti-

more, Md., Public schools, 1930. 24 p.

1873. Coxe, Warren W. How pupils would make over the high schools.

New York State education, 17: 786-89, May 1930.

Data were securyd from questionnaires. The study emphasizes the nevd for varied WO

school offerings and greater flexibility of adnitnistration.

1874. Curran, Clay C. AAinlinistrative .4urvey of the high school itt Lead

South Dakota. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.

This study investigated the social status of the' community, the teaching staff,

achievement, extracurricular activities, course of study and pupil accounting.

1875. Davis. Calvin O. Changes in sfandards for accrediting seconds

schools, made hylthe 'North central assoctOon of colleges and secondary schools

during 27 years. North central association quarterly, 4: 327,14, December 1929.

Study made upon analyses of forms used by administrative officers and a perusal o

official reports.

1S744:1 The six-year high sehool 1)41112argument's pro and con

Nation'!R hools, 4 : 29-36, Deeeniber 1929.

In order to determine whether it is better to separate the six upper grades'into

junior and senior high schools, or to consolidate them into one undivided unit, a vuestion

naire was sent to 150 schools reported as organised on a five-year or six-year basis, and I

23 individual ducators. One hurared replies *ere receited. Data Indicate that 'the six

.year high school is best suited to the needs of the small school in sparsely settled

hut that in the large'r cities and towns the differentiated junior and senior high school

are to be recommended.

. 1877. Davis, Thomas Royal. The prognostic value of certain tests for p

dJct1ng the success ofirigh school 'freshmen. Master's thesis. 1930. Unlversi

--'-.-of Chlgo, Chicago, Ill. 1 A

The a udy used the Otis melf-adminiErtering test of mental ability anti the Stan

ahievement test as predictors and the Pressey English teat, the Douglas algebra test, a

the nuch-Popenoe general science test as criteria of success. .Correlations were éo

1STS. Darsey, George Prentiss. The mall h!gh school in Mississippi.

ter's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for tearhen, Nashville, Ten

65 p.
Forty small high schools were compared with a stimpng of Southern associati

schools. Findings : The larger schools are more economically administered, more Alden

and offer a wider range of selection.

41

1879. Elliott, Raymond Morgan. The relative influences of &omit

age and mental aUe upon the achievement of high scbool boys and .glr

-Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern California, Los Angeles. ;40

nas. (Abstract in N. E. A. Department of secondary school principals. Bulletin

acceler n and retardation' existing in a representative California high school, atThe purpose of this study was to discover the amount of chrodological and mentl'34 : 4*-00, Janwary 1931).
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determine the relative Influences of age and mentality upon high shool achievement.
This ts a study of 466 students of the Huntington Beach union high school. as to their
chronological age, mental age, and school achievement.

1880. Eversull, F. L. and Osborn, L. G. Quarterly report (4 East St. Louis,
Ill., high school. .June 1930. Senior high whool. East St. Louis, Ill. 35 p. ms.

Secondary schlx;1 survey.

1881. Ezell, Boyce Fowler. The development of secondary education in
Florida. Doctor's thesk, 1930. UniNersity of South Carolina, Columbia.

1882. Frankhauser, Henry A. Methods of accredit ing high schools. Master's
thesis. 1929. Ohio State university, Columbus. 1:00 p. ms.

The study aims to show the ways in which high schools are accredited by the different
sccredittng agencies in the various states. Concluqms: There is need for more per-
sonal work in 41:meeting high schools : the work would he more effectively done &if vested
in the state uitiversities either individually or rooperativiqy with state departments of
education.

1S83. Feinberg, Joseph M. Tendencies of high-school senlors as surveyed
in the Roselle high school, Roselle, N. J. Master's tltesis. 1930. Rutgers uni-
versity, New Brunswick, N. J.

1884. Fosness, Absalom. The supervision of high-school pupils during non-
school hours. Master's thesis 1929. University of -Minnesota, Minneapolis.

1885. Franklin, Emma H. A study oi the equipment of the high school as
shown by the examination of one hundred first yoar normal school students.
Master's thesis, 1930. New York university. New York, N. Y.

1886. Frutchey, Fred P. Some factors in determining high school success.
Master's thesis, 1930. Colorado State teachers college, Greeley. 73 p.

1887. Gerberich, Joseph Raymond. A personnel study of 10,000 Iowa high-
school seniors. Doctor's thesis, PAO. University of Iowa, Iowa City. Iowa
City, The University, 1930. 112 p. (Unkersity of Iowa studies, new ser. no.
177. April 15. 1930. Studies in education, vol. 5, no. 3).

Blbliqgraphy :-p. 104-112. k

p4b1is1wdA study with, the same title by J. R. Gerberich and t;. 1 Stoddard was in
School and society, 30 : 515-20, October 1 2, 1929.

An average of more than 1.700 high-school seniors luive been tested annually on the
batteries of mental andvedu('ational tests, in order : (1) to determine the selection oc-
curring between high school graduation and college, and further during college attend-
ance; (2) to discover the superior or gifted pupils as a basis for guidance programs
designed to give them the best possible opportunities for mivancement and (X) to de-
termine the prognostic power of the test batteries for prediction of first semeerfeT scho-
lastic suscess in college. The results of 'the study indieate that probability tables of
college scholastic success founded upon high school,testiug may approacIL closely the
prognostic power.of college entrance xaminations.

1s88. Getz, Ralph H. Items that should be included in an ideal high-school
manual. Master's thesis, 1930. Ohio State university, Columbus: 250 p. ms.

A study to, determine what educators think should be included in an ideal state
high school manual of atImiulatratiorf and organization. Findings: Manual should con-
tain: (1) Aims of secondary tbducation; (2) survey of state high RChoolp ; (3) definitions
of terms used ; (4) state requirements of vilriOUR phase% of administration and organisa-
tion; (5) qualrfications of staff: (6) collego entrance requirements; (7) discussion of
guicilance, programs etc. !Study consists of 363 items grouped under 37 headings and
list dit items considered absolutely essential.

1889. Gilbert, Lee Eyster. The high school department head. Master's
thesis, 1930. Georfq Washington university, Washington, D. C. t p. mg.

Status, functions and activitik of the department head treated statistically
tn respect to fbe four types of high schooljunior, Junior-seniar. three year, and four
year. This la followed by a comparative study.
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1890. Gilkey. Royal. The relation of sueeess in certain subjects in high
school to success in the same subjects in college. School review, 37: 576-88.

Octobel 1929.
The Cvestigation is based on a study of the high school and college records of stu

dents who were graduated in 1921, 1922, and 1923 from the New Yorl State college

for teachers. The only students consttD.red were th(Ise who had done their Ligh scholit

WO* under tbe supervision of the Regents' system of New York and whose high-school

marks were obtained in Regents' examinations The studie.: were classified in six

groups, and college c-ourses were similarly grouped. The highest correlation Is for Eng-
lish; next Is that for ancient languages, thcn mathematics. social scicnces, and

foreign languages. The study indicates that there should be a better adjustMent be_

tween college-preparatory courses and college courses.

1891. Gould, Silas E. and Davis, Robert A.. Some reasims why high-schoo

pupils choose certain subjects. School review, 37: 602-14. October 1929.
The reasons for the selection of certain subjects by 1.500 high-school pupils in th

sophomore, junior. and senior years in three large high-school systems in Colorado wero

studied. The most important reasons given for choosing certain subjects are: as an pld
in making a living; because of advice from parents. friends. or schoolmates; belief tbfi:

they can make a good grade in the subject, because of advice of someone connected wit

the school system ; because of the reputation or standing of the subject. Data indicat

the pupils exercise judgment in giving reasons for their choices.

1892. Green, Nell' V. A study of the standing in high school of a group 0,

pupils who entered with four credits from the SA irade of Indianapolis schools.

Master's thesis, 1930. Indiana university, 131comington. 63 p. ms.

1893. Greene, Charles E. Telephone siirviee in high seiiools. 1930. Public

schools, Denver, Colo. 65 p. ms.
A study of the phone service on the local school exchange and through a questionnain

the phone situation in ,other cities. Findings : A certain standardization seetris desirablA.

both economically and for efficiency.

1894. Hammack, TJavid William. Subject distribution and comparative cost

in fourth-class city high schools. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Ken

tucky, Lexington. 62 p. ms.
1895. Hanlin, John Paul. Status of the private silciondary schools of

Alabama. Master's thesis, 1929. George 1311body college for teachers, Nash-

ville, Tenn. 78 p.

1896. Harris, Leo A. A comparison of fraternity and nonfraternity students

of a California high school. Master's tbeiis, 1930. Stanford university, Stan

ford University, Calif. 125 p. ms.
Comparison of scholastic, disciplinary, moral? :itliktic and extracurricular agiviti

of fraternity and nonfraternity students of a California high school.

1897. Harvey, Carl Oliver. A survey of the Brea-Olinda union high schoot

Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern Califorpia, Los Angeles. mi

1898. Hendrix, S. Gertrude. Teaching de4ices on the high school leve.

Master's thesis, 1930. University of Illinois, Urbana. 200 p. s. Urbani

Univemity of Illinois, 1931. 42 p. (Bulletin, vol. 28. no. 42). .

A collection of special devices reported aff being effective by high-school teachers
. 1899. Hereford. E. H. Mobility of the Texas high school populatidn. 1936

Southwestern university, Georgetown, Texas.
A questionnaire was sent to all the affiliated high schools of the State. It inolv

more than 105,000 students Findings: 90 pei cent hi each grade have riot helm t

more thaw two high schools. Some have been to or*a than five high schools.

1900. Heuprmann, Mary Louise. The a ievv_ments of students receiving

scholarships from the Nebraska association of churgh coneges during th4

years 1926 and 1927. Mitster's t.,besis, 1929. University of Nebraska, Lincoln

n 46 p. ms.
.

Reroids of 780 " honor " students were examined. Only about one-third have appal
ently gone on to college. Many student ,. given scholaiships did not have high grades 0
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a basis for the " honor." In general. honor students from high schools of large numbers
did better in college than those trom small high scbools. Most honor students succeeded
in

*1901. Hill, Henry H. state high school standardization. Doctor's thesis,
19'20. Teachers 'college. Columbia university. New York. N. Y. 140 p. ms.
Lexington, University of Kentucky, 1980. 96 p. (Bulletin of the Bureau of
school service. University of Kentucky. vol. II, no. 3, March 1930.).

A critical evaluation of probent State high school standardization. czpecially in North
Carolina high school reorganization plan, with auggested principle for high school
qaudardization. In -North Carolina the plan is in a large manner successful. Too
many present high school standards are out of date.

1902. H6llis, E. V. Extending the high school pupil's range of general
information. Nation's schools, 5: 42-44, June 1930.

This article reports a sample of the general information of entering college freshmen
at the State teachers college. Morehead, Ky., as revealed by the general information
sections of the Army alpha intelligence test and the Thorndike intelligence examination.
The Army alpha test was given to 63f4 entering freshmen ; the Thorndike intelligence
lamination was given to 242 freshmen. Data indicate that teachers should provide

class exercises that require the broadening of pupils information.
1903. Houhchell, Paul. The high school pupils of a Kentucky mountain

county. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville,
Tenn. 157 p. ins. 4ti

1904. Humphreys, Thomas Roland. A study of the relationships between
the size of Oregon secondary schools and ability of their graduates entering
IThiversity of Oregon. Master's thesis, 1929- University of Oregon, Eugene.
130 p. ms.

A study of 1.293 students entering University of Oregon fall. 1926-1927 and 1927-192$
%%ho were graduates of Oregon secondary schools.

1905. Idaho. State board of education. Second annual high school inspec-
tor's report, 1929-1930. Boise, Department of education. 1930. 2g p. (Idaho
bulletin (f education, vol. 16, no. 2, January 1930)

Gives information concerning enrollment, teacher turnover. teacher load. teacher
experience and salaries, equipment, library books, educational costs, etc.

1906. Inman, Gkieon Waldo. Some factors affecting the choice of and
success in high-schoql subjects. Master's thesis, 193Cr. University of Colorado,
Boulder. University of Colorado studies, 18: 79, December 1930. (Ahstract.)

The purpose of this investigation has been : to compare achievement in elective
-;ubject.s with achievement in required subjects in relation to eduentietual expectancy. coca-
tioal interests, and amount and character of activities; to show t -,lat extent success
in elective subjects has been influenced by certain reasons for choosi .1. m; and to point
out the implications of the above factors with respect to guidance at- s gh sc ool
Data were ohtainegl by means of questionnaires to pupils and transcripts of official marks.
There were 1',4104 cases included inthe study consisting of 526 boys aud 578 girls.

1907. Jessen, Carl A. Secondary education. 'qra'sltington, United States
qovernment printing office, 1929. 19 p. (t'. S. Bureau of educatibn. Bulletin,
1929, no. 22)

Advance sheets from the Biennial survey of education in the United States, 1926-1928.
1908. Johnson, F. E. Personnel study of the stThlent body in the private

secondary schools of Minnesota. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis.

1909. Johnson, W. Ray. The relation between general intelligence, choice
of, and success in high school subjects. Master's thesis, 1929. University of
Colorado, Boulder. 154 p.

1464 cases in 8 large school systems of Colorado,- were studied and IQ's and term
grades correlated (weighted marks). Findings: Marks and Intelligence show Abet theinteingencé test dlone can not be used 'for satisfactory basis Cot guidspee.
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1910. ,1ety, Herman Charles. Educational values in the adminktration of the

high school student body finances. Master's th(Nis, IWO. University af Southern

California, Los Angeles. ms.

1911. Beho, Clifford H. Subject matter and activities that snotild 1)e

included in the small high school program us indicated by the graduates of

three Page comity high schools. Master's thesis, 1929. Iowa State college,

Ames. 73 p. ms.
1912. Knight, James and Manuel. H. T. Age of school entrance and subse-

quent school recora. School and society. 32: 24-26, July 5. 1930.

A comparison is made in this article of the school success and progress Of a group

of 62 high-school graduates who entered school at six years of age and a corresponding

group of 41 who entered at seven. Data were secured from the records of all the June

and August, 1929, graduates of Waco high school. Data indicate that those students who

entered the first grade at six did as well as, or a little better than, those who entered

later.
1913. Koch, Harlan C. Is the department headship in secondary schools a

professional myth? School review. 38: 336-49. May 1930.

The functions of the headship as reported by heads of departments themselves, may

be divided into two major categories, administrative and supervisory, although there if

some overlapping in these division& 910 department heads in 171 high schools in 114

cities reported the extent of their functions in seven fields. They participate most heel'

in changing the curriculum and in selecting textbooks. Findings: There is apparently

little agreement among school administrators as to what the functions of department

heads should be. No generally accepted criteria.of selection of individuals for Liao poi

tion are operative. The prerogatives of heads of depahments are severely limited.

1914. Some aspects of the department headship in secondary schools.

School review, 38: 263-75, April 1930.
Data secured from superintendents, principals and department heads, representing 171

high schools in 114 cities in 31 states indicate that there ls a wide range in the qualifica-

tions required for the position. 26.8 per tent of an teachers appointed to department

headships had ¡aught from six to ten years. There is. a wide gap between the headship

and adequate preparation for it, especially in the major fields. Many heads of depart-

ments indicafed that they had taken education as a graduate major or minor subject,

showing that they are professionally alive to the professional requirements of the positioa

of the head of a department.

1915. Kyle, Z. T. The effect of reorganization of secondary education in

Virginia. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teacchers, Nash-

ville, Tinn. 80 p. ma.
A study of subject combinations, teaching combinations, blanket certificates, etc.

1916. Layle, John K. A suggestion for the reorganization of the kicondnry

school systems of A..en county, Kans. Master's thesis, 1929. University o

Kansas, Lawrence.
1917. Lee, Olin Pierce. A study of the intellectual intere4s of senior high

school pupils. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.

1918. Leech, Don Raymond. An analytic study of the graduates of th

Harvard, Nebr., high school. Master's thesis. 1930. Uniyersity of Nebras

Lincoln. Educational research record (University of Nebraska), 2: 127

FebrusAry 1930. See also School review, 38: =2-26, 373-78, March, May 1930

This study attempts to discover whether or not any relationship exists between

schoolerècords and success in life of graduates of the high school at Harvard, Nebr.

were secured from records of the high school from 1888 to 1928, various other life reef;

. graduates the selves and their friends.

1919. Loo is, A. K. Some results of the elective system in the high schoo4

of Denver. chool review, 37: 510-18, September 1929.
Tbe units completed in grades 9-12 by 2,904 graduates in the classes of 1926 and 192

wese analyzed. It was found that a large number of .different combinations of
groups of two or more units werecompleted by the graduates. Denver high school

nates were compared with those of New York City as to the mean number Qf units
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pleted in the various subjects. Denver Is lower iu the mean number of units completed
in foreign languages, and in social science and bigh(r in home economics and industrial
arts.

1920.- Lund, Leonard Charles. Diploma practices secondary schools.
Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.

1991. Lund, S. E. T. The relation of the porsonfil interview to scholastic
sucjess in a small high school. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis.

1922. Lundeen, Gerhard E. and Caldwell, Otis W. A study of unfounded
beliefs among high-school seniors. New York City. Teachers college. Columbia
university, 1930.

The aim of tht study was to find to wWat extent high school seniors of different local-
ities have heard of, believe in, and are influenced by certain types of unfounded beliefs;
also to secure a factual foundation to determine what undesirable ideas are most prevalent
and influential. Data show that the agencies which influence people hnve not prevented
belief in signs and superstition.

1923. McGreal, Michael R. ev:i illation of tw4) unafier;sen ior high sch4,ok
of Newark. N. J. Master's thes1s,41929. New York university, New York, N. Y.
77 p. ms.

1924. McNely, Earl J. The toynship high school in Illinois in 1929. Master's
thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill. 250 p.

A study of the organization. location, a nd legal status; administration, equipment,
finance, faculty, course of studies, and accrediting agencies. Conclusions: the four-year
township high schools of Illinois are on a high plane of standardization and are organized
to do efficient work.

1925. liacNitt, Reginald D. introversion and extrovel:sion in the high
school and their relation to age. sex, academic success. and leadership. In
Michigan schoolmasters' club. Journal, 1930. p. 238-41. (University of
Michigan official publications, vol. 32, no. 8, July 2(i, 1P30)

1926. Monroe, George Walter. Survey of the Owensmouth high school.
Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southerrí California, Los Angeles. ms.

1927. Morrison, Edward L. An analytical survey of the two-teacber, four-
year high school4 Master's thesis, 1930. Oklahoma" agricultural and mechani-
cal college, Stillwater.

192S. Mulhern, James. Secondary education in Pennsylvania. Doctor's
hesis, 1930. University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.
1929. Nell, R. B. Case-hook in the technique of hi0-school instruction.

November 1929. Hamline university, St. Paul, Minn. 72 It. ms. Minneapolis.
turgess-Rowberry Company, 1029.
Cases collected during 14 years' experience as a director of teacher training.
1930. Nettels, C. H. Los Angeles high-sch4m1 graduates. Los Angeles educa-

tonal research bulletin, 10: 8-16, February 1930.
Tabular presentation of high-school grnduntes Tnhl i hows school. enrollment,
aduates, per cent graduating; table 2 gives eitrnparlon of percentages of boy and
rl graduates recommended for college------,school year 1927-1928 ; table 3 lists educa-
onal institutions, Los Angeles high school gradurtyli of 1927-1928 expect to attend.
1931. New Hampshire. State board of education. 1929:1930 secondary

eports. 35 p. (Institute circular. Series. 1930-1931, no. 148)
This circular ill based upon the reports forwarded from the different secondary schools.
1932 New Trier township high schobl, Wiunetka, Ill. Department of
ference and research. A comparlson,of New Trier high school as a college

ifeparatory school with other high st:hools. March 1930. 4 p. ms:
The data of this study deal *Pith enronments for thP year 1927 192g. graduates of

one 1928, and work attollege of these grad6ics for the first semester Of 1928-1929.
ew Trier stands much better than the average for all territory of the North Central
ssoclation of colleges and secondarytschoolit
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1943. Phillips, Carey William. Comparigon of State and Southern accredited
high schools In Alabama: Master's thesis. 1930 Ceorge Peabody college for
'..ochers, Na-hville,(Tenn. 76 p. ms.

his sjudy includes 39 high schools holding mombership in the Southern association 411

. .111.1:os and seondttry Sebonls and 159 high ools accredited by the Associvion
xlabama CO1II.'kQR. The sampling includes 6S ic nt of the public high schools in Ala-
Amn. Findings : Significant differences are sawn in favor Of the Southern association
:i2h schools in 13 of the 1S items of which comparisons were made. No significant dif-
:tirences were shown in the ottier five items between the State and Southern accredited
ligh schools.

194 Phillips, Frank M. Statistics of private high schools .and academies,
'¶r)7-1928. Washington, ijnited States Government printing office, 1929. 61 p.
U. S. Bureau of education. Bulletin; 1929, no. 19)-.
Advance sheets front the Biennial survey of education in the United States, 19.26-192.

c19-15. y Sidtisties of public high schools, 1927-1928. Washngton,
United States Govertime.t. printing office. 1929. 136 p. ( V. S. Office o(educa-
t ion. Bulletin., 1929, no. 35)

Advance sheetOrom the Biennial survey of education in the United States, 1926-1928.
1946. Phinney, R. V. The two-year high chools of Kansas, a survey.

Milter's thesis, 1934). University of Kansas., Lawrence.
1947. Pickett, Lemen Easdale. A follow-up study )f drop-outs and graduates

from Holton, Ind., high school as a basis for I recommendations.
Master's thesis. 1929. Indiana university, Bloomington. $9 p.

MIS. Pittsburgh, Pa. Public schools. Department of curriculum study
and research. Leaders of high-school democracy. I1930.1 ( Printed)

1949. What becomes of the graduates of the Pittsburgh
lahe high schools? 1929-1930. 4 p. tns. (Special bulletin, no. ( ;).

Pittsburgh sends to advanCed institutions of learning between 45 and 710 per cent of
te high-school graduntrs--nearly one-half, al d into the commercial world r bout one-third.
Jr the boys, fully one-half go to college, wore than one-fifth directly into commerce or
wsiws, d nea rly one-fourt h Into industrial work. Of the girls, about Ì -tenths go
o college or litho the business world, business getting just a few more than colh-ge.

1950. Prochaska, C. J. The high-school handbook, Master's thesis, 1930.
University f Nebraska, Lincoln. 75 p.

Investigation of policies governinv publication of handbooks and contents of same.
hidings : 153 nouduplicatIng topics were presented; in general thtr. i enougb value in

he handbook to justify its continuance.
1951. Ratcliffe, O. E. Comparison of C-grade and A-grade county high

.chools in Tennessee. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for
eachers, Nashville, Tenn. 127 p. ms.
Tliitudy includes in its scope only the C-grade and A-grade four-year county high

(hools in Tenneesee for the year 1928-1929.
1952. Rives, Sara. A plan for the improvement of the secondary system of

Soto parish, Louisiana. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Cincinnati.
incinnati, Qhio. 55 p.
A study of the physical plants and equipment. extracurricular activities, teaching load,

liary cost per pupil, curriculum and scholastic achievement of seven large hig.h schools
nd seven smaller ones of De Soto parish. Conclusions: first. the sevelAarger schools
!lowed a distinct advantage over the seven smaller schools on all points of evaluation
icept scholaitic achievement. On that point there was a slight advaniage for the
rger schools. Second. by It rearrangement of the truck routes already in operation

nd the addition of three new trucks, there is possible a consolidation of six of the
chools with file others that will without doubt increase the efficiency of the eliminated
chools on five of the six points and. at the same time. give the parish a net ving
f $11,000. ,
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1953. Robbins, Elmer Calvin. The need for reorganization of the secondary

schools of Jackson county. Master's thesis, 1929. Imilana university, Bloom-

Ington. 138 p. ms.
1954. Robinson, B. B. Program& of a study possible for a three-teacher

high school. 1930. Duke university, Darham, Ñ. C.
Au effort to show the various proqTatns of .study po4;s1b1e for a three-teacher high

school with alternating courses and bow such programs eau be scheduled in a giveu
school. 6

4955. Romine, W. R. ,An appraisal of courses of study for secondary schools.

Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn.

67 p. ms.
Nineteen fundamental publications On Secondary school curriculum and ten city high-

school courses of study were ludied. Finding: (1) criteria were set up for appraising

Courses of study in secondary schools; 2) seven of the ton courses need scientific

revittion.

1956. Ross, C. C. How shall we predict high-school achievement? In

Kentucky. Univetsity. Sixth annual eductithInhl conference. Proceedings,

1929. p. 33-47. (University of Kentucky. Bureau of school service. Bulletin,

vol. 2, no. 2, December 1929).
From this studx the author concludes that in the history of the Individual, as in

the history of the race, the only wuy to judge the future 18 UY thie past, and that at
the present ding the best measure of a pupil's past at the time be enters high school is

his grade school record.

1957. Rutledge, R. E. Fpllow-up of high-school graduates, classes 4\.?.f. June

1927, December 1927, June 1928, DeetAber 1928, June 1929i December 1929,

June 1930. Public schools, Oakland, Chill'. 15 p. mg.

1958. Schaaf, Laurence J. Certain phases of the relative' eduvational.

efficiency of four-year high schools of 30, 60, 100, 150 and' 200 pupils. aaster's

thesis, 1930. Ohio State universk, Columbus. 73 p. Ms.
Four-year high schools of Ohio with enrollments of between 15 and 225 pupils were

studied. Findings : Educational efficiency, in general. Increases with increase in en-
,

raiment.
1959. Shannon, J. R. The post-school careers of high-school leaders and

high school scholars. School review, 37: 656-65, NoveinlAqs 1929.

The classes of 1914--1919 of the Garfield hith school, Terre Haute, Ind., were divided

into three groups; lenders, scholars, and a jandom sampling of students who were La

neithu of the other groups; and their post-school careers were studied. The gradUates

who were leaders in pppil activities in hIgh school made a better showinbrin most respects

than those in the other groups. It seems that the scholars are the least successful in Posy

school life and that whatever It is that is necessary for high school uccess is not the

factor that is needed for success in life.

1960. Shinn, Eleanor. A 'study x)f certain secondary schools of Delaware

county. Master's thesis', 1930. University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.

30 p. ms. .
This is an historical study of public and private schools of Media, both past and presra

and of the Swarthmore schools.
.
,

1961. Smith, Henry Lest r and Franzen, Carl G. F. gmperative studies in

secondary education. .°Brooínington, Indiana university, 1930. 12t p. (Sch

of e(lucation lIulletin, vol. 6, no. 4)
Contents: 1. Criteria for determining the cotitent of the public speaking course for

secadary schools, by C. R. Parks, p. 7-10. 2., Better and simpler organization

schedule making, by F. II. Gillespie and others, 4 17-52. 3. Case studies, by Gertrude

Thusinler, p. 53-6441:4. Relative value and position of subject matter in a two-year

vociitiiinal course in electricity, by R. R. Stewart and F. R. Finehout, p. 65-79. 15. Study

of the effect of definite written exercises upon learning In a course in American hletdr7.

by Fred R. Gorman and DeVitt S. Morgan, p 80-90. 6. Characteristics of the 1
I. senior honor roll graduates of the tune 1927 graduating class at the Arsenal techul
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schools, by Earl W. Ensinger, p. 91.-100. 7. Study of transcript errors, made by stenog-
aphy pupils, by F. H. Gillespie, p. 107-109. S. Use of preds, comprehension, anti
vocabulary tests to determine comprehension of a lltert;ry selection, by Mt.; garet Burnside,
p. 110-19.

1962. Snowden, Herbert A. A compuratAb study of secondary education in
Ontario and Louisiana. Master's thesis, 1930. Tulane university, New Or léans,
La, OOp.IflLC

Compares aims, methods, administration, courses, etc., in the two systems.
1963. Soper, Wayne W. Percentage of boys and girls in the secondary

schools of New York State.. School and society. 32: 135-40, July.26, 1930.
Data were secured' from annual reports of the State education department. Boys

registered now exceed girls but girls still are graduated in larger proportions.

1964. and Coxe, Warren W. Trends in secondary .education. New
York, University of the State of New York, 1930. V` p. ( Bulletin, no. 961).

Statistics from annual reports of the University of tlw State of New York for a period
of 15 years, analyzed according to the high school grade, boys and girls, high school
subjeeis, and age.

1965.,Spoerl, Elmo E. Experimental instruction in relation to the improve-
went of instruction in Metuchen high school. Master's thesis, 1930 New
Yorif university, New York, Ñ. Y

1966. Stanley, Mark Mralloskey. The preparation for and administration of
the opening ot a senior high school each year. Master's thesis, 1930. Uni1C-
sity of Southern California, Los Angeles. kl3 P. ""(Abstruct in N E. A.
Department of secoudary school principals bulletin no. 34 : January
1931)

The study undertakes to discover how the principal can best organize his school in
order that pupil registration.can be carried out most effici%tly and classroom procedures
begin as soon OW the opening of scitool as possible. Data are banOd orr responses to
a questionnaire seat to ail high schools in California with an enrollment of 500 or more,
aud to flOrlaige high schools outsLie of California. After a study of the proeedufis in
tige In thOrarious high achools, ,two suggested organizations were outlined.

1911 tou, E. ea 141ìe organization of high schools in D:Ivie county, N. C.
with prOpimals %for xorga.uization. 1930. Duke university, Durham, N. C.

1968. Stoddard, Neal H. Predicting iiigh school achievement from MA's,
IQ's and teachets' mprks. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Wisconsin,
Madison. ,

1

1969. Sullivan, Eugene James. A c1.3.ticalt, study of the three-teacher, four-
year high school of Pennsylvania. 41ksair's thesis, 1929. Cornell university,
Ithaca, N. Y. 75 p. ms.

A critical analyils of the organisation, teachisng,staff, daily program, program of
studies, requirements for graduation: etc.: with rectAtnendationst for iniprovement of
94 high schools. Findings: These schools, because 6t, limitations in all factors con-
sidered, do not meet modern demands cif secondary education. They are simply college
preparatory academies under the more modern term of high school.

1970. Trablue, Marion Rex. Abilities of first-year high school pypils in
North Carolina. *High school jouinal, 13: 10-13, Jannary 1930.

1971. Traner, Fred W. The ituerican conetpt of secondary education US

revealed by an analysis of the lawgof the several states.. Doctor's thqis, 1930.
Ifillvdtrsitg of California, Berkeley. 227 p. ms.

ings : The American concept of secondary education as revealed by an :Inal)sis of
the laws is : That in practically all of the states ielMlbraces only the high school. This
le the institution-4-year periodfollowing the elementary school. It exists primarily
for the education of those under 21 years who have bad elementatEy training. It is not
clearly distinguished by any of the states ae to function. A tiarie number of staies
deflne its purpose as an institution of higher education, for the preparation of teachers,
especially för the rural schools.
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1972. Turner, Eloise Jane. frh effects of two years of high school on

fundamental skills and knowledge. Master's thesis, 1930. Yale university, New
Haven, Conn.

197:-1 United States. Oft& of education. Some featutes of the junior
senior high schools of Roanoke, Va. Report of a survey made by the United
States Buret' 411 of education. Roanoke, Va., Board of education, 1929. 51 p.

This survey was made by W. S. Deffenbaugh and Carl A. Jessen.

1974. Walmsley, Zetta C. Underwood. A study made of Yola couuty, Calif.,

high school graduates and non-graduates over the period 1923-1928. Master
thesis, 1930. University of Southern California, Los Angeles. ins.

1975. Wilcox, Clarer.ce R. Private secondary education in the Association
of colleges and secondary schools of the Sonthern States. Doctor's thesis, 1$130.

Johns Hopkins university, Baltimore, Md.

1976. Wiley, George M. Report on secondary education in the State of New
York, for the school year ending June 31, 1929. Albany, N. Y., University of the
State of New York, 1930. 1 p.

1977. Woofter, J. A. Status of the s,x-yetir high school in West Virginia.'

Master's thesis, 1929. University of Virginia, Charlottesville.
A study of the buildings, equipment, teachers, and program of studies of ib. i year

high schools of West Virginia. Suggests ways in which the high schools of the St:ice

can better me7et the need of its high school population.

197S. Young, Arthur R. The effectiveness of various h.igh-school textbooks

in teaching fundamentals as measured by results on the Iowa academic tests.
Master's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa, Iowa City. 44 p. ms.

See also 7, 23, 34, 36, 47, 52-53, 152, 159, 161, 165, 180, 184-486, 213, 253, 265,
267-268, 270, 272, 274, 278, 282, 304, 328, 331, 333, 338, 341, 3445446, 367, 531.
569, 581, 615, 645-647, 654, 661, 66a 677, 680-681, 684, 090, 603-694, 704

731 2183--2185, 2196, 2200, 2210-2211, 2223-2224, 2230-2231 2254, 2261-2262,

2267, 2273, 2279, 2287-2288, 2300, 2321, 2339-2340, 2342-2343, 2346-2347, 2349,
2351-2354, 2360, 2368, 2370, 2389, 2413-2414, 2446, 2449, 2451 2475, 2495, 2597.
2518, 2541 4)44, 2627, 2645, 2665, 2716, 2735, 2742, 2744-2745 2749, 2752, 2759.
2765, 2768 2779, 2787, 2811, 2815, 2817-2819, 2824, 2871, 2879 2887, 2889, 2911-
2912, 2915-2916, 2918, 2922, 2924-2925, 2931, 2939, 2942, 2950-2951, 2953, 2955,
2962, 2967 2969,142974, 2979, 2981. 2983, 2988, 2990-21)91, 3007, 3015, 3016, 3022,
3027, 3078, 3083, 3086-3087, 3090, 3095, 31024103, 3107-3108, 3111, 8113-3114,
3121, 3123 3127, 3138, 3145, 3150, 3152r-3154, 31574158, 3173-3174, 3184-3186,
3187, 3196 3198, 3211-3212, 3218, 3229, 3232-3233, 3237, 3242, 3Zr1, 3258, 8276.
3288, 3295, 3307-3308, 3310, 3318, 3321, 3330v 3338, 3350, 3358, 3868, 8373-

3374, 3420 3431, 3456, S463, 3474, 34834484, 3488, 3563, 3570 3576, 3582, 8594,
3597, 3600 361O-3611, 3(116, 3629, 3632, 3644, 3646, 3650, 3681 3683, 3MO, 3712,
3731, 3756 3762, 3789, 3793, 3829, 3831, 3844. 3848, 3863, 4289, 430G-4301, 4303,
4308, 4310 , 4375, 4381, 4388, 4393, 4398, 4412, 4440, 4458, 4473, 4486, 4503.
4579-4581, 4580, 4602, 4012-4613, 4620, 4624, 4627-4629, 4645, 4660-4851 ; and

under Agricultural education; Athletics; Commercial education ; Education of
women; Educational and vocational guidance ; Extracurricular activities; Home
economies; Manual and vocational training; School prineipals; Special subjects

, of curriculum; Teacher training.

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

1979. Aldrich B. McCall (City superintendent of schools, Chino, Galin.'
The organization and support of junior high schools in the United States. 1930.

4 p.
Gives information received .iróm a questionnaire sent to state departmentr of education

in March 1930.

and

,

.
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1980. Bergman, Frank Virgil. The junior high.schools of Kansas. Master's
thesis, 1929. University of Colorado. Boulder. 45 p

Study of 75 junior high schools of Kansas for development and present gtatus of work.Findings: 1qirreawd opportrinitlep for students, individual development. physically andmentally.

19f11 Bett1er. A. Louise. A study of the 4ubject matter and equipment needs
(If a city nior high school coil inunity. Muster's theis [19301. New York
state college for teachers. Albany.

19S2. Coulbourn, John. Home-study program for junior high svhools. 1930.
Department of education, Baltimore, Md. 8 p. rns.

1983. Dugdale, Lee Allsop. A studyi.of the relation between certain physical
and mental traits of junior high school students. Mastet:'s th6sis, 1930. Uni-
versity of Denver, Denver, Colo. 44 p. 19s.

One hundred and ninety-four cases of typical American children from an urban com-munity, pupils of a junior high school, were tested during the second semester, 1928-1929
1984. Englund, William. A study of certain interests of seventh-grade

junior high school pup119 of Kansas City Mo. Master's thesis, 1930. Uni-
versity of Kansas, Lawrence.

1985. Flemming, Cecile White ( Summit, N. .1.1 A stirvoy of pupil quality
and instructiop in the junior high school, Kent Place school for girls, Summit,
N. J. 1930. 21 p. ms.

1986. Focluter, Edmond R. The small rural junior high school in Hawaii.
Master's thesis, MO. University of Hawaii. Honolulu.. 90 p. ms.

Evaluation of small rural junior high schools in Hawaii in light of accepted best prac-tice and principlesorganization, functions, status, difficulties, limitations and possibilities.Findings: Hawaiian rural junior high schools are up to the standard accepted formainland junior high schools.

1987. Hoover, Evie G. Thq orientation of 147 grade entrants in, large junior
high schools of the EaRt Bay district. Master's thesis, 1936. --ATniversity of
California, Berkeley. 73 p. ms.

Describes the plans and procedures now in use in the orientation of L7 grade entrantsiu large junior high schools of the East Bay district
1088. Irunnicutt, William C. The' rise of the Junior high school movemetrt

in Ohio. Master's thesis, 1930. Ohio State university, Columbus. 93 p.
1989, Leonard, J. Paul. An instructional survey of grades 6, 7 and 8 of

Hopewell, Va. 1930. College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, Va. 110
p MS.

A study at the junior high school level--grades 6. 7, 8In the followini subjects:reading, English language, punctuation and capitalization, mathematical reasoning andcalculation ability, English composition (rating scales for content), spelling, word know)-edge, and intelligence test.
1990. Lusk, Alice P. A study in the possibilities of a 9o-home-study programin junior high school. Los Angeles educational research bulletin, 9: 2-9, June

1930.
The study covered a period of time ranging from five to ten winks, in three schools.Questiounaires on pupil load were sent to 18 groups of pupils of about 30 each, a groupfrom each level in earch grade; questionnaires were sent to teachers covering : note book,reports (oral and written); study habits; character habits; assignments ; division of thetirty-five minutes; pupil -reaction ; teacher reaction ; obstacles; general observations, find-ings; recommendations on the no-home-study program. Recommendations were fatorableconsidering the length of time covered by the study.
1991. Lyman, R. L. The junior schoofs of San Antonio, Texas. School

review, 38: 414-29, June 1930.
The junior high schools of San Antonio were studied as to : integration ; normalization;individualisation; exploration ; and socialisation. 'They were inaugurated in 1928 whet,tie entire school system wai reorganised on the 5-3-8 basis. No one of the functions ot

ink
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the schools is definitely segregated from the others; no one of them is exclusively carried
out by any single school procedure. The essence of tbe Junior high school lies not in
administrative devices hut rathl r in a radicaliy new conception of the curriculum as a
eries of carefully directed pupil experiences in fields of subject matter closely Celatad to
the needs of boys and girls In their daily lives.

1992. McConnell, W., The junior high school movement in Kansas.
Master's thesis, 1929. Unixersity of Kansas, Lawrence. University of Kansas
bulletili of education, 2: 27,30, April 1930. (Abstract)

1993. Mathews, C. O. Proiress in junior higli school education 1929.-
1930. Ohio Wesleyan univergity, Delaware.

Progress for the year is summarized from a study of representative articles and books
publinbed during the period.

1994. Mills, Samuel E. Features of the junior high school found in the
smaller schools of Nebraska. Educational research record (University of

Nebraska), 2: 145-52, April 1930.
A study was made of three groups of schools In Nebraska, employing from R to 25

teachers to learn the plan of organization, home rooms and study halls, departmentalisa-
tion, electives, methods of promotion. provision for individual differences, vocational
and educational guidance. supervised study, and socialized r;tcitation employed. Prac-
tically all fpatures of the junior high school are feasible for tbe schools of all three
gronps studied.

1995, Morgan, W. E. Pree,ent legal status of the junior high school in

California. In Pgoctor and Ricciardi, Junior high school. Stanford University.
Calif., Stanford university press, 1930. p. 267-71. (Division of renearch- anti
statistics, California state department of education.).

1996. Murphy, F. W. The junior high school with special reference to

Mississippi. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Illinois, Urbana. 120 P. ma
1997. O'Shea, Sister Mary James. A comparative study of inferior and

superior pupils on the junior high school level. Master's thesis, 1930. Loyola
university, Chicago, Ill. 108 p. ms.

1998. Rath, H. N. Student hand-books for juntor high schools. MO. Duke
university, Durham, N. C.

An analysis of student hand-books used in junior high schgols with the special project
of developing an effective hand-book for the junior high schools of Miami, Pia. ; shows
relation of the hand-book to student morals.

1999. Smith, Charles Currken. The junior high school in Alabama. Master's
thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, NashvIlle, Tent. 120 p.

The extent to which junior high schools in Alabama are measuring up to standards
set up for the junior high school by representative leaders in the movement. A sampling
of 25 Alabama junior high schools was used. Findings: Tradition has greatly Influmaced
the organization and content of the junior high school in Alabama. As a general con-
clusion. the junior high school in Alabama is a junior high school in wait only.

200o. &null, Earl. A survey of Mauch Chunk Towns* junior blab school.
Master's'thesis, 1929. University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. 61 p. ms.

2001. Smyth, Alice K. Relationship of scores obtained by junior high-sebool
pupils in the Rogeq physical fitness tests to their metttal ability 4ind achieve-
ment. Master's thesis [1930] New York state college for teactiers, Albany.

2002. Brygley, Theodore Quarles. Broadening and finding ratings in junior
high . schools. Master's thisis, 1929. George Nobody college for tesdhers,
Nashville, Tenn. 33 p. ms.

2003. StOper, Hubert de Tinsley. A survey of 358 seventh and eighth grade
pupils in junior bigh school. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Kansas,
Lawrence.
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2004. Sting ley, C. L. Curriculum prnctices in )¡') junior' high schools in Ohio.
High school teacher, 6: 114-10 March 1930.

This report (-overs time-allotments by departments, constants and variables, types ofprograms of study: pupil guidance, etc.
2005. Swenson, L. O. Status of the junior high school in Washington. 192.

State department of education, Olympia, Wash. 3 p. mc:
This study covers a statiRtical report for the year. training :Ind experience of teachers,housing. outline courses of study, required awl elective subjects iR the different grades.and student activities.
2016. Wood, John W. Constriictive discipline kn tho l..Ior high school.

Master's thesis, 1930. Rutgers university, New Brunswick, N. J.
2007. Wright, Owen. chool awards in the junior high schools. Master's

hesis, 1930 University of Iowa, Iowa City. 247 p.
See also 171, 245, 274, 314, 321, 324, 334, 337, 342, 344, 353. 436. 506. 6O. 858,

906, 926, 94S, 979, 1010. 1015, 1035, 1038, 104s 1049, 1065, 1076-1078, 1095,
1111, 1114, 1137, 1179-1180, 1187, 122S, 1232, 1242, 1267, 1274, 1327, 1369-1370,
1385, 13S7, 1536, 1538, 1545, 1558-1559, 15S2, 1597, 1G03, 1644, 1654, 1S67, 1973,
2355, 2357, 2433, 2753. 2783. 2824, 2841, 2888. 2908, 2924-2925, 2928, 3057, 3059.
:013, 3070, 3082. 3104, 3118, 3122, 3124, 3132. 3149. 3155-3156. 3159. 3170, 3178,
3188, 3194, 3202-3203. 3210, 3221, 3289. 3291, 334:1, 3347. 3370, 3416. 34 12 -3443.
3451, 3472, 3713, 3837, 3893, 3910; 3919, 3939, 3948, 3968, 3975, 3979, 4028, 4032,
4141, 4147, 4158, 4180, 4205. 4215, 4239, 4444, 4648.

JUNIOR COLLEGES

2008. Bracewell, R. it., Cougill,.J. R. and Hilliard, j S. Study of ways
and means of developing a proper group consciousness among our junior college
students. Des Moines, Iowa state teachers associat4on, 1930. 16 p.

2009. Bullard, Catharine L. Student activit es in junior colleges. Master's
thesk. 1929. Univvrsity of Minnesota, Minneapolis.

2014 Campbell, Doak S. A critical study of the stntedpurxses of the
junior college. Doctor's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers,
Nashville. Tenn. Nashville, Tenn., George Peabody college for teichers, 1930.
126 p. (Contributions to education, no. 70 1

Locates statements of purpose found in catalogues and in educational literature andèvaluates ihem in terms of junior college practice. Findings : (1) No recent new state-meats; (2) few statements worked out in practice; (3) new statement needed. Stand-ardizing agencies greatly influence practice.
2011. Carpenter, W. W. and Carter, W. R. The duties of the dean of the

public junior college. Peabody journal of education, 7: 21S-23, January, 1930.A study was made of 46 dnswers concerning the duties of tbe dean, received fromquestionnaires sent to the deans of the 124 public junior colleges listed in tbe 1928directory of the American association of Junior colleges. Their duties were studied underthe headings of : personal duties, duties in relation to students. duties in relation to theteaching staff, duties in relation to the community, and duties lit relation to schoolofficials. Tbe activities are not evaluated.
2012. Craig J. Marie. The status of the junior colleges of Mississippi. Astudy of the state accredited two-year institutions q, the year 1928.* Master'sthesis, 1930. Duke university, Durham, N. C.
A study of the growth, development, and present status of the' Junior co. lieges ofMississippi, in the light of the ordinarily accepted aims of the Junior college.
2013, Douglass, Aubrey A. The junior college and the college of liberal arts.Claremont college, Claremont, Calif. School life, 15: 172-74, May, ,1930.Shows number of students transferring from Junior colleges and the institutions tostitch they go; shows also how four liberal arts colleges in Southern California have beeniffected in enrollment.
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2014. Eby, Frederick L id Pittenger, Benjamin Floyd. The financing of
junior colleges in Texis, 1930. University of Texas, Austin.

2015. Eel ls, Walter Crosby. Bibliography on Junior colleges. Washington,
Government printing office, 1930. 167 p. (U. S. Office of education. Bulletin,
1930, no. 2)

2016. California junioil college mental-educational survey. Sacra-
mento, California state printing office.- 1930. 61 p. (California. State depart-
ment of education. Bulletin, no. J--3)

Summary and analysis of mental-educational scores of California Junior college

students on Thurstone psychological exam-ina'ion and Iowa high school content exami-
nation.. State norms were established; group comDnrisons made. Findings: Overlapping
in the scores of certificate and diploma students indicates this classification is arbitrary
nnd not valid as basis for college entrance.

2017. and Brand, R. Student opinion in junior colleges in California.
School review, 38: 176-90, March 1930.

Reports a summary of the opinions of more. than 3,000 students in 28 junior college'
in California regarding various significant aspects of the institutions of which they are
a part. The final results include a summary of 3,058 replies to a questionnaire, attempt-
ing to secure reasons for attendance and an evaluation of their relative importance.
The opinions as expressed are favorable to the junior college, hut not blindly or uncondi-
tionally so. There are keen comments on recognized shortcomings of the junior college.

2018. Ellmore, G. H. The junior college in American education. Master's
thesis, 1930. University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill.

Gives recent development and present status of junior colleges in the United States.

2019. Hall, Walter A. A follow-up study problem of Chaffey junior college
students. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Southern. California, Los An-
geles. 350 p. N. E. A. Department of secondary school priricipals bulletin,
34 : 88-90, January 1931. (Abstrict)

A survey of the educational and vocational work of former Chaffey junior college
students and application of the lindings to the junior college curricula. The study in-
cluded all the students who entered the college from 1916 to 1924, inclusive, and who
took six or more units of work during any one semester. Data were used for 317 junior
co.11ege graduates and 476 junior college drop-outs.

2020. and Touton, Frank C. A follow-up study of Chaffey junior
college students. California quarterly of secondary education, 5: 331-39, June
1930.

An investigation of the educational and vocational experience of former Chaffey
junior college students in order to suggest applications of the findings to the develop-
ment of the college curricula. 793 students who entered the college between 1916 and
1924 were studied.

2021. Hanna, Joseph V. Student-retention in junior college& Jotral of
educational research, 22: 14, June 1930.

Gives the results of a study of retention in 36 junior colleges distributed throughout
the Middle West, the South, and the Far West. From the facts obtained it was found

that studeni mortality is severe, as compared with private institutions. relatively large
numbers of students require more than two years for comp*ting two years of work.
and relatively large numbers of public junior-college graduates entered the junior yeat
at universities.

2022. Henderson, Lester Dale. Should Alaska establish junior colleges?
Master's thesis, 1930. Stanford university, Stanford University, Calif.

2023. Holy, T. C. and Green, R. E. Determining criteria for establishing
junior colleges. 1930. Ohio State university, Columbus.. 150 p. ms.

2024. Hughes, Rees H. The public junior colleges ill Kansas. School review,
38: 450-55, June 1930.

The first public junior college in Kansas was orgq.lased in 'Holton in 1917. There a
now 10 junior colleges in Kansas, approved by the State board of education, in whic

such instruction is given that their stujIa. nray transfer their credits to standard four

.
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year colleges and universities. Less than 60 per cent of the students enrolled in thejunior college in the first year remain for the second year. Less than half of the high-ehool graduates in coultuunities having junior colleges enter these institutions. Six ofthe colleges churge no tuition to students living outside the school district, the tuitioncharged in the other four covers only n small part cf the cost. In some cases the coursesOverlap those In the senior high school.

2625. Jones, Ha lly Foster. Test scores and intention of university entrance
for California junior-college students. Master's thesis, 1930. Stanford univer-
sity, Stanford University, Calif.

Victor H. An analysis of the high-school records of junior-
ollege students. School review, 37: 598-601, October 1929.

The recoNs of the Fort Scott junior college, Fort St ott, Kans., wcre studied for theyears from 1922 to 1929. Approximately 40 per cent of the graduates of the Fort Scotthigh schOol enter the junior college. Many of the students who enter college leave with-out completing the two years of work. Data indicate that the junior-college studenttiare slightly superior to high-school graduates in number of grade p.)ints earned duringtheir high-school course. Junior-college students have slightly better recórds in terms oftheir high-school marks than students who entered other colleges.
2027. Kinsey, Robert Byron. Survey of the public junior oolleges of Kansas.

Master's thesis, 1930. University of Wichita, Wwilita, Kans. 131 p. ms.
2028. McIntyre, William Lee. A study of selected junior-college students

Nvho transferred to the University of Kanas. Master's thesis, 1929. Univer-
sity of Kansas, Lawrence.

2029. Morgan, W. E. Statistics of district junior mileges 1928-1929.
1929. State department of education, Sacramento, Calif. ms.

2030. Morris, John T. Considerations in establishing a junior college. New
York city, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1929. 63 p. (Contributions
to education, no. 343)

This study is an analysis of ecdnomlc conditions, social-racial features, transportationfacilities, and the high-school anfl junior-college populations of certain sections of south-western Pennsylvaniaundertaken with a view ty determining the best location forestablishing a junior college to affiliate with the Unlversity of Pittsburgh,
2031. Survey of the Johnstown community to determine the need for

terminal courses in the junior college. 1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pitts-
.burgh, Pa. (Faculty research)

62032. Morton, Hugh Dudley. Public junior colleges: trend in offerings and
qualifications of faculties.. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for
teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 137 p. ins.

A study of junior colleges established prior to 1920 and operating in 1929-1930 schoolyear (in United States). Findings : Many public Junior colleges do not preserve com-plete files of their publications; there is great lack of pnifortqity in the terminology indescribing courses of the same content. The trend in offerings iii public junior collegesin the Unitea States is to increase the number of courses and the number of semesterhours in each course. Trend in offerings is awity from vocational subjects.
2033. Murphy, Sister M. Lorenzo. The present status of the junior college

in the Catholic educational system. Master's thesis, 1929. Catholic university,
Washington, D. C.

2034. Piatt, Richard H. and Loly, Kathleen D. A comparison of college
freshman grades, with special reference to junior colleges. California quarterly
of secondary education, 5 : 354-59, June 1930.

This article compares the actual grades received in a single year, by 782 honor studentsfrom 147 high itchools in 48 colleges, 22 of which were junior colleges.
2035. Stephens college, Columbia, Mo. Research dePartment. Second

progress repórt to the North central association of colleges and secondary

,
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schools on the educational experiment at Steplwns college, Columbia, M.
1930. (ks p. Ills.

This inve,i;:ati..ni s propostd with the purpose lf inquirin4 into the justification fr
the lines of detuar-;.'i(In now existing tsi t1 1::st y-ar (if tilt. high Ac1.04)1 and

first year of the ju:litir collt.g. and tne -ignitit:cno. of thii demarcation to the establis,
tnnt of tuft ur -:tr juhotr collegt. idt a .kit experiLosntal period f five pmrs
allowed for the stidy.

2036. The Stephens college 0/nictitation courses. Aims, cofl

tents. construction, teachini,.: and bibliugraphy. 1930. 27 p. ms.

2037. Taylor. Ferdinand James. Trends in the nonacademic courses and
urricula of the public junior colleges. Docttlr's thesis. 1930. University of

California. Berkeley. 145 p..ms.
Frf-rn a study of the trends in the number, type. and content of nonacademic cciurses

:!nd curricula in-the public Junior colleges. there appears to txr a rather consistew
ffort on th i. part of the larger public Junior colleges to provide nonacadernfc Course%

and curricula, but i yet the proportional number of students enrolling in these offeritIrc
has il.( ri.::?.ad but lightly. 1.12 tither words. the public junior c»)11e-i;e still remains
damcatally a university-preparatory institution.

r

Utah. Department of public instruction. Findings of a committee
appointed hy the State board of educlitioll, April Ito), to study the junior
college situation throughout the coutury with particular seference to the needs
It Utah. 1930. SO p. ms.

"039. Watt, R. R. G. and Touton. Frank C. Relative scholastic achievement
of native students and junior eolle;:e transfer,: at the University of Southern
California. California quarterly of secondary education, 5: 243-48, April

1930.
This study showed that the work done by the junior college graduates is- approximately

equivalent to that of the native students.

2040. Wedgeworth. Cortus. The junior college movement in Texas. Master's
thesis. 1929. University of Colorado. Boulder. 165 p. m.

Historical survey of 17 municipal colleges from 1917 to date. Findings : Cost per

$lotl.uu, curriculum of three dhdinct types; standards are ou upward trend: they
compare favorably with junior colleges over country.

2041. Young. William. The junior college as its students see it. Master's
thesis, 1929. University of Nebraska, Lincoln. 74 p. ms. Educational re-

search record (University of Nebraska), 2: 1-8, October 1929.
Opinions of 2.550 students in 37 junior colleges were analyzed. Findings: Generally

speaking, students con( k rtl advantages were quite superior to disadvantages.

.Sce also) 1377. 1400. 1476, 1557, 1662, 1694. 2227. 2374. 2;61, 2787, 3044, 300V.
3130, 3953, 4053. 4190, 4348. 4607, 4625.

TEACENIITRAINING
fe

2042. Acomb, Marie Harriet. A study of the st ttus and trend of the uniflei:
training of kindergarten and Primary teachers in 4ate institutions. Master')
thesis, 1930. University of Chicago. Chicago, Ill.

2043. Atkinson, A. X. Preparation and evaluation of unit tests for a
college ourse in educational measur(4nent. Master's thesis, 1930. University
of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. 69 p.
, 2044. Bell, Allene. Some objectives for a teacher-training program ill

Alabama. 1929. Iowa State college. Ames.
2015. Black, Florence A. Education in Vermont with t4pecia1 reference t(

the training of teachers. Master's thesis, 1929. Teachers college, Columb
univeriity, New York, N. Y. 43dg ms.
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»le). Breuer, Leo W. Training of high-school teachers with subjects now
!aut:ht by them. 1l)30. Department of education. Juneau. Ahlska: 4 p. ms.

This study covers .tbe training of all high-school teachers iu Alaska. together witb
subJocts now taught by them, the probable subject groupings arid the ini.titutilti

7..rn wijch they graduated.
2u-17.- Burkholder, Henry Longenecker. Introduction to teachinga" :is a
dijrtt Of instruction in professional schools for teachers: a survey of current

pr:Tcticts with suggestions for improvement. Master's thesis-. lta). New York
university, New York, N. Y. 69 p.

:_bo4S. Coggin, George W. and Rhodes, M. L. Teacher-training bulletin for
rades and industrial teachers. 1930. State departyment of public instruction.

Raleigh. N. C. ms.
20-19. Creager, J. O. Making teaching a profession by professionalizing the

:r:Iining of teachers. Educational administration-and supervision. 16: 19--2,..
J anuary 1930.

he author studied the problem olf control iu the colleges and .scboiIts 0! education in
he ::*" state universities which had defin!tely establishtd profelOonal unit!. 'fle i art,or

1.f control was studied under .the following heads: control of the program of studies
.intl the control of the subjects making up the currieuia lie suggests thlt education

majoring in tiny given academic subject be placcd in a aectiIn of thcir kIwn
:ind that couiscs be offered dealing with the content to be taught in t itch subjec:,
\\ ?Li(h the high school offers.

'21151). Crispi, Francisca. A study of the courses required for training for
¡i:echool teaching. Master's thesis, 1930. University of limn, Inwa City.
147 p.

2051. Davis, Calvin O. Training secondary-school teachers in universities.
High school teacher, 6: 109-10, 118. March 1930.

The announcements of 25 leading universities in the United States were studied as t.
their offerings in the training of secondary school trichers. A summary of the various
requirements and practices in these universities is prksented.

*2052. Edens, William J. Determining emphasis in training teachers of
d griculture. A study of nineteen states. Master's thesis. [19;k)] Cornell
university, Ithaca. N. Y.

The study reconaunds more emphasig upon establishing administrativo reOtionships
b school authoritiee, studying agricultural resources, constructing cutricula and

,t.urses of study, organizing groups for instruction, providing equipment and teaching
icilities. teaching, supervising farm practice, participating in extraclass and community
,e'tivities, cooperating with commercial agents in the community and growing pro-.
:essionally.

2053. Foreman. Eleanor Bunberg. .1 tuily of teaciwr-training in four non-
%:ate colleges of North Carolina. Master's thesis, 1930. Duke univer§ity,
Durham, N. C.

An investigation as to the history and content of the professional training offered
druspeetive teachers in typical non state colleges, with a discussion of tbe problem'faNd by these colleges in connectiou with tbe new requirements for certification, and
discuRsion of teacher-training resources existing in these institutions.

2054. Foster, H. H. Teacher-training in 'the Burr school. Educational
:tdministration and supervision.. 15: 614-22, November 1929.

Tbe Burr school le a training and experimental school conducted in connection with
-eacher training skA Beloit college. This article sets forth the chief features of thexperiment being conducted at this school.

2055. Frazier, Benjamin W. Teacher training, 1926-1928. Washington,
"nited States Government printing office, 19'9. 35 p. (U. S. Bureau of edu-
non. Bulletin; 1928, no. 17)
Advance sheets from the Biennial survey of education in the rnited States. 1926-
28.
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20r)6. French. William Cullen. An anolysis and crilicism of tests used in

certain professional courses for teachers with special reference to normal
schools and teachers colleges. Doctor's thAis, 1930. New York university,
New York, N. Y.

2057. Gilbert, Geneva. Objectives and content of introductory courses in
education. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachèrs, Nash-
ville, Tenn.

In this study 39 objectives were found; 305 different topics in content were found.
Other professional courses do not give much attention to introductory courses. The
question is raised as to the value of such a course in the profession of teaching.

2058. Gilchrist, Robert S. The educational preparation of secondary-school
teachers. School review, 38: 350-59, May 1930.

The author studied the educational preparation of secondary-school teachers from the
standpoint of 4ItitNtanding textbooks relating to secondary vduca.tion ; importance and
difficulty of items In courses relating to secondary education ; and tbe relative importane.
of the six divisions of the curriculum for the training of secondary school teachers.

1:059. Hardy, Rosa Iffrion. Preparation of teachers of the social studies in
Arkansas high schools. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabi)dy college for
teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 151 p. me./

42060. Hawes, Edith Mae. The academic and professional improvement of
teachers :n Wyoming. Master's thesis, 1030. University of Colorado, Boulder.
University of Colorado studies, 18: 72-73, December 1930. (Abstract)

The purpose of this study has been to ascertain the sources of teacher training In
Wyoming ; the status of teacher training for 1929-30 in college term hours; and 1m
provements made in certification of rural and elementary grades. Data were obtained
from personal surveys in two countries, state teacher certification records, annual reporn
of county superintendents, and questionnaires sent to all county superintendents of whom
one-third replied.

2061. Heusch, E. L. Vocational teacher training needs in Ohio. [1930
State department of education, Columbus, Ohio.

2062. Higbie, E.' C. Rating training facilities in teacher-preparing institu
tions. Veabody journal of education, 7 : 357-61, March /930.

The author gives a proposed rating scheme, which is primarily a self-measuring sti
designed to reveal weaknesses and pave the way to improvements.

2063. Higdon, Howard S. Development of Sunday-school teacher training in
Southern Baptist convention. &taster's thesis, 1930. George Peabody colleg
for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 103 p.

Survey of original source material bearing on subject. Findings: Southern Baptis
have kept abreast of other letiding evangelical denominations in teacher training.

2064. Hoadley, Ruth L. Present status in commercial teacher-training it
the United States. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Iowa, Iowa City.

2065. Hubert, Blanche. History for klorida teacher-training. Masterl
thesis, 1929. Teachers college, Columbia uni4rsity, New York, N. Y. 101 p. ins

2066. Indiana. Department of public instruction. Teacher trainidg ai
licensing 'in Indiana, regulations of State board of education. Indianapoli
Indiana department of public instruCtion, 1930. (Bulletin uo. 94, rev. 1930)

2067. Jamison, Olis Glen. A study of the pupil personnel in Indiana sta
training school. Master's thesis, 1929. Indiana state teachers college, Ter
Haute. Teachers college Journal (Terre Haute, Ind.) 1 : 49-50, November 1

2068. Johnston, Russell. Teacher training 114 northwestern Wisconsi
Master's thesis, 1930. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.

ms.
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2069. Jones, D. Coaken. Plans for training teachers of vocational agricul-
ture. A study based op the practices of teacher-training institutions. Mast
ter's thesis, [1960] Cane11 university, Ithaca, N. Y.

Findings: Institutions vary in required hours, also in what consAutes complete train,*:
ing, also in what constitutes the value of an hour of credit ; institutional rive& diff, r
and this should be recognised; seeks model practices: sets Ilia a curriculum.

2070. Jones, W. Mitchell. The status of the history pf education in teacher-
training courses in the United States. Master's thesis [1930] UnIversity of
Oregon, Eugene. 52 p. ms.

A study of history of education courses in 54 colleges and universities training
teachers, and a comparison of such tendencies with past practices were taken up in this
stutly. Findings: History of education has declined from its former place of first im-
portance as a course for the training of teachers; these courses receive more considera-
tion in' universitic:s than in teachers colleges or liberal arts colleges ; history of educa-
tion is being included in other courses in the department of education.

2071. Kakouris, Nicholas K. Teacher training in Hellis. Mister's thesis,
1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. University of Pittsburgh bul-
letin, 37: 304-05, November 1930 (Abstract.)

2072. Kansas. State department of education. Course of study for high
schools. Part 7Normal training. Topeka, 1930. 43 p.

2073. Kiely, Margaret V. Certain comppisons of students of teachers
colleges and students of liberal arts colleges. Doctor's thesis [1930] Teachers
college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y.

Sophomores, juniors and seniors' of six four-year teachers colleges are compared with
those of seven four-year colleges of liberal arts engaged in the preparation f teachers.
Comparisons were based on results of a series of 12 original tests dealing with general
9nd professional knowledge, applied good judgment, and attitudes towards general and
)rofessional interests. Study revealed definite differences between the two types of
4tudents in social and economic 6ackground. Evidence of immaturity on the part of
:eachers college students suggests a question as to whether instruction in these insti-
tutions is as definitely collegiate in grade as that offered in the arts colleges. Weaker
showing of arts students in their command of professional informatioy warrants a
uestion as to the efficiency of a general course with Professional training as an offshoot.
2074. Kimmel, Herbert. A catalogue study of the faculty of a state teacher-.

training institution. Peabody Journal of education, 7: 48-52, July 1929.
A study of the faculty members of a State teacher training institution of the Middle
est was made by 'studying the college catalogues for the years 1914-1927.
2075. Knox, W. W., and Walter, Genevieve. Teaching assignments and

raining of New York state science teachers. 111X30.1 New York state education
lepartment, Albany, N. Y. 15 p. MS.
A study of subjects taught by representative science teachers in various sized high
hools with reference to teacher qualifications. Science teachers need well rounded
ckground in all special fields of science; beginning science teachers should probably

vilify themselves to teach mathematics.
2076. Litherland, Herschel. A study of the nature and scope of " Principles

! secondgry education." Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia
niversity, New York, N. Y. 189 p.
The study attempts to answer questions pertaining to aim of course; title underma course is listed; number of institutions offering it; major topics treated in thenurse; relative importance of major topics treated in the texts used in the course ;d relative importance of the major topics treated by instructors, and those suggested

secondary school principals and 'specialists in secondary education. 524 colleged university catalogues were analysed. General textbooks in the field of seNndaryucation were studied. Findings: " Principles of .secondary education" does notpy a major position in the training program for secondary school teachers. Therpose of the course is quite clearly stated in various eatalove course announcementsid in the introductory remarks of the textbooks used. Instructors who teach theurse are in geneial agreement as to the major topics treated and with respect to theirlative importNice. Public school men suggest a definite need for increased attentignthe eecondar7 echbol payll.
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2077. Louis Irene, sixtcr. A survey of the cb4mrses in education offered fit
4

Universitythe of Notre Dame. Mas,ter's thesis, 1929. University of Notrf
Dame, Notre Dame, Ind.

2078. Lowman, Harmon Luther. The htstory of the teacher-training institti
tions in the Gulf States. Doctor's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago

Chicago, Ill.
4 4.'079. McClellan, Katherine. A survey of nationalities and some phases o

social and economic background of entrants to e teacher training institution.
Master's thesis [19301 New York state college for teachers. Albany.

Findings: Students come from homes of small families, a considerable number of

foreign-born extraction. majority not " urban," many had relatives in teaching, majority
come directly from high school to college.

2080. Mackenzie.; Gordon Noth. Programs of studies and training of teach
ers in private nnd Ilublic secondary schools in Minnesota. Master's thesis, 1929.
'University, of Minnesota, Minneapolis.

`2081. McNall, Jessie J. A study of the content and organization of

materials offered in reacher training institutions together with an ex.aminatioa
of the methods used involving visual instruction. Washing-ton. D. C., Americar
nature association, 1930. 6 p. (Nature almanac. p. 132-37)

The study involves the examination of returns from 107 teacher training institutiont
Biological topics are offered most frequently in nature study and elementary science tc

teachers in training. Physical science topics are reporteil to be presented in less than one
half the schools reporting. Conservation leads as n theme around which materials ar
omit:01V. 'Dhe twist commonly used equipment are aquaria and lantern slides. Teacher*
are given ttaining in the use of lanterns and motion picture equipment in practically norm

of ,the schools.
4 "2.082. McNeil, Millicent. A comparative study of entrance to têacher-train
ing institutions. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers college. Columbia university
NeW York. N. Y. New York city, Teachers college. Columbia university, 1930
(Contributions to education, no. 443)

. The study gives a historical review of tbe requirements of entrance to teacher traini
institut,ons in Switzerland. Germany, France. England and Wales. Scotland, Australia
NEtw Zealand, Caniyia, Scandinavia, nnd the United States. from their founding to 1910,
and summarizes recent changes from 1910 to the present time. 11,1, author core.ludes tbi
the United States will probably exat higher qualifications of her candidates to teach
training institutions in the future. following the example of Germany and Scotland.

2083. Martin, Charles W. Graduate training in American universities
preparation for college teaching. Doctor's thesis, 1930. University of Missouri
Columbia. 160 p. Ms.

This thesis includes a study of the professional training of the junior college teacher
In Missouri and college teachers who have received advanced degrees from the Universi
of Missouri since 1905.

2084. Mathews, C. O. Syllabus and work hook for a first course in measure
inents for secondary school teachers. 1930. Ohio Wesleyan university, De
aware.

This is a syllabus and exercise book to facilitate the studir of problems treated in
first course for teachers in service or training.

2085. Maul, Ray Charles. A study .of administrative practices in cor
spondence study departments of teachers colleglirand normal schools. Master
thesis, 1929. University of Kansas, Lawrence. Empo.ria, Kansas state teache
colleke, 1930. 71 p. (Studies in 'education, vol. 1. no. 1. January 1930)

2086. Mehuse, ChristiAn O. Curriculum for the training of teachers of on
teacher rural schools of NortheDakota. Master's thesis, 1930. University
North Dakota. University.
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2087. htendozo, Sylvestre Antonio y. Hypotheses in the administration and

supervision of teacher-training schools and their application in the Philippine
!slands. Master's thesis, 1930. Colorado state teachers college, Greeley. 123 p.

.20.8. Merrill, R. C. The efficacy of spevial versus general methods courses
n a teacher-training program. Ldueational administration and supervision, 16:
L3S44. May 1930.

The study, which covered a period of two school years, proposed to determine the-thency of special versus general methods courses tin teacher-training progrAm forlernentary teachers. A control group of 81 was compa ed with an experimental group
f 12e) students. The results indicate the advantages of the general methods courses,s compared with special methods courses for the preparation of elementary teachers.
::0S9. Naegle, Charles Jacob. Interpreting the function and service of
icher-training institutions to the public. Doctor's thesis, 1930. New York

....-aniversity. New ,York, N. Y. -..,-
:!o90. Neilson, N. P. A curriculum for the professional preparation of

i%hysioal-educatkni teachers for secoudary schools. Sacramento, California
tate printing office. 1930. 109 p. (California state department of education.
ulletin no. E-1)
This is a suggestet teacher-training curriculum in standardization of nomenclatureled content of courses.

Nelson, M. J. An analysk of the tWo-year curricula offered in 30
teacher-training institutions. Educational administration and supervision, 16:
r1-412, January 1930.

The report indicates the number of two-year curricula offered and the extent to whichredit courses in different fields are required in the most common two-year curricula.
20.t2. Ogden, George Lee. The relation between major and minor training

f Stanford graduates and teaching position held. Master's thesis, 1930. Stan-
rd university, Stanford University, Calif.
2093. Pearson, Daisy D. A course in " introduction to education " at Claflin

ollege in New York City. Master's thesis, 1930. New York university, New
ork N. Y.
2(01. Peck, W. E. Training of high school teachers. An antilysis and evalua-ion of the prescribed courses in education required *for the University of

linnesota certificate in secondary education. Doctor's thesis, 1930. University
f Minnesota. Minneapolis. Minn is, University of Minnesota press, 1930.

p.
This study .is an analysis of the conte of the prescribed courses in education into aheck list of topics of treatment: an analisis of treatment given by all instructors forItch of the topics and an evaluation of alumni teachers of the practical value, theoreticaltlue. and the adequacy of treatment of the topics in the light of their experience asoachers.

20K. The training of teachers in North Dakota. Bismarck, N. D..
»partment of public instruction, 1930. 76 p.

A survey report.

'2096. Phillips, Frank M. Statistics of teachers colleges anti normal schoolg,
,t2T--1928. Washington, United States Government printing office, 1929. 71 p.U. S. Bureau of education. Bulletin, 1929, no. 14)
Advance sheets from the Biennial survey\ of Option in the United States, 1920-1928.
2097. Pittsburgh, Pa. Public schools. Department of curriculum study

ad research. Program of Rtudies for H. C. Frick training school for teachefs.
1930.

2098. A study of teachers' opinions concerning studiesen in training schools. 1929-1930.

20:11.
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2099. Ramsay, May. A minimum speech training for teacher-training institu-

tion& Master's thesis, 1929. University of Iowa, Iowa City.

2,100. Relit, Theodore L. An undergraduate course in pRblic-school adminis-

trationdetermination of content Master's thesis, 1930. University of Penn-

sylvania, Philadelphia. 56 p. ms.
Undergraduate courses in school administration in teacher training instultutions in the

United States were studied.

2101. Rightsell, Raymonil M. A study of the training of general science
teachers in the special sciences in a certain state. Master's thesis, 1930.
University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio. 66 p.

An intensive survey was made of Wisconsin to determine the beyond high school train-
ing in the special sciences received by the teachers of general science in the secondary
schools, and to compare the relative amount of training in each science with the relative
amount of space devoted to it by the general science textbooks used, thus determinins
whether or not the preparation of general science teachers is running parallel to the
demands put upon them by tile textbooks used. It was found that while the general
science teacher of the small high school equals the general science teacher of the large
high school in breadth of training, there is a lack of depth of training. General science
teachers are teaching a wide variety of subjects in addition to general science.

2102. Rodefer, Ralph Alfred. Analysis of teachers responses to exercim
involving principles of teaching. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago,

Chicago, Ill.
2103. Rugg, arle U. What educational terminology should a beginning

teacher know? Educational administration and supervision, 16: 187-95, March

1930.
Two thousand one hundred and nine concepts including derivatives were found in

study cif the educatiOnal terms r concepts which are most frequently mentioned in ßy
general textbooks in education and a sampling of 11 educational periodicals. Tbe fl
101 represent over half of the total. About one-fourth of the total deal with scient
statistical terms, about ten per cent are devoted respectively to administration, meth
and psychology, and the remainder are 'general terms. Teacher training institutio
should see that at least the more frequent educational concepts are mastered in th
pre-service training courses.

2104. Russell, John Dale. An experiment with a pre-test in the determina-
, tion of teaching emphasis in a college course in education. Educational

administration and supervision, 16: 53-58, January 1930.

The pre-test consisting of some 292 true-false statements was given to a class in Bch
organisation during the second semester of 1927-1928. It has since been given to
tiller groups of students. The pre-test furnished a guide for the distribution of teach

emphasis among the various topics contained in the outline of a new course in educatioi.

2105. Rutledge, Samuel A. The development of guiding principles for the

administration of teachers colleges and normal schools and the development d
administrative practices cousistent with these principles. Doctor's thesis, 1
Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y. New York citj
Teachers College, Columbia university, 1930. 107 p. (Contributions to edu
tion, no. 449)

In order to formulate a body of principles for guidance in the administration of teach
colleges and normal schools, it was decided to obtain tbe judgment of 15 men ou
in each of the following fields : professors of school administration and state comminion
of education ; professors of normal school education and state directors of titacher prepa
tion ; aud presidents of Dime of the outstanding teachers colleges and normal schools of t
country. Thirty-six replies were reCeived. Ninety-six principles for guidance w
formulated and validated. %,Tbe study showed the need for the body of guiding princip
formulated and validated aa,. there was a wide range of disagreement found among pr
dents of teachers colleges kW normal schools from 36 states, as to the necessity
sorforming duties deduced from the principles.
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2106. Siedle, Theodore Anthony. Present practices in vocalional industrial
teacher-training institutions of granting college credit for trade experience, for
teaching experience in trade schools, and for supervisory and administrative
experience in vocational education. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Pitts-,
burgh, Pittsturgh, Pa. Washington, D. C., Federal hoard for vocational educa-
tion, 1930. 52 p. (Federal board for vocational education bulletin no. 152)

2107. Stratemeyer, Florence B. A study of units relating to The
Curriculum to be included in the professional preparation of elementary teach-
ers. Doctor's thesis [1930] Teachers college, Columbia university, New York,
N Y.

The study purposes to review critically the major activities of tbe elementary teacher
.n effectively using curriculum materials; to select the activities for which pre-service
training might be especially helpful; and to formulate units relating to "The Curri-
culum " to be included In the professional curriculum for elementary teachers. It reveals
a widespread and diversified current practire in the use of curriculum materials with lit-
tie or no differentiation of activities according to educational purposes or goals to
achieved. It is believed that the stndy will belp to define desirable pupil and teacher
activities in use of curriculum materials; suggest specific elements to be included in
teachers college curriculum; suggest some elements to be included in a program of in-
service training; and point to typts of study on the part of the teacher which should re-
sult in continuous revision and refinement of " service tools" in use, through use.

2108. Thomas, Earl Davis. The influenCe of departmontal specialization on
the attitudes of teachers. Master's theis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago,
111. 120 p.

A study of the views of high-school teachers on seventeen administrAtive and super-
visory problems in education, the influence of departmentalization, teaching experience,
and professional training on these views and their correlation with the views of author-
ties in tbe field. Findings: Tbere are significant deviations in the attitudes of the
.eachers on problems of the curriculum due to departmentalization and the professional
:raining of the teachers. Generally, in the other problems. the deviations in attitudes are
of little significance. The attitudes expressed, in general reflect mature professional
ndgment.

2109. Trusler, V. T. A study of entrance requirements of four-year teachers
olleges and normal schools of the United States. Master's thesis, 1930. Uni-

versity of Kansas, Lawrence.
2110. United States., Federal board for vocational education. Training

upervisors of trade and industrial education. Washington, D. C., United States
iovernment printing office, 1929. 12 p.

2111. Wigner, Marie E. Study of student load in a training school for
cullers: an analysis of the disposition of the studentl; time, including home
uties, business employment, extracurricular activitiés, recreation and home

ration for the work carried on in the training school. Master's thesis,
929. New York university, New York, N. Y. 51 p.
2112. Warner, Pearl E. A study of teacher training in the high schools of
issouri, 1927-19. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Kansas, Lawrence.
2113. Webb, Tim. The evaluation of professional courses for high-school
achers. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicato, nl.
2114. Youngdahl, Rosalie E. High school teacher training departments with
detailed study of the product of a particular depattment. Master's thesis,

930. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.
See also 46, 141, 145, 175, 216, 391, 457, 1417, 1521, 1658, 1700, 2182, 2217, 2364,
70, 2373, 2409, 2518, 2873, 3433, 3473, 3566, 3903, 4062, 4111, 4129, 4151, 4157,

440E1, 4409.
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NORMAL SCHOOLS

2115. Orata, Pedro T. The Philippine normal-school graduateK Manila

P. I., Bureau of education, 1930. 30 p.
An extended and critical analysis of the work being done by Philippine normal schoni

graduates of 1923 to 1929 in tba Bureau of education. Findings: Majority of the grad
uates follow the line of work for which they were prepared, and have satisfactory eft3
ciency ratings. There is a need for their systematic placement.

2116. Shaw, Robert W. Some aspects of self-insight as found in student.
of a two year normal school. Doctor's thesis 119301. Teachers college, Colum-

uniVerity, New York, N. Y.
The group studied for this thesis comprised about 270 students, largely women, enter-

ing Maryland state normal school. Students were required to fill out a personal ques-
tionnalre which yielded : score on awareness of ailjustment mechanisms; score on social
self-confidence as indicated by freedom from self-consciousness. Students were asked tn
vstimiete their achievement on a range of academic subjects on entrance, at the end of the
first six weeks and at the end of the term. Major informational materials to which these
self-Insight scores have been applied are: intelligence, first term grades, teaching grades,
to a criterion group of 25 students of marked ability, 50 average, and 25 of marked self.
confidence selected through dormitory, advisory, practice teaching, and classroom reports.
Findings : Choice of scale is important as determining over and under estimate; nature
of task has a strong influence on whether the trend of tbe estimate is over or under

Of the different tests the number underestimating ranged from 25 to 100 and over
stimating from 83 to 227. To the degree that one continues from day to day with

certain rather constant levels of achievement, one may be expected to display quite

similar biases of self-evaluation when these particular levels are involved. There is au

accuracy of judgment on items dealing with sense of social adequacy which is gomparable
to accuracy of estimate on academic materials.

2117. Shaw, Ruth C. The output of the territorial (Hawai) normal school

Master's thesis, 1930. University of Hawaii. Honolulu 145 p. ms.
A complete study of tbe normal school 'covering its histtory, its graduates, and the

graduates now teaching.

2118. Sims, Verner Martin. A comparison of normal-school studtmas with
certain other groups. School and society, 30: 6S-70. July 12, 1929.

A group of 67 women enrolled in the two-year normal course at the Louisiana poly
technic institute in tbe fall of 1927 were compared wisth 91 women enrolled in the dif.
ferent four-year college courses planned for prospective high school teachers. Conch].

sions: The normal students are inferior to the college students studied in intelligence
in vocabulary, in socio-economic status and,in English ability. They have parents with
less education, graduate from smaller high schools and make lower grades in both high
school and college than college students within the same institution.

2119. Smith, Ernest Thomas. The graduates of a departmont of secondar
education in a state normal school. Master's thesis, 1930. University of

Chicago, Chicago, Ill.
The operation of a three-year course for the training of high-school teachers is de

scribed and evaluated largely in terms of the life-outcomes of the graduates. Windings
The three-year course is a bridge by which college practices come into the normal school
there is evidence of a lessening drift away from teaching, and increasing professionallya
tion of education.

2120. Wright, Frank W. The evolution of the.normal school& Elementao
school journal, 30: 363-71, January 1930.

See also 33, 276, 1699, 1885, 2056, 2085, 2096, 2105, 2109, 2169, 2345, 2674, 30-gi.

3349, 4152, 4190, 4538.

TEACHERS COLLIGINC.

2121. Alford, Thomas. Status of the graduates of the Arkansas state teach
ers college. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teachers, Nash

ville, Tenn. 56 p.
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2122. Anderson, Roy N. A study of the Teachers College students who are
regularly employed. Teachers college record, 31: 773-77, May 1930.

This study was undertaken to find out the number of students attending Teachers Col-
lege who were holding it'll-time positions while pursuing their academic activities. If the
sampling is representatiVe of the student body, it can be concluded1that practically half
of the students are holding regular positions while they are pursuing their professional
training. Of these, three-fourths are teachers, or at least engaged in the.profession of
education.

2123. Bathurst, Effie G. A teachers college follow-up servic.kits factors
and development in an unsupervised service area. Doctor's thesis, 1929.
Dmchers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y. 300 p.

Conclusions: Fifteen teachers colleges report a systematized post-graduation service,
whose chief activity is staff visitation of graduates in the field, and point Out the values
received and,. the difficulties encountered in such.service. Four universities and two state
departments are attempting a similar work.

2124. Baughtr, Jacob I. Certain comparisons of stutjents of teachers col-
leges and students of liberal arts colleges. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers
college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y.

Ob.

Sophomores, juniors, and seniors of six four-year teachers colleges and of seven four-
year colleges of liberal arts engaged In preparation of teachers were compared. Com-
parisons were based on two results of a series of 12 original tests, four dealing with
knowledge, general and professional, four with applied good judgment, and four with atti-
tudes toward general and professional interests. Tests were given to 1,246 students and
to 110 high school seniors during the spring of 1929. The study revealed definite differ-
I.nces between arts students and professional students in social and economic background ;

arts students showed a greater percentage of parent!: in business and professional groups,
they came in larger numbers from urban centers, and averaged about three months older
than teachers college group. Data indicate the desirahility of giving more attention to
sociology, educational theory and to such questions as the doctrlue of transfer in psychol-
ogy. Evidences of immaturity on the part of teachers college students suggest the ques-
(ion as to whether instruction in these institutions is of definitely collegiate grade as that
offered in arts colleges.

2125. Belk, A. K. .( New York state college for teachers, Albany, N. Y.
Foreignness in relation to intelligence, scholarship, and age of students enter-
ing a college for teachers. 1930.

A study of records of over 800 students entering the New York state college for teach-
ers, showed that foreignness is not a very significant factor in the upper le% els of scholar-
ship represented in the study ; it is of doubtful significance in its effect on mental test
scores : and it is significantly relited to age of entrance to college.

2126. Blue, H. G. A study of the electives embodied .111 the academic and
professional training of two-year and four-year graduates of Colorado state
teachers college. 1929. Colorado state teachers college, Greeley. 146 p.

The purpose of this study is to set forth valid facts and conclusions upon which to
construct a recommended administrative program involving problems of guidance in the
matter of the selection and use of elective courses.

2127. Bramblet, Ransom. A correlation between the scholastic record of
.graduates of Indiana state teachers college find their yearly financial success
after graduation. Master's thesis, 1929. Indiana state teachers college, Terre
Haute. 25 p. ms.

Correlations between the factor scholarship and the financial Rucce:s of graduates 41f
Indiana state teachers college between the years 1909 and 1926 were studied. The degree
of financial success was obtained from the graduates, their grades were obtained from
the college ind were grouped in three divisions, first major, professional, an'd total. The
study of 432 cases showed: the correlation between the grades and salary 18 not high;
correlation is lowest between salary and major subjeit, and highest between salary and
professional work ; the factor, scholarship, Is not the factor which draws the salary.

2128. Chandler, Paul G. Some methods of teaching in six reprosentative
state teachers colleges of the rutted $tales. Doctor's thesis, 1030. Teachers

o
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college. Columbia university. New York, N. Y., New York city, Teachers college,
('olumbia university. 1930. 149 p. (Contributions to education, no. 425.)

This study is intended to discover some of the methods of teaching now being used in
teachers colleges and to evaluate these methods by the best expert opinions available.
The colleges studied were selected because they were considered representative of the -
hetter state teachers colleges of the country and because they were rather widely dis-
tributed geographically.

2120. Class, Edward C. l'rtecrijition and election in elementary school
teacher training curricula in state teachers' colleges. Doctor's thesis, 1930.
Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y.

The study attempts to trae4. historically the policies of prescription and election in cur
ricula for training teachers for elementary schools; to show trends. tendencies, and present
practices with regard to prescription and election in these curricula ; to compare these
practices in the United States with those in curricula of similar institutions in Germany.
France, and England. Data -to:e secured largely from the catalogues of normal schools
and teachers colleges.

2130. Cornell, C. B. and Condit, P. M. Relationship between high school
size and scholastic achievement in Colorado state teachers college. 1929. Colo-
rado state teachers college, Greeley. 8 p.

2131. Courtis, S. A. Identifying and eliminating the unfit in teachers' col-
leges. Nation's schools, 4: 21-26. September. 1929. k

In February, 1928, 20 girls were selected from the high school graduates entering the
Detroit teachers college, and given a test to show tbelr teaching ability. The experiment
has been repeated twice, and will be repeated each, spring and fall until the girls are
graduated. The author presents an elimination program which he has found* to be
practical.

2132. Devricks. Robert K. Follow-up study of class of 1W28 of Indiana state
teachers college. Teachers college journal (Terre Haute, Ind.), 1: 17-20, Sep-
tember, 1929.

A study of 304 graduates was made to find ollt the m3jors selected, the number of
graduates teaching one subject, and the subject combinations demanded of teachers.

2133. Follow-up study of class of 192S-1929. Four-year course only.
Indiana state téachers college. Terre Haute, 1930. 10 p. ms.

This study considers graduates, teaching majors, subjects being taught, with and without
license, ind the number employed. Findings: Of 316 graduates, 263 were employed as
teachers; 47 elementary, 216 secondary ; 13 per cent were not employed as teachers.

2134. Deyoe, G. P. A study of four-year curricula te,tate teachers college&
Educational administration and supervision, 16: 208-19, March, 1930.

Data for a study analyzing, comparing, and interpreting the practices In the orgaiiza-
tion of the four-year teacher training curricula were secured by an analysis of selected
bulletins, or catalogues, from state teachers colleges in the Vnited States. Findings:
87 imstitutions in 33 states had one or more four-year curricula for teacher training
purposes. Four-year curricula in these institutions are usually differentiated to prepare
specifically for teaching on a given level.

2135. Fisher, W. Edward. A comparison of the professional success of
members and non-members of the men's societies in the Indiana state teachers
college. Master's thesis, 1929. Indiana state teachers college, Terre Haute.

p. ms.
Comparisons were made between the member group and the non-member group of

graduates of the Indiana state teachers college between the years 1909 and 1929 who
entered the teaching profession. Comparisons were also made between various societies
and non-member crony. and conclusions were based on the relative ranking of the
various groups. Measures of professional success were : salary. qpblications, tenure
and type of teaching and amount of trainin above teac ers co qe. :Mats Indicate that
nonmembers bad higher earning power fore and lower ear4g power after mid-
uation ; and that experience tends to in average yearly salary of good teachers for
teaching done before and after graduat It lowers the earning power of poor teachers.
Some value may be attributed to I -4Iberahip in a society for graduates entering the
teaching profession.
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2136. Guiler, Walter Scribner. Itemediatio% of teachers college freshmen.
School and society, 30: 242-44, August 17, 1929.

A remediation plan for weak freshmen has been used for the past three years in the
School of education of Miami university. - The program covers the units of learning
in English and arithmetic. The three steps of procedure which govern the adminis-
tration of each unit are. preliminary diagnostic testing; individualized remedial instruc-
tion; and retesting. Reports on remedial instruction in spelling and punctuaton are
described. After remedial instruction in spelling the group as a whole was raised from
tenth-grade ability to a ltvel far above that of the average college freshman. The gain
in punctuation signifies an improvement from ninth-grade ability to that of the average
college sophomore.

2137. Hogan, Fred Percy.The history of the Fresno state teachers college.
Master's thesis, 1930. Stanfetd university, Stanford University, Calif.

2138. Hollis, E. V. A personnel study of teachers-college students. Journal
of educational sociology, 3: 203-208. December 1929.

A study of certain economic and social backgrounds of the 1927-1928 and 1928-1929
student body of the State teachers college at Morehead, Ky. The composite student
of this itudy is a girl between 18 and 19 years of age, single, a member of some
evangelical church, one who has never been more than 300 miles from home, and expects
to teach in a rural ool for a period of two or three years.

2139. Why they teach. Educational administration and supervision,4.
December15: 678-84, 1929.

An attempt to get more than 400 freshmen at State teacher** college, Morehead, Ky.,
to recognize, classify and evaluate their reasons for going into teaching. In a number
of cases the study proved that the students were much better fitted for and more
interested in, other lines of work.
.2140. Jones, J. W. A tabular and graphic study of the distribution of term

grade in the Indiana state teachers college. 1929. Indiana state teachers
college, Terre Haute. 49 p. ms.

2141. King, L. E. Technique of the state teachers college recitation sched-
ule. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville,
Tenn. 64 p. ms.

410°
2142. Koch, John C. Survey )f four-fear students in a stale teachers' college

in regard to guidance factors influencing their selection of professors. Master's
thesis, 1929. Bucknell university, Lewisburg. Pa.

2143. Ludeman, W. W. and McAnelly, J. R. Training and experience in
teachers college faculties. Educational administration and supêrvision, 16:
130-34, February 1930.

One thousand and sixteen faculty members in 31 teachers colleges scattered over All
sections of tbe United States were studied statistically.' Findings: The central tendency in
faculty training is the master's degree. The average teaching experience in public school
work is higher than college experience. There js a longer average experience background
in the education and mathematics departments and in the training school than in other
divisions. Teachers college presicynts have been choosing faculty members with equal
emphasis on public school experience and on advanced training.

2144. Messenger, Helen Robinson. The probability-table. a possible means
for the elimination of poor students from teachers college& De Kalb, Ill.,
Northern Illinois state teachers college, 1930. 84 p. (Northern Illinois state
teachers college quarterly, vol. 25, no. 3, May 1930)

Bibliography : p. 78-84.
"The purpose of this study 'is to review and to summarize the results of three years'

testing program carried on at the Northern Illinois state teachers college at DeKalb, Ill..
and from the results of this program to build a fair, speedy, and simple way to eliminate
unpromising students from teachers' colleges." From this study it is clear that teachers'
colleges receive poorer students than universities and other colleges; the evidence
indicates that teachers' college faculties give too many grades above the average; grades
are* to poor students are decidedly too high there is a great waste of time and energy
both on the part of the students and teachers before the routlite effecting elimination
accomplishes result& A possible solution of this problem is -Ili:. rested.
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2145. Reinhardt, Einina. Probable future occupations of freshmen in a
teachers' college. Doctor's thesis, 1929. University of Illinois, Urbana. Ele-
mentary school iburnal, 30: 200-207, October 1929. (Abstract )

list of questions was submitted to 408 freshmen in the Eastern Illinois state
teachers college in the autumn of 1928 to determLne their probable future occupations
Twenty-five per cent of the students expect to make teaching their life work; 48 per
cent do not expect to tench for life. the balance are undecided. 213 students mentioned
28 occupations in which they expect Ii) engage after they stop teaching. 78 of them
expect to be housewives. Lack of money is the principal reason given for taking up
teaching instead of occupations that they prefer. Students decided to teach because of
interest in the subjects they expect to teach, desire to earn money to prepare for other
occupations, liking for cLildren, need to earn money,- and desire to use teaching as a
stepping-stone to other occupations. Many students were influenced by the fact that a
teacher has good social standing and by their parents' wishes.

2146. Rhodos, Earl N. The extent to which graduates from differentiated
curricula of teachers colleges( teach in their specialized fields. Educational
administration and supervision, 15 : 667-77, December 1929.

Data have been collected from graduates of the State teachers college at Bloomsburg.
Pa. for the years, 1924 (through 1928, on the number of pupils in thcir classrooms, length
of school year, total salary, and grade or subjects to be taught d .iing their first yefits of
teaching after graduation. Information was given relative to tile preparation of stu.
dents for specialized teaChing positions and the positions which they occupy. Data
indicate a surplus of teachers, especially in the primary and intermediate groups;
students in specialized flelds are teaching in two.or three fields outside their specialized
preparation; a shortage of rural teachers; etc.

2147. 'Riley, Martin Luther. Placement. positions, and service years of Mis-
sissippi state teachers college graduates. Master's thesis, 1929. Ge4Irge Pea-
body college for teaners, Nashville, Tenn. 113 p.

214S Selby, Frances Parlette. Changes in students' schedules in George
Peabody college for teachers. Master's thesis [1930] George Peabody college
for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 62 p. ms.

Findings: Approximately one-fifth of the students enrolled changed programs ; t11:1

greatest number of changes were made in the fall and summer quarters due to the fact
perhaps that these quarters had the largest enrollment. The most significant fact gained
from the study was that the greatest number of reasons given by students making changes
in schedules represent situations over which the administration of the college could
secure control.

2149. Shannon, J. R. Teachers college studentg' estimates of their own
scholastic merit. School and society, 30: 275-76, August 24, 1929.

A class of students in secondary education of Indiana state teachers college during n

term recently completed rated themselves and each other. The grades given by the
students were compared with those given by the instructbr. The data seem to indicate
that although the instructor is somewhat less merciful in his estimates thnn are the
students, in a large majority of the cases he sees the members of the class as they are
seen by other students.

2150. Thompson, Horace R. Origin and development of teachers colleges of
Texas. Master's thesis, 1929. New York university, New York, N. Y. 24 p.

2151. Vaughan, Arthur Winn. State teachers college curricula for the
development of teachers of English. Doctor's thesis, 1929: Gorge Peabody
college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. Nashville, Tenn., George Peabody college
for teachers, 1929. 92 p. (Contribution/4' to education, no. 69.)

This is an investigation of the present practice in the setting of requirements for
English majors in 62 state teachers colleges.

2152. White, W. C. A vocational study of the graduates of Moorhead state
teachers college. Master's thesis, 1929. Univérsity of Minnesota, Minneapolis.

2153. Whifney, Frederick L. and Goodman, Arthur K.. The relationship of
intelligence and classification test scores to mortality and scholastic ratings.
1930. Colorado gtate teachers college, Greeley. 52 p.

A continnarson study of the class of 1931 at Colorado state teachers college.
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2154. Zimbar, Genevieve. Essential elements in a professional curricululfor the preparation of teachers and directors of physical education in a four-year teachers coil*. Master's thesis, 1930. New York aniv(4sity, NewYork, N. Y.
See also 548-549, 850, 1198, 1202; 1397, 1532, 1565, 1656, 1713, 1726, 20u, 2067,207320s5, 2096, 2105, 2109, 217S. 2345, 2391, 2674, 267S. 27s6, 3031, 3128, 3349,3458, 3524, 4055, 4146, 4182, 4190, 4538.

PRACTICE TEACHING

2155. Chrysostom, Sister M. An evalmition of OH (iIrrflit plans for theranizatIon of observation and practice teaching. Master's tiWis, 1929. Uni-4ersity of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Ind. 102 p.
This study is an investigation of the requirements of subject matter and professionaltraining in the elementary schools as'prescribed by normal schools laid colleges in Michi-gan and schools in other states. The number of terui hours required in all school- revealsa grunt variability. The proportion of time allotted to 1,1i.fessionnl courses not asgreat in the four year schools as in !he two year schools. In Mk' 'gan the proportionof time allotted to profeRodonai courses is less than that required ln cplleges- examinedostside of Michigan,. Practically all teachers colleges agree on the purpose of studentteaching and the activities that compose it. There appears to be a variation as to the:Inman required. The two types of observation folind by the survey are pre-teachingobservation and gradual participation. An analysis ot the means whereby training teacii-ers attempt to improve the teaching ability of student teachers reveal three types of: observation, participation in classroom fuming, went, g! oftp teaching., and classteaching; individual and group conferences , lesson planning.
2156. Coyle, Justine. Activities of and time-distribution of activities oftudent teachers in 1111;11 school English. /Master's thesis, 19129. Ohio Wesle3#1)iniversity, Delaware, Ohio.
2157. Dickinson, Vera L. An evaluation of the observation and participation()arse in the teacher training program. Master's thesis. 1930. Ohio stateIniversity, Columbus. 113 p.
Criteria for judging the observation and participation course are based upon moderniucational theory. A set of criteria for judging the work in obsvrvation is evolved.author suggests ways in which the course mi'4ht he made more effective for theraining of modern elementary teachers.
215s. Driskill, Mattie Lucille. An evaluation of plans for directing highilaml practice teaching. Master's thesis [19301 George Peabody college forachers, Nashville, Tenn. 125 p. ms.
This study analyzes the various types of plans usod by teacher training institutions inhe observation and practice teaching course.; sets up standards for evaluation fromcatkin teacher's viewpoint ; evaluates the plans by the standards set up. Findings:he graded exercise and the participation plans are the best.
2159. Duane, F. (Misx) An evaluation of practice teaching. Doctor's thesis,130. Fordham university, New York, N. Y.
Findings: More time shouhl be allotted to practice teaching in the preparation oftchers.

"160. Elsea, A. F. A study Of student teaching. Peabody journal of educa-tm, 7: 345-50, March 1930.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate a certain type of student or practice teach-g in which the cadet was in full charge of the room and did all of the teaching.icier the direction of the te teachers college of Kirksville. Mo. Eight public schoolsithin a radius of 35 mil of Kirksville were chosen for the study. Students, regularachers, school officers and patrons of tbe communities where the work was conducted,dorse the cadet teaching and have accepted it as a strengthening factor in their schoolstems.
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2161. Evans, Howard R. The adminintration And supervision of practice
teaching at Northwestern university. Master's thesis, 1930. Northwestern uni-
versity, Evanston, Ill.

2162. Frasier, Clark M. Intelligence as a factor in determining student
teaching success. Educational administration and supervision, 15: 623-29,

November 1929.
A comparative study was made of the highest and lowest five per cent groups in

intelligence. The first group consisted of 693 students who took the Army alpha intelli-
gence test as part of their entrance examinations *at the Lewiston normal school, Lewis-

ton. Idaho. between June 1925 and February !926. Tbe second group runsisted of 406
students who took the Terman mental tests between June 1922 and June 1924. The

highest and lowest five ptiL cent for each group were compared. Three other groups
of students were studied for a comparison lpf evidence based on coefficients of correlation.
Data indicate that intelligence as measufed by standard intelligence ,tests is not an

important factor in determining succeu in student teaching; that given enough intelli-

gence to graduate from high school, further intelligence has little effect on student teach-
ing success; that success in student teaching is dependent on other factors than
intelligence.

2163. Glaeser, John Henry. Supervising student teachers in teacher-train:
ing institutions. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.

An investigation of the supervision of stu&nt teachers in normal schools and teacben
colleges in the United States. Findings: The aims of training schools are chiefly to pro-

vide opportunities for observation of superior teaching, practice in lesson planning, an
introduction to actual school conditions, experience in teaching, and skill in classroom
management. training teachers have not been trained sufficiently in academic work tc
meet the scholastic standatda for accrediting institutions they serve. Student teachers
are generally deficient in acadvmic.veparation upon entrance to teaching; only 17 pa
cent of the teacher training institutions requIre students to teach from the beginning of
their practice period. Student teachers have insufficient opportunity to administer diag
nostic and standardized tcsts in their practice teaching; there is little supervision o
graduates after they enter the field. Only beginhings have been made in this practice
major difficulties tncountered by training teachers are the inadequate preparation o
student teachers, the immaturity of the student teachers, and student-teacher disciplina
problems.

2164. Graves, Marion G. Gtservation in teacher training institutions. Mas-

ter's thesis, 1930. New York university, New York, N. Y. 119 p. ms.

2165. Hill, L. B. A plan of directed teachiog. Educational administration
and supervisien, 15: 448-52, September 1929.

The directed teaching course, a five hour course including a study of materials
methods, has been in operation at West Virginia university since 1901. The cou
is based on the proposition that tbe most effective learning comes by " learning to do
doing." A class is taken over by four directed teachers and a supervisor. While
student-teacher is learning to teach, thttee others are observing. Responsibility for UR
progress of the pupils rests upon the supervisor. Classes carried on by the ssipervi
and his directed pupils parallel classes taught by good or even superior teachers, a
compare favorably with them in all reasonable tests.

2166. Irwin, Alice. Improvement of practice teaching by means of supe
vision. Master's thesis1930. Northwestern university, Evanston, IlL

2167. Klain, Zore. Student teachitik. Journal of educational reeeesih,
394-401, May 1930.

Gives the limits of a questionnaire study made of 131 teacher training institutio
regarding student teaching.

2168. McLaughlin, DanieL A study af effectiveness of practice tes
1930. West Virginia university, Morgantown.

2169. Maryland state normal school, Towson. A plan for the closer coo
tion of professionalized subject-matter and student-teaching in a normal
Educational administration and supervision, 16: 257-86, April 1930.

The plan which was evolved through the united efforts of the faculty of the ach
and of four affiliated training centers, gives : the organisation as it now operates;
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step's in its development that have led to its present form ; comments on the plan fromthe point of view of studentv, faculty. and the bore of the article, problems andlititstione concerning development in the future.

/...4:170. Mead, A. R. Limited bibliography on laboratory work in preparing
teacheis. 1929. (Mimeographed and distributed by the Supervisors 1)if student
teaching, E. I. F. Williams, secretary, Tiffin, Ohio.),

A third bibliography on observation, participation. student teaching, training schools,4C.

2171. ?dead, A. R. and others. Advantages and disadvtintage,: of campus
aul "Off-CaMpus laboratory chools. Educati. tial administration arid super-
vision. 16: 196-207, March 1930..

A survey was made during 1928-1929, of the ex6ting and needed laboratory schoolfacilities of \Ohio Wesleyan university. The possible advantages and disadvantages ofthe two types of sehools were made into a check 1141 whirl) was -tubmitted to nineAdes, for checkfnat. Data Blow that the two types of schools are a :out equal in thentAnber of ailyantages and that the greater number of disadvantages inhere in the-off-campus " 'school. One of the most important services obtained from the laboratoryschool is the integration of subject-matter, theory and laboratory practice. A campusschool with av4gge quality of manngement4will tend to keep theory and subject-matterteachers in contact 1;itti actual work problems. provide facilities for checking andevaluating their ti.wn work, give opportunities for experimentation and research in edu-cational matters, ',vide an important agency of integration of theory, subject-matter andpractice.

2172. Orr, M.
).

The administration of the training school and of student
teaching. EducatitonM administration and supervision, 16: 147-51, February
930.
Four general plane of administration of student teaching and of the training school aren operation in 25 teachers colleges about equally divided as to the size of the studenty into large, mediism and small colleges.
2173. Paden, Fe cia Mary. Aiding student-teachers in the study of chit-ren. Master's th is [1930] George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville,

enn. 84 p. ms.
A comparison of tw yeah' study of work of 150 children under 60 student teachersfour nine-weeks terms 15 stfident teachers each term)
2174. Palmer, Sari G. A comparative study of the achievement of childrenn training anid on-training schools. Master's thesis, 1930. University ef'ittsburgh, Pittsb rgh, Pa. 46 p. University of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27: 352-

November 1930. (Abstract)
2175. Pittenger, Charles Edgar. A study of rvults of student teaching asred with the results of the work of the critic teacher in classes of the
me grade of work in the high schooltat Muncie, Ind. Master's thesis, 1929.
dta,na university, Bloomington. 71 p. ms.
21 6. Rasey, Marie s.,and Leuenger, W. E. Comparison of teaching results

i ractice teachers gold regular teachers. 1930. Detroit teachers college,
Areit, Mich. \#77. %sunder, Predoitick Channing. The achievement of pupils' in publictraining schools. titer's thesis. 1930. University of Colorado, Boulder.iversity of Colorado dies, 18: 103-104, December 1930. (Abstract)The, mace of this inveskigation was to determine the relative efficiency of public andning s six as shown by the comparative achievement of pupils attending thesehools. z book in Mad and Watertown, B. D., were used in this study. Datadicate that the public ool showed a slight advantage but the igailariti in achieve-nt was far greater the difference.
217& Sharp, The use made of the demonstration school by the collegechers of the Nortk Texas state teachers college. Peabody journal of educa-on,- 7 :.332-36, :arh 1930.
A study undertaken 40 discover the extent to which the college teachers use the demon-tion scimoo1; their Ilterest in using the school ; and how the school could be made to
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functior so as to render the maximum service to the college teachers and their pupils.
Data obtained from A questionnaire indicate that more than 82 per cent of those who
replied 8ee and feel no need foi the demonstration school In giving ennfent courses.

2179. Wagenhorst, L. H. The relation between ratings of student-teaci.ers

in coliege and sucve in first year or teachiDg. Edueltional administration anti

suicrvision, 16: 219-53, April 1930.
Mil city and county superintendents, under whose supervision the 19::: 1928 graduates

of the State teachers.vollege, Slippery Rock, Pa.. taucht, were asked for confidential infor-

Illation as to the tpe of work the teachers did during their first year of service in the
field. Correlations beeween practice teaching ratings and ratings for the first year of
service were low. Evidence seems to point to the fact that intelligence Is an insignificant

factor In prognosticating teaching suceeto;. The author suggests that the names of those

first-year graduates who are not doing satisfactory work be sent in three or four months

after the opening of school, so that they may he visited by members of the training

school staff who would give them counsel and help

21-80. Whitney, Frederick Lamson and Frasier, Clark Melville The rela-

tion of intMligence to student teaching success. Peabody journal of education.

.8: 3-6, July 1930.
study was made of students enrolled in the two-year course of Colorado date teachers

college who hite oriken their student teaching In grades 4, 5. and 6. Records of 100 women

htudunts of ap)proximately the arme age v4 re studied. The ibtudy seems indicate that

intelligence tests which are now in UR(' are of litthb"value in predicting student 'teaching

success. There is little relationship between intelligence at) measttfid by the tests usefi

and student teaching success.

2181. Yeuell, Gladstone H. A brief survey of practice teaching, observation.

and participation in the secondary field state universities. High school

qunrterly. 17: 1S4----S7. July 1929.
Atita result of a loiestionnaire there was (mind a great lack of uniformity in practice

teaching lit state universities. In 34 instit4itifins the number of hours devoted to practice

teaching varies from 6 to 180, wto. the median at 60.

A('e also 1293, 167?.. 2302, 2326, 4127 .1385.

PROFESSIONAL STATUS OF TEACHERS

2182. Alabama. Department of education. Division of teacher training.

certification and elementary education. Reprint annual repot-S. 1929. Mont

gomery, Ala. 47 p. -

Includes teacher personiiel data relative to turnover, experience. compensation, training

and teachet combinations of Alabama public school teachers.

2183. Anderson, Earl W. Positions for 11'1(h-school teachers. Etlueationa

research bulletin. (Ohio state university), 9: 240-47, April 30, 1930.

This study is based upon %reports from high-school principals covering the work of three

fourths of all the teachers in the public high schools of Ohio. it brings together inform

tion regardi-ng the number of teachers engaged in teaching each of the bigifticho

subjects. tile experience of teacher's in each of these subjects, and the teaching load of t

teachers of each subject.

2184. Appleman, C. E. Training, experience, number and combination

subjects taught and salaries of mathematics teachers in non-North central hi

schools of Michigan. Master's thesis, 1930.. . University of Michigan, Ann Arbo

41 p. ms.
This study involves 281 public high schools nOt on the accredited list of the Nor

central association, and 1,636 teachers. Findings :'One-third of the teachers were teac

ing mathematics; one-third had nct degrees; one-third have had less than 10 ho

academic preparation in matfiematics; four years was average time teachers remained i

system; 51 per cent were teaching one other subject in addition to mathematics; etc.

2185. Arnold, William E. The status of the Kentucky high school teache

Master's Meats, 1930. Colpmbia university, New York, N. Y. 68 p. ms.

A study of teacher training, teaching combinations, community relations, perso

factors, Om
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2.1V1. Barr, A. S. nd Rudisill, Mabel. Inexperienced teach:Ts ho. failAnd why. Nation's schools.. 5: 30-34, Febniary 1930
This study I's based on the difficulties met -by -graduates of the University of Wisconsinring their first and second of teaching. Data were obtained from a questionnaire%Hit to graduates the classes of 1927 an '2g. Difficultie.4 that remained fairly

t I In stunt for this two year period were conditions of wlirk, motivatitm, ti ching pupils howto study, and the organization of work and teaching materials.
2187. Beu, F. A. Do. suilerintemlents 110 se t eitehe ,-; COhlet 'Ming investWent ? Nation's schools, 5 : 44-46. March
A total of 2S5 replies were received to a questionnaire sent to 30i school sup rintendentsasking what aid they gave their teachers in the [patter of investments. Most of theadministrators thought that advice regarding investments should be given by a specialist.115 superintendents gave SOUP° aid to t heir tf.aoliers.
21s8. Blom, Victor H. A study of the teaching personnel 4i1 Wyoming county.Master's thesis [19301. University of Buffalo, Buffalo, N. Y.
2189. Bogue. Rollitnd M. The status of social science teachers in the Northcentral !I -,f14 t bu Iii M n Master's thesis, 1930 University of Slithigan,`Ann rhikr. 77 p. ms.
An ati,Ilysis of the status of 638 social science teachers. Factors 4son4idere4 weree-ductitional training, distribution in relation to academic majors and minors taughtteaching load, teaching experience, and salaries.
2190. Bowden, A. Of. The qualifications of the teachers of New Mexico.School and society, 30: 81S-24, December 14, 1930.
Data were obtained from teachers in New Mexico showint age, longth of service,number of grades taught, tInure, preparation, kind of certificate held, and professionalgrowth! Findings : There Is a great diversity in the types of schools in New Mexicoand a corresponding inequality in oppojtunity for the children Qf the State.
2191. Brace, David Kingsley. Numbor and qualifications of teachers ofphysical education. 1930. University of Texas, Austin. The Pentathlon, Sep-tember 1929.*

2192. Breitwieser, J. V. ProfesAws of education. 1929. University ofNorth Dakota, GrRnd Forks. i3.ehoo1 of education record, 15: 37-42. November#29.
One hundred leading educators are listed as to age, time of beginning college teaching,highest degrces held and school experiencr. Findings: The professors begin millermore of them have dbctorntes and they specialize earlier than formerly.
2193. Bright, Harold. A stddy of teaching personnel in Oat* county, Ill.Master's thesis, 1929, Indiana state teachers college, Terre Haute. 63 p ms.
2194. Brown, Mrs. Clifford John. A coin attive study of.lie teachers in thepublic schools of Dallas, Houston, aVf San Antonio. Musk\ 's thesis,

f

1929.University of Texas, Austin.
2195. Burford, Mrs. Pharlotte S. Reasons for entering thJ teaching pro-fession. 1930. Indiana state teachers eol.ege, Terre Haute. 40 p. ms.A compilation of answers from 21S questionnaires on why students enter the pro-fession of teaching.
2196, Chapman, H. B. The teaching and supervisory personnel .in the Batti-more public schools. 1929. Department of edueatioln, Baltimore, Md. 33 p. tfikAn investigation of the sources from which Baltimore p nclpals. teachers. um! super-visors were drawn, their education beyond high school, I ngth of itivtice;. pre-electionservice, professional improvement.sineo election, ages and sa
2197. Clark, R. C. When the teacher is sick. American schbOl boo.rd Jour-nal, 80: 68, 70, June 1930.

.A study was tnade of rules relative tb sick leave for teachers in the tolVins and citiesof Connecticut, where it was found that the practices vary.
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2198. Combs, William W. A study of the high school English teacher in
Mississippi. Master's thesis, 1929. Teachers coilege, Columbia university, New
York, N. Y. 92 p. ms.

2199. Cowden, Sudie E. A descriptive study of the work of helping teachers.
Master's thesis, 1930. New York university, New York, N. Y.

2200. Coxe, W. W. and Soper, Wayne W. Study of the high school teacher-
in New York State. State department of education, Albany, N. Y. Albany,
University of the State of New York press, 1930.

A study of training. experience, and salarr of high school teachers for various sizes
of communities. Majors and minors are compared with subjects taught.

2201. Craig, Noel Edwin. Abbsences of teachers in the secondary schools of
Detroit. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.

2202. Cuer, Howard A. A study of the experience, training, tenure, and
salaries of 175 superintendents of schools in third class cities of Kansas, 1929-
1930. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Kansas, Lawrence.

2203. Douglas. Helen hi. Comparison of qualifications of regular teachers
with art education teachers. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college
for teachers. Nashville, Tenn. 300 p. ms.

The qualifications of art teachers and other teachers of city schools of the South were
studied. Findings: Experience, but no degree is required for elementary teachers. Bache-
lor's degree and experience is required for junior and senior high schools. Salaries are
tbe same for art teachers as other teachers.

2204. Falk, Rollin M. Provisions for professional gatherings in universities
2 : 32-44,and colleges. Educational research record (University of Nebra a

October 1929.
Ninety-sevep replies to a questionnaire were received from state universities and col-

leges all over the United States giving data on professional gatherings and provisions
for them. There is a trend in favor of the general professional meeting. All of the
ordinary expenses of attending the meetings are usually provided.

2205. Gentry, C. B. Survey of Connecticut natural science teachers, 1929-
1930. Connecticut agricultural college, Storrs. 39 p. ms.

Questionnaires were sent to all teachers of natural sciences in high schools (280).
182 replies were received, showing combinations of subjects taught, extracurricular duties
of science teachers, science texts and reference books used.

2206. Haggerty, Melvin E. A suggested faculty personnel record form.
1930. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis. 4 p.

Replies were received from 265 colleges and universities in the North central asso-
ciation, giving personnel data which are usually recorded and filed. On the basis of
these replies, a suggested form of faculty personnel record was constructed.

2207. Higley, Carl A. A study of commercial teachers' agencies. Master's
thesis, 1930. Ohio state university, Columbus. 62 p. mg.

Covers the origin and development of teachers' agencies in this country, their methods
of operation, and tbe extent of their service. Findings : The first such agency was
founded in 1846 and there sr" now 170 of them distributed throughout all the states
but 11. They enroll over 250,000 teachers and place one-eighth of this number annu-
filly. In other words they fill about one-sixth of all vacancies occurring.

2208. Huffaker, C. L. and Kneeland, Katherine P. The elementary school
teacher of Oregon. Eugene, Oreg., University of Oregon, 1929. p. 21-40. (Uni-
versity of Oregon publications, Education series, vol. 2, no. 2)

Data are given concerning the salary, training, experience, and turnovel of teachers
in tbe elementary schools of Oregon.

2209. Jaggara, Guy Hathaway. The cost of liVing of teachers in 62 Kansas
communities. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Kansas, Lawrence.

2210. Johnson, C. L. A study of the social status, experience, training, teach-
ing load, and salaries of high school teachers of New Jersey. Master's thesis,
1980. Universit/ of ¡Minnesota, Minneapolis.

O
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2211. Jones,vOrady E. A study of the high school mathematics teachers of
houisiana. Master's thésis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers. Nash-

.

ville, Tenn. 75 p. ms.
Findings : 93 per cent of the teachers bold degrees; two-thirds of them majored or

minored in mathematics; science and social science combined most frequently with
mathematics as teaching combinations.

=12. Kemp, Wallace IL What do teachers' personnel records indicate?
Master's thesis, 1930. University of Michigan, Ann Ozbor. 94 p. ms.

An analysis of teaching personnel in Hamtramck, MIA., public schools. Findings :

The median age of teachers is 31.6 years; 54 per cent received training in institutions
of higher learning outside of the State ; 26 per cent were new to the system and hail had
no previous experience. The teachers have had an average of 15 years of formal eductition.
six years more than their parents. Major reasons given by teachers for choosing teach-
ing as a vocation are enjoyment, livelihood, interest, prestige, growth, training and long
vacations.

2213. Kuykendall, Benjamin, jr. A study of the commercial, English,
mathematics, and science teachers in the State of Pennsylvania. Master's
thesis, 1930. New York university, New York, N. Y. 83 p. ms.

A study of educational qualifications, training, experience, salary, turnover, cer-
tificates and subject combinations of teachers in Pennsylvania.

=14. Lefever, Ruth Barnhizer. The status of the married women teacbers
in the elementary schools of Los Angeles county. Master's thesis, 1930. Uni-
versity of Southern California, Los Angeles. ms.

=15. Leger, Prank W. The status of the teachers of manual arts as deter-
mined by training, experience, tenure, salary, teaching load and subject com-
bination in towns and cities in Nebraska of less than 15,000 population. Mas-
ter's thesis, 1929. University of Nebraska, Lincoln. Educational research
record (University of Ntbraska) 9 2: 184-94, April 1930. (Abstract)

A list of teachers of manual arts was obtained from the directories in the State
superintendent's office for the years 1912-1913, 1922-1923, 1924-1925, and 1927-1928.
These lists were checked to find certain trends.

=16. Long Beach, Calif. Public schools. Department of research. Vaca-
tion report for 1929. 5 p. ms.

A report on the summer vacation activities of the 1,076 teachers, principals, and super-
visors of the Long Beach city schools. Of this number 22 per cent attended school and
21 per cent travelled.

2217. Lynn, Joseph Victor. A study of certain standards and practices in
Iowa concerning teachers of industrial arts In general schools, vocational trade
teacher§ in day and evening schools, and practical shop teachers in continua-
tion part-time schools. Master's thesis, 1930. Pennsylvania state college, State
College. 89 p. ms.

A study of the number and variety of subjects, teaching load, mobility and tenure of
positions, scholastic preparation, financial compensation, informal professional growth,and teacher ,traillig astriculuni.

221& Newton, Mrs. 'Leda Buskirk. Status of married Women teachers in
Kansas. Master's thesis, 1930. University of-Wichita, Wichita, Kans. 53 p. ms.

2219. Pickett, Julia. The social status of educators iu San Diego. Master's
thesis, 1930. University of Southern California, Los Angeles. ms.

2220. Planzke, O. H. Report of the committee on teacher welfare in rural
schools. Wisconsin teachers association, 1930. (Printed.)

2221. Robinson, H. G. Comparison of efficiency of married and unmarried
teacher& 1930. West Virginia university, Morgantown.

2222. Sebring, Xay. Health expenditures of Public school teachers as a fac-
tor in salary schedules. Master's thesis, 1930. University of California,
Berkeley. 86 p. ma

Findings: Factors within the teaching profession which seem to be largely responsible
for the amount teacher* as individuals, spend for health are length of experience,

208
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teaching load, and teachers salary. Teacher health risks should be reducud by proper
adjustment of teacher load and teachers salary, liot alone for the sake of the individual
teacher, but because of the far-reaching effect of teachers health upon the boys and girk
entrusted to their care.

2223. Shannon, J. R. The influence of geographical location of teacher-
training institutions On the personnel of high school teachers. Educational
administration and supervision, 13: G93-97, DecenAr, 1930.

Data for.this study were taken from the reports of high school principals of Indiana
to the State department of public instruction for the school year 1927-1928. Teacber
included in the study were reported to be graduates of 37 different colleges or normal
schools. The coefficient f.4 correlation between years of experience and miles traveled is
very slight. and shows that teachers who drift into the profession because of the circum-
stance ,of geographical location of teacher institutions are no less sincere or competent
than those coming from greater distances.

2224. Smith, Jeff Frank A comparison of the high-school teachers of Ken-
tucky and Tennessee ns to their qualifications, experience, and salaries.
Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago, DI.

2225. Thayer, Harry Coulter. Status of teachers in Wisconsin part-time
schools of dties under 100,000 population. Master's thesis, 1930. University of
Wisconsin, Madison.

2226. Utterback, Carl Perry. Au investigation of living costs for teachers in
Colorado. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Denver, Denver, Colo. 61 p.

ms.
Deals witt an investigation carried out with the cooperation of the Colorado educa

tion association. The cost of living for teachers is one factor in the problem of state
aid for schools which is being studied in Colorado by the Educational finance committee
of the Colorado education association under the directio ofillDr. Paul R. Mort.

2227. Wahlquist, John Thomas. A study of the social, economic, profe-

t

sional and legal status of the junior college teacher. Doctor's thesis, 1930.
University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio. 341 p. ms.

2228. Welborn, E. L. What are the causes for tbe decline in enrollment on

elementary teacher training curricula? Teachers college journal (Terre Haute.
Ind.). 1: 129-31, May 1930.

Replies to a questionnaire received from 75 two-year students rind 75 four-year student
show _that the chief cause of the ,drift away :rom elementary teaching is the generally
unfavorable position of the elementary teacher as compared with the high bchool
teacher.

2229. Welsh, James W. A brief history of the union movement among teach-
ers in the public school of the United States. Master's thesis, 1930. Univer-
sity of Michigan, Ann Arbor. 144 p. ms.

A study to Pbow concisely, accurately. and in an unbiased mann Ir. the causes. grown,
and significance of the unionization among teachers employed in the public elementary
and secondary schools of the United States. Findings: The period for forming teacher4*
unions was from 1902 to 1916; the union in San Antonio was among the first (1902).
From 1902 to 1916, 20 organizations in 10 .states affiliated with the American federa-
tion of teachers.

2230. Wilson, Robert B. Training, salary, tenure, experience, and subject
combinations of the science teacher in the accredited public non-North centra:
high schools of Michigan, 1929-1930. Master's thesis. 1930. University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor. 45 p. ms.

Findings: Little relation was found to exist between training and salary. tenure and
Wary, and between training and tenure.

See also 4000, 4063, 4217, 4242, 4411.

APPOINTMENT AND TENURE

=1. Alabama education association. Teacher tenure in Alabama's elemen-
tary and secondary schools. Alabama school journal, 47: 10, 12, 28, BO; Febru-
ary 1930.
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2232. Breckenridge, Elizabeth. Value of high school grades and intelligencetest scores in the selection of prospective teachers. Master's thesis, 1930. NewYork university, New York, N. Y.

* 2233. Brogan, Whit. The work of placement offices in teacher training insti-tutions. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers college. Columbia university, NewYork, N. Y. New York city. Teachers college, Columbia university, 1930. 97 p.(Contributions to education, no. 434)
Data were collected from 60 state supported teacher training institutions, 71 superin-tendents of schools, 25 teachers college presidents and normal school principals, and 91placeinent office directors. Policies for administration of placement office generallyapproved by persons assisting in the study wer*e : formulation of standards of eligibility ;establishment of registration routine with required registration ef all eligible students;free. placement service: a plaoement office responsible for professional history of alumni.and maintaining reciprocal service with those of different training institutions.
2234. Clement, Evelyn A. Placement of new teachers in California, 1929-1930. State department of education, Sacramento, Calif. California schools,1: 178-82, July t1930.
2235. Coatney, E. C. The legal dismissal of teachers. American school)0ard journal. SO: 52-53, April 1930.
Shows the numerous causes and conditions under which teacherd may be dismissedfrom thelp-156s4ons when .they are under contract to teach, and also shows some of thethings which t courts have held as causes for terminating teachers' contracts.
2236. Dean, Renwick Galbraith. Forms of contracts for teachers. Uni-Nersity of Pittsburgh school of education journal, 5: 52-57, December 1929.Forms of contracts were gathered from every available source. Sample forms- werereceited from 42 different states. Several foreign countries described the legal agree-ment entered into with teachers. State school codes were studied, and court cases exam-ined. On these bases the author proposed a form of contract which is included in thearticle.

.
2237. Franklin, Ray. What superintendents ask applying teachers. Analy-sis of application and reference blanks. American school board journal, 80: 51,142. April 1930.
Application blanks in use In 44 of the lemst cities of the United States were analyzedin this study, and suggestions were giver.for the preparation of blanks which wou:d,contain only relevant material.
2238. Gwydir, Leona O'Conndr. Placement and follow-up service in a teachertraining institution. Master's thesis, 1929. New York university, New York,N. Y. 60 p. ms.

. 2239. Haig, R. J. Teacher turnover in South Dakota. Master's thesis:1930. %University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.
2244 Holmstedt, Raleigh W. A study of the effects of the New Jerseyteacher tenure law. . Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbiauniversity, New York, N. Y.
Data on dismissals. teacher turnover. salary schedules and administrative policiesdue to tenure were secured by questionnaire from 19 New Jersey school systems withstaffs qf less than 350 teachers. Similar data were secured from Connecticut. infor-mation on teaching experience, transiency, and efforts to improve professional servicewas secured by questionnaire from 1,716 teachers in New Jersey and 1.681 teachersin Connecticut. The investigation shows no evidence that teacher tenure decreasestotal amount of dismissal; any effect of tenure to decrease turnover bas been balancedby other factors; no general tendency was found fur teachers to decrease their effortsto improve professionally ; teacher tenure tends to make boards of education morereluctant to employ local persons as teacher"; elimination of unjust dismissal andprotection against political and sociaf attacks are chief values of tenure law. i
2241. Johns, W. B. The value of the photograph in the selection of teachers.Mastela's thesis, 1929. University of Nebraska, Lincoln. 48 p. ms. Published
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with D. A. Worcester in Journal of applied psychology, 14: 54-62, February
1930.

Sets of photographs of teachers were sent to a number of representative men and women
engaged in hiring teachers to discover whether the photographs had any value in

determining their choice. Replies were received from 148 judges with about 3,500 sepa-

rate estimates. Conclusions: There is little if any value in a photograph as a means
of furnishing information about ability to teach.

2242. Johnson, Raldo R. The hiring of teachers in the small school systems.
American school board journal, 79: 59-60, 127-28, 130, November 1929.

Answers to a questionnaire were received from 359 superintendents of schools of

less than 5,000 population in Minnesota. This article describes the actual practice of
teacher hiring as carried on in Minnesota:-N

2243. Lamb, Earl M. Tenure and tlifnover of public school superintendents
in cities of 2,500 and over. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa, Iowa
City. 82 p. ms.

A study of tenure and turnover of public school superintendents since 1900, including
all superintendents who were in service in 1900.

2244. Lee, John S. The legal situation regarding the dismissal of teachers
and other school officials as determined by law and court cases. Master's
thesis, 1930. College of the City of New York, New York, N. Y. 55 p. ms.

A survey of statutory causes, provisions, procedures, etc., of dismissal with reference
to prominent court cases.

2245. McCarron, Elizabeth. 4A suggested program for cooperative research
to aid in the promotion of a central bureau of teacher placement in Ohio.
1929. Ohio state university, Columbus.

Traces the development of teacher placemeqt from individual placement to centralised
bureaus for teacher placement. Offers a program of research and uggests two problems,
one on teacher testing and another on an activity analysis of an appointment office.

2246. and McCloud, Margaret Teacher-placement by state agencies
Educational research bulletin (Ohis state university) , 9: 247-50, April 30, 1930.

Gives a summary of the types of Nervice given toward the placing of teachers by
the various state departments of education and the state teachers associations.

2247. Maddock, W. E. Tenure and salaries of Montana school administra-
tors. Nation's schools, 6: 58-57, August 1930.

2248. Moritz, R. D. Report of the department of educational service of the
University of Nebraska. Educational research record (University of Ne-
braska), 2: 49-86, December 1929.

This article describes the work of the Bureau of educational service in helping people
trained in the University of Nebraska in securing teaching positions, and in &misting
prospective employers in selecting the best trained teachers available. Data were secured
from the records of the office.

2249. Moriwaki, Ethel. Note .on the comparative validities of judgments Of

intelligence based on photographs and on interviews. Journal of applied psy-
chology, 13: 630-81, December 1929.

A study Iris made of seven men and eight women students of the Territorial normal
school, Honolulu, based on photographs and personal interviews. It was found that
Judgments of intelligence based on photographs are definitely though slightly bett4 than
chance, while judgments based on interviews are noticeably better.

2250. Nelson, M. J. The placement bureau. 1930. Iowa state teachers
ésititge, Cedar Falls. 7 p. m& (Research repart, np. 8)

Of 1,863 persons enrolled with the placement bureau, 972 were placed. The combina-
tion of subjects called for is sometimes such that, even though the student may have
taken the proper major and minor, he will have failed to prepare in another subject to
be taught. Information is given in this report concerning the subject combinations for

which there is a demand.
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2251. Patterson, John Raymond. Tenure and post-service status of super-
intendents of schools in cities 3,000 to 30,000 population census of 1930, period
1900 to 1928. Doctor's thesis, 1929. New York university, New York, N. Y.
163 p.

2252e. Rice, John P. The selection of teachers by the nonprofessional school
official. American school board Journal, 79: 47-48, August 1929.

A questionnaire containing factors considered in selecting teachers, was sent to town-
ship trustees of Indiana, and to school-board members in Illinois. 197 returns were
received from trustees and 101 from school-board members. All school officials look for
practically the same characteristics in selecting teachers, but the importance assigned
the various factors differs with the particular official.

2253. Sharp, Edward Preston. Legal issues in the dismissal of teachers.
Master's thesis, 1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. University of
Pittsburgh school of education journal, 5: 124-37, June 1930. (Abstract)

This study takes up the importance of the contract in the dismissal of teacers; the
legal statutes in the various states regarding the dismigsal of teachers ; the use of the
discretionary power of school boards in the various states; the legal status of the teacher ;

and the inherent rights of the teacher.
2254. %obey, Christel Lorene A. Teacher tenure and turnover in the high

schools of Los Angeles county from September 1923 to September 1928, inclusive.
Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southenflitilifornia, Los Angeles. ms.

2255. Stevenson, Fred G. Study of forms used in making contracts with
public-school teachers. Elementary school Journal, 30: 525-32, March 1930.

Methods used by 462 public-school systems in making contracts with teachers were
studied. Forty-two cities, employing nearly one-third of the total number of teachers
employed by all the school systems, use no written dr printed form of contract in em-
ploying teachers. Some school systems use an informal letter offering a position and
requiring an informal létter of acceptance to complete the contract, others require a
legalistic, two-party agreement form of contract. There is little standardization of con-
tract forms.except as required by statute in a very few states.

2256. Sturtevant, Sarah M., Strang, Ruth, and Hooton, Mary. Turnover
among deans of women. Personnel journal, 8 : 384-92, April 1930.

A study was 'made of the turnover rate of deans of women in 874 liberal arts colleges
and universities and in 128 normal schools and* teachers colleges. Data secured are
useful in estimating the probable number of positions available to qualified deans, and in
suggesting some of the factors related to turnover in this vocation.

2257 . Weidemann, C. C. A new type letter of recommendation for teachers.
Educational research record (University of Nebraska), 2: 67-71, 74-93, De-
cember 1929.

A study was made of the content of 1,250 letters of recommendation written for
teachers. Findings: The present method of writing letters of recommendation lacks any
degree of standardization:

2258. White, G. A. Teachers' contracts in thefitate of Iowa. Master's
thesis, 1930. UniVersity of Minnesota, Minneapolis.

See also 89, 2147.

CERTIFICATION OF TEACHERS

2259. Bollinger, Roy Arthur. Trends in state requirements for the cer-
tification of teachers, supervisors, and administrators. Master's thesis, 1930.
University of Southern California, Los Angeles. ms.

2260. Fast, H. E. A plan for certification of teachers in Ohio. Master'S
thesis, 1930. Ohio state university, Columbus. 50 p. ms.

This is a study of certification procedure in tbe United States. Questionnaires were
sent to all state departments of education and to 400 scattered county superintendents.
A definite trend toward state control of certification and greater specialization of certifi-
cation was found.

.
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2261. Kinder, J. S. Requirements for secon.dary-school teaching certificates
in the case of perons without teaching experience. School review, 38: 110-14,
January 1930.

A que»tionnaire was sent to the office of the state department of education in each of
the 48 states in an attempt to bring together current practices as regards certification of
teachers upon completion of college for high school teaching. The amount of professional
work required varies considerably Atom state to state ; tbe range is from 0 to 24 semester
hours. All states allow credit for practice teaching although it may not be required.
Twenty-seven states have some type of subject requirement for certification to teach a

certain subject.
2262. Leake, James Donald. The certification of high school teachers in the

United States. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Colora-do, Boulder. Uni-

versity of Colorado studies, 18: 84-85, December 1930. (Abstract )
This study of certification requirements for high school teachers in the Unite(' States

has for its purpose the following: to study the various agencies of certificating authority,
showing the tendency of centralization within the state department of education; to
tabulate the requirements made by the states for high whool tertificates; to evaluate the
present tendencies and male suggestions for a more uniform method of certification for
teachers by ostabliAing uniform standards.

2263. Minnesota. State department of education. Laws and rules govern-
ing certification of teachers. administrators and supervisors. St. Paul, 1929.
16 p.

2264. North Carolina. State department of public instruction. Division
of finance and statistics. Number anti certification of white teachers: 1929-
1930. 1930. Raleigh, N. C.

2265. Scholarship of white teachers new to individual
counties: 1929-1930. 1930. Raleigh, N. C.

Gives the type of certificate held by white teachers who are new to individual counties.

22% Nugent, X. E. The certification of teachers in North Dakota. Doc-

tor's thesis, 1930. University of North Dakota, University. 184 p.

2267. Overstreet, John William. Certification of Mississippi high school
teachers. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nash-
ville, Tenn. 79 p. ms.

This study gives a history of certification in MIssissippi. a survey of the present situa-
tion, and a comparison of Mississippi with a group of seleeted)states. Findings: Missis-
sippi has made steady progress in her certificiipon requirements, hut is not quite up to
the standards of the more progressfve states. She should revise her certification laws.
and centralize issuing agencies.

2268. Patterson, Maude Anna. The certification of art supervisors and
teachers in the United States. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern
California, Los Angeles. ms.

2269. Peyton, Warren. History of certification in Kentucky. Frankfort.
Ky., State department of education, 1929. 22'p.

2270. San Francisco, Calif. Public schools. Department of educational
research and service. Certification and training of San Francisco teachers
facts concerning enrollment. 1930. 4 p. (Bulletin no. 12)

2271. Seymour, Harriet The certification of teachers in Kansas. Master's
thesis, 1930. University of Kansas, Lawrence.

2272. Smith, Cassie Lina. A study of certification of home economics teach-

ers in the- South. Magter's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teachers.
Nashville, Tenn. 88 p. ms.

2273. Switzer, Edna. The trend in the certification of secondary school
teachers in the United States. Master's thesis, 1930. Washington univorsity.
St. Louis, Mo.

I)
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*2274. Tewksbury, Mary Adeline. Certification of public school teachers in
the United States. Master's thesis,'1930. University of Washington, Seattle.

2275. Texas. State department of education. Laws, rules, and regulations
governing teachers' certificates. Austin, Texas, 1930. 4S p. (Bulletin, vol. 6,
no. 1, No. 267)

see also 13, 1915, 2066, 2094, 2213, 3010.

IMPROVEMENT OF TEACHERS IN SERVICE

:1:276. Bechtel, Helen W. An attempt to improve lesson planning for teach-
ers in service. Educational method, 9: 545-53, June 1930.

21:77. Beeson, Marvin F. Extension courses as a means of improving tena-
ers in service. National league of teachers' associations bulletin, November
1929. 3 p.

The article discusses advantages of extension courses for teachers and describes the
work of the cooperative extension courses for teachers in Colorado conducted by the
University of Colorado, Colorado state teachers college, and Western state college of
Colorado. as well as the nature of the work done at the school for public health and
social hygiene in Richmond, Va., by the College of William and Mary.

2278. Bixler, Lorin E. County teachers' institute and teachers' meetings in
ohio. 1930. Ohio state university, Columbus.

2279. Chapman, H. B. Faculty and departmental meetings in secondary
August 1, 1929. In Baltimore. Md., Department of education, 100th

annual report of the Baltimore board of school commissioners, 1928-1929. p.
66-73.

An investigation of the principal topics considered, including the titles of papers read
and studies reported, addresses to faculty members by speakers not on the faculty, and fa
discussion of various results from such meetings.

*2280. DeLong, Leo Ray. City school institutes iu Pennsylvania a study of
the development and administration of the program of in-service edwation of
teachers, with proposals for iniproved state control and local administration.
Doctor's thesis, 1930. Columbia univenity, New York, N. Y. Camp Hill, Pa.,
Ell Ess Dee educational publishers, 1930. 147 p.

City school institutes were studied under the headings of : legal basis and development
of city school institutes; development of approved equivalent types of teacher training
in-service ; evaluation of city institutes by superintendents and teachers ; pet t-otinel and
programs of city school institutes; financing of city school institutes; need for a recon-
sideration of the standards of state control and local administration. Conclusions: There
is need for a critical professional study of the field for in-service and pre-service education
of teachers, and for changes in local administration and state control.

2281. Edeburn, Ralph. Study to determine the preparation of the teachers
in service and teachers in training as related to the teaching of elementary
science. Master's thesis, 1930. Cqrnell university, Ithaca, N. Y. 60 p. ms.
Nature almanac, 1930: 129-31.

An examination was made of the records of 1,700 rural New York teachers in service and
science teachers in different teacher training institutions. Findings: In general, tench-

Ts in training are receiving a better preparation in the field of science education than
eons to have been the practice of the 1,700 teachers in service examined. Teachèrs in
.(irvice are reported to have had less training to teach science or nature study than to
teach language, reading, arithmetic, spelling and geography.

2282. Evers, - Catherine. Improvement of teachers in service. Doctor's
thesis, 1930. Fordham university, New York, N. Y.

2283. Folger, Ruth A. Improvement of art teachers in service. Master's
thesis, 1929. Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y. 58 p. ms.

2284. Gold, Charles Earl. Teachers' meetings with special references to
ractices in South Dakota. Master's thesis, 1930. University of South Dakota,
vermillion. 43 p. me.
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2285. Hoffman, M. David. The status of voluntary teachers associations In
cities of 100,000 population or over. Doctor's thesis, 1929. -University of

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. 138 p. ms.
This study is based on data received from 176 associations in 57 cities. General infor-

mation is presented regarding the associations, such as size and character of membership,
number of meetings per year, dues, etc.

2286. Joggers, R. E. Organizing teachers' meetings in county school sys-

terns. Nation's schools, 4: 21-24, October 1929.
A study was made of teachers' meetings in 50 unselected counties from all parts of the

state of Kentucky. Three different types of organization are described in this article in
order to illukrate desirable practices.

2287. Jenkins, A. O. (Naples, N. Y.) Sabbatical leave of absence in sec-

ondary schools. [1930]
Thirty-seven cities in the United States reported a plan of sabbatical leave.
2288. Kissell, Charles A. Practices and extent to which these practices are

used in the induction of teachers to service in high schools of less than 200
students. Master's thesis, 1930. Pennsylvania state college, State College.

This 19 a study of 300 high schools in Pennsylvania of the first class of less than 200
students. The principal is the chief source of information concerning the keeping of
records, the marking system, and time to be at work in the morning. The teachers class
programs are subjects generally discussed at conferences and teachers meetings.

2289. Littlejohn, William F. Sabbatical leave in the public school system
of the District of Columbia. 1930. United States Bureau of efficiency, Wash-
ington, D. C. 15 p. ms.

2290. Long, Virgil Lewis. The recognition of teacher travel by boards of

education in selected school systems of Nebraska and the United States. M
ter's th.esis, 1929. University of Nebraska, Lincoln. 100 p. ms.

A study of the trend and extent of recognition of teacher travel by boards of education
The evidence as gathered in the study does not justify any final conclusions. Opinion
based upo4 mature judgment and exterience together with common practice as present
in this study constitute the best guide on the subject to date. This phase of inservi
training for teachers is comparatively new and what has been done in regard to the
recognition of teacher travel is hardly a safe criterion to follow. It will doubtless take
some time with much experimenting to decide upon a method of recognition which is sane
to follow.

2291. Miller, William Allen. A history of the Illinois state teachers'
elation since 1912. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago, Il
100 p. ms.

The principal subjects discussed are : the bureau of research, the secretaryship, legi
lative program and activities, the annual meeting and the Illinois teacher, which is the
official publication. Points of difference between the state association and the local
divisions are given.

2292. Newman, Ross B. Training teachers in service to deal with pupil
with less than average ability in spelling. Master's thesis, 1930. University
Iowa, Iowa City. 65 p. ms.

2293. Reynolds, Annie. Report of the cooperative study of teachers' mee
ings. In U. S. Bureau of education. Certain phases of rural school supers
sion. Washington, United States Government printing office, 1929. p. 31
(Bulletin, 1929, no. 28)

This article gives the results of a questionnaire sent out to obtain information concern
ing organization, characteristic program activities, supplementary measures, and Ulm
distribution of teachers meetings.

2294. Russell, Challes. Westfield conferences for\ 33iung teachers. Elemen .

tary school journal, 30: 176-88, November 1929 ; 256-65, December 1929.
Describes the conferences held by the Massachusetts state normal school at Westfield,

as a rtsult of which teachers get a%better insight into conditions under which theti
students bave to teach, and can note problemi which might have been avoided had teach

asso-
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ing been different. Public-school officers have come to realize problems confronting
normal schools, and have been able to help in their solution. The conferences give the
graduates some appreciation of their success, and send them back to school with greater
confidence in their abilities. The substitute tenchers return to school with a new under
standing of the problems of the teacher who is wholly dependent on herself.

2295. Shipman, Wayne, Chr. Sabbatical leave in public schools of Massa-
chusetts. Boston, Massachusetts teachers federation, 194

2296. Smith, Ralph Hewett. A study of the value of the Stanford achieve-
ment tests in the improvement of teachers in service. Master's thesis, 1929.
University of Kansas, Lawrence.

2291. Thompson, J. L. Professional growth of teachers in the system.- 1930.
Public scbools, Newburgh, N. Y. 2 p. ms.

2298. Wenger, Paul G. The status of teachers' meetings in city and
exempted village senior and junior high schools in Ohio. Master's thesis, 1930.
Ohio state university, Columbus. 125 p. ms.

This is a collection, organization, and summarization of data relative to practices in
teachers' meetings and to the preferences of teachers in regard to meetings. Findings :

Teathers prefer teachers' meetings that lead to professional improvement. Approximately
75 per cent of the teachers reporting gave the following reasons for unauccessful teachers'
meetings; no definite objectives of meetings, and topics discussed are not of interest and
value to all teachers. On the basis of data received, it is suggested that teachers be
given more voice in planning the whole teachers' meeting program and that matters of
administratlie routine be taken care of by bulletins as far as possible.

2299. Wood, Lloyd K. A study of the costs and estimated value of teachers
institutes in California. Master's thesis, 1930. University of California,

erkeley. 61 p. ms.
Findings : The California teachers' institute system is collting the people of the State
great deal of money. It includes many features of questionable value, but it has

ad great professional significance in tht past, and its present benefits should not be
rerlooked. The work of perpetuating its valuable features and of substitutin5 others
or its valueless features is one which may well call for the most able efforts of the
rofession.

2300. Zimmerli, Margaret E. Professional Improvement of secondary school
eachers through travel. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pitts-
urgh, Pa. University of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27: 414-15, Noveniber 1930.

(Abstract )
See also 2121, 2238, 2833, 4598.

RATING OF TEACHERS AND PROGNOSTIC TESTS

2301. Aberdeen, S. D. Public schools. Tentative teacher rating handbook.
1930] 19 p. ms.
This report is the result of the work of the local council of the National education

ssociation. It is the outgrowth of requests for a more objective and comprehensive
ystem of teacher rating in Aberdeen. The report and forms are not to be considered
omplete or final. The rating sheet is divided into five parts, as follows: personal char-
cteristics, professional qualities, classroom management, instructional skill or technique

teaching, and results with children.
2302. Adams, Edwin W. A qualitative analysis of certain teaching traits.
study of tbe problem of measuring the efficiency of student teachers engaged

n practice teaching. Philadelphia, Pa., Temple university, 1030. 98 p.
2303. Albreast, Matilda. Methods used to evaluate instruction. Master's

heels, 1980. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 90 p. ms.
A study was made of 19 methods used to evaluate instruction and of 37 school

urveys. Findings: The material studied on the methods that hare been used to evaluate
astruction indicates that educators are very much interested in finding some objectivethod of rating teaching, but they do not agree as to the method of procedure. The
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study of the surveys reveals the fact that almost nll of the survey staffs made comp
attempt to evaluate instruction. and the meth( d most generally used by them was that
of general impression.

2304. Almy, R. C. and Sorenson, Herbert. A teacher-rating scale of deter-
mined reliability and validity. Educational administration and supervision, 16:

r179-86, March 1930. .
r In order to obtain a working basis foi a rating scale, numerous traits and charac-

teristics considered most important for teaching success were collected from 70 persons
engaged in educational work. The 20 traits most frequently mentioned were selected
as a basis for the rating scale. 198 ratings were made of 110 practice teachers it
the State teachers rollege of Superior, Wis. These were used as bases for annlycs
of individual traits as well as calculations of reliability and validity. Bach trait is to

be scored by a key giving values from 0 to 10, which allows statistical treatment
.

Reliabilities were obtained from .72 to .94. Validities ranged from .45 to .t4 and Ow
trend was entirely consistent with conditions of the various trait measurements.

2305. Binghamton, N. Y. Department of education. Committee on re-
vision of rating system. Report of the committee on rating revision. Bing-
hamton, N. Y., 1930. 13 p. (Donald M. Tower, director)

2306. Boardman, Charles W. Pupil ratings of high school teachers. 1930

University of Mlimestota, Minneapolis. 10 p. rns.
An analysis of four factors affecting pupil judgments of teaching efficiency. Findings

Pupil Judgments correlate with supervisors Judgments of teachers efficiency to the degrec
+.56 to +.85. Partial correlation coefficients for the four factors studied which Ina

affect pupil judgments of teaching efficienc were obtained.

2307. Validation of a pr edures test as a measure of teaching e

ciency. 1930. University of MIn11e8ota, Minneapolis. 15 p. ms.
Findings : Test correlates *ith the criterion to the extent of +.34.
2308. Butterworth, Elmer R. Pupil linprovement cost as a measure o

teacher efficiency. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa, Iowa- CIO
56 p. Ins.

2309. Clem, Orlie M. !11 best teacher. Educational method, 9: 473-76, Ma
1930. _

In this article the writer gives the reactions of experienced public iwhool teacher&
Conclusions : After a lapse of years, personality factors loom large.

2310. What do my students think about my teaching? School an
society, 31 : 96-100, January 18, 1930.

Gives the results of the submission of a check list to 200 students in education at th
end of their course.

2311. Coxe, Warren W. and Orleans, J. S. Procedure in analyzing progn9
tests. Journal of educational research, 22: 36-43, June 1930.

A study of the teachers interest test and the prognosis test for prospective teachers.
2312. Proguosis test of teaching ability. Yonkers-on-Hudso

N. Y. World book company, 1930. Manual, 12 p.; test, 30 p.
This is a test prepared for use in normal schools in New York State.
2313. Coy, Genevieve L. A study of various factors which influence the

of the accomplishment quotient as a measure of teaching efficiency. Journal
educational research, 21: 29-42, January 1930.

From this study it is concluded that evaluation and comparison of the efficiency
various teachers in a school system should be based on annual AQ change only whe
teachers have begun the year with comparable groups, and when the differences found

can claim high statistical reliability.
2314. Denver, Colo. Public schools. Department of research. How to um

preteaching tests. 1929-1930.

2315. Frank, Emily. The use of the teacher rating scale as an ifistrument
of supervision. Master's thesis, 1930. Ohio State university, Columbus.

A study of historical background and present trends. A survey was made by i
tionnaires sent to high schools in Ohio and graduate students in the College of edu
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tion of Ohio State university. Findings : The teacher rating scale as an instrument of
supervision is used by less than half of the respondents. General use is more tentative
than formerly. However, it has been in use about 20 years.

2316. Gilliland, A. R. A critical analysis of the George Washington uni-'
versity teaching aptitude test. Educationin administration and supervision,
15: 660-.436, December 1929.

The study is concerned with the determination of the reliability and validity of the'
George Washington university teaching aptitude test, designed by F. A. Moss for the
purpose of discovering an individual's aptitude for teaching. It claims to measure native
capacity and to measure it with adults independent of ege or experience. 145 freshman
girls with no teaehing experience were used in the test. Data indicate that the test has
only a fair degree of reliability when measured by correlating the odd with the even
scores on the test ; tbe test possesses little validity as a measure of teaching aptitude;
is a better measure of intelligence than of teaching aptitude ; it is not a good measure of

native teaching ability.
2317. James, H. W. Causes of teacher-failure in Alabama. Peabody journal

of education, 7 : 269-71, March 1930.
Data were secured from college freshmen, teachers, and principals on public school

teachers who had failed. The causes of failures of 118 teachers based on a list of 10
items were checked by the college freshmen ; 100 teachers were analyzed by teachers.
Discipline was given first place by each group; temper was ranked high by/students and
teachers, but not so high by the principals.

2318. Jones, J. W. An objective measure of elementar teacher-in-training
achievement. Teachers college journal (Terre Haute, Ind.), 1: 21-23, Sep-
tembei 1929.

The study aims to compare the scholastic achievement of the teachers-in-training for
the elementary license in the Indiana state teachers collep with the achievement of
eighth-grade pupils when both groups were measured by the same objective test.

2319. King, James Robert. Pupil ratings of teacher traits. Master's thesis,
1929. University of Colorado, Boulder. 27 p. ms.

Two hundred high school pupils were asked to list traits or characteristics they like
hest in the teacher in whom they would confide secrets. Findings : Honesty and straight
forwardness is most important; patience and understanding, sympathy, not pity, and
general character, rank high.

*2320. Krieger, Laura B. X. Prediction of success in professional courses for
teachers. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia university, New
York, N. Y. New York city, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1930. 77 p.
(Contributions to education, no. 420)

A study of the possibilities of predicting success in a graduate teacher-training insti-
tution by means of an examination given at entrance. Reports the relationship between
psychological tests and grades in over 50 colleges and universities.

2321. Light, U. L. High-school pupils rate teachers. School review, 38:
28-32, January 1930.

Nine hundred pupils in the Barberton high school, Barberton, Ohio, were asked to
rate their teachers and express judgments on what they thought were the characteristics
of good and poor teachers. The rankings given by the pupils were so much like those
given by the superintendent and the principal that it is evident the pupils were accurate
in their Judgments.

2322. McAfee, L. O. The possibilities of discovering who will make success-
ful teachers. 1929. Louisiana State normal college, Natchitoches. 20 p. ins.

A tudy of the relative reliability of intelligence test, scholarship, and student teach-
ing; and the degree to which prediction is now possible.

2323. ------ The reliability of the evidence of teaching efficiency obtained
in follow-up work. 1929. Louisiana State normal college, Natchitoches. 28
p. ms. Elementary school-Journal, 30: 746-54, June 1930.

A study of the relative reliability of reports from local superintendents and records
of evidence obtained in limited visits.

N/f
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2324. Mead, A. R. Qualities of merit in good and poor teachers. Journal
of educational research, 20: 239-59, November 1929.

Reprinted, 23 p.
A history of t studies that have been made of the rating a teachers shows a gradual

progression away from subjective, und4flneil procedures, and data towards more objective,
more experimental, more mcientific procedures, and exact results. It is concluded from
this study that there is a tendency to Judge personal qualities as of higher value than
other types of qualities.

2325. Odenweller, Arthur Leonard. The predictive value of certain traits
for effectiveness in teaching. Doctor's thésis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia
university, New York, N. Y.

An intensive study was made of 560 teachers of Cleveland in 25 traits. Data were

treated statistically. Various types of relationship as used in' this study are more
reliable than intelligence tests. Since tbe methods used are relatively reliable, convenient
and a speedy means of Measuring traits of teachers in service, they may have value for
rating traits of prospective teachers.

2326. Osbprne, Roxie Ellen. A study of rating cards for student teachers.
Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teachers, Notilville, Tenn.

92 p. ms.
2327. Peterson, Oda R. and Cook, William A. Scole cards and rating sheets

in teacher training. Educational method, 9: 322-30,- March 1930.
The returns to a questionnaire received from 173 teachers' colleges, state normal

schools, city normal schools, and colleges and un4vcrsities during 1928, indicate that
colleges and universities not primarily for the training of teachers depend less upon
supervisory devices than do normal schools and teachers colleges. 148 of the schools
answering the questionnaire use a rating scale to estimate general efficiency in student
teaching. Supervisory and rating devices are used more generally and more scientifically
in training teachers than on teachers in service.

2328. Reitz, William. Intelligence of teachers: Doctor's thesis, 1930. UnI

versity of WiscOnsin, Madison. 207 p. me.
A study of about 4,000 measures of intelligence pertaining to prospective and expert

Pn d kindergarten, elementary, intermediate, and high-school teachers of Detroit. Th

measures of intelligence are related to certain training factors, supervisory efficiency
ratings over an average period of four years of service, and miscellaneous factors per
taWing to teachers such as age, place of birth, mex, marital status, academic degrees held,
yea7ts of substituting, years of leave of absence, salary, semester hours of education, and
resignation. Further comparisons are made of intelligence level of experienced teachers.

2329. Remmers, H. H. To what eltent do grades influence student ratings
of instructors? Journal of educational research, 21 : 314-16, April 1930.

Correlation of grades against student ratings for 409 students under 11 different
instructors in 17 different classes varying widely in subject matter gives correlations
for individual traits of individual instructors varying from .860 to +.890. T
conclusion hi reached that for the average instructor and the average student there it
practically no relationship between the student".a grades and his judgment of the
instructor as recorded on the Purdue rating scale for instructors.

2330. Risser, J. Ray. Some of the qualities of a teacher which are predie
tive of °administrative success. Mitster's thesis, 1929. University of Souther'
California, Los Angeles. 106 p. ms. National education association. Depart
ment of secondary school principals bulletin, 34:10-21, January 1931

(Abstract)
The problem of this thesis was to determine those factors significant for selection

successful administrators from successful teachers. In attempting to solve this problem,
three tychniques were used, historical research, personal interviews, and the question.

naire tdethod. Questionnaires were sent to 210 teachers and to 220 superintendents
principals of senior and of junior high schools, and of elementary Rams.

2331. Taylor, Howard Rice. Teacher Influence on class achievement: a
study of the relationship of estimated teaching ability to pupil achievement in

6
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reading and arithmetic. Genetic psychology monographs, 7 : 81-175, February
1930.

A study of differences in class achievement in arithmetic and reading within each of
grades 4R, inclusive, for nine different schools tu a medium-sized city. Five semi-
Independent estiTates were made of the general effectiveness of the teachers who wero
r9onsible for clal instruction in the various grades of each school during the semester
in which tbe ach4evements of the pupils were measured.

2332. Torgerson, T. L. The measurement of teaching ability. Doctor's
thesis, 1930. University of Wisconsin, Madison. 4180 p. MS)

A diagnostic teacher-rating scale.oconsisting of an objective measure of teacher and
pupil activities and a professional information test for elementary teachers was con-
structed and validated, using gain in pupil achievement as a major criterion and super-
visory rankings as a minor criterion of teaching success.

2333. Tyler, R. W. Evaluating the importance of teachers' activities. Edu-
cational administration and supervision, 16: 287-92, April 1930.

Ratings on the importance of the teaching activities were obtained from professors of
education in connection with the Commonwealth study on teacher training. Ratinga
made bi supervisors of practice teaching ami instructors of special methods were kept
separate from the ratings made by professors of educational theory, educational philoso-
phy orerinciples of education, of whom there were 25. Ratings were obtained from a
large group of secondary-school teachers. All of the ratings were treated stittistically.
Data indicate that philosophers and teachers vary widely in their evaluations of certain
teaching activities.

233e. Ullman, Roy R. The prognostic value of certain factors- related to
teaching success. Doctor's thesis, 1930. University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
133 p. (Address: The Author, Ashland college, Ashland, Ohio)

A study of the various items entering into the personal equipment and preparation of
prospective teachers. The relationship of each of the items to teaching success wak;
carefully determined.

2335. Waid, Lloyd D. The rating of teachers in service. Master's thesis,
1930. University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

A statistical study of teacher's ratings ; ratings given the lame group of teachers by
principals, suplervlsor, and teachers. Comparisons are made between ratings.

2336. Weber, S. E. Rating teachers and principals to improve their service.
Pittsburgh puts a new slant on the difficult hut valuable plan of rating instruc-
tors. American school board journal, 80: 47-46, April 1830.

See also 2179, 2387, 2395.

TEACHER LOAD

2337. Anderson, Earl W. Analysis of positions to which beginning teachers
were elected. 1929. Ohio state university, Columbus.

A study of the types of positions to which beginnerswho are graduates of the Ohio
state university are elected and an analysis of their duties based on reports from them.
Findings: In general, the median beginning teacher teaches at least three subjects, and
has the care of two extracurricular duties.

2338. Ayer, Fred C. Computing and adjusting the university teaching load.
ation's schools, 4: 2640, July 1929.
The more important of the basic factors entering into the computation and adjustment

of teaching loads are considered in this article.
2339. Beaver, Chester A. Subject combination in high school teacher's pro-

grams in South Dakota. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa, Iowa City.
78 p.

2340. Briar, A. Bushell. Subject combinations in high school teachers pro-
grams. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa, IoWa City. 71 p.

2341. Chapman, Harold B. Pupil-teacher ratio report. 1930. Public,schools,
Baltimore, Md. 10 p. ms.

dL scientific study of ratio of pupils to teachers in the several types of schools.
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2342_ Cole, Robert D. The high school teaching population of North Dakota.
Grand Forks, N. Dak., University of North Dakota, 1929. 50 p. (Bulletin, no.

5, October 1929)
Reviewed in School of education record, February 1930. p. 154-56.
A study of the number of zubjects actually taught by high school teachers, the ex

pelience, number, and character of subject combinations and extracurricular activities
of the teachers.

2343. Doughman. 3Ir. Me 1.1le. Subject tomb1nations of high school teach-
ers in Kansas. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Wichita, Wichita, Kans.
79p.m.

234 43, Foley, iqt.hur L., chairman. Report of committee on teaching load in
colleges. North central asso:ation quarterly, 4 : 250-57, September 1929.

Nine hundred questionnaires were mailed out to colleges. This article gives the
tabulated results frm 561 returns.

234:-). Friedrich, George. Study of the teaching load of nature and, scientte
teachers in teachers' colleges arid normal schools wilt) particular emphasis -op

practices of teaching in the field. 1930. Cornell university, Ithaca, N. T.
Nature almanac, 1930: 119-27.

The average number of classroom hours taught by ,siwrmal school sciepee teachers is
19.45 per week. In 58.7 'per cent of the iiistitutions, Riper-vision of practice teaching
in science is not required of the staff. Thirzy:oue and fivé tenths per cent of the
schools attain the standard of A-1 rating of 16 hours per week set by the Nationa
association of teachers' colleges. Eighty-four and eight-tenths per cent of the schools
teach by means of field trips, the average number of field trips bt.ing 12.1 per semester.
only 38.2 per cent of which have classes of 25 students or less. A heavy teaching
load is not a deterrent to teaching by the field method.

2346. Graham, John Franklin. aombinations of subjects taugbt by the
Georgia high-school teacher. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college
for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 73 p. ma.

2347. Heiges, J. S. How many and what subjects should a high-school
teacher in Pennsylvania be prepared to teach? School review, 38: 286-99,
April 1930.

In order that teacher training institutions may give intelligent guidance slid make
the proper selection of subjects from the standpoint of the teacher*, S67

findhigh schools of Pennsylvania were studied, to out the nu of subjects and the
combinations of subjects being taught by high school teachers. Findings: Students pre-
paring to teach in the high schools of Pennsylvania should receive special academic
and profesisonal training in two subjects. A table giving combinations of subjects
which might serve to guide prospective teachers in their choice of subjects is given.

2348. Hostettter, B. H. A study of the subject combinations taught in the
four-year high schools of Illinois. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Illinois.
Urbana.

2349. Houston, Texas. Ind'ependent school district. The teaching load of
high school teachers. Independent school district, Houston, Texas. 10*p. ins.

(Rearch bulletin no. 8111.)
The teaching load can not be definitely evaluated except in extreme cases in which

there is only one teacher, such as in Italian or journalism. Findings : Extracurriculat load
should be more equally distributed among all the teachers of a given subject or field
separate minimums and maximums for number of pupils should be established for each
subject ; it should be definitely established that the hours during which pupils are re
quired to report in school are not coterminous with the hours of the principals' or teachers
day ; rules and regulations should stipulate ,the general requirements of each teaching
position, approximate size and number of classes, extracurricular work, approximate
number of pupils, and other requirements.

2350. Johnson; Axel L. The teaching load of college chemistry Instructors.
Master's thesis, 19,10. New York university, New York, N. Y. 96 p.

This is a survey of the teaching loads of the chemistry instructors of 287 liberal arts
colleges in the United States.
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2351. New Trier township high school, Winnetka, M. Department of
reference and research. A study of teaching load and extra duties of teachers
tor first semester 1929-1930. 1929. 7 p. ms.

2352. Noble, M. C. S., jr. The subjecrload of teachers and principals in the
high schools of North Carolina, 1929-1930. 1930. State department of public
instruction, Raleigh, N. C. 18 p. ms.

The study shows the number of persons teaching various subject combinations. The
data concern teachers and principals of both races. Tables are also presented showing
the number of subjects taught and the number of periods taught per day in rural and
urban high schools in North Carolina.

2353. Nutt& 11, James A. A study of the dist*ribution of the teaching load in
the small high schools of the State of Utah. Master's thesis, 1930. Brigham
Young university, Provo.

2354. San Francisco, Calif. Public schools. Department of educational
research and service. Program problems and practice in senior high schools
of San Francisco. 1930. 19 g. (Bulletin no. 15)

By Richard I. Abraham.
A study of the teacher-load in all the senior high schools of San Francisco, during th4,

fall term 1929. It was found that one-half of the San Francisco senior high schoo,
teachers have instructional loads of more than 598 pupil-clock-hours per week. whilt
one-half have less than that amount. The instructional load of 50 per cent of the
teachers lies between 671 and 519 pupil-clock-hours, with 25 per cent less than 519 and

per cent more than 671 pupil-clock-hours per week.
2355.

. Teacher load in San Francisco junior high
schools, spring term, 1929-1930. 1930. 8 p. (Bulletin no. 14)

The results of this study showed that there ifi a high degree of variability of periods
taught per week among the different junior high school teachers, and that there is e
high degree of variability of pupil periods per week among teachers of the same school
and among the several junior high schools.

2356. Santa Monica, Calif. City schools. Department of research. Teacher
load.. 1929. 25 p. ms.

This study contains data regarding the number of pupils assigned per teacher in
elementary, junior and senior high schools. Tables were made showing each school.
range of grade, number of pupils, number of teachers and the average number of pupil.
per teacher. A table was also made for the elementary schools (non-platoon grades)
showing a distribution of number of pupils per teacher exclusive of Wiching pripcipals
and special teachers. V

2357. Sawyer, R. G. Analysis of Atlanta junior high school shop-teacher's
job. 1930. Georgia school of technology, Atlanta. 12 p. ms.

The study was made to determine the exact duties a junior high shop teacher must
perform during a teaching year. A total of 461 items or duties was found.

2358. Scott, Dorothy DeLong. The effect of the size of the school on the
teaching load of the home economics teacher. Master's thesis, 1929. Ohio
state university, Columbus.

2359. Tritt, W. W. Estimating teaching loads by means of subject coeffi-
cients. Nation's schools, 5: 61-65, April 1930.

1

The author attempts to determine subject coefficients which could be used with Ilarl
B. Douglass' formula by which the teaching load in the high schools might be measuml.
The subject coefficients were tried out with the 91 members of the faculty of Belmont
high school, Los Angeles.

2360. Waehler, L. A. Does the high school teacher do too much clerical
work? Nation's schools, 4 : 49-53, October 1929.

A study of the clerical work done by 79 teachers in high schools of more than 1:200
enrollment. Teachers reporting are far from being in agreement as to the extent of
the cleraal burden.

See also 1905, 2183, 2189, 2210, 2215, 2217, 2409, 2413, 2518, 2775, 4069.
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TEACHER SUPPLY >,

2361. Ambrose, Brother. Stimulating vocations to the teaching brother-
hoods. Master's t ht sis, 1929. Catholic university of America, Wa8hingto,01 C.

41 p.

2362. Anderson, Earl W. A study in supply and demands. Educational re-

searq bulletin (Ohio State university), 8 : 399-403, December 4, 1929.
A study of the oversupply of English teachers in Ohio.
2363. Clement, Evelyn A. The supply and demand of teachers in California,

1928-1930. State -department of education, Sacramento, Calif. California
schools. 1: 154-64, June 1930.

From this study it was found that the total excess of supply over demand for teachers
in California during 1928-1930 was 1,248 teachers.

23G4. Devricks, Robert X. Freshmen college enrollments in Indiana on

teacher training courses. Teachers college journal, 1: 83-85, January 1930.
A study of enrollments in teacher training courses from the point of view of supply and

demand.

2365. Pife. Ray. A study of teacher supply in vocational agriculture for 13

North central state. [1929] State department of education, Columbus, Ohio.
2366. Magee, H. J. Demand for special teachers of physical education, music

and drawing. 1930. _State department of education, Albany, N. Y.
2387. Mushlitz, Manford Eugene. Are there too many teachers? Master's

thesis, 1930. Stanford university, Stanford University, Calif.
23c8. Neuner, John J. W. A study of the supply and demand of teachers of

commercial subjects in the public day high schools in New York State, exclusive
of New York City, for the year 1926-1927. Doctor's thesis, 1929. New York
university, New York, N. Y.

2369. Overn. Alfred Victor. Indices of supply and demand of teachers in
Minnesota. Doctor's thesis. 1930. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis. 884

p. ms. (To be published by University of Minnesota press, Minneapolis, 1931.
About 300 p.)

A study of calculated trends in the demand for teachers of each activity in high school
and all eleinentary grades for 11 years for all schools in the State, outside of the three
largest cities. Demand was treated quantitatively and supply 'qualitatively. Certain
samplings were validated statistically. An oversupply was indicated for many activities;
for other activities temporary saturation points of the demand were not yet in evidence.

2370. Planzke, O. H. and Doudna, Edgar G. The training and work of high
school teachers in Wisconsin in neiv positions. Madison, Wis., State department
of education, 1930. 16 p.

A statistical study of new teachers in Wisconsin for the first semester of the year
19::9--1930. A study in the field of supply and demAnd.

2371. Shambaugh, Charles Gilbert. Issues bearing ikson the demand for
teachers in California. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Standford university, Stanford
University, Calif.

Ullrich, Felix H. The sup* and demand of teachers in the State of
Texas. Master's thesis, 1929. UniveTsity of Texas, Austin.

Data show an oversupply of high school and elementary teachers and of persons seeking
superintendencies.

2373. Vance, John A. Contribution of the teacher-ttaining apncies in Ten-
nessee toward supplying the demand for trained teachers in the State. Peabody
journal of education, 7: 272-80. March 1930.

The enrollment of students in white teacher training institutions - in Tentressee wu
studied for the year 1926-1927 for the winter and summer sessions. A study was ails
made of tbe certlficatek issued to these students and to those from institutions outside
the State in 1927. 2.016 trained white elementary teachers *ere needed in Tennessee
in 1927. The training agenciesof the State were able to supply 1,989 teachers.,
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2374. Woodward, Clair L. The junior colleges of Town ns a source of tencher
simply for the year of 1928. Master's thesis. 1929. University of Iowa. Iowa
City. 79 p. ms.

TEACHERS' PENSIONS

237'5. Carpenter, Edward Huger. An evaluation of the Indiana state teacher
retirement system, based on a study of annuitants. Master's thesis. 1930.
Indiana university, Alootnington. 119 p. m.

2376. Heron. Alexander R.,..and other*. Report of the California public
school teachers' retirement salary commission. Sacramento, California state
printing office, 1929. 64 p.

A study of existing conditions in tbe State in regard to teachers' pencionq and recom-
mendations for improving the situation..

2377. Nátional education association. Research division. Group insurance
for teachers. Washington, D. C.. 1930. 8 p. (Studies in State ,educational
adminiptration, no. 3, February 1930)

Shows the activities of teachers organizationi and contains an annotated ilihnouraphy.
378. Pritchett, Henry S. The social 'philosophy of pensiimaz, with a review

of existing pension systems for professional groups. New York, N. Y.. Carnegie
foundation for the advancement of teaching, 1930. 85 p.

Deals with the rise of pension systems in the United Stifles : pensions fig retired pay
the part of the actuary in creating and operating II pension system ; the economic and
social philosophy underlying a sound pension system; and rutired pav systems for rol-

tlege teachers and public school teachers.
2379. Roller, Charles Theodore. The legal stattis of retirement systems.

Master's thesis, 1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh,, Pa. University
of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27: 365-66, November 1930. (Abstract)

2380. Smith, Ilse X. Teacher retirement in theory and practice. 'Master's
thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia university. New York. N. Y. 172 p.'ms.

An analysis of teacher retirement legislation in the United States and teacher retire-
ment literature inIflation to 16 fundamental problems.

2381. Staffelbach, Elmer H. Retirement salaries: the differential principle.
Sierra educational news, 26: 28-32, January 1930.

The author studied teachers ularies and their purchasing power for the years 1g90 to
1925. He favors the use of tbe differential principle in the payment of retirement
salaries because a retirement allowance based on some form of salary differential would
better serve the purposes of the retirement law, in that it would more near!y meet the
needs of the superannuated members of the profession.

Z382. Thomson, Andrew Clinton. Desirability and feasibility of group insur-
ance for California teachers. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern
California, Los Angeles. ms.

TEACHER'S PERSONALITY

238I Baldwin, EC. Wayland. The influence of personality on success in
teaching. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern California, Los
Angeles. .ms.

2384. Birkelo, Carl P. What characteristics in teachers impress themselves
most upon elementary and high school students? Educational
awl supervision, 15: 453-56, September 1929.

Data received from a questionnaire sent to 614 college students indicate that public
school pupils are impressed by the genuine and real qualities possessed by their instrnc-
tors , and that they recognise genuine teaching ability. Power to inspire the student,
enthusiasm for work, a sympathetic attitude and a pleasing personality are qualities
which attract the students.
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2385. Callaway, James F. Teacher qualities desired by superintendents of

Nebraska. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Nebraska, Lincoln. 90 p.
Opinions were obtained from 160 superintendents of Nebraska and a study made of

qualities sought by 89 application blanks and 69 reference sheets. Findings: Superin-
tehdents of Nebraska emphasize personality, scholarship, successful experience, morality,
leadership, sympathy, judgment, ambition, cooperation, ability and discipline, enthusiasm
and interest.

2386. Diener, Harry C. Study of behavior of high school teachers. Master's
thesis, 1930. Cornell university, Ithaca, N. Y. 67 p. ms.

This study is based on questionnaires sent to superintendents of cities of 5,000 to
MON population. 201 returns were received, covering 4,485 teachers. Findings: A

behavior code seems essential, especially for Inexperienced teachers.
2387. Flory, Charles D. Personality rating of prospective teachers. alum

tional administration and supervision, 135-43, February 1930.
Ninety-nine students of psychology at Manchester college, Ind., and 35 slUdents in the

introduction to education class at Park college were the subjects of this experiment
Findings': Students tend to *agree fairly well on the traits which are necessary for suc.
ce.-.sful teachers. There is a positiCe and significant relationship between the personality
scores as determined by self-rating and the aierage rating of both two and five intimate
f r lends.

2388. Jones, Vernon. Disagreement among teachers as to right and wrong
Teachers college record, 31: 24-36, October 1929.

A sampling of 118 adults, 82 experienced teachers and 36 juniors and seniors in co!-
lege who were taking courses in Education,, were used in this study. It was found that
there is a great difference of opinion among teachers in regard to what is right and what
is wrong. They do not agree in their " ideals," and they do not agree on what the
s. accepted standards are.

2389. Jordan, Floyd. A s?ady of personal and social traits in relation to

high school teaching. Journal of educational sociology, 3: 27-43, eptember
1929.
° Gives the opinions of 150 high school seniors, 120 teachers, 100 supervisors, and 100
school patrons on thtw significance of certain social and personal traits in relation to high
school teaching.

2390. Pen porralts of 14 superior teachers. Los Angeles principals describe
some of the city's outstandOg instructors. American school board journal,
79 : 35-36, 136, October 1929.

study was made of the characteristics which distinguish the superior teacher in the
minds of the principals and supervisors of Los Angeles.

2391. Tyler, Henry T. A study of the bearing of certain personality factors
other than intelligence upon academic success at Teachers college. Doctor's

a thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y.
Teachers College students who were candidates for degrees, or who had completed

ei'ght or more points of academic work during the semester were rated on the S031
scales, a test of personality. One thousand, three buhdred and sixty-four completed scales
wore available for the study. The investigationshows a new test technique by means of
which aspects of personality almost wholly unrelated to intelligence but playing a part
in academic and other types of success may be measured with n high degree of reliability.
After further research SOGI technique may be made a valuable addition to the rapidly
growing personality measurement movement. It has afforded valuable glimpses into the
tangle of factors which comprise personality.

TEACHERS' SALARIES

2392. Alhambra, Calif. tity schools. Department of educational research
and guidance. Salary study. 1930. 15 p. ms.

a

2393. Anderson, Earl W. and Stubbs, Esther M. Salaries of inexperienced
teachers. Educational research bulletin (Ohio stfite university), 8: 289-94,
September 25, 1929.

The data for Allis study were compiled from the reports for 1928-1929, which covered
00 per cent of ail public Junior and senior high schools of Ohio. Inexperienced teachers
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were defined as tbose who had had no regular teaching experience pri.vious to Septemtwr
1928. The median salary for all inexperienced teachers in the State for the ysar WR8
$1,292.

2394. Beck, E. W. The relation of college grades to teaching salaries for
Bemidji graduates. 1930. State teachers college, Bemidji, Minn.

This study gives the results of a questionnaire sent-to all graduates of Bemidji state:eachers college over the 10 year period since its establishment. Findings : When dividednto quartiles, the average and median salaries for each quartile were higher than those inhe lower o9es.

2395. Blom, E. C., White, Dorothy, and Moderow, Gertrude. The operationf the Louisville salary schedule. 1930. Public schools, Louisville, Ky. 22
MS.

This study shows the results of the operation of the single salary schedule adoptedy the board of education of Louisville in ene 1926. It also gives data on teacherOng&

2396. Bradley, J. H. A salarimtudy. 1929. Public schools, Modesto, Calif.
p. ms.

2397. Clark, B,. C. Principles of advancing the salary of teachers. American
chool board journal, 80: 41-42, March 1930; 50, 142,4April 1930.
A study was made of the various systemg used in increasing the salaries of teachersnsed on education, length of service, and teaching experience.
2308. PrinciPles underlying the minjmum teachers' salary. Ameri-

an school board journal, 80: 55-56, February 1930.
The author discusses critically the principles used in determining the minimum orsic salary. The conclusions are based OD his experience as an tidministrator, a carefuludy of the available literature, and a first-hand study of many schedules actually ineration.

2399. Colton, Albert S., chairman. Report of the California teachers associa-
on committee on teachers salaries. San Francisco. California teachers asso-
ation, 1930. 12 p.
Reprinted from tbe Sierra educational news, June 1930.
2400. Dalthorp, Charles J. A &let' survey of teachers salaries, per capitasts, and the personnel of teaching and supervisory staffs in the Aberdeen cityhools, Aberdeen, S. D. Aberdeen, S. Dak., Public schools, 1929. 60 p. ms.
2401. Davis, H. H. Salary base for clerk treasurers of boards of education.

tate departifient of education, Columbus, Ohio. [1930]
2402. Denver, Colo. Public schools. Department of research. Salaries ofputy and assistant superintendents, heads of department, anti principals.
0 21 p. ms.

The study gives tables showing comparative salaries in 24 northern cities. Findings :river salaries for directors are the same as for 24 northern cities. Denver principalse better paid than are principals in the 24 northern cities studied.
2403. Salaries of retiring Denver teachers since 1924.
30. 4 p. ms.
Findings: Salaries of retiring teachers are from $400 to $500 higher than for enteringReber*.

2404. .Grimm, L. R. Regulation of teachers' salaries by state authority.
29. Illinois state teachers association, Springfield. 13 p.
The requirements of states relative to state-wide salary schedules and minimum salaryws are outlined in this study.
2405. Hart, F. W. and Peterson, L. H. Professional salary scale forms.merican school board journal, 80: 42-43, June 1930.
The authors describe the principles adopted or developed in the San Francisco salaryrvey:
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240G. Hathaway, Arthur H. Should there be salary distinctions between
men and women teachers? American school board journal, 79 : 45-46, July 1929.

A stwly was made of the wages of men and women engaged in 16 manufacturing
occupatious throughout the United States, from data published in the Monthly labor
review of the United States Bureau of labor otatistics. Data indicate that because
there is little difference in salary between meu and Women teachers, men are being
forced out of the teaching profession, into administrative positions where they can receive
higher salaries.

2407. Hebb, Bertha Y. Comparison of salaries of city school superintendents,
1913, 1921, and 1926-1929. American school board journal, 79 : 38, August,
1(J29.

Data presented give the salaries of superintendents of schools in 58 cities having
a population of 100,000 and over for the years 1913 and 1928-1929, and the salaries
of superintendents of 56 cities for the year 1921.

2408. Hood, Hel n Vander Veer. Salary study. 1930. Public schools,
Alhambra, Calif. J, p. ms.

2100. Hughes, W. Hardin. The instructional staff. Salaries, training, and
teaching loads comparatively treated. Pasadena, Calif., Public schools, 1929.
-1 p. (Administrative research series, 1929. Monograph, no. 2)

Illustrated by numerous charts and tables.

2410. Illinois state teachers association. Depirtment a research and
statistics. The regulation of salaries of teachers by state authority. 1929.

13 1). ms., Illinois tetyher, 18: 314-18, May 1930.
Gives the resulta of a questionnaire sent to the state departments of education of 47

states reque information concerning minimum salary regulations.

2411. Teachers' salaries in Illinois. November 1929. 53 p.

Illinois teac (Springfield, 111.), 18: 132-35, January ; 216-19, March 1930.
Conclusions: In comparison with other wage groups teabhers are underpaid. Teachers

%sages in Illinois do not in general compare favorably with those paid in correspondin
positions in such states as California, New York, New Jersey, Indiana, Massachuset
Pennsylvania, and other leading states. Low wages are found where low educati
htandards are permitted; etc.

2412. Kezer, C. L. Relation of principals' salaries to the superintendents
1930. Oklahoma agricultural and mechanical college, Stillwater.

),

A comparison was made of salaries in 302 independent districts of Oklahoma ; show

ing Itigh salary, low salary and median for each level of superintendent's salary. Find

tugs: Principals' salaries average about two-thirds that_ of the superintendent. The
is much variation. Some are principal in name only.

2413. Kratt, Edwin L. Salaries, teaching load and personal data of Cal
ornia rural high school tetichers. Master's thesis, 1929. Stanford universit
Stanfo4 University, Calif. 150 p.

The sthdy includes the following: a comparison of the size of California rural hi
schools with those of neighboring states, both as to number of pupils and teachers e
ployed; salaries of rural high school teachers; comparison of salaries of married
single teachers; teaching load ; personal data as type of professional and nonprof
sional readingbooks and migazines; number belonging to professional organizatiai
also non-plofessional; number attending institutcs and conventions; other indicatio
of prof( ssional growth ; also the amount of time spent by teachers in supervision
extracurricular activities...

2414. McCormick, Luther Bartlett. Salaries of high school teachers in Souti
Carolina in 1926-1927. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college f
teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 46 p. ms.

2415. Macklin, John D. A salary schedule for clerks of boards of educati
iu state aid rural and village school districts of Ohio. Master's thesis [1930
Ohio state university, Columbus. 40 p. ms.

This Is an investigation into present salary conditions In Ohio rural and village
districts, au analysis of salaries authorized by statutes of Ohio and other s t es, and
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questionnaire study to determine the increase paid Ohio clerks of boards (Turing a build-
ing program. A salary schedule is set up, based Pon the findings of the snub.

2416. Massachusetts teachers federation. Salaries of the teachers in public
day schools of Massachusetts. Common ground, 9: 246-65, March 1930.

*2417. Morris, Lyle. L. The single salary schedule. An analysis and an
evaluation. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers college. Columbia university, New
York, N. Y. New York city, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1930. 79 p.
(Contributions to education, no. 413)

Answers to the following questions were sought : (1) What is the effort of the singlo
salary schedule upon 'the training of teachers? (2) What measures other than training
and experience are used and bow are they used? (3) How does the amount expended
for teachers' salaries in single salary cities compare with that in regular cities? and (4)
What are the administrative problems involved? When the two groups of cities were
compared in respect to the training of the teachers, it was found that the eivmetatary
teachers of the single salary cities were better trained than were those of the regiihr
salitry cities.

2418. National education association. Research division. Tabulations
III-B. Salaries paid schol administrative and supervisory officers, 192S-1929,
308 cities 10,000 to 30,000 in population, Washington, D. C., National education
association, 1929.

2419. Tabulations IV-B. Salaries paid school administrative
and supervisory officers, 1928-1929, 342 cities 5,000 to 10,000 in population.
Washington, D. C., National education association, 1929.

2420. ------- Tabulations V-A. Salaries paid teachers, principals
and certain other school employees, 1928-1920, 514 cities 2,500 to 5,000 in popu-
ation. Washington, D. C., National education association, 1929.

2421. - Tabulations V-B. Salaries paid school administrative
and supervisory officers, 1028-1929, 514 cites 2,500 to 5,000 in population. Wnsh-
ington, D. C., Nattonal education association, 1929.

2422. Noble, M. C. S., fr. Teacher salaries in the United States. 1930.
State department of public instruction, Raleigh, N. C. 100 p. ms.

An analysis of the salaries paid teachers and other school officials in the separate
states.

2423. North Carolina. State department of public instruction, Raleigh.
Comparison of salary cost (State schedule) 1929-1930. 1930.

This is a comparison of salary cost (white, colored, both races) with the State
schedule for the actual term (1929-1930) not exceeding eight months with a uniform
eight months' term.

2424. Number and salaries of white principals: 1929 -1930.
1930.

This Study shows the number and salaries of white principals in North Carolina
in terms of the State salary schedule.

2425. Number and salaries of white teachers by counties:
1929-1930. 1930.

2426. Salaries of superintendents. 1930. 6 p.
Gives budgeted salaries of superintendents in rural and special charter schools ; and

per pupil cost of same.

2427. Schuknecht, Lester. ( South Glens Falls, N. Y.) Salary schedules of
schools in New York State. (Outside of cities) [1930]

2428. Sibert, Omer Earl. Effects of training and experience on the salaries
of public school administrators in Ohio. Master's thesis, 1930. Ohio state
university, Columbus. 121 p: ms.

2429,-Soper, Wayne W. Salaries of teachers in New York State. 1980.
State departmefit of education, Albany, N. Y. 6 p. ms. 4

Analysis of salary data reported to the department by New York state superintendents.
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2430. Spencer, Paul R. A state minimum teachers' salary schedule. Doe-

tor's thesis, 1929. Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. T.
This study presents a technique by which a state may define its minimum program

as to teacher training and experience. It presents a technique by which tbe cost of
such a prwzram. so far as teachers are concerned. can he equalized through a state
minimum salary schedule with corrections for variations in living costs throughout the
state. Data were secured for tbe most part from Florida.

2431. Standiford, Francis Wilbur. Principles of salary schedules n cities
of 20,000 to 50.000. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago. Chic Ago,
110 p. ms.

This is a study of the principles ofoformulation of salary Prheilnies in 245 cities
of 20,000 to 50.000. Conclusions are made with regard to economic principles. influeneu
of current practice, principles designed to secure competent and adequately trained
recruits to the teaching staff. rind principles desizned to retain competent and well
trained employees and insure improvement in -service.

2432. Thompson, Roger X. Teachers salaries 1929-1930. 1930. State
board of education, Hartford. Conn. 21 p. ms.

2433. Tracy, Bettie M. Salaries in junior high school. 1930. Public
schools, Wheeling, West Va. 7 p. ms.

2434. Washington, D. C. Public schools. Report of investigation of meth-
ods of payment of public school salaries in large cities. 1929. 14 p. ms.

Results from a questionnaire sent to 40 cities with populations over 100,000, show
that there is little uniformity in the method of salary payment in the large -citles
selected for study. There is a great diversity in the methods of payment of various
types of employees within a *city system. The prevalent practice is to make monthly
payments to officials, teac:iers. and clerks and semimonthly payments to custodians.
The most frequent practice is to make payments on a 12-month basis to officers.
custodians and clerks but on a school-month basis to teachers.

See al8o 13, 114, 1905, 1936, 2182, 2184, 2189, 2200, 2208, 2210, 2213, 2215,
2222, 2224, 2230. 2M8, 2582, 2873.

HIGHER EDUCATION

2435. Anderson, Winslow S. The Rollins college conference plan. 1929.

Rollins college, Winter Park, Fla.
2436. Anthony, Ann. The degree of correlation between the intelligtnce

quotients of students in Hunter college and their academic ratings in milijors
and minors. Doctor's thesis, 1929. New York university, New York, N. Y.

2437. Arnold, Henry J. An analysis of some of the elements in the previous
preparation of college students and the relation of these elements to academic
standing. Doctor's thesis, 1929. Ohio state university, Columbus.

2438. Bartlett, Katherine. A racial classification of college students. Mas-
ter's thesis, 1930. University of Denver, Denver, Colo. 115 p. ms.

In this study measurements were taken on 200 University of Denver students and a

comparison was made when possible with the corresponding measurements of 100 Smith
college women.

2439. Benner, Thomas E. (Wine and university publicity. Teachers col-
lege record, 31: 422-29, February 1930.

Gives the results of a questionnaire sent to more than 300 colleges and universities
Seventy-five per cent of the 48 colleges and universities supported by public funds and
72 per cent of the 71 privately supported Institutions wbo replied to the questionnal
employ an official specifically responsible for the betterment of the institution's pub
relations.

2440. Bird, Joseph W. A study of inculty control in state universities in the
Tinited States. Doctor's thesis [19301 New York university, New York, N. Y.

Findings: Faculties take care of educational policies. Presidents take care of business
policies. There is co'operration betvieen the president and his fatuities.
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2441. Blume, C. J. X. The growth and the development of 16 institutions
of higher learning in the State.of Virginia (1910-1928). Master's thesis. 1929.

niversity of Virginia. Charlottesville.
The study is a statistical summary of 16 institutions of higher learning, for a period

f 18 years including data u to endowment, buildings, cquipinent. faculty, salarlps, and
the courses offered.

2442. Boyer, Carl Wright. The psychology of the college student who is
.cholastically deficient. Doctor's thesis, 1930. New York university, New York,
N Y. 224 p.

This study is a partial case history and statistical method of determining causes, and
.uggestions for remedial measures.

2443. Brandenburg, G. C. The relation between college success and certain
iter activities. 1929. Purdue university, Lafayette, Ind. 25 p. ms.
Data indicate that business and industry stress personality much more than scholarship

r sheer intellectuality.
2444. Bridgman, Donald S. Succoss in college and business. Personnel jour-

al. 9: 1-9, June 1930.
The article gives the results of studies of the success of 1,810 college graduates in the

ell telephone system in relation to a number of factors in their college life. Data
ndicate that high scholarship, substantial campus acbievément.: early graduation and
mmediate employment in the Bell system are favorable factors for success in its work.

2445. Brown, Herbert C. The specific requirements of 49 collegeg and uni-
ersities of the units requireeby them for entrance. 1930. Geer.:e Washing'. on
iniversity, Washington, D. C. 43 p. ms.

It was found that requirements are mere lite-al than in the past The work done in
reparation for college must be intensive and specific.
2446. Brown, Ruth A. A study of high school and first semester college

ecords of freshmen entering 20 colleges and universities in Michigan in the
all of 1928. In Michigan schoolmasters' club. Journal, 1930. p. 315-30.
University of Michigan official publications, vol. 32. no. 8, July 26. 1930)
Data cover 5,380 freshmen enrolling in 20 Michigan universities and colleges and com-
g from 753 different preparatory schools.
2447. Brown university. Survey committee. Report. Providence, The
niversity, 1930. 143 p. (Bulletin, vol. 27, no. 6)
Survey committee : Samuel Paul Capen, Luther P. Eisenhart, Guy Stanton Ford.
2448. Buffalo. University. The new curriculum of the college of the Uni-

ersity of Buffalo, and some of its effects. In Buffalo. University. Reports of
e chancellor, treasurer, and tbe other administrative officers, 1929. p. 77-84.
2449. Bush, Ralph H. Overlapping of high school and college courses. Cali-
rnia quarterly of secondary education, 5: 329-30, June 1930.
Several experiments carried on in different colleges in history, chemistry, and otherWets show overlapping courses taken by college student% in their last two years in

1gh school and their freshman year in college.
2450. Byrne, Bath. Concerning college grades. School and society, 31 :

q4-86, May 17, 1930.
This study was based on the grades of the undergraduate student body at the Universityf Wisconsin, and extended over a period of eight semesters. The scholastic average of
omen students is significantly higher than that of the men students. Women wpo are
embers of sororities rank above women who are not affiliated with sororities. Fraternityant higher than non-fraternity members. Men and women who live in the dormi-

which are under the Jurisdiction of university officials receive lower grades than
en and women who are living in houses maintained by the student groups. Grades in
ch group And to be higher in the second semester of each year than they were in the

rst semester. Scholastic relationships betWeen the various groups were constant through-t tb eight demisters considered.
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2451. Carnegie foundation for the advancement of teaching in cooperation
with the Joint commission of the Association of Pennsylvania college presi.
dents and the State department of public instruction. Study of the relations
of secondary and higher education in Pennsylvania. The college and the'fresh-
man. New York, N. Y., 1930. 48 p. (Progress report 2)

In dealing with the problem of the nature and extent, of the personal contact between
the freshman and his college teachers, Pennsylvania has tried freshman advisers and
freshman tutors or preceptors with definite functions and techniques. The appendix
gives contributions to an outline of material for tutorial conferences from this standpoint
of the student and of the college. Data indicate that the freshman tutor is a great aid
to the student in initiating him into college life, and in giving him the courage and the
impulse to make the most of it.

2452. Clark, Alice Beulah. An analytical study of good and poor students
among college freshmen. Master's thesis, 1930. Oklahoma agricultural and
mechanical college, tillwater.

2453. Constance, Clifford L. Greeks of the campus. School and society, 30:
409-14, September 21, 1929.

Reports a brief statistical investigation of fraternities at the University of Oregon;
based on records of freshmen matriculating in the fall terms of 1927 and 1928. For mt.
there is no apparent difference in fraternity and non-fraternity groups on the basis of
psychological test scores. The sorority group is superior in test score over the non-
sorority group. From high school records, there is a uniform superiority of freshmet
outside the houses over their fellow classmen within them. Fraternity men, on the
average, secure better grades in the university. Freshmen in fraternities at the TN.
versity of Oregon secure higher gradesin proportion to their abilities as measured by
psychological test and high school gradesthan do the non-fraternity freshmen.

2454. Cotterman, H. F. Student adjustment in recent programs in higher
education. Doctor's thesis, 1930. American university, Washington, D. C.

Analysis of the functions of the college years in representative and experimental pro

grams of higher education developed in recent years.

2455. Cowen, Philip A. The college tuition fee in relation to current income
Doctor's thesis, 1929. New York university, New York, N. Y. 141 p.

2458. Cowley, W. H. l'reshman admissions form. 'Columbus, Ohio state unl
versity, 1930. 10 p.

2457. Crago, Alfred. A study of emotional maladjustments of a group o
university students. Doctor's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa, Iowa City
335 p. ms.

2458. Crawford, Albert Beecher. ForecAsting freshman achleVement. Sci
and society, 31 : 125-32, January 25, 1930.

An analysis of a rather comprehensive investigation in progress for the last three yesn
at Yale university, concerning the prediction of freshman scholarship. All candidates fa
admission are required to take the scholastic aptitude test. Scholastic potentialities o.

entering !mailmen are effectively predicted from a weighted combination of various pre

matriculation data. More than two-thirds of the individual predictions for last yeari
freshman class differed by not more than four points from the students' actual average

2459. Rubber micrometers. School and society, 32 : 233-40, Au
16, 1930.

The department of personnel study at Yale university analysed the distribution of a
grades received by the Yale freshmen of 1926 to 1982 inclusive in order to cOmPare
assignment of marks by different departments of study, and by inexperienced as comparei
with experienced teachers.

2460. Crider, Blake. The effect of absences on scholarship. School and
society, 30: 27-28, July 6, 1929.

A report of a study made to determine the relationship between grade points
absences. Data were collected from the records of 240 freshman students, indicating
a student's scholarship is affected both by his percentile ranking on the psychological
and by his absences.
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2461. Davidson, Ellen A. Percentile rankings in intelligence of college of
education students. 1930. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.

Comparisons were made by groups of those who came from small colleges, normal
schools, and the University of Minnesota junior college. Findings : Medhin IQ was higher
in college than university group, and the latter higher than normal school group.

462. Deleraisse, Mrs. Betty Dew. The history of the University of Tulsa.
Master's thesis, 1929. University of Texas, Austin.

2463. Deputy, E. C. Knowledge of success as a motivating influence in col-
lege work. Journal of educational research, 20: 327-34, December 1929.

(;Ives the results of a study carried on to find what influence n frequent knowledge ofsuccess will have upon the scores (grades) of the three groups of students in freshman
philosophy.

2464. Devricks, Robert 4. The gathering and use of statistical data in the
registrar's office for college administration and teaching. 1930. Indiana state
teachers college, Terre Haute. 11 p. ms.

2465. Dexter, Emily S. Intelligence-test score and major subject. School
and society, 30: 779-80, December 7, 1929.

Data were gathered from four representative colleges in the east, south and middle west.
The student's score on an intelligence test was secured, then his choice of major subject.
l'here is a considerable degree of variation among colleges as to subjects attracting the
brightest students, with no conspicuous advantage in favor of any one subject. Con-
clusion: Given intelligence and training enough to get into college, student can suc-
ceed as well in one subject as in another, provided be cares to dp so.

2466. Donovan, H. L. A faculty effort in the improvement of college teach-
ng. Peabody journal of education, 7: 259-63, March ,930.

The author lists 76 suggestIons for improvement in teaching given by members, of theacuity of Eastern state teachers college, Richmond, Sy.
2467. Elliott, Frank R. College presidents believe in publicity. In Ameri

.an college publicity association. Convention' report, 1930. p. 15-25. (Don M.
lresswell, secretary-treasurer, Pennsylvania state coltege, State College, Pa.)

Answers received from 237 presidents of colleges show that they are almost univh.-
lly in favor oi educational publitity.
2468. Elwood, Mary Isabel. A study of students graduated with academic

onors from the University of Pittsburgh. Master's thesis, 1930. University of
ittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. University of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27: 262-63.
ovember 1930. (Abstract)
2469. Engelhardt, Fred. Survey of Gustavus Adolphus college. 1930. Uni-

ersity of Minnesota, Minneapolis. 300 p. ms.
2470. Evans, Ewart Owen. A study of the relationship obetween university

rades assigned to freshme4 and psychological scores. Master's thesis, 1930.
niversity of Wiscofisin, Madison.
2471. Findorf, Arline Katherine. A study of some of the influences that

ffect the intellectual achieveients of freshman students at the University of
isconsin. Master's thesis, 11)30... University of Wisconsin, Madison.
2472. Gerberich, J. R. Fraternity and sorority scholarship, University of
rkansas, 1924-1929. 1930. University of Arkansas, Fayetteville. 20 p.
Psychological examination scores and grade point data from the office of the registrarere used in making the study. Findings: A comparison of the average score ofraternity pledges and all men shows that fraternity pledges rank above the average 'inach of the four years, and in three years by a sizable margin. A 'like comparison ofverage percentile scores for women indicates that sorority pledges rank considerablyve the average except for the year 1928. The margin by which the fraternity pledgesceeded all men was somewhat greater than that by which sorority pledges exceeded allomen. All freshmen women average higher than all freshmen men except for 1927,!though the margin is probably significant only in 1928.
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2473. Gerberich, J. R. Subsequent university careers of probation students in

the retrarning experiment (reading and methods of study) of 1928-1929. 1930.

University of Arkansas, Fayetteville. 5 p. ms.

2474. Gerlinger, Irene Hazard. Recent movemmts in the estAblisliment of
tine arts courses in colleges and universities. Master's thesis, 1930. University
of Oregon, Eugene. 23 p. ms.

2475. Goldthorpe,,J. Harold. The relative rank in high school and° in the
f1r%4 two years of the university. Schooland society, 30: 134-34, July 27, 1934)

One hundred and thirty-six freshmen who entered the liberal arts college of Nuri
estern university in September 1920, from three Chicago high schools and three sub.
urban township high schools, were studied. Conclusions: A high standard of scholarship
IN high school is normally followed by a high standard of work in the tirq yt ar In
the university, and vice versa. There appears to be a sulistantial relationship hetmeet)
rank in high school and standldg in the first two years in the university.

* 2476. Gray, Howard A. Some factors" in the undergraduate careers of
young e ?1,,,Ite students particularwith reference Columbiato and Barnard col-
leges. )octor's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia university, New York,
N. Y. New York city, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1930. 66 p.

(Contributions to education, 437)
This is a study of the fetisibllity of students being admitted to higher institutions

of learning whIl'e younger than the average entrance age. A detailed analysis of
IndIvidual college records of 126 boys and 28 girls who entered Columbia and Barnard
colleges under 16 years of age was made. Student bodies studied were not representa
tive of a typical liberal arts college body. and conclusions dtrum from this study
therefore. are not applicable to undergraduate population of the nation. Conclusl ins.

Young college applicants could profit from early entry and should be allowed to contibue
'accelerated development after entry. Records indicate that young students were 'superior
in intelligence; better prepared; exceeded older fellows in scholarohip4; suffered fevo.r

failures; and received more academic honors. No set rules should be establiped ftir
deciding the admission fitte of the applicant who is younger than those who usually
apply. Fitness for admission to college is determined primarily by applicants dem.
onstrated ability to achieve icademic success.

2477. Greene, Edward B. The retention of information of colleg students:
a preliminary nvort. In Michigan schoolmasters' club. Journa
231-32. (University of Michigan official publication, vol. 32, no. 8, J.

PO. P.

1930)
A study of 407 freshmen and sophomores in zoology, 525 sophomores and juniors

psychology and 130 medical school students in physiological chemistry. Data indicate
that the average student drops about one-half of the information which was acquired
during the course during the first four months of forgetting.

2478. Hanna, Gaynelle L. gelationship between municipal universities and
civic activity. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Akron, Akron, Ohio. 5(

p.-11211.
Alotudy by questionnaire a the nine municipal universities In the United States.
2479. Hazard, Mary Chorn. A study of the clinical investigations of the

University of Kansas. Master's thesis, 1929. Unii.ersity of Kansas, Lawrence
2480. Held, Omar C. An attempt to predict the success .of university fresh-

men in their adjustment to scholastic work. 1930. University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Pa. (Faculty research)

311101 2481. Herriott, Marlon Eugene. Attitudes as factors of it,holastic succes&

Doctor's thesis, 1929. University of Illinois, Urbana. Urban*, University of
Illinois, 1929. 72 p. (University of Illinois bulletin, vol. 27, tio. 2, geptember
10, 1929. Bureau of educational iesearch, Bulletin, po. 47)

The purpose of tbe study was to determine: (1) The significance of attitudes u
factors of scholastic in college; (2) their relation to other factors of scholastic
success. Texts we for measuring the following factors presumed to be

significant determl i of sch astic Success; previous training, IntenigeneC read
abWty, study habi and cer n attitudes, namely, the ambitiouaindifferent; eh
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despondent ; evaluativeneon-evaluative: perseveringvacillating; and self-confidentdependent attitudes. Conclusions: Tbe major factors of scholastic success are : (a)Previous preparation; (b) intelligence; (c) study habits; (d) evaluative-non-evaluativeattitude; (e) persevering-vacillating attitude; and (f) self-confident-dependent attitude.
2482. Hillman, James E. Statistical study of North Carolina colleges.

Raleigh, North Carolina state departmept of public instruction, 1930.Report shows to what extent colleges meet standards for institutions of their class.
2483. Hudelson, Earl. .The use of quantitative measurements in college in-

struction. /n National society ?f college teacheis of education Yearbook, 1930.A review of the uses of quaneitative measurements in instruction In colleges anduniversities.

2484. Iffert, Jean Thomas. A. _study of the plfr.141aent test performance and
college achievement of the freshman class of the University of Pittsburgh in
1928-1929. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.
University of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27: 297-98, November 1930. (Abstract)

2485. Irwin, Clarence. Principles and methlods of research revealed by astudy of men of science. Master's thesis, 1930. Stanford university, Stanford
University, Calif.

2486. Nhnson, Carl Emanuel. A study of the relationship between uni-
versity grades assigned to freshmen, and psychological scores. Master's thesis,
1930. University of Wisconsin, Madison.

2487. Johnson, Grace Hays. Fellowships and other aid for advanced work.Institute of women's professional relations, Greensboro, N. C. Greensboro,
North Carolina college for women, 1930. 413 p. (Bulletin no. 3)

Supplement no. 1, February 1930. 12 p.
A study of all fellowships and other aid for graduate study and research open tbjenand women graduates of American colleges.
2488. Jones, J. W. Graduate school report for the year 1928-1929. 1929.Indiana state teachers college, Terre Haute. 51 p. ms.
Report for the yearand some comparisons made with the previous year, that of theopening of the

2489. Jordan, Riverda H. (Ithaca, N. Y.) Looking over our scholarship.
Phi gamma delta magazine, March 1930.

Data were taken from tbe dean's records in 63 institutions. Findings : Fraternityscholarship is still on a shifting and unstable basis in general, but is gradually becomingbetter.

2490. Stutly of mortality among freshmen pledged to an American
college fraternity. Phi gamma delta magazine, Noveinber 1929.

Questionnaires from 61 chapters showed that only 75 per cent were tbitiated of thosepledged ç poor scholarship was the chief cause of non-initiation; a campaign for betterscholarship is imperative.
2401. Kelly, Robert L. and Anderson, Ruth E. Survey of Denison uni-versity. _1929. Council of church boards of education, New York, N. Y. 47p. ms.
Study of faculty, curriculum, finances, eft:Ideas, etc.
2492. Rime, Clarence Witmer. Standards and criteria for academic degrees.Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern CalifOrnia, Los Angeles. ms.
2493. Kniskern, W. X. The value of the psychological tests in predictingthe success of college freshmen. Master's thesis [1930] Syracuse university,

Syracuse, N. Y.

2494. Knode, Jay.X. Orienting the student in college avith special referenceto freshman week. Doctor'a thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia univer-
64129--81-----16
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sity, New York, N. Y. New York city, Teachers college, umbi university,
1930, 140 p. (Contributions to education, 415)

A study of origins, history and bases of various forms of orientation. A detailed study
of programs, administrative methods and values in freshman week procedures in American
colleges. Findings: Freshman week can not be looked upon as a panacea, but must be
preceded by careful guidance programs in high school and followed by them in college.

Freshman week, however, is almost unanimously given a high rating as a device.

2495. Lauer, Alvah R. am: Evans, J. E. The relative predictive value of
different high school subjects on college grades. School and society, 31 : 15V60,

February 1, 1930.
A random sampling of 492 students was made from the freshman class of 1926 at

Iowa state college. Only the grades for the first quarter were used in the study, to show

the relation of high school grades to college success and to intelligence scores of students
wiro are pursuing work of the technical type. Data indicate that the high school
average is slightly superior to intelligence test records for prediction of first-quarter
grades. High school grades should be used in connection with intelligence ratings to
pn)gnosticate college success. _

2496. McGrath, Earl J. A study concerning the relations between the amount
a outside work and grades of the students at the University of Buffalo with a

t;iscussion of the motivational factors involved. Master's thesis, 1930. Univer-

sity of Buffalo, Buffalo, N. Y. 65 p. ms.
A study of the classes in the various colleges of tbe University of Buffalo, showing

that students who work do not, as a class, receive lower grades, and that work is less
detrimental in the last two years than in the first two. The question is bolt much work

is to be done and notmerely whether to work or not.

2497. Magee, Robert M., jr. Success in college and the course taken in high

school. Detroit, Mich., Detroit teachers college, 1930.
This is a study of 1,500 studentik

2498. Mann, Margaret. An analytic study of the opinion of college students.

Raleigh, North Carolina state college, 1930.
Findings: A progressive decrease in uncertainty of opinions. GroWth is certainly

indicated in religious and socio-economic issues. The advanced classes are more liberal

in their attitudes, particularly on social issues. Optimism is present in all belief.

2499. Mathews, C. O. Values of group projects in university teaching. 1930.

Ohio Wesleyan university, Delaware.
Two projects are described as they were worked out by the writer's students.

2500. Maughan, Preston Baxter. The effect of delayed entrance on success

in college. Master's thesis, 1930. University of California, Berkeley. 26 p. ms.

A comparative study of two groups, one entering college immediately after having
been graduated; the other after having been out of high school for one or more years.
Findings: Although the differences in the average grade point ratios between the imme-

diate and delayed students are slight there is a definite tendency for the delayed group

to excell. The facts as found in this study do not justify any statement as to the factors
which cause the delayed group to excel. It may be added mattirlty, industrial experience,

social change, financial status, or a combination of these which cause the differences.

Further studies are necessary bef o e this Interesting problem can be solved.

I 2501. -Maxwell, C. R. A r rt on college freshmen for the first semester
1928-1929. North Central association quarterly, 4 : 484-600, March 1930.

A study of the records of 41,000 students who were graduated in June 1928 in their

first semester oT college work in 726 higher institutions.

2502. Merrill, Estelle Whitney. Survey of student loan funds in the United

States, Mister's thesis, 1929. New York university, New York, N. Y. 75 p. ma.

2503. Miller, 'James Conelese. .The induction and adaptation of college

freshmen. Doctor's thesis, 1930. University of Missouri, Columbia. 110 p.

(University of Missouri billetin, vol. 31, no. 32, Education series no. 31.)
A selected group of universitle's and colleges were studied to discover the nature and

status of the activities, procedures, and devices wliich are employed in the induction and

adaptation of college freshmen. le'b
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2504. Mitchell, Ruth CrawfOrd. Four-year study of nativity statistics of the
student population of the University of Pittsburgh, 1926-1930. 1930. University
of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.

2505. Noon, George R. Records of students who entered university wi.th
freshmenscholarships. School ''rview, 38: 443-49, June 1930.

Freshman scholarships granted by the University of Chicago, each of whic'h covers the
first year's tuition, have been awarded on two different bases. One group, 30 in number.
are honor entrance scholarships, for which a pupil must stand high in his graduating
class, usually first. The other group, 30 in number have been awarded on the basis of
competitive examinations given atnually t the university. Records of all students
holding either of these scholarships during years 1919-19125, inclusive, were studied.
These students win in large numbers the schola tic honors offered by the university. The
study shows that the scholarships attract a group of freshmen who are superior students
when judged by several criteria.

2506. Moore, Lawrence Henry. The relationship of the state board .of con-
trol to the state-supported institutions of higher education in Texas. Doctor's'
thesis, 1930. University of Texas, Austin.

2507. Moore, Lucy M. A study of the information published in two daily
neWspapers ábout colleges and universities. Master's thesis, 1930. Illinois col-
lege, Jacksonville. 92 p. ms.

An analysis and classification of all information published in the Chicago Tribune and
Springfield State Journal about colleges during one calendar year. Findings: 44 per cent
of all space was devoted to football; 68 per cent of total space was devoted to all sports;
7 per cent was devoted to faculty and 0.41 per cent to.curriculum.

2508. Moseley, Joel Nathankel. Major factors and features of college admin-
istration. Doctor's thesis, 1930. University of Texas, Austin.

2509. kosher, Esther Naomi. Baccalaureate degrees. North central asso-
ciation quarterly, 4: 473-83, March 1930.

This paper is a digest of a thesis prepared from material in the office of the Commission
on higher education. The purpose of the study was to make a comparison of the various
baccalaureate degrees offered by colleges and universitie; which are members of the North
central association of colleges and secondary schools.

2510. ?doss, Ralph H. Status of the master's degree in education. Master's
thesis, 1930. George Washingtpn university, Washington, D. C. 60 p. ms.

A questionnaire study of requirements for and administration of the master's degree
in education. Findings: There is need for standardization and norms for practice.

2511. Nelson, M. J. The predictive value of the freshman tests as imlicated
by grades earned' in the fall term, 1929. 1930. Iowa state teachers college,
Cedar Falls. 4 p. ms. (Research report, no. 2.)

Research report na. 1 also deals with the freshman testing program.
This study indicated the extent to which the freshman tests used were capable of

selecting students who would do superior, averige, or inferior work. The high school
content test and the reading test appear to be superior in predicting scholarship for all
students in all subjects.

2512. Some data from freshman tests. School and sòciety, 31:
772-74, June 7, 1930.

Four tests were administered to all entering freshmen of Iowa state teachers college.
Students enrolled on the B. A. curricula or the courses In music, elementary educatibn,
kindergarten and primary educatioh, commercial education and home economics education
earned relatively high scores as compared with the students pursuing a B. S. curriculum
or a course in manual arts education and rural education. All the tests employed are
about equally capable of predicting failures in college work in general, with the advantage
slightly in favor of the English tests.'

6

2518. New Trier township high school, Winnetka, Ill. Department of
reference and research. The academic). work of New. Trier students as fresh-
men at Northwestern university, first semester 1929-1930. 1930. 2 p. ms.

Furnishes a composite picture of the work of New Trier students at Northwestern asfreshmen. Data indicate that most of the students do about the same grade of work in
college that they did in high schoole
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2514. Newcomb, T. M. and Watson, Goodwin. An experiment in having-

graduate students score their own test papers. Educational administration stud
supervision, 16!P 29-33, January 1930.

About 20 per cent of 238 students raised their scores. These students averaged

capable in intelligence and achievement than the trustworthy ones. Marked concern over

grades was a contributing factor in certain cases.

2515. Nunn, Lilian V. Preliminary testing and orientation courses at Duke.

university, 1924-1928. Master's thesis, 1930. Duke university, Durham, N. C.
A study of the prognostic value of preliminary tests administered to freshmen, with a

further study of tbe value of remedial courses for the weaker students.

2:51a OBrien, F. P. What students say about college instruction and instruc

tors. University of Kansas bulletin of educat.on, 2: 20-26, April 1930.
The testimony of 957 students repre.senting `:.5 schools of departments in the University

of Kansas was secured as to the best college teacher, the chief values of university
training, the extent to which cribbing is practiced and the courses most disliked.

2517. Odell, C. W. Predicting the scholastic success of college student

Urbana, University of Illinois, 1930. 43 p. (University of Illinois, vol. 28, no. 5,

1930. Bureau of educational research, Bulletin, no. 52)
This study deals with an attempt to follow almost 2,000 college freshmen through thou-

college careers, and to correlate their persistence in college and their marks with factors

which have predictive *value. These include high-school marks, intelligence-test scores,

occupational intentions, and so forth. The findings are, on the whole, very similar t

those of other like studies. They indicate that a fair degree of correlation may be found

with selected criteria, but that it differs markedly for different college subjects.

2518. Oklahoma agricultural and mechanical college, Stillwater, Okla.

[Studies made of the faculty, students, etc., of the Oklahoma flgricultural and

mechanical college] 1929-1930.
Faculty grade distribation, 7 p., 5 p.; length of service of professors, 10 p.; faculty

training and salaries, 12 p. ; working loads of faculty, 51 p., 27 p.; faculty training and

tenure, 13 p. ; freshmen problems, 13 p. ; grades of college students, 8 p. ; number of

classes and class size ,1 p. ; age of resident students, 2 p.; cost of living and student

employment, 7 p.; unit cost of instruction, 45 p.; extent of territory served, 3 p.; effect

of national prosperity upon enrollments in colleges, 3 p.; effect of increasing numbers of

high school graduates upon enrollments in colleges, 1 p.; Oklahoma agricultural :Ind

mechanical college compared with the landgrant colleges of 10 bordering states, 4 p.;

efficiend of classroom use, 21 p.

2519. Palmer, Archie M. Newly elected college presidents. School :!1,(

society, 30 : 852-56, December 21, 1929.
Thirty-five new college presidents were elected durir.g 1929. Every one of them hag

bad previous experience of an educational character. All, except the graduate of the

United States naval academy have baccalaureate degrees 15 have attained the doctorate.

and 14 others have master's degrees. Only 14 of them have had previous pastoral ex-

periejne or theological seminary training. Among the new presidents therb is a full
recognition thrt function and value of the undergraduate college of liberal arts and

sciences and a positive expression of the convfction that it is "the critical link in our

educational chain."

2520. Patterson, Herbert A statist:cal study of college student's views of

classroom teaching. In Oklahoma academy of science. Pro6eedings, 1930. Nor-

map, University of Oklahoma, 1930. p. 43-47.

2521. Payne, Arthur F. An experiment in human engineering at the College

of the City of New York. School and society, 32: 292-94, August 30, 1930.

In an attempt to study in a sgientific Way the raw material that Is entering the College

of the City of New York, five standardized tests were given entering freshmen, 2,653 in

number, who entered in February and September 1929, and February 1930. Five hundred

and ninety-eight aophomóres were given one intelligence test tbat would indicate whether

they were wore likely to succeed in business courses.

"
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2522. Perry, Edith. A study of the under-age freshmen at the College of
the City of New tork. Master's thesis, 1930. Teachers college. Columbia uni-
versity, New York, N. Y. 25 p. ms.

A study was made of 43 entering freshmen who were at lealet one year below the
average ap of entering freshmen at the College of the City of New York, and at least
two years below the age of the average college fieshtfian. Compared with the aveinge
freshmen, the under-age group showed a signifivant difference in intelligence in favor
of the under-age student; be is more likely to come from a snmlior family th.t.n the
older student. Testa of introversion-extroversion and other environmental factors
showed no significant diffeience between tbe under-age and the averngo group.

2523. Phifer, Clarence. What effect does membership in a social fraternity
at Wake Forest have on a freshman's chance to make good marks? 1930.
Wake Forest college, Wake Forest, N. C.

A statistical problem comparing the performance of Wake Forest freshmen who belong
to social fraternities with those who do not. Marks assigned at Wake F'orest were
compared with those made by freshmen on North Carolina high school senior examination.

2524. What effect does rooming in a college dormitory have on a
freshman's chance at Wake Forest college to make good marks? 1930. Wake
Forest college, Wake Forest, N. C.

A statistical problem comparing the performance of freshmen nt Wake Forest who
room in dormitories with those who room in town. Marks assigned nt Wake Forest
were compered with those made by freshmen on North Carolina high school senior
examine tion.

2525. Pitts, Ralph Shaw. A survey of the development and meanings of
degrees. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Denver, Denver, Colo. 44 p. ms.This is an investigation of the development and meanings of degrees from ancientto modern times. The study covers the degree movement in Europe ; the development ofdegrees in the United States of America ; degrees for women in America ; and somecriticisms of degrees as they are.

2526. Pittsburgh. University. Division of higher education. Selection,
etention, and achievement of the University of Pittsburgh class of 1928. 19:30;

University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.
2527. Plantinga, Sarah T. A study of the validity of a battery of mental

tests in predicting college success. Master's thesis,- 1930. Massachusetts agri-
ultmral college, Amherst. 167 p.

Three intelligence tests were given to about 1,200 college freshmen and a study wasmade to see to what extent the three tests predict school success better than one test.
2528. Poole, Genevieve. The intellectual ambition of seniors in the Uni-

versity of Iowa. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa, Iowa City. 97
p. ms.

Potthoff, Edward F. The effectiveness of certain requirements in the
-.elective admission cif college students. SChOol review, 37: 519-30, September
1929.

Students who entered the University otrhlengovas freshmen in October 1924 woreIstadied for the purpose of analyzing the e ectiveness of certain requirements which areor might be enforced in electing those high-school graduates who are to be admittedio college. The students' average marks in their four years in high school. their scoreson a psychological examination, and their average marks in the courses taken duringbe period froM October 1924 to June 1926 at the University were considered. In spiteof the fact that each member of the class entering in 1924 had to have an averageof at least 81.25 on the basis of a passing mark of 75, one-third of the members ofihe class had failing college averages. Findings: No method, or combination of methods.which may be employed at present can give au accprate forecast of the success or failureWhich all the members of a given group will experience in college work.
2530. Pressey, Luella C. Some cullege student and th .ir problems. Colum-bus, Ohio staté uniVersIty Vress, 1929. 97 p.

2529.

t

;
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531. Rainey, Homer P. Some facts about college presidents. School and
society, 30: 580-84, October 25, 19244

In an attempt to learn the profesMonal training and history of college presidents data
were taken from the " College blue book " for 1928, and " Who's wbo in America."
Of the 192 presidents studied practically 97 per cent have been recruited from teaching
and the ministry. More college presidents teach Greek and Latin than any other
subject. The median age of college presidents is 56.6 years. The median age at which
they become presidents is 43 years. Almost half of the presidents have served for
ten years or more in their present positions. One-fourth of the presidents have had
considerable experience in otber presidenties before coming into their present positions.

2.532. Ratcliffe, Ella B. Accredited higher institutions, 1927-1928. Wash-
ington, United States Government printing office, 1929. 56 p. (U. S. Bureau
of education. Bulletin, 1929, no. 7)

2533. Remmers, H. H. The quality of freshman preparation then and now.
Lafayette, Ind., Purdue university, 1929. 35 p. (Bulletin of Purdue university,
vol. 30, no. 2, December 1929. Studies in higher education 13)

Tests were given all engineering freshmen at Purdue university in November 1919 and
the tests were also given to engineering freshmen at Purdue in November 1929. The com-
parative (iPta on the haFis of six identical tests showed a marked 'average superiority of
the freshmen of 1929 as against those of 1919 in all tests the general content of which is
taught in high school. The single exception' was the test of technical information, the
content of which is not taught in high school.

2534. Retzlaff, Ac The graduate students. School of education record
(University of North Da1.ota), 15: 43-48, November 1929.

An analysis of the gradua-r students enrolled during the summer session of l!'t at
the University of North Dakota, showing the social composition, collegiate training, and
major and minor kids of interests,

2535. Buss, 'rosé. Filipino students in the United States (Northwest).
1930. Reed college, Portland, Oreg. 197 p. ms.

Gives the results of a survey of literature; visits to institutions, numerous confer-
VHCCS with groups and individuals; and questionnaires.

2536. Rule, Edith. A ritual in the form of a dramatic production for the
induction of college freshmen. Master's thesis, .1930. University of Iowa, Iowa
City. 600 p. ms.

2537. Rustemeyer, Theresia. An examination of _the records of superior
undergraduates. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern California, Los
Angeles. 133 p.,& National education association. Department of secondary
school principalsiblletin, 34: 55-56, January 1931. (Abstract)

Based on college records of B average, and higher, of major students in three graduat-
ing classes of the University of California, at Los Angeles, the study attempts to deter-
mine what may be expected of a superior student in a large university. Data indicate
that the average student is less specialized, less narrowed, on tAle average, than is the B
majar student.

2538. Sailer, Randolph C. Happiness self-estimates of young men. Doctor's
thesis, 1930. Teachers *college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y.

Over 500 young men answered questionnaires covering self-estimates of happineu, and

many other facts involving family situation, schooling, vocation, health, sex, religion.
abilities, etc. Indications appeared at many points in the study that general happiness
is a fairly consistent attitude that can not clearly be attributed to one or to a few causes
alone, but that seems to influence the personality in many ways and to color many of the
reports regarding self that are given.

2539. San Francisco, Calif. Public schools. Department of educational
research and service. Higher Institutions attended by recommended and par-
tially recommended San Francisco high-school graduates, 19284929. 1930. 6 p.
(Bulletin no. 13)

Of 2,285 total graduates 728 went on to higher schools; of the 728 high school gradu-
ates who went on, 421 were fully reeommended according to the University of California
standards, 311 were partially recommended; 184 of the Rduates went to junior college.
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2540. Schrammel, H. E. and Wood, E. R. Success and failure of college
students. Emporia, Kansas state teachers college, 1930. 103 p. (Studies in
education, vol. 1, no. 3)

A follow-up study of the freshmen who entered the Kansas State teachers college of
Emporia in the years 1924-1929, to find the relation between entrance test rank and per-
sistence in attendance, and between entrance test rank and academic success in dispttrt-
ments.

2541. Shields, John Erwin. A comparison of the achievkliont revords made
in college by students admitted from small and large high schools. Master's
thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill. 62 p. ms.

Two hundred cases were studied from each group. Findings : The general average
grades received ln college by students admitted from small high schools tend to be
slightly lower than those received from students from large high schools. As many
students, if not more, of those admitted to college from small hiih schools will be
graduated with honors than is true of those admitted to college from farge high schools.
Students entering college from small high schools are less likely to be disciplined than
are those entering from large high schools.

2542. Shuttleworth, Frank K. Environmental and character factors involved
in scholastic success, 1026-1927 to date. Journal of educational psychology, 20:
424-33, September 193.

Three tests were given to 486 men and 257 women freshmen entering the University
of Iowa in the fall of 1926. The scores from the three parts of the test were combined,
and treated statistically. The composite information blank yields a prediction of first
semester grades which compares favorably with the predictive power of the four entrance
examinations at the University of Iowa. This study reports some success with eight
analitical scores measuring factors other than intelligence which are involved in
scholastic success.

2543. Smith, James Millard. An investigation of the scholastic achievement
of certain college groups. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for
teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 40 p. ms.

A comprehensive study of the scholastic achievement, as indicated by teachers' marks.
of those students at the West Tennessee state teachers college who were self-supporting
or partially self-supporting and those who were not ; of those who participated in extra-
curricular activities and those who did not ; and of those -who resided in the dormitories
and those who lived in the city. Findings: College students who found It necessary
to earn part or all of their expenses did so at a loss in scholastic achievement : participa-
tion in extracurricular activities interfered very little with scholastic attainment dor-
mitory life is conducive to better school work in the case of freshmen and sophomores.

st

2544. Smith, Sarah Olive. A study of intelligence quotient and high school
trades as nwans of predicting s'uccess and stay in college. Master's thesis, 1930.
Duke university, Durham, N. C. 1G8 p. ms.

A study to determine which of the two factors, Intelligence quotient or high-school
record, is the better aid in predicting success and stny in college. The conclusion 1Hreached that in high schools keeping reasonably careful records, a student's superior
standing is an. excellent Indication of success and stay in college.

2545. Stewart, J. S. Record of students entering Georgia college, 1928-1929.
Athens, Ga., University of Georgia, 1929. 60 p.

2546. Stogdill, Emily Leatherman. Tbe maladjusted college sttnlent- -a
further study with results. Journal of applied psychology, 13: 440-50, October
1W29.

A study was made of the first 187 stuilents who used the Student consultation servicoof Ohio state university. Findings: The clinical method is of the greatest importance
educationally as well as personally. It teaches the student to make a. thoughtful ratherthan an emotional approach to his own difficulties.

2547. Storch, John Paul Myles. A study of ascendance-submission in col-
lege students. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Colorado, Boulder. Univer-
sity of Colorado studies, 18: 109, December 1930. (Abstract)

An investigation undertaken to discover the relationship between scores obtained onAllport's A-8 reaction study and college student's performance. Data were collected

OP
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from 623 students in the State teachers' college, Mansfield, Pa., by means of Aliport's
reaction study and a questionnaire. Data indicate that the majority of the students in
this college are predominantly submissive.

2548. Stover, Webster Schultz. Alumni stimulation by the American college
president. Doctor's thesis, 1930, Teachers college, Columbia university, New
York, N. Y. New York city, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1930. 127 p,
(Contributions to education, no. 432)

The problem of effective alumni stimulation is one of prime interest to college presi-
dents and alumni secretaries. This study, which traces the trend of alumni stimulation
by the American college president from 16311 to 1928, will be of value to a college
administrator in inaugurating an alumni program that should go a long way toward
solving the particular problems of his institution's financial support.

2549. Stowe, A. Monroe. Studies in collegiate education. A bibliography on
recent literature on collegiate education. Lynchburg, Va., Lynchburg college,
1930. 44 p. (Bulletin of Lynchburg college, vol. 4. no. 3, June 1930)

A list of 1,040 references, arranged alphabetically by author, with a topical index
appended.

2550. Strayer, George D. and Engelhardt, N. L. Preliminary report on
publicly supported higher education in the State of Missouri. Jefferson City,
Mo., State superintendent of public schools, 1930. 575 p.

2551. Sumrall, Willfam Herbert. The social, economic, and vocational
status of graduates of a liberal arts college for men (Mississippi college).
Doctor's thesis, 1929. Indiana university, Bloomington. 259 p. ms.

2552. Taylor, Mary Barbara. Honor courses in colleges and universities.
Master's thesis, 1930. Occidental college, Los Angeles, Calif.

2553. Teachers college bulletin on higher education. Prepared by the Teach-
ers college staff in higher education. Vol. 1, nos. 1-2, March, May, 1930.
New YOrk city, Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y.

2554. Tomlinson, Brian Earle. A prognosis of academic success of college
freshmen based on tests of intelligence and previous preparation. Doctor's
thesi% 1930. Ohio state university, Columbus. 150 p.

This is a problem in higher education and represents an attempt to predict academic
success, of college freshmen, based on intelligence and previous preparation tests. Cor-
relation techniques were used. Findings : The group intelligence teat was the best single
predictive agent for general scholarship, but the correlations were not high.' For spe-
cific courses subject matter tests were much superior to the intelligence test. The
conclusion is that more attentioll should be given to predicting specific scholarship on
the basis of tests in specific subjects. The predictions are markedly higher in the
specific than in the general !lids.

2555. Touton, Frank C. A study of continuity of lower division enrollment
in relation to selection of scholastically able students. California quarterly of
secondary education, 5 127-30, January 1930.

A study was made of the continuity of, enrollment in relation to initial records of
scholastic aptitude for a group of 570 freshman entrants to the University of Southern
California in the fall of 1923. Data indicate that the processes of eliminatfon during
the four consecutive semesters bring about only a slight degree of selection whether
the trait considered is reading ability or general scholastic ability.

2556. Umstattd, J. G. Student self-support at. the college level. Doctor's
thesis, 1930. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.

2557. United States. Office of education. Statistics of universities, edlleges
and professional schools, 1927-1928. epared in the Statistical division by
and under the supervision of Frank M. Phillips, chief. Washington, D. C.,
United States Government printing office, 1936. 194 p. (Bulletin, 1929, no. 38)

Advance sheets from the Biennial survey of edu&ktion in the United States, 1926--18*
A report of 1,076 universities, colleges, and professional schools, of which 226 are

under public control, and 850 are under private control. Included in the total number
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are 176 schools of theology, 136 law schools, 73 schools of mlclicine, 41 schools of
dentistry, 66 schools of pharmacy, 8 schools of osteopathy, and 10 schools of veterinary
medicine.

2558. Van Wagenen, Marvin J. Instructional measurement and research
in higher education. 1930. University of Minnesota. Minneapolis.

2559. Veit, Mathilda H. The Oregon state board of higher curricula. Mas-
ter's thesis, 1930. University of Oregon, Eugene. 74 p. ms.

History of the State board of higher curricula.
2560.%Waterhouse, Mildred Eldridge. Orientation of freshmen at the Uni-

versity of Denver. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Denver, Denver, Colo.
153 p. ms.

An attempt to state briefly the nature of the orientation development together with
the accepted types in use at present in American institutions; with a consideration of
the situation at the University of Denver and discussion of the types of course given
ns orientation.

2561. Watson, Goodwin. Happiness among adult students of education.
Journal of educational psychology, 21 : 79-109, February 1930.

Comparison of 50 happiest, 50 average. and 50 unhappy student!: among 400 graduate
students, average age 30, showed happiness related to sex adjustment, self confidence.
ease in social relationships, superior health, harmony in the home, interest in work ;

unrelated to intelligence, age, school achievements, extracurricular participation, socio-
economic status, nationality, artistic talents, etc.

2562. Survey of student life at Virginia, polytechnic institute, Blacks.
burg, Va. [1930] Virginia polytechnic institute, Blacksbura. 500 p. ms.

Includes tests of religious and social attitudes, studies of maladjustment, an.tlysis ()f
life histories of students, collections of opinions of students, faculty, and alumni, iinal3sis
of membership, equipment, program, publicity, and finance in the college Y. M. C. A.

2563. Weeks, Helen Foss. Factors influencing the cho:ce of courses by
students in certain liberal arts colleges. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers
college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y.

Answers to a questionnaire listing 48 possible reasons for taking courses were received
from over 500 senior students in the liberal arts courses of ten institutions of collegiate
rank. The most frequent reasons for selection were : requirements, occupations, subject
matter, culture. It is recommended that': the number of specific requirements be
reduced ; the needs of prospective teachers be considered in selecting content and in
planning presentation of courses in academic subjects ; courses he o gnnized to furtlwr

philosophy. and biology be offered in the sophomore year ; natural sci TICCR, mathematics.

existing interests and develop new ones ; orientation courses in ps chology, sociology,

nd physical education be presented so as to develop an appreciation of the cultusfilvalue of these subjects; better teaching professors be selected; importance of a ric!1
home environment be emphasized as a factor In guidance.

2564. West, R. M. Report on the cooperative experiment on measurement
f student load. Bulletin of the American association of collegiate registrars,
ew ser. vol. 4, no. 4, July 1929. p. 228-48.
From this study it would appear that the present method of counting individual

nrollments not only fails to provide an adequate index of student load, but resultsn figures which, while purporting to represent student load, are actually misleadingnd without value for comparisons between institutions.
2565. Whitney, F. L., Condit, P. X., and others. Thesis requirements for

rospective Phi Delta Kappa members. 1929. Colorado state teachers college,
reeley, Colo. 14 p.
A report of attitudes and practices in all Phi Delta Kappa chapters on the neophyte'sthesis" and on the meaning of " educational research."
2566. Wood, A. V. Remedial work with failing college students; an ex-

*riment with various methods. 1929. Rockford college, Rockford, Ill.
0 p. ms,
A study adapted to Rockford college situation. This study is in a sense completedth each class of students, as measurable results are secured. On the other hand, it

.
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is a wider project to be carried on each semester over a period of years, thus securing
more adequate methods and reliable results. Greater effectiveness has been found In the I

combined psycholozy of study Oils,: and case work methods than in personnel advisory
system.

2567. Young, Alfred Coombs. A history of the administration of Stan-
ford university. Master's thesis, 1930. Stanford university, Stanford Uni-
versity, Calif.

see (ago 3, 7, 11, 14, 21, 23, 27, 38, 45, 156, 281, 329, 668, 1856 1865, 1887,
1890, 1904, 2028. 2034, 2039, 2043, 21519, 2051, 2054, 2077, 2083, 2093 2104, 2181,
2204, 2206, 2338, 2344-1145, 2350, 2364, 2394, 2679 2720, 2748, 2778 2910, 2934,
2991, 3005, 3013, 3062, 3072, 3088, 3091, 3106, 3114 3130, 3143, 3146 3190, 3236,
3252, 3276, 3331, 3363, 3384, 3386. 3439, 3449, 3455 3466, 3469, 3479 3499, 3501,
3582, 3611, 3716, 3720, 3725, 2742, 3761, 3767, 3781 3786, 3805, 3818 3825, 3835-
:1836, 3839, 3846, 3865, 3916, 3961, 3967, 3982, 3985 3998, 4(X)1 1002 4014, 4072,
4077, 4081, 4119, 4120, 4125, 4128, 4130, 4134, 4136 4138, 4154, 4156 4181, 4190.
4231. 4233, 4380. 4391, 4394, 4414, 4542, 4562-4563, 4582, 4646; and under Edu-
cat ion of women: Professional education ; Special subjects of curriculum.

SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION

256s. Alexander, Carter. Organization for the coordination of business and
professional services. American school board journal, 80: 39-40, March 1930.

In an attempt to determine whether the business manager should be und9 the school
superintendent. coordinate with him, or superior to him and dealing directly with the
hoard of education. a study was made of present school practftv, business practice, views
of authorities in school administration, and the results of research studies.

2569. Armstrong. A. E. The social composition of district boards of ecluca.
tion in Minnesota. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.

2570. Ayer, Fred C. The duties of public-school administrators. American
school boor" journal, 79: 52-53, 119-20, August; 33-34, 136, October; 35-40
128, December 1929; 80:42-44, 141-42, 144, Februal; 43-44, 132, 134, March
43-44, May 1930.

Data were secured from a study of the administrative duties performed by 473 prin-
cipals and superintendents in various pnrts of the United States.

2571. Battles, Lonzo Francis. A study of the personnel of Oklahoma school
boards in cities of population from 2.000 to 5,000, inclusive. Mister's thesis,
1929. Oklahoma agricultural and mechanical collège, Stillwater.

2572. Berquist, E. B. The evolution of the local school unit in Minnesota.
Master's thesis, 1929. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.

2573. Blom, E. C. and White, Dorothy. Administrative and supervisory
staffs of 30 dties with populations from 100,000 to 450,000. 1929. Public

schools, Louisville, Ky. 7 p. ms.
2574. Book, Clare B. The extra-mural control of the school. Master's thesis,

1930. UnWersity of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. University of Pittsburgh
bulletin, 27: 228-29, November 1930. (Abstract)

2575. Bordner, Paul. The literature of mathematical formulae of use to
school administrator. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pitts.

burgh, Pa.
2576. Boren, Howard 'G. A handbook for the beginning superintendent

1929. Ohio state un14tisity, Columbus. 22 p.

2577. Bowers, C. H. (Portage, Pa.). Analysis of teacher participation In

administration of schools of Cambria county, Pa. [1930]
Reports from 21 of the 2:°4 hIgh chool districts In tbe county studied, showed that

teacher partidpation In administration is improving, but that there is still tod much ast
cratic control. Standards are set up.

.
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2578. Broome, win C. What attributes contribute most to a superintend-

ent's success. Nat on's schools, 5: 21-24, May 1930.
A study was madA of the professional training of 14 superintendents reprksentingcities ranging in poptilation from 50,000 to 1,000,000. The opinions expressed in tbe

ltireplies to an Inquiry owed surprising agreement as to the most important abilities thata superintendent ghoul possess.
I

2579. Brunstetter, ' .r R. Business management in school systems of differ-
ent sizes. Doctor's Iesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia university. New
York, N. Y.

rThree large, three medlum-size, and three small New Jersey ritie-z wero studied. Cri-teria for local school business management were set up and applied to data on businessmanagenient of the scho0 systems studied. Conclusions were summarized with specialreference to the needs of the smaller systems. From the data presented it is evidentthat boards of education iti small systems studied should enlarge their conciption of thrsbusiness nature of the educi\tional enterprise.
2580. Burkhard, Willnt.m John. Accuracy of school population prediction.

Master's thesis, 1930. 1),niversity of California, Berkeley. University high
school journal, 10: 254, Dt;Vernber 1930. (Abstract) ,

An examination of those Arveys predicting school population which have been pub-\lished long enough to allow a check up " of actual school enrollment against the.° pre-dicted population with a view ascertaining how accurate the ,prediction.,z have been.
2581. Burr, Samuel Engle:\ The selection of textbooks and the use of text-

book rating scales. American 'school board journal, 79: 130, August 1929.
2582. California teachers association. Research bulletin. Papers by Elmer

H. Staffelbach and Alfred E. Lentz, 1929-1930. San Francisco, 1930. 64 p.Many of these articles have also been published in the Sierra educational news for1929-1930. Studies by E. H. Staffelbach are on California school finances and living con-Mons of teachers and retirement salaries. Studies kby .1. E. Lentz include tenure law,njuries to pupils, punishment of pupils, deductions from teacher's salary, liability of dis-Has for negligent operation of motor vehicles, right of teacher to refuse to teach outsidef the district, the married woman teacher, inheritance tax, teachers' salaries, equallaries for men and women, life diplomas and the right to euployment. district taxes,arried women and compulsory education, high school district taxes, counting attendancef pupils, transportation, separate schools for Mexican children, teacher and the work-en's compensation act, etc.
2583. Carson, Edwin R. A study of the requisitions in the Pittsburgh pub-

lic schools. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.niversity of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27 : 239, November 1930. (Abstract)
2584. Ching, I. Frederic. A clerical survey of a city school system. Ameri-.an school board journal, 80: 55-156, March ; 72, 74, 76, May 1930.A clerical survey was conducted in the Oakland public schools in order " to prepare aasia of ossignment of clerical help that will adequately meet the needs of the Junior andenior high schools."
25S5. Cox, Baird Faville. Index numbers for school supplies. Master'sheats, 1930. Indiana university, Bloomington. 122 p. ms.
2586. Emmerth, Rev. Louis C. Public-school administration in Georgia.aster's thesis, 1930. Catholic university of America, Washington, D. C. 35

1118.

2587. Engelhardt, N. L. What is efficient school-business administration?lassifIcation oi school systems according to the excellence and adequacy ofheir programs of business administration. American school board journal,
441-42, May 1930.

The four school systems which the author ranked according to the character of theirusiness practices, represent a cross section of business organization and business practicea a state in which a survey of school systems had been made.
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2588. Faire, Linus Aubrey. ;The white schools of Lee county, Ark. Master's
thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 58 p. ma

A study of inequalities in educational opportunity provided in white schools of Lee
county. Findings : Inequalities are largely due to organization and administration of
schools.

2589. Fiolek, Stanley John. The church's attitude toward the rights of the
State in education. Master's thesis, 1930. St. Louis university, St. Louis, Mo.

25k). Fowlkes, John Guy, Anderson, C. J., and Jones, Lee F. Allotments
and costs of janitorial-engineering supplies. American school board journal,
69, 147-48. July 1929.

A study was made of data secured by questionnaire from 30 cities representing
states. to determine current practices in the matter of unit amounts and cost of supplies
used In the janitorial-engineering department.

2591. and Buck, John Preston. Analysis of difficulties between
school hoprds and superintendents in Texas as recognized 6y the presidents of
the boards. American school board journal, 79: 43-44, 125-26, August 1929.

Results of 11 study made of 96 school board presidents relative to their relationships
to the superintendonts in their respective communities.

2592. Gerrets, Rev. Joseph L. Public-school administration in Louisiana.
Master's thesk, 1930. Catholic university of America, Washington, D. C. 116

p. ms.
2593. Graves, S. Monroe. Report of the advisory committee on school a

ministration. Wellesley Hills, Mass., Public schools, 1930. 15 p.
2594. Gray, Hob. An analysis of administrative duties performed by super-

intendents of city schools in Texas. Doctor's thesis, 1980. University of Texas,
Austin.

2595. Greene, Charles E. Analysis of the methods of handling requisitions.
1930. Public schools, Denver, Colo. 7 p. ms.

A study of the present method and recommendations for changes in handling rt
quisitions.

2596. Haga, Elza A. An examination of vertain phases of the office of tile
State superintendent of public instruction in Pennsylvania. Master's thesis,
1930. University of Pittsburgeh, Pittsburgh, Pa. University of Pittsburgh bul
lean, 27: 275-76, November 1930. (Abstract)

. 2597. Halverson, J. John and Glover, O. S. What the school board wan
to know. American school board journal, 81: 45-46, July 1930.

The answers made by sctiool-boasd member.; to a check list of 76 items, were coat
pared with the answers of school superintendents to the same check list. It was fount
that the interest of board members in matters of school administration closely paralielh
that of the superintendents.

250s. Hand, H. C. Vocational histories of city-school superintenden
Master's thesis, 1930. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.

2599. Haynes, James Wilbur. The administration of county purchasing of
school supplies under .the law of '11)27. Master's thesis, 1930. University o
California, Berkeley. 37 p. ms.

A study to discover the methods employed in carrying out the provisions of the A
the ones which are in most general use, and the ones which promise to afford the most
satisfactory organization for carrying out the provisions of the law.

2600. Hendricks, Jake Jasper. The superintendency of the small
system in Texas. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Texas, Austin.

2601. Hughes, W. Hardin. Cumulative survey, Pasadena city school&

(Including a variety At studies in administrative research, in graphic form)
Pasadena, Calif., Junior college press, 1930.
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2602. Hunter,.H. T. Administrative opportunities for men in the elementaryschools of North Carolina. 1930. Western Carolina teasher's college. Cullo-whee, N. C. (Published in the Proceedings of the sixth annual North Carolina

conference on elementary education.)
2603. Indiana. Department of public instruction. Administrative hand-book for Indiana schools. Indianapoliis, 1930. (Bulletin no. 100, rev. 1930.)
2604. John, L. O. Corporate and other subdivisions of the states as organ-Ized for the control, a4ministration and supervision of schools. Master's thesis,1930. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.
2605. Johns, R. L., and others. Outlines for the self survey of a local schoolsystem. 1930. Alabama polytechnic institute, Auburn. 45 p. ms. (Bulletin,1930, no. 1)
2606. Johnson, William Allison. The duties of a superintendent versus histraining. Master's thesis, 1930. Stanford university, Stanford University, Calif.
2607. Jordan, Eric C. R. The powers of a superintendent. Master's thesis,1930. University of Iowa, Iowa City. ins.
2608. Kirby, Byron C. EVidences of inefficiency in school-build'ng control.Elementary school journal, 30: 336-45, ;kanuary 1930.
Techniques in 30 modern elementary schoo1 '. units containing a Qtotal of 839 teachers,and enrolling from 520 to 1,500 pupils, were studied to determine the extent to whichinefficiency in school-building control results from lack of effective organisation, lack ofadequate administrative procedure, and lack of scientific supervisory technique. Dataindicate that in most cases principals are inefficient with regard to organisation, partici-pation in social activities, administration and supervision and that there is need ofskillful technique on the part of the principaL
2609. Rohr, W. Morris. History, administration and present status of min-isterial land grants in Ohio. Master's thesis, 1930. Ohio state university,Columbus.
A study of land grants for the support of religion by the Congress of 1787, and thedministration of these lands up to January 1, 1930.
2610. Kyle, Clyte John Madison. A study of state board and county boardethods of selecting county superintendents. Master's thesis, 1929. Georgeeabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 62 p. ms.
2611. Lawritson, Glenn Nelson. Statistical measures used by school admin-strators. Master's thegis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.
2612. Lischka, Charles N., comp. The ease against a federal department ofducation. Washington, National Catholic welfare conference, 1930. 62 p.
2613. Lorton, R. L. The status of clerical service in Ohio. Master's thesis,930. Ohio state university, Columbus.
A study of all exempted villages, all schools under county supervision, small city high'hools, and science department heads in large cities. Findings : Most schools have nolerical service, and such service is 'costing four and one-half times more than is necessary.

-462614. McCharen, Travis. A study of public school superintendents con-racts. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college,for teachers, Nashville,enn. 142 p.
From a study of superintendents contracts throughout the trlite9 States, it wasound that the most desirable contract was one that contains thosi stipulations thatake the instrument legal and Wading on both the superintendent Old board of educa-ion, with an additional item to the effect that the superintendent ?hall be the executivegent of the board.
2615. McClure, Worth. What the school clerk does. American school boardlournal, 79: 47-48, 122, December 1929.
Tells of the duties of the school clerk in Seattle.
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2616. Macomber, Freeman Glenn. City school supply and equipment Nven-
torying: present status and needs. Master's.thesis, 1930. Stanford university,
Stanford University, Calif.

2617. Melby, Ernest O. A problem in, the training and selection of the
superintendent of schools. American school board jour al, 79: 38, November

1929. -

Data were collected concerning the training and experience of superintendents in cities
of 10,000 to 20,000 population. It was foundb that a large proportion of superintendents
secured their positions from high school principaiships.

2618. Metzger, Lee J. An analysis of the personnel of public school super-
intendents of the State of Iowa. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa,
Iowa City. 104 p. ms.

2619. Miller, Christian. State and district requirements of administrative
and siipervisory officers. Master's thesis, 1930. University of (ihicago, Chi-

cago, Ill.
2620. Mullan, J. S. Selection, purchase, storage and distribution of public

school supplies. In National association of public school business officials
Proceedings, 1930. Trenton, N. J., Harrison press, inc., 1930. p. 74-84.

Gives the results of an investigation carried on to find out who determines the amount
If money to be expended for textbooks and' supplies, what cities furnish textbooks and
supplies free, what cities have a central storeroom, vsho makes the selection", textbooks
and edUcational supplies, etc. r

2621. National advisory.committee on education. Federal relations to edu-
cation. A memorandum of progress. Washington, D. C. [1930] 53 p.

This is the report of President Hoover's National advisory committee on education,
the purpose of which is " to give the proper chart by which to steer our educational
course."

2622. National education association. Department of superintendence.
Rules and regulations governing schools in cities over 30,0(X) in population.
Washington, D. C., 1930. 14 p. (Photostat)

An analysis of personnel groups atid certain other topics included in the rules and
regulations of 95 city school systems. Contains an annotated bibliography:

2623. Nelson, H. C. An nuillysis of the school population of District No. 65,
Columbia Heights. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.

26'24. North Carolina. State department of public instruction. Larger
units of administration, 1928-1929. Raleigh, N. C., 1930. 8 p. ms.

2C25. Ohio education association. Educational 'council. The admihistra .

tive organization of public schools in teiritory lying close to city and exemptefi
village school districts in Ohio. 1929. tol!nnbus, Ohio. 22 p. ms.

The study involved 78 areas, each of which included entire districts lying wholly or
in part *within five miles of the boundary lines of cities and exempted villages. Prac

tleally all of the 407 outlying districts included in the stpdy ne within 10 miles of
city or exempted village. Data tend to confirm the grow* belief that present district
i.oundary lines are seldom in cónformity. with areas of common social and economic inter
ests. The plan of organization most frequently recommended was that of uniting witl
the city or exempted village for all school purposes.

2626. Polster, Arthur Henry. Rules and regulations for a school system
a city of 100,000 to 200,000 population. Master's thesis, 1930. Stanford uni
versity, Stanford University, Calif.

2027. Reavis, W. C. and Woellner, Robert. Practices in general office ad-

ministration in secondary schools. School review, 37: 68746, November 1
Of the 522 repreeentative secondary schools studied, 441 employ clerks, and 427 ha

outer offices. Data reveal varied general administrative practices in the offices
secondary schools. Routine procedures are followed in the administrative offices of man
secoddary schools, which are designed, to systematise office administration and to cos
serve the time of administrative officers and to increase their efficiency. Data show
favorable treed toward efficient office administration.
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2628. Roberts, H. C. Fire and other insurance for public *hool property.In National association of public-school business officials. Prc.weedings, 1930Trenton, N. J., Harrison press, inc., 1930. p. 35-74.
A report o: .an investigation carried on by the research committee showing practicesindicating 'methods 0.1 protection from hazards used by-schodl districts throughout thecountry, and experiences which record actual results from practices now obtaining.
2629. Ross, Cameron M. The relationship between the superintendent andboards of education in the second class cities of Iowa. Master's thesis, 1930.UniversitAd Iowa, Iowa City. 125 p. ms.

41%

2630. Shepherd, H. P. Economy through efficient business management.American school board journal, 80: 70, 72, 74, 77, Februory 1930.Answers to a questionnaire sent out to business managers of cities of 100,000 ot morepopulation indicated many types of business conomy in practice.
*2631. Smith, Harvey A. Economy in ublic-school tire insurance. Doctor'sthesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia university, Now York, N. Y. NewYork city, Teachors college, Columbia university, 1930. 113 p. (Contributionsto education no. 428)
2632. Smith, Henry Lester and Chamberlain, Leo Martin. An analysis ofthe duties of county school superintendents and superintendent of schools incertain .cities in Indiana. Bloomington, Ind., Indiana university, 1929. 94 v.(Indiana university. School of education. Bulletin, vol. 6, no. 2, November

1929)
Bibliography on duties of city and county superintendents, p. 90-91.An investigation undertaken to ascertain the specific tasks of superintendents in smallIndiana cities and county school superintendents, and to discover how superintt.ndentsnctually apportion their time.

.2633. Soper, Wayne W. Study of clerical duties of district superintendentsionducted in cooperation with a committee from the Association of districtuperintendents. [1930] State department of education, Albany, N. Y.This study is based upon a diary kept by district superintendents for a period of n'ear in which were listed the various reports they were oblig.111- to make, with the timeonsumed for each. In addition to this: representative periods during the year 'Weretudiled for the amount of time spent in correspondence, mimeographing and other similar

2634. Sorenson, Glenn. The city superintendent and the board of education.aster's thesis, 1930. Univecoity of Arizona, Tucson. 53 p. ms.An effort to determine relationships as they exist.
2635. South Dakota. Department of public instruction. Administrativeommittee. Administrative handbook on educattbnal admicistration for thetate of South Dakota. Pierre, S. D., 19301 150 p. (Bulletin no. 3)This handbook has been compiled with the ngeds of -the small high schools in mind.II of the problems which deal with the*orgapization and administration of the schoolsave been treated.
2636. Taylor, J. W. Insuring public school property in Mississippi. Mas-er's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn.)1 p. ms.
A study to determine what practice& and procedures are followed in insuring publicroperty in Mississippi. Findings : TfiZre are no school insurance laws in the State.'roperty values are low, hazards are great. The ratio of indeknnit/ collected to premiumsaid Is 42.2 per cent.
2637. Tisinger, Richard Martin. A study of some administrative aspectsf the Cayuga Heighls school with special reference to a program of expansion.ster's thesis, 1929. Cornell university, Ithaca, N. Y.
2638. Travis, Vaud A. Supplementary books in the elementary schools.octor's thesis, 1930. University-of California, Berkeley. 162 p. ms.A study to determine what it costs individual districts tò pigovide -supplementary bookn the elementary schools of the State of California where the law requires the State to
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furnish the textbooks used in the e ary grades. Findings :.The present provisions
made by the State to supply free books are inadequate; the shifting of the burden of
rirovidlng the books with whi o carry on instruction in the elementary schools from
the State to tbe individual districts has made it necessary to use funds intended for other
purposes to provide these books; the dual, method of providing books in tbe State íg
Inefficient and uneconomical.

See also 89, 1873-1874, 1888, 1924, 2087, 2100, 2105, 2108, 2642, 3175; and
under County unit.

EDUCATIONAL LEGISLATIC

2639. Bowman, Mary Belle. The placing of the re.,,nsibility for the injury
of children t school. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Cincinnati, Cin-

cignati, Ohio. 73 p. 17ns.

A study of the common law, specific cases as related to teachers. esuperintendents
boards and cities, state school laws or codes. in an attempt to place the responsibility

for the injury of children At school in reference to the teachei, superintendent, school
board, and cities as to their authority, liability and right to punish. Findings: Most
of the states in both dedsions and statutory enactments deal with corporal punishment

and liability resulting from injuries thus received. Neither the common law nor the

statutes of a number of the states gives the school authorities any control over the child

between the time school is dismissed and when be reaches borne.

2840. Bowman, Warren Daniel. The constitutional and legal basis of pub-

lie-school administration in Virginia. Doctor's thesis, 1930. University of

Chicago, Chicago, Ill.
-

4f4
2641. Clarke, Benjamin Franklin. The constitutional basis of public edu-

4* cation, 1915-1930. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago. -Ill.

Classifies all of the cOnstitutional provisions relating to education which are now in
force.

2642. Edwards, I. N. 1egal authority of boards of education. Elementary

school journal, 30: 291-99, December, 1929; 372-86, January ; 431-39, February.

1930.
this article explains the legal authority of boards of education in regard to physical

examinations of pupils, the employment of nurses, dentistw, and physicians, practice
teaching in the public schools, the employment of legal counsel. insuring school property

and teachers, and delegating to agents the performance of purely administrative or
ministerial duties.

2643. Legal relation between school districts and municipalities. Ele-

menta.ry school journal, 30: 734-45, June 1930.

2644. Enloe, E. L: Compilation of New Mexico school laws. Master's thesis.

1930. Unfversity of New Mexico, Albuquerque. 140 p. ms..

2645. Grigg, Claud. Legislative basis for state support of public elementary

and high schools in North Carolina since 1868. Master's thesis, 1930. Duke

university, Durham, N. C. 102 p. ms. .

, An attempt to trace the legislative development of state supported public education

in North Carolina since 1868, in tbe light of what the deielbpment shows from time t.e

time as to state ideals of control.

2646. Guenther, Henry William. The constitutional and legal bases of- pub-

lic school administration in Oklahoma. Doctor's thesis, 1930. University of

Wisconsin, Madison... 408 p. ms.
Formulates the basic principles underlying the schoOl code in Oklahoma as shown by

the eonstitution, the statutes, and the decisions of the Supreme Court of the State, and

makes recommendations for desirable changes in the present code.

2647. Harton, Benjamin Love, fr. The development of public education In

South Carolina as revealed by legislative action and Supreme Cotirt decisions.

Master's thesis, 1930.. Duke university, Durham, N. C. 108 p. ms.
A study of the material found in South Carolina session laws and Supreme Court dei

cisions, throwing light upon the development of educational ideals in the State, as re .

intlegal form.
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2648. Keesecker, Ward W. Digest of legislation providing federal subsidies
for education. 1929. U. S. Office of education, Washington, D. C. 63 p. ms.

Review of educational legislation, 1926-1928. Washington,
United States Government printing office, 1929. 20p. . (U. S. Office of education.
Bulletin, 1929, no. 27.)

Advance sheets froin tbe Biennial survey of educatibn in the United Stat;i1; 1926-1928.
2650. Lide, Edwin Scott. Itegal basis of the organization, support, and con-

trol of city schools. Doctor's thesis, 1930. University of Chica.go, Chicago, Ill.
322 p. ms.

2G51. McEwen,` Noble Ralph. Tbe legal development of education in Ala-
limn as revealed through the statutes and Supreme Court decisions. Master's
thesis, 1930. Duke university, Durham, N C. 161 .p. ms.

A study of the historical development of education in Alabama as revealed through the
statutes and Supreme Court decisions of the State to determine the legal origins of edu-
cetion in Alabama.

2652. Milan, Clement Timothy. A legal study of the centralization of state
control of education in Indiana, as revealed by constitutional provisions, legis-
lative enactments, and Supreme and Appellate Court decisions. Doctor's thesis,
1930. Indiana university, Bloomington. 542 p. ms.

2653. Matzen, John X. State constitutional provisiqns for education. Fun-
damental attitude of the American people regarding education as revealed by
state constitutional provisions, 1776-1929. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers col-
lege, Columbia university, New York. N. Y.

Constitutional provisions relating to education adopted by each of the several states
were studied. Findings are treated under the headings: state 'board of education; chief
state school officer ; chief county school officer ; county board of education ; federal land
grants for state normal school ; and state permanent common-schnl

2654. May, Max Roach. The nature and frequency of Iowa Supreme Court
cases in school law for the period 1915 to 1925. Master's thesis, 1930. Uni-
versity of Iowa, Iowit City. 76 p. ms.

2655. Monroe, Ernest F. The legality of school publicity by boards of edu-
cation. American school board journal, 81 : 34, 112, August 1930.

The purpose of this study was to ascertain the extent of the legal right for boards of
education to expend public money for school publicity purposes, as evidenced by Judicial
decision. The study involves th&examination of the several state and sectional repotts
of court proceedings. Data indicate that school boards will generally be sustained by the
courts in the reasonable use of publicity.

2656. National education association. Research division. State school
legislation, 1929. Washington, D. C., 1929. 57 p. ms. (Studies in state edu-
cational administration, noi 1)

Summarises important state school legislation enacted during 1929.
2657. Newson, N. William. Legal status of the county superintendent..

Doctor's thesis, 1930. New York university, New York, N. Y. 261 p. ms.
A study of the legal status cif the county superintendent in the several states of the

United 'States, including four minor problems : Early development of office ; trends in
legal prescriptions during periods of 1880, 1905, and 1930; bases of evaluation of the
present legal status of the county superintendent; and evaluation of the legal status of
the county superintendent at the present timer

2658. Reeder, Fred N. Judicial interpretation of the school laws of Pennsyl-
vania. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Cbiengot Chicago, Ill.

A study of the principles of common, statutory and constitutional law of Pennsylvania
as interpreted by the Supreme Court in its decisions relative to school problems.
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265R Rhoades, Loren S. Legal duties of the county superintendent. Mas-

ter's thesis, 1930. University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio. 51 p. ms.
The author investigated tlfe statutes of 48 states. Findings: The county superin-

tendent is primarily a professional and clerical officer, whose duties are to discern, to
advise, RIM to administer. Only a few states entrust the county superintendents with
strong assignment of professional duties and give them the power to discharge those
duties. In other states he ta a political officer with little real power. His duties should
be sharply defined and power should be given him to discharge them.

2660. Ritenour, F. C. Interpretation of Indiana school laws by the Supreme
Court. Master's thesis, 1930. Butler university, Indianapolis, Ind.

A study of the Indiana Supreme Court decisions as they relate to the public school
la,ws of Indiana, in order to show the effect of these decisions upon the operation of the
laws studied.

2661. Seyfried, John Edward. The contractual status of California city
school superintendents. Doctor's thesis, 1930. University of California, Berke-
ley. 161 p.

2662. Shaw, Ira D. Trends of educational legislation in Kentucky. Mas-

ter's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn.

90 p.

2663. Soper, Wayne. The federal courts and the public schools. American
school board journal, 79: 37-39, October 1929.

The author gives an analysis of federal court decisions regarding the public schools,
with reference to trends of decisions.

2664. Verner, James Spencer. The powers and duties of the South Caro-
lina board of education as found in the statutes and court decisions. Master's
thesis, 1930. University of South Carolina, Columbia.

2ae5 Waterson, Corwin E. The operation of the Barnes high school law
in Kansas. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Kansas, Lawrence. Uni-

versity of Kansas Bulletin of education, 2: 27-32, December 1W. (Abstract)

2666. Weltzin, J. Frederick. The legal authority of the American public

school as developed by a study of liability to damages. Doctor's thesis, 1930
University of North Dakota, Grand Forks. 2;39 p. (School of education bul-
letin, no. 7, July 1930)

Contains chapters on the nature of the public school corporation, its us, its work,
municipal liability, tort liability, liability of school officers, and liability ßchers and
administrators.

2667. Woodburn, Wiley S.4 A study of school litigation in Allegheny county,
Pa. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. Uni

versity of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27 411-12, November 1930. (Abstract)
See also 13, 92, 1447, 1971, 1995, 2227, 2240, 2244, 2253, 2263, 2275, 2379, 2582,

2698, 2700. 2711-2712, 2723-2724, 2740-2741, 2890, 2895, 3046, 8407, 3418, 3461,

3465, 3817.
EDUCATIONAL FINANCE

2668. Andrews, Robert Lee. Publicity of school finances. Master's thesis,
1,93o. Duke university, Durham, N. C.

A survey of the legal requIrementa of the various states In the attempt to determine
what statutes most adequately meet the need for publicity of school linances. Include%

such questions as, What items are required to be published, in what form, and through
what media, with what degree of compulsion, and with what results, with special reference
to North Carolina.

2669. Cammack, James W., Jr. A brief review of current state support of

common schools in Kentucky. /n Kentucky. Department of education. Bien-

nial report of the superintendent, 1929. Frankfort, Ky., 1929. p. 34-76.
Shows the amount of state support provided for elementary and secondary schools in

Kentucky from 1798 to 1929.

a
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2670. Carpenter, Joseph E. How would school finances in Douglas county,

Kans., for the school year 1928-1929 have been affected by the 'application of
the recommendations of the school code commission. Master's thesis, 1930.
University of Kansas, Lawrence.

2671. Carpenter, W. W. and Flowers, L. Eugene. Evaluation of certain
plans of financing education in South Carolina. Peabody journal of education,
7: 37-41, July 1929.

A study was made of four plans of financing used in South Carolina for the nine monthsschool. Data indicate that the maximum participation by the local districts is worsethan no participation.
2672. Carroll, Charles Fisher, Jr. Taxation supplementary to state support

of schools in North Carolina since 1868. Master's thesis, 1930. Duke univer-
sity, Durham, N. C. 183 p. ms.

An attempt to show the extent of taxation supplementary to state support of schoolsin North Carolina since 1868, and to define the causes and results of such supplementarytaxation.

2673. Clark, Harold F. Index, of school-bond prices. American school board
Journal, 79: 72, July ; 68, August ; 68, 118, September; 62, October ; 94, 96,
November ; 115-16, 118, December 1929.

2674. Condit, P. M. Sources of income for state teachers colleges and state
normal schools. Greeley, Colorado state teachers college, 1929. 68 p. (Colo-rado state teachers college bulletin, ser. 29, no. 5, August 1929. Research bul-
letin no. 14)

A complete report on all types and amounts of revenue used by all state normalschools and state teachers colleges in terms of totals, chief sources and student units.
2675. Davis, Donald P. Financial policies in the scbool district of Arnold,

Pa. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. University
of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27: 251-52, November 1930. (Abstract)

2676. Davis, H. H. Tax situation in Ohio counties and cities. [1929 1
State department of education, Columbus, Ohio.

2677. Delker, Samuel F. Sources and methods of raising and distributing
public school revenues in the United States and their relation to the equalisa-
tion of our school tax burden. Master's thesis, 1930. University of SouthDakota, Vermilion. 110 p. ms.

2678. Frasier, George Willard, and Whitney, Frederick Lamson. Teach-
ers college finance. Qreeley, Colorado state teachers college, 1930. 500 p.(Education series no. 10)

2679. Greenleaf, Walter J. Financial support of colleges and universities,
1927-1928. Washington, D. C., U. S. Office of education, 1980. 4 p. mg.
(Circular no. 6)

Data on the financial support of colleges and universities weregillien up under thefollowing subjects : Privately controlled institutions; publicly controlled institutions; land-grant colleges and universities; tuition and fees ; endowment income; state and municipal'funds; federal aid ; and private gifts.
2680. Grimm, L. R. Ranking of counties of Illinois In ability to support

education, in effort, and in the efficiency of their school systems. 1929. Illinoisstate teachers association, Springfield, Ill. 18 p. ms.
2681. Hamtramck, Mich. Public schools. The budget procedure of the

Hamtramck public schools, 1930-1931. 1930. 155 p. ms. (Research series no. 4)
2682. Hensen, Carl Wallace. The financial support of public education in

Marathon county, Wis., 1928-1929. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago,
Chicago, Ill.

A study of the social and economic resources of the county ; the inequalities of educa-tional support; the confiscatory character of the general property tax ; and the terminalcapital and operating costs.
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2683. Hattox, John Stanley. Funds necessary for raising Mississippi pub-
lic schools to certain standard. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college
for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 80 p.

2684. Hendrik, Herman E. The problem of state support in Arizona. Doc-

tor's thesis, 1929. New York university, New York, N. Y.
2685. Holy, T. C. and Sutton, D. H. Financial data for Ohio. Educational

research bulletin (Ohio state university), 8: 366-68, November 6, 19244.

A summikry of data collected from 81 cities and 43 exempted villages in Ohio, showing
valuation per pupil enrolled, tax rate for school purposes, tax rate for all purposes, and
bonded debt per pupil enrolled.

2686. Iversen, William Lincoln. Statutory provision for financing educa-
tion in the United States in 1840. Master's thesis, 1930. Stanforelmiversity,
Stanford University, Calif.

2687. Jaggers, R. E. Budgetary procedures in the county school systems of
Kentucky. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Cornell university, Ithaca, N. Y. 261 p. ms.

2688. Jones, G. Lawrence. An application of the large fund plan of school
financing to tbe public schools of Indiana. Master's thesis [1930] Indiana
state teachers college, Terre Haute. 129 p. ms.

2689. Jones, J. W. The distribution of school revenues. 1930. Indiana
state teachers college, Terre Haute. 7 p. ms.

2690. Present-day problems In school finance in Indiana. 1930. i

Indiana state teachers college, Terre Haute. 12 p. ms.

2691. A report on the supervision of state aid in Indiana. 1930.

Indiana state teachers college, Terre Haute. 17 p. ms.

2692. A selected and annotated bibliography of public school finance.
1930. Indiana state teachers college, Terre Haute. 28 p. ms.

2693. Jory, Harold Budd. Tax delinquency and its implications for public
school finance. Master's thesis, 1930. Stanford university, Stanford Univer-

sity, Calif.
2894. Kansas. State department of education. Practical application of the

financing plan of the proposed school code of Kansas to the various school dis-
tricts, arranged by counties. [1930]

2695. Ketler, Franklin Courtney. Reserve funds in public school finance
Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia university, New veork, N. Y.

The various kinds of reserve funds are studied: Interim, building, sinking fund, instir.

ance, and contingency. They are evaluated in the light of the following criteria : dual)

cial, procedure serving to keep tbe burden on the taxpayer at a minimum, safeguarding
the public money, and promoting ease of administration. The author offers suggestions
as to sound procedure in the practical and economic limitations of reserve fund financing.

2696. King, Dana M. (Clymer, N. Y.) Piocedures in budget making ln the
vOitge and centralized school systems of New York State. [1930]

Questionnaire study from over 300 schools maintaining # four year high school in vli-
lases under 8,000 population.

King, Harry B. Public-school finance in the State of Delaware. Doc-

tor : thesis, 1929. New York university, New York, N. Y.

Wk. Koch, J. Wilbur. Constitutional *provisions for permanent common

school funds In the several states. Master's thesis, 1930. Ohio state university,
Columbus.

Sources (federal and state), methods of preservation and distribution of the fund are
tabulated and eontruted.

2699. Lewis, Archie Boyd. Relation between public-school support and

financial ability in Texas and other states. Master's thesis, 1930. UniveraltI,of
Texas, Austin.

mi.
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2700. Lindahl, Viva Islay. Statutory provisions for financing education in
the United States in 1895. Master's thesis, 1930. Stanford university, Stanford
University, Calif.

2701. McCreight, Elizabeth Ivy. Public-school revenues, apportionment, and
costs in Arizona. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern California, Los
Angeles. ms.

2702. Maher, Vincent Paul. Student body finances, their administration.
Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern California, Los Angeles. ms. *

2703. Miller, Glenn Eugene. School bonds ispued in the State of Nebraska,
1920 to 1928. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Nebraska, Lincoln. 77 p. ms.
Educational research record (University of Nebraska), 2 : 153-63, April 1930.
(Abstract)

An analYsis of tbe kinds and types of school bonded indebtedness that have been
Assumed by Nebraska school communities during the past seven and one-half years In
order that the forms may be betttr understood and the best financial policy r other
communities indicated.

2704. Morgan, W. E. Analysis of public-school finance in California. 1930.
State department of education, Sacramento, Calif. California schools, 1: 49-55,
March 1930.

2705. Morison, Wilbur Cyrus. Apportionment of school funds. Master's
thesis, 1929. George Peabody college fOr teachers, Nasbville, Tenn. 77 p. ms.

2706. Morse, Herbert N. and Anderson, Charles D. Distribution of state
aid to districts in New Jersey. [Paterson, N. J.] State federation of district
boards of education of New Jersey, 1929. 353 p. (Financial series, vol. no. 2)

The sources of income for state aid and the vaiious types of schools and of districts
which should receive aid were studied and compared statistically for tbe years 1926-
1927 and 1927-1928.

2707. National education association. Research division. School revenues
and new methods of taxation. Washington, I). C.. 1930. 12 p. ms. (Studies in
state educational administration, no. 2)

2708. Investing in public education. Washington, D. C., 1930.
(Research bulletin, vol. 8, no. 4, p. 166-219)

,

2709. Norstad, E. 0, Public-school indebtedness in North Dakota. Master's
thesis, 1929. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.

2710. Oberson, Louis Edward. The status of the county in financing edu-
cation in the states west of the Mississippi. Master's thesis, 1930. Stanfo9rd uni-
versity, Stanford Univertity, Calif.

2711. Ohio education tbssociation. A brief study of the proposed
amendment m

constitu-

limitation of 15 mills
I

total rates of taxation: its character and possible
tional perit ng classification of property for taxation and placing
a
effects. 1929. ms.

2712. Pendleton,. James Henry. Statutory provisions for financing public
education in the [Milted States in 1865. Master's thesis, 1930. Stanford uni-
verfdty, gtanford University, Calif.

2713. Pennsylvania. Department of public instruction. Report of the
commission to study the distribution of subsidies to school districts, 1929.
Harrisburg, Pa., 1930.

2714. A uniform accounting system for school districts. Har-
risburg, Pa., 1929. 20 p. (Bulletin no. 50)

2715, Rankin, Christopher Van Rensselaer. The reorganization of finances
of the schools in , Sedgwick county. Master's thesis, 1030. University of
Wichita, Wichita, Kans. 87 p. ma. .

.
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2716. Reavis, W. C. and Woe liner, Robert. The administration of tile
budgct in secondary sclools. School review, 37 : 58-97, October 1929.

Most of the princi IsIDf the 522 representative secondary schools studied have bud-
gets to administer.° he data presented in this article indicate the trends of budgetary
practices and should enable principals to increase their efficiency as schodl adminiitrators

2717. Shaw, Leslie P. A study of delinquent and insolvent taxes of Inde-
pendent school districts of Hale county, Texas. Master's thesis, 1930. Uni-
versity of Colorado, Boulder. University of Colorado studies, 18: 104, Deem-
ber 1930. (Abstract)

A study to determine whether boards of trustees of independent school districts in
Texas are proving thmselves efficient bodies through which revenue for public-school
purposes may be provided. A survey was made of tax procedure followed by school
officials of independent school districts of Hale county.

2718. Shipley, A. H. A comparison of priees paid by central purchasing
and individual district buying for school supplies. American school board
journal, 79: 50, 142, 144, July 1920.

This study shows a comparison between the purchasing plan through a central agent,
and the local buying of the individual school districts. Actual prices paid by each
district in Fresno county, Calif., are compared with those paid by the purchasing agent
in 1928.

2719. Shower, George Nelson. How Vrrginia finances her public schools.
Master's thesis, 1930. University of .Virginia, Charlottesville.

2720. Smith, Harold T. Recent trends in the investment policies of the
endowed colleges of the Middle West. Doctor's thesis, 1929. University of

Iowa, Iowa City. ms.
2721. Smith, J. Edward: Tax exonerations in certain school districts in

Beaver county, Pa. Master's 94esis, 1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pitts-
burgh, Pn. University of Iffrisburgh bulletin, 27: 383-84, November 1930.
(Abstract)

2722. Smith, W. Ray. School depository and school treasurer. American
school board journal, 80: 67, May 1930.

A questionnaire study was made to determine the feasibility of the school depository
acting as the school treasurer in Pennhylvania. Data indicate that the logical agency
to be Intrusted with the reppongtbilities of accounting for all school money is the well-
equipped bank which serves as the school depository.

2723. Soper, Wayne W. The legal aspects of the rights and powers of school
officials with respect to taxation. Awerican school board Journal, 79: 43, 104,
December 1929.

A study was made of the legal aspects of the rights and powers of school officials with
respect to taxation in the various states.

2724. What rights and powers have schools for taxation? American
school board journal, 80: 65-56, May 1930.

A study of the various state laws to determine the salient principles involved in
persons and property exempt from taxation, in levying assessments of scho91 district
taxes, and the rights and remedies of taxpayers.

2725. Staffelbach, Elmer H: The severance tax idea applied to California
mineral production. California teachers association, San Francisco. Sierra
ibcational news, 25: 30-34, September 1929.
The author defines the severance tax, and applies the principle of the tax to the

various minerals produced in California in 1926, by county. He favors the severance
tax, as he feels that the present generation, which is enjoying the benefits from the
consumption of the mineral resources, should make some provision for the needs of the
coming generation.

2726. Stahle, Clyde V. A study In unified financial school support of West-
moreland county. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh,
Pa. University of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27: 389-90, November 1930. (Abstract)
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2727. Stenquist, John L. and staff. Analysis of the budget of the Depart-
ment of education for 1930. Baltimore, Md., Department of education, 1929.
12 p.

2728. Stillwell, George B. Proposed changes in public school support in
South Dakota. Master's thesi, 1930. University of South Dakota, Vermillion.
48 p. ms.

2729. Stoutemyer, J. Howard. The general propert; tax and public-school
support. Nation's schools, 4 : 69-73, September 1929.

A study was made of the various types of taxes collected by the federal government
and the state governments and their applicability to public school support.

2730. Swift, FletcheroHarper. State systems of taxation for public schools
the Massachusetts plan. American school board journal, 79: 49-50, July 1929.

In a study of state systems of taxittion for public schools, it was found that Massa-
chusetts is the only one in which the schools have a legal claim on the state tax.

273L and Zimmerman, Bruce Lewis. Stiite school taxes and school
funds and their apportionment. A report,00n the practices of the 48 common-
wealths constituting the United States of America. Washington, Government
printing office, 1929. 431 p. (U. S. Office of education. Bulletin, 1928, no. 29)

2732. Taff, N. O. History of state revenue and taxation in Kentucky. Doc-
tor's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 216
p.

A factual and interpretative study covering the entire history of the State.
2733. Turnbull, Lloyd W. The redemption of school bond indebtedness in

Eugene. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Oregon, Eugene. 48 p. ms.
A study of the method used by the Board of education, School district no. 4, Lane

county, Oreg., in handling bonded indebtedness incurred for permanent improvements.
Findings : System of refunding costs district 76 per cent in interest chargespay-as-
you-go plan would save the situation.

2734. Webster, Guy W. A study of some problems in school supply account-
ing procedure in second class cities in Kansas. Mister's*thesis, 1929. Univer-
sity of Kansas, Lawrence. eviewed in University of Kansas I3ulletin of
education, 2: 15-19, April 19 )

2135. Whaley, Otis. A survey of state support of county public elementary
school and high school education in Tennessee. Master's thesis, 1930. Duke
university, Durham, N. C. 80 p. ms.

A study of the state public schools of Tennessee as compared with those of NorthCarolina, and an analysis of the distributions of state funds to elementary and secondaryschools.

2736. Whaley, W. C. Resources for the supportmoals in Drew
county, Ark. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.This study seeks to find whether or not Drew county is financially able to support anadequate system of public schools under a more scientific plan 9f organization. Studieswere made of population, resources, income, the district sykIem, methods of raisingrevenue, the schools, and changes which might lead to improved conditiuris.

2737. Whitfield, G. M. Financing the' Tacoma public schools. June 1930.
117 p. ms. (Mr. Whitfield is principal of the Franklin school, Tacoma, Wash.)%A study of Tacoma's ability to pay for schools, the organization and administration ofthe Tacoma schools, school costs, school receipts, etc. Suggestions for an equitable andbetter scheme of taxation for school control are given.

2788. Williams, R.* C. Public school finance in Iowa. Preliminary report.Des Moines, Iowa, State department of public instruction. 1930. 56 p.Gives the status of types of school districts in Iowa, and data on financial support,costs, and educational programs.
2739. Williams, Gerald Arthur. Analysis of elementary school finance for

Redwood City and of the schools of San Mateo County, 1910-1911 to.1928-191.1).
Master's thesis, 1930. Stanford university Stanford University, Calif.

ms.
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2740. Takel, Ralph. The city government and its control over school ex- I

penditures. American school board Journal, 79: 39-41, August 1929.
Discusses tOe legal principles involved.in the control of school expenditures.
See also 13, 16, 89, 1924, 1934, 2014, 2582, 2645, 3033, 3289, 3305, 3312, 36&5,

3705.
COST OF EDUCATION

2741. Anderson, John Dickson. Legal expenditure of public school funds in
Pennsylvania. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.
151 p. ins. Univrsity of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27: 2111-17, November 1930.
(Akstract)
27411 Berning, T. J. A study ot elementary and high school costs in dis-

tricts maintaining class A high schools and high school departments. St. Paul,
Minn., State department of education, 1930. 58 p.

From this study it was found that per pupil elementary costs were about the same
in the two types of schools throughout the state; per pupil high-school costs were much
hIgher iu the smaller districts.

27 Brooks, Mark L. Comparative cost of teaching industrial arts and
the are age of all other subjects in 32 schools in the State of Kansas, school
year 1927-1928. Master's thesis, 19:30. Iowa state college, Ames. 151 p. ms.

Thirty-two schools were selected with regard to classification, geographical location,
population of city and other factors which would insure a fairly accurate cross section
of tbe schools of the State as a whole. Data were based on school year 1927-1928.
showing the cost per pupil hour for teaching industrial arts to be $0.2510. Average
cost for all other subjects is $0.1432.

2744. Canopy, W. B. A study of unit costs in the high schools of Tazewell
county, Ill., for the year 1928-1929. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Illi-
nois, Urbana. 75 p. ms.

In this study unit costm in 12 community high schools were compared.

2745. Clark, James Russell. The daily instructional cost per pupil per sub-

ject in the high schools of Randolph county, Ind. Master's thesis, 1930. In-

(Bawl univeisity, Bloomington. 87 p. ms.
2746. Clark, W. G. Achievement and mental ability as factors in computing

elementary school instruction costs. Master's thesis, 1930 University of Iowa,
Iowa City. 58 p. ms.

2747. Conrad, Paul Krug. The cost of textbooks in Allegheny county. Mas-
ter's thesis, 1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. University of
Pittsburgh bulletin, 27: 244-45, November 1930. (Abstract)

2748. Cope,' John Robert. Cost trends for higher education in Missouri.
Doctor's thesis, 1930. University of Missouri, Columbia.

a study of cost trends in the five state teachers colleges of Missouri from 1890 to 1930.
2749. Davis, H. H. Unit costs in certain Ohio high schools. [1930] State

department of education, Columbus, Ohi9.
2750. Davis, H. M. An intensive study of the organization and adminis-

tration of the Moose Lake, Minn., public school, with special' consideration of
costs and financial practices. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis.

2751. Fisher, Guy E. A study of the expendifure or monies in _the inde-
pendent Clistricts of Payne county, Okla. (19194926 to 1928-1929) in relation to
physical growth and teacher development. Master's thesis, 1930. Oklahoma
agricultural and mechanical college, Stillwater.
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2752. }load, J. Denton. Relative cost of teaching industrial arts and other

high school subjects in Oklahoma, school year 1927-1928. Master's thesis, 1929.
Iowa state college, Ames. 187 p. ms.

A -study of 40 schools located in all sections of the State of Oklahoma. Findings :Average cost per pupil-hour of teaching industrial arts is $0.1591; other subjects, $0.0991.
2753. Greene, Charles E. Analysis of the unit cost of education in junior

high school for 1927-1928 and 1928-1929. 1930. Public schools, Denver, Colo.
42754. Grossnickle, Foster E. Capital outlay in relation to a state's mini-

mum program. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia university.
New York, N. Y.

Expenditures for debt service and current expenses for each school district in New
Jersey were secured for each year from 1919 to 1928, inclusive, and studied to-find ascientific means of distributing state aid to support a minimum prqgram for capitaloutlay. Data indicate that there was a linear relationship between capital outlay andcurreni cost until a level of the minimum current program reached about $3,000 perteacher. From that point a non-linear relation existed between the two variableS.

2755. Haddock, Rich4rd Abraham. The support of public education in
Sampson county, N. C. Master's thesis, 1930. Duke university, Durham, N. C.

:k study of expenditures for public education in Sampson county, showing what thectunty is receiving per pupil enrolled, per pupil in average attendance, and per teacher
employed.

2756. Heggerston, A.. L An analysis of costs in city school systems. Mas-
ter's thesis, 1930. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.

2757. Hill, George hianett. A study of the operation of school plants and
certain current expenses for supplies. Master's thesis, 1930. University of
Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. University of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27: 291-92, No-
vember 1930. (Abstract)

2758. Hollifield, J. F. A study of costs of instruction in vocational schools.
Master's thesis, 1929. Virginia polytechnic institute, Blacksburg.

A study to determine the costs in vocational AA non-vocational high schools in theState. Findings: Costs were higher in vocational sc'hools than in non-vocational on theaverage; there was far more difference between individual schools than between the twogroups; etc.

2759. Hood, J. T., jr. Instruction costs in typical small high schools. Na-
tion's schools, 4: 63-68, September; 38-42, November 1929.

A study of Instruction costs in 56 small four-year high schools in Massachusetts.Presents a program of studies to meet the needs of the pupils enrolled in the small highschool.

2760. Huffaker, Carl Leo. Neglected aspects of common school costa
Eugene, University of Oregon, 1930. 67 p. (University of Oregon. Education
series)

A study of 85 per cent of all elementary schools over one-room, and all one-roomschools of the State. Findings: Elementary schools show extreme variation in teachingcosts due to poor organization; teaching load of Oregon elementary teacher is belowstandard ; largest costs oc,cur in one-room schools; the State would profit by consoli-dation..

2761. Johnson, Earl A. Some phases,of finance in the support of 30 repre-
sentative public junior colleges in six central states of the United States.
Doctor's thesis; 1929. Indiana university, Bloomington. 273 p. ms.

Determines what the current expenditure for education was in tbe junior colleges of30 districts in the central states, and the relationship between expenditure for the juniorcollege level and for the regular high school leveL
2762. Knight, Frederick B. Cost accounting in Hood River public schools,Hood River, Oreg. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Oregon, Eugene. 76

p. M8.
Detailed cost accounting for a local school system (about 1,700 pupils enrolled), ele-mentary, junior and senior high schools.

.
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2763. Lambert, A. C. Proportionate distribution of current expenditures in
Utah school systems. Journal of education'al research, 20: 233-36, October,
1929.

2764. The useful units for making analysis of school costs. American

school board journal, 80: 65, 134, May 1930.
From a study of 106 published studies of school costs made between \-1911 and 1929,

the author concludes that " there is not yet any single best denominator to use for

making unit-cost analyses of school expenditures."

2765. Lease, R. A. The cost and support of secondary education in the State
of Minnesota. American school board journal, 79: 43-44, October 1929.

A survey of the financial reports of all of the secondary schools of Minnesota, except-
ing those In Minneapolis, St. Paul, and Duluth. "Average daily attendance " was used
as the basis for computing per pupil costs and per pupil wealth.

2766. Lovejoy, Philip. Some financial fallacies. American school board
journal, 79: 51-52, September 1929.

A study of raw cost comparisons of school systems ithows a number of major variables.

2767. McCue, Ernest F.1, A comparison of the costs of education with other
costs in Wilson comity, Kans. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Kansas,
Lawrence.

2768. Magnusson, Albert Lake. Per-pupil cost of secondary education in
the State of North Dakota. Master's thesis, 1929. University of North Dakota,
Grand Forks. 72 p. ms. School of education record, 15: 121-24, January

1930. (Abstract)
ir 2769. Michigan education association. Some variables in comparative pub-

lic school cost accounting. Lansing, Michigan Oucation association, 1934
24 p. (Bulletin no. 12)

2770. Muncie, Ifid. Pu1j schools. Department of educational research.
The cost of public education In Muncie and some comparisons with other cities.

15 p. (Bulletin, no. 36)
2771.4*National education association. Department of superintendence.

City school expenditures, 1928-11t29. Washington, D. C., 1930. 40 p. ms.

( Educational research service circular, no. 1, 1930)
A study of data for 209 cities above 30,000 in population, and 74 smaller cities, show .

ing average daily attendance, main items of expenditure, per pupil costs for seven divi-
sions of current expenses and per cent distribution of seven divisions of current expenses.

2772. New. Jersey. State department of edUcation. Statistical and cost

studies of education in New Jersey. Trenton, 1930. 350 p. (Education bul-

letin, vol. 16, Special, June 1930)
2773. Noble, M. C. S., jr: Current expense in the public day schools of the

United States. 1930. State department of public instruction, Raleigh, N. C.

18 p ms.
et4. North Carolina. State department of ptiblic instruction. General

statistical information. 1930. Raleigh, N. C. 100 p. ms.
A combination of four studies appearing under the following titles: Comparison budget-

ing current expense costs of six months school term, 1926-1927, 1929-1930; Comparison
number and scbolarsbli; of teachers, 1928-1929, 1929-1930; Actual expenditures for cur

rent expense in rural schoolssix months term, 1928-1929; Actual expenditures for cur-
rent expense in special charter schoolssix months term, 19213-19/9.

2775. Oberholtzer, E. E. and Kemmerer, W. W. A comparison of the larger

Texas citiesin coat, in increase of teaching liody, in teacher load, and the abil-

ity of the schools to h9ld the pupils of school age in school. In Houston, Texas.

Independent school district. Cost and educlition statistics, 1930. 10 p.
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?776. Ohio education association. Educational council. Economies and

curtailments in school expenditures as reported by superintendents of schools
in Ohio. 1929. Columbus, Ohio. 42 p. rns. (Part II of a Study of waste
and economy in public education)

A study of what has been done to effect real economy and reduction of expendituresin the public schools of Ohio during the past few years, and what plans are being madealong these lines for the future. Questionnaires' sent to city, village, and county super-intendents asked for information concerning real economies effected, curtailments requiredto be made which were of doubtful economy, and possible economies which should be
introduced as conditions permit.

2777. Peters, Clarence William. An analysis of the current expenses in
various school districts of Allegheny county, Pa. Master's thesis, 1930. Uni-
yersity of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. University of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27:
355-56, November 1930. (Abstract)

2778. Reeves, Floyd W. and Russell, John Dale. The computation of unit
costs in schools of higher education. Nntien's schools, 4: 29-36. October 1929.In this study the authors used the student-credit-hour unit as a base for the study ofinstructional salary costs, current expenditures, and total costs. The use of unit costfigures tor the whole institution aids department beads in planning their courses withreference to the needs of the institution rather than from the isolated viewpoint of thewelfare of a single department.

2779. Roubal, Prank J. The teaching costs in the high schogis of Idaho.
Master's thesis, 1930. University of Oregon, Eugene. 26 p. ms.

A study of about 38 per cent of the schools of Idaho. Findings: Highest costs werefound in the smaller schools; salaries were highest in the largest schools; classes increasein size according to number of teachers in system. Main factor In pupil hours cost isclass size ratber than teacher salary.
2780. Rowley, Hal Earl. Classification of school expenditures in four Cali-

fornia system's. Master's thesis, 1930.. University of Southern California, Los
Angeles. ms.

2781. Smith, Harry P. (Syracuse, N. Y.) Comparative study of school costs
in unit multiple type cities. MO]

Comparison of costs of all cities above 30,000 that could be definitely classified as unitor multiple in type.
2782. Steiner, Melvin Arthur. Some aspects of school costs an(l pupil suc-

cess. Doctor's thesis, 1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. Univer-
,sity of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27: 174-84, November 1930. t Abstract).%

2783. Turnbull, George A. Cost of education in various junior high schools.
Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern California, Los Angeles. ms.

2784. United States. Office of education. Report on school expenditures of
Huntington, W. Va. Huntington, W. VR., Board of education, 192ir. 4S p.

This survey was made by W. B. Deffenbaugh and Frank M. Phillips.
2785. Velte, C. H. Codification of items of expenditure for school service.

Master's thesis, 1929. University of Nebraska. Lincoln. 134 p. ms.
An attempt to form for use in Nebraska schools a list of items of expenditure for

school service and to indicate by code the proper placement of 'each Item on the distribu-tion ledger account sheets.
2786. Whitney, F. L. Departmental student credit hour costs, Colorado

state teachers college, fall quarter, 1929. Colorado state teachers college,
Greeley. 8 p. ms.

Findings: Highest cost per student hour was found in the physical edvgation depart-ment for men, $8.15; the lowest in the geography department, $0.87. Approximate
medlin was $2.14 for all departments.
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2787. Yaggy, Ira D. A comparison of instructional costs in high school
and junior college. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicagoi: Chicago, Ill.
140 p. ms.

Eight public school systems Which maintain b h a high school and a junior college
were studied and comparisons were made for eac system hnd for all combined.

See alao 152.:S, 1894, 1905, 2040, 230S, ...i 1, 2873, 3273,t3314, 33S1, 3670, 3695.

3698.
g. EQUALipTION OF SCHOOL FUNDS

2788. Foote, John M. A state equalizingifund for public education showing
how Louisiana can more adequately meet its educa1gal responsibility. Baton

Rouge, La:, State department of education, 1929. 51 p. (BulletIn, no. 166,

September 1929)
Pressnts ten reasons and conditions which require such a fund and proposes a plan for

distribution.

2789. Grimm, L. R. Equalizing to higher levels. 1930. Illinois state teach-
ers association, Springfield. Illinois teacher, 19: 85-87, 100, 1930.

2790. Jones, J. W. and Holmstedt, R. W. The distribution of state funds

for the purpose of equalizing educational opportunity. 1930. Indiana state
teachers college, Terre Haute. 128 p. ms.

2791. Jones, Lee Francis. Financial need and state aid of public education,
with special reference to Wisconsin high school's. Doctor's theAs, 1930. Uni-

versity of Wisconsin, Madison. 77 p. ms.
A. detailed analysis. of the financial situation in Wisconsin schoOls with special refer

ence to effects of the equalization law in elementary schools stud the need for equalization

of the burden of financial support In high school districts. A plan is proposed for tilt,

distribution of state support to the high school districts based upon educational need and

the ability to pay in these districts. The technique evolved is applicable to distributiol
of state support in any state.

2792. Lura, Casper. A study of the tendencies toward equalizOlon of edu-

cational bpportunity through school aid ln North Dakota since 1960. Master's

thesis, 1930. University of Iowa, Iowa City. 87 p. ms.

4793. Maryland. State department of education. Equalizing educational
opeportunities in Maryland, through a minimum program and an equalization

fund. 1930. Baltimore, Md.
27944E111ins, Aobert J. A plan for state support of public schools in New

Mexico. Master's thesis, 1930. Uttiver§ity of Colorado, Boulder. University of
Colorado studies, 18: 93, December 1930. (Abstract)

I.

A survey of the finances of the State from statehood to 1929 indicates th&t theschools
are rklisonably economical and efficient, but that vast inequalities of educational oppor-
tunity Pzist due to the antiquated tax system in use. The author gives a plan for the
reorganization of the system of taxation and the assumption by the State of responsibil-

ity for a minimum educational program in each comity.

2795. Nelson, Olaf. Equalization of school support among districts in North
Dakota. Master's thesis, 1630. University of North Dakota, University.

2796. North Carolina. State department of ptiblic instruction. The public

school, equalizing fund, 1930-1931. 1930. ilaleigh, N. C. 100 p.
8hov;es- Methods for determining allotments for equalising fund; also tax reduction fund.

2797. Reusser, Walter C. Equalization of educational opportunity and equal-

, izattoik, of school support in Wyoming. Doctor's thesis, 1930. University of

Iowa, Iowa City. Laramie, Wyoming state teachers association, 1929. 52 p.

(Research bulletin, no. 1)
An analysis of wealth,. talatiop and state alfi and a plan for equalization of educational

opportunity in Wyoming. The poorest county must treble its tax rate in order to provide

for a school program costing but one-half as much as that in the wealthiest county.
Equalization may be brought a y a redistribution of state aid and by means of at
equalization fund.
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2798. Rogers, Nannie Adams. The equalization laws of Arkansas. Master's

thesis, 1930. University of Colorado, Boulder. University of Colorado studies,
ls : 100-101, December 1930. (Abstract)

2799. Thompson, E. M. Educational inequalities in Wyoming in the distri-
bution of federal and state school aid in Wyoming. Master's thesis, 1929. Colo-
rado state teachers College, Greeley.

2800. UtahA State-departnYent of public iRstruction. A study of inequali-
ties in educational opportunities in the State of Utah with a brief statement
as to underl ing principles governing a state mininium educational program.
Salt Lake C ty. _State department of pub* instructi6n, 1930. 36 p.

SOows the inequalities in taxable wealth in the several school districts in Utah and the
resulting in alities in educational opportunities in these districts.

2801. Utah education association. The probable basis upon which an equali-
zation fund for educational purpose. in Utah could be set up and maintained.
1930. 28 p. ms.

2802. Waterman, Ivan Russell. Equalization -of the burden of support for
education. Doctor's thesis,. 1830. University of California, Berkeley. 93 p. ms.

Develops a technique for the apportionment of state school funds so as to equalize
the burden of support for education among the several units of support.

2803. Wilson, Chapell. School equalizing funds in North Carolina. Master's
thesis, 1930. George Peabody colleie for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 67 p. ms.

A study of the equalizing funds from the beginning in 1901 through each yeas Indus:11'11g
1929-1930.

2SO4. Winters, Thomas Howard. An evaluation of. typical attempts to equal-
ize educational opportunity by state. aid. DoctoPs thesis, 1930. Ohio state
university, Columbus. 836 p. ms.

This study involved the definition of the problem of equalization, brief examination
of equalization in 48 states, study of entire school financkal system in 13 states, evalua-tion of results, etc. Findings : No state has taken into consideration all of the factors
necessary for complete equalisation; complete equalization is hardly .possible without
leveling some subdivisions downward; certain principles must be followed to proceed in
the right direction. These are set up.

2805. Young, Dale S. Apportionment and distribution of Alabama's equali-
zation fund. Montgomery, Ala., State department of education, 1930. 16 p.

Apiolication o( Alabama's minimum program to the counties of the State.
See also 2588, 2677, 3553. -

SCHOOL SUPERVISION

2806. Adams, Mary A. An analysis of the superyinry opportunities
1

in-4volved in e curriculum program for elementary grades in seven large city
systems. aster's thesis, 1930. Johns Hopkins university, Baltimore, Md.

2807. Brink, William G. DIrflb and coordination of supervision. Current
practices of city superintendents. loomington, Ill., Public school publishing
company, 1930. 117 p. (Northwest4rn university. Contributions to education,
School of education series, no. 8)

2808. Cole, William Z. The status of rural supervisors of instruction in the
United States. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Cornell university, Ithaca, N. Y. Ithaca,
N. Y., Cornell university, 1930. )57 p.

2809. Cone; deorge R. (Rothaster, N. Y.) The relation of the supervisor
and the supervised. [1930) .4. N.)4

, .
,

2810. Devers, Nancy O. Current practice in rard'i school supervision. Re-
port for 1029-1930. 1930. State department of public instruction, Raleigh.
N. C.

Summarises, compares and interprets county school supervision In terms of iniperviaory
activity, program of work, teacher growth, school organisation, vonclitiondudes the yeas.
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2811 Finch, liardy Rundell. A study 'of the methods of supervisjon used
by high school principals in towns under 5,000 population. Master's thesis,
1930. St. Bona venture college, St. Bonaventure, N. Y. 37 p. ms.

High school supervision in New York towns.
2812. Frost,- Norman. *Course of study -recommended for those -preparing

the.mselves to become supervisors of country schools. Educational administra-
tion and supervision, 16: 1711, January 1930.

Recommends a course of study based on suggestions Teceived from 30 states. The
author submits a course of study as a start in the direction of a creation of a wise cur-
riculum for those who are training for county supervisorships.

2813. Hart, Melvin C. Supervigion from the standpoint of the supervised.
School review, 37: 537-40, September 1929.

Questionnaires were sent to 22 high schools in Michigan. Findings : Teachers seemto feel that supervisory visits followed by reports or conferencei are desirable and help.
ful. A successful supervisor will impress teachers with the fact that his primary aimis to °improve instruction rather than to visit classes or secure ratings. Every teacher 1has a right to know bow the administration reacts to his work.

2814. Hooper, Thomas H. County supervision of schools in Colorado. Mas-
ter's theists, IMO. University of Kansas, Lawrence.

2815. Hughes, James M. and Melby, Ernest O. Supervision of instruction
4in high school. Bloomington, Ill., Public school publishing company, 1930. 191
p. (Northwesteru university. Contributions to education, SebooT e education
series, no. 4)

The study was undertaken with a view to determining the nature and status ofsupervisory practices in selected high schools; to obtain an evaluation or these practice:and to illustrate techniques applicable in programs of instructional improvement. Themajor part of the data was coilected by personal visitation of r high schools in the
Chicago area.

2816. Johnson,. Franklin W. A checking list for the supervision of instruc-
tion. 1Q30. Teachers college, 'Columbia uniyersity, New York, N. T.*

2817. Knudson, Charles:W. A program of high school supervision. Peabody
joarnal of edUcation, 7: 323-31, May 1930.

Describes a progrAm of high-school supervigion which was inaugurated and directed inthe ten high schools of Webster Parish, Lk:, uring the school year 1928-1929.
Meadors.2818. McDonald, Sarah . proposed planfor state supervision of

I i

secondary education in 'rural schools. Master's thesis, 1929. .. Alabama poly-
technic institute, Auburn.

2819. Melby, Ernest O. The organization of high-school supervision in cer-
tain cities. School I-view:37: 736-46. December ¡MO.

Data on 'the practices in the organisation of high-school supervision in 80 school ors-tems in cities having a population between 10,00Q and 20,000 tare given. gupervisionin the high schools covered by this report is a joint undertaking of the principal and thesuperintendent of skhools. The writer thinks that superrikory responsibility should be
delegated to the principal, and the superintendent of schools should give his attaition
to the...pròblems of supervisory -organization applicable to both the elementary allreec.
ondary schools.

2820. bloòre, Clyde B. Case studies in the supervision of village schools.
Albany, University of the State of New York'ptes4 1930. 27 p. (University of
the State of New York bulletin, MY. 95,5, September 1, 1930.)
r 2821. National education asbociatiop. Department of superintendence.

Eighth yearbook. The superintendent surys .stfpervision. Washington, D. C.,
Nationa1 education assoeyitign,1930. 471 Er. . .

28'22. Dtpartment of supervisors and directors of instruction.
Current problems of superybiors. Third yearbook. New York city, Teachers
còllege, Columbia university, 1930. 252 p. .

J. Cayce Morrison, chairman. li i
An analysis qf the status of supervision in American pubile,schools in 1929.
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2.$23. Odom, Isaac Newton. The effect of a definite plan of gupervision on

the efficiency of elementary school pupils. Master's tsis, 1929. University of
Colorado, Denver,- 38 p. ms. .

A study of the diagnostic testing and remedial work on AQ in reading, arithmetic, and
spelling. and the effect on composite achievement quotients in 132 cases in grades 2 to 6.
Findings: Median IQ= 108; median AQ for October, 921 for May, 101.

2824. Perrsefl, George A. 4Jamestown, N. Y.) Extent to which heads of
departments in,senior high schools supervise junior high schools. [1930]

3625. Redfearn, Lena. Supervision of`instruction in the elementary schools
of North Carolina. Master's thesis, 1930. deorge Peabody college for teachers,
Nashville, Tenn. 38 p.-ms.

2826. Reynolds, Annie. Developments in rural school supervision. Wash-
lington, United States Government prihting office, 1929. 17 p. (U. S. Office of
education. Education bulletin, 1929, no. 32.)

2827. Sasser, Mrs. Roxie, J. Critical analysis of supervisory plans with
special* emphasis on evaluating rural supervision in North Carolina. Master's
thesis, 1930. Duke university, Durham, N. C. L32 mg.

A résnmê of the history and functions of supervision, a discussion of practical materialfrort the general field of supervision. a comparative study of plans that have been suc-cesgfully used, with an analysis of what has been done in Ndrth Caroni ., in the way ofrural supervision, and the presentatibn of a suggested plan for developi: rural super-vision in North Carolina.
2s28. Schrode, Hulda. Changing concepts in.supervision. Master's thesis.

1930.. University of Wisconsin, Madison.
2829. Shuler, Harry Elston. Supervisory officers employed by 60 school

systems of the United States. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Wichita,
Vichita, Tans. 38 p. ms.

2830. Sinartson, Mabel E. Supervisory problems`fiom the teachèr's view-
oint. Educatfonal method, 9: 392-97, April 1930. °
Two hundred and thirty teachers in city school systems varying from the smallest toe largest in size, in 21 states and the District of Columbia, reported supervisory prob-ems. The main trends were classified as to aims and methods, instructional material,classroom organization and pupil control, and professional growth in service. Data indi-cate that successful supervisory procedures demand a close coordination of all lines ofesponsibility in order that the best conditions for learning may be established.
2831. Spangler, Bessie Pearl. Effectiveness of supervision qf instruction in.nited Stales history by means of a study guide. Master's thesis, 1930. UM-'versity of Pittsburgh, ilittsburgh, Pa. 135 p. ms.
2832. Strange, Edson C. gupervision by department pead. Master's thesis,.

930. University of Illinois, Urbana.
A survey of efistiing tbepries, actual practices, sind practice at Upper Darby high school.
2833. United States. Office of education. Procedures in supervision. Pre-)ared in the Division of special problems, Katherine M. Cook, chief. Washing-on, United States Government printing office, 1930. 22 p. ^(Pamphlet, no. 9,une 1930)
Abstracts of selected papers presented at the feurth conference on rural school super-ision in the Southern States called by Wm. John Cooper, CommissiOner df education, atNashville, Te9., December 16 and 17, 1929.
1;he first paper entitled, "The rural school principal and supervision," gives reports?Pa questionnaire study of the activities of principals in the Southern States; the secOndpaper, by Rattle S. Parrott, is " The developmental history of the school child an agencyn supervision") slid the third paper by Maycie Southall, is entitled, " Direct Means usedniral supervisors to improve teachers injservice."
See also 82, 89, 170, 249, 736, 74f, 833-834, 1084, 1220, 1238, 1292, 1442, 1561,609, 1708, 1806, 1843,4881, 2087, 2166, 2315, 2604, 3175, 4108, 4155.
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a
SCHOOL PRINCIPALS

2834. Brothers, J. J., jr. The status of the elementary school principaLship
in North Carolina. 1930. (Reported by State department of public instruc-
tion, Raleigh, N. C.)

2835. purke, Arvid J. An analysis of the principalship of the small higb
schools in the supervisory districts of New York. Master's thesis [19301

New York state college for teachers, Albany.

2836. Crowley, Francis Michael. The Catholic high school principal. Doc-

tor's thesis, 1930. George Washington university, Washington, D. C. 218 p.

ms.
A study of the training, experience and responsibilities of 246 Catholic high school

principals.

2837. Da/A, Brother. Job analysis of the dutres of the principal of a

Catholic high school. Master's thesis, 1929. Universifiy of Notre Dame, Notre
Dame, Ind.

2838. Donaldson, M. G. A study of the duties of the principal of Florida
schools of the 8-4 type employing 10 to 20 teachers. Master's thesis, 1929.
University of Florida, Gainesville,

2839. Eklof, Carl Matin. The rural higli school principal: a study of his
professional qualifications, duties, activities, and problems. Master's thesis,
1930. Stanford wiiversity, Stanford University, Calif.

2840. Gossett, J. O. Interests olf principals and current economical meapres
California high schools. California quarterly of secondary education, 5 : 184-

87, January 1930.
Replies to a questionnaire were received from 236 principals of senior high ecbools

in California. Six types of educational features seem to interest the prindpals. The

article takes up the measures of economy considered most important by the principals
who answered the questionnaire.

N41. Green, Finis N. A study of 78 junior high school prinbipals of Kansas
relative to salary, experience and teaching. Master's thesis, 1929. University
of Kansas, Lawrenge.

2842. Grover, E. C. Distribution of time spent by prindpals in various duties
and activities. Week of January 6, 1930. 1930. Public schools, Cleveland
Heights, Ohio. 14 p. ms.

ofit Prom this study it seems that actual supervisory activities are more emphasized in
he elementary schools than in the Junior and senior high schools; the opposite is true

of administrative duties. The clerical duties seem to be of greater amount than tbe
norms indiete, although the miscellaneous duties are far less.

2843. Holin., Emil. Tlìe functions and duties of e principal and adminis-
trative staff of a publiç industrial school for adole ts. Doctor's thesis, 1930.
New York university, New York, N. Y. .

2844. Holway, Clarence W. How my principal could have helped me more as
a class-room teacher. Master's thesis, 1929. Teachers college, Columbia uni-
versity, New York, N. Y. 14 p. m&

2845.'Hudtloff, B. L. A study of the elementarily and secondary school prin.

cipals in the public schools of Iowa. Master's thesisl 1930. University of Iowa,
Iowa City. 229 p. ma.

2846. Hanoy, D. W. The principalship of the Union school in North Carolina
Master's thesig, 1930. Duke university, Dutham, N. C.

An invegtigation of training and activities of Unioif school principals and their practice
in superviting the work of their schools with some indication as to dstirabis training
and practia.
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2847. Kirkpatrick, William Bruce. An analysis of the professional duties
and activities and distribution of tlnw of the boys' vice-principals of the Los
Angeles senior high schools. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern
California, Los Angeles. 192 p. N. E. A. Department of secondary school prin-
cipals hultetin, no. 24 : 16-18, January 1931. (Abstract).

Data for this study were obtained ftom a check list sent to the rice-principal of cach
of the 2U senior high schools in Los Angeles.

2s48. Klopp. W. J. The elementary school principal and his job. American
school board Yiurnal. 79: 57-58,134, November 1929.

A study was made of 279 diaries kept by elementary school principals in which each
activity and the time devoted to it between the hours of 8 a. m. and 3 p. m. were recorded.
Several plans of reorganization were worked out, and tried in different schools.

2849. Lovelace, A. C. Th work of the supervising principal. 1930. Duke
university, Durham, N. C.

An analysis of the activities of the supervising principal with an evaluation of his
j

tasks, and a plan for budgeting his time.

Macdonald, Milts Marion. The significance of variouk; kiniOs of prep-
aration for the city elementary school principalship in Pennsylvania, with im-
plications for a program for preparing for the elementary school principalship.
Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers co!lege, Columbia university, New York, N. Y.
New York city, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1930. 104 t. (Contribu-
tions to education, no. 416)

Finfiipgs : The median elementary school principal is a g-raduate of a two-year normalschool and is normal certificated; :14 per cent of the principals hold degrees and 34per cent are working for a degree. Of 462 principals only one per cent have ever takena leave of absence or resigned for purposes of study.
28M. Michigan education association. Department of elementary school

principals. The elementary principalship, a survey. Fourth yearbook. 1930.
124 p.

This yearbook presents a general survey of originnl contributions and digests of out-standing articles in the field summarizing the functional activities of the elementary
school principal.

2852. Munson, Samuel Kenneth. Village high school 'principalship in New
York State. Master's thesis, 1929. New York university, New York, N. Y.
119 P.

2853. Murphy, I. R. Status of the high schoal principal in West Virginia.
Master's thesis, 1930. University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio. 57 p. ms.A study of the training, educational experience.and tenure, social status, professionalattitude and responsibilities of the high school principal in West Virginia, and a Olegested program for his preparation. Findings: The high school principal in West Vir-ginia is the product of a denomination l college or normal school. While his under-graduate work was not especially appllcah4e to his present poAtion, his graduate workhas been of a more utilitarian type. The average principal is 34 years old, married,has one child, does not own his (iwp home, a1fld receives a salary of $2.647 per yenr.

principal& Ninth yearbook. The pri 'Opal tkrid administration. Washington,
d2854. National education associatio i. Department of !len;eltary school

D. C., National education association, 1930. 73t p. (Bulletin, vol 9, no. 3,
April 11)3().)' .

2855. Research division. The principal as a supeivisor. Washing-
lion, D. C., Nationial education association; 1929. p. 279-348. (Re.search buHe-

, tin, vol. 7, no. 5, November 1929.) . .
A study of supervisory practices and techniques for the purpose of assisting prftpalaIn meeting their growing supervisory responsibilities. Emphasis is placed on thecooperative aspects of supervision. .
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2856. Neely, Lewis J. Supervisory activities of the teaching principal in the
village high schools of New York State. Muster's thesis, 1930. University of
Rochester, Rochester, N. Y. 95 p. ms.

28.57. Rice, John H. The information that a retiring principal should leave
for the incoming principal. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Virginia,
Charlottesville.

An inquiry into the types of records available to the incoming principal ; an evaluation
of those records through concensus of opinion ; and a suggested system of records

necessary to furnish the incoming principal with necessary data. Findings : An adequate
stem of records should be left for the incoming principal including the essential facts
of the school, the teachers, the pupils, and the community. It is also recommended that
the school board provide for a conference between the retiring and incoming principals
in order that certain information which can not be placed on record may be avariable
for the incoming principal. -

2858. Schrader, F. A. The organization of Minnesota high schools for" the

purposes of admlnistration with special reference to the status of the principal.
Master':: thesis, 1929. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.

2859. Shine, Sister Mary Dolores. The duties and responsibilities of the
supervising principal. Master's thesis, 1930. Loyola university, Chicago, Ill.

214 p. ms.
28GO. Swigart, Forest Damon. Professionalizing the high school principal-

ship. Master's thesis, 1929. Ohio state university, Columbus. 73 p. ms.
The study attempts to determine the subjects which should be offered to the high

school principal during one year of graduate training. Data were secured from the
returns of two questionnaires and from recent wriiers in the field of secdndary school
tidministration. The author finds that at least bait of the graduate courses of study in
preparation for the k high school principaishipt %hould be prescribed. He lists the

courses to be taken in the first and second semesters of graduate training.

2861. Thompson, Jessie. The status of the elementary school principal in
Wichita, ens. Master's thesis, 1930. University of. Wichita, Wichista, Kans.

70 p. ms.
See also 2352, 2402, 2412, 2420, 2424, 2608, 2811, 2841, 3275.

SCHOOL MANAGEMENT

2862. Adan, P. B. A study of time allotments in 133 scpools of Kansas.
Master's thesis, 1930." University of Kansas, Lawrence.

2863. Arnold, Paul James. Success in schOol. Master's thesis, 1929.

George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 46 p.

2 Bomberger, Harry K. Creative school control.. Master's thesis, 1930.
rtgers iversity, New Brunswick, N. J. o

280,1 Butler, Frank. Standard items to observe tor the improvement of
teachin* in classroom management. Educational method, 9: 517-27, June 1930.

During the course of's year the author made an extensive and intensive examination
of the literature of classroom management. Classroom management has three logical

divisions; physical conditions, ecpnomy of time, and discipline. The autbor drew up a
list of standards which are highly valid and should serve as helps for teachers, super
visors, and others directly responsible for the imprOvetbeut 4 teaching in classroom
management.

e

2866. Caswell, Hollis L.. Program making Ino small elementary school&

Nashville, Tenn., George Peabody college for teachers, 1930. 77 p. (Field

/ studies, no. 1)

, 2867. Corbally, John E. Pupil mobility in the public schools of WashingtA.
.) Bottle, University of Washington press, 1930. p. 96-180. (University of Wash-

ingion publkations.in the social seienèes, vol. 5, no. 2) ,

In order to determine the importance of pupil mobility the first part of this study

concerns itet with the extent of mobility in the State, while the second part &tomb
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to determine the effect of mobility on retardation, failure, and social adjustment of newplipls 88 well as to discover what pr6viMons are being made for the mobile pupil.

2s68. Davis, George H. A ;study of time allotment. grades 7 and 8 of the
Cincinnati elexicientary schoors. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Cincin-
nati, Cincinnati; Ohio.' 59 p. ms.

Daily programs of 58 seventh and 61 eighth grade teachers were studied to discoverpresent practice, relative to the amount of time allotted to subjects and grades; to dis-cover, trends in time allotments by means of comparison of practice over a period of
100 years; to compare present practice in Cincinnati with the practice in the countryus n whole and as recommended by scientific investigations. Findings : If an activityadded to the curriculum. it is seldom &ducted. The 38 activities listed in grades 7and 8 show the almost unlimited freedom given principals and teachers. Administratorsshould question the wide range of activities. More consideration should be given scien-tific data in adopting a time schedule.

28E19. Dominick, Leo H. Disciplinary problems in a small high school as
exemplified by case studies. Master's thesis, 1930. University of North Dakota,
University.

2870. Fowler, Benjamin B. Time allotments in some typical elementary
schools of. Flopida. Master's thesis. 1920. University of Florida, Gainesville.

2871. Green, Rer. Lucian 16. Son¡e problems of.discipline In the Catholic
high schools. Master's thesis, 1930: Catholic university of America, W
ing-ton, D. C. 47.p. ms.

2872. Houston, Texas. IndepAndent school district.% The effect of changeof teachers in the middle of thé year on the amount of progress made by the
pupils. 1930. 30 p. ms. (Research bulletin, no. 8112)

Data indicate that pupils remaining with one teacher throughout tbe year have adecided advantage ever those changing teachers in the middle of the year in subjectmatter achievement, primarily in the basic subjects of reading, sp11ng, and arithmetic.
2873. Hughes, W. Hardin.' Cumulativesurvey covering a period of years.February 1930. Public schools, Pasadena, Calif. 60 p. ms.
In this study special attention is given to attendance, enrollment, costssalarics,eacher training, Pupil achievement, etc.
2874. Knight-, Edgar W. Our teachers, managers of our biggest business.

1930. University of North Carolina, Raleigh. Outlook and Independent,. 154 :291-93. February 19, 1930.
Discusses the management of public education in the United States.
2875. Marshall, George H. Present day public school discipline as exempli-fied in the elementary schools Of Augusta, Kans. Master's thesis, 1929. Uni-ersity otKansas, Lawrence.
2876. Melvin, Ethel B. A survey of homework iv the fifth grade in Balti-ore City. Master's thesis, 1930. .Tohns Hopkins university, Baltimore, Md.
2877. New York (City) Teachers' council. Committee on organizationd administration. Report on the all-year school. Elementary school jourTal, 30: 509-18, March 1930.
The Committee studied the effect of the all-year school on the pupil's health, scholastictanding, and tbe effect of continuous teaching on the health and teaching ability ofeachers in the cities conductIng an-year schools. After a study of the advantages andisadvantages of the all-year school ov4 the ten-month academic school year supple-ented 4'133T vacation schools in use in the New York sChools. the' Committee passed aesolution that the existing system in, New York City be continued as the system besteeting the needs of that city.
2878. San Wancisco, Calif. Ptfiolic schools. Department of educationalsearch and service. Special step; of school activities. 1929. 21 p. ms.(Bulletin, no. 9)
The surveys included in this bulletiti are: (1) Reading programgrades 4 to 8, fallerti: 1928; (2) survey of -mental ability in the high sixth grade; (8) survey of Com-o4pre Stockton school (Chinese pupils In grades 1 to 6) and (4) retardation in lowrot grade.
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2879. Sutton, John Richard. A study of disciplinary procedure. Master's

thesis, 1930. University of California, Berkeley. 50 p. ms. ,

A stud of discipline in its relation to the conduct of junior and senior high school
pupils. I

See also 2006.
ATTENDANCE AND CHILD ACCOUNTING

2880. Abraham, Harry Gustay. A study of pupil accounting in city school

systems as revealed by school surveys. Master's thesis, 1930. University of
Chicago, Chicago, Ill.

28S1. Birch, John J. Criteria for the construction of a modC school attend.

ance register. 1929. New York state college for teachers, Albany. 25 p. Ms.

A survey of practices in nearly all states of the United states.

2882. Burkhard, William John. Accuracy of school population prediction.
Master's thesis, 1930. University of California, Berkeley. 26 p

A study of those surveys predicting school population which have been published loss
enough to allow a " check up " of actual school enrollment against the predicted
population with a view to ascertaining how accurate the predictions have been. Find-

ings: The average number of yvars used as a basis for prophecy was 10; estimates
were attempted for an.average of 13 years in the, future. Of the 32 surveys studied,
20 used the straightline method of prediction. Of the 368 yearly forecasts, 210 were
over, 155 were under the actual enrollments, and three were exactly correct.

2883. Compton, John L. A study of non-attendance in theelementary schools

of Bakersfield, Calif. Master's thesis, 1930, University of Southern California,
Los Angeles. ms.

2884. Cooper, Hermann. An accounting of progress and attendance of rural
school children in Delaware. Doctor's -thesis, 1930., Teachers college, Colum.
,bid university, New York, N. Y. New York city, Teachers college, Columbia
university, 1930. 150 p. (Contributions to education, no:422)

A report of results secured from an analysis of the eight-year individual tttendan
and progress currinlative records of the 1915 entrants iuto grade 1 of the rural an
village schools of the State of Delaware. The attendance conditions found are d

'to defects in the attendance law', the attitude of jnind in the adult population of t
attendance district, the economic necessity 'on tiDe part of the parents and the sociologica
conditions surrounding community life. Tbe book contains many remedial suggestion' 2885. Cushman, C. L. A study of methods used by various schools in th
handling of attendance problems. 1930. Public schools, Oklahoma City, Okla

4 p. ms. daf

2886. Davidson, James Willis. Oompulsory school attendance, its Justifies
tion. Master's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia university, New Tor
N. Y. 63 p.

From a studyof compulsory school attendance, past and present, it was found thi
compulsory school attendance 'is both feasible and<rdesirable. Points of justificatioa
show that it it necessary for tbe socia,1 welfare of the state and for the fullést economk

development of the state.
2887. Davis, Sarah 'Frances. A study of a group of habitually tardy pupil

at University high school. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Califorui
Berkeley. 40 p. ms.

A study of traits and environmental factors common to pupils constituting an habit

ually tardy group in University high school. Findings: Tardiness as a habit is
restricted sio any one grade; the number of habitielly tardy boys I. about twice
number of girls, yet total enrollment of girls exceethat of boys; the habitually ts
group is interld intellectually to non-tardy group; etc. 6` ewe'

2888. Denver, Colo. Public schools. Department of °research. Atten
procedures and practices in Denvei junior high schools. 1030.

A Body or the methods of checking attendance and of counseling pupils who
attendance proAlems.
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2S89. Fleming, Paul. Caws of truancy in senior high schools. 1930. Pub-
lic schools, Oakland, Calif. 43 p. rn*

2890. Fow lkes, John Guy. Child accounting laws in 10 states and how they
function. !sit lion's schools, 5: 43-46, January 1930.

More than 375 child accounting items incltded in the child accounting laws of 10 mid-
western states were analyzed and compared. The study makes general recommendations
for an ideal statutory control of a uniform and complete child accounting spitem. ;

2891. Gates, Grover Allen. A study of average daily absence in the public
schools of Fresno,4 Calif. Master's thesis, 1929. UnivATsits. of California,
jierkeley. 78 p.- ms.

A study of absenteeism as affected by holidays, and the eftWency and effectiveness of
teaching and of learning during the week, as studied in the Fresno city public schools.
The incrc;ased rate of absenteeism before and after holidays and week-ends, could be
reduced by scheduling interesting programs, assemblies and motion pictures for the /list
period of school on Friday, or the first on Monday. tialf-day absenteeism is an afternoon
problem, poirticularly a Friday afternoon problem. Morning absence usually occtys on
Monday Morning.

2892. Graham, Carmon lac Wade. A child accounting program for the county
schools of kentucky. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for
teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 102 p. ms,

2893. Hannlim, William John. A study of pupil-accountlng in church schools
in five counties of Ohio. Master's thesis, 1930. Ohio state university, Columbus.
100 p. ms.

Findings: A prevailing lack of uniformity among the schools surveyed, both as to
church school record content and functions.

2894. Hopkins, John L. (Hastings-on-Hudson, N. Y.) Stiffly of child
accounting in the Hastings public schools. [19301

2895. Keesecker, Ward W. Public school attendance ages in the various
states. 1030. U. S. Office of education, Washington, D. C. 4 p. ms. (Circular,
no. 10)

. This circular gives the age attendance required and the age attendance permitted in
the various states.

2896. Loi Angeles, Calif. city schools. Division of attendance and em-
ployment of minors.r A study of qualifications, duties, and salaries of school
attendance supervisors in Los Angeles coMity, state of California, United States
nnd Canada. 1930. 19 p. ms.

2897. May, Don. The status ot child accounting in North,D.kota. Master's.

41.

thesit, 1930. University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio. 139
Samples of child accounting forms and replies to a questionnaire were received from

over half of the city and county systems Of the State. Data were examined in connection
with state laws, forms, corresponance and reports from special agencies dealing with
children. The study showed a lack of a" number of valuitble 'records which might be
kept, both in city and county systems, ati(VA lack of uniformity of child accotinting records
between cities and counties, and. a lnck of unity in tbe work of agencies dealing with
irregular children.

2898. Moore, X. Z. Child accounting in the public schools. Beaumont,
4rexas, board of education, 1929. 35 p.

A study of the child'', attendance, health, mental level, achievement, and college
entrance credits.

2899. Munzenmayer, L. H. and Heck, A. O. A study of the administration
of the Ohio compulsory attendance laws. [1930] State department of education,
Columbus, Ohio.

2900. Oakland, Calif. Public schools. Distriliution of cases of absence updn
which. calls were made during 1942%40 in terms of cause ?f absence, grade,
and school: 1980. p. ma.,

77°
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2901. Reed, Alice Clara. Record and report forms for pupils accountingelemoefary schools. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago,
2902. San Francisco, C.alif. Public schools. Department of eflucatioreseavch and service. A forecast of the San Francisco public school enrollmefrom 1929 to 1950. 1929. 13 p. ms. (Bulletin, no. 8.)
2903. Sandford, C. W. A study of child accounting records. Master's thesi1930. University of Illinois, Urbana. 140 p. ms.
A survey of present practices in child accounting records. Many examples of reenrare given in the report with a summary of the practices.
2904. Silberberg, Saul. Causes and remedial measures for poor attendance5A pupils in a New York city school. Master's theAs, 1930. College of the C.of New York. New York, N. Y. 56 p.
A study to detvrmine the caus7s of poor attendance through an analysis of schrecords and records of cooperating social agencies.
2P05. Smith, Harold Watson. Child accounting in Arizona public elemetary schools. Master's th(Isis, 1930. University of California, Berkeley. Ip. Mg.
A study of records and report forms used in child accounting in the public schoolsArizona with a view to checking them against standards of practice approved by expein the field of child accounting. Suggests greater uniformity and provision of moadequate data in tbe many instances in which it is apparently inadequate.
29043. Zahnow, Walter. Schooi attendance in Illinois. Master's thesis, 19..Washington university:. St. Louis, Mo.
See also 721, 992, 1820, 1936, 2460, 9582, 2873, 2891, 2900, 3228, 3629,, 3831 ; anunder Records and reports.

CLASS SIZE
%lb

2907. Bloomfield, L. S. and Brooks, L. W. Studies in class size. Bulletiof the Department of secondar school principals of the National educatiottassociation, no. 29: 6-20. 1930.
Mr. Bloomfield reports the results of an investigation carried on at the John Adam,high school, Cleveland, which shows no appreciable difference in the attainment of pupilin the large class with those in the small class. Mr. Brooks reports on large clasetIn the American Constitution and in English composition at Wichita, Kans. Ilis conelusion is that with mental ability on the same level, a class of 75 or 80 can besuccessfully handled by the laboratory plan of instruction as can a class of 20.
2908. Davis, Everett and Goldizen, Mae. A study of class size in junkhigh school history. School review, 38 : 360-67, May 1930.Reports a study of thP achievement of 70 pupils in grade 7A in the Woodrow Wily:junior high school, Des aloines, Iowa, enroliod in a large class in Anyrican historycompared with the achievement of two control classes of 35 pupils eaieh. The evideno.Indicates that the large section was as well taught as were tbe small sections; 0,,pupils in the large section seem to have been at no disadvantage because of having benin the group; that larger classes in American history can be organized at the junothigh school level.

2909 Gerberich, J. R. Class size in the principles of economics. 1930. University of Arkansas, Fayetteville. 7 p.
A study of large vs. small classes in principles of economics. An experimental sectiooof 51 students was taught by a facully member of several years' experience. Four controlsections ranging from 11 to 29 students were taught by three other faculty members otgreater average experience. The final measurgo4 achievement Was a 300 Item objectiveexamination over/ volume I of Taussig's,,PrriirMies of Economics. Findings: The eTi-(tepee seems to fttr. tbe small sections, although it is inadequate. as the basis. for a Bailconclusion that t small section in principles of economics is more efficient than thelarge section.
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2910. Ragamon, Georgia M. The relation of class size to teaching efficiency
der actual conditions in the course " mathematics of investment," in the
niversity of Minnesota. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Minnesota,
inneapolis.

e

2911. Hudelson, Earl. Class-size opinions, evidence, and policies in sec-
dary scpools. North central association quarterly, 4: 196-20S, September
29.
A resum4 of various estudies tIpt have been made in class size beginning with Rice's
tidy in 1896. In conclusion, the writer says that it would seem that the North central
sociation was amply warranwd in taking tbe action that it did take 10 years ago in
andoning class size as one basis of accreditation of secondary schools.
2912. Jensen, Milton B. and Jensen,/Dortha W. The influence of cla size

poll pupil accomplishment in high-school algebra. Journal of educational re-
iireh, 21 : 120-37, 337-56, February, May 1930.
In general, from this study, it is concluded that achievement in elementry afgebra is

ore rapid in small than in large classes.
2913. Kirk, John Robert. Class', size and efficiency in the: teaching of ele-

nentary psychology. Master's thesis. 1930. George Peabody college for teach-
4s, Nashville, Tenn. 46 p. mg.

Experiments were made during two fagI terms with two large classes, two small classes
r1(1 one middle-aized class, numbering all told 224 'freshmen teachers college students.
r'indings : Relation of class size to teaching efficiency is yet an unset tled issue.
2914. Maguire, Margaret and Hudelson, Earl. Learning to teach larger

lasses. Educational administration and supervision, 16: S4--38, January 1930.
Miss Maguire carried on Ilaertter's erperiment in plane geometry at'the University of

linnesota high school with a small section of 23 pupils and a large siction of 44. She
ried several methods of teaching with both the large and small classes. Accomplishment
,as measured by nine objective tests. The best arid poorest students did equally well in
oth classes; mediocre pupiis were at an advantage in the large class. For all pupi14
i)mbined, the large class excelled on every measure of achieve4nent.
2915. New Trier township high school, Winnetka, Ill. Department of

eference and research. The size of classes at New Trier and other enrollment
tatigtics for the years 1923 to 1929. 1929. 7 p ms.
2916. Oak Park tend River Forest township high sihool, Oak Park, Ill.

telationship of achievèment to size of class. [19.30]4
Three large classes were compared with three small classes in algebra and geometry for

ne year. There was apparently no difference in achievement when "A" groups are con-
erned ; smAll classes of "C" groups did the better work.

2917. Shilemaker, W. A. Effect of size of room enrol1me9t and splitting of
rades on achievement. 1930. Public schools, Minneapolis, Minn. 8 p.
Findings .4.targer classes were favored in reading; arithmetic results were contradictory.
2918. Smith, Dora V. Class size in high school English ; methods and results.

linneapolls, University of Minnesata press, 1930. 300 p.
A study of ninth grade English based upon 28 objective measures. Intangible out-

ornes were watched by three daily observers. Findings: Small classes are better for
btter writing and library work. Large classes are better in literature and reading.
'lass size is immaterial in composition and the mechanics of English.

2919. Whitney, F. L. An expc.-!mental study of class size in the primary
chool. 1930. Colorado state teachers college, Greeley. 4 p.

2920. Wingfield, Robert C. A comparison of the efficiency of instruction in
arge and small classes in first-year algebra.' Master's thesis, 1929. University
)f Virginia, 'Charlottesville. University tpf Virginia record extension series,
45: 3-13, January 1931.

See also 1938, 2518, 2927, 3083 ; and under Teacher load.
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CLASSIFICATION, GRADING, AND PROMOTION

2921. Alhambra, Calif. City ,schools. Department of educational research
and guidance. Comparative study of grading In the elementary schools. Edu-
cational research and guidance bulletin (Alhambra, Calif. ), 2 : December
1929. ins.

2922. Antrim, G. Harold. Proposed plan of prmnotion for Columbia high
school, Columbus, Pa. Alaster's thesis, 1929. Teachers college, Columbia uni
versity, New York, N. Y. 31 p.

2923. Bixler, H. H. Analysis of parents' opinions of acceleration. 198Ia
Board of education, Atlanta, Ga. .2 p.

Questionriaireewere addressed to parents of 118 children who completed the tbree year
junior high school course in two years. The vast majority of the replies favored atceiers.
tion. Unfavorable replies were chiefly from children with intelligence below the averagi
of the group.

2924. Boyer, Philip A. Pdpil progress in junior and senior high .schools as
recorded in per cents of satisfactory standing and in subject promotion rates.
Public schools, Philadelphia, Pa. (Bulletins, 110, 111, 116, 121, 122, 123, 124
140, 141, March 1)29 to November 1929)

2925. Chapman, H. B. and Coulbourn, Johr(e Subject promotion rates in
junior find senior high schools, June 30, 1929. DepartmWa of education, Balti-
more, Md. 50 p.

An enalysis of il promotion in the junior and senior high schools by subjects and
sexes.

2926. and Taylor, J. Carey. Subject promotion rstes in junior an
s Pr high schools, June 30, 1930. Department of education, Ba14more, Md.

p. ms.
An analysis of pupil promotion in the junior high schools and) senior high school b

subjects and by sexes.

2927. Corey, Stephen Maxwell. Use of the normal curve ens a basis fo
assigning grades in small classes. School and society, 31 : 514-46, April. h
1930.

The grades of four sections of an elementary course in educational psychology for three
semesters were studied. The grades were made out ou the assumption cif a normal die
tribution of achievement among the 120 or more students. Variatigns in grades4fro
class to class were very great. .Smaller sections taken froin the larger group would in n
sewLie show symmetry. The assigning of approximately the4same gradvs to group aftegro4 can mean only that hie grades are practically worthless as measures 44 achieve
ment.

2928. Crotty, William Joseph. e The better classification of pupils in the
seventh year of the Western junior high school at Somerville, Mass. Mastér's
rhesis, 1920. Boston university, Boston, Mass.

2929. Eells, Walter Crosby. An imprdvernent in the theoretical basis of five
point grading' systems based on the normal probability curve. JournaL of edu-
cational psychology, 21: 12S-35, February 1 0

2930. Frazee, Litura. Standards olopromo on. 1930. Department of educa-
tion, Baltimore, Md.- 15 p. ms.

. These standards represent the best, judgment of teachers and principals of primarf
grades as to the accomplishments that might reasonably be expected, term by term,
on_ file part of pupils of above average, average, and below aáibrage ability. They are
limited to such measureable fields of achievement as *reading, arithmetic, spelling and
handwriting.

2931. 'graham, Orrel Lee. An analysis of the grading system of Roosevelt
high school. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern California, Los
Angeles. ms.
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292. Harap, Henry. A critical analysis of existing studies in grade place-

ment. 1930. Western Reserve university, Chweland, Ohio. ms.
A summary of criiique of the present status of delermining grade placement bythorough, investigation.

2933. Keifipl, Theresa. (Lbuisville, 'KZ* Causes of nonpromotion in the
lementary schools of Louisville, Ky. MfRter's thesis, 1930.
2934. Kinder, J. S. the status of grading in the Pennsylvania college for

Nornen, 1930. Pennsylvania college for women, Pittsburgh. 15 p. ms.A study of all grades issued by the faculty for the last- five years. Findings : Penn-ylvania college for women grode curve is slightly skewed to right of the normal-distribu-ion curve. This is accounted for through tbe selection of students at entrance.
2935. Kingsley, John H. A basis for grading hi the Albany, N. Y., elemen-iry schools. Albany, N. Y., Public schools, 1930. 55 p.
f936. Lambert, Jean Arthur. Promotion from the eighth grade in certain

lontana schools. Master's thesis, 1929. Indiana university, Bloomington. 75ms.

2937. Lichtenlvalter, Myrl Carl. A survey of the, grade promotion progress
n the Fulton county, Ind., public school system. Master's tliksis, 1930. Uni-ersity of Southern California, Los Angeles. ms.
2938. idensch, Harry P. Factors of promotion. Master's thesis, 1930.utgers university, Brunswick, N. J.
2939. Muncie, Ind. Public schools. Department of educational research.

romotIon rates in Muncie city schools for semester ending Januar3 24, 1930.
0 p. pis. (Bulletin, no. 32)
A study of promotion rates in elementary schools and subject promotion rates ininior and senior high schools. For the senior high school, promotion rates for thentire school were 89.3 per cent for the boys and 93.1 per cent for the girls or a differencef 3.8 per cent in favor of tbe girls.
2940. Peatman, John Gray. The influence of weighted true-false test scoresn grades. Journal of educational psychology, 21 : 143-47. February 1930.A study was made of 73 students at Columbia university who took all of a seriestrue-false examinations in psycholoty during the spring of 1929, in an attempt tocertain the usefulness of Clark's formula in obtaining weighted true-false test Fick,rtsr determining a subject's relative standing, or grade. Data indicate that the use ofe formula in determining these subjects' relative standing, or grades, is not justlfied.
2941. Philadelphia, Pa. Public schools. Division of educational research.romotion rates in elementary schools. Term ended January 1930. 6 p. ms.Bulletin, no. 155)
2942. Report for the year ended' June 30, 1929. 128 p.Gives the results of research activities with reference to the progress of pupilsrough the grades as evttieneed in promotion rates; presents a final sammary of studenthievement in high schools.
2943. Aaybold, Emma and IticAulty, Ellen Alice. Promotion and nonpro-otion tin tbe elementary schools of Los Angeles. Los Angeles educational re-.
arch bulletin, 10: 13-15, April 1930.
Tabular study was prepared from the reports returned-by the principalloof the Losngeles elementary schools, showing grade, total enrollment, number promoted. numbert promoted, and per cent not promoted, for tbe first semester of the school year20-1980,. all districts. Suggests that the curriculum be so organized that childrenight be insured success insteaa of failure.
2944. Santa Monica, Calif. Public schools. Department of research.tudy of prospetive.special promotions. February 1930. June 1930. ms.
2945. thawl George B. A comparison of the effectivenwa of two metiloas,Lfoning ninth grade pupils. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa olowaity. 90 p. ms.
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I

2946. Stiles, Howard M. A comparative study of a semester's educational
gain made by three groups of elementary school pupils. Master's thesis, 1929.
University of Oregon, Eugene. 36Th: ms.

A study of 141 children. grades 2 to 6. Seclusive, in 14 elementary schools, divided into
three groupsregularly promoted, trial group. and retained group. Conclusions: With
the groups concerned, as measured by the tests, the retained group made about the
same progress as the trial group.

2947. Test. Mrs. Edna. A study of "double pronlotivn in the schools of Akron.
Master's thesis, 1930. University of Akron, Akron, Ohio.

2948. Thompson, J. L. Classification, Central grammar school. 1930. Pub-

lic schools, Newburgh, N. Y. 3 p. ms.
2949. Warren, Carl V. (Skaneateles. N. Y.) Study of the grading systems

in 41 schools of central NeOfork. [19301
Results of a questionnaire sent to the principals of the 41 schools.
See (Vito 720-721, 1810. 1936, 1994, 3083, 3109; and. under Individual differ.

ences; Marks and marking.

CURRICULUM MAKING

2950. Adams, MLR. Fay Green. Curricular enrichmeRts In ecorMary educa.
tion. Master's thesis, 1929. University of southern California, Los Angeles

p. ms. N. r.. A. Department of secondary school oprincipals, 34: 47-4&
January 1931. (Abstract)

Analyzes the need for special attention for the superior child. indicates the th;nds
in the educational procedure and program, and suggests means of enriching the curricula
for the superior pupil. Data were secureikfrom teachers of rapid-group pupils, supervisors
ahd curriculum builders, and from books and studies dealing with the problems of adapting
the curriculum, teaching methods, and subject matter to rapid pupils.

2951. Alabama. Department of education. Division of secondary educa-
tion. Progrim of studies and adopted textbooks for county and rural high
schools. Minimum content of courses of study for Alabama public high schools.
Montgomery, Alabama state boareof education, 1930. 47 p.

1952. Alexander, Julia Hazel. A course of study reorganized by a classroo Ii

teacher and a description of the method employed in its use. Master's thesis
1929. Teachers college, Columbia universitf, New Yoit, N. Y. 34. p. ms. and

4 books of illustrations.
2953. Bullock, Paul Ray. Determination of a procedure by which to con-

struct a general curriculum for a selected pigh school. Master's thesis, 1140.
University of California, Berkeley. 77 p. ms.

Findings% Inasmuch as most of the pupils of the low tenth grade at the McClymotrth

school are of less than normal ability, and 'also are average, the traditional curricula in
which many of them are enrolled are not suitable to their capacities. Present program
is beyond their abilities and does not meet their needs. A curriculum should be organized.
emphasizing neither the traditional nor the vocational, but stressing the social an
economic phases of citizenship and apnecting school activities with concrete life situation&

2954. Coxe, Warreh W. X)Nikt method for constructin# a workable cur-
riculum. Nation's schools, 4 : 42-44, August 1929.

In his experimental work, the author started with specifi suittvities-s rem' existing in tbe
classroom and worked toward their better organisation. He expects the completed
curricullun to be an advance over present average practice. and to be able to be put into

immediate use bY the classroom teacher.

2955. De Sales, Bpehm- Francis. The Catholic high-school curriculum; its
.develoPiient and present status. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Catholic university ofj

America, Washington, D. C. Washington, D. CL, 1930. 62 p.

2956. 'Dixon, J. C. Course' of stpdy for elementary schools. Atlanta, Gs..
State department of educatiot, 1929. 35,1 p.
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2957. Elizabeth, N. J. Public schools. A study Of envIromhental condi-

ions and curriculuka shortcomings for the elementary schools. 1930. ms.
2958. Ellingson, Mark. Job-analysis fiS fl !Isis for curriculum constructien.

Master's thesis, 1930. University of RochesteeRochester, N. Y. 164) p. ms.
A brief review of the philosophy of curriculum construction and a description -of

techniques used in cdev(Soping new curricula for certain Hpecialized courses ut Mechanics
nstittite.

2959. Finck, Edgar M. A survey of a
for changes in its program of studie.
ersity. New York; N..Y. 189

An investigation of the 954 pupils who kave been eligible to attend the school strdied.A consideration of their education. pl ice of reside.nce. employment. domestic status, andresultant curriculum recommendations. program of suits, is set up which ade-quately meets the needs of this community.
2960. Harap, Henry. Bibliography of curriculum milking for teachers. 1930.

Western.Reserve university,. Cleveland. Ohio. 67 p. ins. (To be published by
the Texas State teachers asgociation.)

A bibliography including source materials for subject (Nninittees.
2961. A critique of public-school courses of study"- 1928-1929. Jour-

nal of educatiónal research, 21: 109-19, February 1930.
A study of 242 course s. of study to discover present t ndencies in the preparatiovof curriculum bulletins.

tiall high sehool Nvith recommendation:
Doctor's thesis, 1930. New York uni-

2962. Hess, Frank Dodson. The development of the high-school currigulum.
Master's thesis, 1929. University of Colorádo, Boulder. 88 p. rns.

Historical research of development of curriculum from Greeks to present time, ob-tained -from general histories of education and special studio. The greatest e%pansionof curriculum was found between 1650 and 1750 ; ciinunercial subjects appeared after100; industrial arts, the saw ; health 'education reappeared in 1915. Few studieshave been drooped.

29( Houston, Texas. Independent school district. Research depart-ment. Effeoct of setting up of curriculum schools on the achievement In such
schools in thé fundamental subjects compared with the achievement in other
c'hools not so designated. [1930]
2964. Hurd, Archer W. Curriculum develt)pment hasett on unit exper1nwnta-

tion. 1930. Columbia university, New York, N. Y. 21 p. ms.
The use of units of instruction in physics planned to accompijsb certain objectives,with preliminary and final testing.
2965. Indiana. Department of public instruction. Evaluation of course of

study. Indianapolis [1930] 23 p.
2966. Indiana. Department of public instruction. erpgrarn of sttidies anddigest of state courses of study for Indiana schools, grades k-12. Indianapolis.

1930. (Supplement to Bulletin no. 100, rev.)
2967. XelicuS, F. W. Programs of study of high sclools. 1929. Ohio sta teuniversity, Coldibus.
A study _of high ceools of 800 pupils and over. Gives tables, discusses diversity ofterms, and makes recommendations for posiible changes.
2968. Meredith, William Owen. A working plan for the revision of thetgur-riculum in a school system of Teas. Master's thesis, 1929. Universitof Texasi Austin.
2969. National ed\Ucation association. Vitalizing the high-school curriculum.Washington, D. C., lational education association. 1929. p. 175-274. (Re- ,arch bulletin, vol. 7, o. 4, September 1829)'
A handbobk for those en ged in the work of vjtaliting the high-scfiool cIrriculum forchaniing cIv1lIsatLn. LIte helpful books dealing with high-school curriculum prob-ms and new courses of stu y for secondary schools.
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2970. New York (State) Department of education. State normal school
faculties. Curriculum studies. Albany, N. Y. [19307]

2971. North Dakota. Department of public instruction. North Dakota.
Elementary courses of study, with suggested daily program and organization for
rural schools. Rev. 1929. Bismarck, N. Dak., 1929. 421 p.

2972. Osburn, W. J. and Rohan, B. J. Enriching the curriculum. (1930]

State department of education, Columbus, Ohio.

2973. Palmer, James B. A study of causal factors in the development of the

state elementary course of study in New York from 1776 to 19(4. Doctor's

thesis, MO. Cornell university, Ithaca, N. Y. 311 p. ms.

2974. Reeves, Stanley Newman. An annotated bibliography on the secondary

school curriculum. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teacher<

Nashville, Tenn. 152 p. ms.

2975. Rkkert, Rev. William L. The Brooklyn diocesan curriculum for the

elementary schools. Master's thesis, 1930. Catholic university of America,

Washington, D. C. 84 p.

2976. Robertson, Floyd C. An analysis of the studies made concerning the
effect of newspapers and periodicals-on curriculum content. Master's thesis,

1930. Indiana university, Bloomington. 123 p.

2977. Rolker, Edna. Curriculum units of intermediate grades. Public

schools, Baltiniore, Md. Baltimore bulletins of education, 1928 and 1929.
Eighty five units in geography and history were developed in connection with the new

course of study In these subjects under tbe direction of intermediate supervisors and test)).

ere in charge of curri,lum study centers.

2978. Seidlitz, Mabel. The revision of the currkulum for the St. Louis

public schools. Master's thesis, 1929. Teachers college, Columbia universitj,

New York, N. Y. 34 p. ms.
2979. Shambaugh, C. G. Surveying the trends in high school curricula.

Nation's schools, 5: 5648, May 1930.
The purpose of this investigation was to show the trends in tbe high-school curriculum

as indicated by tbe percentage of California high-school teachers employed in each fie) d,

The distribution of teachers according to tbe subjects taught shows the relative ¡raptly

tance of each field as well u the general trends of the curriculum.

2980. Shenk, Clayton K. Curriculum levels. 1929. Upper Darby higi

school, Upper Darby, Pa. 25 p.

2981. Smith, Silas A. A study to determine the value of the various subject*

included in the high-school curriculum. Master's thesis, 1929. Indiani state

teachers college, Terre Haute. 106 p. ms. 4b

Data were collected from 218 persons graduating from high school between the yes%

1895 and 1927, inclusive, to determine the value of varioul high-school subject* in Nevi
ing higher learning, for general vocational value, in securing & position, for pleural
derived from it, for social advantage gained, for proper use of leisure time, for

ethome making, for managing a business, developing character, making petter
for

Mists*,
curing better health, etc. Data indicate that the following subjects should be *gored

much greater amounts than they are now offered : commercial subjects, public speak's"
physical training, and chemistry. Foreign languages should be decreased in tbe time Off
are now offered and should be made elective. This is especially true of Latin.

2982. South Dakota. Department of public instruction. Guiding
ciples, educational objectives, and committee members for the elementary cu
ulum revision. 1980. Pierre, El. D. 25 p.

Contains a list of philosophical, sociological, and psychological principles al pt
from various sources for the guidance of those engaged In the revisiOn of tbe
curriculum.
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2983. South Dakota. Department of public instruction. Handbook for
the committees of the secondary curriculum revision: 1929. Pierre, S. D. 27
). MS.

Contains a ii4. of philosophical, sociological, and psychological principl'aels as gathered
from various 8OIi1Cell for the use of those engaged in curriculum revision for secondary
schools.

29S4. 8wey4r, Merrill A. Evaluation of some senior high scliool curricu-
lum practices in Pennsylvania. Master's thesis, 1930. New York unlyersity,
New York, N. Y. 85 p. ma

This study covers the relation of the State to the local community in curriculum
determination but bears principally on the evaluation of certain practices regarding the
organization and administration of the high school program of studies as advocated
by the tate department of public instruction.

2985. Texas. State department of education. Outline cdurse of study for
elementary schools. Austin, Texas, 1030. 33 p. (Bulletin, no. 274)

29g6. Tippit, Pearl Campbell. The development of the elementary school
curriculum in America. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Colorado, Boulder.
115 p. ms.

Historical review from 1607 ,to 1929, showing economic and sodal influences, appear-
ance of various subjects, etc. Findings: Scripture was first taught ; arithmetic was
first taught in 1635; ancient languages in -1650; 'spelling in 1740 grammar in 1734 ;
oral language in 1800; geography in 1783 ; object lessons in 1862 ; agriculture in 1905 ;
civics in 1832; history in 1822; music in 1836; drawing in 1812 ; manual training and
home economics in 1870. Two subjects were taught in 1642 and 25 in 1929.

2987. Washington. State department of education. Elementary course of
study, State of Washington, 1930. Olympia, Wash., 1930. 657 p.

An attempt to offer to the teachers of Washington the best possible suggestive pro-
gram, a carefully worked out guidebook of general directions, a systematized, coordinated

orking plan.

2988. Willey, W. M. Better instruction through an improved high school
urriculum. Western state teachers college, Bowling Green, Ky. High school
eacher, 6: 22-23, January 1930.
29R9. Wisehart, Roy P. Guiding principles of elementary curriculum revi-

ion for the state of Indiana. Indianapolis, State department of public in-
:traction, 1929. 18 p. (Bulletin, no. 107)

2990. Report form for evaluation of course of study. Indianapolfs,
nd., State department of public instruction. [1930?] 23 p.
An evaluation of secondary school courses of study.
2991. Yates, James Anderson. The typè of high school curriculum ,which
ves the best preparation for college. Lexington, University of Kentucky,

929. 106 p. (Bulletin of the Bureau of school service, vol. 2, no. 1, Septem-
1.r 1929)

Complete high school and college transcripts of 706 graduates of three universitiesere obtained. The influence of the type of high school curriculuin on college success.as found to be negligible.
See also

'iIIi, 2037,
.v12, 4,
;:ti,
.134-4135,

A0A!, 4237,

seder

Ni

7, 13, 82, 126, 652, 721, 18214 1866, 1924, 1934, 1947, 1955, 2004-
2040 2072, 2086, 2000-2091, 2107, 2129, 2151 2154, 2448-2449, 2559,
3344 3864, '3375, 3392, 3420, 3442, 3485, 303, 3656, 3754, 3706, 3775,
3920 3924, 8926, 8928, 3942, 3945, 3951-4953, 4064, 4075-4076, 4096,
4142-4148, 4146, 4148, 4150, 4158, 4183, 4188 4197-4198, 4203, %225,
4239, 4240, 4245-4248, 4297, 4309, 4354, 4420, 4508, 4534, 4537, 45%;
Special subjects of curriculum.
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EXAMINATIONS

2992. Agnew, Jesse S. The relation of new-type examinations to study
habits. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Náshville,
Tenn. 52 p. ms.

Study habits of high school boys at Bailey military academi, Greenwood, S. C. Find.
ings: Old-type examination is superioNpr motivating immediate knowledge from day to

day and iç solving new situations. The new-type is apparently superior for motivating
general information and contacts with geveral reading and comprehension.

2993. Bamford, E. F. Analysis of a final exatlation as a means of In
proved teaching. Journal of edticational sociology, 3: 209-1.7, December 1929.

Shows how the writer has learned certain ways of improving his instruction in u
introductory course in sociology, by examining the final examination.

2994. Barnes, Elinor J. and Pressey, S. L. The reliability and validity of

oral examinations. School and society, 30: 719-22, November 23, 1929.
Reports an attempt to obtain some experimental evidence regarding the reliability

and validity of oral examinations. Twenty-four graduate students in a class In the
psychology of adolescence at Ohio state university were divided into six " committees"
of four each. A candidate was chosen from each oommittee and examined three times
by three different committees on the general subject matter of the course and its bearinp
on educational problems. Comparisons were made between ratings of the candidates by
different committeemen and different committees, and the ratings related to final marks
in the course. The relationships were decidedly low. Tbe Importance of a scientific
experimental attack upon problems Df higher education is emphasised.

2995. Bowers, Heiary and Franklin, E. Margaret. The relative discrimina-
tive value of sensible and trivial questions in history. School (Toronto), 18:
71-89, May 1930.

Compari4n of a conservative essay-type examination with an objective test composed
of trivial, irrelevant, isolated items showed no superiority of the former.

2996. Brown, Minter E. A comparison of the predictive values of county
examination and teachers' marks, together with a study of the efficacy of tbe
°review period, in the rural and graded schools of Prat county,'Xans. Master's
thesis, 1930. University of Kansas, Lawrence.

.2997. Caldwell, Jessie Beaton. The influence of intelligence upsn perform-
ance in new and old type examinations. Master's thesis, 1930. University o

Colorabdo, Bouhler. University of Colorado studies, 18: 51, December 1934
(AbstrAct)

A atuily to determine whether new types in true-false, completion, and multiple choki
forms were more cir less reliable than old-type tests in measuring the performance ci
pupils on the three following levels of intelligence: above 110"I(), 100 to 109 IQ, below
100 IQ. The study conducted during the first term of the year 1926-1927 in Fort
Worth, Tex., included 464 1-A and 1-B Latin pupils_ taught by seven teachers in four
different high schools. The same procedure was followed in the study of the pei.

formance of the 1-B division, 82 of whom took the new type and 76 the old typo
examination. Data indicate that the reliability of the new-type test is much higher
thin that of the old type, except in the cane of the true-false form. -

2998. Corey, Stephen Maxwell: The effect of weighting exercises in newt

type examinations Journal of educational psychology, 21: 883-85, May 1930.
In this study weighting is shown to have an important influence on reliability.
2999. Curtis, Francis D. and Woods, Gerald Si. A study of the relative

teaching values of four common practices in correcting exami tion pipe%
"School review, 37 : 615-23, October 1929.

The four methods of correcting new-type examination papers studied -are: pup(
checked incorreg angwers on their own papers am teacher read correct answers; tea
collected the plrwra and checked incorrect items u wrong, 'but made no corrections;
teacher collected the papers and wrote in all corrections ,and discussed item by item
after the papers were returned to pupils ; teacher collected the papers and wrote in
corrections and encouraged pupils to ask questions about them wben the papers
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returned. The study was carried on in the scie.nce department of .tbe University high
school, University of Michigan, during the years 1924-1928. The method most valuable
to the pupils is the one in which they check the incorrect items oil, their own papers
during a discussion ot the test items.

3000. Dyche, Frederick Ernest. The use of the new-type tests in rural
county examinations. Master's thesis, 1930. Stanford unversity, Stanford Uni-
versity, Calif.

3001. Bells, Walter Crosby. Reliability of repeated grading of essay type
examinations. Journal of education6i psychology, 21: 48-52, January 1930.

Reports the results of an experiment in .regrading the same set of materials after aninterval of 11 weeks by 61 different teachers. Findings : ReAated grading of the same
essay type-of material by the same teachers after an interval of time is very unreliable.Variability of human Judgment in the same individual .4 4 about the same as variabilitybetween different individuals.

3002. Eurich, Alvin C. An evaluation of four types of examinations. 1930.
niversity of Minnesota, Minneapolis.
Evaluates essay, completion, multiple-choke, and true-false examinations when eachcovers exactly the same material. The four types of examinations considered are approxi-mately equal in reliability and validity. It was found that students prefer tbe multiple-choice !ind true-false examinations more than they do the essay and completion tests.
3003. Hesuard, Theodore Gustave. A comparative study of ol -type and

new-type examinations among pupils of varying levels of intelligen Master's
thesis, 1929. University of Colorado, Boulder. 77 p. ms.

An experiment conducted at Thermopolis, Wyo., 1928-1929, with five groups of juniorhigh school and two groups of senior high school students. New-type tests were givenfirst, old-type one week later. Findings: New-type test correlates higher with IQ infive cases out of seven; in two other cases the difference is very slight. New-type testdoes not favor pupil of low intelligence.
3004. Hoffman, Charles L. Relative effect of traditional and new-type tests

pan study habits of pupils. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa, Iowa
ity. 46 p. ms.
3005. Honesty in college examinations under the honor syste v By A pro-

essor of education. School and society, 31: 577-80, April 26, 1! *1Thirty questions of the true-false and multiple-choice types were prepared and giveno 72 freshmen and 57 ju9lors under identical conditions. The content of the testsliffered according to the course for the two classes, but the number, difficulty ofuestiona and the amount of time required were practically the same for both. Datandicate that even under the honor; system there is a rather high percentage of die-oneity ln examinations, and that this tendency increases in proportion to the consciousignificance of the examination in relation to forthcoming grades.
3006. Irwin, Clarence,. The relation of pupil achievement on oral true-false

uestions to achievement on the same questions when written. Journal of -ucational research, 21: 318-18, April 1930.
3007. Jansen, Esther A. An experimental test of the true-false examination8 a teaching device in high school history. Master's thesis [1930]. Nework state college for teachers, Albany.
Findings: Students respond " true " to " false" statements more readily than " false "".true" statements. The test is not rated highly as a teaching device.
3008. Jensen, M. B. and others. The relative merits of three methods ofdmlnistering objective examinations. 1b3a Central state teachers college,ount Pleasant, Mich.
Three methods of presenting true-false tests under conditions designed to control prac-ice effects showed no mean advantage with visual, oral, or visual-oral method. Evidencesf individual idiosyncrasies were found.
3009. :srsild, Arthur T. Examination as an aid to learning. Journal ofucational psychology, 20: 602-609, November 1929.In trying to determine the value of examinations as aids to learning, the equivalent-up method of experimentation was used.
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3010. Johnson, Helen Elizabeth. A study of state teachers examinations.
Master's thesis, 1929. Univvrqity of Colorado, Boulder. 42 p. ms.

Comparative el duation of 4,000 questions by state authorities versus evaluations bi
college. student& Findings: Those who have studied essay examinations give high place
to seleetive reçall type. Little correlation was found between evaluations.

3011. Johnson, LeRoy Wolfe, the influence of intelligence upon perform-
lince in examinations. gaster's thesis, 1929. University of Colorado, Boulder.
60 p. ms.

Performance ot high school freshmen of vary ing ability (native) on old-type and new.
type tests. Findings : Pupils of high IQ perform better on both types of tests, and also
more in accordance with their ability on new-tiype examinations.

3012. Jones, Rodmen McClenny. A study of a combination multiple-choice.
true-false examInation. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Colorado, Boulder,
37 p. nis.

Four ways of scoring a specially constructed examination first developed an& then
administered to a group of students. Findings: Students were more successful answer.
ing the true statements than false. They answered 52 per cent of best answer group
correctly. On repetition of test gain was but 1.2 points.

3013. Kellogg, Chester E. Relative values of intelligence tests and matrico,
lation examinations as means of estimating probable success in college. School

and socier.t 30: 893-96, DecfInter 28, 1929.
In 1027 students who were P n ro I led in Psychology 1 at McGill university were given

Thurstone's psychological examination for college freshmen, and the revision of United
States Army alpha issued by the Psychological cqrporation. The correlation between tbe
test results was very low. The correlation between matriculation records and scholarship
in the freshman year was high. A study of the scholarship records for the second and
third years shows that matriculation is less and less effective as a basis ,of estimates, and
test intelligence Counts more and more, as the course goes on and its content diverge
from that of the high school curriculm.

3014. Lane, Howard A. * study of the value of the county diploma exami-
nation for predicting success in the smaller high schools ot Kansas. Master's
thesis, 1930. University of Kansas, Lawrence.

3015. Levine, I. Bert. The conduct of examinations in the high schools of
New York State. Master's thesis, 1930. New York university, New York, N. Y.
50 p. ms.

Analysis of methods of conducting examinations in New York State with special em-
phasis on State regents examinations. Findings: Examinations are not conducted
throughout New York State with the greatest amount of efficiency. Recommendations
are offered for remedying this situation.

3016. Meconnahey, Joseph H. New-type examinations for the EngIld
courses at Newtob, N. J., high school. Master;s thesis, 1930. Lafayette college,
Easton, Pa. 150 p. ms.

3017. Maxon, A. L. Report on uniform examinatiops in intermediate schtoK
January 1930. Department of public instruction, Schenectady, N. Y. 15 p. Ins.

Tabular and graphical report on 14 uniform examinations by 'schools and for city.
Findings: The results on regents examinations for 9-A grade are superior to those on
examinations similar to tbe regents type for D-B grade. Poor showings were made by
commercial students on examinations based on local course of study designed for them.

3018. Miller, Lawrence William. An experimental study of Iowa placemett
examinations. Iowa City, The University, 1930. 116 p. (University of loin
studies, first ser. no. 181, June 15, 1930: Studies in education, vol. 5, no: 8).

Bibliography : p. 113-16.
Undertakes a critical analysts of certain Iowa placement examinations and reconstructs

or modifies them in the light of principles derived from the analysis. In some cases the
modifications are slight, in other cases radical changoits in content and in toting tech'
piques are involved. New materials, new techniques, alid new principles are developed.
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3019. Newman, Sadie K. An analytical study of some phases of the work
of the board of examinerm of the public schoól system of New York City. Mas-
ter's thesis, 1929. New York university, New York, N. Y. 50 p. ins.

3020. Pease, Glenn B. Should teachers give warning of tests and examina-
dons? Journal of educational psychology, 21: 273-77, April 1930.

A group of 408 students, of whom 302 were college students, and 106 were high school
pupils, were studied to ascertain the effect of cramming on immediate and delayed
retention. The study indicates that the value of cramming is in direct proportion to the
intelligence of the one doing the cramming.

3021. Puckett, Roswell' C. Final examinations. American school board
journal, 81: 72, 74, July 1930.

Questionnaires on fInni examinations were sent to 100 large high schools in Ohio,
Michigan. Indiana, and West Virginia. Returns were received from 82 schools and were
tabulated by 'states. Data indicate that the majority of schools are still holding formal
final examinations of 00 minutes or more in length.
°3022. Robb, Amy. Objective examination methods in high sclapol social

studies. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa, Iowa City. 156 p. ms.
3023. Robertson, Frank O. An analytical study of the .1iorth Dakota state

science examination system from 1927-19,29. Master s thesis, 1930. University
of North Dakota, University.

3024. Ruch, G. X. Recent experiments on new-type examinations. Los
Angeles educational research bulletin, 10: 2-5, 8, March 1930.

A critical review of recent studies of objective exaniinations from the standpoint of
supposed variability of teachers' marks ; negative suggestion effect of true-false tests;
effect of the order of response words; directions and scoring methods ; proposed modifica-
tions of the true-false test; instructional ovalues of objective tests ; and specific deter-
miners in objective tests_

3025. tataffelbach, Elmer H. Weighting resporises in true-false examina-
tions. Journal of educational pRychology, 21: 130-39, February 1930.

A true-false test consisting of RO statements was given a group of eighth grade pupils
in social science. Data on 244 pupils were studied statistically. There appears to be a
tendency to reward the pupil who not only knows what' he knows, but also knows what
he does not know.

3026. Talbott, E. O. and Ruch, G. M. Minor studies on objective examina-
tion methods. II. The theory of sampling as apiAled. to examinations. Journal
of educational research, 20: 199-206, October 1929.

An examination of these studies showed that the essay question called forth two-fifths
of the pupil's knowledge and that the essay examination required two times the amount
of time required by the objective examination to treat the same unit of subject matter.

3027. Trabue, M. R. North Carolink high school senior examination. High
school journal, 12: 251-83, November 1929.

3028. Wells, F. L. A ahort-answer examination in psychigtry. Journal of
genetic psychology, 37 : 30-14, Jane 1930.

The author describes a short-answer examination of 100 items used in the departmentof psychiatry of the Harvard meAlical school in its third-year examinations.
3029. Wheatley, Benjamin W. and Davis, Robert A. The teacher's use of

objective examinations. Educational method, 9: 420-27, April 1930.
One hundred fifty-eight replies received to a questionnaire distributed to students inattendance at the 1928 summer session of the University of Colorado showed that highschool teachers use objective examinations which they know to be reliable in 83 per tentof the cases; &List objectilfe methods lbfluence the final mark about 17 per rent; teachersconsider the ability to produce or use the information secured from a course as tbe mostimportant single factor in the daily mark; the term examination is cored on the basisof an objectively aulled curve system by 27 per cent of the teachers. The Anal mark is
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scored on the basis of an objectively applied curve system by 31 per cent of those who
score their final marks on a curve system. The author suggests ways of improving the
teacher's use of objective examinations.

See also 1062, 1174, 1437, 1450, 1529, 3101, 3157, 3724.

EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

3030. Adams, Cato W. Relationship of academic failures to eligibility for
participation in extracurricular activities. 1929. University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia.

3031. Adams, Luty H. The participation of teachers college students in

extracurricular activities. 1929. Colorado state teachers college, Greeley. 6p,
1,320 questionnaires were filled out in assembly, and every third one (a total of 440)

was used for classification. Interviews *ere held in the office of the dean of women
to find out why 168 of the 440 students did not belong to any organization. Collet.,
records, high school records, and entrance test scores were studied before the students
were intelviewed. The suggestions knd the personal reactions of the interviewer were
recorded. These cases were followed in order to note changes in time emphasis.

3032. Anderson, Earl W. Extracurricular duties. Educational reward
bulletin (Ohio state university), 8: 315-17; October 9, 1929.

A study of 110 beginning teachers to find the numgber of extracurricular duties engaged
in by these teachers. The results of this study indicate that a definite preparation for
supervision of these functions should be a required pant of teacheetraining courses.

3033. Barrett, John P. Financing extracurricular activities in the secondary
schools. Master's thesis, 1930. Rutgers university, New Brunswicke N. J.

3034. Bellingrath, george C. Qualities associated with leadership in the
extracurricular activities of the high school. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teacherf
college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y. New York city, Teachers college,
Columbia university, 1930. 57 p. (Contributions to education, no. 399)

3035. Brill, Goldie V. The problem of extracurricular activities in the high
school. Master's thesis, 1929. Indiana state teachers college, Terre Haute. In&

Extracurricular activities in Washington high school, East Chicago, Ind., were studied
and compared with the theory of authoritative educators.' General aims and objectives
were formulated. The realisation of the aims and objectives through social activities
was found to be conducive to the welfare of the school and the promotion of student
welfare.

3036. Brown, Rica E. Student activities in the high school. Masters
1930. University of Kansas, Lawrence.

A study of extracurricular activities In the high school, tbe general scope of loud
adtivities, the per cent of students taking part, credit given, scholastic comparison of
students in activities and those who are not, and financing student activities.

3037. Chapman, H. B. Extracurricular activities in sttcon..ary schools. IN

100th animal report of the Baltimore b of school commissioners, 1928-1929
Baltimore, Md., Department of eduçatio 9301 p. 81, 82.

A report on the nature and value of extracurricular activities in secondary schools,
derived from the experience of the principals of these schools.

3038. Ue of assembly halls in secondary schools. In 100th annual
report of the Baliimore board of school commissioners, 1928-1929. Baltimore,
Md., Department of education [1930] p. 74, 85.

A study of the smell auditoriums in secondary schools and of various types of studest
assemblies. The data were furnished by school principals who were also invited to dines
the values resulting from student assemblies.

3039. Chouinard, Rev. Anthony. Extracurricular activities in Catholic high
schools. Master's thesis, 1930. Catholic university of America, Washington,
D. C. 59 p. ms.

3040. Church, Helen Landers. The school assembly. Master's thesis, 1929,
Teachers college, Columbia universal, New York. N. Y. 25 p. ms.

.
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3041. Copp, Da lla Z. Out-of-school activities of fourth, fifth, and sixth grade

children in Honolulu. Master's thesis, 1930. University of HAvail, Honolulu.
140 p. ms.

3042. DeVore, Rommey Wilson. Quantitative evaluation, on the basis of
time, of the extracurricular actiVities of Hamilton high school, 1928-1929.
Master's thesis, 1930. University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio. 39 p. mas.

The organization used in Hamilton high school for administering extracurricular activi-
ties is described in detail, with the average time devoted to each activify, and the number
of paiiticipants given in tabular form. It is recommended that credit be awarded on the
basis of time alone, on the same time basis that laboratory credit is allowed.

3043. Dowell, Anita S. and Snyder, Agnes. The, relation of scholarsh!p
rating to the number of extracurrictilar activities carrivd by normal school
students. [1930]$ State normal school, Towson, Md.

3044. Eel ls, Walter Crosby and Brand, R. Romayne. Extracurriculum ac-
tivities in junior colleges in California. School review, 30: 276-79, April 1930.

Information submitted by 2,924 students in Junior colleges on October 1, 1928, wasstudied. It appears that the junior colleges are giving ample opportunity to their students
o secure the benefits from moderate participation in extracurricular activities.

3045. Elam, Margaret Jewell. An appraisal of programs of co-curricular
(tivitieo. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nash-
ille, Tenn. 98 p. ms.
A study based on current literature found in George Peabody college library on theubject of extracurricular activities, 1910-1930. Evidence points to the fact that therogram of co-curricular activities contributes to aims of secondary

.

education, characteruilding, and scholarship.
3046. Evans, Charles Ray. Ltbgal status of extracurricular activities in

ublic secondary schools of the United States. Master's thesis, 1930. University
f Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio. 56 p. ins.
During 1929-1930 a questionnaire was sent to the chief school officer of the states,erritories, and insular possessions Qf the United States to find out present legal provi-ions affecting extracurricular activities in high schools, use of buildings send facilities,dministrative rulings of state and local authorities in the field, gist of Judicial decisionsrowing out of extracuragular activities ; legality of admission charges to extracurricularctivities; and provisions for cost of transporting pupils to these activities. Findings:pproximately two-thirds of the states have some law on extracurricular activitietkV mostf which is on the wider use of school buildings; the tendency is to vest in the localhool board a large discretion in granting the use of the buildings.
3047. Fennessy, Beth Nash. Administering extracurricular activities in
nior high schools. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern California,

Angeles. ms.
3048. Flowers, John G. The high school assembly. 1930. State .teachen

ollege, Montclair, N. J. Trenton, N. J., State department of education, 1980.
p. (Montclair studies in education, no. 1)

A study of 95 high school assemblies in the State of New Jersey. Gives recommendstions as to the administration, organisation, an,d execution of the assembly. .

3049. Geissinger, John G. The control and administrittion of extricurricular
activities in the secondary school. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Penn-sylvania, Philadelphia. 61 p. mg:

A study of 10 suburien high schools in tbe metropolitan area of Philadelphia. A planis suggested for the control and administration of extracurricular activities in theJenkintown high schoól, Jenkintown,
.131X10. Johnston, Wear G. Point systems for guiding, stimulating, and limit-ing pupil Participation in extracurricular activities. Doctor's thesis, .1930.eachere college, .Columbia university, New York, N. Y. New York, A. S.Barnes and compinyt Ina leo
4-n Investigation of the practice of IMO schools in extracurricular activities togetherwith a survey of pupil-participation in a typical school and the cooperative development

I.
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of a point system for the school. Findings cover the types of systems in use, an analysis
of practice generally in limiting participation, a study of systems used for stimulating
activity. methods in use for guidance, provision for administration of a point system
and types of record forms in use.

3(kil. Judd, Ruth Chapman. The control of extracurricular activities by a

point system. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern California, Los
Angeles. ms

3052. Knox, James E. and Davis, Robert A. The scholarship of university
students participating in extracurricular activities. Educational administration
and supervision, 15: 481-93, October 1929.

The scholarship of students participating in extracurricular activities was compared
with that of students not participating during the school year 1927-1928, at the Univer
sity of Colorado. There were 854.participants, and a non-participant group of 4,523.
The study indicated .that those who participated ranked higher scholastically than those
who did not ; tiat women in activities had a much higher standing scholastically than the
men in activities; that tbe type of activity in which the student participates has some
relation to tbe scholarship of those concerned; and that the number of activities in which
in individual participates is.#p important factor in scholarship.

3053. Lawson, Fred Douglas. A survey of the administration problems of

club activities. Master's thesis, 1929. lUnive.rsity of Kansas, Lawrence..
3054. Little, Adrian. An experiment with an assembly program. Master's

thesis, 1930. Indiana university, Bloomington. 98 p.

3055. Loder, George E. Extracurricular activities in the high schools. 1930.

Agricultural and technical college, Greensboro, N. C.
An analysis of present attitudes toward extracurricular activities in the light of the

modern high school ; objectives of extracurricular activities; and what has been done is
the negro schools of Greensboro, N. C.

3056. McClintock, Ray H. Survey of extracurricular activities in the San
Jose schools. Master's thesis, 1930. Stanford university, Stanford 'University,
Calif. 111 p. ms.

3057. McKelvey, porothy Leslie' A study of interest values in junior high
school assembly programs. Master's thesis, 1929. Univer4ty of Denver, Denver,
Co hi. 49 p. me.

Five hundred pupils in one junior high school and 350 in another in Denver were asked
to ansWer a questionnaire. Conclusions : Assembly is necessary, It is one means of reach-
ing very pupil. Cooperation of authorities and teachers and pupils is necessary to perfect
this period. Children like assembilet and most of them would rather have fewer and
better ones. Most of the children desire the type that encourages involuntary attention.
;specially the short play.

3058. Mark, George E. The administration of guidance in extracurricular
activitiev. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.
University of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27: 326-27, November 1930. (Abstrat7t)

3059. Melville, Eva Edgerly. Creative asvmbly programs. Master's thesis,
1930. University of New Hampshire, Durham.L78 p. ms.

A series of assembly programs prepared for Junior higb schools.
3060. Miller,. Xohn Carroll. 4A survey of the sources and of the methods of

.administration of extracurricular and student organization funds In the high
schools of South Dakota. Master's thesis, 1930. Unifsfernity6of South Dakota,
Vermillion. 91 p.

3081. Monroe, Walter S. The effect of participation in extracUrrkular at%

tivitles on scholarship in the high school. School view, 87: 747442, Deem-
her. 1929.

Data on extracurricular activities in the senior high school, Kenosha, Wis., were
compared with si\milar data secured from three ,IlliAois high schools. Data indicate
that participation in extracurricular activities in the Kenoiha Senior high school does
not affect adversely thp 011io1astic standing of pupils. Results indicate that extra-
curricular activities Ifi the schools studied were breficial rathit than detrimental.
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3062. Oliver, Maude touise. Administration of extracurricular activities in
the junior colleges of California. Master's thesis, 1960. University of South-
ern California, Los ugeles, ms.

,

3063. Park, Joseph . Extracurricular activities of teachers in Junior awl
senior high schools. Vocationist, 18: 3-9, March 1930. .

3064. Predmore, Charles. A survey of student activities in the high schools
-of the State of New Jersey. Master's thesis, 1930. ,Rutgers university, New
Brunswick, N. J.

3065. 1E'rice, Blanche. Effect of participation in co-curricular activities on
grades. 1930 West Virginia university, Morgantown.

-3066. Richard, Clarence W. Business management and analysis of student
activities. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Nebraska, Lincoln. 83 p. ms.
Educational research record (University of Nebraska), 2: 106-17, February
1930.

A study was made to determine to what extent superintendents approach the desirablestandards in regard to the organization and management of student activities; to ana-lyze and study the status of student activities found in different-sized schools; and .tosuggett certain principles, criteria, and organization for handling student activity Andseffectively. Two hundred and twenty-one replies to questionnaires were received andstudied.

3067. Rugg, Earle Underwood. Summary of investigations relating to_extra-
curricular activities. Greeley, Colorado- state teachers college, 1930. 304 p.
(Colonulo state teachers college. Education series, no. 9)

Eighteen of the graduate thes*s which were initiated in the Department of educationof Colorado state teachers college on the practices in various types of extracurricularactivities form the basis of this book. The chapters describe largely the administrativeorganization of the various extracurricular activities.
3068. Sanford, Russel Mussey. The use of school auditoriums. Master's

thesis, 1929. University of California, Berkeley. 62 p. ms.
A study to ascertain to what extent the auditorium is used in the senior high schools,junior high schools, and elementary schools of San Franeisco, Oakland, Berkeley, Ala-meda, and Richmond. Findings: There is no malhematical relationsabip between theenrollment of the school and capacity of the auditorium within any one type of schoolor between cities. Compared with other cities, San Francisco ranks lowest in refillto seating capacities of the junior high schools; Berkeley and Richmond rank highest.The auditorium of the median senior high school is in use 64 per cent of the time; ele-mentary school, 34 per cent of the time; and Junior hitch school, 40 per cent of thetime. The auditoriUm is probably the least used room in most schools.
3069. Seigfred, Earl C. The a9semb1y as a school project. Master's thesis,

1929. Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y. 31 p. ms.
3070. Severinson, Charles A. Extra classroom activities in junior high

school, and small systems in North Dakota:* Master's thesis, 1930. Universityof North Dakota, University.
3071. Sherman, Selwyn Howard. Status of extracurricular activities In ac-

credited high schools of Alabama. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody col-
lege for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 110 p. ms.

3072. Smith, G. B. The relation between participation in student activitiesin high school and in the university. Master's thesis, 1930. University of
Minnesota, Minneapolis.

3073. Sneed; Guy Wilson. The organization of intramural activities for
school boys. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college tor teachers,
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3074. Spoilng, William Dwight. The sta,tus of ertracurricular activities in
Kentucky high schools. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Cincinnati, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio. 53 p. ms.
Findinp : Approximaply tbree-fourths of the schools studied have some type of

program for extracurricular work. All schools seem to place the responsibility of

financial control on 'be principal. Approximately one-fourth of the student bodies take
part in some athletic sport. Dramatics is extremely popular in all of the schools.

4 3075. Stiles, Lottie Altizet. Self-initiated activity as provided for by recent
school organizations . Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teach-
ere, Nashville, Tenn. 52 p. ms.

3076. Virginia normal and industrial institute, Ettrick, Va. Extracurricu.
lar activities. Ettrick, Va., Virginia normal and industrial institute, 1924.

28 p. .(Virginia normal and ind(strial institute gazette, vol. 34, no. 3, Decem-
ber 1929. Faculty stibdy club number)

.See (ago 114, 171, 2009, 2205, 4079, 4319; and under Athletics ; Journalism;
Play- and recreation.

FAILURES OF PUPILS

3077. Barr, H. X. City wide pupil failure report, June 1929. Public schools,
Portland, Oreg. 2 p. ms.; November 1929, 1 .p. ms.

City-wide surveys of failures.

3078. Bixler, H. H. Report of failures by departments, Junior and senior
high schools, first. semester, 1929-1930. 1930. Board of education, Atlanta,
Ga. 5-p. each.

Routine analysis of failures by departments, junior and senior high schools, Atlanta,
Ga4 'Findings: There is a slight tendency toward the reduction of failures.

3079. Busby, Lois. A +itudy of failures in Algebra I. Master's thesis, 1930.
University of Illinois, Urbana. 90 p.

A study of the causes of failures. The most important cause was found to be is-
difference to subject matter.

'3080. Cheyney, W. Walker. Rate of progress and the IQ, Doctor's thesis,
1930. University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. Philadelphia, University of
Pennsylvania, 1930. tP: p.

3081. Coffman, Erma. A study of 108 probation students. Master's thesis,
[1929]. Ohio state university, Columbus. 163 p.

A detailed diagnostic study of 108 cases of probation was undertaken to locate the
actual factors involved in academic failure. Each one of these students was studied
very carefully for one quarter while he was enrolled in Psychology 411 a course giving
training in study methods.

3082. Daily, Roy T. Reteaching in the Warren, Ohio, Junior high schoolsi
its costs, causes, and effect on student morale. Master's thesis, 1930. Univer-
sky of Akron, Akron, Ohio. 95 p. ms.

Three junior high schools of Warren, Ohio, were studied for fkilures in major subjects.
Findings: About 78 per cent of pupils who fall in major subjects do so for some reason
other than low mentality.

low

3083. Dales, O. P. Non-promotions in the Passaic high school. 1929. Public
schools, Passaic, N. J. 31 p. ms.

Ascertains facts of non-promotion and the causes areof in order to devise some
remedial procedure. Some of the conclusions drawn from this study are: (1) small
classes are advantageous in algebra and commercial arithmetic; (2) class else is an item.
but not so important in the case of English and Latin; (8) passing marks required by the

1P. grades and high school vary too much; (4) immaturity is not a cause of failure; pupils
are failing because of too much outs* work; absence is shown to be closely allied to
failure. English difficulties probably affect failures. They are not so important as
commonly believed. They probablY cause failures in English.
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3084. Daly, Marion Elizabeth. Causes of failure in the fourth and fifth
years of the elementary school. Master's thesis, 1929. New York university,
New York, N. Y. 64 p.

3085. De Busk, B. W. Failure survey, January 1930. 1930. Public schools,
Portland, Ore. 7 p.

A study of all of tile Portland elementary public schools. Findings: Improvement
shown in the past year and one-half is being steadily maintained.

3086. Denver, Colo. Public schools. Departmtnt of research. Case studies
of failures in senior high schools for the first semeiter, 1929-1936.

3087. . Check of senior high school failures. 1930. 40 p.

3088. polley, Jesse E. A study of freshmen failOres in college of literature,
science and arts in University of Michigan, 192(I-1927, 1927-1928, 1928-1929.
Master's thesis,, 1930. Universily of Michigatf Ann Arbor. 68 p.

A study to determine. some mules of failure among freshmen at the University of
Michigan Special effort was made to determine bearing of intelligence, previous training
and social and economic factors upon freshmen withdrawals. Study involves 878 falling
and 371 non-failing freshmen. : (1) Successful freshmen bad considerably higher
scores in entrance examinations; (2) successful freshmen received approximately three
times as many scholastic honors and recognitions in %high school and failed in only half
as many subjects as the non-successful freshmen ; (3) students conspicuous in high school
athletics are also conspicuous among failures during the freshman year of college, etc.

3089. Elwell, John William. A review of pupil failure in the elementary
schools of Hamilton, Ohio. Master's thesis, 1930. Unhersity of Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, Ohio. 65 p. ms.

A study of 62,465 cases of failure of pupils in grades 1-8 in the elerhentifry schools
of Hamilton, Ohio, for the years 1911 to 1928, inclusive, showed that the highest rate
of failure occurred in the fouith and sixth grades, and the lowest in the eighth grade.
The rates are higher tban the average found in studying reports made from other cities.
Most of the pupils received their lowest marks in arithmetic, geography, English, and his-
tory. Significant sex differences were found. More girls than boys skip grades. Girls
spend more time in doing home work than do boys, and the average of girls' marks is film
or six points higher than that of boys. Work in tbe elementary grades in Hamilton,
Ohio, is poorly organised and standardised, and lacks adequate and competent supervision.

3090. Eustace, Mary X. A study of the reactions of high school fallusekt
towards segregation. Master's 'thesis, 1930. College at the tity of New York.
New York, N. Y. 194 p.

Survey of the effects of segregation of 85 failures in high school. Small iMprovement
in achievement resulted, but other el., mostly emotional, seemed detrimental.

3091. Ferguson, V. P. Causes if failure of college freshmen in physics.
Master's thesis, 1930. George P sly college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn.
32 p. ms.

A study of 21 Institutions with 612 students.. Findings: Failures were closed by
(1) lack of study ; (2) lack of mathematical prtparation; (8) athletic participation;
(4) objections to laboratory work, etc.

3092. Galbraith, Rowena U. A study of the causes and remedies of ninth
grade English failures. Master'F thesis, 1930. University of Illinois, Urbana.
68p.i:s.

lo this study the necessity of indivi,dual treatalkont and adaptation of subject matter
was established.

'3093. Hoist, John R. The problieni pf. pupil failure. Los Angels* siduca-
tional research bulletin, 10: 9-13, Mai...1430.

A study of pupil failure in the Venice high school, where until recently there has
been no suitable plan for conducting a guidance program which would offer constructive
and sympathetic ajd in saving pupils from failure. Gives a plan for handling tbe pupil
failure problenk.' Tbe grade distribution report showed among other things that the drive
on failures seemed to have produced results.
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I.

3094. Kingsley, John H. The relation of performance to ability under for.

mal grade organization. A seventh grade study with many questions, including
what is failure? 1930. Public schools, Albany, N. Y. 11 p.

This study I. a complete review of the procedures the materia)m and the analysts
sheets of the stventh grade " class distribution charts." It was found that tbe superior
child was not working up to his ability. This is a new conception of failure.

3095. Kurtz, Stanley X. A study of subject failures in the Borough senior
high schools of Berks county, Pa. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Penn-
iylvania, Philadelphia. 76 p: mS.

List of causes of failure were revealed by the investigation.

3096. Long Beach, Calif. Public schools. Department of iesearch. Per

cent of failures in elementary schools, February and June, 1929. 7 p. ms.
Reports of failures show the need for continued study of the problems In tbe various

grades. The highest per cent of failures is in grades 1-B to 2--A, inclusive. Is this doe
to standards of promotion, the length of the school day,-or some other cause?

3097. McGill, Carrie Bell. A study of causes of failure in first year algebra.
Master's thesis, 1929. University of Kansas, Lawrence. 50 p. ms.

3098. McMaster, Dale. Case studies of failing pupils in seventh year reading
and arithmetic. University of Pittsburgh school of education journal, 5: 39-46,
December 1929..

A study was made of 22 maladjusted children in the seventh grade of the Cochran
Junior high RC boot,. Johnstown, Pa. Case studies were made by means of intelligence
tests, classification tests, standardised and nonstandardized subject tests, school records,
physical examinations, and interviews. Tbe study showed that no two cases are identical
and that therefore effective diagnosis and remedial teaching must have as a basis the
facts obtained by a thorough case study Wench problem pupil.

3009.4111targon, Losuis. Son* of the causes of the failure of geography in the
elementgry schools .from the teacher's standpoint Master's thesis [1930] New

York university, Nfw York, N. Y. 57 p. ms.

8100. Miller, Joseph. Causes of success and failure in the classroom. 1930.

Public schools, Wilkes-Barre, PR. 9 p. ms.
3101. Neece, Lloyd B. An investigation of some factors attending the failure

,of 54 pupils in the seventh and eighth grades in the county diploma examina-
tion, Greenwood county, Kans. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Kansas,
Lawrence.

3102. Peters, Samuel Everett. A study of failures in two California high
'schools. Master's thesis, 1930. Stanford university, Stanford University, Calif.

3103. Pyle, W. H. A psychological study of some high school !allude.
School and society, 31: 819-20, June 147 1930.

Thirtythree school pupils who were failing In all or nearly all of their studies were
ptudied. to determine the causes of failure sod if possible to find a remedy. An expert-
mental, diagnostic study was made of each pupil. Tbe experiments used with the fail-
ing students were. given to the four brightest and most successful pupils in tbe senior
class. 'Twenty-eight of the poor pupils were equal to the average of their age or better
In one or more functions, and each of the four bright seniors was only average or Mow
crerage in at least one function. Tbe poomt students in this high school excelled the

°best students In some aspect of learning. Conclusions : A common literary type of

education for all pupils is impossible.
3104. Blouny, Alfred Igirk.. A study of 00 failing students in the Lowther

Junior high school during 1928-1929, Emporia, Kans. Master's thesis, 1100.
University of Kansas, Llwrence. 49 p. ms.

3105. Reid, liabel A. Pupils' analyses of school failure. Master's thi
1930. University of Pittsburxh, Pittsburgh, Pa. Universit/ of Pittsburgh buF

letin, 27: 860-81, November IMO. (Abstract)
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3106. Rider, A. Leech. An investigation of freshmen failures at the Univer-
sity of Florida, based upon a study of 100 men from five small Florida standard
high schools. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Florida, Gainesville.

3107. Robb, E. K. A study of failures in high school and remedial plans.
Master's thesis, 1929. Pennsylvania state college, State College. 49 p. nis. ,

Statistical and case studies in high schools of Bedford, Pa., and Hollidayshurg, Va.
3108. Roland, Henry Isaac. A study of failures in Shelby county, Tenn.,

high school. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nash-
ville, Tenn. 60 p. ma.

A study Was made of 50 promoted pupils and 50 failures in three Shelby county schools
In 1928-1929. Findings : Low intelligence and poor attendance are factors causing fail-
ure; transition and physical defects had little, if any, influence on failure.

3109. Rose, Marion. A study in promotions and tonsures as affected by sex.
Master's thesis, 1929. University of Kansas, Lawrence.

3110. Santa Monica, Calif. Public schools. Department of research. Re-
port of pupil failures for the term ending June, 1929, elementary schools. 1929.
6 p.

3111. Report of pupil failures for the term ending
June, 1929, junior and senior high schools. 1929. 15 p. ms.

3112 Report of pupil failures for the term ending Feb-
ruary, 1930. 24 p. ms.

3113. Smith, Vann Hermon. High school failures In a small community.
Master's thesis, 1930. New York university, New York, N. Y.

3114. Stalnaker, J. M. and Remmers, H. H. What kind of high schools con-
tribute to college failures? Lafayette, Ind., Purdue university, 1930. 39 p.
(Bulletin of Purdue university, vol. 30, no. 5, March 1930. Studies in higher
educr.tion, 14).

From a study of student elimination from Purdue university from 1922 to 1928, involv-
ing 5,220 students enrolled, it was found that a significant relationship existed 'between
elimination and size of high school and length of schbol term.

3115. Wheeling, W. Va. Public schools. Department of research. A
study of the ninth-grade failures for the first six weeks in 3ng1Ish. 1929-1930.
5 p. ms.

This study was conducted with a view to making such changes as might be nemssary
In the curriculum to eliminate failure as much as possible.

3116.,Whytock, N. R. and Fritch, C. Lorene. Report of pupil failures in
the Glendale city schools for the school year 1929-1930. 1930. Public schools,
Glendale, Calif.

3117, Williams, J. Harold. Report of pupil failures for term ending Janu-
ary 31, 1930. 1930. Public schools, Santa Monica, Calif. 24 p. ms.

Includes data from first grade through .senior high school.
See also 329, 649, 1656, 1936, 2540, 2566, 3030, 4256, 4435 ; and under Subnor-

mal children.
ioimitocats

. .

3118. Coombs, Ann Amelia. A study of the purposes, methods of classifica-
tion, and plans of activities of the home-room as presented in educational litera-
ture and the practices of the Los Angeles Junior liigh schools.. Master's thesis%
1929. University of Southern California, Los Angeles. 79 p. ms. National
education association, Department of secondary school principals bulletin, 34 :

103-4, January 19E11. (Abstract)
A study to determine the purposes, methods of classification, and plans of activities

of the home-room as presented in educational literature and evidenced in junior high
ebool bane-rooms in the Los Angeles city schools. Data were secured% from books ind

.
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magazine articles ; observation* on tbe conduct of the home-room in various schools ; aThi

interviews with principals, counselors, and botne-room telichers in Los Angeles juniut
lAgh schools.

3119. Corrigan, E. J. The bome-room. School review, 38: 300-306, April
1930.

The home-room organization which is used in Detroit may be defined as a large number
of one-room schools gathered tinder one roof. The objectives of the home-room art:
to furnish an opportunity for pupil participation in the administration of affairs eC4

cerning the pupils ; to emphasize and capitalize the worthy achievements of boys arid

girls; to clear up pupil's difficulties; to start pupils happily on their day's journey:
to teach citizenship and to train character. Th home-room teacher has one group
during the home-room period for three years, and teaches the same group in bet

particular subject, so that she may be better acquainted with the ...pupils. 'typical
home-room programs for a week are given.

3120. Denver, Colo. Public schools. Department of research. An invest
gation to determine the value of home-room activities in developing personality
and4in im'proving ihe achievement of low mentality pupils. 1980.

3121. Elder, William Fitch. Function of the senior high school home-room
in the guidance program of the Oakland schools. Master's thesis, 1930. Uni-

versity of California, Berkeley. 61 p. ms.
Determines the possibilities of the home-room as a means of guidance in the Oakland

senior high schools.

3122. Geyer, George. Function of the home-room in the Oakland junior hie
wschools. Master's thesis, 1930. University of California, Berkeley. 82 p. ms.

s. Compares present practice in Oakland with recommendations of experts in the junior
high school field for such functions of the home-room for which recommendations VT

available_

3123. Hefauver, Grayson N. and Scott, Robert E. The home-room in tilt
administration of secondary schools. Teachers college record, 31: 624-41, April

1930.
An investigation of tbe programs of home-rocims in 130 secondary schools. The stud!

shows wide variations in time available for home-room activities and in the activitie,
themselves.

3124. Mercer, Florence Jessie. A survey of the administration and activitie;
of the home-room organization in junior high ichools. Master's thesis, 1930
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. University of Pittsburgh bulletia
27: 335-36, November 1930. (Abstract)

3125. Netteti, C. H. The lapme-room. 1930. Public schools, Los Angela
Calif. I 1 p. ms.

Plans and procedures for home-room guidance.

3126. New Trier township high school. Winnetka, Ill. Department of
'reference and research. A study of adviser room scholarship for the first

semester. 1930. 7 p. ms.
From this study it is concluded that the adjustment of boys, especially freshman,

presents a real problem. In the readjusting of adviser groups due to the breaking up

of groups or the addition of -dropbacks, adviser chairmen should strive to level up tbe
group as nearly as possible in scholarship ability.

3127. Sanborn, Kent Lincoln. Home-room sponsorship in the high school.
Master's thesis, 1930 University of Colorado, Boulder. University of Colo-
rado studies, 18: 102, December 1930. (Abstract)

Provides a mabual for home-room sponsors in the high 'school. Information bas bees
collected from educational literature and through a questionnaire answered by tbe

principals of 143 high schools of various types in the North central auocation
Boat also 1904.

.
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3128. Allen, C. H. Statistical study of teacher's grades given in Western
Carolina teacher's college in 1928-1929 and summer of 1929. 1930. Western
Carolina teacher's cchlege, Cullowhee. N. C.

An analysis of the distribution of each of 28 instructors grades given over a period
lof four quarters. A total of 5,782 final grades were included in the study. Comparisons
4ere made with results of four previous similar studies. Findings: Marked evidence of
greater standardization of grading in actual practice among the instructors and growin..4

sympathetic attitude_ toward reaching uniform grading standards are shown.

3129. Bangs, Cecil Warren. Teachers' marks and the marking system; a
program for the objectification of teachers' marks. Master:i thesis, 1929. Uni-

versity of Iowa, Iowa City. Iowa City, University of Iowa, 1930. 44 p. (Uni-

versity of Iowa extension bulletin, College.of education series. no. 26, May 1930)

3130. Brindley, Enoch Newton. A comparative study of the marks made by
Indiana university seniors who had their junior college work in different insti-

tutions. Master's thesis, 1929. Indiana university, Bloomington. 61 p. ms.

3131. Brown, Walter Waldo. A correlation of marks in mathematics anf
science. Master's thesis, 1929. Teachers college, Columbia university, .New
York, N. Y. 17 p. m&

3132. Clem, Orlie X. and Walklet, J. K. Comparative school marks of Sep-

tember and January Junior high school entrants. Journal of educational
research, 20: 360-86 Decitnber 1929.

A study of the ninth grade pupils in Lincoln high school, Syracuse, N. Y. Slight vari-
ation was found among the two groups in the varibus school subjects but in general DO
considerable differences were found between September and January entrants.

3133. Clevenger, Josephine. Relation of digit and learning spans io school

marks of eighth and ninth grade children. Master's thesis, 1929. Indiana uni-
versity, Bloomington.

3134. Connor, William L The relation between teachers' marks and pupils'

behavior. Nation's schools, 4: WOO, November 1929.-
A study of the relation between teachers' marks, mental and educational age, and

behavior in an elementary school in Cleveland in 1925-1926 indicates that school
marks are closely interrelated with the classroom conduct of the pupils.

3135. Denver, Colo. Public schools. Department of research. An analysis
of the case histories of pupils with high educational quotients who make low

academic marks. 1930.

3136. Record of marks and intelligence ratings of the
continuity study group in Grant Junior high school. 1930.

3137. Goodrich, T. V. Can pupils mark their own papers accurately? Jour-

nal of educational research, 21: 255-61, April 1930.
From this study It was found that under ordinary conditions and methods tbe average

sixtb-grade class may be expected to mark correctly 98.0 to 98.5 per cent of the spelling

words found in a daily lesson of 20 words.

3138. Hotchkiss, Xsclora A. Analysis of factors affecting marks in high-
school algebra. Master's thesis, 1930. Uniersity of Colorado, Boulder. Uni-

versity of Colorado studies, 18: 75, December 1930. (Abstract.)
Determines the types of pupil performance marked by algebra teachers and the weight

amdined to each of them; the relative validity of the various types of classroom marks

u measures of achievement. Data for the first part of the study were secured from
questionnaire answered by 139 algebra teachers from' 224 accredited high schools of Colo-

rado. Data for the second part were obtained from e careful study of marks gives by
three algebra teachers in a city in Colorado. Data Indicate that the validity of the vari-
m types of perfonaanesp as Eseasures of achievement varied with the teachers who

fraPiend thews ; and that narks fist daily written homework are perhaps the least vojia

season of achievement.

;1
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3139. Jones, J. W. An Index ntimber for the distribution of Instructdr's
marks. 1930. Indiana state teachers college, Terre Haute. 5 p. ms.

Describes computation of* number, interprets numbers briefly, compares distributive
with that of other teachers colleges. Findings: Universities grade lower than tbe teach-
ers colleges.

3140. A tabular and graphic study of the distribution of term grades,
fall, 1929. 1930. Indiana state teachers college, Terre Haute. .14 p. Ms.

Compares grades issued in each department and entire school with previous years and
terms Findings : (1) 2.444 times as many A's as rs were issued; (2) 2.035 times as
many B's as P's; (3) approximate distribution was 6-14-37-30-13.

3141. A tabular and graphic study of the distribution of winter term
marka. 1930. Indiana state teachers college, Terre Haute. 18 p. ms.

Comparison of grades issued in each department and entire 'school with previous
years and terms. Findings: 2.247 times as many A's as re were issred; 2.030 time
as many B's as Iva; 8-14--81-20-13 distribution ; index number was 189.9 rather thu
100the normal. .

3142. Kaulfers, Walter. Value of English marks in predicting foreign-
language achievement School review, 37: 541-46, September 1929.

Average end-semester marts in English for two terms, of 109 beginners in Spanish la
the Woodrow Wilson junior high school and the San Diego senior high school, San Diego.
Calif., and tbe average mid:semester and end-semester marks received by the sane pupas
in the first term of foreign-language work. were studied. 'Findings: Boys were appre-
ciably inferior in both subjects. There is greater variability for both boys and girls la
Spanish than in English. Girls for the most part- do better in Spanish than in English.
Correlations between English marks and foreign-language marks do sot assure Infallible
predictions. English marks can be used with safety only in classifying pupas labs
roughly homogeneous groups.

3143. Leach, Flora Ella. The relation between marks made in high school
mathematics and marks made by Indiana university graduates -in various
subjects In Indiana university. Master's thesis, 1929. Indiana university,
Bloomington. 129 p. ms.

3144. Long Beach, Calif. Public schools. Department of research. Dis-
tribution of school marks, elementary schools for the year 1.28-1929. (110111
4 p. ms.

This study is based upon a tabulation of 146,462 marks. Findings: The highest
average 'marks are found in spelling, the lowest in arithmetical reasoning. Girls make
more high marks (1's and 2's) than boys, in all sob)ects except arithmetic masoning is
which boys average .03 higher than the gills; boys make salmi jow sparks (44 and 5'0
than girls in all subjects. Girls arerage .23 higher than boys TS all subjects.

3145. Distribution of school marks, junior and senior
high schools and junior colleges. School year 1928-1929. [1930] 5 p. ms.

A study based upon a tabulation of 122,907 marks. The table given4in this study shows
rnr tendencies that are desirable within reasonable viz., a reduction in thepercentage of high marks, an homage to the average marks, and a reduction lo the
falling marks.

3146. Nehon, X. I. Grading systems in 89 colleges and universities. Na-
tion's schooLs, 5 : 67-70, June 1930.

A study concerned with determining what types a mods' systems are commonly
rmloyed la colleges and universities. Replies to a question were received from ES
al 140 universities, colleges and teachers college, in various sections of tbe United Calm.
There is a tendency toward a wide diversity where a MO degree of uniformity la desirable.

3147. New Trier township high school, Winnetka, Pi Department of
reference and research. A study of Indkidual teachers' %ides with a com-
parison of grades given boys and girls by depittments, second semester MIS-
liCti). 1929. 12 p. ms. ; Arst semester, 9720-1960. 1930. p.

31484 Polar% Columbus, Ploy&
(rate of work, quality of work)

ilitY, attAnde, elro..rt and achievement
In certain teachers' marts. leasbots

thesis, IMO. University of Iowa, Iowa City. 47 p. ins.
'111
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3149. Philadelphia, Pa. Public schools. Dvision of educational research.
Junior high schools. Per cents of pupils rated satisfactory. First report period,
November 29, 1929. 8 p. ms. (Bulletin, no. 141) ; second report period, January
9. 1930. 8 p. ms. (Bulletin, no. 143)

3150. Senior high 9ebools. Per cents of pupils rated
satisfactory. First report period, November 29, 1929. 9 p. ms. (Bulletin, no.
1401 ; Second report period, January 8, 1930. 6 p. ms. (Bulletin, no. 142)

31ä1. Santa Monica, Calif. Public schools. Department of research. Re-
port of elementary school marks, June 1930.

3152. "Illeport of high school maris, June 1930.
3153. Ilhiteport of senior high school marks, June 1929.

4 p. : February 1930. 7 p. ms.
R1m. Sisley, John Robert. Administrative problems of marks and tests in

high schools of western Pennsylvania. Master's thesis, 1930. University of
Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. 80 p. University of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27 : 381-
82. November 1930. (Abstract)

3155. Smith,.XerIe Bagene. A study of the changes in the marks of Junior
high school students. Master's thesis. 1930. University of Southern California,
LO6 Angeles.

3156. Taylor, J. Carey. The use of certain standar;v1 tests in predicting
junior high school schOlarship as ineasured by teachers' marks. Doctor's tiles*,
1930. Johns Hopkins university, Baltimore. Md.

3157. White, Clyde W. The effects of exemptions from semester examina-
tions on the distribution of marks in the Hami!ton. Ohio, high school. Master's
thesis, 1930. Ohio state university, Columbus. 274 p. ms.

Distribution of all marks for a four-year exemption period compared with the distribu-
tion of a four-year period without exemptions in tbe same school. Ffndiugs: The effects
of exemptions have been very alight on the distribution of marks except at tbe critical
point of exemption.

3158. Wible. Josephine W. The effects of weighted credit in the Lincoln
high school, Lincoln, Nebr. School review. 38: 753-59, December 1929.

Tbe distribution of marks received in all full-t!me subjects bx, all pupils who' remained
in school until the eneof a semester from February 1915 to Jun. 1925 were studied it
order to check the efficacy of the weighted-credit plan. Weighted credit has made most
of the pupils of the Lincoln high school work harder than they would if the marks were
not weighted. It permitted some students to graduate inr less than the four years which
they would normally have taken.

See oleo 329, 506, 615, 1908, 2996, 3449, 4436-

=CORDS AND prows

3159. Battia, James Albert. The evolving of a reasonable report card for a
junior high school In New Jersey. Master's thesis, 1929. New York uni-
veraity, New York, N. Y. 78 p. ms.

3160. Butler, James Henry, jr. Theory slid practice of central pupil record
systems in the public schools of America. Master's thesis, 1929. New York
university, New York, N. Y. 33 p. ms.

3181. Clark, limas Read. The recoinition of merit in superintendents' re-
ports to the public. Doctor's thesis, IMO. Teachers college, Oalumbia univer-
sity, New York, N. Y.

The purpose, content, organization and presentation of superintendents' reports werestudied with a view to,-mating *en tore Interesting to the public A series ofqueetions designs. to atomise tbe satisfaction f the implications' a the various(etude was Plinstrave reports were studied. litcoannendatioas for thehoprovemist ot genera practice Are antis la tones ad the deem to WIWI% sack Immaure I.ailklad4
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3162. Edgerton, Roland Ottis. A system of cumulative records for elemen-
tary schools. Master's thesis, 1930. Duke university, Durham, N. C.

A study of cumulative record systems with an attempt to develop a system that is a

simple way meets administrative, prognostic, and diagnostic functions.

3163. Glover, O. S. and Halverson, J. John. The superintendent's monthly
report to the school board. American' school board journal, SO: 50, 130, May
1930; 65, 116, 118, June 1930.

A study was made to determine to what extent schoolmen in Minnesota are using th.
monthly report in attmpting to guide their boards in the economical consideration 4.f

essential business.
3164. Gq:sff, Forrest Ray. School record and report forms of a small ached

system designed fur mechanical tabulation. Master's thesis, 1929. Indiana
university, Bloomington. 73 p. ms.

3165. Johnston, Jane S. ,A study of reports sent to parents or guardians of

private schools. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh,
Pa. University of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27: 301-02, November 1930. (Abstract.)

3166. Jorden, Edward L. Typical characteristics of annual reports in smal!
school systems. Educational research record (University .of Nebraska), 2:164-
69, 175-83, April 1930.

This study deals with the superintendent's annual report in small school system
having between 10 and 60 teachers, comparable to the average Nebraska community
Questionnaires were sent to 1.200 superintendents of all school systems having from
10 to 60 teachers in Nebraska, Minnesota, Wisconsin, South Dakota, North Dakota.
Montt63a, Wyoming, and parts of Kansas and Idaho to determine the practice in re-

spect to annual reports.
3167. Kretsinger, R. W. and Johnson, Henrietta A. The development of

report cards hi cooperation with parents. Oakland, Calif., Public schools, 1930.
4 p.

316s. Lynn, Mass. Public schools. Research department The Lynn
packet system for keeping reports and records of pupils' work. 1930. 35 p,ms.
(Research bulletin, no. 14)

3469. Manuel, Herschel Thurman and Knight, James. Age of school en
trance and subsequent school record. School and society, 32: 24-26, July 5,

1930.

.3170. Matter, William Everett. A study of tlie record and report forms h

25 junior high schools of Kansas. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Kansas
La.wrence.

3171. Nelson, Robert Oliver. A study of sodthern county superintendents
ntnnual reports. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers,
Nashville, Tenn. 75 p.

An attempt to determine what items should be included in the annual report of the
southern county superintendent. Findings : (1) Present reports are iar from uniform
(2) there are few legal hindrances to a uniform report ; (8) a report *containing some

such items as recommended here would give comparable data otherwise unobtainable.

3172. Ostiurn, W. J. Improvement of record forms used in reports'sent In to
the State department of education. Columbus, Ohio state dePartment of Wu-

cation, 1929. 60 p.

3173. Prout, Ralph Byron. A study of high school records and reports other

than financial. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern California, Los

ingeles.
8174. Reavis, W. C. and Woellner, Robert. Office records and reports le

secondary schools. School review, 87 :469-509, September 1929.
The author deals with the most common types of office records and reports, deal*

with individuaepupils, school membership, teachers, and equipment and supplies. TV
different kinds of recOrds kept by 522 representative secondary schools were east

ms.
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The data howed a marked tendenci on the part of administrators to collect and pre-
serve a variety of information which may be used in making reports to superintendents
and others.- The han ling constructiveof the data requires foresight, planning and
development of efficie office practices. Recording and reporting require- less labor in
the small schools than in the large schools. Good forms must be devised. and routine
procedures must be established for the making and filing of records.

3175. Roos, 'Carl A. School fOrms and records as an aid In school super-
vision and administration. Master's thesis, 1930. Rutgers univergity, New
Brunswick, N. J.

317t1. San Francisco, Calif. Public schools. Department of educational
research and service. A summarization of new regulations governing teachers'
monthly statistical reports and an analysis of the errors commonly made in
making out such reports. 1929. 3 p. ms. (Bulletin, no. 6) )

3177. Senour, A. C. Summary of teachers' %ports on documentary evidence
of birthdates of pupils enrolled in grades 18.-Tor 1A. 1930. Public schools,
East Chicago, Ind. 3 p. ms.

A cooperative check with the Department of health on the reliability of cer:ain vital
statistics; also incidentally a study of the flow of population ¡Tito the city. Approxi-
mately .)ne-half of the pupils in the grades studied were born in East Chicago ; one-third
of these failed to.produce birth certificates. Evidence of inadequate 'collection of vital
statistics in the city, was found.

3178. Troge, Ralph F. A study of school records and reports and construc-
tion of a set of pupil records for junior high school. Master's thesis, 1930.
University of Oregon, Eugene. 153 p. ms.

Cine hundred and thirty schools replied to a form letter contributing a total of 1,204
forms used for pupil records in junior high schools througfiout the United States.
Lack of uniformity between record systems was marked ; number of forms used was
determined by site of enrollment and type of school organization ; no Corn.' .rcial
systems were providing cards for guidance work, etc.

See also 78-79, 95, 108-109, 120, 131, 1906, 1931, 1936.

RETARDATION AND ELIMINATION'

3179. Baker, David Russell. Age-grade-progress study of the public schools
of Hamilton, Ohio. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Cincinnati, Cincin-
nati, 'Ohio. 75 p. ms.

Teachers in all krades from one to 12 secured and tabulated data on a new form
which gives a complete picture of grade, age and progress, in an effort to secure data
which will be valuable in organizing special classes and in reorganizing the system on
the 6-3-3 basis. Findings: Amount of over-age-ness and retardation is not excessive
when compared to similar school systems. A large amount of over-age-ness and re-
tardation may be traced to pupils who have attended schools in other districts. A
larger per cent of girls make normal progress than boys. Greatest amount of over-age-
ness and retardation are found in the fifth and sixth grades. Low mentality, lack o;
application and repeated change of schools are largely responsible for tbe over-age-ness
and retardation of the pupils. Amount of over-age-ness and retardrtion which varies
considerably in the different buildings and grades, is undoubtedly due to the different
types of districts from which pupils are drawn.

8180. Barr, H. X. Age grade report, city wide, all grades. 1929. Public
schools, Pbrtland, Oreg. 8 p. rns.

3181. Bonar, Carl. Causes of retardation. 1980. West Virginia university,
Morgantown.

3182. Booher, Cloyee Eugene. Operation of the Bing law in Highland
county, Ohio. Master's thesis, 1.930. Ohio state university, Columbus. 100
p. ms.

A study of all children 14 to 18 years of age who are directly affected by, Ohio's com-
pulsory attendance law. Mena : The site of the bone, the parents' attitude toward
school, and the child's, dislike for the course of study were found to be outstanding
factors In elimination from school.
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3183. Breed, Frederick S. and Lanier, Bessie J. Educational age as a hails
for measuring retardation. American school board journal, 80: 55-56, June
1930.

The authors made a comparative study of the retardation of the same pupils at
measured by threw different methods. Data were secured on the chronological age, grade
position, and scores on- both intelligence and achievement tests of 1,572 pupils in four
schools of Racine, Wis.

3184. Buchwald, Leona C. Follow-up of junior and senior high school with-
drawals. 1929. Department of education, Baltimore, Md. 12 p. ins.

, 3185. Buckner, Mabel A. Pupil eliminatimi in the New Haven high school,
Master's thesis, 1930. Yale university, New Haven, Conn.

3186. Burnside, John Pearce. The accomplishment scores of repeaters
Master's thesis, 1930. University of Cagfornia, Berkeley. 35 p. ms.

The accomplishment scores made by repeaters in Contra Costa county, Calif., in read-
ing and in arithmetic as compared to accomplishment --ores of pupils of familar intent-
gence who have been advanced. Findings : (1) Scores of repeaters art about the sane
as those of pupils of similar intelligtince who have been advanced; (2) no marked
change in scores after repeating, average gain being alight; (3) practically no difference .

as measured by the tests, in reading and arithmetic between the first and second tine
through a grade. For these reasons, it seems that much of the retardation caused by
the policy of failing pupils is not Justified.

3187. Calhoun, James Bumps's& Probable caufies of elimination of high
school students, Haywood county, Tenn. Master's Weals, 1929. George Pet
body college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 39 p. ms.

3188. Coll, Marcella. Retardation in Western junior high school. [19601

Western junior high school, Louisville, Ky. 8 p. ms.
The greatest amount of retardation was found in the 7-B grade.

31 . Cooke, Dennis H. A study of age-grade distribution in the Oxford
orphanage school. Master's thesis, 1980. Duke university, Durham, N. C..

Survey of age-grade conditions in the Oxford school ; including report of a completed
experiment in giving special promotions to certain tudents.

3190. Cuff, Noel B. The problem of elimination from college. School and
society, 30: 5G0-52, October 19, 1929.

Tbe list of 292 freshmen entering the Eastern Kentucky state teachers college is
September 1928 has been checked and lists of those eliminated and of those \retains.
have been compiled in an attempt to discover reasons for the elimination of fresbmen at
the school. The question of elimination is related to such problems as admission require-
meats, offerinks, and orientation courses.

3191. Fowler, Charles Aylmer, Jr. A study of retardation in the Portland
(Oregon) elementary schools. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Oretion,

4..
Eugene. 35 p.

Cams of retardation in 73 elementary schools of Portland, Oreg., wire studied b
relation to age groups.

3192. Gary, Ind. Public schools. Age-grade study, grades 142.. May
1930. 90 p.

3198. Greene, Charles E. Age-grade survey. 1930. Public schogIs, Dwyer,
Colo. 4 p. ms.

An age-grade survey of all Denver school children u of September 1, Onates."Arindlip:
entering pupils of September 1929 are on the average two to three mint* *Um tin
entering pupils were in September 1924.

819i. The continuity studythird report. MG,
Denver, Colo. 19 p.

A third report in a three-year study of junior high school pupils. Findings
Is serious-25 per cost ia ape year.

8195. Oiover, C. C Age-grade study Us the elementary schools, spring'
ter, 1930. May 1980. Public schools, Oakland, Calif. p. saai
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3190. Ounkel, William Justus. A study of elimination and retardation in
the Crawfordsville high school. Master's thesis, 1929. Indiana university,
Bloomington. 86 p.

3197. Hand, Joseph Spurgeon: Cause. of retardation in the elementary
gades of Graceville, Fla.. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for
teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 87 p.

?actors affecting retardation in grades 2-8, inclusive, of Graceville, Fla. Causes were
low 1Q1 moving, physical defects, bad health, distance from school, accidents, etc.

3198. Harms, E. L. A study of elimination of students from tbe Augusta,
Kans high school for the years 1923-1929. Master's thesis, 1930. University
of Kansas, Lawrence.

3199. Hawaii. Department of public instruction. Repeaters in the public
schools. 1930. Honolulu. 11 p. ms.. (Bulletin no. 8)

For the put three years the Department of public instruction has been engaged in a
program of pupil grouping and curriculum adjustment, designed to eliminate so far as
possible the necessity of requiring pupils to " repeat." Figures are given setting forth
the facts regarding " repeaters" by grades and by supervising districts, as of January
1927, 1929 and 1980.

320it. Houck.; M. 3 Causes of retartation In school. Master's thesis, 1929.
Pennsylvania state colfege, State College.

A study of the schools of Berwick, Pa., of which tbe author is superintendent. Analyses
promotion data to locate causes of failure. Bybfar the most significant part of the study
is an experimental study of the effect of practice teaching by students of Bloomsburg nor-
mal school. This was a controlled experiment involving 218 pupils, carefully paired for
learning ability. Results were measured by change of educational age on Stanford achieve-
ment test. Difference in favor of the group taught try practice teachers was 2.33, which
is 2.726 times its standard deviation. Chances are, therefore, 308 to 1 against reversal.

3201. Kalamazoo, Mich. Public schools. Department of research. Annual
age-grade report, 1929. 12 p. 1fls. (Bulletin no. 78)

/Vs bulletin presints tbe tabulated data for the annual age-grade *survey for the 12
years of elementary and high school work. Kalamazoo operates on a 8-3-8 plan. For
this report 9,849 ages were tabulated.

3202. Study of junior high drop-outs. 1980. 6 p. m1.3.
(Bulletin no. 82).

In this study approximately 60 per cent of4tbe reasons given for leaving school indi-
eat*" that tin adjustment could haye been made.

3208. Kline, Elias J. The junior high school and changes in curve of elimi-
nation. 1930. University of Pénnsylvanias, Philadelphia. 9 p. ms. /n School-
men's week proceedinp, "niversity of Pennsylvalia, 1930.

8204. Lancaiiter, Pa. ¡Publics schools. School progress and elimination.
November 192%. 10 p.

Degrees of unier-ageness and over gaunt of every 1,000 pupils included in thisstudy : 22 are under-age two years ; 141 are under-age one year ; 657 are normal ; 140are over-age one year ; 21 are over-age two years; 10 are over-age three years; tbreeare over-age more than tbree year..
3206. Lantz, Beatrice. A report on the condition of acceleration and retarda-

tion of students. 1980. Public schools, Ventura, Calif. 17 p. ms. (Diagrams.)
3206. Laiky, Lewis Bridger. An analysis of various methods of calculating

retardation in the liementary grades. Master's theMs, 1929. University ofTelakik . I: oh

820f. Retardation and elimination In the public schools of
Talsa,Vkia. Master's them* 1929. University of Colorado, Welder. 52 p. me.Ave amassed T Mildred ninety-4ms children, sees 14 to 17 years, were studied.Thiriyougsse per oat wars retards& Is the city 782 children were permanently with-drawn. Medea between retardation k NA animation is studied. Mans : lion-sehool
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group' has average retardation -2.48 years; correlation of IQ and number of years rt.
tarded .72; only alight sex difference was found. Five hundred forty retarded chil-
dren of seventh grade show correlation between IQ and number of years retardedof .61. Elimination from school is the culmination of a series of failures resulting
from inability to do school work.

320S. Maryland. State department of education. Age-grade conditions in

Maryland county colored schools as of November 1929. 12 p. ms.
From this study it was tound that in the eldored elementary schools of every county

in Stateligt, there were proportionately fewer over-age girls than boys. For the Stitt
as it ',hole, 38.1 per cent of the elementary boys and 31.0 per cent of the girls weft
(let age for their grades. In the high schools the corresponding percentages were $ U
ikoci 32.7.

269. Over-age pupils in Maryland county white schools,
November 1929. Baltimore, Maryland state department of education, June
1930. 32 p. (Maryland school bulletin, vol. 2, no, 6).

A ailed)! of over-age pupils; change in method of recording age; survival to higher
grades; plans for case studies of pupils falling. No great improvement wits shown hi
redUction of over-age pupils except in a few counties which had a large percentsp
over-age two6.years ago.

3210. Miller, Joseph R. Causes of elimination in Junior high khools of

Huntington,* Va. Master's thesis 11930]. Ohio state university. Columbus.
80 p, ms.

A study of 879 cases in five schools over a three-year period.
3211. Morton, Walter Pinckney. An analysis of Moore county, N. C., high

school eliminations. Master's thesis; 1929. George Peabody college for 'tpsch-
erg, Nashville, Tenn. 107 p. ms.

3212. Overman, Charles Ernest. Holding power of the junior and four-year
high tchools of San Francisco. Master's thesis, 1929. University of California.
Berkéiev 32 p. ms. gip

A comparison of the four-year and junior high schools of San Francisco as to their
holding power on ninth grade pupils. This holding power re taken as the extent to
which tbe school holds pupils after they have reached the compulsory age of le, It us
found that the Junior high schools hold a much greater portion of their ninth grade pap
than do the four-year high scbo6ls.

*3213. Palmer, Emily G. Pupils who leave school. Doctor's thesis, 1930.
Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y. Berkeley, Calif., Uni-

versity of California, 1930. 142 p. (Division of vocational education of the
University of California sand of the 'State department of education, Bulletin no
24. Part-time education series, no. 17).

Data were secured concerning 220 pupils of the Oakland schools. From u impartii
a study of the 220 pupils as it was possible to make, the home condittons proved to bt
at least equally ,responsible with the school for the elimination which occurred.

3214. Philadelphia, Pa. Board of public education. Division of educa-
tional resear-ch. Age-grade survey. 45 p. (Bulletin 146, February 1930)

A bienniarsurvey of the age-grade status of pupils in the Philadelp14* public-Irchool
system. It was found that of every 10 pupils enrolled in regular classes, AI are of
normal age fot grade, three are over-age, and one is under-age. The proPortion of
under-age pupils in 1929 increased 20 per cent over 1927, while the proportion of over-
age pupils in 1929 decreased more than 10 per cent from 1927. Impr9yement over 1927
represents a saving of 4,600 pupil instruction years.

3215. Portland elementary principals' association. Repört of retardation
committee. In ifs First yearbook, 1930. p. 90-102.

A list of retarded pupils with the amount each was retarded, was prepared for eachof tbe elementary schools of Portland. A list of possible causes of retardation Iris
prepared and studied by the committee. Teachers were given the names of the retardedchildren in their classes with the request that they check the causes that lit individial
cases. The study has resulted in a drive on failures.
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3216. Raby, Ruth Benson. The progress in educational agois of the 6-B,
7-A, 7-B classes over a period of one year. Master's thesis, 1929. New York0university, New York. N. Y. 52 p.

3217. Riggio, Hyacinth. A study of fourth and flft.4- grade boys of public
school 172 in Manhattan tó determine the factors influencing retardation.
Master's thesis, 1930. New York ittiversit, New York, N. Y. 99 p. ms.

'3218. Roberts, Mary j. Eliwination from the public secondary schools of
New Jersey, 192 1929. Doctor's thesis, 1930. University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia. Philadelphia, 1930. 251 p.

A study of elimination in the public high schools of New Jersey for the roars 1925-
1926 and 1926-1927 and the intervening summer.

3219. Robinson, Carl L. Factors which influence age-grade distribution.
Master's thesis, 3930. University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.

A stgdy of the association cif intelligence, attendance, number of schools attended,
kindergarten training, nationality, home language, echnomic status, age of entering,
and occupation of parent to acceleration, retardation and to elimination from school
before reaching high schooL

3220. San Francisco, Calif. Public schools. Department of educational
research and service. Acceleration and retardation. August 1,1930. 17 p. ms.
(Bulletin no. 17) (Diagrams).

A comparison of 1929-1930 with 1928-1929.
3221. An achievement survey of the Francisco junior

high school of San Francisco. 1929. 11 p. ms. (Bulletin no. 10)
From this survey it was found that nearly 70 per cent of theNapils of Francisco Junior

high school are over-age for their grade, 38 per cent being more than one year over-age..4

3222. Pupil progress through the grades as shown by
age-grade distribution. 1929. 43 p: (Bulletin no. 6)

3223. Santa .Monica, Caltf. City schools. Department of research. Pre-
liminary classification survey. 1929. 26 p. ms.

A study of age7grall distribution, yielding facts concerning retardation and acctlera-
tion; race distribution, and a study of newly entering pupils. In age-grade distributionfor all elementary schools 58.7 per (tent of all pupils are found at-age; 21.3 per cent are
retarded ; and 18.2 per cent are Actelerated. In junior high schools 58.7 per cent are
at-age ; 23.1 per cent are retarded; while 18.2 per cent are accelerated. Racial distribu-tion for all schools was as follows: white, 87.8 pettent ; Mexican, 7.7 per cent ; colored,
2.3 per cent; Japanesl, 2.1 per cent ; and Chinese, 0.1 per cent. Considering the diss-.
tribution of newly entering pupils, 1,003 pupils ou1 of a total enrollment of 5,873 werefound to be just entering Santa Monica city schools. This means that 17.1 per cent ofall enrollments were new eAtrants.

3224. Sickles, Fannie C. Experimental stIdy of three groups of retarded
children. Master's thesis, 1920. New York Ziversity, New York, N. Y. 84 p.

3225. Thompson, J. L. A study orspecial over-aged cities growth. 1930.
Public schools, Newburgh, N. Y. 1 p. ms.
'3226. Tingum, O. David. A study of age-grade distribution in North Dakota
to determine acceleration and retardation. 1930 University of North Dakota,
University.

3227. Trapp, Mrs. Irene Adams. A study in retardation in the çommon
school districts of Brown county, Tex. Master's thesis, 1929. University of
Texas, Austin.

3228. Walton, Owen McKinley. The causes of absenee and elimination in
the church school. Master's thesis, 1929. Northwestern university, Evanston,
UL

I.

8229. White, Joseph B. A case study of pupils who leave higa, school in
Hampton county, 8. 0. 1930. Duke university, Durham, N. C.

An effort to determine the causes of elimination from high school through a case studyof ipdividual soils with reeommendations as to remedies.
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3230. Whytock, N. R. and Fritch, C. Lorene. Age-grade classification o
pupils. 1930. Public schools, Glendale, Calif. 8 p. ms.

See ah.o 733, 1129, 1840, 1862, 1947, 2144, 2153, 2490, 2876, 4286; 4392, and
under Subnormal children.

STUDENT SELF-GOVERNMENT

3231. Fly, Murry Henderson. Student cooperation in school government
Master's thesis, 1929. Universtiy of Texas, Austin.

3232. Haltiwanger, R. S. Pupil participatic;n in the government of the Rich-
ard J. Reynolds high school, Winston-alem. [1930] Duke university, Durham,
N. C.

A study of the problems and conditions leading to the introduction of student govern-
ment in the Richard J. Reynolds high school ; an analysis and evaluation of the present
organization of student government, pointing out defects and recommending remedies.

3233. Hayden, F. S. Student councils in California high schools. Cali.
fornia quarterly of secondary education, 5: 266-69, April 1930.

A study was made of answers to a questionnaire on student councils received from 80
high schools in California. Data indicate that the student council is a very valuable part
of the modern high school equipment.

3234. Margeson, A. E. (Phelps, N. Y.) Modern methods for securing stu-
dents' participation in self-government. (1930)

3235. Martin, Ralph. Student participation in the government of an elemen-
tary school. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teachers, Nash-

.-ville, Tenn. 60 p. rns.
323G. Mathews, C. O., chairman. Report of a faculty committee on the honor

system at Ohio Wesleyan university. 1930. Ohio Wesleyan university, Dela-
ware. 110 p. rns.

Report comprises an objective study of student and faculty attitudes toward honesty
utilizing the C. E. I. provocations technique employed by May and Hartshorne a study
of local conditions through confidential personal interviews and a questionnaire to the
faculty ; conclusions and recommendations, and an annotated bibliography to books Mid

r od ca 1 literature.

3237. Mayberry, Burt A. A study of high school pupils to determine the
effect of student council participation on the formation of certain habits of citi-
zenship. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Kansas, Lawrence.

3238. Morgan, A. L. Pupil participation in school controL Peabody Journal
of education, 7: 264 68, March 1930.

Explains the part shared by the pupils in the conduct of tbe Dick Dowling junior Mgt
school, Beaumont. Texas, for the past five years.

3239. Russell, R. D. How shall our schools be governed? Nation's schools,
6: 41-46, August 1930.

Determines the status of the schools of tbe Northwest wttb respect to the form of
government under which they operate. 318 schools, ranging in attendance 4ota 17 to
2,440 are included in the investigation. 173 schools reported a student council, 145
have none.

TEXTBOOKS

3240. Alabama education association. Shall Alabama provide free text-
books? Alabama school journal, 47: 3, January 1930,

3241. Davis, Percy IL State publication of textbooks in California. Doe-
tor's thesis, 1930. University of California, Berkeléy. Berkeley, California /

society of secondary education, 1930. 91 p.
A consideration of the educational and fInftncial aspects of state publication of WO

elementary textbooks in Californla. Findings: The existence of any financial usIng to
die 'State of California resulting from the state publication of textbooks to doubtful': thP,
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RENOWN STUDIES IN EDUCATION 207
total cost of textbooks to; relatively insignificant ; the possibility of comparatively slight
financial savings should not be permitted to curtail au amOle, regular, and unrestricted
supply to the school of the best modern books produced; th licy of state printing
operates in this State to curtail such a supply ; and for these re ons state publication
of textbooks in California can not be defended upon financial or edticktional grounds.

3242. Idaho. State board of education. Textbooks now in use in the Idaho
high schools. 1929. Boise, Idaho. 9 p. ms.

3243. Mississippi education association. State publicat yin and printing of
extbooks. Jackson, 1929. 32
A study of state printing in California. Katisaa, and Ontario. Recommends that the

Mississippi education association should go definitely on record as being opposed to state
printing of elementary or any other kind of school textbooks.

3244. Travis, Chester EarL The reliability of a score card in judging basic
extbooks. Master's, thesis, 1929. University of Colorado, Boulder. 22 p. ms.

Two groups rated 12 different kinds of mathematics texts with and without a score
card. Higher ratings were given without the use of a score card. First and second
ratings differed. Score card was more reliable Judgment of merits of texts.

324a Whipple, Guy M. The selection of textbooks. American scbool board
ournal. 80: 51-53, 158, May 1930

A study of the selection of textbooks from the standpoint of : uniformity, state selec-
ion. state adoption, criteria of selection, advantages and dangers of teaching aids, repu-
ation versus intrinsic merit, prejudices and fads, copyright date, use of score cards,
where's aid in selection, and the number of textbooks to be selected.

SCHOOL BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT

3246. Anderson, Beatrice. The seating of kindergarten children.
ChonI board journal, 81: 64-6i, July 1030.

A study WAS made of kindergarten children in Los Angeles to determine
eight chairs that would be correct for them. A new type of chair was
liminate the defects of the old types of chair and Make it possible for
nconsdously assume the correct positions while sitting.
3247. Banning, Frank J. Results of recent school building prqgrams, Lake

minty, Florid& Master's thesis, 1930. Ohio state university, Columbus. 178
nis.
From this study a great tangible waste was found amounting to about 12.5 per cent

f the total cost of school plants in Florida each year as well as the health and educa-
ional disadvantages inflicted upon children by unfit buildings.
3248. Barrows, Alice. Changing conceptions of the school-building problem.
ashington, United States Government printing office, 1929. 20 p. (U. S.
ureau of education. Bulletin, 1929, no. 20)
Advance sheets from the Biennial survey of education in tbsUnited States, 1926-1928.
3249. School building survey and program for Mount Vernon, New

ork. Mount Vernon,AE Y.4 Board of education [1929] 57 p.
A survey made by theAitea States Office of education at the request of the Board

f education of Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

American

the various
designed to
children to

3250. Bennett', Luther J. CresOlne, Ohio, schOol building survey. 1929.
hio Wesleyan university, Delawate. 82 p. ms. ,
This study includes a quality survey of plant; quantitative (utilisation) survey of

hint ; population trends; financial status and possibilities; and recommendations. Find-p : Old grade building 18 unsatiktactliry for use; high school is badly crowded, andof providing facilities for modern high school curriculum; financial ability is abundant ;
ommendation is made for a 2 55,000.00 high school building.
3251. Berry, Charles Mar

1
A survey of 22 high school buildings in Texa&

aster's thesis, 1929. Baylor university, Waco, Texas. 190 p. ms.
3282. Beveridge, Memo'. lacNary. Residence halls for women in coeduca-

ioqal atate universities. Master's thesis, 1930. New York university, New
ork, N. t.
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3253. Braught, E. O. Supplying equipment to schools that are participatkx
In Ohio's educational equalization fund. Waster's thesis, 1930. Ohio state

university, Columbus. 79 p. ms.
3254. Burdette, Lillian Shack. Standard equipment of elementary clamp

rooms. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville,
Tenn. 119 p. ms.

3255. Butler, Leslie A. Are your pupils comfortably seated? Nation's

schools, 5:'63-66, June 1930.
A survey was made cif the seating facilities in the schools of Grand Rapids, Mick

More than 14,000 sittings in the elementary schools were considered in the survey.

3256. Carpenter, W. W. An elementary school building program for Jeffer.
son City, Mo. Columbia, Mo., University of Missouri, 1929. 82 p. (Universiti
of Missouri bulletin, vol. 30, no. 41, November 1, 1929, Education series, no,

30)
The purpose of this school survey was to plan for the future educational needs of

city as well as to determine its immediate needs.

3257. Caswell, Hollis School surveys and their influence on building pro.
lems. Nation's schools. 5 : 66-71, April 1930.

Gives some of the changes that school surveys have brought about in the constru
of modern schools that protect the lives and health of the pupils.

3258. Cobaugh, Bruce. The portable equipment of the high school st
Master's thesis. 1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. Universi
of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27 : 243-44, November 1930. (Abstract)

3259. Credle, William Frontis. The Julius Rosenwald fund school buildi
program in North Carolina. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody coil
for teachers, Nashville. Tenn. 152 p. ms.

Gives the background and history of the Julius Rosenwald fund in North Carolina.

3260. Cushman, C. L. A study of the school building needs of Oklaho
City. 1929. Oklahoma City, Okla. ms.

3261. Davis, Mary Dabney and Heinig, Christine X. Housing and equ

ping the Washington child research center. Washington, United States Gove
ment printing office, 1930. 7 p. (U. S. Office of education. Pamphlet, no. 1

Reprint from School Life, December 1929,4and January 1930.)
Part 1 deals with selecting a site and reconstructing the house; Part 2 with pot

chasing and constructing nursery school equipment.
3262. Denver, Colo. Public schools. Department of research. Telepbov

service in Denver schools. 1929-1930.
A study of the lines and phones in Denver schools together with recommendations

changes to meet an improved standard.
3263. Diener, U. E. Building survey of Van Wert city schools. Master

thesis, 1930. Ohio state university, Columbus. 100 p. ms.
Findinp: Mixed type of ormization was found with buildings poorly arranged f

either a modern six-six or six-three-thrPe plan, but an adequate financial situation w
found to easily provide the proper building arrangements to house the sii-three-th
plan.

3264. Donovan, John J. Classroom standards of leading school architect
and school construction specialists. American school board journal, 79: 504
August 1929.

3265. Dresslar, Fletcher B. and Southerland, R. H. The orientation
classrooms of school buildings. Peabody journal of education, 7; 8-12, Jul'

1929.
This study provides definite data on the control of the amount of direct sunlight *bid

will enter a schoolroom. A model schoolroom was built and set up on tbe fiat roof I

one of the buildings of George Peabody college for teachers and data collected tor itel

fir
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hour of the school day during the period from November to April. Tbe authors hdped
to find the orientation which would give the best indirect light during school hours and
the greatest amount of direct sunlight before and after school hours in a school located
in latitude 38° 10' north. The preference of orientation is west, east, southwest, south-
east, and south.

3266. Edwaids, Walter A. Utilization of the instructional rooms of the first
four grades of the elementary schools of Dayton, Columbus, and Marlon, Ohio.
Master's thesis, 1929. Ohio state university, Columbus. 140 p. ms.

Findings: When 15 square feet were used its the amount of classroom floor area to be
provided per pupil the average school in this study was using 70 per cent of the class-
room floor 'apace.

3267. Bells, Walter Crosby. Are your school names an asset? Nation's
schools, 5: 35-38, March 1930.

An analysis was made of the names by which the public schools are known in the
68 largest cities in the country. The author feels that by giving schools meaningless
names, school children are deprived Of the influence and inspiration winch they might
derive from attending schools named for the great men of America.

3268. Engelhardt, N. L. A statewide analysis of new school-building con-
struction. America It school board journal, 80: 51-52, June 1930.

This article describes a statewide review of recent school buildings constructed within
the boundaries of a state, based upon what the school administrators of the state con-
sidered their best buildings. An analysis of the outstanding faults in the plans of these
buildings does not slrw a tendency to err in any one particular field.

3269. Essex, Dot L. Bonding vs2pay-as-you-go in the financing of school
buildings. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia university, New
York, N. Y.

Data show that neither bonding nor pay-as-you-go adheres to the principles established
under all circumstances ; each is fair and just under certain conditions and unfair and
unjust under other conditions. The author suggests the combined use of the two methods
noting long time trends, and the value of the dollar. He suggests that with a carefully
planned long-term budgeted program of all municipal improvements, the pay-as-you-go
plan may be used in full or in part with little or no increase in taxation.

3270. Ewart, Joseph A. Ventilation viewpoints. Stamford standards and
methods of approach. American school board journal, 80: 49-51, March 1930.

A study was made of the ventilation systemsatuse in Stamford, Conn., during the last
teu years.

3271. Farley, E. S. A survey of the building needs Of Newark and a ten
year building program. 1930. Public schools, Newark, N. J. 75 p.

A study of populaiion trends, inventory of present buildings and estimate of building
needs for ten years; shows shifts of urban population that affect a ten year building
program.

3272. Foote, John M. The school building needs of Iberville Parish. Baton
Rouge, La., Louisiana state department of education, 1930. 32 p. (Bulletin no.
170, January 1930.)

Covers all school buildings In Iberville Parish and their needs. Itecommends new build-
ngs, repairs, and additions for all schools.

3273. Gosling, Thomas W. The school plant: the cost of maintenance.
American school board journal, 80: 68, 132, May 1980.

A study was made of the percentage distribution of the various items of maintenance
of the school plant for 27 cities over 100,000 population for the school year 1925-1926.

3274. Grant, Nell May. Hand-washing facilities and their utilization in the
elementary schools of Los Angeles. Master's thesis, 1930. University of South-
ern California, Los Angeles. ms.

3275. Green, Rhue B. The office .suite of the high-school principal. Ameri-
can school board journal, 70-71., 158, 154, January 1930.

A study.was made of office equipment, furniture, and rooms of 185 high schools included
in the territory of the North central association of secondary schools and colleges, in an
attempt to determine the most desirable set-up for the administrative Aces.
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*3276. Hamon, Ray L. Utilization of college instruction rooms. Doctor's
thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y. Nash-
ville, Tenn., 1930. 99 p.

Complete data were collected on 1,393 instruction rooms in 22 colleges located in the
Middle West, New England, the South and the metropolitan area oi New York City. The

one-hour period an4 the full college week were used as units of utilisation measurement.
,Conclusions : Recitation and lecture rooms were used more during the periods before
lunch, and laboratories were used slightly more during the four periods following land.
Teachers colleges showed a higher utilisation than liberal arts colleges, engineering college
end state universities.

3277. Hill, Andrew P., jr. School bui:ding surveys of Alhambra Union high
school, Anaheim, Calaveras River Union district, California school for the deaf,
Livermore Union high school disttiet--,Monterey Union high school district
Pierce joint union high school district, Sall Dimas school district, San Joaquin,
San Mateo, Somis, Sunnydale, Telegraph-Elliott district, Tulare, Vallejo, Walnut
Creek, Washington Union high school district, and Woodland district. Sacra-

mento, California state department of education, 1930. (18 surveys in manu-
script form)

3278. Sanitary fixtures in public schools. Sacramento, Califörnia
state department of education [1930] 19 p. (Bulletin K-1)

3279. The type, design, installation and care of blackboards. Sacra-

mento, California state department of education, 1930. 11 p. (Bulletin K-3)
3280. Rill, George M. Practics in the maintenance of school plants and

supplies in third-class districts of Western Pennsylvania. Master's thesis, 193(1
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. 92 p. ms.

328L Holmes, Warren S. A survey of state school-building codes. Ameri-

can school board journal, 79: 56, 118, September 1929.
In a study of state building codes, it was found that only 22 states assert legal control

over the construction of their school buildings.
3282. Holy, T. C. School buildinl.survey for Springfield, Ohio. 1930. Ohiojstate university, Columbus. 170 p.

3283. School bulding survey of Delaware, Ohio. 1929. Ohio state
university, Columbus. 53 p. ms.

3284. Hubbard, Frank W. The elementary-school office. American school
board journal, 79: 57-58, October 1929.

A study was made of 11 floor plans of °dices in schools with 12 or more rooms.
3285. Hughes, W. Hardin. Population, growth, and Etbool building facili-

ties. Pasadena, Calif., Public schools, 1930. (Monograph, no. 4)
3286. Indiana. Department of public instruction. Educative equipment for

modern schools. Indianapolis, 1929. 32 p. (Its Bulletin no. 108)
3287. indiana school standards with instructions for scoring.

Indlinapolis, 1930. (Supplement to bulletin no. 100 rev.)
3288. Jones, H. A. The status of equipment in athletic, health, and physical-

education departments of 100 high schools in the United States. School review,
38: 55-80, January 1980. .

Data for this study were secured by means of an extensive questionnaire. In most
cases the information was supplied by the athletic director of the school. High schools
in 27 states are represented. It appears that considerable improvement must be wade
before the equipment of the high schools studied measures up to the standard set by

authorities in this
8280. Kulp, Claude C. Building requisites for the junior high school pops's-

tion of Ithaca, N. Y. Master's thesis. 1980. Cornell university, Ithaca, N. T.
165 p. 40

Gives complete building plans and site suggestions for s taster high seboll a a eitl atk
20,000 with especial reference to tbe local situation.
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3290. Lee, Albert E. School room beautification and its influence on pupil
morale. 1930. Duke university, Durham, N. C.

Determination of standards of aesthetic arrangement and decoration of school rooms
and school grounds, and an evaluation of their influence on the character and habits of
pupils.

Xe.Pheeters, A.. A. A proposed junior high school building program
for Lexington, Ky. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati,
Ohio. 75 p. ms.

The Lexington school plant ban been investigated and such recommendations made
as will enable the administration to plan most effectively and to cnrry out most economi-
cally the Lexington junior high school program for the next 20 years. The plans cover
renovation, repair and minor alterations to existing buildings, purchase of sites and
redistricting of junior high school pupils ; and building program for white and colored
schools.

3292. ?linear, C. P. Errors in school building planning. Master's thesis,
1930. University of Iowa, Iowa City. 112 p. ms.

3293. Moehlman, Arthur B. When remodeling is profitable. Nation's
cclwols, 4: 43-51, November 1929.

A study watt made of the Holbrook elementary school with a view to remodeling it.
kfter an exhaustive study. the building was redesigned and reconstructed so that it
meets the needs of the present educational plan as well as though a new building had

n built.

3294. Morrison, J. Cayce. Report of a survey of school building needs of
llinois and adjacent territory. 1930. State department of education, Albany,

Y.
Takes up the school building needs of the village of Ilion and of all districts which send

upils to tbe Ilion high school.
3295. Mott,. Paul William.. The problem of water and equipment in the

igh school. Master's thesis, 1930. Stanford university, Stanford University,

3296. Murray, George S. Accounting for depreciation of school buildings.
aster's thesis, 1930. New York university, New York, N. Y. 80 p. ma.
Findings: Industrial corporations recognise force of depreciation and provide for it.
unicipalities are coming to realise that depreciation ooe of the costs of government
bleb must be provided for. Principles of depreciation of school buildings are set up and
technique proposed for the computation of the depreciation allowance. This includes a

core card for estimating tbeasetui econotalc lite of school buildings 'and a formula for
iculating the depreciation allowance.

3297. Pittenger, Benjamin T MArberry, Jawes O., and Shelby, T. H.
onstruction and reorganization proposed for Galveston public schools. 1929.
niversity of Texas, Austin. , ( University of Texas bulletin, no. 2948)
3298. Proctor, Arthur IL Safeguarding the school board's purchase of archi-

ects' working drawings. Doctor's thesis [1930] Teachers college, Columbia
niversity, New York:N. Y.
A study was made df 110 seta of working drawings of school buildings erected in
issonri. It was found that a complete set of working drawings should contain plot

Ian; floor plans; elevation plans of all exteriors of the building; section plans; framing
tans for steel anfl concrete construction ; large scale detail drawings; electrical installa-
ion plane; plumbing piano ; heating and ventilation plans. For the use of a state
pertinent of education, requirements for working drawings have been set forth in tbe
orm of a code. The study shows that standards need to be established and enforced by

sanction. Use of the techniques should result in more economical investments in
bool plants through &digestion of working drawings and the consequent elimination of

ras and the contractor's contingency additions to his proposals.
3299. Room, L. NC How to choose the site for the nevi eity school. Nation's
hools, 4: 63-71, Dseelikber 1409.
By use of questinnaires, poem& interviews, the study of score cards, and research

II Pried et years e *MO cent was developed which Is valuable in the selection of .a
te for a sow city sielled.
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3300. Rollers, Don C. Chicago public school building program. 1980.

Board of 'fixation, Chicago, Ill. 44 p. ms.
3301. Sailor, Christian Prank. How long do school buildings lnst : a his-

torical study. Master's thesis, 1930. New York university, New "York, N. Y.
3302. Schmidt, H. W. Sanitary conveniences in schools. American school

board journal, 80: 53-56, 162, 164! 166, January 1930.
Data were secured from 68 schools of various kinds and sizes in Wisconsin, on the

physical coDditions and equipment of the sanitary conveniences of the schools, and on the
nctual use made of the equipment.

3303. Serson, Anson Van L. A suggested method for determining tbe hols.

ing requirements of union free school districts of New York.' Master's thesis
[1930] Cornell university, Ithaca, N. Y.

A comparatively accurate method of determining housing requirements is worked out.

The number of schools is small, but the method should prove useful to principals.

3304. Smith, Harry P. Board of education report. A tenyear school build.
ing program for Syracuse, N. Y., 1930-1940. Syracuse,' N. Y., Public schools,
1930. 107 p.

3305. Smith, James H. Legal limitations on bonds and taxation for public
school buildings. Doctor's thesis [1930] Teachers college, Columbia univer.
sity, New York, N. Y.

Limitations on school indebtedness were obtained from : state constitutions ; school

laws of the rtates; and compiled statutes of the states. Effects of limitations on ;Thor
indebtedness on school building programs of various cities were found in recent surveys
of the school systems of those cities. Findings : Forty-seven states have limitations
ranging from 2 per cent to 20 per cent of assessed valuation of all taxable property
seven per cent to ten per cent is considered a conservative limitation by authorities
Most states require a popular vote to authorise a bond issue. Serial bonds are prefer-
able to sinking fund or straight term bonds. Most states limit maximum number of
years for which bonds will be issued ; maximum interest rate varies from five per cent
to eight per cent ; 35 states require that no school bonds be sold below par. Provisions
for school bonds should be elastic to care for varying needs of different types of cities,

3306. Smith, Vivian T. Published opinion -on school ventilation. American
school board Journal, 81: 53-54, 142, July; 51-52, September 1930.

Research in tbe field is summarised and a comprehensive bibliography is included
3307. Spear, Boy D. A study 'of pupil-stat4on and roopa utilization of clan

rooms of 14 high schools located in Lyon and Wabaunsee counties. Master's

thesis, 1930 University of KansaS, Lawrence.
3308. Spohn, A. L. Trends in space provisions in plans for high school.

buildings. School review, 38: 33-50, January 1930.
The purpose of the study was to show by data collected from the three periods eet

tering about the years 1907, 1917, and 1927 changes and trends in space provisions h
plans for high school buildings over a period of 20 years. Twenty-four building pla
for each period were studied. Of the 876 kinds of space provisions only 20 kinds were
found in more than 50 per cent of the plans. The great variety of provisions fou
in the plans for 1927 indicated the growing diversity of the offerings of the moder
secondary school curriculum and the diversity of local interests and needs.

3309. Stetson, Paul C. Dayton sehoo) building program. American school
board journal, 79: 56-64, July 1929.

8310. Timlin, Irvin A. A survey of Pittsburgh high school buildings with,

its educational implications. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Pittsburg
Pittsburgh, Pa. University of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27: 397-98, November 1
(Abstract) ,

3311. Underhill, P. H. Beautification of school buildings and plants. if
ter's tbesis, 1929. Ohio state university, Columbus. 171 p. ms.

Deals with the beautification of schools by landscaping. Contains a study of costs
a score card on this subject, and illustrations of typical buildings. Findings: Costs
beautification of school buildings are too variable for common measurement.

11
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3312. United States, Office of education. Report on the school building
eeds and school finances of Arlington county, Virginia. 1930. 20 p. ms.
This investigation was made by Frank M. Phillips and W. 8. Deffenbaugh of the
8. Office of education.

3313. Unrich, Flora. The standardization of school equipment. Master's
esis, 1930. University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio. 354 p. ms.
Four phases of standardization of school equipment were considered: meaning and

evelopment of standardisation ; prevailing extent of standardization ; procedure em-
loyed in tbe development and establishment of standard lists ; and a comparative study
f standard lists based upon an analysis and tabulation of procured lists. It is impossible

draw definite and comprehensive conclusions because of tbe newness of the field
nd the meagerness of authentic data. There is a marked tendency in the direction
f standardisation of school equipment. Numerous recommendations which may be of
ecial significance to 'administrative officials are made in the last chapter.

3314. Vincent, Joseph Johnson. The cost of elementary school buildings in
ems. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Texas, Austin. **

3315. Wagar, Garton K. A study of industrial arts shop equipment for
acher training purposes. Master's thesis, 1929. New York university, New
ork, N. Y. 64 p.

3316. Wetzel, B. C. Architectural problems met in a reconstruction project.
ation's schools. 4: 51-64, November 1929.
The architect includes the floor plans of the old Holbrook chool at Hamtramck, Mich.,
Rh the plans for the building as remodeled after exhaustive study.
3317. Winters, Arthur R. Study of the trend in gymnasium construction.
aster's thesis, 1930. New York university, New York, N. Y.
3318. Woodward, Harry Reuben. Public high school dormitories in western
ates. Master's thesis, 1930. Stanford university, Stanford University, Calif.
3319. Worcester, Mass. School department. School building program,

1928. 1929. 93 p.

3320. Young, George X. A study of pupil capacity of elementary school
ildings existing in Pittsburgh in 1930. Master's thesis, 1930. University of

ittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. University of Prttsburgh bulletin, 27:413-14, No-
mber 1930. (Abstract)
3321. Younger, William Henry. A study of space provisions in 64 high
hool building plans. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Texas, Austin.
See also 13, 249, 721, 1977.

JANITORIAL SERVICE

3322. Adkisson, R. W. Training of public school janitor engineers. /n
ational association of public school business officials. Proceedings, 1930.
renton, N. J., Harrison press, inc., 1930: p. 84-114.
Gives the results of a questionnaire study to find out the practices In city schools con-
rning the selection of janitor-engineers, evaluation of types of training, types of training
use, etc.

3323. Ganders, Harry Stanley, and Beeves, Charles Everand. [Status of
e school janitor-engineer] American school board journal, 79: 49-50, 116,
ptember ; 3546, 127:-28, December 1929; 80; 53-54, 142, 144, February ; 54,

April; 47-49, June 1930 ; 81: 47-48, August 1930.
This is a series of articles dealing with tbe present status, personal qualities, selection,

romotion, tenure, dismissal, and training of school janitor-engineers, and the admin-
tratien of Janitorial-engineering's service. A--

3324. Hixson, Joseph H. Fuel-saving practices and devices. Albany, Uni-
ersity of the State of New York, 1930. 29 p. (University of the State of New
ork bulletin, no. 946, April 15, 1930)
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3325. Mustard, W. H. A survey of the janitorial service of Ohio. Mastethesis, 1929. Ohio state university, Columbus. 99 p.Findings: Janitors have scarcely any preparation for their work. Mir educaqualifications are of a meager type; they receive no training while in the service. Aone-sixth of them are incapacitated by chronic diseases or physical deformities.
332G. Nibecker, A. S. A building and janitorial survey of the Los Ange8(11001 buildings. American school board journal, 79: 56, 137-38, AugustA survey of Los Angeles school buildings was made to secure data useful to thetenance and architectural divisions of the business department, and for the purposeverifying the janitor allowance at tbe various schools.
3327. Winspear, Clara Marie. Mechan!cal cleaning service in PjblIe schof lar:ge American cities. Master's thesis, 193Q. University of Cincinnati,Orman, Ohio. 78 p.
.1 study of accepted mechanical standards for mechanical cleaning systems as tfrom manufacturer's files and literature on the subject, and 168 responses from a (lationnaire study. The questions were objective and not theoretical. Findings : Itfound that the central installed mechanical cleaning system is superior to other tythat high-volume low-vacuum low-horsepower plants have greater density of airlower IIt1al and maintenance costs, and that standard specifications and accurate inlation of plants are necessary to their successful functioning.

HEALTH EDUCATION AND SUPERVISION
3328. Bartoloriie, Candido. Physical measurements of freshmen Filipinodents in the University of the Philippines. International Y. M. C. A. coilSpringfield, Mass. 30 p.
The purpose of the study was to determine the stature of Filipino college studenThe different races were separated into specific groups, and their differences takenheight, sitting height, weight, and lung capacity. 1n all about 430 men,and 300 wwere measured, from seven racial groups.
3329. Bauer, E. A. A study of the health and physical education progrin smaller high schools of New Yerk State. 1930. State department of edcation, Albany, N. Y. 17 p. ms.
A study of time schedules for hygiene and physical-education instruction; reptative school hours, boys and girls; intramural activities; and physical directors.3330. Baylis, Louise. A program of health and physical education for giin the New York City high schools. Master's thesis, 1930. New York univsity, New York, N. Y. 80 p. ms.
3331. Beard, J. Howard. Decreasing sick rate noted among wavers!students. Nation's schools, 4: 61-66, November 1929.A five-year study of the sick rate of students at the University of Illinois indlcatthat there is not only diminished morbidity but also earlier attention is given to
3332. Bitgood, Paul. Study of six years height and weight measurementthe Springfield public-school boys. 1930. International Y. M. C. A. coilSpringfield, Mass.
8888. Bledsoe, Verda Mae. The relation between defective physicaltion and school progress; with special emphasis on dental defects. Master'thesis, 1930. University of Denver, Denver, Colo. 80 p. mt.For this study the annual class physical-examination sheets made out by thebarge and teachers for 400 children from grade. 118 to 8A I the Maria Mitchellof Denver during the first semester of 1927, were taken. These included a recordweight, height, eyes, ears, tonsils, mouth breathing and glands. In addition to.a record of the teeth of each child was taken from the yearly examination by thedentist. The present investigation leads to the conclusion t4t there Is veryrelationship either between the physical defects in general and sèoqI progress asured by promotion in sellout or between dental defects as measured by tbiennuis of the study.
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3334. Brenner, Margaret. A course of study in health for the elementary
hool children of Manhattan, Kans., based on a survey of their health habits.
.:ster's thesis, 1929. Kansas state agricultural college, Manhattan. 393 p.

3335. Butsch, Russell L. C. A comparative study of the effects of different
i)es of school-building ventilation on the health of pupils. Elementary school
rnal, 30: 16-26, September 1929; 123-31; October 1929; 208-17, November

Various types of ventilation used were studied to evaluate the types by comparing
lative amounts of absence due to respiratory illness among the pupils attending schools
Ing different methods and to discover any other factors which may hav.e a bearing on
e results. Window-gravity system of ventilation was found to be the most desitable.
was found that differences between pupils in two types of ventilated rooms are not
ough to account for any material part of the larger percentage of absence due to
piratory illness in pupils in mechanically ventilated rooms.

3336. Cairns, Laura. A scientific basis for health instruction in public
hools. Berkeley, Calif., University of California press, 1929. p. 339-434.
University of California publications in education, vol. 2, no. 5)
A study to determine the proper content for health instruction in schools, and to

=line in the light of the facts thus established, the health instruction given in public
?hools af the present time. Data were gathered from 17 high schools, 23 junior high
chools, and 39 sixth grades in San Francisco, Oakland, Berkeley, and Richmond.
3a137, Clark, Grace. A study of the physical growth of children, ages 6-17.

faster's thesis, 1929. University of Iowa, -Iowa City. 89 p. ms.
3338. Clogston, E. B. Health and scholarship in summer high school. School

eview, 37: 760-63, December 1929.
Conditions affecting the health and scholarship of pupils of the Garfield high school,

lerre Haute, Ind., were studied during the 1929 supmer term. Comparisons were worked
ut to determine the relation of the summer-school work to that of the regular sessions.
Ine hundred and thirty-eight pupils were enrolled. Data indicate that the scholarship

pupils in the summer hig4 school is equal or superior to that of pupils in the regular
rhool sessions. The investigation points towaft the conclusion that the summer school
I more healthful, with a smaller percentage of absences on account of illness than the
egular school sessions.

3339. Coffin, H. J. Congtructing a course of eye hygiene. 1980. Western
teserve university, Cleveland, Ohio.
The pupils and their habits were studied; tbe pupils filled out n questionnaire concern-

ng their activities out of scliool; the needs of partially sighted pupils were ascertained
rom teachers and plysicians in order to construct a course in eye hygiene for grades
to 9.
3340. Connor, W. L. Dental clinics and mouth hygiene of pupils. 1929.

loard of education, Cleveland, Ohio. (Bulletin, no. 1, July 1929; no. 29,
)ecember 1929)

3341. Cooper, Robert James. Factors determining health knowledge. Maw
er's thesis, 1930. College of the City of New York, New York, N. Y. 57 p. ms.
A study of correlations and partial correlations involving National intelligence score,

lates reading test score, score on health knowledge test and Burdick's test of home
ovironment. Finding*: Aequitition of health knowledge seems to vary more with mental
ite and reading ability than with home environment.
3342. Davies, Mary B. The specific gravity of the human body ; an approach

o the analysis of body weight into muscle, fat, and bone quotas. Master's
bests, 1980. Wellesley *4;)Ilege, Wellesley, Mass. 48 p. ms.
One hundred adieu women, isciuding a wide range of body type, were measured for

peel& gravity, height, weight, vital capacity, chest depth, diameter of wrists, and
nkles, thickness of subcutaneous fat, and stiength. Melding' : Tissue ratio rather than
keletal size is of signilicance in the determination of speettic parity. Differences in
ody type and body weight tend to be characterised by corresponding difference in this
atio. The question Is raised as to the advantages of conforming to the aver weight
or height or weight for frame when this means, in general, merely the a rage of fat
uota for height or frame.
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3343. Davis, Dorothy. The effect of exercise on post-operative convalescence
Master's thesis, 1930. University of Wisconsin, Madison.

3344. Davis, Lillian B. Course of studyhealth education in elementary
schools. Baltimore, Md., Public schools, 1930. 259 p.

A tentative course of study in health education resulting from experimental Instruc-
tion given in Baltimore public schools during a period of two years, 1928-1980, under
the guidance and supervision of the members of the health education committee.

3345. Prevention of communicable diseases prepared for junior high
school health education. 1930. Public schools, Baltimore, Md. 20 p. ms.

A report upon the development of a unit in health education for jdnior high schools,
which contains a set ctir pretests, guide sheets and exploratory material.

3346. Dawson, Lillian B. Lunch room project. 1930. Elizabeth City nor-
mal school, Elizabeth City, N. C.

This project seeks to provide children witb hot lunches.

3347. Denver, Colo. Public schools. Department of research. An outline
of the program of health education and health guidance at Morey junior high
school. 1930.

3348. A study to determine the value of pupiLs both
educationally and physically when dental defects are corrected. 1930.

Control and experimental groups were studied as to the number and severity of
dental defects and educational and physical achievement measured. A three-year fol-
low-up was made to determine the effect of Improving these dental defects upon the
health and educational achievement of the pupils.

3349. DeWeese, A. O. Health service in nornial schools and teachers' col-
leges. Nation's schools, 4 : 54-58, October 1929.

From a study of 50 teacher-vaining institutions scattered over the country In 88
different states, a set of standards in student health service for teacher-training institu-
tions is recommended.

3350. Donald, Adolph X. Health education : a program for boys in the New
York City high schools. Master's thesis, 1930. College of the City of New
York, New York, N. Y. 203 p. Ens.

Description and evaluation of the program by means of observation, questionnaire,
interview and reference to the literature on the subject.

3351. Eastwood, Floyd Reed. A study of subject matter materials, and meth-
ods in health. Journal of educational sociology, 3 536-45, May 1930.

Gives a summary of the health program as carried out in 18 metropolitan elementary
schools.

3352. Evans, Arthur James. Health education through recreation. Mas-

ter's thesis, 1929. University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Ind. 4

3353, Evans, H. G. Influence of hygienic instruction upon the health prac-
tices of students in Lyndhurst high school. Master's thesis, 1930. New York
university, New York, N. Y.

3354. Poster, Joséphine C. School records of illnesses at various ages.
Journal of educational research, 20: 283-843, November 1929.

3355. Franzen, Raymond. Public health aspects of dental decay in children.
New York city, American child health association, 1960. 121 p.

A comparative study of the mouths of 7,500 fifth and sixth grade children in TO cities.
3356. Garrison, Arthur Emmett A comparison of health habits and school

achievement Master's thesis, 1929. University of Kansas, Lawrence.
3357. Gemme, A. L. Comparison of corrective strengths in Springfield col-.

lege freshmen and seniors. 1930. International Y. M. C. A. college, Spring-
field, Mass.
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3358. Gray, Louise F. Reaction time with choice as an element of motor
ability. Master's thesis, 1980. Wellesley college, Wellesley, Mass. 86 p. ms.

One hundred and twenty-five women students representing a wide range of motor abil-
ity as estAmated by instructors were given tests of simple reaction 'time, reaction time
with choice of four responses, and reaction with choice when two of the responses were
"crossed." Findings: Reaction time with choice is significantly related to motor
ability. The test used is reliable.

3359. Greene, Charles E. Experiment In nutrition for underweight pupils
able to gain. [1930] Public schools, Denver, Colo. 8 p.

Underweight pupils in three schools who were able to gain were selected and a care-
ful program of fetbdifig, home instruction, and nurse care was carried out. Gains Justi-
fied a continuation of the experiment.

3360. Guyer, R. J. Study of Connecticut agricultural college physical meas-
urements. 1930. International Y. M. C. A. college, Springfield, Mass.

3361. Hayward, Myrtle. Report of a study of school lunches for rural dis-
tricts. Master's thesis, 1929. Teachers college, Columbia university, New York,
N. Y. 61 p. ms.

3362. Head, James Lloyd. A study of the effect of cigarette smoking on the
boys of Temple high school. Master's thesis, 1930. Universrty of Texas Austin.

3363. Hood, Georgia Hannah. Investigation of the physical mination
records of a group of college students, as high school freshmen and college
freshmen. Master's thesis, 1929. University of California, Berkeley. 28 p.

An investigation of the health status of college freshman girls and their health status
as high school freshmen, revealed by their physical record cards, in order to formulate
definite immediate aims for a secondary school health program. Conclusions : (1) There
should be adopted a uniform method of keeping records ; '(2) it wou:d make data more
valuable if the examiner had a more uniform idea of the degree of defectiveness; and
(3) many students leave our secondary schools with preventable and remediable de-
fects, and faulty health habits.

3364. Horrall, A. H. and othera. Health course for elementary schools.
1930. School department, San Jose, Calif. 77 p. ms.

A health course outlined by grades from 1 to 6.
3365. Hosman, Ione and Roberts, Lydia. Nutrition study in consolidated

schools in Nebraska. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Chicago, Chicago,

3366. Ihsan, Guzin. A study of the subcostal angle of 400 college women
and its alleged relation to vital index, body type and motor arid mental ability.
Master's thesis, 1930. Wellesley college, Wellesley, Mass. 12 p. ms.

The sides and apex of the subcostal angle were marked with red dots, and measure .

ments were made from photographs. Areas of tbe subcostal angles, an academic index,
a vita/ index, and motor test scores were also obtained. The subcostal angle has no
predictive value for motor, intellectual or _social achievement, no correlation with tbe
vital index, and virtually none with body type as measured by the ponderal index.

3367. Illinois. State department of public health. .Division of child
hygiene and public health nursing. Suggested outline for procedure In school
nursing. Springfield, 1930. 42 p.

3368. Indiana. Department of public instruction. The health education
and °physical education program for Indiana high schools. Indianapolis, 1910.
(Bulletin, no. 100E-s ; supplement to bulletin no. 100F)

3369. James, William Thomas. A study of the expression of bodily posture.
Doctor's thesis, 1929. Cornell university, Ithaca, N. Y.

3370. Johnson, H. C. Study of heart rate and blood pressure In junior high
school boys. 1930. International Y. M. C. A. college, Springfield, Mass.
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3371. Kalamazoo, Mich. Public schools. Department of research. Report
of health survey no. 8 giving reasons for children being absent from school,
1930. 18 p. ms. (Bulletin no. 79)

An outstanding fact brought out by the survey is that infections of the upper regpi.
ratory tract, such arcolds, sore throats, etc., were the cause of more-absentees in an
of the departments than contagious diseases of clAldhood.

3372. Keal, Harry M. Health and scholarship. In Michigan schoolmasters
club. Journal, 1930. p. 244-49. (University of ktichigan official pubrications,
vol. 32, no:8, July 25, 1930)

3373. Kelley, Elizabeth Cecelia. The organization of a health teaching pro.
gram for high school girls. Mastei's thesis, 1929. New York university, New
York, N. Y. 46 p.

3374. Kotsch, Hildreth L. The physieal and medical examination of girls in

California high schools. Master's thesis, 1930. University of California,
Berkeley. 161 p. MS.

A stpdy to determine the actual conditions existing in California high schools with
regard to the physical and medical examination of girls. Findings,: The &Meal and
Medical examination of girls In the 121 California high schools visited is Rh state of
development. No standards common to the schools of the state have been established.
The whole matter appears to have been left to the individual school or school system to

work out according to its own needs, facilities, and ideals.
3375. Kyte, George C. New Mexico state course of study in healthful living.

grades 1 to 9. 1929. University of New Mexico, Albuquerqu'e.
3378. Lensch, Dorothea. The measurement of general motor ability for cols

lege women. Master's thesis, 1930. Wellesley college, Wellesley, Mass. 154

p. ms.
Complete scores for 15 carefully chosen and administered test events were obtained

from 300 Wellesley college freshmen and sophomores. The results of the test were
handled in general according to Cozen's procedurr Three satisfactory four event bete
teries of tests were selected, and each event weighted according to regression equation,.

3377. Lewis, Anna W. A study of the status of health knowledge, health
education, apd health of students In certain rural schools of Kansas. Master's
thesis, 1930 University of Kansas, Lawrence.

S3703Lindquist, R. D. and Powell, Alvin. Exprimetit in rehabilitation of

children returning to school after severe illness. 1929. Public schools, Oak-
land, Calif. 12 p.

3379. Lingham, Gertrude. The development of the first child health stand.
ard. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville,
Tenn. 127 p.

A chronological. outline of the development (during the first ehlid health &mourns-
tion, Mansfield and Richland county, Ohio, 1922-1925 kiclusive) of the OW child health
standard In tbe United States and of the rural school health program in whit!) it was
developed and used. The first child health standard was developed in the course of a
school health program and not deliberately, it was in process of development for abo
one year, and it apparently became a unifyiim influence in the school health program.

3380. hlacEwan, Charlotte G. An objective method of grading postite.
Master's thesis, 1930. Wellesley college, Wellesley, Mass.

A critical review of methods which hove been used-for grading posture, and the
development of an objective method involving the /location of certain points upon
body and posture photography. Eight hundred and fifty-eight subjects were graded su
jectively by group of nine authorities on posture, and objectively by the new ine
The objective method has proved satisfactory and is used in the roUtine posture examine
tion; at Welks4sy college.

3381. iioraddsa, T. W. Cost of communicable diseases In Oaklibad
schools during 1929-1930 through loss of state apportionment funds.
Public schools, Oakland, Calif. 8 p. ms.
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3382. McNulty, John F. A study of the relation between

cal defects and physical capacity. Master's. thesis, 1930. New York university,
Néw York, N. Y. 44 p, ms.

A study of 290 high school students, Findings: Removal or improvement of defects
results in an improvoment of physical capacity.

3383. Manchee, i1e. The relation between certain skeletal measurements
and body weight In 500 college wonien. Master's thesis, 1930. Wellesley col-
ime.Wellesley, Mass. 102 p. ms.

Measurementsswere made of height,. weight, chest depth at the limit of inspiration and
expiration, breadth of both wrists and ankles, and thickness of skin and subcutaneous
tissue. Subjects were classified as to Wily type of computing the ponderal index, and
hy subjective judgments of posture and photographs. Chest depth is the skeletal meas-
urement most significantly related to weight, the relative importance when compared to
height is 0.1 when height, wrist breadth, ankle breadth and chest depth are considered.

3384. Martie, J. E. Study of University of Nevada physical measurements
for six years. 1930. International Y. M. C. A. college, Springfield, Mass.

3385. Mayer, Lewis F. A health program for the schools of Fairview village.
Master's th6sIR, 1930. Ohio state university, Columbus. 93 p. ins.

Findings: In Fairview village, Cuyahoia county, Ohio, health protection, and health
teaching were good, but more attention is needed in the field of health development.

3386. Messer, Guerdon N. Outline of personal hygiene course for college
reshmen. Master's thesis, 1930. New York university, New York, N. Y.
01 p. ms.

3387. Milbank memorial fund. Report for the year ended Decèmber 31,
928, with an account of the New York health demonstration. New York city,
iilhank memorial fund. 1929. M5 p.
Contains results of the health demonstrations in Cattaraugus county, New York and

n Syracuse, New York.
3388. Morgan, Peter Joseph. The heart and exercise. Master's thests, 1930.

eN1* York university, New York, N. Y.
3389. Mustard, Harry S. Crosi-sections of rural health plogress. Report of

he Commonwealth fund child health demonstration in Rutherford county,
ennessee, 1924-1928. New York city, The Commonwealth fund. 1930. 230 p.
A survey of the medical examination of rural school children, the c2rrect1on of defects,

he development of community understanding, details of procedure, iraant and preschool
errice, etc., in Rutherford county.

3390. Myers, lidward Thomas. A survey of sight-saving classes in the public
schools of the United States with special reference to their location and growth.
certain physical, mental, scholastic and social conditions of their pupils and
the *sluing and experience of their teachers. Doctor's thesis. 1930. University
If Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.

3391. Nichols, Marjorie and Raubenhiehner, A. S. Relationship beiween im-
rovement in the health of high school girls and their improvement in scholar-

thip. Journal of Juvenile research, 14: 114-19, April 1960.
A study of what relationship, if any, exists bettVeen improvement in health and)rogress in school, as evidenced by teachers' grades, studying the factor of nutrition Inhree groups of undernourished high ecbool girls. A general ten4ency for schglarlalWo improve as Weight increases and general health imprpves, was found to exist.
3392. Norfolk, Va. Public schools. Health. Revised course of study.

930. (1) Kindergarten, 32 p.; (2) primary grades, 44 p.; (1) jourth grades,
4 p.; (4) fifth grades, 32 p.(1
3393. North Carolina. Siatii department of public instuction. rlealth

ducation, a suggested proceOure for teaching 'alcoholism ind narcotism.
taleigh, N. C., 1936. 32 p. (EdOcational publication no. 145, Div slob of te:acher
raining, no. 16)
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3394. Olesen, Robert. The thyroid gland and communicable disea9es among
school children. American school board journal, 79: 76, 78, November 1929.

A study lasting three years, was made involving a large number of elementary school
children in Cincinnati. The study was made along two general and complementary lines;
the thyroid condition was noted before and after certain communicable diseases; the rela-
tionship between thyroids and past communicable diseases was studied.-

3395. Orgain, Ruth Grum. Health education in the kindergarten. Master's
thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 154 p. ma.

Thu stuety included two years of observation in a kindergarten situation to ascertain
what opportunities arose for health learnings together with records of measurement of
results. Findings : If an wportunity is given children and teacher to develop activities
comparable.' to those in life and if the teacher has developed an awareness of the
physical, mental and emotional needs of tbe children, there need be no formal teaching,
for activities offer a more fertile situation in which habits grow, due to the fact that
children catch meanings that are significant to them in relation to the act.

3396. Parrott, Hattie S. Child health education. 1930. State department of

public instruction, Raleigh, N. C. 50 p.
A compilation of present best practice in teaching and supervising child health education

in country schools.

3397. Pennock, Erastus W. A study of physicak--nditIon in relltion to
heart rate and blood pressure during adol ence. 1930. International Y.
C. A. college, Springfield, Mass.

The purpose of the study was to find the physiological basis 'for determining physical
efficiency.

3398. Poley, Margaret S. A cardiovascular test of fitness. Master's thesis,
1930. Wellesley college, Wellesley, Mass. 66 p. ms.

One hundred and twenty-five gubjects, sodimedically limited in physical education
because of minor heart slefects, and some in excellent athletic training were given tests
of heart rate and blood pressure under varied conditions of position and exercise. Re-

dining pulse rate, pulse rate increase on standing, and pulse return to normal following
a itandard exercise are the factors or most significance. The proposed test is more
quickly and easily administered than the Schneider test and has a considerably higher
predictive yalue within the scope of the criterion and the class of subjects used in this
study.

3399. Pollock, Meyer M. The road to healthy feet. Jouelof health and
physical education, 1: 23-25, 52, April 1930.

A report of an experiment conducted at tbe Jenner public school, ..,Chicago, for the
purpose of correcting certain foot deformities through the aid of corrective gymnastiet
In April 1929 impressions were taken of 223 pairs of boys' feet ; 97 foot defects were
noted and the boys given corrective work. Improvement was noted in 75.7 per cent of
the cases treated. 6

3400. Powell, Mary Elizabeth. Trunk strength and flexiblkty as factors in
posture. Master's thesis, 1930. Wellesley college, Wellesley, 1S8. 85 p. ma.

One hundred and ten college women selected to include a wide range of variability in
posture were tested for strength of the muscles that might be responsible for erett
posture of the trunk, and were measured for anterior-posterior flexibility of the spine.
usirig.a photographic method. General strength or flexibility are not factors in posture.
The strength of certain muscles and flexibility in certain directions are possible factors.

3401. Pryor, H. C. Pryor health test (for junior and senior high school).
1930. Kansas state teachers college, Pittsburg.

3402. Pugh, L. L. The effect of achievement of compelling mrsonal hygiene
and supplying free breakfasts to pupils in all foreign language speaking fami-
lies. 1930. Independent school districtHouston, Texas. 4 p. ms.

3403. Quimby, Clayton R. Weight and physical measurement correlations
and comparisons. 100. International Y. M. C. A. collegeeSpringfield, Mass.

The purpose of the study is to find a better method for indicating weight than the
present height-weight standards. .

ms.
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3404. Rennie, Florence C. Correlation of health knowledge and health habits
and practice& Master's tbesis, 1930. University of Oklahoma. an. 54
p.

A study to determine if health knowledge functions in practice. Findings; Tbe
a low correlation between health knowledge and health practice.

3405. Richey, Herman Glenn. The blood pressure in boys and girls before
anti after puberty and its relation to growth and maturity. Doctor's thesis,
1930. University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.

3406. Rogers, James Frederick. Physical defects of school children. Wash-
ington, D. C. United States Office of education, 1929. 29 p. (U. S. Office of
education. School halal studies, no. 15)

Shows defects found at scbool age and at military age.
3407. State-wide trends in school hygiene and physical education, as in-

dicated by laws, regulations, and the courses of study. Washington, United
States Gvernment printing office, 1930. 13 p. (U. S. Office of education, Pam-
phlet, rib. 5, May 1930)

Mos. Rose, Guy B. Current offerings in health education for teachers.
Doctor's thesis, 1929. New York university. New York, N. Y.

3409. Rose, Mary S. The organization of subject matter for nutrition teach-
ing as part of health education in elementary schools. 1930. Teachers college,
Columbia university, New York, N. Y.

Preparation of a course of study for fifth and sixth grades.
3410. Schmidt, Paul F. Grade sebool health and efficiency tests. Journal of

health and physical education, 1: 20-21, 52-53, February 1930.
The self-rating health and physical proficiency tests program was carried on in the

school system of Rochester, Minn., with the purposes in view of : applying the pupil'sknòwledge of clasaroompbjet;t matter of health and hygiene to themselves in connectionwith physical education ; of giving him the opportunity to make comparisons of himselfand his personal attainments with those of companions of like grade, age, and sex; andof giving the classroo..i teacher another angle of approach to the subject of physicaleducation.

3411. Schnauber, Enid. An investigation into the causes of back pain. Mas-
ter's thesis, 1930. Wellley college, Wellesley., Mass. 46 p. ms.

Posture photographs and foot pronation were studied to see if body statics were re-.si)onsible for back pain. A group of 54 reporting back pain was compared slpith a normalgroup twice that size. Conclusions: There Is no relation between back pain and the-Opal of the thoracic or lumbar curves, the position of the knees, the weight of distribu-tion, or the angle of body tilt. It is evident that there is a positive relation betweenpronation and back pain.
2412. Shaw, Dorothy Roach. Studies on the sugar content of the blood of

children. Master's thesis, 1930. Unitersity of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.
University of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27 : 377-78, November 1930. (Abstract)

3413. Skien1 John Severn. The effect of fatigue on high-school boys as m9as-
tired by Pembrey's test. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Iowa, Iowa City.

3414. Bolling, Irving V. Sugar in diet; an educational problem. Journal of
educational sociology, 3: 341-48, 546-55, May 1930.

Presents a description of a number of experiments in tbe teaching proceduresshowing bow schools can go about the business of breaking down old 'habits, attitudes,find knowledges that have proved to be incorrect and detrimental to health, and substi-tute new ones that more adequately meet the demands of a changed social situation.
3415. Stela, Marguerite Florence. How Washington equips school girls forhealth. Nation's schools, 5: 45-52, February 1930.
Information was collected by questionnaires from 15 accredited secondary schools inthe District of Columbia. The physical education programs in these schools differ some-what in organisation and administration. They are planned by the respective principalsAccording to the especial needs oreach school.
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3416. Stewart, Charlotte. The organ-tuition of health education program for
girls in the junior high schools of Salt Lake City. Master's thesis, 1930. New
York university, New York, N. Y.

Gives suggestions on the organization and a complete handbook for the teachee'of
health education for junior high school girls.

3417. Symonds, Percival X., Chairman. Measurement in health education.
/n Jointcommittee on health problems in education of the National education
association and the American medical association. Report, 1930. Chap. 5,
sect. E, p. 144-53.

3418. Thiel, Richard B. School health measures viewed- from a legal stand-
point. Nation's schools, 4 : 36-40, July 1929.

The author reviews laws of the various states dealing with health measures for school
pupils.

3419. Tolliver, Grannell. A study of the status of health and of health
knowledge and the effect of health teaching in the third and fourth grades of
three Texas schools. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Kansas, Lawrence.

3420. Toiialinson, Edith Stone. A course of study in hygiene for senior high
school girls. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern California, Los
A

3421. Tracy, Bettie M. Open window schools. 1930. Public schools, Wheel-
ing, W. Va. 5 p. Ms.

A study of open window rooms in five cities about the size of Wheeling, W. Va. Gives
information concerning supervision, admissioh, rest periods, average number of pupils per
teacher and window adjustment.

3422. United parents associations, 152 W. 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
School lunch survey of New York City. [1930] 19 p. ms.

Facts obtained from an inquiry conducted by tbe United parents' associations in the
New York City elementary and Junior high schools having no lunch service by tbe Board
of education or by a concessionaire.

3423. VanCleave, Nelson R. The school nurse in Indiana ; history and pres-
ent status. Master's thesis, 1929. Indiana university, Bloomington. 77 p. ms.

3424. Van Dyke, G. E. The effect of the advent of puberty on the growth in
height and weight of girls. School review, 38: 211-21, March 1930.

Evidence leads to the conclusion that the sudden rise in height and weight curves of
girls comes one or two years before puberty rather than at or after the initial stage of
puberty and this holds good regardlese of the age at which puberty arrives.

3425. Wade, Clarice N. An objective method of grading posture applied to

girls of preschool and elementary school age. Master's thesis, 1980. Wellesley
college, Wellesley, Mass. 54 p.

Posture photographs of 209 girls from four to 14 years of se -vet* studied to elite)
Bab a method of correspondence between measurable elements of the body profile and
the subjective rating given by competent, experienced judges. A satisfactory prediction
formula was worked out from the following variables: sum of depths of spinal curves.
weight line, neck and head position, scapular tilt, and age.

3426. Wells, George. Physical efficiency as determined .by certain physio-
logical tests. Master's thesis, 1929. latblversity of Iowa, Iowa City.

3427. West, Wilbur D. A study of the physical condition of the adolescent
boy in relation to heart rate and blood pressure and pubescence. 1930. Inter-
national Y. M. C. IL college, Springfield, Mass.

One thousand, five hundred and forty-six examinations were made on 451 adolescent
boys in the Buckingham junior high school of Springfield, Mass. Careful technique was
.used, the boys coming to a special examining room. Conclusions were : (1) that the
heart rate tends to decrease with increasing chronological age In the horlzinatal and ver-
tical positions ; (2) that there is a gradual increase in blood pressure in each physiologi-
cal age group ; (8) the more mature individuals in any chronological age group have
higher pressures than the less mature.
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3428. Wheeler, L. R. A comparative study of the physical growth of dull

..hildren. Journal of educational research, 20: 273-82, November 1929.
The writer concludes that dull children are below normal in all measures of physical

grow th from the age of six through 11, ercept the age of six in trunk length andin iliac measure for girls.
3429. A comparative study of physical growth of dull Italian chil-

dren. Journal of applied psychology, 14: 376-91, August 1930.
The author attempted to study the physical growth of dull children to find outwhether the dull Italian chalk' grows as much from age to age as the normal Italian

Data were obtained from tbe Harvard growth study. The children selected forthis study had IQ's below 90 as measured by the Dearborn intelligence tests for six
onsecutive years ranging from the ages of six to 12. Data indicate that t1ere is aand fairly consistent difference in the majority of measures studied between dulland normal Italian children in standing, sternal and sitting height, weight, trunk length,and iliac width psom age six through 11.
343). Wilkinson, James B. The relation of health to achievement of inter-

wediate school students. In Michigan schoolmasters' club. Journal, 1930. p.
41-42. (University of Michigan official publications, vol. 32, no. S. July 26,

1930)
This study is an attempt to discover if health is an important factor in determiningwhether or not, boys and girls leave the intermediate school before completing the pre-

cribed course of study. A study was mad" of a group of 100 boys from the Miller
utermediate school of Detroit. Data indicate that the boys who complete the pre-cribed courses of study and enter high school are physically superior to the group whoail to finish the intermediate school.

3431. Wohftman, . Correlation of lung capacity of high school girls.
!aster's thesis, 1930. New York university, New York, N. Y.
3432. Zook, Doot Earl. A study of the physical growth of boys-by means of

vater diTlacement. Doctor's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.
Sec also 3288, 3473, 3477-3478, 3803, 4152, 4292, 4327, 4338-4339, 4397, 4407,

438.

MENTAL HYGIENE

3433. Alteneder, Ltise E. A survey of work in the field of mental hygiene
n the teacher training institutions in the United States for the academic year
929-1930. Master's thesis, 1930. New York university, New York, N. Y. 113

The study is based on data received from 239 of tbe 295 teacher training institutions inhe United States, in response to a questionnaire. The survey has shown that the teacherraining institutions are coming to recognize the importance of mental hygiene for allnstructioti, and are introducing courses and clinical work where possible. Rapid progressn this work has been made during the past 10 years, and the amount of literature hasreatly increased. The emphasis in mental hygiene bas shifted from the abnormal to theiormal, from the problem of treatment to that of prevention. Thedindividual is becomingbe focus of attention, and education is striving to meet the need of the child.
3434. Burnham, William H. Personality differences and mental health.ournal of genetic psychology, 36:331-89, September 1929.
Several studies of personality differences are reviewed by the author. The conclusions reached that personality is not made by education but may be improved by it.
3485. Costello, Cyril A. The volunteer boy worker and mental hygiene.
aster's thesis, 1929. University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Ind.
3436. Lebowitz, Gordon. The results of the administration of thyroxin orhe thyroid substance to cretins srith special emPhasis upon improvements in
entality. Master's thesis, 1930. College of the City of New York, New York,

Y. 46 p. ms.
A survey of the literaturi on the subject.
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:;.137. Symonds, Percival X. and Jackson, G. E. An adjustment survey.

Journal of educational research, 21 : 321-30, May 1930.
Gives the results of a survey made in several high schools in New York City. Describes

the use of the questionnaire and a rating device for surveying the personality adjustments

of high school students so that personality disorders may be recognised in incipient fora
and steps taken to bring about mental health before the matter develops into a genuine
pathological state.

3438. Tumlin, Sarah Mozelle. Mental health through phydical education

activities. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville,

Tenn. 60 p.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

*3439. Ainsworth, Dorothy S. The history of physical education in colleges

fu)r women as illustrated by Barnard, Bryn Mawr, Elmira,- Goucijer,

Moult Holyoke, Radcliffe, Rockford, Smith, Vassar, Wellesley and Wells. Doc-

tor's thesis. 1930. Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. T
New York city, A. S. Barnes and company, 1930. 116 p.

A study of physical education in 1*2 womeni colleges shows that it has passed from

a position of considering as its responsibility merely physical condition of students. t.
feeling of responsibility for the generul development of the student, calling for at,

increase in equipment and staff, and the development of a program of vigorous and
varied activities. Teachers with superior professional training and college edneatk
are in demand. Cooperation is close between the department of physical education

and the department of the college physician. Athletic competition was found to hold
a more prominent place than intercollegiate sport. College departments have good op

portunity to develop a program which will assist study3ts in and after,college to live i
a fashion satisfactory to thetnselvand others.

3440. Bartlett, L. W. The Y. M. C. A. physical director. Chicago, Ill., U
versity of Chicago press, 1929.

.This study is a complete inventory of the things done by physical directors and rated

by them as to frequency of performance, importance, difficulty, and school training.

3441. Beattie, Mariette Sexton. Physical education in state institutions to

the deaf. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern California, Los An-

geles.

3442. Bowman, John. Course of study junior high schools, physical edua

tion. 1930. Public schoolq, Baltimore. Md. 114 p. ms.

3443. Report on tests in junior bigh school physical education. 193(.

Public schools, Baltimore, Md.
3444. Boykin, Elizabeth. Organization and administration of an elementar

school program of physical education. Based on data accumulated by tilt

COmmonwealth fund of America from a five-year child-health demonstratiot

in Athens, Ga. Master's thesis, 1929. New Ydrk university, New York, N. Y

47 p. ms.
3445. Brace, David Kingsley, and Pinckney, Jeanie Mary. Manual o

physical education for the elementary grades. Austin, University of Teia

1930. 300 p.
3446. Brainard, A. F. Directing the doing of learning exercises in teachi

physical activities. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Illinois, Urba

82 p. ms.
A study to determine the essential phases of ther teacher's task as an fnstructor

physical activities. Findings : Report objectives and appropriate 4arting ex

r.!tvises the attainment of objectives. Con deration is given to motivation, to directi

of learning activity, and to diagnosis and remedial treatment.
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3447. Bunce, H. Boss (Columbus, Ohio) . Motivations of the physical direc-
orship. [1930]
One hundred and seven men indicated their like or dislike for 155 typical duties

f a head of physical education department. Items rated for significance show(4%((l a
iositive correlation with liking. Some additional 'data are given on relationships with
o.svorkers, salary, home situation, ideas on activity promotion. and preference in
mmittee service outside the Y. M. C. A.
3448. Burpee, Royal H. Differentiated physical education. Master's thesis,

930. Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y. 64 p. ms.
3449. Burtt; Carl Willard. the effect of physical education ou physical traits

ind marks of college students. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago,
ilicago, flL

3450. Carpenter, Aileen. Studies in physical education. Master's thesis,
929. University of Iowa, Iowa City.
3451. Clegg, Arthur A. The developi of a progressive group of tests in

hysical education in tbe junior 111 schools. Master's thesis. 1930. New
(irk university, New-York, N. Y. 1 p. ins.
The beginning of a group of tests in physical
than. soccer, high jump. broad jump, push ups.

4.ducat1on based on actual testing in

1452. Coons, George E. Recommendations for a program of physical educa-
ion and health in the East Windsor township schools, Ilightown, N. J. Master's

1930. Rutgers untoversity, New Brunswick, N. J.
3453. Cozens, Frederick W. A study of stature in relation to physical per-
'nuance. Research quarterly of the American physical education association,

3S-45, March 1930.
The author made a study of college men to determine the influence of age, height.

11(1 weight On physical performance. Even with college men, certain stature groups
rP superior to others.

3454. Crapser, A. Lester. National physical achievement standards. Jour-
ii (If health and physical education, 1: 14-16, 56, January 1930.
The author collected between 50 and 75 different sets of tests of physical activities

hich are being used by various school syetems. This year a set of standards, which
as been prepared, is being tried out in four or five representative cities in order to secure
atistical data for their refinement, clagsification of Pet up and instructions, and for con-
ructive criticism. It is hoped that standards of achievement can be established
hich will be usid throughout the country.
3455. Davies,' Ellis Rhys. The trend of corrective work in physical educa-

on in American colleges and universities. blaster's thesi.s, 1930. University
Southern California, Los Angeles.

3456. Duncan, Gilmore Adelbert. The use of gymnasiums in rural Cali-
rnia high schools. Master's thesis, 1930. Stanford university, Stanford Uni-

ersity, Calif.
3457. Frazer, S. T. Correlations between physical efliClency scores and cer-
in measures of ability and achievement. Master's thesis, 1930. University

f Kansas, Lawrence.
3458. Glascock, David A. Achievements in skills taught in physical educa-

oy 51 (gymnasium work) at Indiana state teachers college. Teaclie.-s uol-
ge journal (Terre Haute, Incl.), 1: 165-69, July 1930.
The results of this study sho'w that modern educational niethods can be used in phy-

cal education with distinct advantage to the class and instructor.
3459. Greene, Mack X. Energy cost of exercise. 1930. International Y. M.
A. college, SprinWleid, Mass.

The study examines the amount of energy spent during various activities, sub as volley
11 basketball, swimming, etc. The research is based upon metabolic studies with the
uglas-Ilaldane method.
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3460. Gru.nberg, Arthur Alexander. Short static contraction as an aid h
corrective gymnastics. [1930] International Y. M. C. A. college, Springfieid.
Mass.

The purpose of the studi was,to determine whether short static strength of musdes
can be increased, and whether these increases affect favorable posture_

3461. Hendricks, George Fox (Syracuse, R. Y.) Legal status of physical
education in the United States. Master's thesis, [1930]

A study of past and present physical education legislation indicates great need for
uniformity of laws and federal controL Future trends should combine physical Kirks
tion more closely with general education.

3462. Hickox, E. J. Position study of the physical directors 1930. Inter.
national Y. M. C. A. college, Springfield, Mass.

A statistical study of all available data on physical directors of the Y. M. C. A. tram
the beginning of such specialized service, for tbe determination of the potency of factop
related to persistence in this field of work, and the characteristic trends.

3463. Horton, dllff4rd E. Physical education for junior and senior higi
schools. Normal, Ill Illinois state normar university, 1930.
school quarterly, series 28, no. 116, July 1930)

A program of daily activities using mass games, the fundamentals of games of higi
organisation, and tumbling and stunts.

3464. Hupprich, /Label J. Tbe effects of previous exercises upon the cardi
vascular reactions to exercise. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Wisconsin,
Madison.

3465. Jorgensen, Alberta W. Progress of physical education in the pub
schools of th ited States during the decade, 191q-1920. with special refer
ence to legis and curricula. Master's thesis, 1929. New York universitl
New York, N. . 60.p. mg.

3466. Judd, Leslie J. Physical education activities selected and adapted for
college men. Master's thesis, 1929. New York university. New York, N. I.
133 p.

p. (Normal

3467. Karpovich, Peter V. and Affleck, G. B. Some physiological effects of
outdoor water activities. International Y. M. C. A. college, Springfield, Maw
American physical education review, 34: 566-69, December 1829.

A study of the effect of class activities in a Red Cross camp upon the Wart, blood rap
sels, and body temperature.

3468. Karst, Walter F. Differences in the organization, administration, arid
content of physical education in public and private elementary schools. Mas-

ter's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.
3469. Latto, William Thomas. Physical education in small colles. 1930.

Internatis I Y. M. C. A. college, Springfield, Mass.
Tbe pu 186. of the study was to find out what the small college is doing in phyid

education, with the idea of getting a better program. Questionnaires were sent to t
universities and colleges listed as having 500 students and not more than 1,000 student;
182 catalogues were received. Tbe data indicate tbat 90,per cent pf all athletics is
charge of the physical director. Athletes get credit for physical education in 71 per
of the schools, and an average of four intercollegiate sports is maintained. Only fi
per cent of the beads of tbe physical education departments bad physical educatios
degrees. Eighty per cent of 'the schools have swimming pools, 75 per cent have 440-ya

tracks. Forty-three per cent of the schools give free medical and surgical advice
students, and 68 per cent have a regular sanitary inspection.

3470. LaVeaga, R. E. (Chicago. Ill.) A study of volteyball. [19601
This study covers the history, Met championships, methods of teaching

and advanced playen, methods of class organisation, tournaments, and volleyba

equipment.
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13471. Lokrantz, Sven. , Corrective physical education practiced in Los 4nge1es
city schools. Journal of health and physical education, 1: 6-8, Mar* 1930.

-A total of 23 senior high schools and 17 junior high school! in Los Angeles are doing
cither full or half time corrective work. DT/rIng the past year 7,514 children received
attention in the elemental.; aehools. From tbe kindergarten through the high schools,
there is a concerted effort to aid children who have certain handicaps.

3472. Lyons, Sally Aunt. Tbe " two decile" plan ; a procedure for rating
girls objectively in physical education in junior high school. Master's thesis..
1930. New York university, New York, N. Y.

3473. McCreary, Aaron Monroe. The minimum requirements in health and
physical education for all teacher training courses. Master's thesis, 1930. Uni-
versity of Southern California, Los Angeles.

3474. McNeely, Alberta. Study of the status and difficulties of homogeneous
uping of physical education classes for high school girls in California. Mas-

er's thesis, 1930. University of California, Berkeley. 40 p. ms.
A suidy to determine the extent to which homogeneous groupings of classes in physical
ucstion exist among the girls of 100 four-year high schools, and to discover the dial-

ulties in tbe way of such grouping. Findings: (1) Practically no homogeneous group-
ng fur physical education purposes on a basis commensurate with homogeneous grouping
or intellectual PurPoses was found; (2) possibility of homogeneous grouping for physical
ucation is evidently limited to schools with an enrollment over 500 ; (3) chief difficulty

n the way of such grouping»; lack of valid and acceptable measures by which to classify
upils for physical education purposes.

3475. Morgan, Peter J. Exercise and the heart Master's thesis, 1930.
ew York university, New York, N. Y. 33 p. ms.
An examination of 18 subjects using tbe Schneider test as a basis of investigation

bowed that training improves cardiac reserve; that body surface is directly propor-
lonal to heart rate; and that output of carbon dioxide from the lungs is inversely
roportional to body framework.

3476. Nash, Jay B. Investigations in connection with governmental pro-
ure in the organiztation and administration of the leadership of physical

ncation in cities in the United States with the object of establishing d^sira-
le trends. Doctor's thesis, 1929. New York university, New York, N. Y.
3477. Neilson, N. P. and Vanliagen, Winifred. Manual of physical educa-

ion activities for elementary schools. Sacramento, California state printing
thee. 1929. 386 p.
Course of study and teachers manual in health and physical education for elementary
ho91s.

3478. Ricker, L. D. Swimming as a factor in physical and health education.
aster's thesis, 1930. Akron university, Akron, Ohio. 33 p. ms.

five year study of 994 boys who took swimming in a secondary school. This in-
luded three control groups. Findings: Swimming has a definite therapeutic, social,
ychologicaLaud physiological value, I. e., swimming increases lung capacity, fifty-seven
r cent in the case of 62 swimmert over that of similar number taking strstight gym-

asium exercise.

3479. Robertson, Mary Louise. A graphic representation of the content of
e physical education program in colleges. Master's thesis, 1929. Teachers
liege, Columbia university, New York, N. Y. 19 p. ms.
3480. Robinson, Harold D. Program of physical education activities. Mae-
r's thesis, 1929. New York university, New York, N. Y. 70 p. ms.
3481. Schneider, lidiusrd C. A respiratory study of the influence of a mod-

rate amount of physical training. Research quarterly of the American physi-
I education association, 1: 1-8, March 1930.
The purpose of this study of two men was to follow the changes in the gaseous
etabolism and breathing that occur during and after a periOd of daily indulgence in
moderate amount of physical exercise.
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3482 Schutte, Fred K. Objectives of physical education. Master's thesis,
1930. New York university, New York, N. Y. 136 p. ms.

An investigatiou of literature since 1885 in an attempt to find what tbe objectives
of physical education have been and are. Findings: The emphasis has shifted from'
thne to time. Big muscles seemed to be the chief aim at one time, now the educational
vahlos are supreme.

3483. Semingsen, Earl M. Research of physical education in Montana high
schools. 1930. Montana state college, Bozeman. 17 p ms.

3484. Sharman, Jackson Roger. Physical education facilities for the public
accredited high schools of Alabama. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers college,
columbia university, New York, N. Y. New York city, Teachers college, Co
lumbia university, 1930. 78 p. (Contributions to education, no. 408)

Bibliography: p. 67-71.
This study purposes to determine the necessary facilities for satisfactorily carrying

out the physical education program In the accredited public high schools of Alabama
lo.sults of a survey of the physical education programs and facilities in 38 per cent

of the public accredited high schools are given. In Ms recommendations, the author
takes up high school accreditment, state building program, and the policies of the starr
board of education.

3485. Society of directors of physical education for men in colleges and

universities. Report of tbe committee on curriculum research. Research quo
terly of the American physical education association, 1: 15-40, May 1930.

Data included in this article represent the combined opinions of 40 prominent mem
of the Society of directors of physical education in colleges. It deals only with-
program as adapted to college age students.

34So. -- Committee 'on construction and material equipment Tren
In physical education facilities and gymnasium construction. Research q
terly of the American physical education association, 1: 41-50, May 1930.

Seventy-nine replies were received to a questionnaire on the need fur guiding pri,
ciple%; to aid in planning the construction of physical education facilities. Part 1
the study relates to the trend in the construction of the various units of the ph
education plant; part 2 deals with the tendencies in gymnasium construction as sho

this past, present and future plans of construction.
3-IST. Thomas, Granville E. Corrective physical education in the State

( fonda . Master's thesis, 1930. University of California, Berkeley. 41 p.
A stmly to find out the present practice and trend in the correction of physical de

through the medium of the physical education departments of the public schools (
sch('ols and junior high schools) of California. Findings: Reports from 73 per
o ail the junior and senior high schools in California indicate that 75 per cent of tbithr tip work or are attempting to do very little work in corrective pbysl
education. Outside the city of Los Angeles, it is only in the past two years that
work has been placed in a number of the schools.

3488. Thrall, Iskah R. A survey of the records kept by the girls' physiai
education departments in the secondary schools of California. Master's thee
1930. University of Southern California, Los Angeles.

3489. Ullrich, George J., jr. Content of a curriculum in organized cam
for students majoring in physical education. Master's thesis, 1929. Univers
of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Ind.

3490. Washington. University. Physical education bibliography, compil
by physical education majors, class of 1929. Seattle, Wash., University
Washington press, 1929. 31 p.

A classified bibliography for both reference and research in physical education.
See also 141, 143, 404, 509, 2090, 2154, 2191, 2366, 8288, 8820-8830, 8843,

3407, 3438, 3752. 4345. 4388.
ATHLiCTICS

3491. Alexander, Joe Dairy. Technique for the study of motor skills
track. Masters' thesis 1929. University of Iowa, Iowa City.
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3492. Armstrong, Philip George. A study of school papers for the practices
in modern high school athletics as contrasted to the supposed values, held by
administrators. Master's thests, 1930. Pennsylvania state college, State
College.

One hundred and sixteen school papers were studied; also 95 questionnaires from 50
principal, and 45 physical dii:ectors.

3493. Atkinson, Robert K. Physical achievement measurement by 37.000
boys and girls of junior and senior high school age in several cities in the
United States of America. Master's thesis, 1930. New York university, N44,w
York, N. Y. 297 p. ms.

Students were tested in 17 types of athletic and gymnastic events.
3494. Beals, Robert V. Athletics and scholarship of the Class of 1927 at the

University of New Hampshire. Master's t1iei41s, 1930. University of New
Hampshire, Durham.

A comparison of the scholarships of athletes and non-athletes in the Class of 1927 at
the University of New Hampshire.

3495. Belcher, Gilmer Lek The training and experience of high school
conches tn Texas. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Colorado, Boulder. 62
p. ms.

Data were secured on: (1) academic and professional training; (2) experience and
tenure of office; (3) salary, and; (4) subjects taught by the Texas coach. Findings :

(1) Seventy-six per cent were trained four years in senior college; (2) 26.5 1)er cent
had more than four years traiming; (3) only 16.15 per cent have more than 20 hour-,
of physical education training ; (4) median experience was 3.96 years ; (5) number of
years in present position, median was 2.18;o(6) median snlnry was $1,484.48 ; (7) lead-
ing subjects taught do not cornbspond to majors of minors tak4-1 in cill'ege.

3496. DigioVanna, Vincent. Relation of athletic skills and strengths to
those of posture. Master's 1he6is, 1930. New York university, New York, N. Y.

3497. Ellerman, Raymond Henry. A comparative siudy of academic and
occupational success of athletes and non-athletes. Master's thesis, 1930. Univer-
sity of Wisconsin, Madison.

3498. Esworthy, R. E. Types of muscular coordination in basketball shoot-
ing. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Illinois, Urbana. 60 p. ms.

The purpose of the study was to find out the effect of muscular organization and of
the process of facilitation and inhibition on basketball skill. Findings : Those types of
shooting which depend upon the flexors rather than the extensors are easier to learn and
more accurate than other types.

3499. Farris, Jeff. The effect of college athletics upon scholarship. Mas-
ter's thesis, 1929. University of Arkansas, Fayetteville. 68 p. ms.

A study of the scholastic records of 50 equivalent pairs of college athletes and non-
athletes.

3500. Faulkinberry, Frank Albert. Analysis of positions of the body in
game of football. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers,
Nashville, Tenn. 88 p. MS.

The material for this study was obtained from authoritative readings and study and
experience covering 15 years. Findings: " Correct stance" is absolutely essential in
the game of football.

3501. Griffith, Dudley W. The effect of participation in athletics on the
scholarship of college freshmen. Master's thesis, 1830. University of Colorado,

University of Colorado studies, 18: 67, December 1930. (Abstract)
group used as the basis for this study was composed of freshmen men of the

niversity of Colorado who were given the Otis intelligence test at the beginning of the
school year 1927-1928. The total number of freshmen used was approximately 500.
Data indicate that while there was a difference in the scholarship of athletes and non-
athletes during the freshman year. the difference was_too small to be reliable.
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3502. Hancock, Howard Joseph. Offensive line play in football. Master's
thesis, 1980. University of Wisconsin, Madison.

3503. Hartmann, G. W. What constitutes a good football team? Research
quarterly of the American physical education association, 1: 854)4, March 1930.

Answers to a questionnaire pertaining to current football practices were received from
87 institutions distributed throughout the United States. Data indicate that a team is
successful in so far as it learns the science of football by drstributing its intervals of
practice rather than concentrating them.

3504. Hofiand, Synneva Emma. A study oto the learning curves of two
classes taught corner bowling by different methods. Master's thesis. 1930.
University of Wisconsin, Madison.

3505. Ivey, teonora Isabela Certain modified athletic games for elemen-
tary and high-school teachers. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody col-
lege for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 235 p. ms.

3506. Kendall, Glenn Merrill. The administration of awards for boys' ath-
letics in high school. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Nebraska, Lincoln.
105 p. ms. Educational research record (University of Nebraska) , 2: 97-105,
February 1930.

The present practices as regards tbe granting of awards for athletic activities and
hteidards and principles which govern such practices. Data were secured from 159
Nebraska high schools, 126 high schools outside Nebraska and replies from 33 athletic
associations. The author suggests a plan of awarding athletic letters.

3507. Kenna, William Bernard. A study of the Mi4issIpp1 high school
literary and athletic association. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody col-
lege for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 86 p. ms.

Considers only the athletic phase of the work of tbe state organization, FindingF
The results of the organization justify its existence. Some change; should be made
and a full-time executive officer should be employed.

3508. LaGanke, Lefand E. A study of the stimulation of student parficipa .

don in intramural athletics among the smaller colleges. Master's thesis, 1930
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. 49 p.

Methods of stimulating student participation in intramural 'athletics being used
by smaller colleges which published intramural handbooks were studied and those prac
tices singled out which seemed to be exceptionally productive of results and might be
used in otber institutions. Eighteen institutions in tbe Middle West were involved in
the study.

3509. Lamboley, Paul Thirnard. A comparative study of academic and occu-
pational success of athletes and non-athletes. Master's thesis, 1930. trniver-
sity of Wisconsin, Madison.

3510. Luther, Ruth X. A comparison of the athletic alertness test with
other measures of achievement. Masier's thesis, 1930. University of Illinois.
Urbana. 50 p. ms.

The purpose of this study was to compare the Griffith athletic alertness test with
other measures of motor achievement. Findings :. There is a high correlation between
the athletic alertness test and the level of achievement of grade students in commot
testa of motor efficiency.

3511. McMurray, Jean Gordon. Comparative study of regulatious governing
representative intercollegiate athletic conferences. 1930. George Peabody
college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 64 p.

A study of rules of different athletic conferences, taken from their constitutions, for
the purpose of establishing bases for organization of new conferences or the morganisa-
non of existing ones. A comparison of 10 associations showed the Items of agreement
and disagreement, as well as any marked deviations from generally accepted conference
rules Each of these organizations has been the outgrowth of experiences peculiar to
that association; experiences which may help to solve problems 112 other associations.
A survey of these organisations was made with the belief that facts thud established
will be helpful in planning the organization or the reorganisation.. of any athletic
association.
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Morley, E. E. Scholarship of athletes. [1980] Heights high school,
Cleveland Heights, Ohio. 1 table.

Effect of four-subject eligibility rule on athletes. Findings: High scholarship and
strong athletic records are not inconsistent.

3513. Nelson, Victor E. A comparison of scholarship of athletes and non-
athletes of the twenty-ninth district. Master's thesis, 1930. University of South
Dakota, Vermillion. 74 p. ms.

14, Norton, Berman J. After-school athletic activities. Journal of health
and physical education, 1: 16-17, 50, 52-53, March 1930.

This article describes the athletic and recreation activities participated in by thetudents of the senior high schools of Rochester, N. Y., after school.
:1515. Pennington, iulia. A study of the history of certain sports as a part

of general education. Master's thesis, 1930. Ohio state university, Columbus.
181 p. ms.

The origins and development of swimming, tennis, football, basketball, and volleyball.
3516. Pool, William Thomas. How the evils of inter-institutional athletics

may be corrected. Master's tbesis, MO. George Peabody college for teachers,
Nashville, Tenn. 111 p. ms.

Problems suggested for solution are: (1) To provide more facilities for play and to
educate more people to the value of play; (2) to create new school traditions; (3) tocontrol athletic events and schedules. Suggests that athletes who need financial aidshould be paid for their services by the school; number of courses should be limited
and coaciies should .be regular members of the faculty.

1117. Price, A. H. Methods of teaching foot skills in soccer. Master's thesis,
1930. University of Illinois, Urbana. 40 p. ms.

The methods of learning foot skills in soccer are compared with those involved ipother types of skill. Findings : Foot skills are learned in the same way tbat otherskills are learned. Tbe use of an artificial series of passages through which the ballcan be kicked is an efficient method of teaching footwork.
3518. Reed, Ralph King. Procedures In coaching high school athletics.

Master's thesis, 1980. University of SoUthern California, Los Angeles.
3519. Ruby, Chilies Leroy. An experiment in learning as applied to a spe-

cific sport. Master's thesis, 1980. Stanford university, Stanford University,
Calif.

3520. Ryan, W. 'Carson, jr. The literature of American school and college
athletics. New York city, Carnegie foundation for the advancement of teach-
ing, 1930. 306 p.

A survey of the literature of American school and college athletics, presenting sum-maries and excerpts of over 1,000 titles of books, proceedings, and official reports, edam-tionnl journals, and general magazines. About half the books and articles read in con-nection with the study, and a comparatively small fraction of the total number con-sulted are reported In tbe eatries.
3521. Savage, Howard J. and others. American college athletics . . . with

a preface by Henry S. Pritchett. , New York city, Carnegie foundation for
the advancement of teaching, 194 883 p. (Carnegie foundation for the ad-
vancement of teaching. Bulletin, no. 28)

The object of this study was to ascertain the significant facts concerning collegeathletics in the United States and Canada, to analyse these facts in relation to Americancollege and university life, with such reference to school and college athletics in othercountries as may shed occasional light upon our problems, and to poesost a summary ofAmerican college athletics, their merits and their defects, together with such suggestionslooking to their improvement as may grow out of tbe materials on band.
3522. Somers, Florence Asses. The principles involved in the conduct of the

athletic activities of girls and women. Master's thesis, 1929. New York uni-
versity, New York, N. Y. 93

:).512.
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3523. Strahan, Oscar William. The use of pertain standardized tests in the
classification 0'4 students for athletic competition. Master's thesis, 1960. Uni-
versity of Teiss,.Austin.

3524. Strum, Arthur L. Administration of athletics in teachers colleges.
Teachers college journal (Terre Haute, Ind.), 1: 161-64, July 1930.

This study of athletics in teachers colleges showed that a number of institutions have
state support for athletics. The responsibility for spending !Ands is placed often with
the athletic director, but in almost an equal number of cases, the faculty athletic com-
mittee has this responsibility. In the majority of cases, the surplus funds secured by
student fees must b4 spent for the direct conduct and administration of athletics.

3525. Van,Antwerp, James. A comparison of the college records Of athletes
and non-athletes. 1930. Monmouth college, Monmouth, Ill. 10 p. ms.

A study of the grades earned, in all courses, of about 150 students taking part in
athletics in comparison with the average records of all college students. Findings: Those
participating in athletics were shown to have a record slightly above that of tbe
general college average.

3526. Westfall, Helen. A study of the performance 6f nine-year old boys in
three skills Otsketball throw for distance, dash, standing broad jump). Mas-
ter's thesis, 1929. University of Iowa, Iowa City.

3527. Woodworth, Lynn F. A personnel study of the high school athletic
coach. Master's thesis, 1930. George Washington university, Washington,
D. C. 96 p. ms.

A study of 180 high school athletic coaches from cities under 5,000 to 100,000 in
Population; training and experience. Findings: The typical athletic coach has strong
physique, good health, is well educated and is a leader. -"tole

See also 3288.

PLAY AND RECREATION

3528. Asfahl, William D. A survey of the problem of recreation in a tor
of 2,000 people. Master's thtsis, 1930. University of Colorado, Boulder. Uni-
versity of Colorado studies, 18: 45-46, DcPcember 1930. (Abstract)

This study is an analysis of the problem of leisure and recreation based upon facts
secured through a survey of the leisure-time activities of tbe people and of th pro-

in a
visions for recreation made by public, private, philanthropic, and commercial a

town of 2,000 people. Data were gathered over a period of 12 months by ;s1

es

observation, personal interviews, a study of the records of the organizations of UPcómmunity, and- by questionnaires. Findings: Many unwholesome conditions, and ageneral sordidness of life are results of the failure of the small town to cope with the
problem of leisure and recreation.

.

3529. Ashby, Dewey Theodore. Tbe development of the boy scout movement
in America. Master's thesis, 1929. Geome Peabody college for teachers, Nash-
ville, Tenn. 100 p. ras. .

3530. 'Bayliss, W. Bradford. Investigation and analysis of boys clubs in
Brooklyn-Ventral Y. M. C. A. Master's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Colum-
bia university, New York, N. Y. 28 p. ms. ..,

3531. Beeley, Arthur L. Boys and girls in Salt Lake, City. The results of a
survey made for the Rotary club and the Business and professional women's
club of Salt Lake City. Salt Lake City, Utah, 1929. 220 p. (University of
Utah. Publications of the department of sociology and social technology)lillirdy of recreation and leisure-time activities of boys and girls in Bali\ Lake City.juvenile delinquency, partlime schools, the nature and extent a gainful einployment.- and problems peculiar to boys and girls.

3532. Cunningham, James Francis. The: small ell% for boys; a study in
technique. Master's thesis, 1930. Csitholie university of America, Washington,
D. C. 51 p. ms.
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3533. Dennis, faenevieve ¡Alice. The social nature of chiJlren'.; play. Mas-

ter's thesis, 1930: Universiiy* of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.
Feldman,3534. Jacob `OhMani. The effects of playgrounds on land values

of the " bordering on" and " adjacent to' " properties to the playgrounds in
Brooklyn, N. Y. and Orange, N. J. Master's thesis, 1929. New York university,
New York, N. Y. 153 p.

3535. Gang, Blanche R. A study of the eduCational values in natural dancing.
Master's thesis, 1930. . University of southern California, Los Angeles.

3536. Harsh, Frank Norton. Thr organization and administration of the
lunch hour activities. Master's thesis, 1929. Ohio state university, polumbus.
119 p. ms.

Study of practices of 125 high scho9Is in Ohio and anexperiment conducted by thewriter in his own school. It was fettínd that schools do not make very extensive plans
for a development of worthy use of leisure during the noon period. The writer foundthat the installation of quiet recreational games such as checkers, chess, playing cards.
rook, etc. afforded an opprtunity to develop right ideals and habits of conduct toward
activities in which the pupils will likely engage during their leisure hours, after leaving
school.

3537. Hein, L. H. Experiment with behavior frequency tests at the Hastings
Lake Campo hf the Chicago Y. M. C. A. [1930] Y. M. C. A., Chicago, Ill.

L behavior rating scale of 22 behavior patterns was given to 300 boys. Points weremultiplied by raters' assurance scale, varying from one-eighth to one full point. Thefirst tests were made 10 days after the boy entered carp, and the last teat two days
before he left camp. Woodworth-Mathews emotional data sheets, consisting of 74 ques-
tions, were also given.

3538. Houchen, Grace. Source material for leaders of indoor social activi-
ties. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville,
Tenn. 102 p.

Books In the Peabody library on indoor social activities and similar books mentionedin their bibliographies were reviewed and ciOmpileki. Type programs of activities weremade and games classtfied and ,described. Photographs were used as illustratIons. Itwas found that a few books cover the whole field qf indoor social activities; withina few books there is abundant material for carrying on a well-balanced program, andgames of the game name and similar plot are found in one or more of the books.
3539. Koch, Helen L. and Granger, Jean. The frequency of emotional out-

breaks in Indoor and outdoor play. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Texas,
Austin. 62 p.

Variables analyzed at% spiee, type of toy, type of emotional outbreak, frequency andduration of latter.
3540. LaMaster,L Duani Earl. A study of the developpient of 'recreational

habits of men. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Wisconsin, Madison.
3541. Logan, Dorothy E. Play activities for elementary schools with limited

supplies. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nash-
ville, Tenn. 861 p. ma.

3542. MacArthur, Earle Thomas. Changes following a supervised. play Pro.
gram in a consolidated school. Master's tkesis, 1929. University of Colorado,
Boulder. 64 p. ms.

Account of supervised play program at Seibert, Colo., which resulted in increased phy-sical well-being, decrease in failures, increase in attendance, and better morals for school.
3543. Martin, A. J. S. and Goold, Phil A. A study of the camping needs in

the greater New York City. " B." [1930] Y. M. C. A., 28d Street and Broad-
way, New York, N. Y.

The purpose of this study wu to 'find but what kinds of camps are available to theboys in New York City, how Many are available, what particular groups are being served,and whether or not there were needs.which were not being met by existing agencies, thatthe New York City Y. M. C. A. could meet by expanding its own camping programs.
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3544. Itartin, A. J. S. and Shumway, George A. A st s dy of the camping
experience of the Y. M. C. A. in several cities. [1930] Natio 1 mil of the
Y. M. C. A.'s, New York, N. Y.

A detailed set of questions was sent to a selected list of 25 associations knnwn to be
conducting camping work. Nineteen of them responded.

3545. Moore, Elizabeth S. Purposeful activity in the play of young children.
Doctor's thesis, 1929. University ofiglowa, Iowa City.

3546. blulrooney, Charles B. A study of the children's camps of a large

eastern diocese. Master's thesis, 1930. Catholic university of America, Wash-
ington, D. C. 114 p. Ins.

3547. Ready. Marie M. The camp in higher education. Washington, D. C..
United States Government printing office, 1930. 31 p. (U. S. Office of educa-
tiolí. Pamphlet, no. 1, February 1930)

A study of some of the out-of door work which is being carried on at-this time by a

few institutions.

a

3548. The organized recess. Washington, D. C., United States Gov-
ernment printing office, 1930. 15 p. (U. S. Office of education. Pamphlet, no. 2.

March 1930) palf

Presents detailed information as to tbe number of organized recesses provided in the
various school systems, tbe number of minutes per day devoted to each recess, methods
of carrying on recesseq, suggestions for rtimulating an interest in the recess period, etc,

3549. School playgrounds. Washington, D. C., United States Govern-

ment printing office, 1930. 40 p. (U. S. Office of education. Paniphlet, no.

10, June 1930)
" This pamphlet attempts to show what playground provisions are being nape for the

physical education and recreational activities of school children. The information re-
garding playgrounds has been secured by means of questionnaires sent to State depart
ments of education, a study of State laws, and examination of the rules and regulatiou
of State boards of education, along with other material regarding playgrounds available
in the Office of education."

3550. Schoenwetter, Theodore H. Is an all-year playground surface pos-
sible? American school board journal, 80 : 54, 130, May 1930.

The author describes a method used successfully on seven school playgrounds in Santa
Monica. The prod3se is known as the Santa Monica cushion surface.

3551. Sellers, Minnie. A manual for the congtruction and equipment of
school playgrounds. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers.
NaRhville, Tenn. 130 p. ms.

The thesis is composed of four chapters, namely : site; layout ; apparatus; equIpmvo.
and supplies; construction.

3552. Shimp, kverett C. The 4-11 club as a solution to the problem of rural
recreation. Master's thesis, 1980. Ohio university, Athens. 40 p. ms.

The itudy seeks first to discover the recreational needs of rural young people, tbe
limiting conditions for meeting these needs, and the possibilities inherent in the nature
and programs of 4-8 clubs of meetAng these conditions.

,3553. Sikes, W. Claude. Ther\supervised play and recreation program. 'Mas-

ter's thesis, 1930: University o? Colorado, Boulder. University of golorado
studies, 18: 105-06, December 1930. (Abstract)

The purpose of this study has been to determine the present status and the benefitA
of supervised play and recreation. Questionnaires describing the status, benefits, and
needs of suptrvised play.sand tecreation were received from 104 cities, for the year
1929-1980, representing every Section of the United !Hates.

3554. Tiner,*Thigh Marvin. The playground movement in the United States.
Master's thesis,. 1930. Statiford university, Stanford University, Calif.
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3555 . Tire, Roland W. (South Bend, Ind.) Report on the use of parent infor-7
' mation blank and judging camp results blank in camps during the 1929

eason. [1930]
'The purpose of the project was to ascertain changes in behavior brought about by a

boys' camp, as judged by parents. A behavior rating blank including 38 items was
sent to 219 gkarents of boys attending nine different camps. There was a 36 per cent'
return of the rating blank. Twelve items show marked positive changes, while negative
changes appeared on two it#ms, table etiquette, and untidine4s In appearance and in
care of rbom.

3556. Vowell, Ritchie X. A survey of recreational facilities of the township
of Millburn, N. J. Master's thesis, 193O New York university, New York,
N. Y. 40 p. ms. .

A study of commercial and public recreation, schools, and child play on streets showed
that more play space was needed by the schools, and a closer cooperation between the
recreation department and the board of education.

3567. Warmack; Gertrude. Play and recreational activities portrayed in
Mark Twain's books. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teach-
ers, Nashville, Tenn. 73 p. ms.

A study of the references to play and recreational activities made by Mark Twain in
his Woks. There were 182 references found concerning the play of children and 207
concerning tbe recreational activities of adults. These references are classified and
placed in appropriate groups.
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3558. Weiland, Francis N. The status of playground facilities in Nebraska
schools and a playground program adapted to the McCook schools. Master's
thesis, 929. University of Nebraska, Lincoln. Educational research record
(Utilversity of Nebraska), 2: 110-19, 123-26, February 1936.

Presents facts concerning playground activities in Nebraska schools for the school
year 1928-1929. Information was received from 134 selected schools.

3559.. Hesper O. A study of the play materials in the homes of a
group of children. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Iowa, Iowa City.
72 p. ms.

3560. Witherspoon, Edna. A study of. leisure time of high school girls
Master's thesis, 1930. Indiana university, Bloomington. 154 p. ms.

3561. Womack, Mamie L. The relation of play to juvenile delinquency.
Master's thesis, 1930. George I4abody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn.
103 p. ms.

Findings: Wherever playgrounds are established and the right kind of play is civrivd
on there is a decrease in delinquency.

Bee also 1049, 1816, 1819, 8852, 3467, 3737, 3750.

SOCIAL ASPECTS OF EDUCATION

3562. Bean, Mary Vernace. The effects Of social activity on scholarship.
Master's thebis, 1929. Ohio state university, Columbus.

A study of 200 freshmen women at Ohio state university, 1928-1929.
3563. Bellatty, Helen') Be;wide& An investigation of the social and economic

background of the high school students of Hancock and Waldo countiesMaine.
Master's thesis, 1980. University of Maine, Orono.

3564. Biddle, William W. Propaganda and education. Doctor's thesis, 1930.
Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y.

A series of nine bosons was prepared, entitled " Manipulating the public " to see if it
is possible to make students boss susceptible to the emotional persuasion so common in
modern publicity and propaganda. Six schools cooperated In the experiment. The
students were high school seniors or above. Findinp: In every school the experimental
students improved a greater amount than the tontrol students from the pretest to the
Protest, given before and after teaching the series of lessons. The teaching has resulted
in making students more critical in response to reading matter.
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3565. Bishop, Frank Edward. Public school publicity policies and methods.
Master's thesis, 1930. Stanford university, Stanford University, Calif.

3566. Bowden, A. O. The influence of sociology in education for teachers in
1929. Journal of educational sociology, 3: 464-72, April 1930.

From a study of the catalogues of the institutions in the United States, it was found
that certain sociological courses have been on the increase 'within the last five yean,
particularly courses in educational sociology, with sociology and social psychology close
seconds. Judging from the amount of literature which has appeared within the last two
or three, years, the field of sociolgy is having a large influence on the field of education
and particularly on that of teacher training.

3567. Brindley, 011ie. A study of leadership. Master's thesis, 1929. New
York university, New York, N. Y. 65 p. ms.

A social worker in Greenwich village was unable to obtain capable leaders of the area
to serve on her committees. As a result of her situation this project was attempted.
Members of the Lower west side council were interviewed to find out about their work,
the needs of the village and the ways in which these needs were being met. Personal
facts concerning these leaders were also asked. From these people the names of other
loaders wi re secured. An attempt was made to reach the leaders in the different group
in the arl'a and about 100 personal interviews Were made.

36S. Bunce, Helen J. An experiment in parental education in an elementary
shool. Master's thesis. 1930. Teachers college, Columbia university, New

York. N. Y. 23 p. ms.
3:169. Campbell, Marian Wendeln. The effect of the broken home upon the

child in school. Master's thesis, 1930. Claremont college, Claremont, Calif.
3570. Cave, Ruth Lolita. A study of the status of sex education in the high

school revealed in courses of study and biology textbooks. Master's thesis,
1930. University of Colorado; Boulder. University of Colorado studies, 18:
1 -52. Devernber 1930. (Abstract)

A study of the present status of sex education in the high school in an effort to
locate all sources which indicate that something definite is being done in this phase

education. A survey was made of published accounts of experiments which have
been carried on, and a special investigation was made of 70 representative courses
of study. Data indieate that some form of sex education is being given in at least
one-third of the high schools of the United States.

3571. Chamberlain, R. S. Organization of community forces to meet social

needs. Master's thesis, 1930. New York university, New York, N. Y.

3572. Chapman, Harold B. and Willis, Charles F. Migrant ischool child i13-
1

quiry. 1930. Public schools, Baltimore, Md.
A study of 1,121 families resident in certain districts of Baltimore whose children

attended tbe public schools. The study seeks to answer the question, "Is the family
which migrates annually to engage in farm labor typical of its urban community or
is it more or less favored economically and socially?"

3573. Charters, Jessie Allen and others. The formulation \of aims, objec-
tives, and procedures for use in parental education. State department of

r
education, Columbus, Ohio, 1929.

3574. Coverdale, Reuben Allen. The organization and adniinistration of

public school publicity. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern Cali-
fornia, Los Angeles, Calif.

3575. Culbert, Jane F. The visiting teacher at work. New YI?rk city, The
Commonwealth fund, 1929. 235 p.

1576. Ditmars, Thomas. Social composition of the Kansas City, Mo., public
high schools. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Kansas, Lairrence. Re-

view by W. R. Smith .in University of Kansas bulletin of educat14, 2: 15-20,
December 1929.

A study of 2,824 white students and 859 negro students. It was founid that high
school students whose fathers are engaged in the so-called higher callings ate more abk
mentally to profit by their high school training than their classmates froi4 the other
occupational- groups.
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3577. Farley, Belmont What newspapers publish about education. Nation's
schools, 5: 32-34, April 1930.

A study was made of the reactions to school news of 5,076 school patrons and teachers
in 13 cities. The items of most interest to readers of educatiopal news are: pupil
progress and achievement, methods of instruction, courses of study, and health of pupils.
Tbe newspirpers fail to consider the interests of those tb whom the publicity is chiefly
directed.

3578. Golden, Emma Bauer. The present status of the parent-teacher a.sso-
ciation in North Dakota. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Minnesota,

inneapolis
3579. Gorse line, Donald E. The effect of schooling -upon income. Doctor's

thesis, 1929. Indiana university, Bloomington. -116 p. tn.-s
3580. Greene, Charles E. The growth of the visiting teacher in Denver.

[1930] Public schools, Denver, Colo. 4 p. ms.
A review of the establishment and growth of the visiting teacher work in Denver. The

chief problem is to effectively integrate the work of the visiting teacher with the various
social service and instructional agencies both in the schools and the community.

3581. Grinnell, J. E. School publicity from the edito'r's viewpoint. American
school board journal, 79: 47-48, 133, October 1929.

A questionnaire study was made of school publicity from the viewpoint of 101 editors
of weeklies and 15 editors of daily papers in Minnesota.

3582. Haag, Howard Lee. A study of racial attitudes of high school and
university students. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
63 p. m&

Bogardus Social distance scale was given to 179 pupils in high school. Watson's tests
on "Opinions on Race Relations" were giVen to 23 seniors in high school and 75
university students. Findings: Children in lower grade showed less defined race atti-
tudes than older children. High school pupils show more acceptable attitudes toward
Indians than toward negroes.' Watson tests showed that older students were more
inclined to express extreme types of attitude; sex was no definite factor in attitudes
reflected. University students have a more liberal attitude, but that body is apt to
contain the most extreme attitudes.

35S3. Habbe, Stephen. A brief course of sex education for adolescent
groups. Master's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia university, New
York, N. Y. 25 p. ms.

3584. liattendorf, Katharine W. The effectiveness of a home program for
motherA in sex educatictn. Doctor's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa, Iowa
City. 422 p. ms.

3585. Young children's questions concerning sex : a phase of an
experimental approach to parent education. Master's thesis, 1929. University
of Ilwa, Ioiva City. 77 p.

:W6. Horn, Allen Pinkerton. The social backgrounds of school children 12
to 14 years of age as a basis of school tocedure. Doctor's thesis, 1929. New
York university, New York, N. Y.

3587. Howard, Lassie Mae. Activities of parent-teacher associations in Okla-
boma. Master's thesis, 1930. Northwestern university, Evanston, Ill.

3588. Lewerent, Alfred S. School accomplishment in relation to movie at-
tendance. Los Angeles educational research bulletin, 10: 5-12, April 1930.

Analysis of academic achievetnent and mental level of 581 elementary school pupils inthe fourth, fifth, and sixth grades in relation to frequency orattendance at motion picture
theaters. Study was based on frequency of attendance, percentage of boys and girls in
the audience, average chronological grade placement, etc. and personal interviews. Chil-dren who go to movies frequently are good readers and have good vocabnlary, but fall
down id arithmetic; duller pupils attend movies more frequently than bright pupils;
movie fans lean- to be active readers of sensational type of books and magazines, they
prefer exciting pictures, and are apt to go to bed later and sleep less than non-movie
going ebildrsa.
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3589: Lombard, Ellen C. Parent education, 1928-1928. Washington, United

States, Government printing office, 1929. 27 p. (U. S. Bureau of education.

Bulletin, 19'29, no. 15)
Advance sheets from the Biennial survey of education in the United States, 1926-1928.

3590. McCormick, Mary Josephine. The measurement of home condition&
Washington, D. C., National Catholic school of social service, 1929. 23 p. ( Social

service monographs, vol. 1, no. 1, September 1, 1929)
A review of the various techniques which have been proposed for the quantitative study

of home conditions. Findings : "As yet most of these scales have been used primarily
for research purposes, hut it seems logical to predict that they will be simplified and
modified to meet the needs of the social worker as a method of case work investigation."

3591. Mitten, Joe A. A survey of the work of local parent-teacher associa-
tions during the school year 1928-1929. Master's thesis, 1930. Ohio state uni-

versity, Columbus. 102 p. ms.
Findings: Superintendents and presidents of associations practically agree as to thp

best activities of the patent teacher associations. Superintendents generally favor such
organizat ions.

3592. Morris, Elizabeth H. Measuring leadership. Personnel journal, 9:
124-27, August 1930.

Findings: Measurement of personal traits, especially of leadership, should be a enm
posite rating of various factors involved and should indicate their relation to each other
quite as much as the absolute rank in each.

3593: Olson, Henry. The influence of certain local organizations upon the

public schools of Adair county, Iowa. Master's thesis, 1930. University
Iowa, Iowa City. 140 p. ms.

3594. Philbrick, Joseph W. Parental occupation and school expectancy in
high schools of Grand Island, Nebr. Master's thesis, 1980. University of Ne-
braska, Lincoln. 112 p. ms.

Case studies of 837 junior and senior high school students on the basis of parental
occupations and school histories, including academic progress. selection of subjects, etc

3595. Rasey, M. I. Social adjustment of children in relation to character
problems. Detroit, Mich., Detroit teachers college, 1929. 63 p.

Gives children's reasons for the selection of certain children as friends, as leaders also
Detailed study of those chosen most frequently. Detailed study of those liked and thooe
disliked, choices and reasons of 5,000 children.

3596. Ithyan, Ivah May. Home problems for boys. Master's thesis, 1929.
Indiana university, iploomington. 152 p. m.

3597. Saucier, V7.11k. The significance of a social program for high school
teaching. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Ohio state university, Columbus. 215 p. mg.

The present social situation and recent theories pertaining to the nature of intelligence
were studied as a basis for a social program. It was found that tbe final outcome of edn
cation should be the liberation of intelligence and the development of a broad social out

,look through a flexible teaching procedure.

3598. Schneider, Stephen Joseph. The visiting teacher movement is a neces-
sary part of a community's program of attack on crime. Master's thesis, 1929.
University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Ind.

3599. Seward, Jane Dancan. The relationship between the social maladjust-
ment and the degree of intelligence of a group of elementary school children.
Master's thesis, 1929. New York university, New York, N. Y. 43 p.

3800. Shipp, Fred T. Social survey of 665 high school boys. Master's thesis.
1930. Stanford university, Stanford University, Calif. 100 p. ma.

This study includes extracurricUlar activities. athletics, social, recreational, home.

religious, and vocational activities and interests.
3801. Shrader, X. C. A survey of community activity in public schools of

Pittsburgh, Pa. Pilaster's thesis, MO. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh,
Pa. 98 p. m.
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3602. Sifert, E. R. Surveys of the characteristics of school population&
Educational method, 9 : 337-42, March, 1930.

The author gives a technique for studying the characteristics of students entering a
junior or senior high school from a variety of schools with different aims. Re takes up
tho sources of student leadership ; sources of student leadership within a single grade:
mld the distribution of student failures in terms of contributing schools, and gives the
procedures which he followed in using thé tables. The game procedure lends itself to
many different and important types of study within the school.

3G03. Smith, Harry B. A social attitudes test for upper grade children.
Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y.

it set of 46 multiple-choice questions was 'Slide for boys and a similar set for girls in
delieloping a penc1l-and-p4per test that could be used as a group test in schoolrooms to
indicate the social attitudes of the pupils. Questions were submitted to 275 boys and
241 girls. Sex differences were revealed in comparison of data from several pairs of sim-
ilar questions from the two sets. An apparent influencing of children's attitudes by their
teacher was found from the data, as was the indication that teacher's attitudes were
revealed as well. Data indicated a development in social attitudes of children from the
fifth ti4 the eighth grade, and a variation between children in grade scores.

MA- Smith, Monroe W. The scout oath and law. Master's thesis, 1930.
Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y. 20 p. ms.

Ilistinical research into letters and original rep+ts written in the spring of 1911 con-
cerning path and law. Credit tor the American laws goes to certain people without
whose assistance the present scout oath and law would not have been possible. To whom
shouldlgo the credit of the oath and law represents the findings of the piper.

3605. Smith, Stephen P. Private school publicity through advertising.
Masters thesis, 1930. Rutgers university, New Brunswick, N. J.

3606..Spikes, L. E. Tying up the work of the school with the community.
1930. Duke university, Durham, N. C.

A description of the evaluation of the work of a small city sc,hool superintendent
In linkink the work of the school with the community life: procedures and principles
Involved. .

3607. Statham, Mrs. Jeannette F. The visiting teacher as a personnel
worker. Oaster's thesis, 1930. George Washington university, Washington,
D. C. 50p. ms.

3608. Si?gdill, Ralph M. A study of parental attitudes. Master's thesis,
1930. Ohlb state university, Columbut.

Fifty metital hygienists and 100 parents rate 70 items of child behavior from one
to 10 according to how serious or undesirable tItey conMder the act as n form of
chfl behavioi. The report considers the violation of authority and moral customs to be
the most serious Item,. The mental hygienists consider as most serious introvert and
utisocial acts jvhich tend to make tbe child emotionally and socially maladjusted.

3600. Strapg, Ruth. Relation of social intelligence to certain other factors.
School and gociety, 32: 268-72, August 23, 1930

The George: Washington sodal intelligence test was given to 811 graduate students
and the resultil correlated with another measure of social intelligence, the Gilliland ques-
tionnaire, and ..with certain other factors, such as age, salary, term marks, occupation
of father, and participation in extracurricular activities and voluntary advisory work.
The correlatIoi between the test scores and the scores on the Gilliland questionnaire
was 17+.07. somewhat more significant relationship (.294- .04) was found between
the social intelligence test and term marks, but there IFflP only n glance relationship
with the other factors studied.

3610. Stratford, Jane. Cross-section of a high school student's life. Master's
thesis, 1980. University of Hawaii, Honolulu. 135 p. ms.

Complete study of all influences. in school and out on all pupils in the Maui (Hawaii)
high school Findings: Variety of races; Chinese have largest families; average home
lacks books and magazines; few broken homes; no racial partiality in school elections;
senior class superior (selection) more Japanese boys than girls in high schools:
greater handicaps in use of English in the ease of Japanese than any other group;
poor home study conditions in most cases, etc.
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3611. Sturges, David Whittom. The status of sex education in certain
schools and colleges in California. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Cali-,
fornia, Berkeley. 81 p. MS.

This study shows that elementary schools to some extent have accepted spx
as a phase of the larger educative program. There is room for improvement both n.

to numbers offering instruction and to the establishment of a standilrd program. One-

half of the high schools do not show sex education to integral part of courses;
junior colleges have taken some recognition of sex education program. but foil cogniznuce
has not been taken of the subject by college administrators. Teacher training insti-
tutions report correlation with the biological sciences.

3612. Theisen, W.' W. Do children learn through publicity?
schools, 5 : 41-46. July ve29.

" The evidence submitted should convince the most skeptical that publicity is a factor
to be reckoned with in teaching even when used in a hit-or-miss fashion as it is to-day."

3613. Thomas, Ralph Bell. The influence of boine environment as affected
by the marital status of the parents upon the compulsory part-time pupil. Mas-

ter's thesis, 1930. University of Southern California, Los Angeles.
3614. Thrasher, Frederic M. Research in educational sociology in 192e.

Journal of educational sociology, 3 : 503-508, 556-62, May 1930.
Gives lists of research projects developed during 1929 on social traits of school children.

social backgrounds of the sOool child, social adjustments of the school child, social
analysis of educational institutions, etc.

3615. Warren, Jule B. Interprettim the public schools. 1930. North Caro-

I CA t fjfl

Nation's

lina education association, Raleigh. 48 p.

An invaluable guide to school officials who desire to properly interpret the work of the
schools. This handbook also contains a bibliography on educational publicity prepared by
B. M. Farley of the National education association.

3616. Wessel, Herman M. Secondary school population in some of its social
and economic relationships. Doctor's thesis, 1930. University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia. 154 p. ins.

A study of the high school population of Cheltenham township. Findings: Differences
of a sociological and psychological nature exist among the students of the secondary
school. These differences tend to be narrowed as the grades advance, so that the lagt
year -of the high school has a more homogeneous group than the first. Three selective
factors which seem to be operating are the intelligence of the children, the occupations of
the fathers, and tbe ethnic origins. A further operation of this selectivity is evidenced by
the enrollment in the curricula ; 'that is, on the basis of these factors certain well defined
grobps can be found in each. This selectivity operates also in the statements of tbe
pupils' plans for continued educatior.

See alto 4, 454-456, 499, 1045, 1599, 1859, 3833, 4137, 437, 4401, 4565-4566.

CHILD WELFARE

3617. Davis, Robert A. Need for guidance in orphan homes. Elementary
school journal, 30: 51-55, September 1929.

One thousand fifty-one children in grades two through etght, in six orphanages in
central Texas were given Dearborn group intelligence tests, and Haggerty intelligence
examinations. Children ranged in ages from six to 21. Only five per cent of the children
are aboye normal according to Dearborn test; ten per cent as determined by the Haggerty
test Types of activities engaged in by children as part of their daily life were studied
Mail indicate that there is no definite and purposeful attempt to train the children scIen
tifically in types of occupations they will enter when they leave the institutions. As mnsi
of the children are in elementary school, vocational courses and vocational guidance should
be given in elementary grades as well as in highjchool. Children could be trained in types
of o&upations which are commensurate with Vbeir intelligence, interests. and vocations;
aptitudes. In the institutions studied there is need for a more up-to-date record

system including social and case records, physical and medical histories of the children.
and the results of mental, trade and other testa.

41b
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3618. Hoffer, Frank William. Counties in transition. A study of county
public and private welfare administration in Virginia. University, Va., Insti-
tute for research in the social sciences, 1929. 255 p.

Six counties were selected for this study, four with organized public welfare units and
two without them. The study sought to analyze welfare laws and observe at first hand
how these operate in concrete situations. Among the subjects investigated were foster
homes for children, institutional care of children, juvenile courts, and character building
recreational agencies.

3619. Kelly, Moyne L. School practices in 16 Texas orphanages. Master's
thesis, 1930. Baylor university, Waco, Texas. 81 p..ms.

Extent, quality and character of schooling provided by Texas orphanages: how provided,
adequacy of plant and relation with other schools were studied.

3620. McAllister, Hilda Paukner. A study of the nutrition of the children in
the Soldier's orphans' home at Davenport, Iowa, and the State juvenile home
at Toledo, Iowa, and its relation to health, 1926-1928. Master's thesis, 1921).
University of Iowa, Iowa City.

3621. Mautner, Bertram and Abbott, W. Lewis. Child labor in aviculture
and farm life in the Arkansas Valley of Colorado. Colorado Springs, Colo..
Colorado college, 1929. 158 p. (Colorado college publication, General series,
PO. 164, December 1929)

This is part of a state-wide study made in Colorado in the summer and fall of 1924
into conditions of child labor in agriculture. Part 3 deals with child workers and tbe
schools, in respect to attendence, grade standing, etc.

3622. Moody, Mildred C. and Westbrook, Elva X. A survey of agencies
working with and for children. Chicago, International council of religious
education, 1929. 87 p. (Research service bulletin, no. 7)

A report of a survey of agencies, national in scope, working for the moral, religious,
and civic welfare of children.

See also 3572, 4128.

RURAL EDUCATION

3623. Adams, F. B. A survey of the common school districts of three coun-
ties in the State of Minnesota. Master's° thesis, 1929. University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis.

:MN. Andrews, John Nelson. History and present status 4 the rural coop-
etative movement in Texas. Doctor's thesis, 1929. New York university, New
York, N. Y.

362:-). Atkinson, R. C. 'Ile problem of rural and village school district
organization in Ohio. 1930. Ohio in'stitute, Columbus. 45 p. ms.

Analysis of effect of small school district organisation. on cost of conducting rural
education and on taxing power behind the schools. Small districts interfere with efficient
school organization, prevent establishment of school units of efficient size and greatly
exaggerate inequalities in taxable wealth.

:1626. Baldridge, Chloe C. Requirements for standardization of rural schools.
Lincoln, Nebraska department of public instruction, 1929. 76 p. (Supplemen-
tary normal training bulletin, no. 2, rev. 1929)

3627. Baldwin, Bird T., Fillmore, Eva A. and Hadley, Lora. Farm chil-
dren an investigation of farm children in selected areas of Iowa. New York,
London, D. Appleton *and company, 1930. 337 p.

A study of Iowa child welfare research station investigators of two rural Iowa
communities during a four-year period. The social, physical, and mental Makeup of
the children as well as the historical setting is portrayed. Various factors in the
environment that influence the rural child's life, such as religious, educational, political,
economic, and family attitudes are presented. Music and speech tests were used to dis-
cover the' capacity of rural children. The methodology of the study is also given.

vdt
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'"4113628. Berg, A. C. A program of studies for the one-room 'School. Master's
thesis, 1929. University of North Dakota, Grand Forks.

3629. Best, H. B.. A study of publicity employed to increase rural pupil
attendance in hikh schools. Educational research record (University of Ne-
braska), 2 : 21-23, 26-31, October 1929. %

The purpose of this study is to present types of publicity now employed to increase the
attendance of rural pupils in high schools. The study is limited to schools whose enroll-
ment in high school is not over 300. Data indicate that a continuous publicity campaign
rather than a sporadic type of publicity is needed.

3630. Cook, Katherine M. Rural education in 1926-192& Washington,
United States Government printing office, 1929. 44 p. (U. S. Bureau of educa-
tion. Bulletin, 1929, no. 18)

Advance sheets from the Biennial survey of education in the United States, 192e-1928.

3631. Dewey, Delmer R. Distribution of time per subject per grade in one and
two room rural schools. 1930. Oregon normal school, Monmouth.

A study of 80 one-room schools; 23 two-room schools. Contains comparison with
Ayres' study of distribution of time in city schools, and Arrnentrout's study of distribution
of time in normal and teachers' college training schools.

3632. Donaldson, Grant H. A study of the community interest of Portage
county with a view toward large high school centers. Master's thesis, 1930.
Ohio state university, Columbus. 60 p. ins.

A study was made of the community interests of the county. These centers were
taken as the natural high school centers.

3633. Dunn, Ione Henderson. Some contributions of private schools to the
education of the mountaineers in Buncombe and Madison counties. 1930. Duke
university, Durham, N. C. 90 p. ms.

A consideration of the contributions made by private schools in Buncombe and Mad-
ison counties, N. C., showing private schools as pioneers in education, preparing the
way for the development of public students, and showing particularly the contributions
made by the private schools of teacher training in the mountain counties.

3634. Emerson, D. W. and Hackworth, Lector. Handbook for rural teach-
ers of Northeastern district, 1929-1930. 1930. Northe.aptern state teachers
college, Tahlequah, Okla. 46 p.

One hundred and eighty-nine schools located in 10 different counties in Northeastern
Oklahoma were studied. Findings: Every grade was below standard in reading, both
silent and oral reading. The last testing indicated a great deal of progress made by
each grade, the third grade having gone above standard in both silent and oral reading.

3635. Gaumnitz, Walter H. The smallness of America's rural high schools.
Washington, United States Government printing office, 1930. 78 p. (U. S.
Office of education. Bulletin, 1930, no. 13)

This study was limited for the most part to the schools which were located in the open
country or in villages and towns of fewer than 2,500 population.

3636. Hatcher, O. Latham. A mountain school. A study made by the
Southern woman's educational alliance and lionnarock training school. Rich-
mond, Va. Garrett and Massie, inc., 1930. 248 p.

Concerns itself with the school, the homes from which the children came to the school.
their parents and the children themselves, particularly with the girls.

3637. Hausrath, A. IC A study of the reliability and validity of the com-
munity farm survey. Master's thesis, 1930. Iowa state college, Ames.

3638. Hushour, Wilbur C. Redistricting the school districts of Wayne
county, Ohio. Master's thesis, 1930. Ohio state university, Columbus. 197

p. 1118.
A study of the educational and financial inequalities in school districts, and the

reorganisation of schools on a county basis under one board of education. Conclusions:
School districts should be organized into fewer but larger school districts ; seven con-
solidated districts are recommended.

,
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3639. Kellam, William Porter. Development of public education in Guil-
ford county. Master's thesis, 1930. Duke university, Durham, N. C.

An effort to describe the organization of public education in Guilford county and trace
its development and educational growth.

3640. Kennon, Charles N. A study of the schools of Kent county, Texas,
with recommendation for reorganization and improvement. Master's thesis,
1930. University of Colorado, Boulder. University of Colorado studies, 18:
S3 84, December 1930. (Abstract)

A survey was made of the schools of Kent county, and the records and reports of tho
Girard and Jayton schools were studied. The author recommends various change,.;
which would give the children better educational advantages in the county schools.

3641. Knight, Edgar W. Ninety years of rural education in the South.
1930. University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. Southern planter, January
1, 1930.

Shows progress and present problems of education in the rural South.
3642. Lawrence, C. G. Education in Elbert county, Ga. Master's thesis.

1930. University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill.
3643. Lewis, Charles D. Rural intelligence in relation to" rural population.

Doctor's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn.
Nashville, Tenn., George Peabody college for teachers, 1929. 88 p. (Contri-
butions to education,ao. 74)

Data were secured from 1,341 high school students, from 27 schools located in nine
counties of three states. All of these schools were In Tennessee ercept two, one of which
was in Virginia and the other in Kentucky. In the light of the evidence brought out by
this investigation/ it seems that the rural communities dealt with, tend to perpetuate
themselves from their lower intelligence levels, and thereby give a downward trend to
the average native ability of the succeeding gentiratiou.:. This tendency was not large,
hut was found in the evidence gathered. There are still many of superior intelligence
born on the farms, and a fair proportion of these seem inclined to remain there.

3644. Lineback, Clifford. The need for reorganization of rural secondary
schools of Howard county, Ind. Master's thesis, 1929.- Indiana university,
Bloomington. 185 p. ms.

3645. Lott, Stanton Norris. The development of education in Edgefield
county, S. C. Master's thesis, 1930. University of South Carolina, Columbia.

364(1. Lotz, J. Wesley. A partial index of relative educational advantage of
the 10 rural high schools in Hardin county. Ohio. Master's thesis, 1929. Ohio
state university, Columbus. 88 p. ms.

The general purpose of the study *his to discover the relationship between size and
efficiency of 10 rural high schools in Hardin county, Ohio. Findings: As the size increases,
according to the study, efficiency Increases. There is a positive imperfect correlation
between eaCh of the following factors and efficiency : Curriculum offerings ; teacher special-
ization; graduate-freshman ratio, pupil-teacher ratio. There is a negative imperfect
relationship between tbe following and efficiency of the school : length of school term.
teacher training, and cost of instruction.

3647. Meyer, Fred W. A study of the educational achievement of pupils in
the rural and graded schools of Smith county, Kansas. Master's thesis, 1929.
University of Kansas. Lawrence.

8648. Patton, D. H. A proposed reorganization of the Highland county, Ohio
school system. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati.
Ohio.

3649. Pftilippine Islands. Bureau of education. Comparative jachlevement
of the rural schools in grades three and four. Manila, P. I., Bureau of educa-
tion, 1930.

Forty-seven divisions were covered in the survey, third and fourth grades (rural or'barrio) and seventh grade, first, second, third, and fourth years (vocational). Only third
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and fourth grade achievements are compared. Findings: The relative ranks of these
divisions and the schools in terms of month below or above the normal achievement
were secured.

3650. Pihlblad, Helge Ernst. A comparative study In high school achieve-
ment of children from rural and graded schools. Master's thesis, 1930. Uni-
versity of Colorado, Boulder. University of Colorado studies, 18: 97-98, Decem-
ber 1930. (Abstract)

Data obtained from nine high schools located in nine different counties in the state of
Kansas, indicate that the graded school prepares its pupils for high school work better
than does tbe one room school.

3651. Rabold, R. U. and Peters, C. C. How country pupils differ -from town
pupils. Journal of educational sociology, 3: 293-304, .lanuary 1930.

A study of 138 high school freshmen at Hollidaysburg, l'a. Tests, questionnaires. and
score cards were used. All differences are given in means and standard deviation of
means. Town pupils are superior to country pupils in 33 of the 39 measured ways.

3652. Rentz, Eddie Wilson. The development of education in Bamberg
county, S. C., '1735-1925. Master's thesis, 1930. University of South Carolina,
Columbia.

3653. Reynolds, Joseph B. A study of the South Carolina county superin-
tendents of education. Master's thesis, 1930. George Pealt.dy college for
teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 97 p. ms.

Conclusions : The county board method is the better way of selection ; minimum edu-
cational training should be bachelor's degree including 18 semester hours of education
in school administration and supervision, and three years of educational experience.

3654. Rooker, Bessie Alice. Development of public education in Warren
county, N. C. Master's thesis, 1930. Duke university, Durham, N. C.

Traces the natural evolution of education on the basfs of English colonial traditions,
the important function of private schools in preparing the way for a public school system,
and the tolerant attitude of au aristocratic tradition toward the development of negro
schools.

3655. Shales, J. X. A study (Of mind-set in rural and city school children.
Journal of educational psychology, 21: 248-58, April 1930.

A group of 20 questions were submitted to 464 children attending a typical school in
the city of Buffalo, and to the same number of unselectird rural children. The children
were all elementary school pupils from the fourth to the eighth grade, inclusive. Data
indicate that rural children have a pronounced rural set of mind, and that city children
have a decided, characteristic urban type of mind-set.

3656. Templeton, Merrill Hart. A study of the curriculum and of pupil
progress in seventh and eighth grades in rural schools and in cities of the third
class in Kansas. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Kansas, Lawrence.

3657. Terrell, hiarvinTee. Some inequalities in the white schools of Saline
county, Ark. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers,
Nashville, Tenn. Nashville, Tenn., George Peabody college for teachers, 1930.
106 p.

Findings: Inequalities existing are due to organization and administration.
3658. Thomas, D. H. Redistricting Delaware county school districts. Ma

ter's thesis, 1929. Ohio state university, Columbus.
A survey of Delaware county, Ohio, school districts was made by means of a question-

naire-and personal visits to schools. Findings: Several schools are having considerable
difficulty in financing their schools, due to the multiplicity of school districts. Larger
units are recommended.

3659. Twining, Paul Ernest A comparative study of academic efficiency of
&pHs in certain urban and one-teacher rural schools of Bourbon county, Kans.
Master's thesis, 1929. University. of Kansas, Lawrence. Reviewed by R. O.
Russell in University of : bulletin of education, 2: 18-20, October 1929.

Conclusions: When the gro. were equated for chronological age, intelligence and-
grade in school, the results in the fourth grade favored urban students; the results in the
eighth grade, however, favored rural student& The differences were not great.
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3660. Weber, Daniel Harry. The status and evaluation of devices recom-mended by county superintendents for the improvement of rural instruction.Master's thesis, 1929. Universl& of Nebraska, Lincoln. 81 1). ms.Evaluation of 90 devices used in Nebraska by county superintendents, normal trainingteachers and rural teachers.
3661. Whitehurst, Theodosia. Vocabulary study of rural children of Mis-sissippi beginning in school. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody collegetor teachers, Nashville, Tenn. ns p. ms.
3662. Whittaker, Milo L. Rural coinmunity organization. A comparativestudy of two rural communities in northern Illinois. De Kalb, Ill., NorthernIllinois state teachers college, 1929. 38 p.
Two rural communities were compared to discover the value of community organization.indings : The community that maintains an organized life is more efficient than one thatdues not.

3663. Williams, Barnett Osborne. The farm youth of South.Carolina. Mas-ter's thesis, 1929. University of Virginia, Charlottesville.
3613-1. Williams, J. D. The standardization and classification of one-teacherrural schools. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Kentucky, Lexington.so p. ms :
See also 5-6, 8, 13, 20, 22, 24, 26, 30, 40, 42, 48;--49, 87, 664, 691, 728, 783, 792, 834,886, 938, 1008, 1025, 1301, 1549, 1840, 1903, 1916, 1953, 1960,1967, 1988, 2086,"220, 2415,2588, 2687, 2735, 2774, 2808,2810, 2812, 2814,2818, 2821, 2826, 2827,2833, 2839, 2884, 2892, 2951, 2971, 2996, 3000; 3208, 3209, 3227, 3229, 3361, 3377,:t3S9, :456, 3552, 3714, 3762, 4033, 4037, 4566, 4576, 4609, 46164617.

CONSOLIDATION AND TRANSPORTATION

3665. Barnes, James A. School transportation in Grand Forks county,N. Dak. Master's thesis, 1930. finiversity of North Dakota, University.
3666. Benich, Nay B. Financial problems of rural school consolidation inJohnston county, Okla. Master's thesis, 1930. Oklahoma agricultural andmechanical college, Stillwater.
3667. Bittikofer, F. G. Super-consolidation of small high schools. Master'sthesis, 1929. Ohio state university, Columbus. 70 p. ms.
3668. Bunt, Richard H. A study of special problems of consolidated schoolswlilch maintain a four year accredited high school. Master'si thesis, 1930,University of South Dakota, Vermillion. 74 p.
3669. Burnett, Hugh. A comparison of consolidated with one-teacher schoolsill the State of Kansas on the basis of age-grade data. Master's thesis, 1930..University ofColorado, Boulder. University of Colorado studies, 18: 5041,December 1930. (Abstract)
The purpose of this study has been to compare consolidated schools with one-teacherrural schools in regard to age-grade data. Data were collected concerning 4,158 pupilsfrom 37 consolidated schools, and 8,500 pupils in one-teacher schools in 15 counties.Findings: Retardation is slightly greater in the consolidated schools than in tile one-teacher dchools.

3670. Butterworth, Julian E. Transportation costs Mad conditions in NewYork. New York education, 17: 629-81, March 1930.
Gives data from the 180 districts of New York reporting on transiortation to theState department of education, showing "longest distance transported"; cost per pupil(year, day, mile) ; types of vehicles; liability insurance carried ; etc. 1
3671. Callon, Albert McGee. A score card and typical stindards for schoolbus bodies. Master's thesis, 1980. University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio.92 p. ms.
Data for the compilation of standards were secured by questionnaires from 17 largecompitnies. engaged in manufacturing school bus bodies. Score sheets were made on the
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14 points of bus contitruction and sent to 25 large companies engaged in maoufaetnring
bus bodies, 100 superintendents of schools where buses are used, and 200 teachers of
vocational agriculture, for scoring. A score card was made from a compilation of the
scores sent in by these groups. Directions were given for the construction of the frame.

3672. Connell, Wilbur Bliss. The consolidation of rural schools in Jackson
county. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Texas. Austin.

do 3673. Covert, Timon. An annotated bibliography of studil on consolidation
and transportation, 192-1929. Washington, D. V, United/States Office of
education, 1930. 24 p. ms. (Circular no. 9)

The studies included are limited, with a few exceptions, to t hose made during the
six-year period 1923-1929.

3674. Consolidation or schools and transportation of pupils, 1927-
1928. Washington, D. C., United States Offh-e of education, 1930.
(Circular no. 3)

Rural school consolidation. A decade of school consolidation3675.

)0 p. ms

with detailed informatiop from 105 consolidated schools. Washington, D. C.,
United States GoTernment printing office, 1930. 34 p (U. S. Office of
education. Pamphlet, no. 6, June 1930)

3676. Time allotments in selected conso:hlated schools compared

tt with time alloted in 49 cities and in selected schools of Utah. Washington.
D. C., United States Government printing office, 1930. 10 p. (U. S. Office
of education. Rural school leaflet, no 46)

Eighty consolidated schools are inclUded in this study of which 50 per ceni or more
put the greatest amount of emphaiis in the lower grades on language, reading, arith-
metic, supervised play, and recess, and the least amount on spelling, penmanship.
physical training. drawing and music. The majority of schools allot considerable time
in -the upper elementary grades to language, reading, arithmetic, history, geography
and hygiene.

3677. Crawford, Clyde E. Some economic and educational factors involved
in consolidation of schools in Hawaii. Master's thesis, 1930. Unfversity of

It)P

Hawaii, Honolulu. 65 p. ins.
A study of costs and ed .ationnl factor y! such as size of school in relation to con

solidation. All factors point to the need for consolidation of many small schools in
I 'await.

3678. Davies, C. T. A study of the methods of transporting school children
in certain consolidated school districts of Florida. Master's thesis, 1930.

Duke university, Durham, N. C.
Aims to discover the various methods of providing transportation for school children.,

6 in Florida ; makes an intexisive study of methods, costs, and conditions of transportation
in four counties and recommends that method moit desirable forl Florida.

3679. Duncan, NeaL [Studies in pupil transportation] American school
board journal, 79: 65-66, 147, July 1929: 43-44, 114, September 1929; 46-47.
146, Novembér 1929.

The first article deals with the legal rights of school boards fb use funds for pupil
transportation, the second with the state laws relative to contracts for the transportation
of pupils; and the third with state laws relaiive to methods of transporting pupils to
school.

3680. Green, George. Consolidated high schools in Ohio. Mastei's thesis,
1930. University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill. 109 p.

General statistical treatment of finances, facilities, curricula, and teaching personnel.
Conclusions: Marty consolidated districts are too small for efficient or economic opration.

3681. Heskett, H. A. Consolidated schools of Ohio. Master's thesis, 1930.
University of Akron, Akron, Ohio. 50 p.

History of consolitiated schools from 1892-1930, with comparison and forecast of the
future. Findings: The one-room school is doomed to extinction.
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3682. Hutchison, C. S. Pupil transportatiOn in Logan county, Ohio. Mas-ter's diesis, 1930. Ohio state university, Columbus. 62 p. ms.Findings Transportation in county is high and poorly administered.
3683. Kenner, Earl B. The transportation factor in the centralization ofthe high schòols of Lgrain county. Master's thesis, 1929. Ohio state univer-ity, Columbus. 75 p. ms.
.t study of present transportation #eonditions with a suggestion for wider scale trans-portation, and estimation of cost. Findings: Transportation as proposed would to.feasible from the standpoints of safety, distance, time and cost.
3684. Lindsey, Norton Coll. A study of bus transportation in consolidatedcitoa18 with specific recommendations for the established consolidated schoolat Mousey, N. Y. Master's thesis, 1929. New York university. New York, N. Y.

133 p. ms.

3685. Marshall, Delmer Bradford. Unionhation of elementary schuol dis-tricts of California compared with certain educational and financial tortoni!,Master's thesis, 1931, `University of Califörnia, Berkeley. 51 p. ms.Investigated; tbe question, " h existing legislation permitting unionization of elementarydistricts of California of such character as to encourage unionization, and what are themeasurable results of unionisation of elementary school districts of California?"Findings: Legislation regarding unionisation is permissive, rather than compulsory ; thereis no reward from tbe State as inducement to unionise.
3686. Norman, Reuben Bruce. .A propooed plan for the consolidation of the,schools of Wilbftrger county, Texas. Master's thesis, 1929. lyniver.ity ofTexas, Austin,
3687. Payne, James O. A statistical study of pupil transportation cost inhe public schools of Oklahoma. Master's thesis, 1930. Oklahoma ngrkculturaland mechanical college, Stillwater.
3688. Pederson, P. E. Determining certain activities of the Burnside con-solidated school. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Minnesota. Minneapolis.
3689. Pettus, B. P: The consolidation of rural schools of., Virginia with spe-jai reference to Albemarle co9ty. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Vir-'

Ciarlottesville.
The study gives an appraisal of the situation in Albemarle county and points out thenecessity for consolidation of rural scgools in the county.
3690. Raines, George Merton...A Consolidation of high schools in Norfolkmunty. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Virginia, Charlottesville.An evaluation of the situation as found in Norfolk county., Virginia, with recommenda-tions for a program of consolidation. .

3691. Rees, Donovan William. Administrative organizátion of consolidatedschools in Western Kansas. Master's thesis, 1930. Colorado agricultural col-
.

lege, Fort Collins. 0

3892. Rice IL S. A comparison of consolidated and one-room rural schools.Master's thesis, 1930. Pennsylvania state college, State College.A study of 700 pupils in Crawford county. Pa. On the whole Consolidated schoolsproved superior, but the findings are not conclusive because not very oftilsi tent and basedon too meager measurement.

3693. Shegog, G. W. Consolidated school project in central Guernsey county.Master's thesis, 1930. Ohio state university, Columbus. 137 p. ms.Some aspects of consolidation of three townships in Guernsey county, Ohio. Findings :p:snsolidation would decrease the educational inequalities and lesien the cost of education.
369.3. Smale,, John Gerard, fr. A school unionization program for Maderacounty, Calif. Master's thesis, 1930. University of California, Berkeley.167 p. ms. University high school journal, 10: 264, December 1930. (Digest)A study of possibilities of consolidation in Madera county, Calif., based upon a con-!sideration of the factors of climate; roads; total mitt school population ; classification and
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-progress of school children ; school buildln and sites ; analysis of financial conditions.
Unionization program for Madera co is described.

34;95. Taylor, L. C. Per cost of instruction in 50 consolidated and 50

nonconsolidated schools, of Iowa. Master's thesis, 1929. Iowa state college,
Awes. 47 p ms.

3696. Thrush, Torrance Harold. Centraliiation of schools about Frederick-
town, Ohio. Master's thesis, .1929. Ohio state university, Colntbus. 70 p. ms,

A study a finance, transportation, community interests and education inequalities.
Findings: Four townships should be centralized at Fredericktown and could be operated
cheaper than present schools.

3697. Tonkinson, Glenn E. A measure of transportation costs in consolidated
schools. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Oklahoma, Norman. 112 p. ms.

369. Warren, Russell E. The comparative cost of the different methods of
motor transportation of school children in Indiana. Master's thesis, 1930.

Indiana university, Bloomington. 35 p. ms.
3099. Wilson, W. K. and Ashbaugh, E. J. Achievement in rural and COD-

qolidated schools. Educational research bulletin (Ohio state university), 8:
:t58-63, November G. 1929.

A comparison of the reading and arithmetic ability of pupils in consolidated and in
one-ruQm rural schools. Intelligence stores, reading and arithmetic scores were obtained

.from all pupilsOn grades three to eight inclusive in four consolidated and 50 one-room
rural schools n hrtie counties of Ohio. The results seem to be in favor of consolidated
schools.

4.14*
3700. Young. Arthur Lincoln. A plan for the consolitlation of public elemen-

sr tary schools. Master's thesis, 1930. Yale university, New Haven, Conn.
See also 140, 2582, 3365, 3542,

COUNTY UNIT

3701. Covert, Timon. An annotatN bibliography of-studies pertaining to the
county unit of school administration. Washington, D. C., United States Office
of education, 1930. 16 p. ms. (Circular no. 12)

This bibliography includes more than 100 published studieS pertaining to the county
unit of school administration.

3702. Hinderks, Marvin E. The county unit school system as it would apply

to Boone county, Iowa. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa, Iowa City.
91 p. ms.

3703. Huff; Raymond. Development and pperation of the county-unit system
in New Mexico. Master's thesis, 1530. 'University of Colorado, Boulder.
University of Colorado studies, 18: 70-77, December 1930. (Abstráct)

The evolution 6f the county-unit system of school administration in New Mexico since
1912, And a comparison of school conditions under the distrfct-unit system and the county-
unit.system. Data are based on the laws of New Mexico frog) 1912 to 1929, reports of

state officials and the stpte educational Itssociation, and county school mainteriance budgets
of the 31 counties. The study shows t/te improved effectiveness of the schools under the
county-unit in a number of respects, And also shows certain weaknesses in the system.

3704. Leech, Cail G. The eoubty unit in school administration ; its present
status in the United States. American school board journal, 81 : 37-89, 112, 114,

August 1930.
This article outlines certain fupdamental considerations concerning county-unit organi-

zation and administration as viewed by schoolmen and describes strong features and

defects in such systems as they exist today.
3705. McClellan, Edward E. Possible economies in a county administration

of schools. Master's thesis, 1930. Ohio state university, Columbus. 111 p.
Administration of 22 local districts of Montgomery county, Ohio; showing economies

under a single county admiiiistration.
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3706. Patton, David Hubert. A proposed reorganization of the Highland
county, Ohio, school system. Master's thesis. 1930. University of Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, Ohio. 124 p.

Tbe author proposed to answer the needs in the organization of the typical Ohio
counties by studying: economy anil efficiency of the largvr unit ; administration and
gupervision; teacher tratning and classroom situations; curriculum and its Nichment.
All data affecting the-situation in Highland county were collected and classified with a
view to determining a more efficient scheme of organization for the system of schools of
the county. It was found that the lirger administrative unit for the county is desirable
and practical; the plan provided is more efficient for supervision and teaching; an
enriched curriculum and broadened opportunity for all school youth is made possible ; it
is more efficient and ecanomical. Before the plan can bo executed, it will Jae necessary to
educate the public. Every county should be analyzed and a definite and progressive
procedure worked out.

3707. Stiffier, Dale. The status of the county superintendent in the State of
Kentucky from the standpoint of the county unit. Master's thesis, 1IC9.
Indifrna state teachers college, Terre Haute. 73.p. Ins.

A study of sex, salary, academic and professional trainint:, educational experience,
gate and local requirements, and duties of the county superintendent. and a discsusion of
the desirability and undesirability of the county unit method of administration. Data ou
the professional training of county superigtendents indkate that subjects taken bcfore
appointment did not prepare for position, but that subjects taken after appointment did
prepare for the position. County superintendents are apparently lu favor of the county
unit method of supervision.

3708. Taylor, James Custer. A study of the Tennessee county boards of edu-
cation. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville,
Tenn. 61 p. ms.

3709. Vincent, W. D. County unit. 1930. State board 'of education, Boise,
Idaho.

See also 3638-3640, 3642, 3644-3047, 3652-3654, 3657

MORAL EDUCATION

3710. Bartlett, L. W., Hernlund, V. F., and Brighouse, G. Measurement of
traits of students at the Y. M. C. A. college, Chicago. T. M. C. A. college, Chi-
cago, Ill. 1929-1930.

The purpose of this study was to obtain the present status of students as regards tileir
response to certain trait measuremense, and to consider the trait responses as indicators
of probable fitness for the Y. M. C. A. secretaryship.

3711. Bernadt, Alfred. Character education in the public schools. Master's
thes1s,..1930. University of Rochester, Rochester, N. Y. 140 p.

Summarizes and evaluates 24 plan of character education now in use in the public
schools.

3712. Bratt, Wesley Reuben. A study of the moral judgments of high school
students. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago,

The moral judgments scores of high school students were studied in relation to chrono-
logical age, intelligence scores, sex,4 reading habits, occupation of parent, attendance at
church, school, and at movies. A group of industrial school boys also were studied.

3713. Brinker, Olivia. Au experiment to determine whether ideals can he
taught by direct method in junior. high school grades. Masterls thesis, 1929.
University of Denyer, Denver, Colo. 92 p. ms.

An experiment wit:h 670 junior high schools in a residential section'of the city. Find-
ings: Improvement will result in remedying conditions if each phase of the undesirable
conditions is discussed with the pupils. It is necessary to keep a record of mill pupil's
reactions other than the discussion, because all do not take part, and those who do aro
the ones who need it least. Right concepts do not always result in right conduct. Clams
discussions increased pupil's judgment. Refinement in concepts results from a study of
the situation.
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3714. Britton, Logan. A comparison of rural and city school children in

character traits. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Colorado, Boulder. 58

p rn s.
Findings : City chikiren excelled in traits of final judgmeut, self confidence, motor

inhibition. and interest in detail. City boys surpass city girls in self confidence. flexibility.
motor inhi.bition. City girls exceed city boys in noncompliance, persistence, interest in
detail. finality of judgment, speed of movement. Rural girls excel rural boys in finality
of judgment. speed of movement, flexibility, freedom from load, coordination of impulses,
interest in detail. Conclusions: Girls score higher than boys in volitional traita, because
their maturing period of adolescence starts earlier.

3717). Buchanan, J. D. A study of the character-shaping influences on the
Monmouth campus. 1930. Monmouth college, Monmouth, 111. 74 p. ms.

Ai-study of curriculum. religious provisions and agencies, the housing situation (fraterni.
tit's and other). college activities, economic factors, the faculty and other factors. Infor.
mation was obtained concerning tbe opinion of the students as to the cooperative influence
of curriculum. extracurricular activities, etc., upon character and life.

3716. Campbell, William Giles and Koch, Helen Lois. Student honesty in a

university with an honor system. School and society, 31: 232,40, February 15

1930.
An extensive study of student honesty was conducted during the year 1927-1928 at

one of the large state universities where an hg)nor system had prevailed for many years
It was found that dishonest conduct occurred frequently ; cheating on examinations in-
creased with the scholastic advancement of the students; relatively more students trained
under an honor system in high school cheated on their education course examinations in
college than students who had been more closely supervised in their secondary school days,
while students recognized that cheating was done, they still desired that the honor system
be continued.

3717. Character education institution, Washington, D. C. Character edu-
cation in elementary schools. Washington, D. C., National capital press, 1930.

Character education plan for elementary schools. Five essential factors for success are
included.

371S'. Cinnamon. Elsie: The effects of emotional conditioning upit the devel-

opment of ideals in the adolescent years. Master's thesis, 1930. Rutgers uni-

versity, New Brunswick. N. J.
3719. Clark. Edward L. (Portland, Oregon). Study of falr-mindedness in

the Oregon institute of technology. [19301.
The Watson test. " A survey of public opinion on some religious and economic 'nut**

was givi'n to 60 students of the Oregon institute of technology. 20 of them being
juniors and seniors In the College of engineering. 20 juniors and seniors in the College
preparatory school, and 20 students.of radio-telegraphy. Tbe following tentative conclu-
sions were made as a result of the test : First, students tend to become less prejudiced if
they become more advanced in their education (this seems to be confirmed by the norms
established by Dr. Watson) ; second, there tends to be lees variation and prejudice as
students work together in the same classrooms and toward the same general objective:
find third. night school students in a narrow trade' course seem to tend more toward
prejudice than other groups of the same age and general education.

3720. Council of church boards of education. The testimony of college offi-
cials. Christian education, 13: 225-36, January 1930.

Information was sought concerning those forces on the college campus of most
potent influence in the development of Christian character. Data were secured from
nearly two-thirds of the colleges affiliated with the denominations; holding member-
ship in the Council of church boards of education. The composite picture of these
colleges is one operated upon a Christian philosophy with a machinery set-up of
its curriculum, religious services and activities to create an environment conducive
to the development of Christian character.

3721. Cutright, Prudence, and Shoemaker, Ward. The incidence of certain
elements in character education. 1929. Public schools, Minneapolis, Minn.

Relation of deceit. as objeetively indicated by reaction of certain typical circus-
stances, to such factors as (1) knowledge of right and wrong; (2) home background

.
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!culture. prosperity, etc.) ; (3) Intelligence; (4) teachers' mark on character traits ;
and (5) chronological age, together with items of local interest (schools, etc.).
Between 500 and 800 fifth and sixth grade children were involved.

3722. Danforth, Laurence. The measurement of personality, includink a de-
scription and evaluation of certain tests of personality and character. Mas-
ter's thesis,.1930. Boston university, Boston, Mass. ms.

3723. Dimock, Hedley S. An appraisal of behavior changes in boys at Camp
Ihmek. Y. M. C. A. college, Chicago, Ill. [1930].

The purpose of the study was to ascertain the kind and extent of behavior changeR
which take place in boys during two months of camping experience.

3724. Drake, Charles A. A study of cheating in certain examinations. 1930.
Adelphi college, Brooklyn, N. Y. 3 ps ms.

3725. Duilycha, George J. The moral and popular beliefs of college fresh-
men School and society, 32: 69-72, July 12. 1930.

The purpose of this inquiry is to delve into the problem of moral anti popular
t)ellefs of college freshmen and to ascertain the extent to which freshmen believe or
disbelieve certain moral propositions and popular notions. Data were z.ecured from all
freshmen who matriculated at Ripon college in the fall of 1929.

37211. Geyer, Denton L. Selected books on character education. Chicago
normal college, Chicago, Ill. Chicago schools journal, 12:293-97, March 1930.

The bibliography is grouped under the following headings : objectives, psychologie.il
aspects, teaching plans, character education abroad, miscellaneous.

3727. Glasscock, Laird Varner. Some character training projects in Ameri-
can .public schools. Master's thesis, 1930. Boston university, Boston, Mass.
ms.

3728. Hanna, Dr. Joseph V., and Martin, A. J. S. The development of a
rating scale of personality traits of boys. Y. M. C. A.. West side branch, New
York, N. Y. [1930].

Parents, teachers, camp counsellors and others closely connected with each of the
boys to be rated were provided with copies of a rating scale involving the personality
traits.

3729. Hartshorne, Hugh, and Iday, Mark. Character education inquiry.
Vols. Studies in service and self-cimtrol; the organization of charac-
!fic. New York city, The Macmillan company, 1929-1930. 559 p., 503 p.

3730. Hausauer, Matilda. ak study of deception in elementary school chil-
dren. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Buffalo, Buffalo, N. Y. 50 p.

A review of recent attempts and progress made in the geld of character testing, and
a study of deception in elementary school children under controlled conditions. The
conclusions drawn show implications pertinent to moral training. The children who
cheated least had previously practiced honesty in similar situations. Cheaters were
always those who had tbe lowest scores. Noce cheating is associated with retarded
pupils and is related to lower intelligence In retarded pupils. The study emphasizes the
need of quantitative comparative data as a basis to future progress in character edu
(-ation.

3731. Henry, Joseph Wray. Character rating n R prerequisite for high
school graduation. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Colorado. Boulder.
2.1 p. ms.

A study of the present status based on reports from SSO principals of Illinois accrNilted
schools. Findings: Fifty-seven use character rating as bases, 225 schools make no
attempt toward it ; 98 schools make use of such ratings indirectly; 210 principals feel
rating should be used; 76 feel it should not be used.

3732. Herrick, Vergil E. The determination of the relationship existing be-
tween knowledge of correct behavior and actual conduct. Master's thesis, 1930.
University of Wisconsin, Madison. -
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3733. Howell, Mr8. Sue Craft. Certain character trait ratings as they relateto higher mental abilities. Master's thesis, 1930. North Carolina state college,Raleigh.
Findings: Character trait ratings of eighth grade pupils by three teachers were foundto be rather consistent These ratings gave valuable information and served as a hodsfor guidance and prediction. Mental abd activity character traits were more closelyrelated to mental ability than were the social and temperament traits. The two classesof traits yielded a correlation of .67+ .04 with each other.
3734. Jackson, T. A. Errors in self judgment. Journal of applied psychol-

,ogy, 13: 372-77, August 1929.
Twenty-five subjects ranked one another in each of eight character traits. 'There isa significant positive correlation between intelligence and " ability to Judge oneself."
3735. Jones, Vernon. Teachers manual " Character education through casesfrom biography." 1930. Clark university, Worcester, Mass.
This work is based on much experimentation.
3736. Jones, Willard T. Measuring deceit in secondary schools. Master'sthesis [1930]. Syracuse university, Syracuse, N. Y.
From an experiment conducted with 90 high school students, it was found that girlscheat on class examinations more than boys; if a student cheats with one teacher there isa general tendency to cheat with all. There is practically no correlation between Intelligence and deceit Cheating runs by families.
3737. Kaplan, Hyman. A survey of the methods, procedures and materials

in character education in use in the various public and private institutions
throughout the United States with special emphasis upon their relation to play.
activities. Master's thesis, 1930. New York university, New York, Y.
168 p. ms.

A study of the varied types or organizations carrying on character building as one ofthe primary aims. An analysis, classification and evaluation of the methods, proceduresand materials used (with illustrations). A growing tendency away from abstract Tit.tues and toward a greater use of normal life situations for character building was noted.There is an increased use of a more varied program, with special emphasis on activitieswhich offer opportunity for creative work; and a distinct tendency towards club or groupforms of organization in character training.
3738. Kirsch, Rev. Felix X. Training in chastity : a problem in Catholic

character education. 1930. Catholic university of America, Washington, D. C.
New York city, Benziger brothers, 1930. 373 p.

Much of the book is devoted to sex instruction, when it was first introduced into the
schools, experimenting with sex instruction in the schools, criticism of sex instruction,\ the need for it, what must be told, when, by whom and how.

3739. Leavers, C. E. A project for the developing of personality tritits along
with the teaching of technical skills in the New York institute of accountancy
and commerce. 23rd Street Y. M. C. A., New York, N. Y. [19301.

Eleven instructors suggested 86 important character traits for dlvelopment in the
school.

3740. Lindeman, Carl V. The need of character training in the school shops.
1029. Public schools, Paw Paw, Mich. 17 p. ms.

i I-0/ titer suggests a plan for developrng character, traits and personal qualities.
3741. McKinney, Mother M. Rose. Instincts, habits,' will as factors in char-

acter education of adolescents. Master's thesis, 1930. Loyola university, New
Or1eal4s, La. 38 p. ms.

3742 Mathews, C. O. A study of university students' attitudes toward aca-
demiclionesty. 1930. Ohio Wesleyan university, Delaware.

A 37-Itetu objective blank was constructed and utilized for obtaining students' opinionsconcerning conduct in specific situations. The blank is described along with the resultsof its use on a large pumber of college students.

41.
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3743. May, Mark A. and Hartshorne, Hugh. Recent improvements in de-
vices for rating character. Journal of social psychology, 1: 66-75, February
1930.

mid is one of a series of publications of the character education inquiry, which was
conducted at Teachers college, Columbia university, in cooperation with the Institute of
social and religious research.

8744. Menegat, Paul Anthony. State and city procedures in character edu-
cation in public schools. Master's thesis, 1930. University of 6regon, Eugene.
:98 p. ms.

Collection of material for reference or guide to making courses of study in character
education for the public schools.

3715. Mertens, Sister Arnoldina. A study of the concept of obedience of
children, grades I-IX, inclusive. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Loyola university,
Chicago, 298 p.

3746. Miller, Wendell LeRoy. Character building emphasizing the control
of tendencies resulting in action. Master's thesis, 1930. University of So
ern Ca!ifornia, Los Angeles, ms.

3747. Nera, Venancio. A program for moral education in the elementary
grades. Master's thesis, 1930. Ohio state university, Columbus. 87 p. ms.

Formulation of a program for moral education in the elementary grades. Indirect
moral instruction is recommended.

3748. ]Qark, Lillie Mai. Character-forming elements in selected aspects of
American history. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Nebraska, Lincoln.

Analysis of treatments accorded through characters in 10 selected high school texts
for character implications which may be emphasized in tbe classroom.

3749. Pittsburgh principals' club. Committee on character training. Re-
port of the committee on character training. Pittsburgh schools, 4 : 196 -222,
May-June 1930.

Preliminary report, containing a selected bibliography.
3750. Reilly, John Francis. Development of character traits through play-

ground activities. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Notre Dame, Notre
Male, Ind.

3751. Rutt, E. J. Enriching character content and social values in the Balti-
more college of commerce. t Baltimore, Md. [1930]

Questionnaires were sent to,alumni asking how they have been helped, to the faculty
asking their attitude on character content and social values, and to both for criticisms
and suggestions. A series of MO conferences resulted in a reorganization of tbe course
as a whole, of economics and English courses, and in increased attention in other courses
to attendant learnings.

3752. Savage, Ruth. The Vevelopment of leadershipfollowership as a part
of character education in a z hool program of physical education. Master's
thesis, 1929. New York univ New York, N. Y. 93 p.

3753. Shipp, David Warner: A study of direct moral instruction in the pub-
lic schools of the United States. Master's thesis, 1929. New York university,
New York, N. Y. 1 ,

3754. Simpilon, Mortimer Louis. The construction of character building
curriculum for an elementary school. Master's thesis, 1929. New York univer-
sity, New York, N. Y. 112 P. ms.

3755. Skinner, Blanche. A comparison of the character traits shown in his-
tory textbook biographies with the traits of good citizenship. Master's thesis,
1930. Colorado state teachers college, Greeley. 138 p.

3756. Skinner, John K. Cheating and stealing ámong high school students.
Master's thesis, 1930. Northwestern university, Evanston, Ill.
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3757. Smith, Mary Lou. Honesty and love of the home as taught by the
American poets. Master's tiles's, 1930. New York university, New York, N. I.

37.76. Sufinsky, Stella, Character building in the literature room. Eduea- !tional method, 9: 2»88, February 1930.
Four classes in the seventh grade in Denver, Colo., schools, including childrtn inX Y Z intelligence groups, were studied. The classes covered well-to-do Americans,middle-class Americans. one class of first and second generation foreign-born, and aclass of colored children. The children listed their worst faults, and the characteristicsliked and disliked in adults, boys and girls, the things they disliked most, and theirheart's desires. After their faults, the teachers tried by intervie.ws and the use ofliterature to help the children adjust their lives. A teacher who knows and loves herliterature and her children can arrange such natural and fruitful contats between the twothat the storks and poems become 9ources of comfort and guidance, beauty and satis-faction.

3759. Virginia polytechnic institute, Blacksburg. A study of character
education and influences 'at the Virginia polytechnic institute. 1930.The study was a rather exhaustive one, made as an inventory of conditions that existIt included a study of any influences apparent which seem to affect the character ofstudents. such as faculty, methods, Y. M. C. A., churches, student body*, military, barracblife, honor system. freshmen rules, etc. Some very personal data were secured. Findingsare not to be broadcast and their use is in the hands of the President. A committetwill be appointed to utilize the findings and to gradually bring about the most neededimprovements.

3764). Walter, Lester T. Character education in the public schools of theDistrict of Columbia. Master's thesis, 1930. George Washington university.
Washington, D. C. 79 p. ms.

Questionnaire survey of practices in a typical city school system (Washington, D.See also 148, 3595, 3799, 3808, 3841, 4438.

RELIGIOUS AND CHURCH EDUCATION
3761. Alden, Harry 0. The Evangelical Lutheran Trinity college of RoundHock, Tex. Master's theiis. 1929. University of Texas, Augtin.
A history of the efforts of Swedish Lutherans in Texas to provide educational facilitiesunder religious auspices for the young people of their church. A rapid survey of tbt.settlement of Swedish people in Texas and of early efforts to found schools is followed bya history of the one institution founded by them in Texas.
3762. Anderson, Victor C. A study of certain factors which influence the

religious activities of high school students in rural Mormon communities. Mas-ter's thesis, 1930. Brigham Young university, Provo.
3763. Armaur, Margaret Isabelle. A survey of parent training activities of45 Protestant Pittsburgh churches. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Pitts-burgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. University of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27:218-19, November

1930. (Abstract)
3764. Aus, George. The philosophy of religion of Schleiermacher's Redenand Its significance for religious education. Master's thesis, 1929. New York

university, New York, N. Y. 140 p. ms.
3765. Bates, Ralph Wesley. The application of statistics to a problem in the

field of religious education. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Denver, Den-
opiefolo. 65 p. ms.

problem considered was to show that many church schools to-day are "slipshod"in their method (method being in terms of textbooks and their use), with the result thata higher degree of efficiency in terms of increased knowledge along the line desired is notfound.

3766. Beach, Lois. Service activities in the religious education curriculum.
Master's thesis, 1930. Tale university, New Haven, Conn.

,
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3767. Bear, Robert X. The administration in university centers of religious
work subsidized by the Board of Christian education of the Presbyterian church,

S. A. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Ohio state university, Co 'nimbus. 561 p. ms.
Sudy was made of religious work carried on under Presbyterian auspices for students

in state supported and independent institutions of higher learning located in 38 communi-
ties in 22 states; and of the factors in.religions care of students in 42 Presbyterian col-
leges. Facts are given regarding types, administrative organizations, finances, program,
personnel and equipment of university centers and historical development of the work'
proposals for future effort are developed in detail.

3768. Becker, Elsa G. A study of the experien of 61 Cdholic groups in the
United States with the Girl Scout program. Master's thesis, 1930. New York
university, New York, N. Y. 65 p. ms.

A study of 61 groups in 13 states and 32 cities. representing the judgmept of the Catho-
lic beirarchy, lay administrators of a broadly representative group. Catholic schools
and other institutions. General satisfaction with the program is shown. The need for
supplementing the work of the church by providing wholesome recreation for adolescent
girls is recognised. The outstanding needs are for trained volunteer leaders and for
active support of clergy and sisters. The most recurrent criticism is that the program
is too selective for general use.

3769. Beran, Milo. The objectives of the Presbyterian board of Christian
education as shown by its organization and activities. Master's thesis, 1929.
Northwestern university, Evanston, Ill.

370. Bierstedt, Paul E. Reflective thinking in.religious education. Master's
thesis, 1930. Ohio state university, Columbus. 97 p. ms.

The purpose of this study was to construct a method of religious education upon the
:t.chnique of reflective thinking, as conceived in the philosophy of John Dewey.

377L Bitzer, David Ralston. Stimulating reflection in religious education.
Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville. Tenn.
94,p. ms.

Investigation of a new series of courses in religious educatiln to de ermine their
probable effectiveness in stimulating reflection. Problems are offered quite closely asso-
ciated with the ones which an average class of pupils will meet in daily life.

3772. Blough, William Herbert. Student attitude toward the church.
Master's thesis, 1930. Ohio statelluniversity, Columbus. 70 p.

Measurement of student (college) attitude toward the church at a denominational and
a state college.,

3773. Boettcher, Edward Louis. A study of the budgets of the 37 Methodist
Episcopal churches in Pittsburgh, Pa., with special interest in religious educa-
tion. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27: 227-28, November 1930. (Abstract)

3774. Brick, Abbie L. A historical study of Westminster foundations up to
198. Master's thesis, 1930. Presbyterian training school of Chicago, Chicago,
nl

Historical study of all Presbyterian educational foundations and programs intended
to serve collige and university students in residence at state universities and other
institutions of higher learntng.

3775. Case, Ralph Thomas. A study of the placement in the curriculum of
selected teachings of lbe Old Testament prophets. Iowa City, Iowa, The Uni-
versity, 1930. 54 p. (University of Iowa studies, 1st ser., no. 184, Studies in
character, vol. II, no. 4, August 1, 1930.)

This study is based upon the data available in tests given to 2.653 children from
grades 4 to 12, inclusive, in four representative communities in Iowa. The purpose
was to find out bow well they understood selected quotations of the Old Testament
prophets. On the basis of the general comprehension of materials, a suggested place-
ment of the passages used was outlined by mental ages.

3776. Chute, William. Old Testament studies for pupils of the fourth form.
Master's thesis, 1830. Yale university, New Haven, Conn.
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3777. Conrad, Si8V Mary Prudentia. History and educational policy of the
Sisters of the Most Precious Blood at O'Fallon, Mo. Master's thesis, 1930.
Louis university, St. Louis, Mo.

3778% Consilia,.Sister X. Catholic educatfon in Nebraska. Doctor's thesis,
1930. Fordham university, New York, N. Y.

3779. Cornelison, Bernice May. A critical study of certain experiments car-
ried on in an expanded educational program in the church schools of Los
Angeles and vicinity. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern Cali-
fornia, Los Angeles. ms.

3780. Crowe, Mattie. A comparative study of two courses In religious educa-
tion. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville,
Tenn.., 335 p. ms.

A comparison of 24 books bearing the imprint of the International lesson committee,
published by Methodist Episcopal and Congregational churches. The trend in religious
education is following closely, perhaps too closely, the trends in public school education.

3781. Cucycha, George J. The religious beliefs of college freshmen. School
and society, 31 : 206-208, February 8, 1930.

All the pshmen who matriculated at Ripon college at tbe beginning of the school year1f1g-1930 were subjected to a series of religious propositions during the registration
period. Conc usions: College freshmen are much more inclined to believe than to dis-
believe; they are not lukewarm in their ,bellefs.

3782. Davis, L. V. A survey of some of the activities of Hi-Y in Kansas
during the school years 1926-1928. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Kansas,

wrence.

3783. Davis, Llewellyn Harmon. A study of certain phases of religious
education in the small church. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern
California, Los Angeles. ms.

3784. Doggett, Elizabeth St. Clair. The correlation of religious and secujar
instruction in the southern states. Master's thesis, 1929. New York university,
New York, N. Y. 110 p.

3785. Dolan James J. The Church : the greatest educator. Master's thesis,
1930. St. Bonaventure's college, St. Bonaventure, N. Y. 18 p. ms.

3786. Elliott, Errol T. A comparative study of the conservkive and the
radical attitudes of college juniors and seniors as regards religious beliefs,
superstitious beliefs, the conduct of women, and national loyalty. Master's
thesis, 1930. University of Colorado, Boulder. University of Colorado studies,
18 : 57-58, December 1930. (Abstract)

This study is an attempt to get a cross section of the attitudes of college juniors and
seniors in four majpr fields of thought. The questionnaire method was used in making
the study. Data indicate that students are quick to assume radical positions in general
statements but are really more conservative in actual social situations.

3T8t. Emery, Mrs. Pearl Phillips. How may the home aid in the religious
development of the adolescent? Master's thesis, 1930: University of Wichita,
Wichita, Kans. 181 p. Ens.

3788. Faucette, Louisa Norwood. An appraisal of the life situation approach
in religious education with special reference to the Christian quest program.
Master's thesis, 1930. New York university, New York, N. Y.

37 . Pee, Rev. John J. The beaching of the Bible In elementary and second-
ary schools. Master's thesis, 1930. Catholic university of America, Wash-
ington, D. C. 59 p. ms.

3790. Floyd, L. H. The Vuence of the Presbyterians on education In North
Carolina. Master's thesis, 1930. University of North Carolina, Chapel 41111.
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3791. Forster, Lena R. A study of the promotion systems in the Protestant
church schools qf Cleveland, Ohio. Master's thesis, 1930. Northwestern uni-
versity, Evanstor,

3792. Fort, John Brett. Early religious education in the first Congregational
-parish of Norwood (1736-19(k). Master's thesis, 1930. Boston university,
Boston, Mass. ms.

*3793. Priesenhahn, Sister M. Clarence. Catholic secondary education in the
Province of San Antonio. Doctor's thesis, 1430. Catholic university of America.
Washington, D. C. 97 p.

3794. Garvey, Mother Mary Agnes. Optimal placement by grades of New
Testament stories. Master's thesis, 1930. Loyola university, Chicago, Ill. 95
p. ms.

3795. Geil, Milton George. The construction and standardizatiop of com-
prehension tests in religious education. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Northwestern
university, Evanston, Ill.

3796. Geis, Sister M. Angelina. Ursulines of the Convent of the Immaculate
Conception, Louisville, Ky., as' a factor in Catholic education from 1858 to 1930.
Master's thesis, 1930. University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Ind. 82 p. Ms.

3797. Geist, Harrison D. Educational influence of the church music in the
light of history. Master's thesis, 1930. New York university, New Thrk, N. Y.

3798. Goan, Louis. A study of the alumni of the Division of religious educa-
tion of Northwestern university from 1919-1929. Master's thesis, 1930. North-
western university, Evanston, Ill.

A detailed analysis of the vocational occupations and the training of the alumni of the
Division of religious education at Northwestern, 1919-1929.

3799. Gottschall, N. T. A comparative analysis of the specified literature of
Mohammedanism, Buddhism, and Christianity with a view to discovering the
comffion elements upon which a program of moral and religious education for a
mission school enrolling pupils from these faiths, could be based. Master's
thesis, 1980. Northwestern university, Evanston, Ill.

3800. Grice, Homer Lamar. The status of evaluation of vacation church
school curricula. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teachers,
Nashville, Tenn. 189 p. ms.

3801. Guetzlaff, Magdalene Kathryne. The intelligence and achievement of
seventh-grade public and parochial school children. Masters' thesis, 1929. Uni-
versity of Colorado, Boulder. 140 p. ms.

Otis group intelligence scale, advanced examinations and Stanford achievement tests
were used in four Catholic and one Lutheran school in Waterloo, Iowa. Findings:
Median MA of public schools was 4.2 months below parochial schools. Median IQ of
public school children LT points below parochial school children. Educational ages of
public school children were slightly higher than parochial school children. Evidence
points to no great differences, but rather to similarities.

3802. Gutman, Jacob. All objective test in general knowledge of Judaism.
Master's thesis, 1930. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.

3803. Hall, Egerton E. Therapeutic value of religious experience. Master's
thesis, 1980. New York university, New York, N. Y. 85 p. ins.

Value of religious experiences for health and happiness.
8804. Hall, Ida Mildred. Survey of the religious education facilities offered

to the child of elementary school age in Wichiita. Master's thesis, 1930. Uni-
Tersity of Wichita, Wichita, Kans. 130 p.
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3805. Harper, W. A. When is a college Christian? 1930. Elon college,
Elon College, N. C.

This study seeks to discover the qualities of denominational, independent, and tn.
supported institutions that entitle them to be regarded as builders of Christian
character.

3806. Heim, Ralph D. Teaching values of the New Testament ; a contribu.
tion toward their location and the determination of their adequacy for the cur-
riculum of religious education. Doctor's thesis, 1929. Northwestern university,
Evanston, Ill.

3807. Henderson, Maude X. Some problems in the religious education of

young children as viewed by a selected group of parents. Master's thesis, 1930.
University of Iowa, Iowa City. 43 p. ms.

3808. Hightower, Pleasant Roscoe. Biblical information in relation to
character and conduct. Iowa City, Iowa, The University, 1930. 72 p. (Uni-
versity of Iowa studies, 1st ser., no. 186. Studies in character, vol. 3, no. 2.
September 1, 1930)

The groups selevted for this study were mostly public-school groups, but a few were
included from schools for delinquent boys and girls. The grades studied included
the seventh to the twelfth. ,ElevN thousand eight hundred thirty-one tests were admin
istered. Conclusions: (1) Methods of Biblical instruction should he radically improved
if we are to get desired results in diameter development ; (2) if the Bible is to be apart of the school curriculum, as it now is in many states, it should be given a place at
least equivalent to that of the other subjects ; (3) better trained Sunday school or church
school teachers are highly desirable ; and (4) better curricular arrangement of Biblical
materials is highly desirable.

3809. Hoffman, Xeinrod Louis. Educational value of the Psalms. Master's
'Isis, 1930. University of NRtre Dame, Notre Dame, Ind. 52 p. ms.

3810. Hoffman, William S. Religious census at the Pennsylvania state
college. School and society, 32: 104, July 19, 1930.

3811. Householder, Donald Bigsvard. Tbe place of Evangelism in the church
school (Sunday school) of a certain Protestant denomination, Methodist
Episcopal Church South, in the Los Angeles district Master's thesis, 1930.
University tif Southern California, Los, Angeles. ms.

3812. Hudson, H. C. The influence of the Baptist on education in South
Carolina before 1860. Master's thesis, 1930. University of North Carolina.
Chapel Hill.

:9513. International council of religious education. Committee on religious
education of adults. A study of adult religious -education. Chicago, Ill.,
International council of religious education, 1930.

The study includes a summary of the present objectives and current programs pf 19
denominational boards, 27 state and provisional councils, and 24 city and county councils
affiliated with the International council.

3814. Johndon, Daniel S. Religious education in the public schools. Master's
thesis, 1930. Duke university, Durham, N. C.

e.)

3815. Kaplan, Abraham. Survey of the Hebrew parochial schools of New
York. Master's thesis, 1929. -New York university, New York, N. Y.

3816. Kealy, Sister Mary -Eugenia. An empirical study of children's interests
in spiritual reading. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Catholic university of America,
Washington, D. C. Washington, D. C., Catholic university of .America, 1930.
107 p. (Catholic university of America. Educational research bulletin, vol. 5,
no. 4, April 1930.)

The study aims to suggest interesting spiritual reading material for children in the
Catholic elementary school; determine the qualities that Make books interesting to
children ; and show how ideals of conduct may be furnished to these children through
the medium of spiritual reading, One hundred forty 14)00 were graded an4 distributed

.
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among vatlous grades in 14 schools, where 878 children took part in the experiment.
spiritual reading books which do not possess the qualities that niake for interest in other
books are not popular with children. The style in which the book is written, as well as
its outward form, is very important.

3817. Keesecker, Ward W. Legal status of Bible reading and religious
instruction in puhlic schools. Washington, United States Government printing
office, 1930. 29 p. (1). S. Office of education. Bulletin, 1930, no. 14)

Part of the work done at American university for the doctor's degree.
3818. Kelly, Robert L. Faculty attitudes toward religion. Christian educa-

tion. 3 : 3-11, October 1929.
The author made a study, in four colleges, to determine to what extcnt. if at all,

the significance of religion was assumed and presented in the teaching of the institution.
Comments of faculty members were taken up under the headings of.; history, foreign
languages, mathematics', biology, chemistry, English, philosophy and psychology, religion,
eConotnIcil and sociologY, athletics, and administration.

3819. Kendrick, Grace. Occupational study of 13 rural directors of religious
education. Master's thesis, 1930. Northwestern university, Evanston,

38`20. Klee, Brother Alexis. The role of the pastor in the Catholic school
system. Master's thesis, 1930. Rutgers university, New Brunswick, N. J.

3821. Knott, Charles Stanley. A purposeful psychology for religious educa-
tion. Master's thesis, 1980. Boston university, Boston, Mass. ms.

3822. Kotinsky, Rutk An analysis of case histories to identify the outcomes
If the Y. M. C. A. educational work as reported by the educational secretary.
9'29. National council of Y. M. C. A.'s, New York, N. Y. 11 p. ms.
Ninety " cases" from 21 associations were studied. Tabulation of types of outcomes

dentitled were:. changed attitudes toward religion, church, and religious organizations;
hanged educational attitudes and improvement in skills ; changed social attitudes im-
proved social bearing and contacts; various aspects of personality development ; voca-
lonal adjustment or advancement ; sex adjustment ; miscellaneous.
3823.Lee, Beatrice Damn. The religious eilucational work of John Wesley.

aster's thesis, 1930. Boston university, Boston, Mass. ms.
3824. Lieberman, Abraham Irving. A history of religious influences in the

ublic schools of New York. Master's thesis, 1930. 'College of the City of New
Cork, New York, N. Y. 58 p. ms.

Survey of legislative enactments, textbooks and other literary sources pertaining to the
abject.

'3825. Limbert, Paul X. Denominational policies in higher education.
Doctor's thesis, 1920. Teachers college, Columbia univeYsity, NeW York, N. Y.
'ew York city, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1929. 242 p. (Contribu-
ions to education, no. 378)
Policies of denominational boards of education in support and supervision of church

Illeges; historical significance of certain 18th century developments ; and suggestions
or organisation and program of boards.
3826. Little, Lawrence Calvin. Religious education in the Methodist Protes-

ant church. Master's thesis, 1930. Duke university, Durham, N. C.
A study of the educational program of the Methodist Protestant church, based largely

ipon historical development of the educational movement in that denomination.
3827. Livingood, F. G. Eighteenth century Reformed churcll lichools.

tor's thesis, 1930. Harvard university, Cambridge, Mass. Norristown, Pa.,
Pennsylvania German society, 1930. 897 p.

A study of German Reformed church parochial schools in Pennsylvania during the
ighteenth century. History of individual churches and summary chapters on organiza-
eon, schoolmasters, finance, etc., are given. Findings: The educational work Of this
I arch paralkled other colonial education in Pennsylvania. Scope of work was much
rger than historians have 'previously credited to it.
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3828. Lord, Harry J. .4 study of the beliefs of church school teachers as
factors in the teaching of religion. Master's thesis, 1929. Northwestern univer-
sity, Evanston, Ill.

3829. Lorenz, key. Hubert A. An examination of certain basal text in
religion used in the Catholic high school. aster's thesis, 1930. Catholic
university of America, Washington, D. C. 96 .

3830. Lucia, Sjster. Curriculum possibilities of the literature of the Old
Testament. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Ind.

3831. Luedeke, Howard ,Louis. A study (47 age, attendance records and
achievement records of parothial school pupils eptering certain junior and senior
high schools. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio,
GO p. ms.

Three Ohio high schools were studied to see how pupils entering from parochial schools
compared with other pupils in age, attendance records, withdrawal before graduation,
achlevemett in various subjects, grade in which they enter; und if they improve afterthey have attended public school for a while. Records of, 229 parochial school pupils
were compared with those of 261 control pupils, and data tabulated. Findings: The
differences between the two gruups are not so great as is popularly believed.

3832. McAnirich, Ora Guy. A study- of the correlation between the school
success and the church activities of public school children of Noble counts,
Oklahoma. Master's thesis, 1929. Oklahoma agricultural and mechanical
college, Stillwater.

3833. McDonald, Valcour Randolph. Social vailues of religious import in
fifth grade school work. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for
teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 80 p. ms.

A comparison orthe aims of réligious education And general education, together with
the observation of a fifth grade situation to determine whether sodal values of religious
import 'may be 'inherent in fifth grade situation without introducing formal religious
teaching. Findings: The aims of religious education and general education are identical
in many respects. The fifth grade observed showed opportunity for the reapsation of
many of the aims of religious education.

388441. McGowan, Robert. The Benedictine Fathers of the American Cassinese
congregation as a factor in the educational life -of the United States from 1846
to 1928. Mastei's thesis, 1929. University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Ind.

383& . McLeod,. Marion Leola. The place of the Bible in American state
universities. Master's thesis, 1929. New York university, New York, N. Y.

p. ms.

3836: Meallon, Wilired. A survey 115f tilt% educational efficiency of the Jesuit
colleges In the Middle West. 1930. St. Louis university, St, Louis, Mo.

3837. Mary Louise, Sister. The junior high school in Cleveland and its
feasibility in the Catholic school system. Master's thesis, 1929. University of
Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Ind. 4

3838. 'Mayer, Otto. Life experiences and the new curriculum, a guide to
objective observation. Chicago, International council of religious education,
1929. 23 p. (Research service bulletin, no. 6.)

A guide for those who wish to 8tu4y the roligious lifè of growing persons through
direct observation of first-hand experleAces.

3839. Mendenhall, W.. W. A study of administrative provisions for the
religious education of college students., Y. M. C. A., Indianapolis, Ind. 1929--
1930.

This 'study eèks to find out to what extent college presidents or KetIniStrative officers
assume respodsibility for enriching the experiences of students to the end that college
life may have character and religious by-products. Letters and questionnaires werc sent
to many college officers over.the United States, In a selected list of 85 colleges 65 col-
leges were represented in the findings.
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3840. Miller, Theodore Evan. A survey of the week-day church schools of

Allegbeny county. Mastèr's thesis, 1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh,
Ps. Un1versity of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27: 338-39, November 1930. (Abstract)

3841. Mills, John D. A. study of some aspects of the relation of religious
education to moral character. Masters thesis, 1929. Uhiversity of Kansas,
Lawrence.

3S42. Murphy, Daniel J. The National Catholic educational association and
standardization. Master's thesis,4930. Catholic university' of America, Wash-
ington, D. C. 49$. ms.

3843. Nelson, T. H. and Kotinsky, Ruth. Informal non-vocational educa-,

tional offerings f the Y. M. C. A.'s. 1929. National co ncil of Y. M. C. A.'s,
New York, N. Y 16 p ms.

3844.'Oh1igs ger, Maurus. An investigation of the teaching of liturgy in
Catholic high (tools. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Notre Dame, Notre
Dame, Ind.

3845. Peckham, John L. Archbishop Peckham as a religious educator.
Doctor's thesis, 1930. Yale university, New Haven, Conn.

3846. Peper, Mathilde. Biblical teaching in wonwn's colleges in the United
States. Afaster's thet4is, 1930. New York university, New York, N. Y. 120
p. ms,

History of teaching; aims, content, methoils anti results of Biblical teaching in state.private and Protestant church colleges.
3847. Presbyterian theological seminary, Chicago, Ill. Comprehension on

the part of selected young people with regard to figural ive forms of eeligious
language. Master's thesis, 1930.

*3848. Quinn, Sister X. Antonina. Religious instruction in the Catholic high
school. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Catholic university of A6mRrica, Washington,
D. C. 147 p. ms.

3840. Baby, Sister Joseph Mary. Christian education and the child-centered
school. Master's thesis, 1930. Catholic university of America, Washington,
D. C. 57 p. ms.

3850. Ransom, Richard Bruce. Southern Mqhodist school support in
Virginia; a study of the effects of the composition and .distribution of popula-
tion in the counties and independent cities of the State. Doctor's thesis, 1930.
New York university, New York, N. Y.

3851. Reed, James K. Some practical projects in the riturgicarmethod of
religious education. Master's thesis, 1929. University of .Nolre Dame, Notre
Dame, Ind.

3852. Reynolds, Paul A. The teaching of Protestant Sunday school literature
concerning Jews and Roman Catholic Doctor's thesis, 1930. Cornell uni-
versity, Ithaca, N. Y. 83 p. ms.

3853. Rogers, Ralph H. The mod n belief in immortality and its use in
current curricula. Master's thesis, 1930. Yale university, New Haven, Conn.

3854. Ryan, John Joseph. Religious and secular education-a Catholic view-
point. Master's thesis, 1929. New York university, New York, N. Y. 79 p.

3855. Schehl, Rev. Heriert A. 4puch1n educational activities in theXTfilted
'States. Master's thesis, 1929. DaholIc university -of America, Washington,
D. C. 91 p.

_3856. Scheuermann, W. N. The development of criteria by means of which
to evaluate the large.r parish work in the Methodist Vpiscopal church:. Master's
thesis, 1930. Northwestern university, Evanston, Ill.
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3857. Shdemaker, Robert C. The certificAtion plan of the Y. M. C. and
its influence on the educational preparation of Y. M. C. A. secretaryship. M.
ter's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. y.
33 p. ms.

Exposition of early history, development and plan of the certification project and
its influence on the tbducational preparation of the Y. M. C. A. secretary. Findings: Cer-
tification is hut one educative means of improving the quality of young recruits. It tins
increased salaries. stimulated better educationnl proparation and should be encourazed

385S, Smart, Thomas. Contributions of Henry Clay Trumbull to religious
education. Master's thesis, 1930. Northwestern university, Evanston, Ill.

3q59 Smith, William Coolie. The- Mormons as a factor in the development
of the public school system of Arizona. Master's thesis, 1930. Brigham Young
university. Provo.

3SW. Smock, Jean. A survey study of the educational program of the Edge-
water Presbytecian church of Chicago. 1930. Presbyterian training school
Rf ('hicago. Chicago, Ill.

1-)etailthd analyst§ of present organization and program tugether with historical narra-
tive covering past 10 years.

3,S61. Stillwell, E. H. Studies in church history No. I; or, "One hundred
years of Baptist history in the Tuckosegee assoviation." 1930. Western Caro-
lina teachers college, CullAvhee, N. C. .

A study of organization, pioneer preachers, early churches, discipline and rules, records.
support, leadership, relation to education and community progress. The aim of this
study was to show the early struggles of pioneer churches and the influence they bade
(*and stirl have) on present-day religious and educational progress.%

3862. Stryker, Elsie Beatrice. Religion as a means of Tan's development.
Master's thesis, 1929. New York university, New York, N. Y. 91 p. ins.

°secondary
3863. Thorpe, Louis P. A functional analysis of.Seventh Day Adventist

pchools. Master's thsis, 1930. gorthwestern university,' Evanston.

3864. Tiffin, John Sommerville. Church architecture with specitil reference
to the educational proKram of the chnjch. Master's thesis, 1029. New York
univerkity. New York, N. Y. 110 p. ms. a

3865. Urbach. William. Fred. The university pastor movement in state
collegés and universities. Master's thesis, 1930. Yale.university, New Haven,
Conn.

asal. Vandetslice, Annie.E. Religious education in the family. Master's
thesis, 1930: New Xori university, New York, N. Y. 89 p. ms.

Conclusions'. There if a definite need for religious, education in 'the family which can
be met by modern educational and religious ideas.

3867. Van Natta,' Slider Mary Angela. Jesuit classical scholarship: Investi.
gations-in.the field. Master's,thesis, St. Louis university, St. Louts,110.

3868. Vender, Melvin R. Reactions of 1,046'
r

Presbyterian young people to
I their chureh Program. Master's 'thesis, 1929. Northwestern university. Evans-.

ton, Ill. 111 0. ms.
A scientific research based on Ian 'evestiglition among 1,045 Presbyterian youngpeople with statistics,' tabulation and handling of data. Discovers pats providing fort4 improvement of the Orogram and the local cburch Administration of young people'swork.'

.3869. Vieth, taul H. Igternational standards in religious education. 1930.
Intern'ational counctl of religiops educatiori, 61-cago, Ill.

Standards for tbe educationa work of the churcfi inducting Sunday school, vacationcherch school, week-day church school, and the several departments of tbe cNntch school,via, beenne,r, primary, junior, intermedlatg, senior, young reople's and adult. Scoringmanuals accompany each standard.
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3870. Wall, Ernest A. Aestlaic apptonch in religious educatlori. Master's
thesis, 1930. New York university, New York, N. Y.

:1S71. Wang, He-Chen. Study on misslons. Master's thesis, 1930. New York
iiriivcrsity, New York, N. Y.

353

a

Watson, Goodwin. An approach to the stmdy of4worship made under
impices of National Qouncil of Y. M. C. A. Religious education, 24: '849-58,
November 1929.

Comparison of seven experimental services presented to 200 adolescent boys, and
rated hy them for worshipfulness. Preference foz emotional rather than intellectual
Plernents was found. No significant differences among denominations were found.

1.1873. Werner, Emily 7. The objectives of religious education. Doctor's
.hesis, 1930. New York university, New York, N. Y. 252 p. ms.

1 survey of historical and contemporary 'objectives and of tbe social needs to-day
with a critical evaluation of objectives in the light of these needs.

3'N74. Williams, J. A. Philanthropic contributions to education through the
enior Baptist colleges of North Carolina with especial reference to Wake

Forest college. Master's thesis. 1930. Wake Forest cOlege, Wake Forest, N. C.
Summary of data pertaining to finance, purpose, históry and output of Wake Forcst
comparison with other institutions of such rank in North Carolina.

-3875. Woodward, Luther. Relations of religious inffuence anetaertain life
gAtterns :. to the adult religious lifé. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Tencliks college,
Columbia university, New York, N. Y.

Data were collected by means of a questionnaire from 384 subJects. including a wide
range of religious types. Data indicate that encept of Migious education must be
broadened and scope of its atteption must be extind(xl .80 as to include everyday
aper;ences and the general atmosp4ere in which the child lives ; attention to thew
matters must be coordinated with religious instruction and training ; there is need for
greater individualization in the educational process ; a program of' parental education is
greatly needed ;religious educators need additional professiolial training.

3876. Young Men's Christian associations. Research and studies II.
Abstracts of enterprises within the Young men's Christian association, com-
pleted during 1929 or in prbeess January 1, 1930. Prepared in connection with
the annual conference on research, Spring Lake, N. J.. March 16-18, 1930. 86 p.

See als-o 17, 50, 64-65, 69, 150-151. 168. 173, 178, 1374, 1757, 2361, 2589, '2893,
3228, 4321 ,

3877. Blackburn, Samue1 Alfred. The development of vocational education
in Texas. Doctor's thesis, 1930. University of Texas, .Alstin.

R878. Brahdy, josAph.5 Development of a unit of related drawing for elec-
tricians in nn jndustrial high school. Master's thesis, 1930. New York uni-
versity, New York, N. Y.

3879. Brownman,1David E. Derivation of trade technical mathematirs for
plumbets in an industrial high school. Master's thesis, 1930.. New York uni-
versity. New Xoric N. Y. 100 p. ms. .%

Determination of Mathematical requirsements from an accepted analysis of plumbing
trade.

MANUAL AND VOCATIONAL TRAINING

3880. Burleigh, Ralph Wendell. The status ?)f ihe instructioh of aeronautic*
in 4he . schools of Califdrnia. Master's thesis, 1930. University 'of Southern
Californin, Los Angeles. ms.

38:81. CantOrt, Ohio. Board of education. Survey analyzing needs for voca-
tional education. 1990. 88 p. ma.
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3882. "Carter, Marvin L. Determination of the su,bject material needed for
high school shop in western Oklahoma. Master's thesis, 1929. Iowa Stint
college, &dries. 64 p. ms.

Study of 200 questionnaires from patrons in 250-mile radius of Goodwell, Okl.t
Panhandle district). A general shop or a shop of general mechanics would come neartr

acting the needs of patrons answering than the ordinary woodwork and drawing.
3ssa Cheney, Clark T. A study of vocational farm mechanics courses in the

.high schools of the United States. Master's thesis, 1930. Iowa state Collegv.
Ames. 98 p. ms.

3SS4. Clark, Hermon R. A study of mechanical aptitude test in a trade
school. Master's diesis, 1930. Massachusetts agricultural college, Ambers:.
lZS p.

The mechanical analysis tests of the General electric contipany were administered to
about 500-studeiSts of the Vocational school. West Springfield, Mass. The results of this
test are compared with the work in academic subjects, shop wak, woodwork, automobile
mechanics and electricity.

3885. Coggin, George W. Survey of evening textile classes. 1930. State
department of public instruction. Raleigh, N. C.

A survey to determine the personntl of textile emplwees relative to . general education
tenure of work in textile and other industries: and effectiveness of trade and industrii
program for past 10 years in textile and industry.

3SS6. Cooke, Robert Locke. Some contributions of the Lick and Wilmerdirt
schools of San Frorcisco to the administration of vocational and secondary
education. Master's thesis, 1930. 1.1a1versity of California, Berkeley. 45 p. Ins

A study of tbe history of the Lick and Wilmerding schools of San Francisco in a:
attempt to show their contributions to vocational and secondary education. Findinp
In their 36 years of existence these schools have definitely had a part in shaping th-
(-nurse of industrial school training as it has been developed in the United States. Fur
thermore. it seems evident that through the experience gained in these schools the dIrc
tor was able to make a valuable contribution to secondary education in helping 1:

develop the germ of the junior high school and junior college.
347.Coover, Shriver L _t study of the practice curves In learning the

fundamental processes in the industrial arts. Master's thesis, 1930. University
of Pittsburgh. Pittsburgh, Pa. University of Pittsbirgh .bulletin, 27: -246-47
November 1930. (Abstract).

3888. Cribben, Leo T. A study of certain private and endowed school
offering trade and industrial education in New York State. Master's thesi5.

0. New York university, New York, N.Y. 181 p. ms.
Philosophy, entrance requirements. courses offered, tuition fees, and length of term

for 24 New lork state private schools.
3889. Crichton, W. S. A job analysis plan of Leaching presswork at South

high school. Omaha, Nepr., University of Omaha, 19*.
The study shows the plan of analyzing -presswork into jobs so that the indiridua

44tudent may be assigned to partially completetasks and carry them on for one peri& .
whim the Job is taken up by.a second student, etc., until the Job is completed. It is A

description of the technique of analyzing presswork into unit tasks and tbe cooperatiot
of students in carrying out each of the tasks.

3890. Criley? Clifford F. A job analyzation of tbe electric wiremen's trade
for teaching purposes. Master's thesis,-1960. University of Kansas, Lawrence.

3891. Curtis, John W. Description and evaluation' of a new training plan
. i for tile setting apprentices. Master's thesis,*1929. University of Minnesota.

Minneapolis.
3892. Cughman, Frank. and Klinefelter, C. F.. Vocational training for air

plane mechvics and aircraft engine mechanics. Federal board f9g vocational
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ducation, Washington, D. C. United States Government printing office, 1930.

P-
pi.tial analyses of the trades with suggestions relative to the organization and.;xeration of training courses.

:;613;. Denber, Colo. Public schools. Department of research. An analysis
s. eertain shop courses in a Denver junior high school to discover exploratory
'.31lleS. 192g-1930.

Test results secured from 13 apprentices at the& Q. railroad shops. 1929-1930.
345. vocatiopal education in cities over 150,000---a

,ne5tionnaire. 1930. 12 p.
Vocational education carrii.d on in buildings furnished by firuys in cities over 150,000.

Dickinson, Elaine. The arts and industries of Hawaii. Master's
thesis, 1929. Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y. 42 p. ms.

:X#7. Eaton, Joseph J. (Yonkers, N. Y.). Related science of the carpentry
. [19301.1

Stows tbe need of applied science for those whu are not academically inclined.
Eaton, Merrill T. A course in home mechanics based on current home

:ractice. Master's thesis, 1929. Indiana university, Bloomington. 150 p. ms.
3S99. Fall, R. B. Farm shop course of study. 1930. South Dakota state
,liege,Brookings.
000. Fisher, Herbert A. The machine and how it affects design. Master's
esis. 1930. New York university, New York, N. Y.
?90L Forman, William *range. Opportunities for preparation for industrialle in New York City school system. Master's thesis, 1929. New York univer-

. ty.*New York, N. Y. 44 p. ms.
390:2. Freeman, Zanoni B. Correlations between the academic and shopTords of 536 boys in the Henry Ford trade school. 1930. University of Michi-

'an, Ann Arbor. 91 p. ms.
A study to determine relation between academic and, shop ratings and factors in-:oencing the relation ; between shop practice and allied academic fields; between ratiags(if academic subjects alone; success in chosen fields; comparison of attitudes in school%bop work to that in production after completing course. Findings: Some boys didaiformly good work in all subjects ; others did good academic work and poor shop work;tberu reversed this, doing good shop work and poor,aAdenric work ; few were poor in!TE.ry thing.

3903. Friese, John Frank. An analysis of industrial arts teaching and
preparatory teacher training. Master's hesis, 1930. University Qf Wisconsin,.
Mad isoil.

&904. Frost, Ellery Herbert. The activ t es of the automobile mechanic as a
tiasis for curriculum-making. Master's tlksis, 1930. University. r Chicago,
Chicago. Ill.

A stady of the manual and intellectual activities of.lhe automobile mechanic in theihop as a buts for building the shop course of study.
Gaitlier, George W. Shop tool room methods [1930]. Department of

education. Baltimore, Md.
Commercial fibs metiVids and their application tò school shops.
3906. Hahn, EmiL The functions and dutic of the principal and administer'

cice staff of a public industrial school for adolescents. Doctor's thesis, 1929.
New York university, New York, N. Y.

3907. ilamrook, Robert W. Methods used in preparation of United States
Government bulletin on Light frame house construction, technical information
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for the use of apprentices and journeyman carpenter. Master's thesis, 1930.
George Washington university, Washington, D. C. 85 p. ms.

A study of light frame house construction. Development of plans and directions for
building a light frame house : a curriculum study for journeymen carpenters applicabii.
for high school classes.

3908. Harper, Herbert D. Suggested cont,ent for an industrial high school
course in mathematics based on a job analysis of the house builders trnde.
Master's thesis, 1930. New York university, New York, N. Y. 120 p.

This work includes problems on all phases of balloon frame construction and mateour

3909. Haynes, Harold A. Pupil self-rating scales in applied electricity.
Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago. Ill. 80 p. ms.

Construction of three rating scales in electricity, used in classroom to determilit
effect on learning process, using a control and experimental group. Findings : Pupils
profited by the use of the scales. Group using settles made more gain on making joipt
tban group-not using scales.

3910. Herold, Henry Danelle. The metal trades exploratory facilities present
in the junior high school automobile shop. Master's thesis, 1930. Universit
of Southern California, Los Angeles. ms.

3911. Hettsch, E. L. Compilation of type instruction sheets being used in
Ohio. State department of education. Coluus, Ohio, [1930]

3912. awl Greenly, Russell J. Survey analyzing needs for vocational
education: Canton, Ohio. State department of education, Columbus, Ohio.
[1930]

3913. and Jacob, Ralph. Development of content in shop and related
suWects in the automotive trades. Stote detwtment of education, Columbus.
Ohio. [1930]

3914. Hjorth, Herman. Principles of woodworking. Milwaukee, Wis., Bruce
publishing rippany, 1930.

3915. HoweMillie Davis. The relation of interests to success In electrical
and automotive-ttbades training. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Cinch-
nati, Cincinnati, Ohio. 80 p. ms.

One hundred seventy-seven boys in the Electrical trades school, and 269 boys in the
Automotive trades school of Cindnnati,e0hio, were4studied to investigate the relation
of interests to succesi in trade training. Findings: Results in the Electrical trades
school do not justify the issertion that the interest test can be need in this school a;a measure of prediction. In the Aulomotive trades school the data seem to warrant
the wee of the test nvi an aid in guiding students whose likelihood of Success or failure
seems uncertain. In general, interest test scores should not be used alone for-guidance
purpóses. Better guidance calk be given with interest-test scores; available than without
them,

lß. Hubard, Louis Herman. The place of vocalional training as ijn
objective of the woman's college. Doctor's thesis, 1930. University of Texas.
Austin. s

3917. Jackson, Clark L. Industrial arts in the small high school. Master's
thesis, 1930. Ohio stat univergity, Columbus.

A study of the small high ehools of Franklin county, Ohio, and especially the Hilliard
high school. The general la ratory plan is recommended. "

3918. Kirk, Bari. T place for wicker weaving IT an industrial arts pro-
gram. Master's thesis, 13O. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville.

enn. 126 p. ms. .
he study is an analysis of the content into its unit operations, survey of schools tod termine the character of their work, and the investigation of literature to deter .

ne the relative importance of wicker weaving. Findings : The educational coa-
t Itat not so great as tome other activities relatively not important ; the, moot appro-ate time for it is later junior high or senior high schoot; few of the operations needtaught; not much time need 10$ devoted to it ; should be given supplementary to

ds.ther courses gilid requires little equipment for teaching.
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3919. Kiser, Carl D. A study of a typical junior high school course inindustrial arts for a city of 5,000 population. Master's thesis, 1929. Iowa stateiollege, Ames. 80 p.
Development of junior high school industrial arts course, showing scope, teacher, shop,quipment, course of study' and suggested problems. Findings: Junior high school andtudustrial arts are well established for boys. The general shop is bust foe small schoogs;vocational guidance is necessary.
:;920. Kozacka, J. S. Curricula in technical high schools. Master's thesis,1930. University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. 76 p. ms.Data were supplied by 32 technical schools. Findings: No uniformity in organization ofde schools; tendency seems to be toward G-3--3 or 9-3 plan ; there is uniformity of,.urricula; technical high schools stress mathematics, science, machinery and academicsubjects more than other types of schools.
4921. Landry, Herbert A. .A critical study of certain tests of mechanicalAility, Master's thesis, 1930. Massachusetts agricultural college, Anrherst.111

Four mechanical aptitude tests were given to some 400 students at the West Spring-mild high school and currelations worked between the results of these tests.
3922. Larson, 'A. V. The teaching of industrial subjects in Nebraska.Master's thesis, 1929. Universitsi$of Minnesota, Minneapolis.
3923. McGarvey,.G. A. and Sherman, H. H. Granite cutting. Federal boardfor vocational education, Washington, D. C. Washington, D. C., United StatesGovernment printing office, 1929. 251 p.
Specimen instruction material for use of apprentice and journeyman workers in thoKtanite industry.

3924. McKee, L. C. A trade school curriculum in automobile mechanics andrelated subjects. 1930. Duke university, Durham, N. C.Dvveh)ps a plan for a vocational course in automobile mechanics with related subjectsto be given on a part-time basis. 6...
39.25. Magill, E. C. Farm shop job sheets. 1930. Virginia po1ytechnle44ist1-lute, Blacksburg. - 80*p. ms.
Formulates clear:cut procedure and instructions for performing certain mechanicalbkills and jobs which are expected of good farmers.
3926. Messer, Godfrey. Organization of an industrial arts,course for atypical Iowa high school'. Master's thesis, 1929. Iowa state college, Ames.43 p.
This study is based on the opinions of 168 fathers of boys who were enrolled in .theindustrial arts classes in Iowa high schools.
3927. lifutsphy, Ethel Mary. Problem of teaching machine calcuhition inthe senior high schools of Oakland. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Cali-fornia, Berkeley. 64 p.
An effort to establish a defensible basis for reorganizing the course in machine calcula-tion in the Oakland senior high schools.
3928. Nickolls, Charles L. An eltnientary course in natural gas. 1930.Oklahoma agriculture and mechanical college, Stillwater. Guthrie, Okla., Co-.operative publishing company, 1930. 115 p.
Analysis, history and qontent material for instructional purposes.
3929. Norberta, Sister. A comparative study ot the medievil apprenticeshipsystem and the modern trade schoctl system in the United States. Master'sthesis, 1929. University Qf Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Ind.
393o. Paine, Olive. An experimental study of two methods of teachingmanual arts in the first grade. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Yale university, NewHaven, Conn.
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3931. Petermann, Robert J. A survey of the present status of technical
education in the metropolitan area. Master's thesis, 1930. New York unj.
versity, New York, N. Y. 202 p.
tA study of tochnic.il education, preparatory and collegiate. within 100 mike of NewYork City, including a brief history, training courses, evaluation of agencies. Findew puhlicit controlled institutions; inf.%reased curricula; length of courses for the vari9u8

4iei:reeN increased.

3932. Jahn lips, William Earl. Po lit:es in industrial arts education in south-
west Oklahoma. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teachurs,
Nashville, Tenn. 74 p.

3$)33. Platts, John M. Industrial education survey of Fresno, 1926, and
results three ears later. Niuster's thesis, 1929. Stanford universita;-, Stanford
Univesity, Calif. 90 p. ms.

Study of educational needg of certain leading trados; the provisions now supplied fornuostin4 thcse. with definite proposals for meeting future demands.
3934. Powell, E. C. An attempt to teach appreciation for period styles infurniture. Niaster's thesis, 1930. Ohio state university, Columbus. 104 p.
Cover approximately 16 periods from Egyptian to Duncan Phyfe. A professionalizedtioiy is made for teachers in industrial arts education.
3935. Proffitt, Maris M. The gelieral shop. Washington, United States Gov-

ernment print office. 19.19. 2'; p. (Unit,0 States Department of the Interior.
Education bulletin, 1929, no. 30)

Gradint: in industrial schools and classes, with c-tin annotated
general bibliography. Washington, D. C., l'. S. Government printing office,
1929. 20 p. U. S. Office of education. Industrial education circular, no. 28,
December 1929)

Industrial education. 1926-14428. Washington, United States
%Go\ eminent printing office, t1929. '24 p. (U. S. Bureau of education. Bulletin,
1929, no. 12).

Advance sheets from the Biennial survey of education in the United States, 1926-192s.

:93S. Santa Monica, Calif., City schools. Stenquist mechanical aptitude
ests. 1930. 4 p. ms.

'These tests were given to all Wyg of the seventh grade. The main purpose in givingthe tests was to make possible more effective educational and vocational guidance fqrboys IR seventh grade. The median score for 7R group was 59.1, while the mellianfol. the 7 A group was 66.7.
3939. Schultz, Leo C. The place of home mwchanies in the junior high school

curriculum. Bbister's thesis, 1930. Univetsity of Iowa, Iowa City. 50 p.
3940. Sears. William Paul. The roots of vocational education. Doctor's

thesis, 1930. New York university. New York, N. Y.
3941. Smith, Edward H. Sheet metal work for 4,trade extension clleses.

1930. Public schools, Oakland, Calif. 81 p. ms.
3942. Smith, Fred C. Curriculum problems in industrial education. Com-bridge, Harvard university press, 1930. 145 p. (Harvard bulletins in educal

t ion,eno. 161.
A stiidy of men employed In the machinist trade in Cincinnati, Ohio, with a view toconstructing a training program tp upgrade them In their present employment. Thegroup conference method was used. The training proposed has for its object supple-mentary training in related subjects rather than a develo 'sent

Understanding, atudeR, responsibilities, and Ideals whi
better craftsman are considered.

of manipulative skills.
will make a craftsman a

3943. Smith, Nevin J. A prognostic study in the trade scbóol. Universityof Pittsburgh school of education Journal; 5: 84-89, March 1930.It is the purpose of this study to determine bow accurately achievement in the tenthyear shop may be predicted from records of the ninth year. Data were obtained by
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transcribing from school record books the grades of 293 vocational school pupils. Data
indicate that records of the ninth year are not a valid basis for the prediction of achieve-
ment in the tenth year shop.

3944. Smith, Victor J. The organi4tion of unit tests for industrial educa-
tion classes. Master's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia university, New
York, N. Y. 45 p. ms.

3945. Sotzin, Heber Allen. An industrial arts curriculum for grades 4-12,
inclusive. Doctor's thesis, 1930. University of Cincinnati, Cincinna.ti, ohiu.
651 p. ms.

Findings: Thera is a great deal of confusion relative to the terminology employed in
designating maLual Instruction in the schools; no list of objectiv'es for the industrial
arts will meet with universal acceptance. There are relatively few state and city
courses of study in the field of industrial arts. School surveys have discovered little in
the field of industrial arts to recommend. Textbooks in the field of education advocate
extensive rather than intensive industrial arts work. Educational leaders criticize tndus.,
trial arts on the grounds that they lack proper objectives, proper methods of teaching
procedures, et^. Most industrial arts work is taken by pupils in the seventh and eighth
grades and consists of woodwork and mechanical drawing. Those who have had ludgs-
trial arts work can do much 3f thP repair work about the home and its equipment, and
many of them would select a larger amount of industrial arts work if they were repeating
their F,chool comics.

3946. Spillers, William Horton. A vocational survey of some of the smaller
high schools in resno county. Master's thesis, 1930. Stgriford university,
Stanford University, Calif.

3947. Stannard, Cedric. The prognostic valuo of the Mac-Quarrie tot for
mechanical ability. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern California,
Las Angeles. ms.

3948. Stone, W. H. Are shop courses in the junior high school of practicaf
value? Nation's schools, 5: 45-50, April 1930.

An investigation undertaken to find out whether junior high scol industrial courses
explore the occupational fields that they aim to explore; whether the courses are organ-
ized and conducted with a view to discovering special aptitudes, interests and capa.cities:
and .whether use la made of the knowledge of the pupil and his abilities as revealed by
the explorgtory courses. Questionnaires were sent to 35 schools in Wisconsin, and to
lo other schools in seven other states.

3949. Sweigert, Ray L. A study of the vocational a9pects of shop work in
engineering colleges. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa, Iowa City.
145 p. ms.

3950. Templin, Roy Perrin. A consideration of three phases of industrial
education. Master's thesis, 1930. Boston university, Boston, ms.

3951 Texas. State board for vocational education. Trade'aiai industrial
education, suggestions and course ofstudy. Austin, 1930. 41 p. (Texas. De-
partment of education. Bulletin, vol. 6. no. 5, no. 271) ,

3952. Ware, Noel C. Job sheets, a course in machine ghop practice. Master's
thesis, 1929. Indiana university, Bloomington. 84 p. ms.

3953. Whitney, F. L. Vocational courses in junior colleges. 1929. Colorado
state teachers college, Greeley. 3 p.

In, analysis of the content of all of the courses offered by 14 vocational junior colleges
and of the vocational content found in tbe course offerings of arts junior colleges.

3954. Williams, John Franklin. The Ovelopment of voilitional education in
the State of Florida since 1918. Master's thesis, 1929. University hf Florida,

3955. Wood, et. Orville. The development of prin4ng education in the United
States. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Pittsbúrgh, Pittsburgh. Pa. J,JnI-
versity of Pitisburih bulletin, 27: 410-11, November, 1930. ,(Abotract )
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3956. Woodward, Ruth. Secondary aeronautical education.
1930. Univecerty of Wichita, Wichita, Kans. 76 p.

3957. Woolley, Paul V. Job sheets in elementary printing.
1930. Indiana university, Bloomington. 141 p. ms.

See also 22:9, 1320, 1696, 1741, 2061, 2106, 2365, 277,8. 4150,
4634; and under Agricultural education.

11Master's thesis,

Master's thesis,

4184, 4186, 45c,s,

EDUCATIONAL AND VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE

3958. Akright, James Gladstone. The administration of educutional and
vocational guidance in the Everett high school. Master's thegis, 1930. Stanf(trd
university, Stanford University, Calif.

3959. Babb, Ralph Warren. Developing practical guidance work. Nation's
schools, 4: 49-52. December 1929.

A study of five groups of children who were pupils of the Lynn continuation
Lynn, Mass.

3960. Baldwin, Allison Roy. A study of the initial employment of boys and
girls between the ages of 15 and 20, in commercial positions, in the city of
Salina, Kans., for the two-year period ending January 1, 1927. Master's thesis,
1929. University of Kansas, Lawrence.

3961. Barnum, Cyrus P. Life to the full : an experiment in personal counsel-
ing with colkge students. University Y. M. C. A., Minneapolis, Minn.
1929-1930.

An experiment begun in 1923. Of 100 sample cases, 37 men made contacts through the
activities program, 20 were referred by faculty members, 13 by high school teachers, 13
by friends, 11 by pastors or other Y secretaries, 6 by miscellaneous agencies. The prob-
lems showed 21 related to home adjustment, 42 to educa`tional adjustment, 54 to voca-tional and 33 to social adjustments; 17 involved finance and 14' religion. Number of
interviews with each person ranged from lime to nine.

3962. Beckington, Dlive Ruth. The permanence of vocational. Interests of
207 high school graduates as indicatei by their persistence in a subject of
xocational significance elected in the ninth year. Master's thesis, 129. Indiana
university, Bloomington. 37 p.
*3963. Bedford James_ I. Vocational interests of high school students.

Berkeley, Calif., University of California, 1930. 55 p. (University of Cali-
fornia. Vocatiopal gui(lance series, no. 1, Division bulletin, no. 25)

A representative cross-section of the State was secured 'through a geographic samplingof 12 rural high schools. The'vocational choices of the 1,211 high school students
included in this random sampling were compared with the vocational opportunities opento them in the communities in vhich they are living, in the State of California, andin the United States as a whole. Measured by the criteria applied, the vocational
interests of. these students were found to bear no relation to the vocational coortunities
open to them.

3964. Beeson, yarvin- F. The organization of vocational guidance in a city
of 60,000 inhabitants, based on a study in San Jose, Calif. 1930. College of
William and Mary, Williamsburg, Va. 12 p. ms.

The study includes an investigation of tbe organization of vocational guidance in SanJose, Calif., as a basis for recommendations for tbe reorganization of the administrationof vocational guilance. Findings: Recommendations were made that the work in educa-tional and Vocational guidance should be.extended and systematised by eptablislOg aBureau of meaiutements and guidance with a director in charge and three vocational
counselors as teachers of courses in "occupations " upder his supervision. An ollice for
the work and equipmen for tbe bureau were dhiguss4.4

3965. .Boda, H. L. county guidance bureau for the schools of Montgomery
county, Ohl% Master's thesis, 1930. Ohio state university, Columbus. 163
p. ms.

A study oS the needs, possibilities, and lipitations for organising a central bureau of
guidance experts to serve the schools of tbe county. .
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3966. Bottenfleld, E. O. A program of educational guidance for high schools.Master's thesis, 1929. Urbana, University of Illinois, 1929. 30 p. (Bulletin,Ilureau of educational research, University of Illinois, 1929)contains tile report of a study of guidance In a number of medium-sized Illinois highschools. A tentative program for such schools is suggested and applications of this made!f) larger and smaller schools. The data from the high schools studied indicate thatqudents ordinarily elect one-half or more of their programs and that there is comparativeneed for duldance.

3967. Brown, Clara M. Experiment in the placement of college studentsMaster's thesis, 1929. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.
Buchwald, Leona C. Classes or occupations, course of study for juniorhigh schools. Baltimore, Md. Department of education, 1929. 166 p. Imp

:1969.

education, 1929.
Revision of guidance records. Baltimore, Md., Department of

3970. Chase, Vernon E. Face to face with the personnel. Nation's- schools,4: 21-25, July 1929.
Gives some of the types of organized information that have been fdund helpful indealing with the personnel problems In Fordson, Mich.
3971. Cincinnati, Ohio. Publio.schoOs. Vocational bureau. Annual reportof the Occupational research onnd congseling division, September 1, 1928-June30, 1929. 21 p. ms.
3972. Cowen, Philip A. How they make a living. New York state education,17: 807-S09, May 1930.
Data for this study were secured from questionnaires (part of a study of the needs of;pupils in small high schools). Agricultural 4hd factory trades predominate in small com-munities, educational resources are limited, occupational careers of high school graduatesand non-graduates differ widely.
397a Coxe, W. W. and Cowen, P. A. Educational needs of pupils in smallhigh schools. 1930. State department of education, Albany., N. Y. 92 p. mt.Forty small high schools of the State of New York were studied. Findings: Educationalrhoices made by pupils show lack of adequate guidance. Describes the social, economicnd occupational conditions in small communities and relates these to a desirable .offeringn the high schoól.
3974. Dashiell, J. P.. Personality traits and the diffeRent professions. Jour-nal of applitld psychology;14 : 197-201, June 1930.
A study was made of various personality traits as ranked by professors in the schoolsnf medicine, commerce, teaching, engineering, and law at the University of North Carolina.Conclusions : In his opinion as to the general personal and character traits for success inhis profession, a teacher preparing students for one profession is 11ttlfi more likely tomire with a colleague in the same line than with a teacher preparing staents for a verydifferent profession. .

3975. Denver, Colo., Public schools, Department of research. Activities ofthe Junior counseling committee; Five 'case studies in guidance at Aaron GoveJunior high school; Guidance through physical education ; Report. of the surveyof the personnel and organisation of the guidance programs in Denver secondaryschools, and in other dties; A report on guidance in a Junior high school withTecial emphasis on group guidance; A survey of the counseling program of Easthigh school with recommendations for tutu," expansion. 1929-1930.
3976. Dorr, Otto J. An occupational survey. Gathering, compiling and inter-preting occupational data in the city of Fond du Lac, Wis. Master's thesis,1930. Colorado agricultural college, Fort Collins.
3977. Elizabeth, N. J. Public schools. VoCational guidance in the Elizabethpublic schools, witb a suggested program. 1929-1930. ins.
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3978. t verett, Edward W. A study of occupations followed by former
students in certain representative high schools of the San Joaquin Valley.
Master's thesis, 1930. University of California, Berkeley: 36 p.

A study to determine the occupations followed by 809 boyt and girls who were fresh- di
men in 14 high schools of the San Joaquin Valley In 1915; and to determine whether
these occupations were followed inside or outside eof the student's high school. district.
Inasmuch as more than one-third of the boys were found in agriCultural pursuits, rural
high schools Of the district may well offer courses in vocational agriculture.; being
based ou the entvrprises most important in the high school district. Rural schools in
the San Joaquin Valley, or in other similar districts, base their course of study around
five major curricula: agriculture, home-making, commercial work, certain trade courses,
and college, preparatory work.

3979. Farlinm, Esther E. The present status lof guidance in the junior
high school of New York State. Master's thesis [1930]. New York university,
New York, N. Y.

3980. Penton, Norman. Experiences of the traveling child guidance clinic
of the Calif(Irnia bureau of juvenile research. California quarterly of swond-
:try education, 5: 4()l--408, June 1930.

3981. Fisher, Mildred Louise. Building a cumulative pupil-record for use
in public school vnidance. Master's thesis, 1929. New York university, New
York, N. Y.

3982. FitzGerald, John Woodward. Placing the college 'man in Industry.
Master's thesis, 1929. Cornell university, Ithaca, N. Y.

3983. Foster, T. CNV(wational guidmee in rehabilitation. U. S. leedêral
board for vocational education, Washington, D. C: Washington, D. C., tr. S.

Gover tftli printing office, 1930.
4

394. Gerberich, J. R. The Arkansas educational guidance survey, spring
1930. University of Arkansas, Fayetteville. 5 p. ms.

Seniors from 39 of the larger high schools of Arkansas took educational guidance
tests. Each student took three of the four tests, the first two were obligatory, the
third was chosen on the basis of the course to be taken at college, or special interest of
the pupil. In addition, each student filled out a personnel questionnaire. Letters of

iidvice were sent to each student taking the tests, together with his grades.
385. Gillespie, F. Itodney and Brotemarkle. R. A. Interpolated revision

of college adult-level norms for personnel procedure. Journal of applied
psychology, 13 : 325-45, August 1929.

The study covers revision of norms for 13 tests. 4

3986. Gillespie, Paul Smith. A vocatioual survey of the graduates of Greeley
high school, 10-year period, 1916-1D25. Master's thesis, 1929. Universit; of

Colorado, Boulder. 57 p. ms.
From a questionnaire investigation as to what occupations graduates from 1916 to

1925 fiaVe entered anti their reactions to their school work, it was found that 25 per
cent have left the State; 88.2 per cent of the hop} and 91.1 per cent of the girls went
to college; 36.7 per cent of tbe hlys and 30.3 per cent of the girls were graduated
from 'college ; 15 Per cent of the boys followed father's profession ; and 58 per cent
decided careers 1i high school. Twenty-five per cent& were dissatisfied.

3987. Gooch, Lune X. Occupations euaged In by the graduates of Main

Avenue high school of San Antonio, Tex. Master's thesis, 1930. University o
Colorado, Boulder. University of Colorado studies, 18: 65-66, December 193e.

(Abstract)
A questionnaire investigation was carried on with high school greduates to determine

the kinds of occupations engaged in; mode of securing posItiops ; number of Jobs held
and tenure; beginning and present salaries; traits leading to promotio ; changes

; school. subjects that have aided in business; supplementary training necessary.
Data were collected from 429 girls and boys representing the classes for the years
1926 and 1930 (January class). Seventy-four different occupations are reprvented by

the respondents.
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3988. Gould, Silas Elias. Subject and occupation choices, of high school

students. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Colorado, Boulder. 146" p. ms.
. Questionnaire investigntlq9 of four large Colorado high school systems offering a largechoice of elective subjects. Factors influencing choice were : aid in making a living ;advice from parents and others; ability to make good marks ; advice from superintendewtor principal ; and Nutation of subject.. Little sex cli3f:t .ence in choices was found.
3989. Hannah, Stanford. Vocational guidance in the small high schools ofcalifornla with particular reference to the Mendocino high school. Master'sthesis, 1930. University of California, Berkeley. 88 p. Ins.Ascertains the extent and status. of vocational guidance In the small high schools ofCalifornia, and suggests possibilities, methods and forms for use in such htgh schools.
VW. Hannay, Frances S. A study of the success of the criteria for guiding--A pupils who wish to enter college preparatory courses.- 1930. Public schools,Alhambra, Calif. 5 p. ms.
3991. Ilannbn, Bess Adelia Lee. A vocational guidance survey of occupa-tional opportunities for men in telephony. Master's thesis, 19301. Universityof Southern Californ ft, Los Angeles. Ins.
3992. Hansen-Tyb .erg, Chairman. Differences in the talents and abilities ofyoung people. Journal of applied psychology, 13 : 451-68, October11929.A series of tests were given 238 apprentice printers or compositors in Copenhagen,Denmark. The tests show whether or not the apprentice has talent for the trade.
3993 Hatfield, Malcolm Keith. Present organization of personnel work inrepresentative institutions'. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Notre Dame,Notre Dame, Ind.
3994. Hedge, John W. An evaluation of certain guidance procedures.Master's tiesis, 1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. University ofPittsburgh bulletin, 27: 288-89, November 1930. (Abstract)
3995, Hendry, Charles E., and others. Selection or camp leadership.Y. M. C. A., Kenosha, Wis. 1929-1930.
%Unusual blanks have been devised involving college interests, significant reading,Judgment id handling camp situations& A rating scale is used in securing referencesabout counselors.

4

3996. Heusch, E. L. and Paine, H. N. Compiling surveys of continuationpupil employment for Northwestern Ohio: cities of Toledo, Mansfield, Fre-mont, Findlay and Lima. [1930] State department of education, Columbus,Ohio.

3997. Hinderman, Boy A. Evaluating and .improving guidance services.Nation's sch9ok, 5: 47-52, March 1930.
This study is concerned primarily with t-11( development of a' scientific measuringdevice for use in the intelligent evaluation and improvement of guidance services. A4urvey was cónducted by the questionnaire method in 259 cities in the United Stateshavfng a population of 20,000 or more.
3998. Hiss, Mary E. A study in guidance of college students who must earnmoney during their course. Master's thesis, 1930. Johns Hopkins university,Roltimore, Md. 30p. ms.
The study is limited to the territory of the Southern association of colleifs andoecondaty chools.
3999. Jacobs, Helen. A bibliography of biography useful in coUnseling andguidance. Master's thesis, 1930. University of California, Berkeley. 63 p. ms.A bibliography of biography useful fn guidance toward tbe selection of a vocation.Two hundred books or articles are listed giving a prominent place to the career of some

4000. Jordan, Rivard& H. Education as a life work.company, 1930. 303 p.
Of

Note York, Century 6
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4001. Kay, Edith W. The nature and distribution of college personnel
activities. Master's thesis, 1929. University of North Dakota, Grand Fork&
School of education record of the University of North Dakota, 15: 187-91, Starch
1930. (Abstract)

Compares personnel work in industry with that in colleges, and formulates an efficient
organization for the handling of the personnel °problem in the small college of chemistry.
The thesis includes a collection of record forms used in the University of North Dakota,
and charts illustrating the present and proposed Vans, office arrangement, industrial plan.
and other materials which support the problem.

40()2. Kern, Mary Margaret. Vocational intent1on0 of "Mortar board"
seniors. Personnel journal, 8 266-70, December 1929.

A survey was made of 281 Mortar board seniors In 33 colleges to learn their attitude to
wards their chojee of a career, the financial aqpocts of their choice, and their appraisal of
their own qualifications for occupations. For this group of girls, qualifications which

would be of commercial value areltew. Data indicate the need for more concrete
vocational guidance.

4003. Kitson, Harry Dexter. Does general mechanical aptitude exist? In-

dustrial arts and vocational education, 19: 215-19, June 1930.
A critical survey of the leading tests used for' the measurink of mechanical aptitude.

It was found that few of them satisfied the demands of scientific met4od as to reliability
and validity. These results cast serious doubt on the validity of the concept "mechanical
avitude."

4001 Investrgation of vocational interests among workers. 413mycho-

logical clinic, 19: 48---52, April 1930.
Report of the use ofá scale for investigation of the degree to whliP a worker likps his

vocation. Figures reported referred to 247 teachers, 140 graduate nurses and 28 police-
men. Vacts regarding age at which these persons decided on their vi)cation were al4.-

disclosed, leading to definite conclusions regarding the significance of age in making one's
choice of vocation.

4005. Kopf, Helen X. Present vocation of alumni who were honor stridents.
1930. Piqua high school, Piqua, Ohio.

This is a check on the choice of vocation of,23 honor students. Findings : 26 per cent
became teachers, 30 per cent entered business, 331, per cent continued schooling, and 4
per cent entered profesks.

4006. Krugman, Morr s. Adjustmetit problems of employed boys. Doctor's
thesis, *1929. New Yak university, New York, N. Y.

4007. Lehman, Harvey C. and Witty, Paul A. The constancy of vocational
interest. Personnel journhl, : 253-65, Decemtrr 1929.

This article summarizes the findings and the conclusions of several previous investi-
gators of tho permanence of vocational interest ; and presents tabulated data of the
choice of future employment in four diverse. occupations secured from 7,000 school
children at each of the age levels from 8.6 to 18.6.

4008. Lewis, Howard G. The administration of a4guidance program in a

large high sch.00l. Master's thesis, .1930. sBrown university, Providence, R. I.
119 p. ms.

Report of practices In the field of educational and vocational guidance in the larger
cities of the country having organized guidance programs. Findingé : Student coun
Selor is a specialized' worker in larger schools, doing little or no classroom teaching.;
climber of pupils in charge.of one adser (13 extremely variable, frog so to 3,000;
personal interview is tile primary means of guidance ; vocational placeroffit is commonly
a Art of the school's guidance prograni.

4009. Limp, Charles E. Some scientific approaches toward vocational guid-
ance. Journal of educational psychology, 20: 530-30, October 1929.

The authof describes work done at the...University of s nesota in predicting Emcee";
or failure in college at the time of entrance. He also s scribes a study made at the
University ot Illinois of datsecured from about 12,000 seniors in high schools. The
problem studied was to find out whether ability to do shorthand and typewriting could
be predicted.
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4010. Lang Beach, Calif. Public schools. Department of research. Oc-
cupations for high-school

'graduates
based upon a study of the class graduating

at Polytechnic high school in 1924. [1930] 8 p. ms.
If the curriculum of tong &Itch is to be guided by vocational considerations, the

cerniprofessional, business, domestic and personal servicsa, transportation occupations, and
certain of the more stable manufacturing and mechRffical occupations should receive
erious consideration. It seems probable that the curriculum offers 'sufficient in the,. way
of preparation for thet higper professional occupations.

401 1. Lord, J. Milton. 'Evolution of the personnl movement in the public
vilools of the United States. Master's thesis, 1929. New York university, New
york, N. Y. 35 p. ms.
401 2. Ludington, Don- Clifford. Presenting occupational information in an

industrial arts program. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college fyr
teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 76 p.

Investigation aud analysis of the work of carpenters, macAinfsts and automobile
mechanics.

4013. McCabe, Martha R. List of referenvs on vockional guidance. Wash-
ington, U. S. Government printing office, 1929. 21 p. (U. S. Bureau of edu-
(vion. Library leaflet, no. 36)

401 4. MacCarthy, Constance Frances. Guidance in collegeoanti universities.
Master's thesis, 1930. Boston university, Boston, Mass. ms.
4015. McKinney, Kathdtine M. Analysis of researches in educational guid-

:Hive in secondary schools. University of Pittsburgh schoohof education jour-
nal, 5 :77-83, March 1930. a

This study had as its purpose the selection and analysis of available researches Ir, edu
cationni guidance in secondary schools. Sixty-nino studies were found which met
the delimitations proposed from 1918 to 1925. Eighteen majo; problems stand
the 'summarized researches.

40M. Mangan, Catherine C.` A study of the 'vocational adjtistrn'ents of 50
men graduating from grammar school in 1918. Master's thesis, 1929. Catholic ?
university of America, Washington; D. C. Social science monographs (National
catholic school of soci4 serviiv, Washingtor, D. C.), 1: 18-25, September 1929.

Fifty men were interviewed 11 years after grammar-school graduation. The school
played hut a small part in placing the boys and offered no information concerning in
ilustrial conditions or training necessary for any particular wori5. Its benefits .were
mainly accidental.

4017. Marcell, Clifford Earl. Vocational histortOs of printers of the State of
Minnesota. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.
4018. Miller, Clair E. The evaluation of N. guidance factors in reference

to high-school boys. Master's Urals, 1030. University of Iowa, 'Iowa City.
144 p. ms.

4019. Noise, Marian. The radio worker in New Orleans- vocational informa-
tion monographs no. 3, 1930; High schbol scholarship association, New Or-
)(lams, La. New Orleans, La., Herbert B. Holmes company, inc.Tuly 29, 1930.
11 p. 't

The opportunities in HA% radio field in Nel:v Orleans, for the information of the chit
dren In the New Orleans public schools.

4020. Mossier, John Daniel. A study ot the vocational 'choices of the high-
school pupils ofIlarrison county, Ind. Master's thesis, 1929. Indiana univ-(11-
sity, Bloorn4ngton. 113 p. ms.

4021. ligeller, Alfred Don. A vocational and socio-educational survey ,of
graduates anenon-gradukes of ithall high schools of New England. 'Genetic
michology monographs, 6: 4813-95 , October 1929.

A study undertaken with a view to obtaining a cross-sectional view of the in school and
the out-of:school life of tbe graduate abd non-graduate of the small high school of New

ms.
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England. The investigation embraces.all students wbo entered 26 representative small

high schools of New England during the period of 1910-1914, inclusive. The total number
of cases upon which conclusions were drawn was in the vicinity of 1,800.

4022. Munzenmayer, L. H. Guidance recordS. [1990)C. State department of
education, Columbus, Ohio.

4023. Murphy, Fred. School counselors in the secondary schools of Hawaii.
Master's thesis, 1930. University of Hawaii, Honolulu. 56 p. ms.

A study of values, duties and qualifications of secondary school counselors.

4024. Murray, Stephen M. Vocational scouting. Master's thesis, 1929.

university of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Ind.
4025. Myers, George E. A standardized course in vocational guidance. 1930.

University of Mi( higan, Ann Arbor. ms.
An inquiry into the desirability of a standardised introductory course in vocational

guidance and what should be its content, If desirable.

4026. Nanninga, Jacob J. A study of constancy in the vocational choices of

certain sixth grade pupils. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Kansas,
Law rence.

4027. Nelson, T. H. and Kotinsky. Ruth. A study of personnel and guidance
practices in Y. M. C. A. schools. 1929. National council of young men's Chris.

tian associations, New York. 10 p. ms.
A study of types of contacts through which personnel factors are discovered ; procedun

in diseovering students' individual needs ; types of contacts considered most fruitful ii
personnel opportunities ; ranking types of personnel service according to their usefulness;

tabulation of major problems In sensitiVng faculty and staff to individual needs of ow
dents ; and organisation of personnel service.

4028. Nettels, C. H. Guidance of junior high school entrants, 2 p.
Individual guidance in junior high school, 3 p. ms. ; Individual guidance in senior
bigh school, 2 p. ins. Public schools, Los Angeles, Calif. 1830.

4029. Noe, Howard Ray. Geographical and occupational surVey of

graduates from the Seymour, Ind., high school as compared to present vocati
choices of high school pupils. Master s thesis, 1929. Indiana university, BI

ington. 112 p.
4030. Novotny, Marcella. The functioning of vocational guidance in a co

tinuation school. Master's thesis, 1930. College of the City of New York, N
York, N. Y. 44 p. ms.

Survey utilising observation and participation of the factors operating in the New

City schools.
4031. O'Rourke, L. J. The use of scientific tests in the selection and p

tion of pollee. Annals of the American academy of political and social sci

146 : 147-59, November 1929.

4032. Paine, Joseph C. Occupational information and trade knowledge

Industrial arts cdurse in woodworking for junior high schools. Master's
1930. New York university, New York, N. Y. 182 p. ms.

4033: Paulus, Albert J. Certain factors limiting' the educational careers
farm boys. Doctor's thesis [1930] Cornell university, Ithaca, N. Y.

Records of 815 farm boys in the senior classes of the New York high schools, 1929,

causes of elimination from educational careers, vocational choices and basis of changes.

4034 Pender, Archie Morton. Vocational suivey of the graduates of

Madison high school, Madison, Ind. Master's thesis, 1929. Indiana unlversi
Bloomington. 222 p. ms.

4035. Pfeister, Sevilla. The elementary school counselor. Master's
1930. University of Akron, Akron, Ohio. 65 p. ms.

Historical sketch of the guidance movement. The need, place, preparation and duties

an elementary school counselor. Findings: There is a need for an elementary
counselor la our school system.
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4036. Ray, J. Edgar. Analysis of the bricklaying trade for instructional

purposes. Master's thesis, 1930. Iowa state college, Ames. 400 p. ms.
4037.

11180t1

Ithaca

Bred* W. W. A vocational guidance program based on the needs and
of a rural community. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Cornell university,
Y. Ithaca, N. Y., Cornell university, 1930. 23 p. (Abstract)

4 Ryan, Catherine Agnes. The development and present status of
vocational guidance.in Chicago. Master's thesis, 1930. Loyola university,
Chicago, Ill. 70 p ins.

1039. Samuel, Helen. The guidance record card. 193t). George Washington
university, Washington, D. C. 120 p. ms.

Evaluation by competent judges of 218 items occurring most 'frequently on 55 guidancerecords in use. Recommends a list of items for guidance records, a minimal list and alist for comprehensive card.
4040. Scudder, Charles Roland and Raubenheimer, A. S. Are standardized

mechanical aptitude tests valid? Journal of juvenile research, 14: 14.'0 23,
April 1930.

in experiment was carried out with 114 boys in the seventh and eighth grades of tileRoosevelt junior high school of San Diego, Calif., during the fail semester of 1928-1029, todetermine tbe validity of three of the best knowii of these tests, as well as the relation-ship between academic, social and mechabical phases of intelligence. From this studyit is obvious that several mechanical aptitudes tests are not testing anything like thesine variable or variables in the same amounts.
4041. Seawell, Ruth Tftit. Guidance practices in the junior high schools of

Southern California. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern California,
Los Angeles. 114 p, National education association, Department of secondaryschool principals bulletin, 34: 69-71, January 1931. (Abstract.)

Tbe purpo of this investigation was to secure data concerning guidance practices inbe public jun r high schools of Southern Galifornia, to compare the work being doneitb the needs nd practices of guidance, and to formulate a practical. efficient programif guidance for junior high schools. Findings: There is a trend towards a centralisationtd specialization in the responsibility for guidance work.
4042. ¡thank, Clayton K. Guidance. 1929. Upper Darby high school, Upperlarby, Pa. 23 p. ms.
4043. Smith, Margaret Lorraine. School counseling; its trends and practice&I:ster's thesis, 1930. Univergity of Southern Califorpia, Los Angeles. 153 p.'agonal education association, Department oft secondary school principals bul-etin,°34: 63-65, January 1981. (Abstract.)
A study to analyse certain attempts of schools in counseling pupils and to determine-As in significant phases of school counseling, such as definition, prbbleins, history,niution, practices, qualifications and training of counselors, and forms and records..I by counselors. Data were secured from findings in literature, from questionnaires androra personal visits to schools i%Winois and California.
4044. Stanton, H. L. The advisors equipment. 1930. State department ofublic instruction, Raleigh, N. C. 7 p. ins.
A monograph discuuing the needs of intelligent, educational and mechanical teachers

I vocational rehabilitation work ; describes some tests and their use by the State.liabilitation service of the Division of vocational education.
4045. Staudefaayer, Maude Izell. Relation of intelligence and achievementso the vocational Interests of 1,794 freshmen. Master's thesis, 1930. Univer-ty of Wisconsin; Madison.
4046. Stockton, A. Marion. The problem of vocational guidance in thehniond union high school. Master's thesis, 1930. University of California,rkeley. 102 p, ms.
Rtudy of guidance proirram in Richmond union high school, California, with thelect of determining the extent to which it reaches or falls short of present recognisedIndia& of counseling and guldan.ci for purpose of suggesting possible modifications and

I -$ for ip improvement.
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4047. Stockwell, Anne Belle. Guidance in the elementary school. Master's
thesis, 1929. New York university, New York, N. Y.

4048. Streit, Josephine. The fireman in Cincinnati, an occupational analysi&
,

Master's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. y.
46 p. ms.

4049. Tatlock, Vilmer Leroy. A study of the school continuance, occupation,
add geographical location of graduates and Q-B enrollees in the Lebanon, Ind,
high school for guidance imrposes and curricular organization. Master's thesis,
1930. Indiana unirersitt, Bloomington. 45 p. ms.

4050. Thomson, Margaret M. An occupational study of the knitting mills
and overall factories of Minneapolis. Master's thesis, 1930. Teachers college,
Columbia university, New York, N. Y. 60 p. ms.

4051. Uhrbrock, Richard Stephen. .What is the greatest need in thil hotel
Industry? 1929. Cornell university, Ithaca, N. Y. Mid-West hotel reporter,
February and March, 1930. 12 p.

General discussion of modern personnel methods, with emphasis upon selection and
training. Findings; The hotel industry offers a virgin field for the worker in industrial
education.

4052. Waahburne, Carleton and Carswell, Marion. Individual guidance as
it is applied in a village school system. Nation's schools, 4: 23-28, December
1929.

Describes the educational technique used in the Winnetka, IlL, public school system.
The goal of Winnetka is to require only learning that can be shown to have direct and
almost certain use in every child's life.

4053. Weersing, Frederick J. and Koos, Leonard V. Guidance insactice in

junior colleges. California quarterly of secondary education, 5: 93-104, October
1929.

Presents data from 52 public junior colleges in 10 states, showing guidance practice
with percentages reporting eacb. Concludes tbat guidance is a problem demanding is-
creasing attention.

4054. Weisman, Sara E. Case studies of the x*elation,Ip between high
'school achievement and educational counseling. Journal of educational research,
21 : 357-681 May 1930.

This study was undertaken to determine whether or not the Stanford revision of the
Binet-Simon test could be used profitably in educational counseling. It was found that
while the IQ found by the Stanford revision test indicates fairly well the ability 'of
pupils to do high school work, other factors tend to modify the quality of performance.

4056. White, Wilfred C. A vocational study of the graduates of Moorhead
state teachers college. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Minnesota, Minne.
apolis.

4056. Woellner, R. C. and Lyman, R. L. Evaluating books on vocati
guidance. School review, 38: 191-99, March 1930.

Reports' the making of a score card and the use of that score card by 108 judges
respect to 26 representative books on vocational guidance, which are most suitable f
ninth-grade clasps. Tbe judges evaluated the books in terms of the inteiests
abilities of the average ninth-grade pupil. The greatest variations between tbe 26
are in subject matter. The books which rank highest deal with several kinds of v

tional interest; present concretely the attractiveness of vocationS; treat Oements
personal success; are recent, with up-to-date facts; are written in narrative or
tory form; emphasise the social values of the occupations; and are written by au
who boys and girls as well as they know the subject matter.

Wood, Harriette and Pruitt, Anne. Guidance at work in the schoo
of Craven county, N. C. Richmond, Va., Southern woman's educational
1030. 101 p. ma.
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See also 478, 1855, 1909, 1094, 2019-2020, 2132-2138, 2142, 2145, 2152, 2361,2598, 3058, 3617, 3798, 8819, 4247, 4269, 4271, 4294, 4324, 4330. 4341, 4352, 4373,4387. 4389. 4395, 4412; anti under Home-rooms.

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
4058. Alabama polytechnic institute. School of education. Auburn test for3grIcu1tura1 information, field cropsform "A." Auburn, Alabama polytechnicinstitute, 1930. 8 p. (Bulletin, 1930, no. 2) Manual of directions, 6 p. ms.4059. Ayers, Thomas Lawrence. Effectiveness of agricultural evening classinstruction. Master's thests, 1929. George Peabody college for teachers, Nash-ville, Tenn. 61 p. fns.
4060. Bunyard, Claude-Lee. A technique for measuring the effectiveness ofagricultural evening schools. Master's thesis, 1930. Iowa state college, Ames.99 p.

4061. Byram, H. M. A course of study in swine'production. Master's thesis,1929. Iowa state college, Ames.
4062. Capps, Marion Daniel. Some effects of specialization by agriculturalteacher trainees. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teachers,Nashville, Tenn. 45 p. ms.
4063. Case, Riley L. The status of Smith-Hughes agriculture teachers inIndiana. Master's thesis, 1929. Indiana university, Bloomington. 130 p. ms.4064. Chesnutt, S. L. and others. Developing a form of community survey kto serve as the basis for courses of study in vocational agriculture in Alabama !high schools. 1930. Alabama pplytechnic institute, Auburn. 3 p. ms.4065. Clark, Lloyd Harold. The present status of cóunty agricultural agentsin Indiana. Master's thesis, 1930. Indiana university, Bloomington. 91 p. ms.4066. Clark, Olin W. College achievement of pupils admitted on the NewYork *State academic diploma in agriculture to the New 'tack State college ofagriculture. Master's thesis, 1930. Cornell university, It Eaca, N. Y.

4067. Crandall, Will Giles; Ayers, T. L. and Duggan, L W. - An investiga-tion of evening class instruction in agriculture. Clemson agricultural college,Clemson College, B. C. 16 p. (Bulletin 5, Educational ser. 1, February 1930)A stpdy of evening class instruction given to 700 farmers. Thirty-four trainees wenengaged in this experiment.
4068. Dansby, George William. An analysis of a citrus enterprise for teach-ing vocational agriculture in Florida. Master's thesis, 1930. University ofFlorida, Gainesville.
4069. Davenport, Roi Leonard. How teachers of vocational agriculture InLonIsfana distribute their time. Do,t6r's thesis [1930]. Cornell university,Ithaca, N. Y.
Findings: Range of activities I. extessive and there is seed of some standardisation.The writer is opposed to principal-teacher combination and shows the need for read-justment of the scope of responsibilities if tbe principal-teacher combination or the part-time arrangement is used.
4070. Delzell, Hugh Franklin. Cooperation bbtween county agents andvocitional agriculture teacher& Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody collegefor teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 48 p. ms.
4071. Eckholf, John Adams. Teaching the cotton enterprise in Mississippi.Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn.131 p. ms.
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4072. Farmer, A. R The effect of some features of high school traintbg on

the performance of-freshmen in Virginia colleges. Master's thesis, 1980. Vir-

ginia polytechnic institute, Blacksburg. 50 p.
A study to determine, principally, if vocational agriculture in tbe high school affects

the student's performance in college. Judging from the complete records of the freshman

enrollment in three Virginia colleges, vocational agriculture does not interfere with
good performance in college regardless .of the curriculum chosen isa college. Students

(of the former group) did better in science than mathematics, as well in other amnia
but poorer in English. The latter was true of all rural high school students.

4073. Garrison, Elva Gill. The:agriculture situation in the Hemet and San

Jacinto union high school districts, California. MaNter's thesis, 1929. Uni-

verity of Califurnia,.Berkeley. 208 p. /us.
A study to determine the need of education in livestock and poultry production in the

Hemet and San Jacinto union high school districts.

4074. Gerberich, J. R.. Graphic methods, first semester, 192-1980. Uni-

versity of Arkansas, Fayetteville 5 p.

Controlled experiment in teaching method in graphic methods, College of agriculture.
Objectives of the course were: to develop -the ability to read, understand and interpret
charts and graphs of the types encountered in agricultural work, and to develop tbe
ability to construct such graphs in the representation of raw data. The work of tbe
experimental section wax compared with that ot the control section. the major es-

phasis for the experimental section was on the techniques and principies -of graphic
methods. The final examination was given in two parts to cover the work of tht
semester. The study is based on too few cases to make the results especially reliable

The author recommends that the experiment be continued another year.

4075. Gibson, H. F. The community survey as a basis for constructing a
course of study in vocational agriculture. Master'ethesis, 1930. Alabama poky-
technic institute, Auburn. 50 p. ms.

A survey of 25 farm homes in Lee county, Ala.. and construction of course of study
for vocational agriculture in Lee county high school, consret1ng of: (a) long time prw
gram, (b) annual program, and (c) program of work (jobs) set up for year 1980-1931.

4076. Grant,. Ernest Aiken. Proposed changes in the curriculum in agri.

culture for the State agricultural and mechanical college of South Carolina, cc

the basis of the farm enterprises of 16 negro vocational agricultural school

communities of the State. Matter's thesis, '1930. Cornell university, Ithaca.
N. Y. 265 p. ms.

Survey of 298 negro farms in lfl counties and vocatkinal agricultural school cos
munities of tile State of South Carolina. Findings: Major enterprises on farms an

cotton and tobacco. All farms with few exceptions are family size. Minor enterprises
are for borne supply.

4077. Greenleaf, Walter J. Land-grant colleges and universities. Y
ended June 30, 1928. Washington, United States Government prieting o
1929. 81 p. (U. S. Bureau of education bulletin, 1929, no. 13).

440784 Gregorio, Herman C. The growth of agricultural schools in
Philippines, 1914-1928. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Kansas, lip

4079. Groseclose, H. C. A study of the organization and use of stu
organizations in vocational education in agriculture. 1930. Virginia poly
technic institute, Blacksburg.. 00 p. ms.

4080. Hamer. Oliver Stuart. The master farmers of America and
education. Doctor's thesis, 1930: University of Iowa, Iowa City. Iowa
University of Iowa, 1930. 151 p.

4081. Holley, Otis Ray. College chemistry and phy4cs for vocational
cultural trainees. Mastei's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for tea
Nashville, Tenn. 43 p. ms.
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BREMILALROEL MINIM IN EDUCATION 371
4062. Hull, Joseph W. Effectiveness of agricultural evening class instructionin Western Arkansas. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teach-ers. Nashville, Tenn. 84 p. ms.
k study of four counties, 18 classes and 470 farms. Findings : Farmers carry out 62.1per cent of tbe possible improved practices.
4083. Hypes, I. L. and 14arkey, J. F. The genesis to farming occupations inConnecticut. Storrs, Connecticut agricultural college 1929. 514 p. (Storrsagricultural experimental station bulletin, 161, (ktober 1929.)This is not stricaPa study in education, but contains basic information upon Whichsome educational policies may be based.
4084. Johnson, Elmer John. Measuring the efficiency of project work invocational agriculture in 10 Colorado high schools. Master's thesis, 1930.Colorado agricultural college, Fort Collins.
4085. Johnston, Walter George. Organizing and contiuct4pg part-time andevening classes in vocational agricuiture. Master's thesis, 1929. Alabama poly-technic institute, Auburn.
4086. Kiltz, Kenneth W. The relation between the supervised farm practiceprograms and the farm resources of the boys of 20 vocational agriculture depart-ments in Western Indiana. Master's thesis [1930]. Cornell university, Ithaca.N. Y.
4087. Lance, C. E. Causes of establishing and discontinuing high sclanoldepartments of agriculture. Master's thesis 1930. George Peabody college forteachers, Nashville, Tenn. 58 p. ms.
A study of all new departments and all discontinued agricultural departments during1928-1'929 in tbe Southern region.
4088. Lathrop, F. W. Studies in vocatiimal education in agriculture. Acompilation of studies made in the various states, 1912-1930. 1920 U. S.Federal board for vocational education, Washington, D. C. 25 p. ms
4089. LeMay, S. B. Economic and educative values of cooperative cottonmarketing in Texas. Muter's thesis, 1930. George Peaboay college for teach-ers, Nashville, Tenn. 70 p. ms.
4000. Lemon, John Paul. An objective test -in horticulture. Master's thesis.1929. University of Colorado, Boulder. 81 p. ms.Construction, administration and eialuation of objective test in horticulture. Find-ings: Test wares and teachers marks validity coefficient of .804. Reliability of odd andeven= .904. Test hu satisfactory reliability for measuring achievement in horticulture.4091. McIntosh, D. C. The relation of courses taken in high school to gradesmade ip the School of Agriculture. 1930. Oklahoma agricultural and mechani-eal college, Stillwater. 4 p.

4092. McNeely, David O. Tobacco farming versus dairying, Groves, Ky.Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody eoll'ege for teachers, Nashville, Tenn.p. ms.
Tobacco growing and dairying are Imitable to carry on in connection with each other.Dairying is increasing in droves county.
4093. Magill, E. C. Experimental data organized for teaching. 1930.Virginia polytechnic institute, Blacksburg. 200 p.In teaching farmers, actual proofs of the efficiency of improved practices are essential.Instructors cannot locate the data needed from time to ,time and tbe dati are hard toorganise for effective teaching. These data have been organised for pocket note-book*tn.

4004. XoFew Forest IL Agencies and methods employed In promoting voca-tional education in agriculture. Master's thesis, 1930. Iowa state college, Ames.177 p. ms.
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4095. North, Thomas Paul. Certain factors significant in the selection of
boys for train.ng in vocational agriculture. Doctor's thesis, 1929. Cornell uni-
versity, Ithaca, N. Y.

4006. Oberhansley, Henry. Status of the agricultural curriculum in the
secondary schools of Utah. Master's
Berkeley. 55 p. ms.

A study of the first two years work requirki of all schools subsidised under the Smith.
Hughes act in light of modern educational theory and trends in agricultural education .

and suggestions that may help ,to solve the problems confronting those who are responsj .

ble for construction of courses in agricu1tu5e. There is general agreement that II griCui

tural courses in secondary schools of Utah are uot functioning as they should-in traininz

thesis, 1030. University of California.

of future farmers.
4097. Olney, Roy O. A knowledge analysis of pupils as a factor in determin-

ing teachinicontent in agricultural courses. A survey of 157 high school pupils
in the potato enterprise iu nine patronage areas in New York State. Doctor's
thesis, 1929. Cornell university, Ithaca, N. Y.

4098. Parsons, D. W. An analytical study of the activities and problems of
county agricultural extension agents: Doctor's thesis, 1930. Cornell university.
Ithaca, N. Y. Ithaca, N. Y., Cornell university, 19(). 44 p.

A study of agents in New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio and 'Jest Virginia.
4099. Ramsower, Harry Clifford. Studies in leadership applied to county

agricultural agents. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Harvard university, Cambridge.
Mass.

Seventy-six county agents in Ohio were divided into three groups and each agent
was rated by three supervisors, and by himself. The 180 qualities obtained from per-
sonal interviews with 25 county agents and 25 state agricultural extension workers

were checked with the 20 traits included in tbe rating scale. The 15 best and the 15
poorest agents were compared on the 20 traits. Findings: It is possible through the
method used In collecting and treating the data to determine a rank order of agents on the
basis of total leadership capacity, those qualities which are most important in differen-

tiating " good" from " poor" agents. Through the use of " trait activities " it is

possible so to guide an agent that be may meet problems Involving these qualities with
increasing success.

4100. Rice, R. S. The determination of the type of statement. presenting the
greatest frequency and the greatest pleasure value in the high school voca-
tional agridultural course.. 1930. Pennsylvania state college, State College.

4101 Sacay, Francisco M. 4 basis for building a program of agricultural
education in the Philippines. Master's thesis, 1930. Cornell university, Ithaca.
N. Y. 236 p. ms.

An examination of the agriculture. of the Philippines, the educational situation and
the needs of tbe farm population. Proposes the organisation ot vocational schools and
agricultural extension work.

41c2 Schmitz, Henry W. A sA4duy of the methods of teaching sciences under-

lying agriculture and their application to the t cliching of vocational agriculture.
Topeka, Kilns., Board for vocational education, 1R20. 47 p. (Series A-76)

4103. Shoptaw, LaVan. The present status of vocational agricultural educa-
tion in Arkansas. Master's tliesis, 1929. Iowa state college, Ames. 132 p.

4104. Sims, Haskell Dickerson. Method of teaching poultry husbandry in
vocational agriculture high schools. Master's thesis, 1929. George Pea
college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 49 p.

4105. Smith, Lee Roy. The status of agriculture in the elementary khoo

of Southern California. Master's* thesis, 1980. University of Southern II

fornia, Los Angeles. ma
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4106. Stubbs, Florence H. Some educational values of 4-I1 clubs: an objec-

tive study. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nash-
ville, Tenn. 50 p. ms.

Some values of certain attitudes and information of a general educational nature in
sixth and seventh grades, Orange county, Va. The study was based on An objectivo
attitude-information test.

4107. Swaxison, H. B. A course of study in crop production. Master's thesis,
1929. Iowa state college, Ames.
4108. Thomas, Roy H. Annual statistical report of state supervision of agri-

cultural education for the year ending July 1, n3o. 1930 State department
of public instruction, Raleigh, N. C.

4114109. Thomasson, M. E. Professional difficulties of teachers of vocational
agriculture. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.

A study of 106 negro teachers of vocational agriculture, 84.1 per cent of the negro
personnel, in the States of Virginia, North Carolina, Georgia, Florida and Arkansas.
Includes data on relative difficulty of 58 professional activities performed by the teacher
of vocational agriculture. Traces relations between difficulties and° factors in training
and experience of teachers.

4110. Virginia polytechnic institute, Blacksburg, Va. Anniversary num-
tierVirginia news letter (to instructors and workers in vocational agricul-
ture). 1929. State board of education, Itichniond, Va. 35 p. ms.
Graphical presentation showing the influence of teacher training on the Virginiaprogram for vocational agriculture. Examples : (1) Training for evening school workresulted in 2,308 farmers enrolled in classes; (2) the cost of professional training was

reduced from $234.00 to $48.41% per trainee; (3) of 1,4300 high-school teachers in thecounties but 13 per cent hold the collegiate professional certificate ; 72 per cent of the
agriculture instructors hold it.
4111. Woods, R. H. A method of determining the relationship between types

of farming, content in vocational agriculture and technical training of teachers
of agriculture. Doctor's thesis [1930]. Cornell university, Itlfhca, N. Y.
4112. Woods, Sylvester D. Non-agricultural activities of vocational agri-

cultural teachers. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers,
Nashville, Tenn. 67 p.

This study 'covered Tennessee, Arkansas and Mississippi. Findings . Nonagriculturalactivities are important factors in vocational agricultural work.
See also 152, 2052, 2069, 2365, 3621, 4390, 4634.

HOME ECONOMICS

4113. Adams, Grace Elizabeth. Clothing expenditures of continuation t3choul
tudents. Master's thesis, 1930. New York university, New .York. N. Y. 80

Ms.

A survey of clothing expenditures of students in the clothing class of the Brooklyniris' continuation school. Findings : There is a field in continuation school teachingor further research work to devise short unit course in clothing suitable to tbe needsf individuals in various communities.
4114. Alabama. Departnient of education. Division of vocational educa-
on, Manual ttpf home economics education for high schools. 1930.
ontgomery, Alabama state board of education, 1930.1 79 p.
4115. Annin Marjorie Elizabeth. The Present status of home economics in

he public secoldaery schools of California. Master's thesis, 1930. Uokversity
f Southern California, Los Angeles. ms.
4116. Bacistrom, Frances and Bust, Lucile. Study of the clothing interest

lind needs of a group of freshman and sophomore college girls. Master's thesis,
1929. Kansas state spicultural college, Manhattan.
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4117. Baker, Helen Evangeline. Teaching the effective use of money through
home economics curriculum! Master's theSis, 1930. University of Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, Ohio.' 93 p. ms.

Sixteen courses of study were surveyed to discover the principles of money management
which are now incorporated. A questionnaire was used to discover the activities in
which theire principles are being taught by the home economics teachers of Cincinnati.
Findings: Instruction in effective consumption is relatively new in the elementary ard
secondary school; instruction in money management should be definitely planned for; a
distinct unit of work should be incorporated in the home economics progom.

4118. Becker, Jane S. Some deficiencies in the training of home demonstra-
tion agents. Master's thesis, 1930. Cornell university, Ithna, N. Y.

This is an analysis of the activities and reflxImdbilities among both agents and assistant
agents, against which details of preparation in college and apprenticeship are checked. A

definite lag ip specific preparation was found.
4119. Bell, Allene. ObJectIves for a home economies education program at

*Alabama college, Montevallo, Ala. Master's thesis, 1929. Iowa state college,
Ames.

A study of the difficulties encountered by the better teachers in the field as one basis
for determining the objectives for a homeleconomics education program at Alabama college.
-4120. Bennett, Margaret. Plans for home management houses for Purdue

university. Master's thesis, 1930. Purdue university, Lafayette, Ind.
4121. Bix ler, H. H. and others. Atlanta home economics tests grades L-7,

H-7, L-8, H-8. Atlanta, Ga., Boa.rd of education, 1930. 21 p.
Gives four achievement tests, each covering one semester's work.
4122. Bolton, Marie. Home economics as an avocation. Master's thesis,

1930. Stanford university, Stanford University, Calif. 59 p. Ins.
A study was made to determine tbé avocational opportunities open to home economics

trained women. The rêsults of this study indicate a need of considering the avocations)
side of home economics for homemakers and for business and professional women; of a
revision of many of the courses of stully now offered of a textbook which will include aU
phases of homemaking; of uniformity of nomenclature in the business world and in
courses of study ; and of creating an understanding by hightichool principals, deans of
girls and teachers in the value of interesting high school girls kn home economics.

4123. Bouton, Hilda M. A study of the conditions of home economics in the
public elementary and junior °high -schools of the United States. Master's
thesis,. 1929. University of Sotithern Califotnia, Los Angeles. 96 p.

4124. Braithwaite, Katherine E. An experimental sthdy of tninth grade food
classes on the long and short periods. Master's thesis, 1930. University of
Minnesota, Minneapolis.

4125. Bratley, Hazel. A study of the problems and difficulties of student .

teachers of home economics of Cornell university. Master's thesis [1930]. Cor-
nell university, Ithaca, N. Y.

4126. Brown, Clara M. An experiment in sectioning; an experiment in the
use of the rgression equation to predict the success of students in a home-
economic; course. Jihrrnal. of higher education, 1 : 269-739.May 1930.

4127. Burton, Henrietta K. and Gerberich, J. R The consumer aspect in
home-economics education. 1930. University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, 4 p. ms.

A special technique was used stressing the consumer aspect of the commodity and
utilising numerous shoe samples. The report is 'an indication of a trend in borne
economics education, and should be. considered rather% a report .of a new teaching
method than as a controlled experiment.

4128. Case, Sarah V. Child care and development courses at Oregon sate
agricultural college. Master's thesis, 1929: Oregon state agricultural college,
Corvallis. 58 p. ms
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4129. Conover, Frances. The number of horné economics teachers in training

in Iowa and their ible placement within the State. Master's thesis, 1930.
Iowa state college,Ces.

A study of the placement of teachers in Iowa over a five year period in order tobtatipdminbinations of subjects taught, tenure of service. and, number of teachers in trainingat present in relation to possible demand.
4130. Crofoot, Vanita May. The origin and deveiopment of home econttmicWS

in the five institutions for higher education of the State of Washington. Mas-
ter's thesis, 1929. University of Washington, Seattle. 159 p.

4131. Daniels, Edna Cockrell. History and present status of home economics
olucation in Douglas county, Kans. Master's thesis, 1929. University of
Kansas, Lawrence. 174 p.

4132. Diamond, Helen. Study to determine the influence of certain factors
upun enrollment in elective' home economics courses above the eighth grade.
Mr3ter's thesis, 1929. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.

4133. Douglas, Marion and Friant, Regina. Clothing courses for seventh
grate adjusted to a daily time schedule of sixty minutes. Master's hlesis,
1929. Iowa state college, Ames.

4134. Fairfax, Blanche L. Organization of a food problem course for Wil-
liam Smith college. Master's thesis, 1930: Teachers college, Columbia univer;sity New York, N. Y. 189 p. ms.

4135. Faulkner, Mary. Revision of home economics education course of study
for elementary, junior and senior high sehool. Italtimore, Md., Public schools,
1930. 178 p.

A revision of the course of study id home economies based upon five years' experimentalclassroom work.

4136. Fritzche, Bertha. An informal foods placement test for a beginning
foods course in a small college. Master's'thesis, 1929. Iowa state college,
Ames.

4137. Gookins, Mrs. Clara. A survey of the social objectives in home eco-[mules for boys as found in the investment made in the seventh, eighth, andninth grades of 20 towns in Colorado. Master's thesis, 1930. Colorado stateteachers college, Greeley.
4138: Hall, Mrs. Myrtis Woodley. College coumes most valuable for train-ing clothing specialists. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for

teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 42 p. ms.
A study of college courses considered most valuable by a group of stylists, buyers, educa-tional directors, and professional shoppers, and by the employers of this group, fortraining clothing specialists.
4139. Henley, Frances. The relationship between the type and amount of

home experience, and the high school work in foods and clothing of 50 girls inMississippi. Master's thesis, 1929. Iowa state college, Ames.
4149. Rennie, Leone Call. The reliability and validity of three home eco-nomics test& Master's thesis, 1930. Agricultural college of Utah, Logan.
4141. Herring, Mrs. Carrie E. A study of the home economics department ofthe Ithaca Junior high school. Master's thltsis [1930]. Cornell university,Ithaca, N. Y.
4142. Hoppes, Pearl and Turner, Marcia. Foods course for seventh gradeadjusted to a ¡ally time schedule of 60-minute periods. Master's thesfs, 1929.Iowa státe college, Ames.
41411 Manila. Department of public instruction. Division of vocationaleducition. Courses in home economics for high schools. . . . September1929. IndiAnapolis, 1929. (Bulletin no. 100 G-3)
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4144. Ivey, Rosa line. Status of home economics in certain southern se-
credited high schools. Master's thesis, 1929: George Peabody college for
teachers, Nashville. Tenn. 36 p. m.

4145. Johnson, Harriet F. A clothing survey made from a study with farm
girls in Four-II clubs of South Carolina, January 1, 1928 to June 1, 1929.

Master's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. y
16 p. ms.

A study of average costs. average expense per girl and per typ-e of clothing.

4146. Johnson, Margaret Esther. A study of home economics courses in
southern teachers colleges. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for
teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 63 p. ms.

Findings: Wide vsrlation of work ; need for uniformity in nomenclature, content and
sequence of courses so as to facilitate transfer of credits from one institution to another,
were found.

4147. Johnson, Mildred. The out-of-school activities of the junior high
school girls of Muncie, Ind. Ma6ter's thesis, 1929. .Iowa state college, Ames.

A study of the out-of-school activities closely related to the home of all junior high
school girls in Muncie, Ind. The information served as one of the bases for setting up

objectives for a kintor high school home econotnics course.
4148. Kansas. State department of education. Courses of study for high

schools, part IXhome economics. Topeka, 1929. 123 p.
The Association of home economics teachers in Kansas is largely responsible for tbe

course of study. It is based upon the needs of the schools of the State, and attempts
to meet tbe nettids in a manner which is in keeping with the best educational thought
of the day. The material was tried out in class rooms for at least a semester by
númerous teachers; criticisms made by the teachers were studied by the association in
1927 and their recommendations included in tilt study. The final rerision was made

4 by a group of 12 members. Bibliographies are included with tbe digerent phases of

the work.
4149. Kelly, Ernestine Elizabeth. Development of home economics in white

state colleges of Alabama. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for
teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 98 .p. ms.

Findings: (1) State accredited standard colleges of Alabama have the best developed
curricula ; (2) borne economies has been developed for different Vurposes in each school;
(3) the home economics courses of the state teachers colleges are limited. The tend-
ency is toward further limitation confining courses to the teaching of home economics
in the elementary grades.

4150. Kenyon, Mildred and Friant, Regina J. An analysis of the content of
courses in vocational home economies offered in the secondary schools of Iowa
from 1926 to 1929. Master's thesis, 1929. Iowa state college, Ames.

4151. Kessler, Leola. A standard practice house kitchen for teacher training
in efficient home making. -Master's thesis, 1930. Colorado state teachers col-
lege, Greeley.

4162. Keys, Louesa J. A report on a program in the Maryland staté normal
school at Towsonhome economics in health education. Master's thesis, 1929.
Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y.

4153. King, Mattie G. and Coon, Beulah. Studi of home activities ud
personal needs of some working girls in Chicago as a basis for the borne
economics curriculum for them. Master's tlip, 1929. University of Chicago,
Chicago, Ill.

Kittrell, Flemmie P. A study of home economics education in negro

high schools and colleges of Nortli Carolina. Master's thesis, 1030. Cornell
university, Ithaca, N. T. 103 p. ms.

All accredited high schools sdul standard colleges offering work lu home economies
education were studied. Of the 76 accredited negro high schools In North Carolina, U
offer work in home 'economics. Sii of the 40 high schools included in this study oiler
work in vocational home economies:
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4155. La Follette, Cecile. Major difficulties in supervised teaching of homeeconomics and suggested remedies. Teachers college journal (Terre

.
Haute,Ind.), 1 : 75-78, January 1930.

A questionnaire based on the experiences of the writer was prepared
to 40 teachers of home economics in the larger high schools and collegespart of the country. Gives the difficulties encountered arranged infrequency of occurrence and offers suggestions as to how to overèome

and submitted
in the easterh

order of their
some of them.

4156. Leighton, Frances. Determining educational objectives for a college
course in the economics problems of the home for both men and women. Doctor's
thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia uniVersity, New York, N. Y.Personal interviews were had with 75 families to determine what materials should beincluded in a course in tbe economics of consumption. One hundred and twenty-sixproblems were raised by the families themselves. Problems were studied in relation to :income of families; occupation ; size of families; education ; observed standard of living ;jury judgment. Seventy-five professors anclograduate students considered the solutionof more abstract problems ai-ati(cessary as the solution of specific problems within theborne. Study reveals a techaic for determining methods of obtaining factual materialswhich should be included in a course in the economics of consumption.

4157. Liljedahl, Mabel. The professional training of teachers of home eco-nomics in the degree granhing intaitutions of the United States. Master's thesis,
1930. UniversIty of Southern California, Los Angeles. ms.

4158. Long Beach, Calif. Public schools. Department of curriculumrevision. Home making course of study for junior high schoolsgrades, 7 to 9.Long Beach, Calif., City schools, 1929. 206 p.
This course of study was preparedeby the curriculum departmtt under the guidanceciarrieniumof a director. It was used first for class experiments on.

4159. McGowan, Airs. Ellen Beers. A comparative study of detergents withspecial reference to theleaching of the subject. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teacherscollege, Columbia university, New York, N. Y. New York city, Teachers college,'Columbia university, 1930. 125 p. (Contributions to ecyucation, 441)Problem has been wqrked out front: (1) The technical aspect, including scientific back-ground, properties and behavior of detergents, analyses, compat'isoni of physical charac-teristics of fabrics or surfaces to which detergents are applikl, and effect of detergentson fabrics with reference to soil removal and tensile stOngth; and (2) educitionalAspects, including the descriptive and analytical material froav which the teace6.4»msychoose that which is best suited to her needs.
4160. Mattson, ?day M. Home attitudes and practices of the girls in thecontinuation school of Newburgh, N. Y. Mastei's ,Oesis, 1930. University ofColorado, Boulder. UniverMtflof Colorado studies, 18: 91, December 1930.(Abstract)
This study was made to detertnthe home attitudes and practices of continuationschool girls in a small indudrial city, with the object of sugtesting improvements inhomemaking courses. 152 subjects contributed to the 4)ata gitined.4161. Mimi, Nell R. Home economics 'development in Alatska, Hawaii, PortoRico, and the Philippines. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college forteacher,' Nashville, Tenn. 89 p. mi.
4162. Nutty, Margaret. The Ilse of illustrative material teaching foodsand nutrition in secondary schools. Master's thesis, 1929. Iowa state college,4.0Ames.

4161 Obert, ityr1 Jembiette. Growth of home economics in state teacherscolleges. Master's thesis, 1929.\ *Km Peabody 'college for teachers, Nash-ville, Tenn. 44 p. ms.
4164. Parker, Dolpha. Out-of-school learning in home' economics. Master'sthesis, 1930. University of Colorado, Boulder. Universityof Colorado studies,18: 96, December 1930. (Abstract)
A study of tbe differences in out-of-school learning concerning foods and clothingwhich exist among children when they enter the seventh and eighth grade home economics

I
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classes, and the influences associated with these differences. The investigation wan car-
ried out by means of tests of information and a short questionnaire. Food tests were
giren to 431 girls and 103 boys; clothing tests were given to 299 girls.

4165. Peek, Lillian. Concerning adult education in homemaking. Austin,
Texas, State board for vocatictnal education, 1929. 68 p. (Bulletin, no. 261,
September 1929)

" This bulletin is designed to assist local administrators, supervisors, leaders, and
teachers in organizing and establishing programs in homemaking education which will
meet the special needs of their communities." Certain plans and policies are set up in
the light of past experience and present beliefs.

4166. Perry, Isabel and Coon, Beulah. Comparison of the activities of
mothers and their daughters in clothing to determine the basis of selection for
problems in teaching clothing. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Chicago,
Chicago, Ill.

4167. Phillips, Velma. Evidnces of the need of education for efficient pur-
chasing. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia university, New
York, N. Y.

Gives results of a questionnaire filled out by 227 high school students and 123 adult
consumers. An analytical study of consumers' difficulties in choosing and buying cloth-
ing and home furnishings, for the purpose of formulating practical suggestions for
successful buying.

4168. Poole, Myra and irriant, Regina J. Relationship between home eco-
nomics in higirschool and the number of girls who c9ntinue in school. Master's
thesis, 1929. Iowa state college, Amei.

4169. Putnam, Ernestine and Kyrk, Hazel. Survey of the place cif the
economic studies in the home economics curricula. Master's thesis, 1929. Uni-
versity of Chicago, Ch1cage4

A study of early influences, schools existing at the time of the American occupation,
school; founded by; the U. S. Office of education, and home economics in these schools.
Findings: What Ts to-day called home economics was already established in these terri-
tories at the time of American occupation. It had been introduced for different rea.
sons. In Alaska, it was to clean up the Eskimo and his igloo and to teach him to cook;
in the Spanish territories it was to answer the Spanish love for luxury and needlework.
To-day its scope has been broadened and it is required in the grades of each territory,
is offered in high school and in each instance there is an institution of higher learning
that offers advanced work.

4176. Reid, Beneta. The present status of organization for teaching home
economics courses in secondary schools. Master's thesis, 1929. Colorado state
teachers college, Greeley. 75 p. .

4171. Rennells, Jessie M. A study of the liome economics department of
the Ithaca senior high school. Master's thesis [1930]. Cornell university,
Ithaca, N. Y.

4172. Rose, Helen. Textile knowledge of girls in the junior and senior higb
schools of Lawrence, Kans., 1930. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Kansas,
Lawrence.

4173. Russell, Mrs. J. C. A short unit in a high 'school coUrsè in clothing
justified by the consumers' increasing demand for fur." Mastefs thesis, 1930.
Colorado fitate teachers college, Greeley.

4174. Rust, Lucile: Study of the homemaking interests of a group of high-
school girls. Master's thesis, 1929. Kansas state agricultural college, Man-
hattan.

4175. Saar, Vera Christine. A study of the time, cost, apd materials for
construction problems in high-school clothing classes. Master's thesis, 1930.

Ill.
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Diversity of Colorado, Boulder. University of Colorado studies, 1S: 101-102,
December 1930. (Abstract)

A study of the construction problems made in high-school clothing classes in grades9-12, in regard to the number, the kind, the cost, the time consumed in making, and thomaterials used. The study embraces also the textbooks used. Data wcre secured from 21schools tn nine different states during the school year 1929-1980 by means of recordcards which were filled out by pupils, and by means of questionnaires which were filledout by teachers of thesse pupils. The investigation included 580 first semester pupils and689 second semester pupils.
4176. Schopmeyer, C. H. Analysis of the managerial responsibilities of thefarm home maker. Washington, United States Department of agriculture,

Extension service, 1929. 115 p.
The study was made to help extension workers develop a home-management conceptand select important subject content in the development of a county home-economicsextension program. The study shows the composite nature and the interrelations of theelements of the home makers' job.
4177. Smith, Myrtle Ellison. Food program for home demonstration workin 11 Southern states. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for

teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 224 p. ms.
4178. Sowers, Mary Alice. The correlation of the economic aspects and

nutritional values of food. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, Ohio. 118 p.

Presents tbe results of a study into the relative money costs of various foods whichfurnish the same amount of nutriment as indicated by calories. minerals, vitamins andother food values; and presents the data in such form that they may be used in foodlessons. Foods were classified as sources of energy, protein, minerals and vitamins.The psychological factors upon food selection were considered. Data have been organizedand presented in a form adsptable for use in lessons in nutrition and marketing for useIn schools, colleges, or by social workers.
4179. Stark, Saidee Ethel. Development of criteria for the educational

evaluation of advertising material used by home economics workers. Doctor's
thesis [1930] Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y. New
York, N. Y., Association of national advertisers, 1930. 184 p.The printed study was published under the title: How schools use advertising mate-rial; a study of the use of advertising material by teachers in schools and colleges andby home economics workers.

Data were compiled from 260 answers to questionnaires from home-economics workersfrom all states; letters from 47 state superintendents of education ; personal conferenceswith home economists and advertising experts; and previous published and unpublishedstudies on advertising material used by home-economics teachers. Findings: Amongtypes' of educational advertising material are some that csn not be obtsined in anyother way.which are of great value; types found most valuable vary with the age anderode level of those with whom they were used. Some vAltable types are: large charts,bohlets ; colored illustrations; up-to-the-minute material in costume and textile styles,etc. Twelve criteria were considered of importance in judging educational advertisingmaterial by at least 70 per cent of the 260 home economists returning questionnaires.They include: reliability of statements; timely data ; preparation by trained experts withmodern educational point of view ; apparent purpose social welfare more than commercialprofit; principles of art applied; and provision for individual growth or development.
4180. Strowig, Nell 31cCrumb. A course in clothing and home problems forthe junior high school. Master's thesis, 1930. University% of California, 'Berke-ley. 62 p. ms.
A study was made In Salt Lake City to determine what should be included incourse in clothing and Dome problems for the Junior high school ; the course to be suchthat It could be used In any local community and composed of one year of two semesterswith five one-hour periods per week. Givk outline of course.
4181. Swift, Mildred L. A study of collegiate recognition of secondary homeeconomics. Master's thesis, 1980. Cornell university, Ithaca, N. Y. 47 p. ma.Of 104 institutions studied, only four refused to accept the elective entrance credit. Maxi-mum credit in this study was seven, average two and seven-tenths, and minimnai fivetenths. A credit in secondary home economics is measured quantitatively and .qualita-tively by the same. standards u all other secondary abject*.
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4182. Tatum, Minnie Ella. Development of home economics in state teachets
colleges of Missouri. Maater's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college forteachers, Nashville, Tenn. 142 p. ms.

4183. Texas. State department of education. Course of study in home
economics for Texas rural schools, adapted and arranged. Austin, 1929. 89 p.(Bulletin no. 263)

4184. Tillory, Susan Elizabeth. Survey of vocational education 1.pme
economics in the all-day schools of Missouri. Master's thesis, 1929. 11trersityof Missouri, Columbia.

4185. Tucker, Bernice Alvina. A study of ,the qualifications essential forleaders in home economics education to determine a basis ior finding prospecttive leaders. Master's thesis, 1929. Uniersity of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.
4186. United' States. Federal board for vocational education. 'Vocational

eaucation in home economics. Twelve years of home-economics education undertte National vocational education act. Washington, D. 'C., 1930. 166 p.(Bulletin no. 151. Home economics series, no. 12.)
4187. Washington (State). Department of education. Home economics

studies in junior and senior high schools, 1930. Olympia, 1930. 153 p.
4188. Welch, Lila M. and Lingenfelter, Mary R. Studies of the home ecó-nomics curriculum ; an annotated bibliography. 1930. Ohio state university,

Columbus. 46 p. ms. (Bibliographies in education, no. 1, June 1930.)
This bibliography was made in order to collect information concerning the kind andextent of research that has been done on the home economics curriculum, the techniqueand methods used and the problems needing additional research. Practically all of themore comprehensive studies published since 1920 are included. The bibliography includestitles of theses from borne economics departments in colleges and universities.
4189. Whitcomb, Emeline S. Vends in home economics education, 1926-

1928. Washington, United States Government printing office, 1929. 22 p.
(U. S. Bureau of education. Bulletin, 1929, no. 25.)

Advance sheets from the Biennial survey of education in the United States 1926-1928.
4190. and Gibbs, Andrew H. Home. economics instruction in higher

institutions, including universities, colleges, teachers' colleges, normal schools
and junior colleges, 1928-1929. Washington, United States Government printing
office, 1930. 23 p. (Pamphlet no. 3, March 1930.)

4191. Wilpox, Anna Elizabeth. Placementtof homekeconomics in the junior
and senior high schools of Indiana. Master's thesis, 1929. indiana university,
Bloomington. 99 p. ms, .

4192. Wilson, Winnie. An analysis ot 20 high school clothing and textile
textbooks. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nash-
ville, Tenn. 110 p. ms.

A study of clothing and textile textbooks being used at present in the southern statesClothing construction and fabrics and their uses are the topics that receive the major
emphasis in the clothing and textile study in high schools.

4193. Young, Isabel. Report of the research and study committee of the
Home economics teachers association. Raleigh, North Carolina education asso-
ciation, 1830.

Findings: The Home economics teachers' association has prepared a score card forrating home economics teachers on the basis of outside activities and contacts in schools.The various activities are given point values. The scores made by the individual teachersin. the districts will be summated and the districts will compete for highest total scores.This score card will aid individual teachers in analyzing the effectiveness of their workand should do much to increase the public services rendered by home economics teacher&
See also 652, 2272, 258, 4390, 4399.
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4194. Anderberry, Christine., Job Analysis and employment relations intore salesmanship -basic to a course of study. Master's thesis, 1930. Uni-versity of Southern C-alifornia, Los Angeles. ms.
4195. And'erson, Roy. N. Measurement of clerical ability; a critical reviewot proposed test& Personnel jourfial, 8: 232-44, December, 1929.The author describes batteries of tests in use for determining clerical ability, andtriticises them on the points of criterion, validity, number of cases, reliability, and theuncept " generAl clerical aptitude." .
4196. Barnhart, E. W. Vocational education for retail meat dealers. U. S.ederal board for vocational education, Washington, D. C. Washintnon, U. S.Governme-nt printing office, 1930.
Study of the essential characteristics needed in an educational program for experiencedretail meat dealers with two units of instructional materials for use in conference classes.Conference method of instruction was found to be most suited to experienced adultworkers.

4197. Beers, Gertrude. The develovment of curricular materials and a method.f procedure in shorthand. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Nebraska.Anooln. 143 p.
Findings : By a scientific construction of curriculum materials and the development of, method of procedure in teaching shorthand, time can be saved and students' interestn creased.

4198. Bernard, Louise. A curriculum for a general salesmanship course.930. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. University of Pittsburgh bul-btin, November, 1930. (Faculty research.)
4199. Blackstone, E. G. Research studies in commercial education, IV. IowaIty, University of Iowa [1930] 240 p. (University of Iowa monographs inducation, 1st ser., no. 11, January 1, 1929).
This is the fourth volume in a series of research studies in commercial education. It)ntains reports of the proceedings of the 1929 Iowa research conference on commerciallocation, and the conference of the National association of commercial teacher trainingistitutions, which were held at the University of Iowa, April 18-20, 1929. It makes>tillable to commercial educators the significant research studies in a series of completeports which contain not only the conclusions reached by the various investigators, butso the procedures used by the authors. The studies deal principally with typewriting,orthand, and training teachers for commercial, subjects.
4200. Brownfield, Lelah. A comparative study 'of textbooks in secretarialsettee. Master's thesis, 1930. New York university, New York, N. Y.
4.201. Carmichael, Veznal Howard. Objective measurement of accomplish-Elit in typewriting of high school commercial pupils in Indiana. Master'sesis, 1930. Indiana university, Bloomington. 191 p.
4202. Carr, Emma B. Promotional opportunities in the field of stenography.ster's thesis, 1930. University of Iowp, Iowa City. 56 p. ms.
4203, Castle, Margaret A. A curriculum study, for a general salesmanshipirse. Master's thesis, MO. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. Uni-rsity of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27 : 241-42, November, 1930 (Abstract).
1204. Cunningham, Verna M. Some suggestions for linking commercial edu-ion vocational needs. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southkota, Vermilion. 75 p.

46.

L206. Dale, Edgar. What business vocabulary shall we teach in Junior highool arithmetic? School and society, 81: 854-52, June 21, 1930.'he author checked in four arithmetic textbooks the frequency of occurrence of bust-s words in those sections which dealt with the investment of money. The fourUntie textbooks need 229 different business terms in their material dealing with*Manta in stocks and bonds. There was no agreement on 124 additional terms.
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The evidence is clear that without an objective list of words to which to turn, the judg.

ment of textbook writers as to the relative importance of business term. 3 will vary

greatly.
4206. Daring, Z. LaVerne. Survey of commercial education in public city

high schools of Ohio. Master's thesis, 1930. Ohio State university, Columbus.

4207. Dittemore, Eldon. Methods of teaching bookkeeping in Indiana high

schools. Master's thesis, 1930. Indiana university, Bloomington. 125 p. ms.

4208. Ely, Margaret Hawley. A comparative study of the Gregg shorthand

manual of 1916 with that of 1929. Master's thesis, 1930. New York univer-

sity, New York, N. Y. 234 p. ms.
Two texts are compared on the basis of theory of analysis; vocabulary analysis of word

lists; vocabulary analysis of connected matter and analysis of sentences. On the

whole the manual of the 1929 edition is an improvement over that of 1916, but the

improvement is not uniform lu all of the four analyses. Certain Weak points are noted

und suggestions made.

4209. Fleming, Elizabeth A. A comparative- study of the whole and part

method of teaching the typewriting keyboard. Master's thesis, 1930. University

of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. 40 p. ms. University of Pittsburgh bulletin,

27: 368-69, November 1930. (Abstract.)

4210. Forsgard, Fred G. A study of bookkeèping in the secondary school.

1t129. Upper Darby high school, Upper Darby, Pa. 40 p. ms.
study of the alms and objectives of the subject, administrative considerations, equip-

ment qualifications of teachers, course of stuak (content) and methods of presenting tbe

subject.

4211. A study of commercial law in the secondary school. 1929.

Upper Darby high school, Upper Darby, Pa. 75 p. ms.
A study of the aims and objectives of the subject, administrative considerations, equip

bent, qualifications of teachers, course of study (content) and methods of presenting Mr

subject. +-

4212. George, Guy Gitius. The relationship between maze learning and type-

writing learning. Master's thesis, 1930. Stanford university, Stanford Uni-

versity, Calif.
4213. Goodell, Mama Eleanor. Critical analysis of the placemenut of com-

mercial high school students in Los Angeles. Master's thesis, 1930. University

cf Southern California, Los Angeles. ms.

4214. Green, Frederick Henry. A standardized commercial-law test for h

schools. Master's thesis, 1929.. Unk ersity of Colorado, Boulder. 242 p.

An objective test of 839 items (true-false, case item and completion). Findings

Reliability for whole testi=0.876, validity of. test0.17 ; correlation of test and teneberi

=irks accs0.486 ; distribution was negatively oikewed.

4215. Haynes, Benjamin R. The akasent statuaof elementary business

ing in the public junior high schools of New York State. Master's thesis, 1

Packard commercial school, New York, N. Y. 84 p.

4216. Helmstadter, Carl W. Some trends in commercial education in

Nebraska high schools. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Nebraska,

coln. 68 P. Ing
4217. Rill, Luvicy Martha. Some problem; of commercial teacher@

Nebraaa high schools. Master's thesis, 1980. University of Nebraski,

coln. 110 p. ms.
Problems were submitted by 100 ommercIal teachers luNtibraska high schools.

were classified and analyzed with t to size of schoo7age, college training, tea

experience, and professional tzaiz.Wg of teachers, and helps asked for. findings:
lean cover wide range of sativiUss ; college and professional training has not
sufficient help, or* has not been emphasizing sufficiently the techniques and

whereby the teacher can learn to solve her owa problem& 11 ,.
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4218.4218. Holzman, Minnette Stertberger. A critical study of the proposed
tests for the measurement of ability as salesmen. Master's thesis, 1930. Teach- 1

ers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y. 59
A study of all the proposed tests for measuring salesmanship ability to And out what

tests, if any, do measure this ability. Findings: Thus far, there is no one teat that
measures salesmanship ability.

4219. Katenkamp, C. H. Individualized instruction in bookkeeping. 'Mas-
ter's thesis, 1930. George Washington university, Washington, l). C. 146 p. ms.

Two classes consisting of V and 27 pupils, respectively, were given individual In-
struction in bookkeeping, using the " Job sheet" method. Findings: The Job sheet
plan is more successful than .4%e daily recitation method, since it recognizes iiidividun 1

differences. Complete course of contract units was prepared.
4220. Keylor, William W. A study of the needs for high school courses in

business arithmetic and the topics that should be included. Master's thesis,
1930.. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. University of Pittsburgh bul-
letin, 27 : 309-10, November 1930. (Abstract)

4221. Killgallon, Katherine W. A study of certain phases of commercial
education in the approved high schools of Pennsylvania. Master's thesis, 1930
University of Pittsburgh,' Pittsburgh, Pa. Univers:.ty of Pittsburgh bulletin,
27: 310-11, November 1930. (Abstract) .

4222. King, Lulu M. Study of vocational demands made upon boys of 16 to
24 years of age by leading business establishments and how the commercial
course of the high school may better meet these demands Master's thesis
[1930]. University of Denver, Denver, Colo.

125 Cif the leading business firms of Denver have been Interviewed to determine the
character of work performed by boys of 16 to 24 years of age, educational requirementr;
for the work, opportunities for advancement, and number of boys employed.
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4228. Koontz, John Hillary. A diagnostic test in Gregg shorthand. Mas-
ter's thesis, 1929. University of Colorado, Boulder. 92 p. ms.

A test, covering the entire Gregg manual was administered t., 1,183 students, thenscored and correlated, odd against e4en numbered items. Findings : Reliability
.992 + .0005 ; correlation to teachers marks-- .447+ .015.

4224. Korngoldo. Helen. An experimental study of tests as a means of pre-
dicting speed in typewriting. Master's thesis, 1930. Washington university,
St. Louis, Mo.

4225. Hufahl, Gertrude M. A commercial curriculum based on office equip-
ment. Master's thesis, 1929. New York university, New York, N. Y. 67 p.

A study based on the survey of office appliances, devices and aids used in business
by 150 pupils of the Jamaica continuation slool. These pupils were selected at random.

4226. Lehmann, Harold Theron. The E!tatus of some phases of commercial
education in 39 public senior high schools of New -Mexico in 1929. Master's
thesis, 1929. University of Kansas, Láwrence.

4227. Lomax, Beatrice Loyer. A comp#rative study of the whole and part
method of learning typewriting. Master's thesis, 1930. New York university,
New York, N. Y.

4228. Loso, Foster William. The reliability coefficients of Carlson's book-
keeping tests I. and 2 of series "A." Master's thesis, 1929. New York uni-
tersity, New York, N. Y. 54 p.

4229. Luke i("August J. A reorganization of the commercial curriculum of
Polo community high school in light of positions occupied by its gradQates.
Master's thesis, 1980. University of Iowa, Iowa City. 59 p. me,

4280. McKeon, Helen Bath. An amity& of the professional literature
relatinil to the teachtme of shorthand in secondary schools. Mastefs thesis,
1980. University of Southern California, Los Angeles. ma.
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4231. Ma loft, J. O. Collegiate courses in transportation ; business organiza-
tion and management ; and marketing and merchandising. Washington, D. C.
U. S. Office of education, 1930. 4 p., 11 p 8 p. ms. (Circular, nos. 11, 13, 14)

These circularrcontain data regarding collegiate courses reported by the colleges
and universities or in published catalogues of such institutions listed in the Educational
directory for 1929.

4932. Commercial education, 1926-28. Washington, United States
Government printing office, 1929. 27 p. (U. S. Bureau of education. BOetin,
1929, no,.26)

Advance sheets from the Biennial survey of education in the United States. 1926-1928.

4233. Corntnercial education circulars, nos. 211 37, June 1929--Septem
`Ner 1929. Washington, Di C., U. S. Office of education, 1929. 10 pamphlets
( mimeographed ) .

No. 26, Directory of collegiate schools of commerce; no. 27, Collegiate courses in
advertising; no. 28, Foreign trade and foreign service courses; no. 29, Cooperative part-
tinie courses in commerce and business; no. 30, Collegiate courses in realty ; no. 31,

tulce; no. 34, Collegiate extension classes.iin commerce and business , no. 3 , oegiate
Directory of collegiate bureaus of business research ; no. 33 Collegiate in insur-

courses in banking and finance"; no. 37, Collegiiite courses in accounting.

4234. Marik, Marie E. A comparative study of the dictaphone method and
the traditional method of learning typewriting. Master's thesis, 1929. New

York university, New York, N. Y. 89 p.

4235. Marshall, Grace M. Analysis of bookkeeping texts published in the
last five years. Master's thesis, 1930. New York university, New York, N. Y.

42313. Maze, Coleman L. Principles of business organizttion and manage-

ment. Master's thesis, 1930. New York university, New York, N. Y.

4237. keairs, Robin P. Standardized commercial courses for high schools.
Master's thesis, 1930. Stanford university, Stanford University, Cant 197

e

p. MS.
A study based on an examination of courses of study in different parts of the United

States. Discusses recognition of commercial courses in high schools and as accepted
credits in universities; the two leading objectives of commercial education; ertandardized
testu for commercial courses, etc.

4238. Meerwein, Gertrude. A study of boókkeeping textbooks, their his-
torical development and their relation to bookkeeping practice. Master's thesis,
1929. New York university, New York, N. Y. 105 p.

4239. Meyer, Harriet Louise. A junior high commercial curriculum for the
slow-learning. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Denver, Denver, Colo.

190 p. ms.
The IQ's of tbe commercial pupils attending eight Denver junior high schools during

tbe last semester of 1928 were tabulated for tbe purpose of obtaining information as to
the number of slow-learning pupils in each grade taking commercial subjects and whether

or not a differentiated curriculum for the slow-learning would be justifiable. The course

as outlined for the slow-learning is rich in material which will not only be of interest
and appeal to them but within their, sphere o learning and comprehension. Most of the
material calls for pupil activity. and this in tte1f brings about a conditlob of content
ment and dispels fatigue and discouragement.

4240. Milne, Thomas J. Shorthand course of study. 1930. Upper Darby
high school, Upper Darby, Pa.

A revision of tbe course of study in shorthand for the State of Pennsylvania. Sets up

objectives and outlines model daily lessons.

4241. 'Xinehart, Lillian L. The frequency of the recurrence of the one stroke,

the two, three, four, and five stroke combinations in a word list, based on a
shorthand dystem. Mastees thesis, 1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh,
Pa. University of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27:840-41, November 1980. (Abstract)
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4242. Nobli, iff B., jr. Commercial teachers in the high schools for whites

in North Carolina in 1929-1930. State dePartment of public instruction,
Raleigh, N. C. 1930. 24 p. ms.

Shows the supply of and demand for white commercial teachers in the high schools
ofeNortb Carolina and the amount and kind of training possessed by commercial teachers
in the high schools for whites in North Carolina.

4243. Owens, Charles B. A survey of typewriting achievement at the end of
die first year, speeds attained and errors made. Master's thesis [1930] New
York state college for teachers, Albany.

Finding*. Differences in age, sex and incentive were pArtleiliarly significant.
4244. Phillips, D. E. Class shopping experiment Journal of applied psy-

chology, 14: 42-53, February 1930.
A class in business psychology in Denver undertk to carry Out solve buying experi-

ments in the various business establishments in the fall of 19 ::`4 Seven hundred twenty
reports were made by prospective buyers. The 8tudent4 tell the effect made a them by
the form of greeting, dress, service. knowledge of goods of the clerk.

41:45. Pittsburgh, Pa. Public schools. Department of çurriculum study
and research.. High school course of study in bookkeeping I, II, III, kk. IV.
September 1928-November 1929. 49, 54, 12, 15, p. ms.

a

4246. High school course in typewriting. 1929-30.
(Printed)

4247. Occupational survey of commercial graduates,
drop-outs and evening school pupils. Pittsburgh high schools. Curriculum
study and educational research bulletin, 4 : 164-82, March-April, 1930.

Five hundred thirty-five graduates and 179 drop-outs were interviewed, makinlo total
of 714 cases. Gives statistical tables showing the duties of commercial gradrates at
time of intervigw.

4248. Reynolds, Helen. A study of the status of commercial education in
the public schools of Ohio, particularly as it relates to the training of commeri
dal teachers in that State. Master's thesis, 1929. New York university, New
York, N. Y.

4249. Rice, Louis A. A comparison of commercial educatior in New Jersey
In 1928 with 1916. Master's thesis, 1930. New York university, New York,
N. Y.

4250. Rime\ Edwin. A revised keyboard for the typewriter. Master's
thesis, 1929. New York university, New York, N. Y.

A study based upon relative hand strength and individual relative finger strength
coupled with order of frequency of letters of the English alphabet.

4251. Rowland, Ralph S. An experiment in teaching touch typewriting to
pupils in the fifth and sixth grades. Elementary school journal, 30: 533-38,
March 1930.

During the second semester of the school year 1928-1929, touch typewriting was
taught to an experimental class of fifth- and sixth-grade children in Lincoln, Nebr.
Nineteen pupils met after school five days a week for a session of 40 minutes for 15
weeks, Data indicate that typewriting had no effect on the physical growth of the
children, and that the educational experiences of the children were considerably enriched
through the typewriting.

4252. Ruppert, Marie Louise. A survey of the commercia department of a
Long Island *high school .and its adrrounding business community. Master's
thesis, 1980. New York university, New York, N. Y. 62 p. ms.

The findings include data relating to guidance of pupils, skill and character qualifi-
cations desired by business men, and also office machine equipment, kinds and number of
positions, etc.

4253. Ryan, Christopher Mathew. Some factors which influence the place-
ment of Junior Clerical workers in New York City. Master's thesis, 1929. New
Tort univertity, New York, N. T. 98 p.,

.
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427.4. Ryan, Mary S. Analysis of diagnostic tests and remedial teaching ja
typewliting study. Master's thesis [1930). Cornell university, Ithaca, N. Y.

Salsgiver, P. L. The ability of pupils to estimate the accuracy of
tl:eir knowledge in bookkeeping. Master's thesis, 1930. University of P1
lourg:11. Pittsburgh. Pa. University of Pittsburgh bulletin, 1.r; : 369-70, November

1930. (Abst.ravt
Schlagle. F. L. and Pate, Ethel. Reasons for failurefirst grade

pupil:, forecasting -zvii-iLs$

City. Kans.
427. Shaw, Ray Banker. Nalntocational aims of commercial education in

secondary schools. Master's thesis. 1930. UniveNity of Southern California.

Los Angeles. ms.
42.ZA. Shields, E. G. sitme vtlnotific c-onsiderations in secondary school busi-

ness education. School and stwiety. 31: 607-609, May 3. 1930.
From 1893 to 1924 high-school .commercial etinc.itiun has grown more rapidly this

high-school enrollment. Real wage studies (if ,:terical workers indicate that the eco-

nomic importance of this group is reintively declining. :Ind that the subdivision of tasla
of clerical workers is carried on to such an extent that- much clerical training may wen
take place on the job rather than at public expense. clerical education should not lie

confused with general business education.

46259. Skene, Etta C. The status of the teaching of business law in the State!

of Oklahoma and New Jersey Master's thesis, 1930. New York university.

New York, N. Y.
4260. Smith, Harry David, Improvement of instruction in bookkeeping

Master's thesis, 1929. New York university, New York, N. Y. 54 p.

4261. Snyder, Lucille H. Survey of certain aspects of the commercial de-

partment, San Jose high school. Master's thesis. 1930. Stanford university.
'Stanford University, Calif. 117 p. ms.

4262. Stedman, Melissa Branson. Factors influencing school success in book-

keeping. Journal of applied psychology. 14: 74-82. February 1930.

Tbe problem was to find the factors influencing uccess In bookkeeping, and what
relationship might exist between certain testa and bookkeeping grades. A gm*
of 75 tenth grade/students enrolled in the first semestex of bookkeeping in the Bell high
school of Los Angeles in September 1927, were studied and the results verified sad
checked upon another group of tenth grade students in the same school in the autumn' et
1928. Conclusions : Children with an IQ below 80 should not be allowed to stud4y boot.

keeping. It is possible to predict with almost absolute accuracy the maximum pss6
bilities of any student entering a class in bookkeeping by use of the modified form cl
the Thurstone clerical test and tests in the fundamentals of arithmetic. Health
absolutely necessary for a bookkeeper.

4263. A study of tbe possibility of prognosis of school success In type-

writing. Journal of applied psychology, 13: 505-15, October 1929.
Findings : No test was found to cos/elate highly enough with typing to make it 10

sible to tell a child whether or not it would be worth while for him to tall up typal

u a vocation.

4264. Strauss, Harold W. The effect of general intelligence and acMe
in arithmetic on success in bookkeeping. Master's thesis, 1930. Rutgers usi
versity, New Brunswick, N. J.

4265. Taylor, Naomi. Production records in training. Master's thesis,
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. University of Pittsburgh bullet*

27 : 395-011, November 1980. (Abstract)
4286. Tonne, Herbert A. Commercial teacher training Curricula. Josurai

educational sociology, 3: 610-20, June 1930.
Tbe curricula of all schools that offered commercial teacher-training curries:1k

meld b found were compiled and classified according to the type of woit Oki;
kr,1

In shorthailti. 1930. Board of education, kausas
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RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION 387
types of schools in which the work was offered. the number of years required by the
curriculum, and the yeagrAn the curriculum in which the various types of work were
required.

. ,

4267. WaabIniton (State)' Department of education. Commercial courses
for the junior and senior high schools. Olympia, 1930. 58 p.

4268. White,4esse Ewing. What commercial curriculum of Pomeroy high
9choo1 will best fit the needs of the business community of Pomeroy, Ohio?
Master's thesis, 1929. New York university, New York, N. Y.

4269. Wood, Helen. A survey of the commercial occupations of workers 14
to 30 years of age in the city of Terre Haute, Ind. Master's thesis, 1930.
Indiana university, Bloomington. 94 p. ms.

4270. Worthington, William K. Educational adjustments for a metropolitan
district commercial high school as based upon the employment experiences of
its graduates. Master's thesis, 1930. New York university, New York, N. Y.

4271. Young, Shepherd. An occupitional survey of the commercial gradu-
ates of the three bigh schools of Terre Haute, Ind. Master's thesis, 1929. Indi-
ana university, Bloomington. 120 p. ms.

gee also 147, 320, 1254, 1961(7), 2064, 2213, 2368, 3960, 4332, 4383.
MMI

PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION

4272. Austin, Florence Olive. History of4the curriculum of the University
of California medical school. Master's thesis, 1929. University of California,
Berkeley. 104 p. ms.

An attempt to. trace the curriculum of To land medical college of San Francisco, the
University of California, Medical college of Oakland, and the Habnemann medical college
of the Pacific from the beginning, through the various stages, ta the present enriched
course of study offered by the University of California medical school, which is a com-
*nation of the above. Findings : The present trend of medical education L. towards in-
creasing the years of premedical study, including both scientific and cultural subjects ;
increasing the years of medical study ; the number of departments: courses, and of
electives, so that a student may prepare for one of the following fields: general prectice,
specialist, laboratory or research director, and teacher of medical subjects.

4273. Barrows, Henry R. The effects of continuous academic work on the
achievement of medical preparatory students. Doctor's thesis, 1929. New York
university, New York, N. Y.

4274. Brennan, Robert. A professional couwe of education in the seminary
curriculum. University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Ind.

4275. Brune, Sister Athanesia. A classification of the nurses' training schools
in the State of Missouri. Master's thesis, 1930. Loyola university, Chicago, IU.
182 ms.

4276. Castile, Pearle Ida. Contribution to the education of nurses from a
study of normal children. Master's thesis, 1929. University qf California,
Berkeley, 81 p.

Describes-a plan by which a study of normal children can be provided for students of
sarsiag, and analyses and measures the influence of such a. study upon the behavior of a
none. Findings: Tbe group taking the course improved not only in mechanics of nursing
but itinarsing points indicating a sympathetic consideration of the personality of the

4277. Cheo, 131-Ping. The vector- calculus and engineering education in 1930.
liaster's thesis, 1930. University of Southern California, Los Angeles. ma

4278. Colwell, N. P. Medical education, 1926-1928. Washington, United
States Government printing office, 1929. 14 p. (U. S. Bureau of education.
Bullet* 1929, no. 10)

Advance sloes from the Biennial survey of education la the United States, 19241-1928.
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4271. Cotting, Quincy. A comparative,study of the vocational requirementa

for pharmacists in the states of the Union master's thesis,- 1930. University

of Southern California, Los Angeles. ms.

42.tiO. Cowley. W. H. Personnel program for the college of veterinary medi.

clue. 1930. Ohio state university, Columbus.

IF4281. Cox, Reis. Joseph G. The administration of seminaries. Muters%

theNis, pro. Catholic university of America, Washington, D, C. 54 p. ms.

4181'. Hildebrand, E. kritjof. -An engineering drafting course for the ceramic

enginc4Òrs at the New York state school of clayworking and ceramics. Master's

thesis, 1930. New Yurk university, New York, N. Y 30 p. ms.
A survey of the colleges offering ceramic courses and the men in the ceramic field

Findings : Ail sehook give general engineering drawing; four give courses in ceramic
design. All milt In the field reported that engineering drawing was very important in

their work, also that more time should be given to this subject.

4283. gurd. A. W. 1'rognosi4 in engineering. [1930]. University of Minne-

:uta, Minneapolis. 19 p. ms. 4

Prognosis in medicine [19301. University of Minnesota, Min-

neapolis. p. ms.
Mitchell, Claire. Hobbies of a few professional men and women.

Master's thesis. 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn.
52 p.

This is a presentation of Information on hobbies, showing the kind of hobbies practiced,
popularity of hobbies, time Event in practice, cost and origin. findings: Hobbies art
generally practiced. the majority of hobbies develop from childhood training, new crea-
tivotthobbies are being taken up by teachers.

Prall. C. E. and Gerbericli,'J. R. A study of student Progress and

elimination in the engineering college of the University of Arkansas. 1934

University bf Arkansas, Fayetteville. 22 p..ms.
A study of elimination, causes and related factors. from the college of enginc--ring

of the University of Arkandas for the years 1923 through 1929. Findings : Approxi-

mately half of those who graduate from the engineering curriculum fail to secure their
diplomas in the scheduled time of four years. There is a high degree of persistence in
attendance until graduation on the part of those who remain in school four y.-ar
The z:gIturIiig curriculum has relatively low holding power even for the freshmen
who make gradvs of t " or above in their first attempts at college mathematics

conomie considerations and other nonscholastic Influences play a part in e:imluation
of students. Twenty per cent of students are transferred to other colleges or institu
tions. In spite of, the more rapid elimination of those who get behind in the earlier
gemestvro. the remaining group carry a constantly increasing load of failed or unfinished'
subjects at the end of each succeeding semester.

42S7. Reed, Alfred Z. Review of legal education in the United Stakes and
canada tor 19211. New York city, Carnegie foundation for the advancemimt
calf teaching, 1930. 72 p.

Includes a comparative table of requirements for admission to the burs of the eto

American states and Canadian provinces; list of law schools within the same territory.
showing tuition fees, attendance, and principal educational features and comparative
statistics of law schools since 1890.

VS.s. Remmers, H. H. A comparison of engineering freshmen over an inter-
val of ten years. School and society, 31:652-54, May 10, 1930.

Engineering freshmen at Purdue university were tested In November 1919 and ID

November 1929, and their glades compared. Data Indicate that engineering freshmen Is

1929 are superior to those of 1919 with respect to scholastic preparation. Tbe ob-

served superiority, is probably to be Credited to insproved hIgh-scbool instruction. Ile
increase in frtshman failures indicates an increase in the standards of Purdtie university.

4289. Resides, G. H. Relative weights of mastery, of various' high' school
subjects in contributing to success in schools of engideering, scores in standard-
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ILItSBABCii STUDIES IN EDUCATION 389
ised tests at the end of high school. 1930. Pennvlvania state college, State
College.

Records of 52 engineering students were used. Pearson correlation and regression
-coefficients were used in caiculations. Scholarship grades for bile and ontl-half yearswere the eriterioe

4290. Swisher, Ide lla Gwatkin. The reorganization of medical education in
the United States. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Brookings institution, Washingtun,
D. C.

4291. Thomas, Andrew S. Organization and development 0.f the ..)reparatory
minary in the United States. Master's thesis, 1930. Catholic university of

America, Washington, D. Ç. 50 p. ms.
4292. Wilson, Florence K. A program of health for student nurses Mas-

ter's thesis, 1930. Western Reserve university, Cleveland, Ohio. Ins.
The purpose of this study was to construct a health program for student nurses. Astudy of the health habits of nurses was made from questionnaires submitted to thenurses and statistics of minor ailments and diseases obtained from three schools of

nursing.

4213 Winfield, Oscar A. The control. of Lutheran theological education.
Master's thesis, 1930. Yale university, New Haven, Conn.

4294. Worthing, Warner B. A handbook of vocational information on thy
professions. Master's thesis [1929]. Ohio state university, Columbus.
175 p. ma.

This study covers the following professions :
41accounting, architecture, chemistry,dentistry, engineering, law librarianship, medicine, ministry, nursing, pharmacy, privatest-cretary, social service, teaching.

4295. Zehmer, George B. and -Witsler, George W. Post-graduate medical
education in Virginia. University, University of Virginia, 1930. 68 p. (Uni-versity of Virginia record. Extension seriep, vol. 14, no. 10, April 1930)The authois first outline the various plans or continuing instruction for the 'generalpractitioner, then 'Mow tbe needs and desires of Virginia physicians in respect to post-rrsduate education, as revealed 1 their answers to a questionnaire, and third. proposea program of post-graduate medical education in Virginia.

4296. Zerfoss, Karl P. The background and experience of theological stu-dents. Master's thesis, 1930. Yale university, New Haven, Conn.
See also 2557.

CIVIC EDUCATION o

4297. Burke, Blanche. A course of study in civigi for the elementary grades.
1Iaster's thesis, 1930. Dukeauniversity4Dultam, N. C.

4. Cowin, Glenn Thomas. Tea items on a single textbook in American
zovernment, Master's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa, Iowa City,' 74 p. Ins.

4299. Damon, Russell Ingram. Civic information possessed by Chicago and
Peoria children. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.
107

A comparison of civic information possessed by sixth-grade pupils in Chicago andPeoria to Ire if there is a similarity in nature and amount Findings: For comparablegrouPs the amount is about the same, for all groups the nature of the information is thegame.

4300. Doherty, kleanor Merritt A study of the citiznship-point plan asoperative in the high schools of California. Master's thesis, 1930. Universityof California, Berkeley. 76 p.
A study to determine the wesent status of the citizetiskip-point plan (any schemewhereby students are given or lose definite points for " schOlarship," "Service," "con-duct," or all tares and where permanent records are kept) in California high schools andthe influence of various factors on the success or failure of the plan. Findings : 117 of
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320 high schools responding use tbe citizenship-point plan-56 per cent of tbe large
schools, 46 per cent of the medium-sized schools, and 19 per cent of the small schools.
of plans adopted, 21 per cent have failed in small schools, 7 per cent in large schools, and
5 per cent in medium schools. Personal approval of citizenship-point plan was given by
115 principals with experience in its use, modified approval, by 5, and disapproval, by

4301. Doig, Leroy Lowry. Citizenship devices used in the senior high schools
of California. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern California, Loi
Angeles. 72 p. National education association. Department of secondary
school principals bulletin, 34: 106-108, January 1931. (Abstract)

The author examined existing forms of high-school merit systems in an attempt to And
one whicIfill be satisfactory from the standpoint of school citizenship. He outlines an
original system which is in successful operation at Garden Grove high school. Replies
to a questionnaire, which were received from 262 principals of senior high schools in
California, were studied and analyzed.

4302. Eckert, Robert Emmet. A measurement of civic growth of pupil's in
the upper grades of the Dubois county schools. Master's thesis, 1930. Indiana
university, Bloomington. 144 p. ms.

4303. Forney, Earl Bryan. The administration of the high school with relit.
tion to the social-civic education of its pupils. Master's thesis, 1930. Indians
universitL9 oomington. 110 p. ms.

4304. Gerig, Daniel S. The history and activities of the Federal council of
citizenship training. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago,

An investigation into the origin of, activities, and results accomplished by the mini-
zation in the Federal departments of tbe government tinder the Federal council of citizen-
ship training, from its organization to August 1929.

4305. Leavenworth, Kans. Public schools. A study of tbe correlation ob-
taining between academic and citizenship grades and between academic grades
and intelligence quotients in the Leavenworth public schools. 1930. 16 p. Ma.

Shows that a high correlation exists between ability in the academic subjects and
intelligence quotients, and that there is a comparatively high correlation between citizen-
ship and scholarship.

4306. Lehman, C. O. Illustrative material for civics. Educational research
bulletin (Ohio state university), 8: 311-15, October 9, 1929.

Ten junior high-school textbooks in civics were selected for this study. The amount of
space allotted to illustrative materials in these texts in proportion to the total content
ranges from 6 to 24 per cent.

4307. Martyn, Margaret V. A rritical analysis of four semi-scientific meth-
ods of determining content in civics. Master's thesis, 1930. College of the
City of New York, New York, N. Y. 110 p. Ms.

Periodicals, political party platforms, critical books and judgments of representative
citizens were studied. Findings : The first and third methods mentioned were found to
be relatively better than the others, although 'none was found totally adequate,

4308. Nagy, Esther Mary. The use of the newspaper for effective civic'
teaching in the first term of high school. Muter's thesis, 1930. College of tbe
City of New York, New York, N. Y. 73 p. ma.

New York City pupils were investigated by means of observation, test and questionnaire.
4309. New York (State) Department of education. A tentative syllabus la

ecoilomic citizenship. The business.of living. Albany, University Qf the State
of New York press, 1929. 90 p.

This outline has been developed in response to a request for material of ga social science
character emphasizing individual and group economic responsibility and adapted to the
needs of boys ands girls in the earlier levels of the secondary school period.

4310. Petterson, Clara X. Present status of instruction In the ColvilL talon
of the United States in California secondary schools. Master's thesis,
University of Southern California, Los Angeles. me.

t
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4311. Pittsburgh, Pa. Public schools. Department of curriculum study
and research. Qualitiés of a good citizen. 1930. 4 p. ms.

This contains a tabulation of the qualities of a good citizen as derivNl froni several
sources.

4312. Rogers, Camillus Walter. Nationalistic propaganda through contests.
Master's thesis, 1930. Stanford university, Stanford University, Calif.

41a Singleton, George G. The government offeorgia ; a supplement to
Hughes' Elementary community civics. [Boston, Mass.] Allyn and Bacon,
[1930.] 80 p.

4314. Stabler, Dewey A. The relation between the civic informatioh pos-
sessed by ninth-grade pupils and their practices in citizenship. School review.
37: 697-706, November 1929.

A study was made of 120 nintb-grade pupils in the junior high school nt South Haven,
Mich.. during February and March 192g. The character and extent iif the civic
deficiencies of the pupils were measured by direct observation. Nearly half of the civic
deficiencies observed pertain to whispering or talking aloud without permission of tlif
teacher in charge. All the civic deficiencies Observed were possessed to some extent by
the better groups as well as the poorer groups. Results of the test showed that the
pupils possessed the greatest amount of knowledge about topics which deal with local
affairs or that come within the range of their everyday experiences. Data indicate that
the possession of a deater amount of civic knowledge aided the pupils lu their practices
of citisenship in school.

See also, 579, 1022, 1527, 1531, 1537, 1639, 3237, 3755, 4415, 4557; and under
Moral education; Social studies.

MILITARY EDUCATION

4315. Brown, Laurence H. A consideration of the citizens' military training
camps as a factor in the older boys' program. Master's thesis, 1929. Uni-
versity of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Ind.

4316. Greene, Charles R. Practices regarding Reserve officers training camp
organization. [1930.] Public schools, Denver, Colo. 8 p. ms.

Responses to questionnaires in cities over 150,000, showed that the work of the Reserve
dicers training camp organisations seems very satisfactory wherever used.

EDUCATION OF WOMÈN

4317. Allison, Annie Claybrooke. Recording systems of deans in secondary
schoots for girls. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teachers,
Nashvule Tenn. 107 p. ms.

4318. Andrews, Marie G. Report of the research committee of deans of
women of th North Carolina education association. IMO.' North Carolina
education a: :8 : titn, Raleigh.

This Is an attempt to work out a blank which could be used by high school deans in
recommending girls to college, and for college deans in sending reports back to the high
school.

4319. A time questionnaire study. Personnil journal, 9: 72---76, June
1930.

Data were secured from over 700 students at the North Carolina college for women on
tbe use of their time for a week. The results show a constant decrease in the number of
hours spent from freshman to senior year in curricular activities, and an Increase in hours
spent in extracurricular activities.

4320. Andrus, Zthel Percy. The development of an educational program for
the high school 1 based on a critical study of her nature and her needs.
Doctor's thesis, l!': 1 University of Southern California, Los Angeles,

O
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4321. Armentrout, Lois L. A study of problem experiences of senior high
school girls with a view to the construction of a program of Christian education,
1929. Presbyterian training school, Chicago, Ill.

A collection of 5,000 authentic descriptions of problem experiences; their interpretatior
and classification to discover norms of moral development and standards for curriculum
construction.

4322: Banks, Dorothy J. The adolescent girl in literature and psychology,
Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago, Ili,

A critical analysis of the traits of adolescence mentioned in diaries, biographies, fiction
for girl readers and fiction for adults; and a comparison of the literary treatments of
the.adolescent girl with the psychological studies on the same subject.

4323. Beane, James Cecil. A survey of the Indiana girls' school, Clermont,
Ind. Master's thesis, 1929. Indiana university, Bloomington. 168 p. ms.

4324. Beaumont, Dorothy Dean. The status, duties, and procedures of deans
of women in relation to the educational and vocational guidance programs of
colleges and universities. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern Cali-
fornia, Los Angeles. ms.

4325. Bellamy, Raymond. Grades given at the tlorlda state college tor
women. School and society, 32: 102-103, July 19, 1930.

This study was made tn order to determine the amount of agreement among the in-
structors as to the scholarship of the different students. All the grades given during the
ftrst semester of the year 1922-1928 were used as R basis for investigation.

4326. Blanton, Annie Webb. College women in Texas. 1930. University of
Texas, Austin.

4327. Boil lin, Mary Louise. Determination of the interrelations, partial and
multiple, between various anthropometric measurements in college women.
Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y.

Data for this study were obtained at Wellesley college. The measurements of 815 stu-
dents finally used were: weight., height, width of hips, depth of chest, width of chest,
hiscromial width. It was found that the skeletal measurement of height is inadequate aft

a determinant for predicting we)ight in girls of 18.5 years. Individual differences in chest
and hip measurements are decidedly more significant than height in determining weight
expectancy at the late adolescent age.

4328. Bollinger, Vera E. A study of the functioning of deans of girls in sec-
ondary schools. Master's tbesis; 1930. University of North Dakota, Grand
Forks. 65 p. School of education record, 10: 91-04, December 1930. (Ab-
stract)

This study stresses and emphasises the professional preparation and experience of deans
of girls in secondary schools. One hundred and eighty-six persons classified as deans or
advisors of girls and members of the National association of deans of women furnished
the data for the study. The study shows that the office of dean of girls can be adapted
to and can render a valuable service to all high schools.

4320. Brill, Winifred. The status Of the high school dean of girls. Master's
thesis, 1929. Indiana state teachers college, Terre Haute. 48 p. ms.

4330. Brown, Georgia. Comparative study of women yin occupations. Mas-
ter's thesis, 1929. Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y.

90 p. ms.

4331. Byrne, Mrs. Esther Felton. A comparative study of girl reserves with
non-girl reserves in the Orange union high school. Master's thesis, 1930. Uni-
versity of fiouthern California, Los Angeles. ms.

4332. Cavan, Ruth Shonle, and Cavan, Gordan True. Education and the
business girl. Journal of educational sociology, 8: 88-08, October 1929.

A group of Chicago business girls were studied with reference to age, salaries, marital
status, intelligence, social background, etc.

,
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4333. Charters, W. W. Woman's education, a functional study. [1929]
Stephens college, Columbia, Mo. 472 p.

An analysis of The activities of a large group of college graduates (women) in 37 States,
of all ages and occupations.

4334. Cobb, Ethel M. Legal and administrative aspects of standardized dress
regulations for high school girls. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Cali-
fornia, Berkeley. 30 p. ms.

%his is an attempt to bring together data bearing upon the argume ts for and against
uniform dress for high school girls. Findings : Uniform dress is s cessful only if the
proper attitude of school spirit is mated among the girls and parents, and if it is initiated
and enforced by a large majority of the girls. Legally, a girl can not be forced to wear a
uniform. The trend of dress for high school girls is definitely away from standardization.

DeLay, Emma Grace. Education of girls in secondary schools of tht
United States. Master's thesis, 1929. Indiana university, Bloomington. 115
p. Ills.

Gaw, tsther Allen. Techniques used in the office of a dean of women.
Educational research bulletin (Ohio state university), 9: 289-323, May 28.
1930.

The evaluation of the various factors In the social. economic, and emotionhl develop-
ment of the ¡student. A description is given of seven survey studies : the evening,
activity card,g/he personality traits check list, the freshman clothing budget, sorority
costs, scholarship loans, part-time work, and the " general questionnaire." Schemes for
surveying student houses and °for rating the head residents are given.

4337. Goodsell, Willystine. A study of the size of family among a group of
college and noncollege women. Study undertaken independently, but reported
on at the annual meeting of the American sociological society, Washington,
D. C., December 1929.

The investigation included 489 college women and 469 noncollege women of the same
social class and similar age range. The findings show a tendency to family limitation
in both groups. The college group had an average of 1.57 children per marriage ; the
noncollege group had 1.70 children per marriage or 33 more in absolute numbers. In
the college group one child was born in4Ayery 5.25 years ; in the noncollege group one
child in every 6.11 years. Tbe averagellite of marriage of the college group was 24.77
years; of the noncollege group, 23.46 years. So far as this study goes, It shows that
college education is a relatively unimportant factor in family limitations.

4338. Herriott, Jesse S. Physical development of college women, 1904-1928.
Research quarterly of the American physical education association, 1 : 46-53,
March 1980.

Summarizes the results of a study of the physical development of college women for
the purpose of determining the increase or decrease of the average age, weight, height.
lung capacity, and obtaining a classification for general fitness. The records of' 1,478
students of McGill university from 1904-1928 were studied.

4339. Herzog, H. Study of strength and endurance of high school girls.
Master's thesis, 1930. Temple university, Philadelphia, Pa.

An attempt to study the strength of high-school girls in relation to age, height, and
weight

4840.' Leonard, Mrs. Eugenie Andruss. Concerning our girls and what they
tell us; or a study of some phases of the confidential relationship of mothers
and adolescent daughters. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia
university, New York, N. Y. New York city, Teachers college, Columbia uni-
versity, 1980. 192 p. (Contributions to education, no. 480)

The purpose of this investigation was to study those phases of the confidential rela-
tionship existing betWben mothers and adolesctnt daughters that could be analyzed
through the questionnaire method of approach. A questionnaire consisting of b89 dif-
fereet situations was given to the girls of the Wadleigh high school and the Wadleigh
high school annex, New York City, and to a small group of cooperating adolescent
triends. Findings: Data seem to indicate that girls tell their mothers about half oftheir aspirations, ideals and experiences with religions ideas.

ms.
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4341. Bic Curley. Mary Thomas. A five year study of the occupational dis.
tribution of the class of 1922 of Goucher college. Master's thesis. 1930. Uni-
versity of California. Berkeley. 40 p. ms. University high-school journal. 10:
25647. Dteerrber 1930. (Digest)

A study of tbose years immediately following graduatb.n from college in the bop ?of learning facts of importance reiarding the vocations entertld by young graduate1.some of the influences which led to on choke of vocations. and the totiiihuity in pursuingthe work. Findings: The trend is away from Teaching and toward business ; away
from living unmarried at home and toward a g7tatIr number of marriages.

Moffit, Constance Pauline. The girl grows up. A study of the doll_
opment of personality in girisrlid 12 years of ace. Master's thesis, 1.
Catholic university of America, Washington, D. C. 62 p. ms.

4343. Parker, Norma Alice. The girl zrows up. A study of the development
of personality in girls 14 and 16 years of age. Maner's thesis. 1930. C hoil
university of America, Washington, D. C. 68 p. ms.

4344. Paxson, Marie Johnson. A study of will-temperament of junior and
senior high school girls. Master's thesis, 19: University of Chicago, Chi-
cago, Ill.

4345. Rogers, Harriet N. Psychogalvanic and association time differences in
emotional responses between young women with and without physical training.
lUster's thesis, 1930. Ohio state university, Columbus. 24 p.

A study of 50 junior and senior women at Ohio state university, 25 with physics:
education and 25 without

4346. Shaefer, Harold L. DiscoveDing courses for girls' dislike for history
and social sciences. Master's thesis, 1929. Bucknell university, Lewisburg. P.

A questionnaire study of attitudes toward history and social sciences with saxes-
tions for correcting wrong attitudes.

4347. Thomas, Ruth Marie. A comparison of the views of Plato and Rous-
seau concerning the education o omen. Master's thesis, 1930. New York uni-
versity, New York, N. Y. 64! 0. ms.

Findings: Plato and Rousseau are antagonistic in their views concerning tbe educatioe
of women. In Plato's system women are to be trained to share witt men the duties ofgovernment. They are to be the companions of men. Rousseau's education for womenfits them to cater add to be pleasing to men.

4348. Tibby, Ardella Bitner. Some problems of a dean of women in a junior
college. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Southern California, Los ALngels.
127 p. National education association. Department of secondary school princi-
pals bulletin, 34: 24-25, January 1931. (Abstract)

The function and duties of a dean of women and methods of performing some of the
major duties.

4349. Tousley, Charles V. Study of the elementary pupils (girls) in tile
Springfield schools for six years. 1930. International young meTA\Christio
association college. Springfield, Mass.

4350. Ward, Eileen. The girl grows up. A study of the development of per-
sonaliiy in girls six and éight years of age. Master's thesis, 1930. Catholic uni-
versity of America, Washington, D. C. 55 p.

4351. Wirt, Helen Lucille. The offce of the dean of girls in the senior high
schools of California. Master's thesis, 1929. University of California, Berkeley.
109 p.

A study of the duties and functions of tbe dean of girls in the senior L. schools of
California. F1ndinis : (1) Sixty-one per cent of senior high schools in Calhonda lave
a dean of girls; T2) of deans who teach, most of Ultra teach English) (3) salary b
larger schools is above that of oclassro6m teachers; (4) nature and extent of dean's ditto
depends on time and assistance given her. In larger schools with title of vice-psibdild
she takes on many administrativ duties in addition to regular counseling, plasieuit
health guidance, etc.
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4352. Woodhouse, Chase Going, and Yeomans, Ruth F. Occupations for col-
lege women. A bibliography. Greensboro, N. C., Institute of women`s profes-
sional relations, North Carolina college for women, 1929. 290 p. Supplement
uo. 1, February 1930. 86 p. Ins.; Supplement, no. 2, February 1931. 22 p. ms.

A complete bibliography of books and periodical titles dealing with occupations for
college women classified under 20 heads; also chapters on personnel work in colleges,
prvtiems of professional women, vocational tests; lists of periodicals and organizations.

43:13. Wu. Shu-Pan. A study of higher education for women in the United
States. Master's thesis, 1930. Stanford university, Stanford University. Calif.

4354. Young, Elizabeth Barber. The curriculum of the woman's college of
the Southern states. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, ColunTbia uni-
%ersity, New York, N. Y.

Nita were collected from three types of women's colleges in the South: seminary;
separate college fur women; women's college coordinated with a university; all of which'

non-state-supported liberal arts colleges holding membership in the Attsociation of col-
!tqes and secondary schools of the Southern states; and are, with one exception the
result of denominational inierest sind endeavor. The historical development of the educa-
tiunal 'programs, and the subject matter of tbe curricula were studied. Tbe teaching
fnrtv, size of classes and methods of instruction were analyzed; and the entrance and
vaduation requirements of the various types of coll were compared. Findings: The
curriculum of the woman's college in the Souther tes harmonizes, as it has in the
past. with the curriculum of the American arts college. The organization and the kind
and number of subjects required for entrance and graduation are fairly uniform.

4355. Zehner, Dorothy. college opportunities for gifted senior girls. Mas-
ter's thesis, 1930. New York university. New York, N. Y. 120 p.

An intensive study of 50 colleges in respect to educational (honors courses) opportuni-
ties for gifted senior girls.

See also 153, 156, 164, 178-179, 246, 1615, 2.`.)56. 2934, 3252, 3330, 3373, 38413.
3916, 40Q2, 4373, 4389, 4487, 4500, 4546, 4591 ; and under Home economics;
Sex differences.

EDUCATION OF RACIAL GROUPS

4356. Bohr, Joseph W. Present status oT Catbolle education among the In
(liana of the United States. Master's thesis. 1929. Catholic university of
America, Washington, D. C.

4357. Burcham, Lena M. A study of the student activities, discipline and
social life of students at Salem Indian schwi (Oregon). Master's thesis, 1930.
University of Oregon, Eugene. 65 p. ms.

A short history of the school and a study of the industrial department, academic, ath-letic, and Musical departuients ; student societies; question of adjustment to American llfe,
me. Findings : Lack of contact with child after leaving school; more individual atten-tion needed; murk should be established as regular curriculum; more physical education
uecessary; aril better modern library needed.

4358. Davis:John Benjamin. Public education among the Cherokee Indians.
Peabody Journal of education, 7: 168-73, November 1929.

Describes the schools maintained by tbe Cherokee nation for Indian children, withoutfederal aid or supervision, supported by tribal funds, and conducted from 1801 to 1898.
4359. De rrancesco, Domenic. The intelligence of the second generation ofItalians. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Rochester, Rochester, N. Y.

235 p. ms.
Presents the historical background of Italian immigration, critically evaluates formerstudies of comparative intelligence and adds significant data of sociological and economicfactors, as well as language handicap which effects interpretation of data. Findings:Italians score significantly inferior on all phases of intelligence tests which involvelanguage, u compared with non-language elements. Socio-economic status is alsosignificant in determining relative intell1guse41.

lr.?
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4360. Denver, Colo. Public schools. Department of research. Compara-tive intelligence ratings of pupiLs in two elementary schools, one primarilymade up of negroes and the other of Mexicans. 1930.
4361. Johnson, Harper Daniels. The intelligence and achievement of Mexi-can children. Master's thaw's, 1929. University of Denvei., Denver, Colo.60 p. ms.
Six hundred and eighty-three children from the fourth through the ninth grades weregiven the Otis classification tests. The problem was divided into the following points:(1) What is the relationship between the school and achievement? (2) What is therelationship between the s( hool and mental ability? (3) What "is the relationship be-tween the mental ability and achievement ? (4) What is the relationship between thechronological age and mental ability? (5) What is the relationship between tbe chrono-logical age and achievement? (6) What is the relationship between the chronologicalage and the school grade? etc. Pupils were tested from the public schools of El Paso,Tex., Santa Rosa and Vaughn, N. Mex., and the Immaculate Conception school in LasVegas, N. Mei.

4362. Lane, Russell Adrian. The legal trend toward equalization of racialopportunity for education in the United States. Master's thesis, 1930. Indianauniversity, Bloomington. 240 p. ms.
4363. Linthicum, John Buren. The classification of Spanish-American begin-ners in an Albuquerque public school. Master's thesis, 1930. University ofSouthern California, Los Angeles. ins.
4364. McAnulty, E. Alice and Tritt, Jepsie. Nationality survey. Publicschools, Los Angeles, Calif. [1930]
4365. Manuel, Herschel T. The education of Mexican and Spanish-peakingchildren in Texas. Austin, University of Texas, 1930. 173 p.
A survey of existing conditions in regard to Mexican and Spanish-speaking children inTexas, setting forth the umber and distribution of Mexican children, educational pro-visions, school enrollment and attendance, and problems in teaching English to thesechildren. The historical, ethnological, and social background, and the personality of theMexican child are taken up.
4366. and Wright, Carrie E. The language difficulty of Mexican chil-dren. Pedagogical seminary and Journal of genetic psychology, 36 : 458-68,September 1929.
Tests were given to 669 high school students and 207 college students enrolled inclasses studying the Spanish language or literature. Nineteen per cent of these studentsspoke the Spanish language as their native tongue.
43(r7. Pau, Ruth M. A study of the characteristics of Chinese children fromthree to six years of age in a kindergarten in New York and some comparisonswith American children of pre-school age. Master's thesis, 1929. New Yorkuniversity, New York, N. Y. 64 p.
4368. Pratt, Helen G. Some conclusions fróm a comparison of school achieve-ment of certain racial groups. Journal of educational psychology, 20: 661-68,December 1929.
In 1924 and 1925 Standard achievement advanced examinations were given children inthe Japanese, Chinese, Hawaiian and part-Hawaiian groups In schools in Hawaii. Itwas found that the school achievement of the Chinese over other groups is real; thatJapanese and part-Hawaiian reach about the same level in school achievement ; and thatthe Hawaiian falls below the other groups. The author suggests that this is proof ufthe existence of an unsuitable school environment and the need for curriculum changes.
4369. Ream, Glen Orville. Spanish speaking pupils in the high school at

Albuquerque, N. M. Master's thesis, 1930. Yale university, New Haven, Conn.
4370. Telford, C. W. Differences in responses to colors and to their names:

some racial comparisons. Journal of genetic psychology, 37: 151-59, March1930.
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4371. Vincenty, Nestor I. Racial differences in intelligence as measured bypictorial group tests with special reference to Porto Rico and the 'Unitedstates. Doctor's thesis, 1929. Harvard university, Cambridge, Mass. 202 p. ms.This study was started with three major ends in view : First, to ascertain the adequacyof pictorial non-language group intelligence tests for the measurement of mental differencesbetween Porto Rican and American children in their early years of childhood ; second, tomake a comparative analysis of the school educability of Porto Rico first-grade children,aimed at determining the extent to which the main features of the American schoolsystem are applicable to the mentality of the school population ; third, as a significantcorollary to the first end, to investigate the validity of the pictorial non-language testingtechnique for the measurement of racial differences in intelligence. Conclusions : It wasfound that the educable capacity of Porto Rican children can not be properly determinedby means of the tests used in this study, which are specifically adapted to the UnitedStates, and not equally applicable to Porto Rico. Pictorial non-language tests of fntel-ligence, therefore, seem inadequate for the measurement of racial differences in mentality,nd will remain so as long as the pictorial factor disturbs their validity.

4372. Waits, Logan A. The education of the Mexican in Texas. Master'sthesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y. 61 p. ms.
4373. Young, Constance. Newer methods of personal counseling in relationto work with Trinidad girls. Master's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbiauniversity, New York, N. Y. 39 p. ms.
Survey of conditions as they affect the life of Indian girls with reference to the possi-bility of modifying the major difficulties. The study resulted in the realization of thevalue of a psychological approach to problems of maladjustment, and showed the necessityof a program of adult education in any work with young people.

NEGROES

4374. Alverson, Roy Tilman. A history of Tuskegee. Master's t_besis, 1929.labama polytechnic institute, Auburn.
4375. Barnett, Ferdinand Leon. Negro and secondary education in Kansas.aster's thesis, 1930. University of W4silita, Wichita, Kans. 153 p.
4376. Beckham, Albert Sidney. A study of the intelligence of colored ado-escents of different economic and social status in typical metropolitan areas.tor's thesis, 1930. New York university, New York, N. Y.
4177. Bikle, Horace Waters. A study of the intelligence of a group of negrorade-school boys.. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh,a University of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27: 226-27, November 1930. (Abstract)
4378. Bond, James Arthur. Negro education in Kentucky. Master's thesis,930. University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio. 100 p. ms.The auth9r studies negro education in Kentucky historically. Ile studies elementary,condary and higher education, teacher' training and vocational education to determinebe kind of education needed in the State, tbe financial capacity of the agencies admin-ering education. Findings: Negro elementary education is administered by poorlyined and poorly paid teachers ; the subject matter and methods are traditional.here are enough high schools, but they need standardization. Vocational education iscomplete and sketchy, costly and Inadequate, personally and socially inefficient. Higherucation is in a state of flux; there is uq standard four-yeas college in the State. In-reseed interest and leadership must be developed in this field.

4379. Bryant, Mrs. Bessie D. The influence of education upon the negro'sudard of living. Master's thesis, 1930. Tulane university, New Orleans,A. 50 p. ms.
Findings: In general, a rise of the standard of living goes along with increase ofpportunity for education.
4380. Caliver, Ambrose. A personnel study of negro college students. Doc-r's thesis, 1980. Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y.The social, economic, and intellectual background; scholastic achievement and interest ;lid extracurricular activities of 459 student,. who entered Fisk university during theN.
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'years 1926-1927-1928 were studied, from freshman questionnaires, student's application
blanks, high-school transcripts, college transcripts of advanced-standing students, regis-
trar's permanent-record cards, etc. The influence of cqrtain background factors seems
to be definitely reflected in the trend of college enrollment at Fisk university, and in the
equipment which the students bring to college. Certain hackzround factors seem to
have a definite influence on the subsequent achievement of college students. The author
recommends that further study be made of negro colleges along lines similar to tbe
present study.

4381. Chippey, Arthur. Study of teaching of science in negro secondary
schools of North Carolina. Master's thesis, [1930]. 'Cornell university, Phaca,
N. Y.

From a study of 18 accredited negro high schools in 11 .counties of North Carolina,
science teaching was found to be very inadequate in equipment, methods, and curricular
offering.

'4382. Clement, B. E. A history of negro education in North Carolina. Doc-
tor'sothesis, 1930. Northwestern university, Evanston, Ill.

A study of the attitudes of white and negro racos and laws supporting negro education.
Statistics are given showing the development of negro education in North Carolina.

4383. Colbert, Everett H. A study of the nature and requirements of New
York City clerical occupations open to negro men and women. Master's thesis,
1929. New York university, New York, N. Y. 55 p. ms.

4384. Cooke, Dennis Hargrove. The white superintendent and the negro
schools in North Carolina. Doctor's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for
teach'ers, Nashville, Tenn. Nashville, Tenn., George Peabody college for teach-
ers, 1930. 176 p. (Contributions to education, no. 73)

The history, organization, administration and supervision of negrò schools in North
Carolina, with a summary of col.clusions and recommendations.

4385. Cooper, William Mason. Student teaching in negro state teacher train-
ing institutions in North Carohna and some recommendations. 1930. Eliza
beth City normal school, Elizabeth City, N. C.

A description of the present organization of student teaching courses in the three state
teacher training institutins for negroes in North Carolina. Contains constructive pro.
pcisals for the improvement of these courses.

4386. Cox, John Fremont. A comparison of the intelligence of native white
and negro male convicts, tested with the Stanford revision of the IiInet-Simon
scale and retested with regrouped form of the same scale. Master's thesis,
1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. University (4 Pittsburgh bulle-
tin, 27 : 247-48, November 1930. (Abstract)

4387. Dhnmick, E. A. Occupational survey for colored boys in Pittsburgh.
University of Pittsburgh school of education journal, 5: 138-47, June 1930.

A fact finding survey was made in the fall of 1929 to study the employment oppor
tunities for colored men and boys in the skilled and Fem i-ski 11 ed trades In Pittsburgh; to
create additional vocational opportunities for colored boys; to gather tangible data for
counseling colored parents and their boys ; and to modify the vocational courses if neces-
sary to meet tbe needs of the colored pupils.

4888. Fair, E. L. Survey of the economic conditions of the negro graduate
of North Carolina high schools, 1926-1927-1928. 1930. Agricultural and
technical college, Greensboro, N. C.

A study of the extent to which graduates are following lae occupations for which
they have been trained in school ; the extent to which they aie able to find employment
in North Carolina ; and the financial returns.

4389. Fairclough, Alice Brown. A study of occupational opportunities for
negro women in New York City. Master's thesis, 1929. New York university.
New York, N. Y. 67 p.

The purpose of this investigation was to discover what negro women are doing, their
training for their work, their champs for promotion, wages, new lines of work, ett,
with a view to finding out where tbey can be absorbed.

L
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4390. Floyd, Arthur. The attitude of negro vocational agriculture and homeeconomics pupils toward farming :is a factor affecting the program of agri-cultural education. Master's thesis, 1929. Cornell university, Ithaca, N. Y.
4391. Graham, James Larmour. A quantitative comparison of ratiowlresponses of negro and white college students. Doctor'*thesis [19301. GeorgePeabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn.1. A quantitative comparison of rational responses of negro and white collegetudents. Offprinted from the Journal of social psycho!ogy, 1t3O, p. 2. Aonntitative comparison of certain mental traits of negro and white collfge students.offprinted from the Journal of social psychology, 1930, p. 267-85.
4392. Hamilton, Edward D. A. comparat1v6 Study of the retention of pupikin the colored schools of St. Louis, Mo. under (a) the 8-4 plan, (h) the G-2---4plan, (e) the 6-3-3 plan. Master's thesis, 1929. Northwestern university,Evanston, Ill.
4393. Hawkins, Mason A. Frederick Douglas high school. Doctor's thesis,1930. University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.

17-year-period survey of a colored high school in Baltimore, Md. Notes specifictrends toward higher levels; final test was based upon results in vocation outcomesand individual adjustments; lack of occupational opportunity in sk;11N1 work localizesspecific problem for this school.
4394. Hillman, James E. Survey of negro colleges of North Carolina. 1930.North Carolina state department of public instruction, Raleigh.
4395. Holt, Q. H. Negro business in Greensboro, N. C. 1930. Agriculturaland technical college, Greensboro, N. C.
A survey of business establishments owned and operatkbd by negroes In the clip ofGreensboro to determine : (a) strength and weakness, (b) possibilities, and (c) s6itablecourses which Agricultural and technicaVollege might offer in response to the businessneeds of the community.
4396. Hudson, John Homer. White and negro, educational opportunities incertain Arkansas counties. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college forteachers, Nashville, Tenn. 78 p.
4397. Hernodle, Ruth. Appetite and hunger among southern negro children.Master's thesis, 1929. Alabama polytechnic institute, Auburn.
4398. Kindle, William H. Physical education in southern secondary schoolsfor negroes. 1930. National council of the Young mens Christian association,New York, N. Y.
Questionnaires were sent to 232 schools. Ninety-seven were returned, representing34,000 pupils and 148 teachers, 57 of whom have some training. Equipment itIcludecitwo pools, 15 gymnasiums, 20 halls. Sixty-one schools engage in intramural sports, 70In interscholastic sports. Baseball involved 2.600 students, basketball 2,000, football,1,900. Thirty-five schools require medical examination for all students.
4399. Kittrell, Plemmie P. A study of home economies in negro high choolsand colleges in North Carolina. 1930. Cotnell university, Ithaca, N. .A study of the home-economics departments in the North Carolina high schools andcolleges for negroes; salaries of teachers, and curricula for training teachers.
4400. Lannagan, C. A. A study of the comparative length of sentences ofnegro and white criminals. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa, IowaCity. ma.'

4401. Lee,, Harold Fletcher. Social problems of the negro in America. Mas-es thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.In making this study it was desired to secure a complete list of the social problemst the negro in America, and to discover the relative imports these problems.at literature was analyzed. Resulting data were interpret of methods of
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4402. Lindsey, T. T. Do the white and colored races differ in mechanical
ability? Peabody journal of education, 7: 160-63, November, 1929.

Tests of mechanical aptitude and mechanical ability were given to 100 white boys
and to 100 negro boys in order to compare their mechanical ability. The results of
the study show that the white group made better scores than did the colored group
on each of the tests. There is a wider spread of scores about the mean for the negroes
than for the white boys.

4403. McAllister, Jane Ellen. The training of negro teachers in Louisiana,
Doctor's thesis, 1929. Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. y.
New York city, Teachers college, Columbia univerpity, 1929. 95 p. (Contribu-
Lions to education, no. 364)

4404. McGraw, Myrtle B. A comparative study of a group of southern white
and negro infants. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia univer.
sity, New York, N. Y.

The study purports to minimize the effect of environmental factors involved by re
stricting the life age of the subjects to the period of infancy. Sixty colored babies
and 08 white babies were selected at random from the Infant population of Tallahasee,
Fla., and studied. Data indicate that white babies are superior to negro babies in tv-rms
of developmentaP.achievement. The same type and approximately the same degree of
superiority is evidenced on the part of the white subjects as that found among older
groups, or even adults.

4405. Maples, Stuart Angus. A comparative study of the mechanical ability
of white and negro boys. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for
teachers, Nashville, Tenn. .46 p. ms.

4406. Minard, Georgejpann. Education of the negro in the northern states.
Master's thesis, 1930. New York university, New York, N. Y.

4407. Nathan, Winfred B. A survey of health conditions in Harlem.. Doc-
tor's thesis, 1930. New York university, New York, N. Y. 310 p.

Shows the causes for increased death rate among negroes.
4408. Newbold, N. C., chairman. Report of committee of investigatjon of

certain phases of negro education in Louisiana. 1930. State department of

public instruction, Raleigh, N. C. 125 p. ms.
4409. Report of committee of investigation of the teacher training

faculties for negroes in Mississippi. 1930. State department of public instruc-
tion, Raleigh, N. C. 138 p. ins.

4410. Report of the subcommittee on the negro school child in White
House conference on child health and protection. 1930. State department of
public instruction, Raleigh, N. C. 84 p. ins.

4411. North Carolina. State department of public instruction, Raleigh
[Scholarship and status of colored teachers in North Carolina. 1929-1930]

This study covers the following subjects : Index of scholarship for colored teacher%
number and certification of colored teachers, number and salaries of colored principals,
number and salaries of colored teachers, and scholarships of colored teachers new to Ind
vidual counties.

4412. Parks, M. Occupational survey of negro high school students. 1929.
Central colored high school, Louisville, Ky.

One thousand four hundred and ninety-six occupations of parents of Central colored hill
school students were listed and classified together with vocational choices of students.
fact that 52 per cent of the students of the Central colored high school at Louisville, Hy
Lave selected the professions as vocations Is significant. In view of their opportunities
such work this disproportion in occupational objectives is lamentable and suggests ths
adequate occupational information Is needed by the students in helping them choose al
occupation wisely. This information could be given through extracurricular activities
in the course of study. 4 Greater facilities might be provided for training in a large numbs
of vocations.
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RESBARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION 401
4413g. Pechstein, L. A. Problem of negro education in northern and bordercities. Elementary school journal, 30: 192-99, November 1929.Reports the major findings of several researches on the educaiion of the negro in citiesand states north of the Mason and Dixon line. Data indicate that democracy in educationis not likely to be reached in the northern cities studied since separation of the rtiees insil walks of life is operating and seems likely to continue; aims of education may be bestrealized by negroes in separate schools; greater inspiration, racial solidarity, retention, andeducational achievement as well as superior social activities are possible for negroes inseparate public ischools ; uyder a staff of well trained negro teachers, the ideal separatepublic school for negroes will provide a closer parent-pupil-teacher relation as well as aclearer insight into treatment of mental deficiency, social ma1adjustm63ts, special disa-bilities, and irregularities in behavior.
4414. Price, J. St. Clair. The intelligence of negro college freshmen. Schooland society, 30: 749-54, November 30, 1929.
Crude scores on intelligence tests were secured from 11 negro colleges and from 6white colleges in the fall of 1927. In all of the negro colleges there were students*able of doing standard college work. Twenty per cent of the negro freshmen reachor exceed. the median of the .whites. At Ohio state universit'7 the difference between thescores 6f 70 negro freshmen and the 857 negro freshmen in seven nevo/olleges on theOtis test of mental ability was negligible, being less than one point in Wor of the latter.4415. Riley, Berman Murray. A history of negro eleAntary education in,Indianapolis, Ind., with emphasis on its preparation for citizenship. Master'sthesis, 192% Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y. 68 p. ins.

4416. Robert,. Charles S. Negro education in Oklahoma ; legal status andcurrent practice. Master's thesis, 1930. University slf Colorado, Boulder. Uni-versity of Colorado studies, 18: 99, December 1930. (Abstract)It is the purpose of this study to look into the more Important legal provisions ofOklahoma, to describe the conditions which exist, to interpret the current practice result-ing from these separate legal provisions and briefly to compare the " status quo " ofOklahoma negro education with negro education in other southern states.
4417. Stormont, Nancy Litle. An experiment in negro education ; being asurvey of a mission school. Master's thesis, 1929. New York university, NewYork, N. Y. 85 p.
4418. Vaahek, 'Anne. A comparative study of the abilities of whites andnegroes. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Colorado, Boulder. Universityof Colorado studies, 18: 114, December 1930. (Abstract)This study brings together data bearing upon racial differences between whites andnegroes with view to determining the relative mental status of the children of theseraces in public schools and resultant implications bearing upon the school progress ofnegroes.

4419. Whitlock, Sarah O. Survey of the negro pupils in the elementaryschools of New Brunswick, N. J., October 1929. Master's thesis, 1930. Rutgersuniversity, New Brunswick, N. J.
See also 68, 696, 1676, 8208, 4154, 4360.

EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN
4420. Cowen, Philip A. and Matthews, Eleancire Ross. Specilil class cur-riculum study. Albany, University of the State of New York press, 1930. 5 p.(University of the State of New York bulletin, no. 944, May 15, 1930)Presents in brief form the results of the analysis of current practices in regard togrouping pupils and in regard to the activities approximately used in each group ; suggeststeaching units and sources of\ teaching material.
442L Delaney, Nary C. Deductions from a lervey of the social andeconomic status of 50 pupils who have been trained in the special classes ofAlbany. Master's thesis [1980] New York state college for teachers, Albany.Shows evidence of benefits obtained from work in special classes. Makes recommenda-tions for handling special Wass children.
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4422. Gill, A. W. A survey of the opportunity school of Denver, Cal
1930. University tif North Dakota, University.

4423. HeckArch O. Special schools and classes in citlPs of 10,000 popula-
tion and more the United States. 'Washington, United States Government
printing office, 193(1. 3 p. U. S. Office of education, bulletin, 1930, no. 7)

4424. Holbrook, Ethel, Chairman. Re.port of the committee on study and
research of the special class teacher's association of the North Cikrolina educa-
tion association. M30] North Carolina education association, Raleitth.

The report contains a scmewhat detailed statement showing "Ten reasons why special
classes should he organized in the graded school systems of North,Carolina." This report
was presented at the state meeting of the Association, but it was decided not to release

further studI could be made.
4425. Hutt, Max Lewis. Characteristic differences in the achievement of

hright and dull pupils; an analysis of research studies. Master's thesis, MO.
Oollege of the City of New York, New York, N. Y. 121 p. ms.

The facts and research methods employed are summarized and crltiOslly interpreted.
Marked limitations in technique are discerned in moat of the studies.

4426. McKibben, Elsie. A study of pupils supposed to have inferiority com-
p!exes. Master's thesis, 1929. Ohio state university, Columbus. 72 p. MIL

Seventeen cases of junior high school pupils referred by their teachers as subjects for
study were used. Findings : In one case from the 17, an inferiority complex was found.
The remaining 16 cases represent maladjustment either in school or socially.

4427. Richardson, Robert M. jr. Characterisiie differences in bright and
(tun childrml. Master's tbesis, 1930. University of Colorado, Boulder. Uni-
versity of Colorado studies, 18: 98-99, December 1930. (Abstract.)

The purpose of this study has been to express in ooncrete form the 'great number of
differences charn.cteristic of bright and dull pupils and to suggest changes which will
improve the curriculum and methods of instruction in the schools. Data used fins thb
work represent the opinion and experiments of more than 60 of the best psychologists
nnd educators of modern times. The facts show that the tendency toward brightness
or dullness is inherited.

4423. Santa Monica, Calif. Public schools. Research department. Manual
feti special classes. May 1930.

4429. Trenton, N. J. Public schools. A survey and program for sped
types of education. 1929.* 96 p.

A survey of existing provisions for exceptional children in the city of Trenton and
an administrative program designed to provide for their needs.

4430. Wallin, J. E. W. A brief survey of special education in the pub
schools of Baltimore. Baltlnrre, Md., Department of education, 1929. 57 p.

Gives some facts concerning the present organization of special classes for the
physically and mentally handicapped children in Tialtimore and makes recommendations
for improvements based won the findings.

4431.. Differences in chrohological age, mental capacity, and aei
ratios of children referred from Amy school systems as candidates for special
classes. Journal of applied psychology, 14: 1-31, February 1930.

A study was made of 1,019 consecutive cases examined in the St. Louis psycho-edua
tional clinic from September 1917 to May 1920, and 3.644 consecutive cases examined
in about 75 school districts in different parts of tbe State of Ohio by the psycho-educa-
tional clinic of the Bureau of special education of Miami university from the fall of
1921 tl the fall of 1927.

GIFTED CHILDREN

4432. Brody, Alexander. Modern tendencies of genius and their significance
for experimental education. Master's thesis, 1930. New York university, New
York, N. Y.
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4433. Carroll, Herbert A. and Hollingworth, Leta S. The systematic errorof Herring-Binet in rating gifted children. Journal of educational psychology,21: 1-11, Ja0ary 1930.
Eighty childrp, between the ages ot seven and. 12, whose IQ's on the. Stanford-Binetranged from 133 to 190 were retested with the Herring test, with a constant differentf.of 17.2 points in IQ for the group. Conclusions: is not an alternatefor Stanford-Binet, in so far as gifted children are concerned. Invalidity rests withiferring-Bsinet since it makes, on the average, a minus error of prediction amounting toabout 18 points of discrepancy betiveen IQ and EQ.
4434. Coy, Genevieve L. The daily programs of 30 gifted children. Journalof genetic psychology, 37: 123-38, Marc!) 1930.A study was made of 30 children who, in June 1924, were enrolled in two specialclasses for the gifted tn Public school 165, Manhattan. New York City. Each child kepta record of how he spent each hour of the day for a number of days. Wide individualdifferences are shown in the times given to certain activities, especially to play, reading,borne Itudy, and trifnsportation. Boys play, on the average, nearly an hour more perday than do the girls.
4435. Danielson, Cora I4e. A study of the effect of a definite course of rend-ing in general literature upon achievenient in content subjects with children ofsuperior mental ability. Journal of educational psychology, 16: 610-21, Novem-ber 1929.
This study is based on complete test data on A7 elementary school pupils of the LosAngeles schools. Data indicate that the course of study and the methods in general usein the elementary schools do not produce in children ot superior mental ability the level.of achievement of which they are capable.
4436. Success and failure of gifted Children as' shown hy teachers'marks in high school. Public schools, Log Angeles, Calf 1930.
4437. Farquhar, Hazel M. Educational provisions for the superior child.Master's thesis, 1950. University of Rochester, Rochestr, N. Y. 200 p. Ins.*ammary of plans in use in public schools for provision for the gifted child, wit'.1personal study of one city, nnd one village school system. Contains a bibliography of16 references. Findings: Little provision for gifted child. No opportunity for specialtraining of teachers is found. There la need II more definite recognition of superiorability.

4438. Hough, Pearl M. A study of 50 gifted children with special referenceto health, character, ratings, interests in reading, school records, speelal talents,play and sácial adjustability. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Kansas,Lawrence.

4439. Kiefer, Frieda k. Manual motor correlation in snperlor children.Journal of applitbd psychology, 13: 357-7T, August 1929.Data from a group of experiments virith superior and average children, ifidiente thatdifferences in performance on manual motor tests of superior and average children arenegligible, and that the differencv in practice effects on a motor function between the twogroups is insignificant.
'4440. Lamson, Edna Emilia. A study of young gifted children in seniorhigh school. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia university, Newfork, N. Y. New York city, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1930. 1171. (Contributions to education, no. 424)
The purpose of the study is to givl an assemblage of facts with which to supplantovular opinions concerning the advisability of gifted children °entering high schooleveral years younger than the generality of their classmates. Fifty-six gifted childrena Public, school no. 165, liew York City were studied. The gifted group when comparelrith the control group, attained not only superior icholastic achievement, but also had nnailer percentage of failures. _They do not seem to have suffered in health as a result ofsteriag high school two years- yore!. than the generality of their clastitnates.

4441. Long, George Everett. Evaluated provisions for the education of giftedtlikdreu. Master's Meals, 1930. Indiana university, Bloomington. 115 p. ms.
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4442. Robertson, Mrs. Pearl Gilliam. The learning of children of different
degrees of brightness. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Texas, Austin.

4443. Rustemeyer, Theresia M. An examination of the records of superior
undergraduates. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern California, Los
Angeles. ms.

4444. Swope, Vera Galbreath. Methods of teaching bright children in the
junior high school. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern California;
Los Angeles. ms.

445. Witty, Paul A. A study of 100 gifted children. University of Kansas
Bulletin of education, 2: 3-44, February 1930.

4446. Woodard, Mary Ann. Follow-up study of gifted children. Master's
thesis, 1929. University of Kansas, Lawrence. 89 p. ms.

Sce alto 525, 933, 1702, 1997, 3094, 4355, 4425, 4427, 4520.

SUBNORMAL CHILDREN

4447. Abelson, Harold H. Achievement of dull pupils under the Dalton plan.
School and society, 30: 211-12, August 10, 198107

The study considers the results of the OMion' method as engaged in by an unselected
group of 169 pupils in the sixth grade at Public school 39, Bronx, New York City: The

indications are that the Dalton plan succeeds in teaching the school subjects to the
duller pupils about as well if not better than-to the brighter, relative capacity being
taken into account.

4448. Fellows, Ella Jane. A mtudy of the opportunities afforded mental
defectives in Colorado institutionsabkaster's thesis, 1930. University of Den-
ver, Denver, Co lb. 102 p... ms.

A survey to relate and compile informational material so that it may be more readi4
. available. Con;parisons are made with the tendencies noticeable in other states and

countries, pointing out the modern idea's of education for those who are mentally defec-
tive and showing the attempts being made to reach those ideals. Various schools.which
have been particularly successful are mentioned.

*4449. Hillsboe, Guy L. Finding and teaching 1 children. Ney, York
city, Teachers college, Columbia university,4930. 1 (Contributions to
education, no. 423) .

The purpose of this study was to classify atypical children -*oat the viewpoint of
selection for special education ; to determine the. probable percentage of children in each
of the classifications, including the degree to which the school systems investigated are
providing for atypical children, the probability of reduction in numbers in the future
and the relation of a program for atypical children to the State's minimum program;
and to set up the current practices in the methods of and encies for the selection,
diagnosis, assignment and follow-up of each of the types requ special education.

4450. Ingvolstad, CarL History of idiocy. Master's thesis, 1930. Rutgers
university, New Brunswick, N. J. .

1451. Kelley, Aiina Armona. An investigation to determine the types of
pupils found in one unmded room. Master's thesis, 1980. University of
Chicago, Chicago, Ill.

This is an investigation of a group of retarded pupils in the ungraded room at Central
Michigan teachers college. By means of the case-study method, tour factors conditioning
retardation, sociological, physiological, psychological and educational, were locatetd.

4452. Kennedy, Lou. Studies in the speech of the feeble-minded. Doctor's
thesis, 1930. University Of Wisconsin, Madison. 43 p. MS.

The study wits based upon the observation of several hundred idiots and imbecile'
and careful study of the speech status of 32 idiots, 27 imbeciles and 249 morons. Find.
trigs: Idiots have no speech; the speech of imbeciles is characterised by the prevalence
of speech defects ; morons nondefective as to speech are similar to other normal speaker'
in:that they present varying degrees of facilities in speech, ranging irons a very facile

tyie of spevch to a definitely defective type.
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4453. Lewerenz, Alfred S. Artistic ability of 20 feeble-minded children asmeasured by objective tests. Los Angeles educational research blilletin, 9:

.12-14, June 1930.
Data secured were based on : race, sex, .age and intelligence. On tests requiring norefiiing ability, these feeble-minded *children were slightly better than the average group;median development child received approximately the average rating on three tests, andwas below the average of an unselected group in four tests ; when average ability ratingwas found for each child distribution of ratings was found to be but little below average;tests in which reading skill was required were those in which lowest scores were made;fact that children received low score on intelligence test does not preclude their havingone or more special abilities which may be above Ihe average in development.
4454. McFadden, J. H. Differential responses of normal and feeble-mindedsubjects of equal mental ages to certain tests. 1930. University of Pittsburgh,Pittsburgh, Pa. University of Pittsburgh bulletin, November 1930.
4455. biecredy, Mary Florence. Employability of subnormals. Public schools,Los Angeles, Calif. 1930.
A study to determine minitiPm intelligence level at which economic subsistence ittprobable; and to evaluate job tenure in terms of causes of discharge.
4456. Miller, Joseph. Study of mentally retarded children and of causes offailure and success in school. 1930. Public schutf.s, Wilkes Barre, Pa. 9 p. ms.From this investigation it is evident that the problem of normal children who arefailing is much more important than that of those who are definitely defective, becausPthe return for expenditure of money and effort iR much greater in their case. Whatthese normal children need is really more individual attention.
4457. Miller, Mildred G. Educational provisions in St. Louis for slow-learn-ing children. Master's thesis, 1930. Washington university, St. Louis, Mo.
4458. Morris, Edith. Experimental study of backward high school pupils inmathematics. Master's thesis, 1929. Ohio Wesleyan university, Delaware:
4459. Russoman, Emil A. The subnormal child; his nature, his capacity,and his needs. Master's thesis, 1930. Rutgers university, New Brunswick, N. J.
4460. Santa Monica, Calif. Public schools. Department of research. Bul-letin for development classes. 1930. 18 p. ins. (Report no. 18)General aims, organization, supervision, preparation of teachers, etc., for 'peels!classrooms set aside for the instruction of children who are handicapped by reason ofserious mental retardation-.
4461. Stevens, Thad Administration of atypical classes in theschools of Oakland, Calif. Master g thesis, 1930. University of CaliforniaBerkeley. 53 p. me.
Presents a picture of the atypical class problem aa it exists in Oaklan4 glowing num-bers, racial inheritance, and other social and economic factors pertaining to the atypicalchild, and making certain recommeidations based on observation. Findings: (1) Costsapproximately two and three-tenths times as much to educate an atypical child as anormal one; (2) socialization rather than the teaching of a definite vocation sho'uld bethe objective in teaching these backward children; (3) among the important objectivesshould be such a command of the tool subjects- of reading, writing, 'spelling, andrithmetic as will enable the subnormal person to live happily as a citizen, even in hielimited environment ; etc.
4462. Stillson, Stella V. A couise of study for mentally handicapped chil-dren in the public schools of Wisconsin. Master's thesiA, 1929. Teachers col-lege, Columbia university, New York, N. Y. 233 p.
4463. Wheeler, L. R. A study of the mental growth of dull children. Jour-nal of educational psychology, 21: 867-78, May 1930.This .investigation shows that the average dull child is about one year mentallyretarded when he enters school, . abd this retardation increases from year to yearuntil at the age of 10 lo 11 he has a mental retatdation of over two years.
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4464. White, Dorothy. A survey of classes for atTpical children in the public
schools of Louisville. 1929. Public schools, Louisville, Ky. 32 p. ms.

A study of conditions as they exist and recommendations for further organization.
See also 1234, 1237.

PROBLEM AND DELINQUENT CHILDREN
AP

4465. Arnold, Grace. Some aspects of the problem child in the Terre Haute
public schools. Master's thesis, 1929. Indiana state teachers college, Terre
Haute. 138 p. ms.

Analysis was made of 21 cases in order to evaluate methods of dealing with problem
children as revealed in the practice and Judgment of present day experts in education,
to discover probable causes and observe the treatment of such cases, and to suggest needed
agencies for future treatment. Problems studied included retardation, truancy, wrong
attitude, malicious mischief, stealing, lying, Incorrigibility, poor attendance, and sex

delinquency. Major factors of causation were : low mentality, heredity, poverty, broken
homes, working mother, detective discipline, defective home atmosphere. Outstanding
needs in -treatment are : parental education, further training of teachers in psychology
and mental hygiene, employment of trained social workers with expert knowledge of
child nurture for the juvenile court, addition of competent visiting teachers, and employ-
ment of an expert psychologist as a nucleus for a child guidance clinic.

44613. Asher, E. J. and Haven, S. E. The reactions of state correctional
school and public scliool boys to the questions of an emotional inventory. Jour-
nal of juvenile research, 14 : 96-106, April 1930.

This study purposed to discover whether or not a reform-school group of boys could
be differentiated from a public-school group on the basis of their responses to a series
of questions commonly referred to as an emotional inventory or personal data sheet.

The subjects used were 594 public school boys and 249 boys from the Kentucky houses
of reform. The two groups of boys are strikingly similar in their responses to most
of the 93 questions.

4467. Baker, Harry J., Decker, Fred J. and Hill, Arthur S. A study of
juvenile theft. Journal of educational research, 20: 81-87, September 1929.

A technique is described which compares 84 boys convicted of juvenile theft with
an equal number of boys who served as a control group. The groups were matched u
to age, grade, nationality and neighborhood traits.

4468. Behavior research fund, Chicago, Ill Delinquency area& A study of
the geographic distribution of school truants, juvenile delinquents, and adult
offenders in Chicago. By Clifford R. Shaw, Frederick M. Zorbaugh, Henry
D. McKay, and Leonard S. Cottrell. Chicago, Ill., University of Chicago press,
1929. 214 p.

This study Is limited to a study of the geographic distribution of school truants,
juvenile delinquents, and adult offenders in Chicago. The stud/ includes sipproximately
60,000 school truants, juvenile delinquents, and adult offenders. Findings: There art
marked variations in the rate of school truants, sjuvenile delinquents, and adult

criminals between areas in Chicago.

4469. Berkeley, Calif. Public schools. Study of problem children. 1930.

38 p. ms.
A report of the progress of the present program of scientific study and guidance

Berkeley school children.

4470. Bodlander, Jerome William. The relationship between size of family,
intelligence quotient, and certain statistical data among 786 juvenile niale delin-

quents at Whittier state school, Whittier, Calif. Master's thesis, 1930. Uni-

versity of Southern California, Los Angeles. ms.

4471. Burke, Dorothy Wiliiams. Youth and crime. A study of the prevalence
and treatment of delinquency among boys over juvenile court age in Chicago.
Doctor's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill. 206 p. (Reprinted
from U. S. Department of labor, Children's bureau, Publication, no. 196)
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4472. Caldwell, Morris Gilmore. Male juvenile delinquency in relation tothe home and community environment : a study of the commitments to theWisconsin industrial school for boys July 1, 1925 to December 31, 1927. Doctor'sthesis, 1929. Unliersity of Wisconsin, Madison. Findings in Journal ofjuvenile research, 14: 87-95, April 1930.
447a Coleman, C. T. The cultural advantages of disciplinary problem pupilsin high school. School and society, 32 : 160-62, August 2, 1930.An article containing similar information is contained in School review, 38: 434-42,June 1930, under the title " The characterictics of disciplinary problem pupils in highschooL"
A study was made of the evidence of culture found In homes of pupils who weredisciplinary problems in a large high school in which almost every stratum of society andmany nationalities are represented. The homes of 125 problem children were comparedwith those ipf 125 children of an ideal control group. The evidence was compared withthose of 125 children of an ideal control group. The evidence presented in this studywouid indicate that disciplinary-problem pupils in high school more often come fromfamilies that have a financial and social position above the average than from homesthat lack cultural advantages.
44744 Crayton, Sherman Gideon. A survey of the Indiana boys' school,Plainfield, Ind. Master's thesis, 1929. Indiana university, Bloomington.125 p. ms.
4475. Crosby, Sarah B. A study of Alameda county delinquent boys, withspecial emphasis upon the group coming from broken homes. Journal ofjuvenilè research, 13 : 220-30, July 1929..
Case records of the314 boys appearing before the Alameda county juvenile court duringthe year 1926 form the basis of the material fOT this article. Home conditions of theboys who have both parents may be no more satisfactory than the conditions found inbroken homes; home conditions of boys from broken homes are not considered byprobation officers so satisfactory as those found among the group of boyi who haveboth parents.
4476. Cruz, Wendell W. The relation of Juvenile delinquency to% intelligence.Phi delta kappan, 12: 172-74, April 1930.
One hundred 4ldren brought into the Detention home at Knoxville, Tenn., on variouscharges were interviewed and tested with the Stanford revision of the Binet-Simon in-telligence scale. A summary of the investigation will show that of the total numbertested four per cent bad an IQ below 50; 42 per cent had an IQ between 50 and 70;43 per cent had an IQ between 70 and 90; 10 per cent had an IQ between 90 and 110;and one per cent had an IQ over 110.
4477. Denver, Colo. Public schools. Department of research. The socialtraits of problem children. 1930.
Comprises a study a 100 boys wbo were sent to the Colorado industrial school toascertain what social traits they exhibit and the extent to whith .the schools are ableto cope with them.
4478. Bbaugh, Franklin G., Johnson, George S., and Woolley, Lawrence F.Studies in Juvenile delinquency in Colorado. 1. One hundred boys. /n Uni-versity of Colorado studies (Boulder, Colo.), vol. 18, no. 1, p. 9-27.In this study of 100 cases, 35 were found to represent the attacking type of behavior;18 tbe withdrawing type; and 4/ the inferior type of adjustment corresponding withborderline or defective intelligence. It was found that tbe home was the most im-portant source of conflict material in the causation of delinquency.
4479. Gallagher, Ralph A. The first offender. Master's thesis, 1930. St.Louis university, St. Louis, Mo.
4480. Gaul, Sister Mary Lucretia. The study of the causes of juvenile delin-quency manifested In adolescents and mature delinquents as exemplified in theinmates of five Ohio corrective institution& Master's thesis, 1930. LoyolaUniversity, Chicago, Ill. 95 p. ms.
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44S1. Hardin, Clara Alberta. The probation of juvenile delinquents in Den-
ver. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Colorado, Boulder. University of
Colorado studies, 18:70, December 1930. (Abstract)

A comparative study of tbe histories of 50 delinquent boys from the Denver juvenile
eourt indicates that 62 per cent of the boys were successful on probation ; 20 per cent
failed to make the proper adjustments; 14 per cent were doubtful as to their success;
and in two cases failure did not appear to be absolute.

44. Jasspon, Ethel Reed. Case study of nine truants in a public school.
Master's thesis, 1934). New York university, New York, N. Y. 354 p. Ms.

Nine truants and one non-truant were studied from the point of view of sociological
research. FindiCgs : Misplacement in school, unwholesome home and area conditions are
determinants of truancy in thesu nine cases. As exploration into the causes, factors and
sequences leading to truancy, these cases offtr revealing data.

4483. Katzky, Milton Jerome. How to handle incorrigible boystln a special
school. Master's thesis, 1.930. University of Southern California, Los Angeles.

4484. Kinzer, Dorothy H. A survey 4f certain behavior traits in a boys' cor:s
rectional school. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern California, Los
Angeles. ms.

448). Lindsay, J. Armour. The social traits of problem children. Master's
thesis, 1930. Uniiersity of Colorado, Boulder. University of Colorado studies.
is: 85, December 1930. (Abstract)

This study endeavors to ascertain the social traits exhibited by problem Children. WO

buys of the Colorado industrial school were used says basis for the Vudy. A specially
prepared questionnaire was adnAistered to 579 teachers who had taught these boys in
the public and private schools of Colorado. Data indicate that in general the teachers
diagnosed maladjustment in the problem boys 88 accurately as the mental hygienist slid
psychiatrist.

4486. McCulley, Francis M. An analysis of disciplinary cases in the sec-

ondary school. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Colorado, Boulder.
versíty of Colorado studies, 18: 88, December 1930. (Abstract)

The purpose of this study was' to examine the treatment of a number of disciplinary'
cases recorded in public secondary schools to determine the rOtationship between particular
types of offenses and methods of treating them. An analysis was made of 262 aisles of
South high school, and 634 cases of Cole junior high school of Denver. Thirty-ilve (Aso
which were taken from the records of public schools in several other states were studied
in detail.

4487. Martz, Eugene W. Mental development in the children of delinquent
girls. Journal of applied psychology, 14: 37-95, June 1930.

A study was made of the mental development of 25 children at the Institution for
ftteble-mindvd, Columbus, Ohio. The results of the study support the theory that mental
deficiency is a recessive character, the tendency being rather toward the normal state.

4488. Mercer, Mary L. School maladjdstment as a factor in juvenile delin-
quency. Journal of juvenile research, 14 : 41-42, January 1930.

The case records of 85 white boys between tbe ages of 8 and 13 years who had been
referred to the Ohio bureau of juvenile research were analyzed in an attempt to discover
the significant contributing factors in the problem of stealing. The author points out the
part the 'school might plait in eliminating a few sources of friction in the relationship
between the child and the school.

4489. Myers, C. Maxwell. A study of maladjustment among ninth and tenth
grade boys. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Pittsburgh. Pittsburgh, Pa.
University of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27: 343-44, November 1930. tAllstAct)

4490. Olson, Willard C. Problem tendencies in children. Doctor's thesis,
1930. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis. iinneapolis, University of

Minnesota press, 1930. 92 p.
A study of tiShavior problems and problem tendencies in about 8,000 children from

the nursery school through the junior high school. Devices were developed for stating
conduct In quantitative terms. Data on reliability. and validity are presented.
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4491. Owens, Albert A. The behavior-problem boy. Journal of educational .r1;search, 20: 166-80. October 1929.
A study was made of 365 boys sent to a 'disciplinary school. The average IQ of thecroup was between 75 and 80; from a physical standpoint they were normal. Thechief causes leading to the transfer of these boys from the regular classes to the dis-;plinary school were truancy, disobedience, fighting, disorder,. etc.
4492. --g The effect upon attendance of transfer to a disciplinary school.J..urnal of juvenile research, 14: 181-87, July 1930.The attendance records of 97 hoys at the Daniel Boone school in Philadelphia, wereompared with their attendance records at, other schools before admission to tha, dis-.1p1inary school. Findings : Attendance tends to improve after transfer in the majoritycases.

1493. Paynter, Richard H. and Blanchard, Phyllis. A study of educational
: chievement of problem children. Nett York City, Commonwealth press. 1929.72 p.

A study of more than 300 elesa tary-school children divided into two groups, thosehaving personality. difficulties an ose presenting conduct difficulties. It is concluded'11:1 t problem children show no general tendency to slow educational achievement.4494. Peddle, Gertrude Wallenstein. A study ot problem cases whose trou-hies can be traced to emotional difficulties in the home. Master's thesis, 1930.Iniversity of Southern California, Los Angeles. ms.,
4495. Pierce, Pauly R. Maladjustments oÇ adolescents. School review, 37 :::79--S6. November 1929.
one thousand nine hundred and eighty-one boys and 436 girls of the Juvenile deten-tion school of Chicago were studied during four months of thi year 1928. The schoolpnivides for industrial and special activities and a limited amount of academic work.hata consisted of the age and grade of each pupil, the charge against him, andthe number of times he had been committed to the school. A great amount of larceny,agrancy, incorrigibility, and immorality on the part of boys and girls was found. Theauthor suggests that the public school provide for the individual needs of children ntall grade levels ; that it provide a comprehensive program of guidance, especially forthe years 12 to 16; and that it enrich and vitalize classroom work in all grades so thatihildren will have less interest in theharmful influences outside the school.
4496. Rasey, M. I. Place of child in family constellation particularly prob-lem children. 1930. Detroit teachers college, Detroit, Mich.Problem children were selected from a school community of 1.400 and a study wa4(Bade of their place in the family.
4497. Refnhardt, James M. A study in jus'enile delinquency. Doctor'sthesis, 1929. University of North Dakota, Grand Forks.An analysis of _the causes of delinquency in agricultural market centers as opposed totiltì studies that have been made in large population and industrial centers.
4498. Riley, Mary Alice. Ecological factors in juvenile delinquency. Mas-ler's thesis, 1929. Catholic university of America, Washington, D. C. Washington, D. C., National Catholic school of social seivice, 1929. 9 p. (Socialscience monographs, vol. 1, no. 2, September 15, 1929)One section of the city of Washington was subjected to ecological analysis to deter-mine if possible what factors were correlated with delinquency. Findings: The delinquentsappvar to be distributed according to economic. divisions of the section. Those partsmentioned as being Afloat stable are practically free from delinquency. As tbe degree ofeconomic stability increases, delinquency decreases. The highest peak is reached whenone arrives at the negro section. Tbe negro is normally forced into the worst sectkn.This social segregation gives rise to a deterioration that abounds with bim and followswhere he goes.

4499. Roach, William L. Record of juvenile delinquency in Benton county,oregon (1907-1929) Journal of juvenile research, 14184-40, January 1930.A study was made of the various types of delinquency, the age and sex of the delinquents,the parental relationship, and the disposition of the 149 juvenile delinquents in Bentonempty reported from 1907-1929. riere were 102 boys and 47 girls reported. Brokenboeii appear among the delinquents about six times as often u in the general ruralgn1ation of Oregon.
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4500. Robertson, Berdena Marion. The unadjusted girl at El Retiro, Maw
ter's thesis, 1930. University of Southern California, Los Angeles. ms, Na:
tional . education asstciation. Department of secondary school prindpals
bulletin, 34 :76-77, January 1931. (Abstract)

An attempt to explain the underlying caus:s foar school unadjustment, and to suggest a
program for remedial work for 25 cases of failing students admitted to EI Retiro. In
each of the 25 cases the girl was of normal or above normal intelligence, who had definite
behavior difficulties or was motionally maladjusted, and who failed to achieve in propor-
tion to her mental ability until she was given the pr(iper environment, with understanding
and able teachers.

4501. Rosenow, Curt. The 'incidence of first-born among problem children.
Journal of genetic psychology, 37: 145-51, March 1930.

Case records of the Child guidance demonstration clinics of Cleveland and Philadelphia
were used as the basis of this study. Data indicate that first-born children from Mall
families present probl ms to child guidance clinics more frequently than other children
from such

4502. Stnderson, Ruth Brendel. Selecited case studies of transition B1 chil-
dren. Master's thesis, 1930. University of.Southern California, Los Angeles.

4503. Suggs, Joel. Comparative study of some delinquent high school stu-
dents in Tennessee. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teachers,
Nashville, Tenn. 45 p. ms.

4504. Sullenger, Thomas Earl. Social determinants in juvenile delinquency.
Doctor's thesis, 1921 University of Missouri, Columbia. 87 p.

Bibliography: p. 81-87.
An analy8 1,145 cases of juvenile delinquents in order to determine the actual

causation o delinquent's behavior in its relation to the home, the playground, the
school and n borhood, and to ascertain as far as possible the correlation of Juvenile
delinquency with outdoor relief. It was found that home conditions, physical, mental,
moral, social and economic, were causative factors In more than one-half of all the cases.

4505. Whitney, R. L. The observation of the problem boy. Journal of edu-
cational sociology, 3: 326-40, February 1930.

4506. Williams, Herbert D. An experiment in self-directed education.
School and society, 31: 715-18, May 2,t, 1930.

An experiment was made with a group of delinquent children, during the first half
of 1924, to see if the children could be adjusted to the life of the community. All of
thq children were taken to a central technical high school where a room was given them
for their special use. The children ranged in age from eight to nearly 16, in IQ from
60 to 120. Nc; formal instruction was given. Whenever _a child manifested an interest
in some particular thing, opportunity and encouragement were given him to develop the
interest. This experiment indicates that a group of delinquent boys of varying ages
and capacities, will, if given an opportunity and supervision, improve sore in educt.
tional 1.. when left alone than they will under ordinary schoolroom conditions with
formal i ruction, and that the gain will be spread over all the subjects of the curriculum.
All of the' boya had an accomplishment quotient very near the normal.

4507. Zeleny, Leslie D. A comparative study of the investigations of the
intelligence of criminals. Doctor's thesis, 1930. University of Minnesota.
Minneapolis.

PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED CHILDREN
f

4508. Abraham, Richard I., Chairman. Gough school course of study. 198a
Public schools, San Francisco, Calif. 70 p. ins.

Course of study, grades one through six, paralleling the regular school course but

designed for deaf and deafened children. This Is more or less experimental, paiticularly
in regard to length of time required to fit pupils for junior school.,

, 4509. Barnard, Raymond H. Relation of intelligence and personality t
speech defects. Elementary school journal, 30: 604-20, April 1930. .

The incidence of speech defects in, the school population is great enough to constitute
a serious problem. The author compares the studies made on speech defects variesbr
authors who hue studied the problem in various cities and states. Ws i cats that

families.
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Tarying levels of intelligence are found in various kinds of speech defects. Low intelli-gence is a symptom rather than a cause of speech defects. Retardation in school inthe case of speech defectives is not caused by lack ef intelligence but is an emotConalmaladjustment, which may be remedied by an understanding of the personality of theindividual. A bibliograp.hy on speech deficts concludes the article.

4510. Berry, Charles Scott and Stoddard, Clara B. An experiment with
lispers. Journal of applied psychology, 13 : 543-53, December 1929.An experiment was undertaken with 814 lispers in the regular grades of the Detroitpublic schools to determine to what extent 'topers who receive no corrective speechtraining improve as .compared with those who receive such training. In both the experi-mental and control groupi positive correlation Was found between extent of defect andamount of Improvement. In this experiment speech improvement in lispers of !Ikeextent of defect was found to be conditioned only to a slight degree by (Iifferences inIntelligence, age, home language or sex, as compared with corrective training in speechimprovement classes.

4511. Bradley, Martha Hunter. Diagnostic and remedial measures relating
t
)o

linguistic disabilities. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago,

4512. Brown, Paul V. Educational opportunities for crippled children in Bel-mont county, Ohio. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago, MI.A study of the number and types of crippled children, showing those in special schools,those in regular schools, and those not in any school. Mental abilities of various typeswere studied; also costs of special classesboth tbe county-wide class, and city class;costs in regular schools and characteristics of each.
4513. Dougherty, Elinore Dore. Public education for crippled children inthe United States. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern California,Los Angeles. ms.
4514. Earle, Marie Montgomery. A history of the first fifty years of theSouth Carolina school for deaf and blind. Master's thesis, 1930. University ofSouth Carolina, Columbia.
4515. Fagan, Leo Bernard. A study in the reeducation of stutterers. Doc-tor's thesis, 1929. University of Iowa, Iowa City. 53 p. ms.
4516. Johnson, Wendell. A stutterer's psychological analysis of his own

case. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Iowa, Iowa City. 100 p. ms.
4517. National education association. Educational research service. Spe-cial classes for handicapped children in 25 large cities. Washington, D. C.,National education association, 1930. 16 p. ms. (Circular, no. 6. 1930)Contains information concerning special classes for the deaf and bard of hearing,mentally defective, speech correction, open air and open window classes, crippledchildren, sight saving, and disciplinary or behavior schools.
4518.. National society for the prevention of blindness, New York, N. Y.The vision of pre-school children. An analytical study of 982 ciffldren. NewYork, N. Y., National society for the prevention of blindness, 1930. 37 p.The figures collected for this study show tbat out of 982 pre-school children, 206 (20.9per cent) had some abnormal condition of the eye. The girls seem to have slightly lowervisual acuity than the boys.
4519. Oak, Lura S. Motor difficulties of left-handed children in learning towrite and draw. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Yale university, New Haven, Conn.
4520. Pittsburih, Pa. Public schools. Department of curriculum studyand research. A study of handicapped and exceptionally bright pupils in Pitts-burgh schools. 1930.
4521. Rahe, Herbert Edgar. Procedure in a study of speech disorders.Master's thesis, 1930. University of Maine, Orono.
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4522. Rasey, Marie I. Some implications of left-handedness. 1930. Detroit
teachers college, Detroit, Mich.

An examination of 6,000 children for physical evidence of left dominance, checked
against certain personality traits.

4523. Schaeffer, Frances Mary. Social traits of the blind. Master's thesis,
1930. Loyola university, Chicago, Ill. 122 p. ms.

4524. Sheldon, Mrs. Bessie. Education as related to various stages of visual
defects. Master's thesis, 1930. North Dakota agricultural college, Fargo.
98 p. ms.

Instruction in public schools with reference to conservation of eyesight, and practical
measures for improving conditions.

4525. Tohill, Elizabeth. The Hebrew orphan asylum speech clinic. Master's
thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y. 47 p. ms.

4526. Warner, Helen S. Education of frail children. Elementary school
journal, 30: 136-41, October 1929.

Twenty children, ranging in age from seven to 13 years and in grade from two A to
six A, in an open-air room in Los Angeles carried out an activity program which arose
from their interest in the national air races held in Los Angeles. The interests of the

vvarious groups led to discussion of various activities, and the history and geography of
the various countries of the world.

4527. Wetmore, R. G. and Estabrooks, G. H. The relation of left-handedness
to psycho-neurotic traits. Journal of educational psychology, 16 :- 628-29,
November 1929.

A study was made of 62 students at Colgate university who were either totally left.
handed, ambidextrous, or who had merely a tendency towards using the left hand. Data
indicate that there is no relation between left-handedness and the neurotic constitution.

4528. Youngs, Martha A. Provisions for handicapped children in public
schools of the United States. Master's thesis, 1930. New York university, New
York, N. Y. 53° p. ms.

This study is confined to work in public schoolschiefly in large cities and covers type,
of handicap provided for, percentage of handicapped children in school population, pre
scribed teacher training, cooperating agencies, etc.

See also 523, 3382, 3406, 3441, 4452.

EDUCATION EXTENSION

4529. Alderman, L. R. Adult education activities during thbe biennum, 1926-
1928. Washington, United States Government printing office, 1929. 18 p.

(U. S. Office of education. Bulletin, 1929, no. 23)
Advance sheets from the Biennial survey of education in the United States, 1928-1928
4530. Baker, H. W. The tutorial plan; extension courses for pupils in small

high schools. [1930] State department of education, Columbus, Ohio. (Bureau
of educational research project, no. 210.)

Extracts from this study were used in two master's theses published in the Educa-
tional research bulletin, March 5 and April 30, 1930.

4531. Buchanan, Pearl Leigh. An experimental study of adult reading abili-
ties. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville,
Tenn. 73 p. ms.

4532. Bunyard, C. L. Measuring the results of evening school instruct
Master's thesis, 1930. Iowa state college, Ames. 99 p. ms.

4533. Clark, Willis W. Elementary vacation school survey 1929. LOS

geles educational research bulletin, 9: 6-7, October 1929.
A series of tests in reading and arithmetic was given all' vacation school pupils to

determine the educational status and needs and progress of the pupils. From the data
it appease that very satisfactory progress was made by pupils in reading and arithmetic,
An4 that the giving of standardised diagnostic tests has motivated the analysis of pupil
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difficulties and the provision of remedial work by the teacher and has resulted in consider-ably more progress than os.curs without this aid. Need for variation in teaching pro-cedures to meet marked differences in pupil accomplishment is as pronounced in vacationschool as during the regular school year.

4534. Coggin, George W. Information and detailed regulations regardingthe standard cotton textile evening school courses of study. 1930. State de-partment of public instruction, Raleigh, N. C. 20 p. ms.Contains standard units for diplomas in cnrding, weaving, and spinning.4535. Cohn, Dorothy Rene. History and general status of continuationschools. Master's thesis, 1930. Boston university, Boston, Mass. ms.
4536. Cornell, Ethel L. A beginning reading vocabulary for foreign-bornadults. Albany, University of the State of New York press, 1930. 24 p.Analysis of vocabulary in 11 textbooks compared with standard vocabulary lists.4537. Du ley, Mr8. Marion. Course of study for classes of non-English speak-ing adults. 1929. Department of education, Baltimore, Md. 130 p. ms.
4538. Evenden, E. St A report on correspondence and extenion work in nor-mal schools and teachers colleges In the United States. In American associationof teachers colleges. Ninth yearbook, 1930. p. 541-130.A report made under tbe auspices of the Committee on standards and surveys of theAmerican association of teachers colleges gives the attitudes of presidents.on the existingstandards of the Association concerning the amount of work in any curriculum whichmay be taken by correspondetice and extension.
4539. Goldberger, Anthony M. Variability in continuation school popula-tions: a study of the signifIcancit ofttlifferences in the proportions of childworkers. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Teachers college, Columbia university, NewYork, N. Y. New York city, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1931. 52 p.(Contributions to education, no. 454)
Findings : Variability is the chief characteristic of continuation school population.Included under the term is variability in age of pupils at time of entrance and consequentdifference in length of time they are to remain in school ; educational achievement ;differences in educational experiences of those coming from public schools and thosefrom parochial schools; great differences in employment environment. Course of studyshould recognize the need of wide variation in types of lessons to be taught and methodsto be used. Attitude should be built up in pupils that schools, teachers and books maybe of help in solving difficulties.
4540. Grace, Alonzo G. The mental abilitjes of adults as related to inter-ests, needs and activities. 1930. Board of education, Cleveland, Ohio. 209 p. ms.4541. Hayes, Cecil Brammer. The American lyceum : its history and contri-bution to the advancement of education. Master's thesis, 1930. Stanford uni-versity, Stanford University, Calif.
4542. Hebard, Grace Harlow. The administration of adult education on theaniversity level. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern California,Los Angele& nis
4543. Herring, John W. Small community study. 1929. American associa-ion for adult education, New York, N. Y.
Six small towns in Chester county, Pa., were selected as the nucleus of the study whichonsidered various activities under way in these towns ag a possible foundation for atogram of adult education orgatlized and promoted by the community Itself.Ili 544. Hillman, James E. Extension class teaching and correspondence studyIfitruction. 1930.. State department of public instruction, Raleigh, N. C.A study to determine the amount of credit, if any, teachers should be allowed to;uin to ascertain the present practice and to set up standards of acceptable work.4545. Hosp, HelenMarie. A project in adult edacation: correspondence in-'suction in penal institutions as supertised by the Welfare league of Nework. Master's thesis, 1929. New York university, New York, N. Y.
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4546. 'Jones, Mary Alice. Diagnosis of the employability of the continuation
school girls. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern California, Los
Angeles. ms.

4547. Klingner, George Max. Part-time education as a factor In the up-
grading of minor employees. Master's thesis, 1929. University of California,
Berkeley. 32 p. ms.

An attempt to discover to what extent part-tIme education increases the efficiency of
junior workers as evidenced by promotion add wage increases. Findings: Students
many leave full-time school to enter employment at about 16% years of age. There is
positive evidence that part-time education produces a more efficient Junior worker as
evidenced by promotion and increased wages. A very large percentage of all pro-
motions and changes occur in those types of employment in preparation for which the
school is doing its best work.

9548. Kolokoski, Louis W. A comparative social psychological study of the
Polish prisoners of Western penitentiary. Master's thesis, 1930. University
of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. 102 p.

-1549. McCarthy, June. The status of adult education in the public school
system of Chicago, 1928-1930. Master's thesis, 1930. Loyola university,
Chicago, Ill. 110 p. ms.

4550. Massachusetts. Department of education. Fifteenth annual report
of Division of university extension. Boston, 1930. 34 p. (Bulletin of the
Department of education, vol. 15, no. 2, March 19301.

Reprinted from the ninety-third annual report of the Department of education of
Massachusetts. Contains charts showing how the dollar of university extension
penditures was spent and distribution of students according to age, previous educa-
tion and type of course.

4551. Maul, Ray C. Ad4nistrative practices in correspondence study ds
partments of teachers collegA and normal schools. Mister's thesis, 1929. Uni-
versity of Kansas, Lawrence. Itesumé by J. W. Twente and Ray C. Maul in

University of Kansas bulletin of education, 2: 1-14, April 1930.
(lives information from 59 Institutions regarding organization and regulations of depart-

ment; the department bead, enrollment 6f students, some financial facts and general
information.

4552. Mobley, Dennis. An evaluation of evening c:ass instruction in terms
of changed practice (Georgia). Master's thesis [1930]. Cornell university
Ithaca, N. Y.

4553. Nebraska. Department of publiinstruction. Division of adult im-
migrant education. Adult immigrant education in Nebraska. Lincoln, 1929
29 p.

4554. North central association of colleges and secondary schools. Evening
and other part-time education. A committee report. North central associatin
quarterly, 4: 237-47, September 1929. (George F. Zook, chairman)

Gives information concerning evening and other part-time education received as a resu
of a questionnaire sent to all institutions accredited by the Association. Information e)D-

cerning preparation of students, size of class, hours of instruction, preparation of faculty
academic rank, etc., is given.

4555. Odell, Charles W. Summer work in public schools. Urbana, Uni
sity of Illinois, 1930. 42 p. (University of Illinois bulletin, vol. 27, no.
April 22, 1930. Bureau of educational research. Bulletin, no. 49)

Contains a brief history of the development of summer work in the elementary
secondary schools of the United States, including short descriptions of the plans of
work as given in a number of city-school systtbms, and summaries of several studies of t
number and characteristics of summer sessions. The results of summer work is
public schools of Illinois for the ummer of 1929 are given.

4556. O'Neal, Katherine. The education of the Southern highlander:
ter's thesis, 1929. New York university, New York, N. Y. 97 p.
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4557. O'Reilly, Anna E. A study of public day classes for adults in Englishandbcitizenship in New York City. Master's thesis, 1930. New York university,New York, N. Y.
4558. Patterson, M. Rose. Survey test On fundamentalsnight school, no. 47,December 1929. Department of education, Baltimore, Md. 4 p. ms.
4559. Pedersen, P. E. Survey of adult education agencies. Minneapolis,Minn., University of Minnesota, 1930.
4560. Reinoehl, C. M. Standardizing correspondence instruction. Journal ofeducational research, 20: 260-67, November 1929.This study wasi based on 2,882 reports on assignments received from 116 correspondencestudents who completed their courses and who are teachers. It WAS made to determine,if possible, some reasonable standards for correspondence instruction fc,r teachers.4561. Rogers, Elba Williams. Relation of the permanency of the employ-ment of continuation school pupils to curriculum construction in the Berkeleycontinuation school. Master's thesis, 1930. University of California, Berkeley.65 p. ms.

The purpose of the study was to discover a basis for the modification of, or addition to,the existing courses of instruction in the Berkeley continuation school by studying therelation of pupils' employment in 1929-1030 to employment from 1925 to 1929, and rela-tion of continuation instruction to employment. Findings: From the variety of types ofpresent employment, and ccmparatively small number in rach type, it is more practical togive training according to types of occupations, rather than according to specific occupa-tions. The three types of occupations are: commercial occupations, homemaking occu-pations, and industrial occupations.
4562. Schwin, Mary Lowell. Analysis of correspondence course grades inUniversity of Colorado. Master's thesis, 1929. University of Colorado, Boulder.36 p. ms.
Survey of courses taken at the University of Colorado 1925-1926. A study of sex,classification, courses taken, hours of credit and occupations of students. Findings :Average student is boy registered for three hours, completes work in nine months, has nooccupation, is student in the university. He has a 50-50 chance of completing the workand makes a latter grade that* in the regular courses.
4563. Shaw, Wilfred B. Collegiate alumni education. Alumni and adult edu-cation. New York city, American association for adult education, 1929. 117 p.Six months investigation of educational efforts in alumni field (about 40 institutionspersonally visited) in an attempt to evaluate degree and kind of interest.
4564. Shelton, Allen Clifton. The duties of the Teachers college extensiondirector. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville,

PPTenn. 61 p. m&
4565. Siemens, Lydia Jane. A study of social attitudes toward adult educa-tion. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern California, Los Angeles.mL

4566. Social science reseath cguncil, Rural sociological adult education ofthe United States. Prepared under the direction of the Advisory committee onsocial and economic research in agr15ulture, by C. J. Galpin and others. [1929187 p. rn (Social science research monograph)." Thus monograph aims to lead off in the discussion of a program of agricultural exten-sion which shall be thoroughly sociological In character, including a program of researchwhich shall provide tbe basic materials for extension."
4567. Sprague,. Lynn A. Bummer schools. maintained in exempted villagesand cities under 20,000 in Ohio in 1928. Master's thesis, 1929. Ohio state uni-versity, Columbus. 88 P. ms.
Organisation and administration of the elementary and high school summer terms.Findings: Forty of the 113 schools maintain summer schools. Median term is 30 days.Results were satisfactory judged b the fact that 92 per cent of the superintendents in
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whose sepools summer terms were maintained were satisfied with the work and that 91per cent of the students were promoted and 87 per cent of those promoted made good inthe work of the next year.
4568. Stickle, Charles Edwin. An analysis of the vocational objectives of thesmall part-time school of California. Master's thesis, 1930. University of

Southern California, Los Angeles. ms.
4569. Strong, Ester E. Adult education in Virginia. Master's thesis, 1929.

University öf Virginia, Charlottesville. 157 p. (University of Virginia, Ex-
tension record, 13: no. 5, November 1928 (?).)

The investigation gives an appraisal (4 the various opportunities for adult educationin the State of Virginia. Findings: Adult education in Virginia is shown to bo largely(if a vocational character. The State is meeting only one-third of the felt vocationa;needs of its adult population. Grèater popularization of the movement, publicschools and enlargement of libiary facilities are suggested.
4570. Thomas, Rufus G. A technique ior the' placement of evening schoolpupilsp Americanization classes. Master's thesis [1930] Syracuse universit.

Syracfse, N. Y.
4571. Troup, Evelyn. A comparison of the abilities of school and working

children. Master's thesis, 1936. University of Buffalo. Buffalo, N. Y.An analysis of applicanto at the City employment bureau for girls at Buffalo, theBuffalo continuation school group, students in sixth and eighth grades In a Buffalo publicschool, and the sophomore class at Hamburg (a suburban) high school. The resultsshowed the level of intelligence, as measured by certain objectiv.. ests, of the continua-tion school group significantly lower than that of the regular :c iol child of the sameage and school training, and the intelligence level of the group at the employment bureauwas lower than that of the continuation school.
4572. Udell, Anne Theresa. Characteristic differences pf part-time pupils.

Doctor's thesis, 1930. ,New York university, New York, N. Y.
4573. Warrick, Edward. Adult elementary education in Buncombe county.Master's thesis, 1930. Duke university, Durham, N. C.
A brief summary of tbe movement to eliminate adult illiteracy in the South; casestudies of pupils with an evaluation of the work in Buncombe county.
4574. Webster, Emma McMeekin. An eValuation of the part-ti °programof education of the city of Los Angeles. Master's thesis, 1930. University ofSouthern California, Los Angeles. ms.
4575. Wbytock, N. R. and Fritch, C. Lorene. Report on summer school or-

ganization, April 1, August 15, .1930. Public schools, Glendale, Calif. 8 p.
4576. Willard, John Dayton. Rural adult education. New York, N. Y.

American association for adult education, 1930. 28 p.'An appraisal of present activities, of needs, and of possible programs in rural adultedukation and the effectiveness of various agencies in this field.
See also 1923, 2085, 3338.

3.

LIBRARIES AND READING

4577. Bailey, Carrie. A study of illustrations now found in children's book&Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teachers,.. Nashville, Tenn.IOW p. ins. 4

4578. Bailey, Laura C. Library reading for curriculum subjects of elemen-.
tary schools. Educational method, 9: 343-53. March 1930.The lists here given have been made as the result of the actual use of the books bythe children as they organized and developed the work of various units. All boobrepresent the fun f r the library reading by each of tbe six grades in unitsubjects which are e lly'accepted.

4579. Baugher ilton A study of the secondary school libraries of Tat
county, Pa. Master's t.13.-: 1930. University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.4
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4')80. Bennett, Earl E. What high school students read in their school papers.Master's thesis, 1930. University of Pkttsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. 53 p.4581. Binkley, Hazel Pye. A study of the voluntary reading of high schoolstudents. Master's thesis, 1929. University of California, Berkeley. 52 p. ms.A study to find out the selection and aniount of reading In newspapers, magazines, andbooks Which a given group of high school students choose for themselves at home, inthe school library, or in tIlvt.public library. Findings : (1) Newpapers formed the greatestpart of voluntary reading; 83.2 per cent ns many magazine readers, and 55 per cent asmany book readers; (2) the Mbst read sections of the newspaper were in the ordernamed: news, including scandal ; comic, and sports.; (3)\ the median of magazine readingfor the week is 10.1 pages; (4) the list of 71 in4,gedins shows that the selection wasover a wide range, both as to quality and subject. Literary Digest, American Magazine.and Saturday Evening Post have the most records, etc.
-15s2. Brasfield, Tula Irene. The reorganization of the Bryson college library.Fayetteville, Tenn. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teachers,Nashville, Tenn. 39 p. ms.
4583. Broening, Angela M. Library science for the pupils in the Baltimore')public schools, grades 1--12. Baltimore, Md., Public schools, 1930. 52 p.4584. Cage, Rosa B. School library service for California cities. Master'sthesis, 1930. University of California, Berkeley. 67 p. ms.Examination of present school library condilions and systems in California ; dis-cussion of the various prattices ; and formulation of a program of school library serviepsuitable for a California city of from 30,000 to 50,000 inhabitants.
4585. Cameron, Tene Campbell. Improving a county readIng program. Mu,ter's thesis, 1929. University of California, Berkeley. 28 p ms.Sets forth the organization and resülts of a reading project which was carried on inthe rural schools of San Joaquin county, Calif., to determine how much time could besaved and how the reading programlmay be made more efficient by grouping childrenaccording to reading comprehension, without regard to regular grade placement. Con-clusions : A classification of children on the basis of their reading comprehension simplifieathe teaching problem and that of providing for individual differences. Age and gradefactors have had far too much importance attached to them when classifying children.Promotions or special adjustments should be made on the basis of accomplishment andability rather than by any other factor.

4586. Caudill, Alma. The juvenile literature of Frank R. Stockton. Master'sthesis, 1930. Qeorge Peabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 138 p. ms.A study of tilt content, settings, and characters of the 15 volumes of Mr. Stockton'sJuvenile literature. tive types of stories were found with varying themes and settingsin various countries. Real and imaginary characters weik used, also animals.4587. Celestine, Sister M. 4_ survey of the literature on the reading interestsof children of the elementary grades. Washington, D. C., Catholic educationpress, 1930. 114 p. (Catholic university of America, Educational researchbulletins, vol. 5, nos. 2 and 3, FebruaryMarch, 1930.)The hiptorical aspect of research in the field of children's reading interests 'was takenup. A study was made of the effect of sex differences and of meneal differences inchildren's reading; and the effect of the%)hysical make-up of a book, and methods ofstimulating interest in reading. Data indicate that there are definite basic qualities inthe content of reading material which stimulate the interest of children. The interestvaries with the individual differences of age, sex, and mental ability. The physicalmake-up of a book influences the selection of children. Leisure reading is definitelyincluded among educational objectives.
4588. Chapman, H. B. School libraries. /rt Baltiwore, Md. Board of schoolcommtssioners. Annual report, '1928-29. p. 141-747.An investigation orichool libraries in the public schools of the city with special ref-erence to their administration, financial support, adequacy as a means of trainingpupils and providing voluntary recreational reading opportunities for pupils, togetherwith amount of training received by pupils in use of libraries.
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4589. Cox, Rose M. The individual and the reading couJd a two-year
technical high school. Teachers college journal (Terre Haute, Ind.), 1: 35-48,
Novembet 1929.

;ives the results of a survey of entering freshmen of nine technical high schools in
order to show the necessity for more individual work in English and reading. Tab left arp
given showing the average age, fathers' occupations, occupations which freshmen plan,
to carry on when they leave school, matazines read by them. favorite books, etc.

4590. Crabtree, Eunice K. A study of the effect of a course in children'v
literature upon students' own literary appreciation. Doctor's thesis, 1930. Johns
Hopkins university, Baltimore, Md. 50 p. ms.

4591. Dahlberg, Louise. An investigation into the reading practices of a TB
group of zirls in a New York city elementary school. Journal of edtcational
sociology. 3: 402,-15, March 1930.

Conclufaious : School, with its present methods of teaching reading and literature, is
not inculcating an interest in literature; the movies have influenced reading and encour-
azed a dcsire for thrillers and excessive action; the proportion of newspaper reading
greatly exceeda both that of magazines and that of books; and school libraries, with nn
unforced circulation, though not fully utilized by the children, afford a most effective
means of presenting good reading matter to the children, as the repeated listing.of school
library books as favorite books indkate; etc.

4592. Dawson, Lillian R. Library project. 1930. Elizabeth City normal
school, Elizabeth City, N. C.

The Rosenwald libraries one and two have been scored.
4593. Drury, Francis K. W. Book selection. Chicago, Ill., American Library

association, 1930. 369 p.
This study considers the factors which enter into book selection for libraries; the

evaluation of books; aids in selection ;. organization in libraries for selection ; qualifica-
tions of the book selector. Findings : The five factors in book selection are : DAiand:
anticipated use ; resources of the library; textual content of the book; and evaluation
of the book. Methods used iu libraries are presented.

4594.- Order work for libraries. Chicago, Ill., American Library asso-
elation, 1930. 272 p.

This is a basic study of the acquisition of books by libraries. It discusses the selection
of agents, the use of trade bibliographies, the treatment of sales catalogues. It OevelopF
and analyzes routines in effect for ordering and receiving books, periodicals, continua-
tions, and miscellaneous material. Treats of gifts, exchanges, accession methods, mechani
cal preparation of books, correspondence and bookkeeping, statistics and reports.

4595. Edwards, Caroline Louise. The organization and administration of
children's libraries in schools. Master's thesis,, 1930. Marywood college,
Scranton, Pa. 80 p.

4596. English, Ada Jeannettel A brief investigation of school and college
libraries with suggestions for instruction in the use of the library. Master's
thesis, 1930. Rutgers university, New Brunswick, N. J.

4597. Fargo, Lucile F. Tbeprogram for elementary school library service
1930. Western Reserve universk, Cleveland, Ohio. 196 p. ms.

The historical development of the elementary school library, an analytical study of
types and an administrative program for the local school. The book emphasizes the rela-
tion of elemental? library development to the work carried on by the public library through
its childYen's department. Findings: The elementary library is in a transition stage, due
to chagges in. the elementary curriculum.;. a study of local conditions in both educational
and library flids should precede the inauguration cof an administrative program ; the
program set up should fit the present local situation' and provide for progressive develop-
ment. .

4598. Pinney, Stella B. - Reading interests, habits, and needs of teachers-
in-training. IN)ctor's thesis, 1930. New York university, New York, N. Y.
210 p.
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A sociological approach to the problem of recreational reading, offering a completepicture of a representative group. Findings: Teachers-in-training have limited environ-mental advantages; the curriculum prescribes traditional and professional reading withlittle thought to social changes and provision for leisure; more contemporary materialsshould figid place and be basic to reading of classics.
4599. 'Foster, Mary E., Hughes, R. O., and Foster, Alice M. The library asa vital factor in the work of the Pittsburgh schools. Curriculum study andeducitional research bulletin, 4 : 129-59, January-February, 1930.This bulletin undertakes to present some of the outstanding features of the work ofschool libraries in Pittsburgh and to relate some of tbe ways in which they have made animpression upon the pupils and teachers and administrative offici
4600. Fredericks, Gertrude X. Children's taste in literature. 1930. UpperDarby high school, Upper Darby, Pa.
4601. Fulghum, Susan. Report of,State library aid to schools 1928-1930 and;! summary report for I1e9--1930. State department of public instruction',Raleigh, N. C.
Shows amount required to be spent; amount actually spent; how State funds aredistributed; volumes in libraries; circulation records in summary for seven years.
4602. Habaugh, Leonard EarL A study of the library facilities of the highschools of Fayette county, Pa. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Pittsburgh.Pittsburgh, Pa. 143 p. University of Pittsburgh bulletin, 27: 282-83, Novem-ber 1930. (Abstract).
4603. Hamner, Ruth. Children's choices in stories in the fourth grade. Mas-ter's thesis, 1929. George geabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn.64 p. nis.
4604. Hart, Elizabeth Fay. Elements of popularity in representative currentfiction. Mastei's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.Analysis of books of outstanding popularity among adults, as determined by a com-bination of reports from booksellers and librarians.
4605. Havens, Ruth Mack, and Andrus, Ruth. Desirable literature for chil-dren of kindergarten age. Pedagogical seminary and Journal of genetic psychol-ogy 36 : 390-414, September 1929.
An evaluation based on a recotd of children's responses to selected literature, com-bined with findings of speOalists in this field. The writer submits a list of stories andpoems desirable for kindergarten children.
4606. Henderson, Frank D. What part does the school play in the forma-

. tion of the reading habits of its pupils? School review, 38: 51-54. January1930.
Junior and" senior high school pupils in two adjoining communities were asked toanswer nine questions, the most Important of which was "Who asks you to read maga-zines?" Of the 2,086 pupils concerned in this study, 1,638 were not being trained bythe school for the current reading of everyday life, and 1,007 of these pupils were notbeing guided in their magazine reading by anyone. The conditions revealed in this studywould seem to indicate that it is the duty of the school to devise ways and means ofintroducing pupils to the better things in current literature. This article is based on astudy by the author, entitled " The voluntary reading of 2,083 junior and Senior highschool pupils," an unpublished master's thesis of the University of Washington, 1927.4607. Hilton, Eugene. Determination of books for collateral reading re-quired in basic Junior college courses. Doctor's thesis, 1929. University ofCalifornia, Berkeley. 92 p. ms. California quarterly of secondary education.5: 178-81, January 1930. (Abstract)

The study is delimited to tbe freshman and sophomore years of the junior college, andto the selection and rating of supplementary reference books exclusive of periodicals,government documents, etc., in the grades aipntioned. Lists in rank order the 4,676books considered, arranged by course, with author, price, publisher, etc. The list isbased on a survey of curriculum offerings in 31 Cilifornia public junior colleges.
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4608. Hoover, Ferne Rebecca. Reading material in the homes of Hamlin,
NV. Va. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville,
Tenn. 68 p. ms.

4609. Howard, Blanche Roberts. Development of library service to rural
schools. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville,
Tenn. 57 p. ms.

Historical development of library service to the rural schools in the United States,
based on practice revealed in the writings (excluding State library commission publica-
tions) since 1900. Seven distinct methods of service, some efficient and some inefficient,
have been used. County libraries seem tO give the best service.

46'10. Husband, Ivy C. Judging children's fiction ; a statistical study. Doc-
tor's thesis, 1930. University of Iowa. Iowa City. 135 p. ms.

The specific purpose of this study 'was to determine the trustworthiness of the " Guide
to books for character: fiction." The readilig procedure called for at least three indo-,
pendent judgments on each book. The first criterion used for validating the grading
was that of numerous published lists of books for children. Certain objective measures
of difficulty as to words and sentence structure were used as criteria for validation.
Twenty-three eighth-grade books, and 67 seventh-grade books were used for the experi-
ment with children. The children read the books and reported their interest in two
way,e, on an absolute scale and later by comparing and ranking the books. Findings:
Results inditate the misplacement of very few books. A tendency to rate the first
books read as slightly more interesting than the later ones was noticed, especially in tbe
eighth grade The more intelligent children are better able to reject the very poor
books than they are to appreciate the exceptionally good.

4611. Idaho. State board of education. Professional reading for teachers
zind a course in home reading for elementary pupils, 1929-1930. Boise, Idaho
board of education, 1930. 8,p. (Idaho bulletin of education,. vol. 15, no. 1.)

4612. Indiana. Department of public instruction. Library manual for
secondary schools. Indianapolis, Ind. [1930] (Bulletin no. 1001)

4613. Jackson, Ernest Bryan. The features and functions of the high-school
library. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Texas, Austin.

4614. Kent, Regina and others. Oakland ; a story for children. Oakland,
Calif., Board of education, 1930. 113 p.

4615. Kirkland, Amelia. A statistical study of the reading background of
prospective teachers and teachers in service. Master's thesis, 1930. Ohio state
university, Columbus. 65 p. ms.

One hundred prospective teachers and 71 teachers were tested in regard to vocabulary,
rate, and comprehension in reading ability. A limited stud'y was made in regard to
books and magazines read. Prospective teachers are, in the groups tested, about equal In
reading ability. If improvement in reading ability is to take place and continue, definite
training along those lines should be included during the period of training or pre-service
period, as teaching experience, of itself, did not show the growth desired in reading ability
(if teachers in service. Medians for both groups are above the standards as given by
Monroe in rate and comprehension for tbe twelfth grade--bla scores for the tild of the
year were used.

4616. Lathrop, Edith A. County library service to rural schools. Wasb-
ington, U. S. Government printing office, 1930. 53 p. (U. S. Office of education.
Bulletin, 1930, no. 20)

This study gives tbe results of grquestionnaire sent to librarians of 262 county libraries.
Usable reports were receivell from 144 county librarians.

4617. State direction of. rural school library service. Washington,
Unitiid States Government printing office, 1930. 50 p. (U. S. Office of education.
Bulletin, 1930, no. 6).

4618. Lewerenz, Alfred 8. Educational information concerning a sampling
of 94 children who have recently become members of the Los Angeles public
library. Los Angeles educational research bulletin, 10: 8-9, January 19:30.

Most of tbe applicants for membership were in the third grade; more girls made appli-
cation than boys ; the children were above the average in intelligence. The library seems

.
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to attract superior children more and more as they grow older. Reading ability of appli-cants was above expectation.

4619. An experiment in evaluating books read ?lid enjoyed by schoolchildren. Los Angeles educational research bulletin. 9: 10-14, SeptemberApprotimately 2,300 reports on books were made by 500 children in elementary grades.Thirty-six most popular titles were used as basis for further study. Titles were analyzedLs to popularity with boys and girls. Data indicate that library books are enjoyed by chil-dren according to age and mentality ; very popular books had low interest values; bookschosen for ease in reading had low interest value; girls read more than boys, show a littleDire interest in and enjoyment of books, are interested in books of which they have heard.and in attractively printed and bound books, are apt to choose books that look easy toread; boys are interested in series books and in the story element ; children tend to readtolis below rather thap equal to their reading level when reading for recreation ; readingtuooks for pleasure seems to be done by children above the normal in intelligence.
4620. McDonnell, Carroll R. Magazines in the high school library. Mus-ter's thesis, 1930. Gettysburg college, Gettysburg, Pa.
4621. McGrath, T. Russell. The under-privileged boy and his reading. Mas-ters thesis, 1929. University of Notre Dame. Notre Dame, Ind.
462'2. Magill, Walter H. The determination of the graphic forms and thefrequencies of the forms employed in the current reading matter of the non-specialist. Doctor's thesis, 1930. University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.Philadelphia. Pa., Westbrook publishing company. 1930. 74 p.Determination of the nature. frequency, and distribution of the symbolic forms ofdrawing of maps and of graphs employed in current literature as a partial basis forcurriculum construction. The forms and elements found with nutuerical indices offrequency of occurrence and extent of distribution are given on five large tables. Theseform the major results of the study. There is little restriction on the variety of formsused in magazines intended for the nonspecialist because of ignorance of the fortns.The widespread use of architectural floor plans in women's magazines suggests the inclu-sion of floor-plan reading in the education of girls. Evidence from magazines for boyscites much greater support to instruction for boys in certain forms of mechanical drai-ing than it does for instruction in nrap reading. Instruction for girls in the reading ofgraphs receives little support from the findings in women's and girls' magazines. Thefrequent and widespread use of different symbols for tbe same idea and of the samesymbol for different ideas emphasizes the need for a more effective standardization ofsymbols.

4623. Mann, Margaret. Introduction to cataloguing and the classification ofbooks. Chicago, Ill., American library association, 1930. 424 p.This study discusses the Cutter, D. C. and L. C. classification systems, dictionary(-atalogue, classified catalogue, author, title, subject and form entries, subject headings,L. C. cards and their use, arrangement of cards, department routine, quarters, equipment,gupplies, organization and administration of the department. Emphasizes principlesalthough details of actual practice are not overlooked. Treats the catalogue ns a researchNW for the librarian and for tbe public. Flidings: Adequate library service requiresthat the book collection be skillfully classified and catalogued according to the needs oftho clientele served by the library. The cauloguer must act as a medium bet:veen writerand reader, endeavoring to estimate justlygibe intetftion of the one and the need of theother.

4624. Mary Cephas, Sister. Free choice of books in the :4econdary school andits limitations as an incentive to good reading. Master's thesis, 1930. Univer-sity of Vermont, Burlington.
4625. Memmler, Gertrude. Junior college library service. California quar-terly of secondary education, 5: 360-63, June 1930.
Fifty-three colleges in 19 states answered a questionnaire on the tendencies repre-sented in their libraries during the year 1927-1928. Findings Junior-college libraryconditions, on the whole, do not compare favorably with the standards recommended bythe American library association for high schools.
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482G. Mendenhall, James E., anti Mendenhall, Marcia E. The influence of
familivity upon children's preferynce for books and poems. 1930. Teachers
college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y. 85 p. ms.

In this investigation 50 reproductions of paintings and 50 short poems by recognised
artists and writers were submitted to 74 children in grades 7 and 9 of the Lincoln school.In general, the pictures or poems initially preferred gained in favor if repeatedly
posed ; whereas pictures and poems originally disliked lost in favor if repeated. Picture'
depicting scenes from nature were preferred to portraits; the favored poems contained
obvious rhyme and rbythm. This study attempts to apply scientific method to tbe field
of aesthetics.

4627. Miller, Bryan R. Voluntary reading of high school students in
Marshalltown, Iowa. Master's thesis, 1930. Chicago university, Chicago, Ill.
81 p. ms.

The large majority of high school students read newspapers and magazines.
4628. Montgomery, Mildred. Testing supplementary reading in high school.

Master's thesis, 1630. University of Illinois, Urbana. 95 p. ms.
4629. Nichols, John R. Library costs in California high schools. Cali-

fornia quarterly of secondary education, 5: 195-98, January 1930.
A study was made of library costs in 100 small and 100 medium-sized high school'',

and 20 large schools that had 51 or more teachers. Data indicate that the larger libraries
in the larger schools are more economical and better than the smaller libraries in smaller
schools.

4630. Odiorne, Helena Winifred. The library as a social agency. A Etudy
of the reading interests of boys in two districts of Washington. Master's aegis,
1930. Catholic university of America, Washington, D. C. 33 p. ms.

4433L Offerman, Elizabeth J. The Effect of presence of books on children's
interests and achievements. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago,
Chicago, Ill. 94 p. ms.

Study made of children's reading and reading improvements in county system of
schools. Correlations showing relationships between number of books read and improve.
ment in reading achievements were not significant.

4632. Ohio state university, College of education. List of titles in the text-
book exhibit, Bureau of educational research. 1930. Ohio State university,
Columbus. 298 p. ins.

The books are grouped in five sections ; elementary, junior high school, senior high
school, reference, and miscellaneous. Within these groups the books are arranged alpha-
betically by autho!L under subjects.

4633. 011ear, T. B., and Cottrell, Donald P. Bibliography of institutional
publications in the field of education. Compiled from data supplied from 502
higher educational institutions. 1930. Teachers college, Columbia university,
New York, N. Y. 72 p. ms.

This study represents an attempt to gather from the institutions themselves titles of
the less widely advertised publications bearing on the field of education.

44334. Parks, Horace Newton. Study of library and library methods of voca-
tional agriculture. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers,
Nashville, Tenn. 67 p. ms.

Ten best equipped libraries and methods in each of the states of the southern region
were studied. Findings: The enterprise arrangement was the most popular method of
arranging books and bulletins. Only a small number of teachers were using the availabk
material in teaching agriculture. The agricultural teacher was usually the libraria
with the agricultural library located in the agricultural room. The home agricultural
library was being encouraged by about 60 per cent of the teachers. The high school agri-
cultural library was reported open in all schools during vacation.

4635. Power, Effie L. Library service for children. 1930. American library
association, Chicago, Ill. 300 p. ms.

This study deals with the basic principles of library ervice to children with emphssk
on the work done in children's rooms in public librarMs. It discusses the chliskeil
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librarian, books and bookAcollections for children, circulation and reference service, read-ing for children's libraries. Findings: Through good books and inviting library atmos-phere, guidance, library service to adolescents, the children's department, plans and equip-ment, and intelligent sympathetic service, the children's 'library seeks to inspire and culti-vate in children love of reading, discriminating taste in literature, and Judgment and skillin the use of books as tools. The ultimate aim of the children's library is to promotehigher thinking, better living, and active citizenship.

,4636. Roberts, Clarence J. A study of reading as a bdsis of classification.
1929. Department of education, Baltimore, Md. 20 I). ms.An experiment to determine the degree of success resulting from having each pupilwork at his grade level in reading regardless of his levels in other subjects and of thegrade in which be is officially registered.

4637. Roller, Bert. Enter the happy child. Peabody journal of education,7:337-42, March 1930.
The author gives a brief survey of poetry for children in England and America, andcompares the early poems of childhood with those of the present day.
4638. St. Louis. Public schools. Depattment of instruction. Catalogueof traveling library, by Amelia Meissner. Educational museum of the St. Louispublic schools. Public school messenger, 27: no. 4, April 30, 1930. 47 p.
4619. Smith, Joe Osburn. Reading material in homes of Hamilton county,Tenn., high school students. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for

teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 93 p. ms.
A study of the newspapers, magazines, and books found in 318 homes of students ofsix rural high schools of Hamilton county, Tenn. The average home has 1.26 newspapers,6.23 magazines, and 86.48 books. An average of 110.16 volumes was read from the publiclibraries during one year.
4640. Spann, Richard Russell. An annotated bibliography of material onpublic school libraries. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for

teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 128 p. ms.
4641. Springer, Mrs. Patricia. Bibliography of Tennessee historical materialIn Nashville libraries. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for

teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 246 p. ms.
Material relating to Tennessee history,

public libraries of Nashville.
4642. SuHens, Elsie Deane. The interrelation of women's clubs and library

exclusive of periodicals, found in the four

work, with special references to Oklahoma. Master's thesis, 1930. Universityof Illinois, no. 126 p. ms.
This study ht to determine the extent to which women's clubs and libraries inOklahoma have been furthering each other's interests. It was found that women'sclubs had been instrumental in establishing the first traveling library system in theState, the Oklahoma library association, the Okinhoms library commission, the women'sclub service at tbe University of Oklahoma, and fully 72 per cent of the State's 60tax-supported local libraries. The clubs had, in addition, been actively promoting thegrowth and effective service of libraries already established. Libraries, in their turn,have been furthering the interests of women's clubs in Oklahoma, by meeting theirbook needs; by giving them refenence service; by aiding in their programs; and by fur-nishing them meeting places and other space in libraries. The data procured led tothe conclusion that libraries and women's clubs In Oklahoma have been mutually bene-fited by their interrelated activities and that opportunities still exist for the extensionof the relationship.
4648. Taylor, Henry Clay. A study of a suggestive method to improve out-side reading. Master's thesis, 1929. George Peabody college for teachers, Nash-ville, Tenn. 101 p. ms.
4644. Taylor, William S. The public library as an agency of adult education.Master's thesis, 1930. New York university, New York, N. Y.
4645. Utts, George Wilson. The high school libraries of Cambria county, Pa.Master's thesis, 1930. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. 79 p. Uni-versity of Pittsburgh 27: 401-402, November 1930. (Abstract)
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4646. Walters, F. C. English fiction reading of students enrolled in the
University of Porto Rico for the school year 1928-1929. November 1929. Uni-
versity of Porto Rico, Rio Piedras. 9 p. ms.

The results of this study show that in all 763 titles were reported as having bef,n
read : average number of titles read per student was 37, and tbe range of titles wasfrom 12 to 102. The majority of the titles read by from 50 to 75 per cent of the studentsare titles appearing on the recommended lists of readings for high schools and colleges.
Of the titles liked better than average, as reported by the students, the title that holds
first plaice is " The Rosary," by Barclay. The second title in point of popularity is " Inthe Palace of the King," by Crawford.

4647. Waples, 'Douglas. Teachers' reading of non-fiction. Educational re-
search bulletin (Ohio state university), 8 : 377-82. November 20. 1929.

A study of rending interests of teachers, involving scx differences. differences in grndes
taught. differences between teachers' and pupils' interests, and differences between
teachers and other adult groups.

464S. Warren, Gladys Eva. The integration of the school library with the
junior high school program. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Southern
California, Los Angeles. ms.

4649. Watson, Norman Edgar. A critical analysis of six elementary school
libraries. Master's thesis, 1930. University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.

4650. Webb, HanorA. The high school science library for 1928-1929. Pea-
body journal of education, 7: 22-36, July 1929.

The author gives n list of science 'books which be would recommend to-a high school
librarian. Ile classifies them by price and by season. The recommendations cover a
variety of science fields for even the minimum purchase.

4651. Williams, Margaret Pearl. Problems of the high school library in the
teaching of history. Master's thesis, 1930. George Peabody college for teachers,
Nashville, Tenn. 149 p. ms.

A study to find out the greatest problems connected with the library in the teaching of
history. Inefficient librarians, insufficient equipment, and lack of knowledge of proper
use of collateral reading are the greatest problems of the library in the teaching of
history.

See also 12. 71, 1535, 1905, 1936.
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Educational periodicals, 93.
Educational philosophy. Scc Educational

theory and practice.
Educational psychology, 354-453.
Educational publicity, 2439, 2467, 25.07,

2655, 2668, 3565, 3574, 3577, 3581, 3605.
3612, 3615, 3629.

Educational records bureau, 654.
Educational research, 700-727.
Educational sociology. See Social aspects

of education.
Educational surveys, 1554, 1835, 2880,

3257 ; Alhambra, Calif., 134; Arkansas,
87; Arlington county, Va., 3312; Ash-
ley, Ohio, 678; Bartlesville, Okla., 82;
Brea-Olinda union high school, 1897;
Brown university, 2447; California
building surveys, 3277 ; Caroline county,
Va., 123; Charles Town, W. Va., 94 ;
Cheney, Kans., 122 ; Crestline, Ohio,
3250 ; Delaware, Ohio, 3283 ; East
Greenwich, R. I., 116 ; East St. Louis,

1880; El Monte, Calif., 138 ; Fresno,
Calif., 3933, 3946 ; Glendale, Calif., 135 ;

Gloucester, R. I., 118 ; Goddard, Kans.,
96 ; Hamburg, N. Y., 106 ; Holyoke, Mass.,
127 ; lberville Parish, La., 8272 ;

3294 ; ImpOrlal county, Calif., 102 ;

Johnston, R. I., 117 ; Johnetown, Pa.,
2031 ; Kansas, 1946; Lead, S. Dak., 1874 ;

Mauch Chunk, Pa., 2000; Missouri. 2550 ;
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Educational surveysContinued.
Morgan county, Ohio, 110; Mt. Vernon,
N. Y., 3249; Mountain View union high
school, Calif., 1940; Miami. Ariz., 86;
Mooresville. Ind., 84 ; Newark, N. J.,
3271 ; Oakwood. Ohio. S1 ; Oklahoma
City, Okla , 3260; Owensmouth high
school, Calif.. 1926 : Panama Canal
Zone, 83; Parke county, Ind., 664 ;

Pasadena, Calif , 2601 ; Pittsburgh, Pa.,
3310 ; Princess Anne county, 103; Roan-
oke. Va., 1973; Roselle, N. Y.. 1883 ;

Salamanca. N. Y., 114 ; Santa Monica,
Calif., 687-688; Scranton, Pa., 91 ;

Simi Valley, Calif., 123; Springfield,
Ohio, 3282; Van Wert, Ohio, 3263.

Educational tendencies. See Current edu-
cational conditions.

Educational terminology. 2103.
Educational tests. See Tests, educational.
Educational theory and practice, 197-250.
Educational waste. 130.
Edwards, Caroline Louise, 4595.
Edwards, Ethel Estelle, 1166.
dwards, Howard E., 1379.
Edwards, I. N., 2642-2643.
Edwards, Joyce, 154.
Edwards, Walter A., 3266.
Eells, Walter Crosby, 2015-2017, 2929.

3001, 3044, 3267.
Effort, 435, 3148.
Eginton, Daniel P. A., 155.
Egypt, education, 153, 185.
Ekiof, Carl Martin, 2839.
Elio, Margaret Jewell, 3045.
EMT, William Fitch, 3121.
Eldredge, William L., 1407.
Electives; 1919, 1994, 2005, 2126, 2129.
Electrical trades, 1209, 1961 (4), 3878,

3890, 3909, 3915.
Elementary education, 1835-1853. , See also

Rural educa t ion.
Elimination of students. See Retardation

and elimination.
Eliot, Abigail Adams, 464.
Elizabeth, N. J., public schools, 255, 2957,

3977.
Ellerman, Raymond Henry, 3497.
Ellingson, Mark. 2958.
Elliott, Arthur E.,
Elliott, Errol T., 3
Elliott, Frank R., 2467.
Elliott, Loyd Creighton, 1496.
Elliott, Raymond Morgan, 1879.
Eilmore, G. H., 2018.
Elsea, A. F., 2160.
Elsea, Matilda Mahaffey, 757.
Elser, Carl D., 3919.
Elwood, Mary Isabel, 2468.
Ely, Margaret Hawley, 4208.
Emerson, D. W., 8634.
Emery, Mrs. Pearl Phillips. 3787.
Emmerth, Rev. Louis C., 2586.
Emotions, 892, 450, 460, 463, 467, 477, 491.

499, 550, 576, 611, 617, 2457, 3539, 3718,
4466, 4494.
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Engelhardt, Fred, 702, 2469.
Engelhardt, N. L., 83, 127, 2550, 2587,

3268.
Engelhart, Max D., 416, 712.
Engineering education, 530, 1182, 2533,

3949. Sec aiRo Professional education.
England, education, 155, 164, 654.
England, Rt. Rev. John, 232.
Englar, Margaret T., 1113-1114.
English, Ada Jeannette, 4596.
English, Zoe L., 1179.
English classics, 1104.
English grammar and composition, 921-

1075.
English literature, 1076-1105. Hee also

Libraries and reading.
English literature, child in, 472 ; educa-

tional theories in, 44, 54, 214, 4322.
Englund, William, 1984.
Enloe, E. L., 2644.
Enrollments, 1839, 1905, 1936, 2228, 2364,

2518, 2873, 2902.
Entz, John Alvin, 1180.
Environment, 436, 1813, 1S5o, 2542, 2957,

3613.
Epstein, Max, 374.
Equalization of school funds, 278S-2805.
Equipment. See School equipment.
Erdman, William A., 1239.
Erickson, Elinor, 1604.
Esser, Gilbert F., 1115.
Essex, Don L., 3269.
Estabrooks, G. H., 4527.
Esterly, Virginia Judy, 156.
Estrellas, Angel R., 89.
Esworthy, R. E., 3498.
Eurich, Alvin C., 3002.
Europe, education. Sec Foreign countries,

education.
Eustace, Mary M., 3090.
Evans, Arthur James, 3352.
Evans, Charles Ray, 3046.
Evans, Dina Rees, 1754.
Evans, Ewart Owen, 2470.
Evans, Grace E., 1673.
Evans, H. G., 3353.
Evans, Howard R., 2161.
Evans, J. E., 2495.
Evans, Roy, 1219.
Evenden, E. S., 4538.
Vivening schools, 3885, 4059-4060, 4067,
W082, 4085. See also Education exten-

,

Everett, Edward W., 3976.
t(vers, Catherine, 2282.
fArersull, F. L., 1880.
Es;plution, 394.
E)wil,rt, Joseph A., 3270.
Examinations, 2992-3029.
Exceptional children, 4420-4528.
Experimental schools. Sec Progressive

education.
Extension education. See Education exten-

sion.
Extracurricular activities, 3030-3076.
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Extroversion, 389, 421, 618, 1925.
Eye hygiene, 3339, 3390.
Eye movement records, 279.
Ezekiel, Lucille F., 1808.
Ezell, Boyce Fowler, 1881.
Ezell, Mrs. Eula Doherty, 60.

Fabing, Charles Curtis, 1455.
Fagan, Leo Bernard, 4515.
Fallutes, 3077-3117.
Fair, E. L., 4388.
Fairclough, Alice Brown. 409.
Faire, Linus Aubrey, 2588.
Fairfax, Blanche L., 4134.
Fairy tales, 759, 769.
Falk, Rollin M., 2204.
Fall, R. B., 3899.
Fargo, Lucile F., 4597.
Farley, Belmont, 3377.
Farley, E. S., 3271.
Farley, Mabel Rebecca, 1788.
Farlinger, Esther E., 3979.
Farm mechanics, 3883, 3925.
Farmer, A. B., 4072.
Farquhar, Hazel M., 4437.
Farris, Jeff, 3499.
Fast, II. E., 2260.
Fatigue, 3413.
Faucette, Louisa Norwiod, 3788.
Faulkinberry, Frank Albert, 3500.
Faulkner, Mary, 4135.
Faust, Alvin Girard, 1533.
Fay, Paul J., 542, 1380.
Fear, 475, 1811.
Federal relations to education, 2612, 2621

2648.
Fee, Rev. .Tohn J., 3789.
Feebleminded children. See Subnormal

children.
Feeney, Margaret Marcelline, 888.
Feet, 3399.
Feinberg, Joseph M., 1883.*
Feldman, Estelle E., 1137.
Feldman, Jacob William, 3534.
Felicitas, SiAter, 758.
Fellows, Ella Jane, 4448.
Fellows, John Ernest, 964-965.
Fellewships, 192, 194, 2487.
Fennessy, Beth Nash, 3047.
Fenton, Norman, 3980.
Ferguson, J. E., 448.
Ferguson, V. P., 3091.
Fernsberger, Samuel W., 375.
Ferree, Helen M., 966-967.
Ferrell, G. B., 889.
Verring, Clarence A., 61.
Fessenden school, Martin, Fla., 121.
Fiedler, George Louis, 62.
Fields, Kathleen C., 759.
Fife, Ray, 2865.
Fildes, Raymond Earl, 760.
Filipino students. See Foreign students in

United States.
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Fillmore, Eva A.. 3627.
Finance. See Educational finance.
Finch, Frank H., 543.
Finch, Hardy Runde 11, 2811.
Fincher, Maxine, 1605.
Finck, Edgar M., 2959.
Findorf, Arline Katherine, 2471.
Finegan, Hazel A., 883.
Finfrock, Jean Paul, 376.
Finney, Ross I.. 229.
Finney, Stella B., 4598.
Fiolek, Stanley John, 2589.
Fire prevention. See Safety education.
Fischer, Rosalie S., 1606.
Fisher, Guy E., 2751.
Fisher, Herbert A., jr., 1721.
Fisher, Mildred Louise, 3981.
Fisher, W. Edward, 2135.
Fitzgerald, James A., 968.
Fitz Gerald, John Woodward, 3982.
Flagg, Wayne M., 1419.
Flannagan, Mary Agnes, 1116.
Fleming, Elizabeth A., 4209.
Fleming, Paul, 2889.
Flemming, Cecile White, 272-273, 761, 1985.
Fletcher, Mendel S., 1083.
Florida, education, 1881, 2065, 2838, 2870,

3678, 3954, 4068.
Flory, Charles D., 2387.
Flowers, John G., -3048.
Flowers, L. Eugene, 2671.
Floyd, Arthur, 4390.
Floyd, J. Denton, 2752.
Floyd, L H., 3790.
Fly, Murry Henderson, 3231.
Foberg, J. A., 1240.
Fockler, Edmond R., 198K.
Foerster, Friedrich Wilhelm, 61.
Foley, Arthur L., 2344.
Folger, Ruth A., 2283.
Folk songs, 1666.
Fes llow-up work. See Guidance.
Food courses. See Home 6conomics ; Nutri-

tion.
Food habits, 464, 404.
Foote, John M., 2788, 821.
Foran, T. G., 544, 890-891.
For(ign-born children, 374,*19, 562, 839,

974, 979, 1061, 1555, 21115, 3402, 8429,
4359. Hee also Mexicans In the United
States.

Foreign countries, question, 139-190.
Foreign students in W. 8., 191, 194-195,

2535, 4328.
Foreman, Eleanor Brynberg, 2053.
Forlano, George, 545.
Forman, William Orange, 8001.
Formosa, education, 169.
Forsgard, Fred G., 4210-4211.
Forster, Lena IL, 8191.
Fort, John Brett, 8792.

, Fort, Marion K., 201.
Fosness, Absalom, 1884.
Foster, Alice M., 4699.
Foster, Guy L., 069.

641 29-81 29
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Foster, It II. 2054.
Foster, JoFephine C., 3354.
Foster, Mary E., 4599.
Foster, T. C., 3983.
Foulks, Frank Marshall, 762
Four-II clubs, 3552, 4106. 4145.
Fowler, Benjamin B., 2870.
Fowler, Charles Aylmer, jr., 3191.
Fowlkes, John Guy, 274, 2590-2591, 2890.
France, education, 148, 187.
Frank. 2315.
Franke, Paul R., 703.
Frankhauser, Henry A., 1882.
Franklin, Benjamin, 206.
Franklin, E. Margaret, 2995.
Franklin, Emma H.. 185.
Franklin, Ray, 2237.
Frantz, Lillian R., 1568.
Franzen, Carl G. F.. 661 (6), 111.
Franzen, Raymond, 3355.
Frasier, Clark M., 2162. 2180.
Frasier, George Willard, 2678.
Fraternity students, 1896, 2450, 2453. 2472,

2489-2490, 2523.
Frazee, Laura, 2930.
Frazer, S. T., 3457.
Frazier, Annie C. M., 12.
Frazier, Benjamin W., 2055.
Fredericks, Gertrude M.. 4600.
Freebie, Charles R., 1607.
Freeman, F. S., 546.
Freeman, G. L., 377-379.
Freeman, Zanoni B., 3902.
Freivogel, Esther Emma, 1809.
French, Helen A., 763-764.
French, William Cullen, 2056.
French language, 1147-1163.
Freshmen, 730, 740, 787, 827, 1223. 1229-

1230, 1877, 2034, 2364, 3088. 3091. 3106,
3328, 3386, 3725, 3781, 4045, 4414. See
also Higher education.

Friant, Regina, 4133, 4150, 4168.
Friedland, Carl E., 1497.
Friedrich, George, 2345.
Friese, John Frank, 3903.
Friesenbahn, Sister M. Clarence, 3793.
Fritch, C. Lorene, 135, 3116, 3230, 4575.
Fritzche, Bertha, 4136.
Froebel, Friedrich, 1809.
Frost, Ellery Herbert, 3904.
Frost, Norman, 2812.
F'rutchey, Fred P., 1886.
Fuel-saving practices, 3324.
Fulghum, Susan, 1841, 4601.
Fuller, Florence, 669, 1353.
Fulton, Ina Eugenia, 1569.

Gabbert, Mary L., 1219.
Gaither, George W., .3905.
Galbraith, Rowena IT., 3092.
Gall, Morris, 1608.
Gallagher, Ralph A.. 4479.
Galloway,Dorothy, 63.

'.
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Galloway, Norman IAPhridge, 970.
Games. See Play Ind recreation.
Ganders, Harry eStknley, 3323.
Gang, Blanche R., 3535.
Gardner, Anna E., 1674.
Gardner, Dorothy Aline, 157.
Gardner, Elizabeth M., 765.
Gardner, George E., 449.
Gardner, William J., 971.
Garrett, Henry E., 547.
Garrett, J. A., 1181.
Garrison, Arthur Emmett, 3356.
Garrison, Charles, 13.
Garrison, Elva Gill,
Garrison, Iola Elda, 97 .

3.

Garrison, K. C., 973.
Garrison, S. C., 655.
Garvey. Mother Mary Agnes, 3794.
Gary, Ind., public schools, 3192.
Gates, Arthur I., 766-767.
Gates, Grover Allen, 2891.
Gates, Samuel Eugene, 14.
Gatto, Frank M., 208-209.
Gaukrodger, Edith, 1776.
Gaul, Sister Mary Lucretia, 4480.
Gaumnitz, Walter H., 3635.
Gaut. Gertrude Flinn, 974.
Gsw, Esther Allen, 4336.
Geil, Milton George, 3795.
Geis, Sister M. Angelina, 3796.
Geissinger, Jo 1ln G.. 3049.
Geist, Harrison D., 1675.
Geldard, FLank A., ?SO.
Gelvin, Elizabeth D., 1755.
Gemme, A. L., 3357.
General science, 1402-1414.
Gentile, Giovanni, 248.
Gentry, C. B., 2205.
Geography, 1560-1588.
Geometry, 1344-1368.
George, Bert Morse, 1084.
George, Guy Gains, 4212.
Georgia, education, 24, 1858, 2346, 2586.
Gepharte, Elden Eugene, 1085.
Gerald, Iver Sumner, 1456.
Gerberich, J. R., 1182, 1534, 1887, 2472-

2473, 2909, 3984, 4074, 4127, 4286.
Gerig, Daniel S., 4304.
Gerlinger, Irene Hazard, 2474.
German language, 1142.
Germany, education, 159, 176, 187, 1135.
Gerrets, Rev. Joseph L., 2592.

Gesell, Arnold L., 465.

Gestalt theory, 369, 422, 433.

Getz, Ralph H., 188R.
*Geyer, Denton L., 3726.

Geyer, Ellen M., 975.
Geyer, George, 3122.
Geyer, Miriam T., 381.
Glannotta, Rosario Oliver, 15.

Gibbs, Andrew H., 4190.

Gibson, H. F., 4075.

Gibson, Harriet Davis, le.
Gifford, Celia Allen, 768.
Gifford, G. W., 1590.

A

Gifted children, 4432-4440.
Gifts to education, 3874.
G ilbert, Bonnie, 976.
Gilbert, Genera, 2057.
Gilbert, Lee Eyster, 1880.
Gilchrist, Robert S., 2058.
G ilkey, Royal, 1890.
Gill. A. W., 4422.
G ill, Dorothy D..-1316.
Gillespie, F. Rodney, 3985.
G illespie, Paul Smith, 3981.
Gilliland, A. R., 2316.
Gilliland, Gladys, 1317.
Gilliland, James F., 269.
Gillis, Frederick James, 466.
Gilmore, Isabel E., 977.
Gipson. Frieda Mae, 1086.
Girard, Pere, 69.
Girl reserves, 4331.
Girl scouts, 3768.
Glaeser, John Henry, .163.
Glascock, David A., 3458.
Glasscock, Laird Vartier, 3727.
Glenn, Earl R., 145T, 1498.
Glover, Mary Corinne, 1241.
Glover, O. S., 2597,.3163.
Goan, Louis, 3798.
Goersy, Elsa F., 978.
Gold, Charles Earl, 2284.
Golden, Emma Barter, 3578.
Goldizen, Mae, 2908.
(oldsberger, Anthony M., 4539.
Goldsmith, Sadiets, 769.
Goldsworthy, Ph1loma, 1722.
Goidthorpe, J. aarold, 2475.
Goll, Reinhold IV., 1810.
Gooch, Lulie 4., 3987.
Good. Carter V., 210, 704.
Good, H. G., 105.
Goodell, Manir Eleanor, 4218.
Goodenough, iirlorence L., 467, 1798.
Goodman, A.:K., 548-549.
Goodrich, T; V., 3137.
Goodsell, N011ystine, 4337.
Gookins, Mts. Clark 4137.
Goold, Phil/ A., 3543.
Gordon, D4vaprlam B., 158.
Gordon, Eira L., 1423.
Gordon, Ilians C., 942.
Gordon, uth Eunice, 1242.
Gorham, ona1d R., 550.
Gorseline Donald E., 3579.
Gosling, omas W., 3273.
GosRett, k. 0., 2840.
Gottschajl, N. T., 3799.
Gould, Oeorge, 1609.
Gould, tlisPr Mary Francine, 211.
Gould, fililas E.. 1891, 3988.
Grabo, tt. P., 979.
Grace, Alonzo G., 4540.
GrAdes, 2140, 2232, 2329, 2894, 2450, 2452.

2470, 2486, 2495-2496, 2511, 2518, 3063.
See also Scholarship.

Grading. See Classification, grading, aft
promotion.
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(Iradurvie work, 2083, 2488, 2534.
Graham, Carmon McWade, 2892.
Graham, Hoyt C., 1458-1459.
Graham, James Larmour, 4391.
Graham, John Franklin, 2346.
Graham, Orrel Lee, 2931.
Granger, Jean, 1811.
Grant, Ernest Aiken, 4076.
Grant, Nell May, 3274.
Graves, Marion G., 2164.
Graves, S. Monroe, 2593.
Gray, C. T., 770, 1676.
Gray, Hob, 2594.
Gray, Howard A., 2476.
Gray, Louise F., 3358.
Gray, Marguerite E. Hornbeck, 308.
Gray, William Henry, 860.
Gray, William Scott, 771.
Greece, education, 163.
Green, Alice Evangeline, 212.
Green, Finis M., 2841.
Green, Frederick Henry, 4214.
Green, George, 3680.
Green, Jeannette, 1460.
Green, Rev. Lucian A., 2871.
Green, Nell V., 1892.
Green R. E., 2023, 3275.
Greenawalt, Lambert, 1777.
Greene, Charles E., 656, 706-707, 1535,

1842, 1893, 2595, 2753, 3193-3194, 3359,
3580, 4316.

Greene. Edward B., 2477.
Greene, Harry A., 772, 1243.
Greene, Mack M., 3459.
Greenleaf, Walter J., 2679, 4077.
Greenly, Russell J., 3912.
Greenwood, Forest O., 892.
Greenwood, James M., 63.
Gregorio, Herman C., 4078.
Grenels, E. Myrtle, 1570.
Cirice, Homer Lamar, 3800.
Griffith, Dudley W., 3501.
Grigg, Claud, 2645.
Grimm, L. R., 2404, .2680, 2789.
Grinnell, Grace B., 256.
Grinnell, J. E., 3581.
Griscom,. John, 166.
Groff, Forrest Ray, 3164.
Groseclose, H. C., 4079.
GrossnIckle, Foster E., 2754.
Grover, C. C., 3195.
Grover, E. C., 2842.
Groves, John W., 551.
Growth. See Physical measurements

growth.
Grunberg, Agnes B., 159.
Grunberg, Arthur Alexander, 3460.
Grunizer, William Franklin, 1610.
Guenther, Henry William, 2646.
Guetzlaff, Magdalene Kathryne, 3801.
Guidance, 3958-4057. See also Home

rooms.
Chiller, Walter Scribner, 861, 893-894,

1244, 2186.
Guinn, John Alonzo, 1677.

a
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Gunkel, William JUBttle, 3196.
Gunn, H. M., 895, 1611.
Gunnoe, Otway M., 213.
Gustavus Adolphus college, 2469.
Guthrey, Casey Garnett, 1381.
Gutman, Jacob, 8802.
Guyer, R. J., 3860.
Gwinn, Clyde Wallace, 980.
Gwydir, Leona O'Connor, 2238.
Gwyn, Morgan H., 90.
Gwynn, Price H., fr., 17.
Gymnastics, 319, 3317, 3456, 3458, 3460,

3486.

Haag, Howard Lee, 3582.
Haas, Freciericka M., 981.
pabaugh, Leonard Earl, 4602.
idabbe, Stephen, 3583.
Habit, 419, 488, 3741.
Hackworth, Lector, 3634.
Haddock, Richard Abraham, 2755.
Hadley, Lora, 3627.
Haft, William S., 1151.
Haga, Elsa A., 2596.
Haganion, Georgia M., 2910.
Hagan, Forrest P., 1245.
Haggard, W. W., 1461.
Haggerty, Laura C. G., 468.
Haggerty, Melvin E., 2206.
Hagood, Wendel, 1087.
Hahn, Emil, 3906.
Haig, R. J., 2239
Hald, Helen F., 1183.
Hall, E. R., 1354.
Hall, Egerton E., 3803.
Hall, Mrs. Elizabeth L., 1184.
Hall, Ida Mildred, 3804.
Hall, Mary Louise, 773.
Hall, Mrs. Myrtle Woodley, 4138.
Hall, T. O., 982.
Hall, Walter A., 2019-2020.
Hull, William Robert, 469.
Haller, Alfred J., 1723.
Haller, Paul William, 1246.
Halstead, Edwin E., 1678.
lialtiwanger, R. S., 3232.
Halverson, J. John, 2597, 3163.
Hambrook, Robert W., 3907.
Hamer, Oliver Stuart, 4080.
Hamilton, Edward D., 4392.
Pamilton, Nellie, 774.
Hamilton. T. T., 713.
Hamm, Sue Fearnehough, 775.
Hammack, David William, 1894.
Hammond, Gertrude Best, 18.
Iltammer, Ruth, 4603.
Hatnon, Ray L., 8276.
Ilamren, Lloyd Herbert, 271.
Hamtramck, Mich., public schools, 2681.
Hancock, Howard Josepk, 3502.
Hand, H. C.. 2598.
Hand, Joseph Spurgeon. 3197.
Handicapped children. Bee Physically han-

dicapped children.
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Hand loser, Emma, 214.
Hand-washing facilities, 3274.
Handwriting. See Writing.
Hankammer, Otto A., 1724.
Han lib, John Paul, 1895.
Hanna, Gaynelle L., 2478.
Hanna, Josepl) V., 2021, 3728.
Hannah, Stanford, 3989.
Hannay, Frances S., 3990.
HaLnon, Bess Adelia Lee, 3991.
Hannum, William John, 2893.
Hansen, Carl Wallace, 2682.
Hansen, Rowna, 1812.
Hansen-Tybjerg, Chr., 3992.
Happiness. 2538. 2561.
Harap, Henry, 983, 1408, 1 6 83, '2932,

2960-2961.
Harden, Luberta M., 383.
Hardin, Clara Alberta, 4481.
lÌfdIn, James R., 1247.

), Rosa Marlon, 2059.
Hard Treasie Ellen, 64.
Hargis, Clara N., 1813.
Harmer, Ralph L., 1679.
Harms, F. L., 3198.
Harness, Frances, 338.
Harney, Thomas Edward, 1536.
Harper, Herbert D., 390R.
Harper, Sarah Viola, 1355.
Harper, W. A., 3805.
Harriman, Philip Lawrence, 984.
Harrington, Gerald F., 9 1.
Harris, Alfred Perego, 65.
Harris, Helen Constance. 985.,
Harris, John Francis, 776.
Harris, Leo A., 1896.
Harris. Nosa P., 986.
Iliarris, William Torrey, 62,
Harry, David P., fr., 693, 1152.
Harsh, Frank Norton, 3536.
Hart, Charles A., 384.
Hart, Elizabeth Fay, 4604.
Hart, F. W., 2405.
Hart, Melvin C., 2813.
Hartill, Rufus M., 275.
Hartley, Helene W., 1088.
Hartmann, G. W., 3503.
Harton, Benjamin Love, Jr., 2647.
Hartshorne, Hugh, 3729, 3743.
Ilartsock, Florence I., 987.
Hartson, L. D., 988.
Harveson, Mae, 613.
Harvey, Carl Oliver, 1897.
Harvey, Oswald Lionel, 339.
Hasbrouck, M. Josephine, 4989.
Hatch, H. Thurston, 1612.
Hatcher, O. Latham, 3636.
Hatfield, Malcolm Keith, 3993.
Hathaway, Arthur H., 2 4 06.
HathaWay, Gladys M., 1 613.
Hathaway, J. O., 93.
Hathaway, Starke R., 5W.
Hathaway, Virginia R., Y54.
Hatt, Elise, 470.
Ilattendorf, Katharine W.. 3584-3585.

Oa.

Hattox, John Stanley. 2683.
Haub, Hattie D. F., 1462.
Hausauer, Matilda, 3730.
Ilausrath, A. H., 3637.
Haven, S. E., 4466.
Havens. Ruth Mack, 4605.
Hawaii, education, 257-258, 262, 612, 671.

1036, 1709, 1866, 1986, 2117, 3041, 3199,
3610, 3677, 3896, 4023, 4161, 4368.

Hawaii (Territory) Department of public
instruction, 257-258, 3199.

Hawes, Edith Mae, 2060.
Hawkins, Mason A., 4393.
Haworth, Floyd B., 990.
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Hwang, Pu, 996.
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Hyde, Riohard E., 1617.
Hygiene. See Health education and super-

vision.
Ilypes, J. L., 4083.

Idaho, education, 2779.
Idaho state board of education, 1905, 3242,

4611.
Ideals. See Moral education.
Idiocy, 4450.
Iffert, Jean Thomas, 2484.
Ihsan, Guzin, 3366.
!jams, Elvin Hiawatha, 390.
Illinois, education, 16, 1924, 1934, 2348,

2411, 2680, 2906, 3294, 3662.
Illinois, State department of public health,

3367.
Illinois state teachers association, 2410-

2411.
Illiteracy, 73, 90.
Imagination, 361-362.
Immigrants, 513, 4553.
India, education, 154, 158, 174, 1 77, 182.
Indiana, education, 95, 1138, 11 88-1192,

2364, 2375, 2603, 2652, 2660, 2688,
2690-2691, 2966, 2989-2990, 3287, 3368,
3423, 4063, 4065, 4086, 4191, 4201, 4207,
4323, 4474.

Indiana department of public instruction,
95, 784-785, 997, 1120, 1138, 1188-1192,
1253-1254, 1789, '2066, 2603, 2965-2966,
3286-3287, 3368, 4143, 4612.
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tional measurements, 661 ; Conference on
elementary supervision, 1843.

Indians., See Racial aspects of education.
Individual differences, 325-353. See also

Sex differences.
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2217, 2743, 2752, 2843, 3315. See also
Vocational training.

Infants, 4404.
Inferiority complex, 4426.
Ingvolstad, Carl, 4460.
Inhibition, 452.
Inman, Gidean Waldo, 1906.
Insects. See Biologr and botany.
Instinct, 369, 3741.
Insurance, school, 2628, 2631, 2636.
Intelligence tests. klee Tests, psychological.
Interests, children's, 385, 493, 753, 709,

1024, 1373, 1390, 1577, 1814, 1984, 3816.
International aspects of education, 191-

196.
International council of religious education,

31313.
Intioversion. See Extroversion.
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Jersild, Arthur T., 3009.
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Jesuits. See Religious education.
Jesus, pedagogy of, '224, 250.
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Johns, W. B., 2241.
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Johnson,
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Johnson,
Johnson,
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Johnson,
Johnson,
Johnson,
Johnson,
Johnson,
Johnson,
Johnson,
Johnson,
Johnson,
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J. T., 1259.
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Johnston, Isabel, 1726.
Johnston, Jane S., 3165.
Johnston, Marie, 509.
Johnston, Russel, 2068.
Johnston, Walter George, 4085.
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Jones, Charles H., 562.
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Jones, II. A., 3288.
Jones, Hally Foster, 2025.
Jones, Harold Ellis, 306, 392, 477.
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2692, v2790, 313i)-3141.
Jones, Lee F., 2590, 2791.
Jones, Lonzo, 218.
Jones, M. C., 477.
Jones, Mabel Bunton, 1193.
Jones, Mary Alice, 4546.
Jones, R. G., 295.
Jones, Rodman McClenny, 3012.
Jones, Vernon, 665, 2388, 3735.
Jones, W. Mitchell, 2070.
Jones, Walter B., 764.
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Joy, Herman Charles, 1910.
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Judd, Roth Chapman, 3051.
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Judgment. 3641, :173, 590.
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Junior Red cross. 196.
Juvenih courts, 3618.

Kakouris, Nickolas, 163.
Kalamazoo, Mich., public

3202, 3371.
Kane, Mrs. Julia L, 164.
Kanoy, D. W., 2846.
Kansas, education, 1768, 1946, 1980, 1992,

20'44, 2027, 2202, 2209, '2271, 2343,
2663, 2694, 2734, 2841, 3013, 2862, 3170,
3243, 3377, 3669, 3891, 3782, 4375.
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1383, 1540-1541, 2072, 2694, 4149.
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Kastor, Charles 4., 96.
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Keesecker, Ward W., 2648-2649,
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Kelm, Charles Kane, 67.
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t Kennedy, Margaret. 393.
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Kennon, Charles N., 3640.
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21S5, 2224, 2269, 2661, 2669, 2687,
2892, 3074, 3707, 4378.

Kenyon, Mildred, 4150.
Keplinger, Myrtle, 793.
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1 1

2895,

40, 1169,

3817.
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2782,

Keru, Mary Margaret, 4002
Kernodle, Ruth, 4397. `
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Keys, Louesa J., 4152.
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Kinder, J. S., 668, 2261, 2934.
Kindergarten education. See Preschool,

kindergarten, and primary education.
Kindle, William H., 4398.
King, A. K., 1544.
King, Dana M., 2696.
King, 'bury B., 2697.
King, James Robert, 2319.
King, L. E., 2141.
King, Lulu M., 4222.
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King, Mattie G., 4153.
King, Patti Batey, 1001.
King, Roberta Walton, 1110.
Kingsley, John H., 2935, 3Q94.
Kinsey, Robert Byron, 2027.
Kinzer, Dorothy II., 4484.
Kiencofe, G. R., 1194.
Kirby, Byron C., 2608.
Kirk, Earl, 3918.
Kirk, John Robert, 2913.
Kirkland, Amelia, 4615.
Kirkpatrick, Betty J., 1002.
Kirkpatrick, .William Bruce, 2847.
Kirsch, Rev. Felix M., 3738.
Kissell, Charles A., 2288.
Kitsdn, Harry D., 310. 4003-,400e
Kittrell, Flemmie P., 4154.
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Klain, Zora, 2167. .
Klee, °Brother Alexis, 3820.
Kleinsmid, R. B. von, 285.
Kline, Elias J., 3203.
Klinef6Iter, C. F., 3892.
Klingner; George Mai, 4547.
Klohr, Paul, 394.
Flopp. W. J., 2848.
kneeland, Katherine P., 2208.
Knight, Edgar W., 68, 97-98, 166, 219,

e.2874, 3641.
Knight, Frederick S., 2762.
Knight, James, 478, 3169.
Kniskern, W. M., 2493.

'Knode, Jay C., 2494.
Knott, Charles Stanley, 3821.
Knowlton, Daniel C., 322.
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Knox. James E., 3052.
Kriox. W. W., 2075.
Knudson, Charles W., 2817.
Koch, Hkrlan C., 1913-1914.
Koch, Helen Lois, 395-396, 3539, 3716.
Koch, J. Wilbur, 2698.
Koch, 3ohn f., 2142.
Koch, Marle"1., 1003:
Kohr, W. Morris, 2609
Kolokoski, ouI W.. 4548.
Kone. Florince, 794.
Koontz, Jo n Hillary. 4223.
Koos, Leo rd V., 4053.
Kooser, L., 311.
Kopf, Helen M., 1004, 4005.
Korpa, education, 147, 173.
Korngold, Helen, 4224.
Kotinsky, Ruth, 31422, 3g43, 4027.
Kotsch, Hildreth L., 3%74.
Kozacka, J. S., 3920.
Kranier, Grace Ai, 1262.
Kramer, J. Howard, 1756.
Kratt, Edwin L., 2413.
Kraus, Henry S., 1683.
Kreezer, George, 397.
Kregel. Luvella J., 1545.
Kretsinger, R. W., 3167.
Krieger, Laura B. M., 2320.
Kroll. Florence 1., 1322.
Krueger, William C. F., 398.
Krugman, Morris, 4006.
Kufahl, Gertrude M., 4225.
Kuhlmann, F., 563.
Kulp, Claude C., 3289.
Kurtz, Stanley M.. 3095.
Knykendall, Benjamin, jr., 2213.
Kyle, Clyte Jotin Madison, 2610.
Kyle, Z. T., 1915.
Kyrk, Hazel, 4169.
Kyle. George C , 3375.

Laboratory method, 215, 1018, 1376, 1414,
1458, 1470, 1472, 1476, 1491, 1505, 1512,
1516-1517, 1657.

Lafirant, Lou L., 854.
Ladenburg, Amanda, 220.
Larollette, Cecile, 4155.
LaGanke, Leland E., 3508.
Laing, Otto B., 1572.
Lamb, Earl M., 2243.
Lambert, A. C., 2763-2764.
Lambert, Jean Artbur, 2936.
Lamberton, Mary, 1141.
Lamboley, Paul Bernard 3509. )
Lamson, Edna Emma, 4440.
Lancaster, Pa., public school, 3/04.
Lance, C. E., 4087.
Lancelot, W. H., 221:
Laudale, Jean, 1005.
Landell, Helen Louise, 1094.
IAnd-grant colleges. See gigricultural edu-

cation.
Landry, Herbert A., 3921.

j

Lane. Ellen Mary, 1757.
Lane, Howard A.. 3014.
Lane, 'Russell Adrian, 4362.
Langemo, Melvin B., 399.
Langlie, T. A.. 564.
Languages. ancient, 1106-1133 modern,

1134-1172.
Langwith. J. E., 565.
Langworthy, Clayton Adolphus, 1263.
Lanier, Boitsie J., 3183.
Lankering, 'Hilda L.. 400.
Lannagan, C. A , 4400.
Lansdowne, Katie, 1006.
Lantern slides. See Visual instruction.
Lantz, Beatrice, 566, 796, 3205
Larabee, Louise M., 1384.
Larson, A. V., 3922.
Larson, Ruth Crewdon, 1684.
Lasker, Bruno, 479.
Lathrop, Edith A., 4616-4617.
Lathrop, F. W., 4088.
Latin language. See Languages, ancient.
Latsbaw, Harry F., 320.
Latto, William T., 3469.
Lauer, Alvah R., 401, 567, 2495.
Laughter, 501.
LaVeaga, R. E., 3470.
Lawrence, C. G., 24.
Lawrence, Lillie M., 1123.
I.awritson, Glenn Nelson, 2611.
Lawson, Fred Douglas, 3053.
Lawson, J. W., 751.
Lawson. -Oliver Crook, 312.
Lay', ;&ancy Ethel, 1573.
Layle, John K., 1916. -

Leach, Flora Ella, 3143.
Leadership, 1422, 1925, 1948, 1959, 3034,"

3476, 3567, 3592, 3752, 3995, 4099, 4185. -
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Leake, James Donald, 2262.
Learning. See Educational psychology.
Leary, Daniel B., 222.
Lease, R. A., 2765.
Leavenworth, Kans., puhtic schools, 4305.
Leavers, C. E., 3'09.
'Lebowitz, Gordon, 3436.
Lecture method, 980, 1523.
L'Ecuyere, Eva, 568.
Lee, Albert E., 3290.
Lee, Baldwin, 1058.
Lee, Beatrice Dzun, 3823.
Lee, Harold Fletcher, 4401.
Lee, John S., 2244.
Lee, Ling Ayi, 167.
Lee, Olin Pierce, 1917.
Leech, Carl G., 3704.
Leech, Don Raymond, 1918.
Leeman, Pauline Wynn, 1727.
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New York State, education, 9, 1428, 1963,

1976, 2200, 2281, 2368, 2427, 2429, 2696,
2835, 2852, 2856, 2973, 3015, 3303, 3329,
3670, 3888, 3979, 4215.

New York (State) department of educa-
tion, 2970, 4309.

New type tests. Bee Tests, new type.-
Newbold, N. C., 4408-4410.
Newburgh, N. Y., public schOols, 717.
Newcomb, T. M., 850, 2514.
Newenham, Raymond Lincoln, 1934.
Newkirk, Mary", 1019.
Newland, T. Ernest, 867.
Newman, Lela Carr, 1823.
Newman, Ross B., 2292.
Newman, Sadie K., 3619.
Newmeyer, Donald. 1360.
Newsom, Myra Hehner, 1200.
Newson, N. William, 207.
Newspapers, 1769, 2976, 3577, 4308. Bee

also Journalism; Libraries and reading;
Educational publicity.

Newton, Beulah T., 106.
Newton, Mrs. Meda Buskirk, 2218.
Neylon, George M., 1762.
Nibecker, A. 8.. 3326.
Nichols, John R., 4629.
Nichols, Marjorie, 3391.
Nickells, Charles L., 3928.
Nickles, Florence, 229.
Niles, Henry Clay,'1283.
Noble M. C. S., 28-29.
Noble, M. C. 8., Jr., 718, 2352, 2422, 2773,

4242.
Noe, Howard Ray, 4029.
Noel. Paul K., 1020.
Noll, Victor H., 1470-1472.
Nonsense syllables, 866, 410, 432.
Nprberta. Sister, 3929.
Sorem, Grant M., 420. -

4orfo1k, Va., public scboole,.1550, 3892.
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Normal schools, 2115-2120.
Norman, Reuben Bruce, 3686.
Norman, Thomas Paul, 4095.
Norstad, E. O., 2709.
North Carolina, education, 6, 11, 13, 28,

40, 42, 47-48, 85, 07, 107, 1740, 1841,
1901, 1967, 1970, 2053, 22135. 2352. 2423-
2426, 2483, 2602, 2645, 2672, 2803, 2825,
2827, 2834, 2846, 3027, 3259,2790, 3874,
4154, 4242, 4381-4382, 4384-4385, 4388,
4394, 4411.

North Carolina education association, 107.
North Carolina state department of public

instruction, 1848, 1935, 2264-2265, 2423-
2426, 2624, 2774, 2796, 3393, 4411.

North central association of colleges and
secondary schools. 7, 1875, 1932, 4554.

North Dakota, education, 45, 1056, 208*
2095, 2266, 2342, 2768, 2792, 2795, 2897,
2971, 3023, 3070, 3226, 3578.

North Dakota department of public in-
struction. 1936, 2971.

Norton, frerman J., 3514.
Norton, Winona M., 1021.
Nova Scotia, education, 175.
Novotny, Marcella, 4030.
Noyes, Anna G., 1824.
Nugent, M. E., 2266.
Nunemnker. J. Horace, 1172.
Nunn, Lilian V., 2515.
Nu'rsery school. See Preschool, kindergar-

ten, and primary education.
Nurses, education. Bee Professional edu-

cation.
Nutrition, 3359, 3365, 3409, 3l4, 3620,

4162. 4397. See also Home economics.
Nuttall, James 4., 2353.
Nutty, Margaret, 4162.
Nystrom, Clarence L., 421.

o
Oak, Lura 8., 4519.
Oak Park and River Forest township high

school, Oak Park, Ill., 2916.
Oakland, Calif., public schools. 2900.
Obediehce, 3745.
Oberhansley, Henry, 4096.
Oberholtzer, E. E., 2775.
Oberson, Louis Edw4ard, 2710.
Obert, Myrl Jeannetje, 41641.
OBrien, F. P., 2516.
Occupatios. study. See Guidance,
Odell, C. W., 668, 677, 2517, 4555.
OdenwellOr, Arthui. Leonard, 2325.
Odiorne, Helena Winifred, 4630.
Odom, Charles Leonard, 584.
Odom, lease Newt(in, 2823.
Oerlein, Karl F., 1510.
()freeman, Elisabeth J., 859, 4631.
Ogden, George Lee, 2092.
Ogden, R. M., 422.
Ohio, education, 108, 126, 1697, 1861, 1869,

1958, 1988, 2004, 2061, 2183, 2245, 2260,
2278, 2298, 2362, 2415, 2428, 2609, 2613,
2625, 2676, 2685, 2749, 2776, 2893, 2899,

8253, U25, 3625, 8681, 4206, 4248, 4567.
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Ohio education association, 2625, 2711, 2776.
Ohio state department of education, 108.
Ohio state university, 4632.
Ohio Wesleyan university. Class in edtica-

tional measurements, 678.
Wings lager, Maurus, 3844.
Oh limn, Henry C., 1937.
Oklatioma, education, 1750, 2571, 2646,

2751-2752, 3587, 3687, 3882, 3932, 4259,
4416, 4642.

Oklahoma agricultural and mechanical col-
lege, Stillwater, 2518.

°Lander, Herbert T., 423.
04sen, Robert, 3394.
Oliver, Maude Louise, 3062.
Olney, Roy O., 4097.
Olson, Henry, 3593.
Olson, Willard C., 487, 4490.
One-teacher schools. See Rural education.
O'Neal, Katherine, 4556.

Anne, 815.
Only child," 473.

Ontario, education, 1962, ,3243.
Open-air schools, 3421, -*526.
Opportunity schools, 4422.
Opposition, 397.
()rain. Pedro T., 2113.
Orchestras. See School orchestras.
O'Rear, F. B., 4633.
Oregon, education, 41, 072, 1840, 1862,

1904, 2208.
Orergon state teachers association, 349.
O'Reilly, Anna E., 1022. ,
Orgain. Ruth Orum, 3395.
Orientation courses, 571, 1987, 2036, 2494,
I 2M5, 2560.
()rifling, Jacob S., 1948, 2311-2312.
O'Rourke, L. J., 4031.
Orphans, 1797, 3189, 3617, 3619-3620,

4525.
Orr, Mt IA., 2172.
Osttorn, Florence Viola, 109R.
Osborn, L. G., 1880.
Osborne, Houle Ellen, 2326.
Osbow n, Ellsworth B., 1498.
Os ,burn W. J., 1023, 1 285, 1939, 2972,

3172.
O'Shea, Harriet Estabrooks, 1024.
O'Shea. Sister Mare James, 1997.
Ott, Minter Morrell, 1781.
Otto, Ilenry J., 347, 702.
tto, William A., 1940.

Out-of-school actIvities. See Play and rec-
.reation ; Social aspects of education.

Ousts, Edith W., 281.
Overman, Charles Ernest, 3212.
Overman, J. R., 1286.
Overn. Alfred Victor, 2369.
Overstreet, J46n William, 2267.
Owens, Albert A., 4491-4492.
Owens. Charles

B.A

, 4243.

Pace, Jarrftte Boyle, 1326.
Paden, Fellda Mary, 2173.

Paine, II. N., 3996.
Paine, Joseph C., 403Z.
l'aine, Olive, 3930.
Painter,
Palmer,
Palmer,
Palmer,
Palmer,
I 'a liner,

Willian,) C., 816.
Anthony Ray, 679,
Archie M., 2519.
E. Laureims, 1420-1423.
Emily 3213.
James B . 2973.

Palmer, L. Hogan, 1025.
Palmer, Sara G., 2174.
I 'arent-t eacher associat ions, :579, 35;

3591.
Parental attitude, 360S.
l'arental education., 298, 3568, 3573, 3A84-

3585, 3589, 3763.
Parental occupations, 3594.
Park, Joseph C., 3063.
Park, Lillie Mai, 374g.
Parker, Charles S., 1279.
Parker, ('lara May, 1026.
Pari:er, Cleo, 1632.
Parker, Dolpha, 4164.
Parker, Fred B., 1027.
Parker, Norma Alice, 4343.
Parkman, Mary R., 1028.
Parks, Horace Newton,t14634.
Parks, M., 4412.
ParoOial sthools. See Catholic education

Reltgious education.
Parr, Frank W., 817-819.
12arrott, Hattie S., 424, 3396.
Parsons, I). W., 4098.
Part-time education. See_ Continuation

s600ls.
Pa-smore, W. II., 30.
Pate, Ethel, 4258.
Paterson. Donald G., 820-821.
Pattee, iileven M., 1439.
Paherson, Herbert, 2520.
Patterson, Hurley 0.. 1511.
Patterson, John Raymond. 2251.
Patterson, M. Rose, 680-681, 8)22, 906,

1287, 1582, 4558.
Patterson, Maude Anna, 2268.
Patton, I). II., 3706.
Patty, W. W., 661 (2).
Pau, Ruth M., 4367.
Paulus, Albert J., 4033.
Pavey, Mary Christine, 1029.

AEnabelle, 179.
Paxson, Marie Johnson, 4344.
Paxton, Margaret, 1327.
Payne, Anna Louesa, 488.
Payne, Arthur F., 2521.
Payne, James O., 3687.
Payne, William A., 31.
hunter, Richard II., 4493.
Peace, 193.
Peach, Hap A., 1201.
Pearce, CrErencv Spence, 32.
Peardon, C. C., 767.
Pearson, Daisy E., 2093.
Pearson, H. W., 1288.
Pease, Glenk R., 8020.
Peatman, John Gray, 2940.
Pechstein, L. A., 4413. I.
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Peckham, Archbishop, 384 5.
Peckham, John L., 3845.
Peddle, Gertrude Wallenstein, 449 4. 111"

Pedersen, P. E., A559.
Pederson, P. E., 3688.
Peebles, Grace, 1410.
Peek, Lillian, 4165.
Peeler, Anniel.aurie Smith, 261.
Petk, W. E., 2094-2095.
Pender, Archie Matou, 4034.
Pendleton, James Irenry, 2712.
Penmanship. See Writing.
Pennington, Julia, 3515.
Pennock, Erastus W.. 3397.
Pennsylvania, education. 30, 90, 109, 192S.

1969, 2213, 2280, 2347, 2451, 2596, 2658,
2741, 2850, 2984, 3154, 4221.

Pennsylvania department of public instruc-
tion, 109, 2713-2714.

Penrose, A. Z., 110.
Peper, Mathilde, 3846.
Perkins, Everett Valentine, 1941.
Perrussel, Raymond C., 1512.
Perry, Armstrong, 296.
Perry, Edith, 2522.
Perry, Isabel, 4166.
Perry, Martha Viola, 1202.
Perryman, Virginia, 1030.
Persell, George A., 2824.
Persia, educatiod, 188.
Persing, Ellis C., 1408.
Persing, Kimber M.. 1473.
Personality traits, 393. 464. 466, 492, 524,

2319, 2389, 2391, 3434, 3974, 4342 4343,
4350, 4485. Bee also Moral education.

Petermann, Robert J., 3931.
Peters, C. C., 3651.
Peters, Clarence William, 2777.
Peters, Co lilmbuS FloyA, 3148.
Peters, Samuel Everett, 3102.
Peterson, Clara M., 4310.
Peterson, Evelyn F., 907.
Petorson, Harry Nathaniel, 230.
Petersot, L. H., 2405.
Peterson, Oda K., 2327.

*Pets.. 1416.
Pettus, B. P., 3689.
Peyton, Warren, 2269.
Mister, Sevilla, 4035.
Phares, Strader, 1128.
Pharmaceutical education. See Profes-

sional education.
Phelps, Amy Lincoln, 1942.
pilfer, Clarence, 2523-2524.
Philadelphia, Pa., public schools, 868-869,

1328, 2941-2942, 3149-3150, 3214.
Philbriek, Joseph W., 3594.
Philippine Islands, education, 75, 89, 182,

682, 823-824, 2087, 2115, 3649, 4078,
4101, 4161.

Philippine Islands, Bureau of education,
682. 823-824, 3649.

Phillips, Alma Wilson, 1031.
MAWR:, Carey William, 1943.
Phillips, D.,411., 4244.

A
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Phillips, Frank M., 1 1 1-113, 1944-1945,

Phillips, Mabel Gossman, 1695.
Phillips, Velma, 4167.
Phillips, William Earl, 3932.
Philosophy of education: See Educational

theory and practice.
Phinney, R. V., 1946.
Phonetics, 777, 801.
Physical education, 3439-3527.
Physical measuritment and growth, 440-

4 41, 457, 461, 465,9 474, 502, 505, 1824,
1 830. 1983, 2001, 3328, 3332, 3337, 3360,
3363, 3384, 3403, 3424, 3426, 3428-3429,
3-132, 3457.

Physically handicapped children, 4508=4528.
Physics, 1488-1519.
Ph ysiology, 1460.
Platt, Richard H., 2034.
Pickens, H. D., 447.
l'ickens, Verne Lyle, 1733.
Pickett, Julia, 2219.
Pickett, Lemen Easdale, 1947.
Pict ute books, 19g2:
Pictures, colored, 316, 1719.
Pierce, John M., 134.
Pierce, Paul R., 4495.
Plettwpol, Elizabeth Gezel, 1129.
l'ietenpol, H. W., 1203;
Pigg, Enna, 825.
l'ihlblad, Helge Ernst, 3650.
Pinckney, Jeanie Mary, 3445.
Pintner, R., 585-586.
Piper, A. II., 1329.
Pitman, J. Asbury, 33.
Pittenger, Benjamin F., 2014, 3297.
Pittenger, Charles Edgar, 2175.
Pitts, Ralph Shaw, 2525.
Pittsburgh, University, 719, 2526.
Pittsburgh, Pa., public schools, 291, 683,

826, 1032, 1289, 1393, 1440-1441, 1474,
1696, 1948-1949, 2097-2098, 4245-4247,
4311, 4520.

Pittsburgh principals' club, Committee on
character training,

Place, George A.,
Plantinga, Sarah T., 2527.
Planzke, O. H., 2220, 2370.
Plato, 4347.
Platoon scho;)l, 287-293.
Platts, John M., 3933.
Play and recreation, 3528-3561.
Pletcher, Elsie M., 1394.
Plucinska, Sister Mad Dionysia, 350.
Poetry, teaching, 930, 952, 1076, 1079,

1082, 1085, 1088-1089,- 1092.
Point system, 3050-3051.
Poirrier, Mathildfi4E11zabeth, 1155.
Poley, Margaret S., 3398.
Polkinghorne, Ada Ruth, 1290.
Pollock, Annabelle, 587.
Pollock, Meyer M., 3399.
Polster, Arthur Henry, 2626.
Pool, William Thomas, 3516.
Poole, Genevieve, 2528;

'2 096.
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Poole, M,era, 4168.
Poo ley, R. C., 1033.
Port Arthur, Texas, Independent school dis-

trict, 684.
Porterfiefd, Martha, 1763.
I'ortland elementary principals association,

4 89, 3215.
Porto Rico, education, 2, 4161, 4 371.
Posture, 1798, 3369, 3380, 3400, 3425, 3496.
Pot thoff, Edward F., 2529.
Potts, Philip C., 34.
Powell, Alvin, 3378.
Powell, E. C., 3934.
Powell, Mary Elizabeth, 3400.
Power, Effie L., 4635.
Powers, Marion, 425.
Powers, Neilie Eva, 5N8.
Practice teaching, 2155- 2181.
Yraeger, Ethel May, 1633.
Prag, Lewis D., 1361.
Prall, C. E., 4286.
Pratt, Helen G., 262, 4368.
Praxl, Hannah Emma, 319.
Predmore, Charles, 3064.
Predmore, Donald R., 14-12.
Prehm, Florence, 1034.
Prehm, Hazel, 908.
Prejudices, 3719.
Presbyterian theological seminary, 3847.
Preschool, kindergarten, and primary edu-

cation, 1795-1834.
Pressey, L. C., 827, 2530.
Pressey, S. L., 827, 2994.
Presson, John Mt, 1443.
Pteston, Edna B., 1849.
Prewit, Irene, 870.
l'rice, A. II., 3517.
Price, 1.11:inche, 3065.
Price, J. St. Clair, 4414.
Price, Rufus F., 828.
Pridgen, Lorraine Isely, 1593.
Primary education. See Preschool, kinder-

garten, and primary education.
Primers, 735, 756, 786, 807, 825, 832, 837,

853. .

Principals. See School principals.
Printing, 3889, 3911, 395:' 3957, 3992,

4017.
Prisons, 4545, 4548. See also Crime and

education.
Pritchett, Iftnry S., 2378.
Private schools, 50, 74, 538, 1 895, 1908,

1944, 1960, 1975, 2080, 3165, 3468. 3605,
3633, 3737, 3801, 3815, 3831, 3888.

Problem children, 4465-4507.
Problem solving, 338, 749! See also ArIth-

rukic.
ProcbaskIt, C. J., 1950.
Proctor, Arthur AI., 3298.
Professional edu ation, 4272-4296.
Proffitt, Miris 8935-8937.
Prognostic tests. See Tests, prognostic;

Teaders, prognostic tests.
Program making, 1837, 1954, 1961 (2),

2097. See also Curriculum studies.

Progressive education, 258, 1838.
Project method, 252, 260, 264, 1657, 4084.
Promotions. See Classification, grading,

and promotion.
Propaganda, 3564.
Proui, Ralph Byron,
Pruitt, Anne, 4057.
Pryor, H. C., 3401.
Psychiatry, 3028.
%Psychological tests.

cal.
Psychology, 1655-1658.
Psychology, educational.

psychology.
Public speaking.

cution.
Publicity. See Educational publicity.
Puckett, Roswell C., 3021.
Pugh, L. L., 3402.
Pugh, Mary M., 1204.
Punctuation, 846, 947, 953, 977, 984, 1003,

1007, 1034, 1052, 1989.
Punjab,edueation, 1 50.
Pupil achievement, 82, 218, 288, 293, 340,

389, 538, 2174, 2176-2177, 2331, 2873,
3094, 3647, 3649 3650-3651, 4656, 3659,
3699, 3801, 3831. See also Retardation
and elimination; Scholarship; Tests, edu-
cational.

Pupil participation in assignment, 233.
Pupil' rating, effect of signing one's name,

3173.

See Tests, psychologi.

See Educational

See Dramatics and elo-

411.
Pupil-teacher ratio.

load.
Pupils' injuries, responsibility for,

2639.
Purdom, T. Luther, 351.
Pursuitmeter learning, 442, 446.
Putnam, Ernestiue, 4169.
Puzzles, 358.
Pyle, W. H., 3103.
Pyrnelle, Louise Clarke, 70.

eah

See Class size ; Teacher

3

Quandt, Maymie, 1142.
Questionnaire, 715, 721.
Questions, pupils, 208, 2411.
Quimby, Clayton R., 3403.
Quinn, Anna Elizabeth, 1634.
Quinn, Sister M. Antonir , 3848.
Quintillan, 234.
Quirk, Margaret Gerniaine, 1203.
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Rabold, R. U., 3651. ,

2582,

Raby, Sister Joseph Mary, 3849.
..pikby, Ruth Benson, 3210.
Mini aspects of education, 470, 1711,

2438, 2504, 3582, 4356-4419,
Radio in education, 294-301.
Rabe, Herbert Edgar, 4521.
Raines, George Merton, 3690.
Rainey, Homer P., 2531.
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Ralson, Mary M., 169 7.
Ralston, Edgar A., 1099.
Ralytt, Lynn Louis, 1 5 13.
Ramsay, May, 2099.
Ramsower, Harry Clifford, 4099.
Ramy, Alfred Kirk, 3 1 04.
Rindall, Clarissa Addle, 1698.
Rankin, ChristophOr Van Rensselaer, 2715.
Rankin, G. L., 655.
Rankin, Mrs. Osa Fisher, 11 5.
Rankin, Paul T., 426.
Ransom, Richard Bruce, 3850.
Rasey, Marie I., 2176, 3595, 4496, 4
Rasmus Bessie Josephine, 490.
Ratcliffe, Ella B., 253 2.
Ratcliffe, O. E., 1951.
Rath, II. N., 1998.
Raths, Louis Edward, 1 291.
Raubenheimer, A. S., 3391, 404 0.
Ray. J. Edgar; 4036.
Ray, Wilbert Scntt. 491.
Raybill, Martha, 1362.
Raybold, Emma, 1825. 2943.
Raymond, E. Mae, 182 6.
Raynor N. F., 1 123.
Read, Ralph King, 3518.
Readers, 775, 805. See also Primers.
Reading, Pa., school district, 720.
Reading, 728-855 ; recreational. 1526: 3 816.

See also Libraries and reading.
Reading lists. See Bibliographies; Libra-

ries and reading.

I

Mindy, Marie M., 3547-3549.
Ream, Glen Orville, 4.369.
Reavis, W. C., 2627, 27 1 6, 3174.
Recess, 3536, 3548.
Recitations, 201, 215, 2 43-244, 274, 2141;

socialized, 1410, 1523, 1994.
Records. See Sobool records and reports.
Recreation. See Play and recreation ; Li-

braries and reading.
Redding, Sister Mary Sariel, 1 5 14.
Redfearn, Lena, 2825.
Redmond, Frank A., 15 2 8.
Reed, Alfred Z., 4287.
Reed, Alice Clara, 2901.
Reed, James H , 3851.
Reed, Katherine Made, 1 035.
Reed, Mary M., 1826.
Reeder, Fred N., 2658.
Rees, Donovan William, 3691.
Reese, L. W., 297, 3299.
Reeves, Charles Everand, 3323.
Reeves, Floyd W., 2778.
Reeves, Orion H., 231.
Reeves, Stanley Newman, 2974.
Reflex, 44, 386, 449.
Regis, Sister Mary Francis, 232.
Reich, Morris, 1100.
Reid, Beneta, 4170.
Reid, Mabel A., 8105.
Reilly, John Francis, 3750.
Reilly, Stater M. Visitation, 589.
Reinhardt, Emma, 2145.
Reinhardt, James M., 1551, 4497.
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Reinhart, Sister M. Mirian, 590.
Reinoehl, C. M., 4560.
Reinshagen. Irene Alice, 1 330.
Relsner, Edward H., 35.
Reitz, W. W., 9037.
Reitz, William, 2328.
Religious education, 3761-3876.
Heller, Louis Smith, 320.
Reller, Theodore L., 2100.
Rembert, Henry Linwood, 1206.
Remedial work, 230, 346, 348, 651-65.2,

6 61, 730, 732, 741, 754-755.1 772, 788,
809, 813, 817-818, 84 1, 867-863, 865,
882, 930, 1072, 1113, 1 219, 1243, 1282,
1 292, 1513, 2136, 2442, 2566, 2823, 3107.

Remmers, H. H., 661 (7), 2329, 21533, 3114,
4288.

Rendahl, Junald L. 1475.
Rennells, Jessie M., 4171.
Rennick, Howard, 909.
Rennie, Florence C., 3404.-
Rentz, Eddie Wilson, 3652.
Reports. See School records and reports.
Requisitions, 2583, 2595.
Research, 24 85 ; educational. & See Educa-

tional research.
Resides, G. H.. -4289.
Retail training. See.Commercial education.
Retardation and elimination, 3179-3230.
Retention, 357, 367, 381, 383, 395, 397,4

4 10, 434, 1343, 1430:1591, 1635, 2021,
24 77.

Retzlaff, Mite, 2534.
Reusser, Water C., 2797.
Reyes, Jose, 2535.
Reynolds, Annie, 2293, 2826.
Reynolds, Helen, 4248.
Reynolds, Joseph B., 3653.
Reynolds, PauL A., 3852.
Rhoacies, Loren S., 2659.
Rhode Island college of education, Henry

Barnard school, 327.
Rhode Island stateboard of education, 116-,

118.
Rhodes, Drusilla Itichborn, 829.
Rhodes, Earl N., 2146.
Rhodes, M. L., 2048.
Rhodes, Myrtle Hamilton, 1827.
Rhyan, Ivah May, 3596.
Rhynsburger, Amelia, 830.
Rice, John H., 2857.
Rice, John P., 2252.
Rice, Louis A., 4249. ,

Rice, R. S., 3692, 4100.
Rich, Grace Ellingwood, 1734.
Richard, Clarence W., 3066.
RIchards, J. G., jr. 36.
Richards, Marie L., 1331.
Richardson, Anna E., 1828.
Richardson, Robert M., Jr. 4427.
Richey, Herman Glenn, 34054 .
Richmond, Ethel Blanche, 1030.
flicker, L. D., 3478.
Rickert, Rev. William L., 2975.
Rider, A. Leech, 3106.
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Memel., Edwin, 4250.
Iggio, Hyacinth, 3217.

Rightsell, Raymond M., 2101.
Riley, Herman Murray, 4415.
Riley, Martin Luther, 2147.
Riley, Mary Alice, 4498.
Riordan, Sister Mary Cecile, 591.
Hippy, Jird, 7.
Risser, J. Ray, 2330.
Ritenour, F. C., 2660.
Rives, Sara, 1952.
lily lin,` Harry N., 1037.
Roach, William L., 4499.
Robb, Amy, 3022.
Robb, E. K., 3107.
Robbins, Elmer Calvin, 1953.
Robert, Charles S., 4416.
Roberts, Arilita, 1829.
Roberts, Bertha E., 831.
Roberts, Clarence J., 4636.
Roberts, H. C., 2628.
Roberts, horace M., 1867
Roberts, Lydia, 3365.
Roberts, Mary E., 3218.
Roberts, Mettle G., 1476.
Robertson, Berdena Marion, 4500.
Robertson, Floyd 432976.
Robertson, Frank O., aO23.
Robertson, Mary Louise, 3479.
Ito ion, Mrs. Pearl G., 427.

rval Giles Personne de, 72.
I obinson, B. B., 1954.
Robinson, Carl L., 3219.
Robinson, II. G., 2221.
Robinson, Harold D., 3480.
Robinson, Ivor James,, 38.
Robinson, Ruth, 832.
Roche, Sarah L, 1101.
flock, Robert T., fr., 891.
Rodefer, Ralph Alfred, 2102.
Rodgers, Grace Safer, 1038.
Rodgers, Helen, 428.
Rogal, Abraham 1156.
Rogers, Camillus Walter, 4312,
Rogers, Carl R. 492.
Rogers, Don C., 3300.
Rogdfs, Elba Williams, 4561.
Rogers, Fred S. 233.
Rogrs, Hatibiet N:, 4345.
Rogers, James Frederick, 3406-3407.
Rogers, Marvin Alexander, 119.
Rogers, Nannle Adams, 2798.
Rogers, Ralph H., 3853.
Rohan, B. J., 2972.
Rohrbach, Q. A. W., 1411.
Rohrs, Josephine, 1830.
Roltind, Henry Isaac, 3108.
Rolker, Edna, 1292, 2977.
Roller, Bert, 4637.
Roller, Charles Theodore, 2379.
Rollins college conference plan, 2435.
Romine, R., 1955.
Rooker, Bessie Alice, 3664.
'Roos. Carl A., 3175.
Rorstad, Bertha Eline, 592.

tools'

Rose, Anna B., 1293.
Rose, Guy B.,- 3408.
Rose, ilekn, 4172.
Rose, Marion, 3109.
'lose, Mary S., 3409.
lioseberry, Eulalia Elizabeth, 1584.
Rosenhauer, George K., 429.
Rosenkrans, Edna Lillian, 1039.
Rosenow, Curt, 4501.
Ross, C. C., 1956.
Ross, Cameron M., 2629.
Ross, Nannie F., 234.
Ross, Russell C., 833.
Itoubal, Frank J., 2779.
Itoudebush, R. I., 447.
Rousseau, Jean Jacques 217, 4347.
Rowe, Clyde E., 910.
Rowland, Ralph S., 4251.
Rowley, Hal Earl, 2780.
Rowntree, Jennie Irene, 493.
Roy, Ralph, 282.
Ruby, Charles Leroy, 3519.
Ruch, G. tM., 6.$5, 3024, 3026.
Itudisill, abeJ, 2186.
Ruffin, Ruth Carolyn, 1157.
Rugg, Earle U., 235, 2103, 3067.
Rule, Edith, 2536.
Rules and regulations, city schools,

2626:
Runnels, Ross Owen, 593.
Ruppert, Marie Louise, 4252.
Rural education, 3623-3709.
Russell, Bertrand, 287.
Russell, Cathinka, 430.
Russell, Charles, 2294.
Russell, Mrs. J. C., 4173.
kussell, John Dale, 2104, 277S
Russell, R. D., 3239.
Russia, education, 143, 1.64.
Itusgoman, Emil A., 4459.
Rust, Lucile, 4174.
Itusterneyer, Theresia, 2537.
Rutledge, Sarn41 A., 2105.
Rutledge, R..E., 236, 1143, 19;7.
Rua, E. J., 3751.
Ryan. Catherine Agnes, 4038.
Ryan, Christopher Mathew, 4253.
Ryan, John Joseph, 3854.
Ryan, Mary 9., 4254.
Wan, Michael J., 871.
Ryan, W. Carson, jr., 3520.
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Saar, Vera Christine, 4175.
Sabbatic leave, 2287, 2289, 2295.
Sicay, Francisco M., 4101.
Sackett, Everett B., 196.
Sadoleto, 211, 242%
Saegers, J4bn. Conrad, 1043.
Safety education, 1787-1794.
Sailer, Randolph C., 2588.
Sailor, Christian Frank, 3301.
St. Louis, Mo., public schools' 40118.
Salárles. flee Teachers, salaries.
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Salas-Silva, Irma, 180.
Salem normal schSol, 33.
salesintinship. Her Commercial 4q111en tion.
Salisbury , irrank S., 1690.
Slilsgiver, P. L., 4255.
Salzman, Samuel, 2,37.

inmartino, Peter, 1158.
Sample, Sue Alice, 70.
Samuel, Helen, 4039.
Sa4lborn, Kent Lincoln, 3127.
Sand, Guri, 834,
sanders, Rachael W., 494.
Sanderson, Ruth Brendel, 4502.
Sanderson, Sidney, 431.
;:inilford, C. W., 2903.o.
San Diego, Serapio Milare, 1444.
San Diego, Calif., public schools, 120.
Sandhi'', Montle C., 1040.
Sanford, Russel' Mussey, 3068.

Francisco, Calif., public schools, 721,
2270, 2354-2355, 2539, 2878, 2902, 3178,
:1220-3222.

angren, Paul V., 594-595, 722, 1515.
Sanitation. See School buildings.
Santa Monica, Calif., city schools, 596-

599, Of+.7-690, 723, 835, 2356, 3223, 2944,
3110-3112, 3151-3153, 3938, 4428, 4460

Sasser, Mrs. Route J., 2827.
Sanble, Irene, 1294.
Saucier, W. A., 3597.
Sauer, Florence M., 432.
Saunders, Anita, 1735.
Savage, Howard J., 3521.
Savage, Ruth, 3752.
Sawin, Edward, 1516.
Sawyer, R. G., 2357.
Scales, William Grant, 238.
Sralisi, Victor F., 239.
Scarborough, Mrs. Mary Griffin, 836.
Schaaf, Laurence J., 1958.
Schad, Emma A., 1793.
Schaeffer, Frances Mary, 4623.
Schehl, Rev. Herbert A., 3855.
Schellhammer, Fred M., 39.
Scheuerinann, W. M., 3856.
Schindler, Elmer P., 1295.
Schlagle, F. L., 4258.
Schlosser, W. II., 1585.
Schlutius, Louise, 1041.
Schmidt, H. W., 3302.
Schmidt, John F., 1635.
Schmidt, Paul. F., 3410.
Schmitz, Henry W., 4102.
Schnauber, Enid, 3411.
Schneider, Edward C., 3481.
Schneider, Stephen Joseph, 3598.
Schoenwetter; Theodore H., 3550.
Scholarship, 1933, 2460, 2472, 3043, 3052,

3061, 3156, 3338, 3372, 3391, 3494, 3499,
3501, 3512-4513, 3525, 3562. Bee also
Grapes.

Scholarship., 194, 1864, 1900, 2505.
I Scholastic succesp Bee Higher education ;

Pupil achievement.
School accounts. See Educational finance.
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School administration, 2568-2861.
School annuals. See Journalism.
School architecture. See Schook buildings.Vihool assembly, 289, 303S. 3040, 3048,

3054, 3057, 3059, 3068-3069.
School attendance, 2880- 2906. See also

Compulsory educAtion.
School awards, 435, 2007.
School bands, 1679.
School banks. See Thrift.
School hoards. See School administration.
School bonds. Flee Educational finance.
School Midget. See Educational finance.
School buildings, 3246-3327. See also Pla-

toon school.
School bus, 3671, 3684.
School census. See Child accounting.
School clerks. See Clerks.
School clubs, 1370, 1421, 3552, 4106, 4145.4

see also Extraciirqvular activiiies.
School discipline. See School manage-

ment.
School 'entrance, age, 1912, 3169.
School equipment, 1558, 1575. 1764, 1885,

1893, 1905, 1924, 1934, 1977, 1981, 3486.
See also School buildings.

School janitors. Sec Janitorial service.
School journalism. See Journalism.
School lands, 37, 2609.
School legislation. See Educational legis-

lation.
school libraries. See Librgries and rending.
School lunches, 3346, 3361, 3402, 3422.
School management, 2862-3245.
School nurse, 3367, 3423.
School orchestras, 1688-1689.
School population, 2580, 2623, 3285, 3289,

3602, 3616.
School principals, 2834. 2861.
School publicity. See Educational pub-

liCity.
School records and reports, 3159 -3178.
School seating, 3246-3255.
School sites, 3299.
School superinjendents. Sec School admin-

istration ; county, 2610, 2632, 2657, 2659,
3653, 3660, 3707 ; salaries, 2202, 2402,
2407, 2412, 2418-2419, 2426, 2428;
tenure, 2202, 2243, 2247, 2251.

School supervision, 2806-2833.
School supplies, 2585. 2590, 2599, 2616.

2620, 2718, 27,34, 2757, 3280.
11116

Schopmoyer, C. H., 4176.
Schrader, F. A., 2858. .4)
Schrammel, H. E., 2540.
Schrode, Hulda, 21'-s28.

Schubert, Anna, 1736.
Schuette, Marie Anna, 1700.
Schuknecht, Lester, 2427.
Schultz, Leo C., 3039.
Schutte, Fred KJ., 3482.
Schutte, T. H., g00.
Schwarts, William H., 1207.
Schwin, Mary Lowell, 4562.
Scilince teaching, 1360-1519.
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Scott, /1. S.. 121.
Scott, Dorothy De Long, 2358.
Scott. R. Ray, 433.
Scott, Robert E., 3123.
Scott, Thurman C., 434.
Scruggs, Mary, 1042.
Scudder, Charles Roland, 601, 4040.
Seaman, Wallace M., 122.

- Seamster. Frederick Channing, 2177.
Sears, Willia i Paul, 3940.
Seashore, Carl , 1701, 1732.
Seashore, ilober olmes, 352.
Seating. See School seating.
Seawell, Ruth Tait, 4041.
Sebring, Nlay, 2222.
Secondary education, 1851-2041.
Secretarial education. See Commercial ed-

ucation.
Segel, David, ti08.
Seibert, Louise C., 1159.
Seidlitz, Mabel, 2978.
Seigfred, Earl C., 3009.
Selby, Elizabeth, 837.
Selby, Frances Prlette, 2148.
Self-government. See Student self-govern-

ment.
Self surveys, 105, 428, 600, 2149, 2605,

3734, 3909.
Sellers, Minnie, 3551.
Sells, Alice P., 298.
Semingsen, Earl M., 3483.
Senour, Alfred C., 602-604, U11, 3177.
Serson, Anson Van L., 3:;03.
Sessoms, Lillian, 1044.
Severinson, Charles A., 3070.
Seward, Jane Duncan, 3599.
Sex differences, 506-513.
Sex education, 3570, 3583-3585,

3738.
Seyfried, John Edward, 2661.
Seyle, Elizabeth Grady, 1782.
Seymour, Harriet, 2271.
Shade, Ervin II., 1477..
Shaefer, Harold L., 4346.
Shaffer, Arthur B., 1412.
Shaffer, leauguince F., 1737.
Shakespeare, 1130.
Shales, J. M., 3655.
Shambaugh, Charles Gilbert, 2371, 2979.
Sionk, C. Earl, 1332.
Shannon, J. R., 1959, 21,49, 2223.
Sharman, Jackson Roger, 3484.
Sharp, Edward prestoii, 2254.
Sharp, L. A.. 2178.
Shaw, Clifford R., 4468.
Shaw, Dorothy Itoach, :3412.
Shaw, George E.. 2945.
Shaw, Ira D., .2662.
Shaw. Lena, 872, 1045.
Shaw, .14fslie P., 27174i
Shaw, Ray Banker, 425.7.
'Shaw. Robert W.? 2116.
Shaw, .Ruth C., 2117.
Shaw, Wilfred L., 4563.
Sheets, Clarence A., 1208.
Sheffield, U. Abell, 40.

3611.

414

4.

Shegog, G. W., 3693.
Shelby, T. H., 3297.
Sheldon, Mra. Bessie, 4524.
Sheldon, Henry Davidson, 41.
Sheldon, Vera Genevieve, 283.
Shell, Neil, 1478.
Shelton, Allen Clifton, 4564.
Shenk, Clayton K., 2980, 4042.
Shepard, E. L., 266.
Shepherd, II. P., 2630.
Sherman, II. II., 3923.
Sherman, Mandel, 495.
Sherman, Selwyn How4rd, 3071.
Sherry, Stephen Edward, 1046.
Shewmaker, Lillian A., 1047.
Shields, H. G., 4258.
Shields, John Erwin, 2541:
Shimp, Evetett C., 3552.
Shine, Sister Mary Dolores, 2859.
Shinn, Alida V., 1831.
Shinn, Eleanor, 1960.
Shipley, A. 11.,, 2718.
Shipman, Wayne, 295.
'Shipp, David Warner, 3753.
Shipp, Fred T., a600.
Shirley, Mary, 1657,
Shivers, IL G., 691.
Shdemaker, Robert C., 3857.
Shoemaker, W. A., 912, 2917.
Shoemaker, Ward, 3721.
Shoptaw. LaVan, 4103.
Shore, David Preston, 1517.
Short, George A., 42.
Shouse, J. B., 605.
Shower, George Nelson, 2719.
Shrader, John Calvin, 292.
Shuler, Harry Elston, 2829.
Shuller, Albert Theodore, 1413.
ahuman; W. L., 181.
Sliumway, George A., 3544.
Shuttleworth, Frank K., 638, 2542.
Shutts, Ilerman Arthur, 435.
Sibert, Omer Earl, 2428.
Sibley, Martha, 838.
Sfekles, Fannie C., 3224.
Siddalingalya, M., 182.
Siedle, Theodore Anthony, 2106.
Siegel, Cecile, 1048.
Siemens, Lydia Jane, 4565.
Sifert, E. R., 36027
Sikes, W. Claude, 3553.
Silberberg, Saul, 2904. 7

Silenb reading. SeeiReading.
Simon, Morris L., 1049.
Simplified spelling, 898.
Simpson, Mabel E., 2830.
Simpson, Mortimer Louis, 3754.
Bitumen, Robert Gilkey, 1636.
Sims,4rHaskell Dickerson, 4104.
Sims, Verner Martin, 1050, 2118.
Singing. 'See Music education.
aingleton, George G., 4313.
Sioux City, Iowa, pubiic schodis, 12941

1738.
Sirkin, M., 150.
Alisley,'John Robert, 3154.
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!.4ioon. Ralph C.,t 1739.
Sites, John T., 1479.

x year high school, 1876, 1977.
4i 7e of school, 1856, 1870, 1904, 2130, 2358.
Sine, Etta C. 4259.

John Severn( 3413.
skinner. Blanche, 3755.
Stock], Gladys, 43.
Sleep, 448, 486, 495, 1798, 1831.
Sma le, John Gerard, Jr., 3694.
Small colleges, 3469; 3508.
Small high schools, 1878, 1911, 1921, '1937,

12759, 2835, 2869, 2959, 3014, 3635, 3667,
3917, 3946, 3973, 3989, 4021, 4530.

Smallidge, Olive E., 1297.
Smart, Thomas, 8858.
Smitb, Carl L., 1637.
Smith, Cassie Lina, 2272.
Smith,,Charles Currien, 1999.
Smith, David Eugene, 1176.
Smith, Dora V., 2918.
Smith, EdWard H., 3941.
Smith, Ernest Thomas, 2119.
Smitp, Fred C., 3942.
Smit1). G. B., 3072.
Smith,
Smith,
Smith,
Smith,
Smith,
Smith,
Smith,
Smith,
Smith,
Smith,
Smith,
Smith,
Smith,
Smith,
Smith,

G. Wheeler, 123.
Harold B., 1699.
Harold Fred, 183.
Harold T., 2720.
Harold Watson, 2905.
Harry B. 3603.
Harry P., 692, 2781, 3304.
Harry David. 4260.
Harvey A.. 2631.
Henry Lester,. 1901, 2632.
Helene J., 1051.
Heth G., 240.
Howard IL, 1333.
Ilse M.. 2380.
J. Edward, 2721.

Smith. James II., 3305.
Smith, James Millard. 2543.
Smial. Jeff F'rank, 2224.
Smith, Joe Osburn, 4639.
Smith, John Elliot., 1209.
Smith. Lee Roy, 4105.
Smith, Margaret Lorraine, 4043.
Sinitt.MarIon O., 1586.
Smith. Mary Lou. 3757.
Smith, Matthew D., 184.
Smith, Aerie ¡Eugene. 3155.
Smith, Milton Mpers. 1764.
Sinith, Monroe W., 3604.
Smith: Ellison, 4177.
Smith, Nellie Angel, 113'0.
Smith, Nevin J., 3943.

RAlph Hewett, 2296.
Smit . Rufus Albert, 600.
Smith, Ruth M., 44.
Smith; S'arah Olive. 2544.
Smith, Silas A., 2981.
Smith, Stephen P., 3605.
Smith, Vann Hermon, $113.
Smith, V. T., 713, 1552.
Smith, Victor C., 1395, 1414.

V.

cal

Smith, Victor J., 3944.
Smith, Vivian T., 3306.
allith, William Cooke, 3859
Smith. W. Ray, 2722.
Smith-Hughes school,=, 4063.
Smock. ;lean, 3860.
Smull, Earl, 2000.
Smyth, Alice K., 2001.
Snapp, Charles Ross, 839.
Snedden. David S.. 229..
Sneed, Guy Wilson, 3073.
Snoden, Herbert A.. 1962.
Snyder, Agnes. .t043.
Snyder, E. 4.. .1334.
Sn3der,v1Iarry Anderson. 321,
Snyder, Lucille II., 4261.
Snyder. Martha D.. 241.
Sobey, Christel Lorene A., 2254.
Social aspects of education, 3562-3616. See

aLto Croblem children ; Social studieq
Sochi science rOleaich` council, 4566.
Sooial studies. 1520-1654.
Sockty of directors of physical educallon

for men in colleges and univetiffles,
3485-3486.^

SociAleconomie scale, 180.
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a
Sociology, 0111Clitionai. See social a%rWet A

of education.
Sollins, IrTing V., 3414.
Somers, Florence Agnes, 3522.
Sones, W. W. 1)., 693.
Soper, Wayne W., 1963-1964, 2200, 2429,

2613, 2663, 2723-2724. ?
Sorenson, Glenn. 2634.
Sorenson. Herbert, 436, 2304.
Sotzin, Heber Allen, 3945.
South, education, 39, 98, 3641, 3784, 3812,

4354. .

rSouth Carolinit, education. 36, 1T82, 1851,
' 2414..2647, 2004, 2t71, 3663, 3812, 4076,

4145.
South *Dakota, education, 1530, 2239, 2284,

1.'339, 2637), 2724, 3060. .
South Dakota, department of public instruc-

tion, 2635, 2982-29133.
Southerland, R. IL, 3265.
Sowers, Mary Alice, 4178.
Sowle, Wesley Atwood, 1335.
Spain. education, 164.
Spangler, ileesie Pear171638.
SpanVh language, 1164-1172.
Spann, Richavi Russell, 4640.
Sparger, Alma S_, 1740.
Spaulding, E. B., 1052.
Spear, .Roy D., 3307.
.qpeartnan, C., 63?).

N.

Speartnan-Brown formula. 628-629. 033,
639.

.

Special classes. See Exceptional children.
Special methods of institiction, 251-324,

1654, 2128. ,

Special subjects of wurriculum, 728-1794.
Special teachers, 2366.
Speech defectives. % See Physically handi-

capped children.
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Speech training, 490, 2099. See also Dra-
matics and elocution.

Speed, 393, 40A.
Speicher, Rev. Normand, 242.
Spelling 875--t)20.
Spence, K. W., 437.
Spence, Ralph B , 443.
Sperwer, Paul It , 2430.
Spencer, Peter Lincoln, 1298.
Spikes, L. E., 3606.
Spillers, William Horton, 3948
Splann, Carolyn Pike. 1210
Spoerl, Elmo E., 1965.
Spohn, A. L., 3308.
Sporing, William Dwight, 3074.
Sprague, Lynn A., 4567.
Springer, Mrs. Patricia, 4641.
Sprinkler, Bessie Mildred, 1131.
Spurgin, Holland Abram, 1702.
Squires, Verhon P., 45.
Srygley, Theodore Quarles, 2002.
Staats, Pauline G., 840.
Stabler, Dewey A., 4314.
Stadtman, Charles C., 1557
Staffelbach, Elmer H., 2381, 2725, 8025.
Stable, Clyde V., 2726.
Stallings, Mildred E., 1783.
Stalnaker, J. M., 3114.
Standardization of education. 13, 1841,

1844, 1846, 1871, 1875, 1901, 3626, 3664,
3842, 3869.

Standiford, Francis Wilbur, 2431.
Stanley Mark McKloskey, 1966.
Stannard, Cedric, 3947.
Stanton, H. L, 4044.
Stark, Saidee Ethel, 4179.
Starr, Mary M., 124.
Starrak, J. A., 226.
State aid, 2691, 2706, 2701, 2799, 2804.
State department of education, 25.
State superintendent ,.of education, 2596.
Statham, Mrs. Jeanette F., 3607.
Statistics, 111-113, 120, 131, 680, 1944-

1945, 2096, 2557. See also lOducational
research ; School records and reports.

Staton, E. C., 1967.
Staudemayer, Maude Izell, 4045.
Stearns, Virginia Hardin, 185.
Steckel, Minnie L., 607.
Stedman, Melissa Branson, 4262-4263,
Steeper, Hubert de Tinsley, 2008.
Stegmeir, Clarence Conrad, 244.
Steinbach, Edna C., 1053.
Steinberg, David L., 918.
Steiner, Melvin Arthur, 2782.
Steinmetz, Kathryn Elise, 125.
Stein, Marguerite Florence, 3415.
Stemple, Forrest W., 1896.
Stenography. See Commercial education.
Stenquist, Jobn L., 694-696, 2727.
Stephens, Stella Elisabeth, lase.
Stephens college, Columbia, Mo., 2035-

2036.
Stephenson, Orlando W., 1639.
stetson, PaUl C., 8809,

StPvens. Homer, 438.
Stevens, McKinley IT., 1480.
Stevens, Thad Walker, 4461
Stevenson, Fred G., 2255.
Stewart. A. W., 1518.
Stewart, Charlotte, 3416.
Stewart, J. S., 2545.
Stewart, John W., 126.
Stewart, Marie, 1363.
Stickle, Charles Edwin, 4568.
Stickney, George 14.: 1054.
Stiening, Beryl, 484, 496.
Stiffier, Dale, 8707.
Stiles, Howard M., 2946.
Stiles, Lottie Altizer, 8075
Stillson, Stella V., 4462.
Stillwell, E. H., 8861.
Stillwell, George B., 2728.
Stimsoia, Bess Louise, 1832.
Stingley, C. L , 2004.
Stork, Earl K., 1337.
Stockton, A. Marion, 4046.
Stockton, Frank R., 4586.
Stockwell, Anne Belle, 4047.
Stoddard, Clara B., 4510.
Stoddard, George D., 1160.
Stoddard, Neal H., 1968.
Stogdill, Emily Leatherman, 2546.
Stogdill, Ralph M., 8608.
Stoke, Stuart M., 608.
Stoker, Edith M., 841.
Stokes, C. N., 1211.
Stone, Clarence w. 831, 842, 914
Stone, John C., 1338.
Stone. W. H., 3948.
Storch, John Paul Myles, 2547.
Stormont, Nancy Litle, 4417.
Story, Virginia, 1055.
Stout, Harry O., 1481.
Stoutemyer, J. Howard, 2729.
Stover, Webster Schultz, 2548.
Stowe, A. Monroe, 2549.
Stowe, Calvin E., 166.
Strahan, Oscar William, 3523.
Strang, Ruth, 2256, 3609.
Strange, Edson C., 2832.
Stratemeyer, Florence B., 2107.
Stratford, Jane, 8610.
Strauss, Dorothy Minetta, 1741.
Strauss, Harold W., 4264.
Strauss, Marion, 848,
Strayer, George D., 127, 2550.
Streit, Josephine, 4048.
Strohecker, Henry O., 128.
Strom, Arthur L., 8524.
Strong, Ester E., 4569.
Strongman, Henry Itussell, 245.
Stroud, Jessie R., 1102.
Strowig, Nell McCrumb, 4180.
Stryker, Elsie Beatrice, 3862.
Stuart, William H., 1703.
Stubbs, Either M., 2898.
Stubbs, Florence H., 4106.
Student activities, Bee Extracurricular

activities,
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Student finances, 1860, 1910, 2702, 3060.
Student load, 111, 2564.
Student loan nds, 2502.
Student public ions. See Journalism
Student Relf-gov rnment, 3231-3239.
Student aelÍ-suytort, 2556.
Student tea ing. See Practice teacHng.
Study guides, 271, 1533, 1638.
Study methods, 269-286.
Sturges, David Whittom, 3d11.
Sturtevant, Sarah M., 2256.
subJect combinations. See Teaching com-

binations.
Subnormal children, 4447-4464
Sufinsky, Stella, 3758.
Suggestion, 559.
Suggs, Joel, 4503.
Sullenger, Thomas Earl, 4504.
Sullens, Elsie Deane, 4642.
Sullivan, Elizabeth T., 609.
Sullivan, Eugene James, 1969.
Sullivan, Helen J., 1056.
Summer schools. See Education extension.
Summers, Audrey, M., 1057.
Sumrall, William Herbert, 2551.
Sunday schools, 2063, 3811, 3852.
Superintendents. See School superiniend-

ents.
Superstition, 1922, 3786.
Supervision. See School supervision.
Survey technique, 724.
Surveys. See Educational surveys.
Sutherland, J. lionw, 1397.
Sutton, 1). H., 2885.
Sutton, John Richard, 2879.
Swan, Lloyd M., 1445.
Swaubfrg, Signe Olivia V., 915.
Swanson, H. B., 4107.
Sweden, education, 145-146, 185.
Sweeny, M. E., 502.
Sweeny, Mary E., 1833.
Sweet, Mayme, 1620.
Sweigert, Rh L., 3949.
Sweitzer, Merrill A., 2984.
Swenson, L. O., 2005.
Swift, Fletcher Harper, 2780-2731.
Swift, Mildred L., 4181.
Swigart, Forest Damon, 2860.
Swimming, 3478.
Swisber, Idella Gwatkin, 4290.
Switzer, Edna, 2273.
Switzerland, education, 69, 187.
Swope, Vera Galbreath, 4444.
Symonds, Percival M., 489, 610, 1058, 1144,

3417, 3437.
Syria. See education.

Taba, Hilda, 246.
Taber, Gertrude J., 1132.
Tact, 439.
Taff, N. O., 2782.
Talbott, E. O., 1059, 8026.
Talented children. See Gifted children.'
Talking pictures, 310.
Tardiness, 2887. *

Tatlock, Viliner Leroy, 4049.
Tatum,
Taylor,
Taylor,
Taylor,
Tay ..)r,
Taylor,
Ta ylor,
Taylor,
Taylor,
Taylor,
Taylor,
Taylor,
Ta ylor,
Taylor,

Nannie Ella, 4182.
Ferdinand James, 20 ,7.
Henry Clay, 4643.
Howard Rice, 2331.
J. Carey, 2926, 3156.
J. W., 2636.
James Custer, 3708.
L. C., 3695.
Mary Barbara, 2552.
Naomi, 4265.
Rachel, 1339.
MrR. Rietta S., 1060.
Thelma Vogt, 1554:
William S., 4644.
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Teacher advancement with pupil, 202.
Teacher load, 2337-2360. See also Class

size.
Teacher participation in administration,
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